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Word of the publisher 

Dear reader, 

This book belongs to the series of 27 books which came to earth via Jozef 
Rulof between 1933 and 1952. These books are published by Foundation 
Spiritual-Scientific Association “The Age of Christ”, which was set up in 
1946 by Jozef Rulof. As the board of this foundation, we guarantee the orig-
inal text of the books which we are making available today. 

We have also published an explanation for the books, which contains 140 
articles. We consider the publication of the 27 books and this explanation as 
an inextricable whole. For some passages from the books, we refer to relevant 
articles from the explanation. For instance (see article ‘Explanation at soul 
level’ on rulof.org) refers to the basic article ‘Explanation at soul level’ as you 
can read that on the website rulof.org. 

Between 2003 and 2007, there was some controversy with regard to ‘The 
Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’. In this book, sensitive subjects 
are dealt with, such as the role of Adolf Hitler during World War II and the 
reason for his hatred of the Jewish people. 

A number of people found that passages from this book were discriminat-
ing and racist, and that the writer justified and/or approved of the genocide 
of the Jewish people. This led in 2003 in Belgium to a court case against the 
publisher of this book. The complainants asked the court of Dendermonde 
to sentence the foundation due to violation of the Belgian Negationism Act 
and Antiracism Act. 

After years of investigation, on 3 April 2007 the three judges of the Court 
of First Instance in Dendermonde passed a sentence, in which the founda-
tion was acquitted of all charges. We quote a few passages here from their 
sentence. The judges first of all point to the way in which the complainants 
set to work, which was solely based on a few quotations:

 
_____________ 

1.3. Judgement by the court 
1.3.1. With regard to the incompleteness of the investigation 
(...) 
A book or a document must always be assessed in its entirety for potential 

violation of the selected indictments A (Negationism Act) and B (Antira-
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cism Act). It is therefore not enough to take a few quotations from a vast 
oeuvre (more than 11,000 pages) to then state that each book separately or 
the oeuvre as a whole constitutes a violation of the Antiracism Act and/or the 
Negationism Act. 

Furthermore the context of the words, gestures or actions expressed must 
be taken into account, and linked to this, the potential impact of this. 

(...) 
The historical context also plays a role in this, whereby everything there-

fore must be placed within a particular timeframe. The first book by Jozef 
Rulof was published in 1933. Jozef Rulof died in 1952. The books therefore 
were written between 1933 and 1952. 

The books ‘Mental illnesses seen from the Other Side’ and ‘The Origin 
of the Universe’ were written in 1939. ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the 
Other Side’ was written during World War II (see the ‘Foreword’ in the book 
with the mention of ‘spring 1941’; in the justification it is mentioned that the 
first edition was published in 1946). 

(...) 
A check regarding the quotations referred to in the indictments is neces-

sary, on the one hand to find out whether they are indeed mentioned and on 
the other hand to find out in what context they were mentioned. 

In this way, the court must establish that a part of the quotations under 
the indictments A.2 and B.23, in particular “Anyone who curses Hitler slan-
ders Jesus” cannot be found in any case in the three books presented to the 
correctional registry. In the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other 
Side’ presented to the correctional registry, the court reads something else. It 
concerns the reprint 2001. The quoted text can be found on page 208: 

Adolf Hitler causes deeper suffering than one ruler before him has ever 
done. He is the only being for the universe, who does and can do the 
most evil. After him there will not be another human being who will 
get so much power and not another human being who will create so 
much suffering, because then it will no longer be possible, no longer be 
necessary! This is why Adolf Hitler is the lowest being in the universe, Christ 
the Highest! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE4972-4975)

(page 197 in current edition, editor’s note) 
During his questioning on 28 September 2005, Koenraad Cooreman 

(Centrum voor Gelijkheid van Kansen en Racismebestrijding; Equal Op-
portunities and Anti-racism Centre) stated among other things on the matter 
(item 154 of the criminal file): 

“(...) With regard to the disputed quotation “Anyone who curses Hitler slanders 
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Jesus”, I enquired with a Herman NIMIS mentioned from the Netherlands who 
is also engaged in matters similar to these. He answered me that the quotation 
in question does not occur literally in the book but it concerns a summary of all 
kinds of quotations which I can no longer quote. (...)”. 

Thus, the danger of using mere quotations or claimed quotations from a 
book cannot be better illustrated. 

The importance of placing quotations in the total context of a book will 
further appear during this sentence when quoting passages from the books 
by Jozef Rulof made available to the court. 

1.3.2. The indictment A (Violation of the Negationism Act) 
(...) 
The court took the trouble to go through the book ‘The Peoples of the 

Earth seen by the Other Side’. It is clear from this book that the genocide is 
not denied, is not minimised, is not justified and is not approved of. 

The court limits itself to quoting a passage from the book ‘The Peoples 
of the Earth seen by the Other Side’ presented to the correctional registry. 
It concerns the 2001 edition (the first edition was published in 1946). The 
quoted text can be found on pages 168 and 169: 

The children of (the House of) Israel amongst his people shiver at 
everything which they get to see and to hear. The Jews are declared ene-
mies of the German people and treated as such. Hitler also shows himself 
to be an enemy of the churches. They receive a slap in the face from him. 
What Hitler gathers around him, are people haters, brutes and sadists. 
They live out their passions at the expense of thousands. The emotional 
being flees from Germany and meanwhile Hitler and his people contin-
ue to bring death and horror amongst the Jews. They have become crazy, 
all of this is bestial, but it becomes even worse. The horrors pile up, the 
tortures become more and more horrific. Adolf Hitler has now already 
become the enemy of mankind. 
Now that Hitler has surrendered to his feelings, he completely dissolves 
in evil; the past in him reveals itself to the day conscious self, which 
must now make way completely for his bad personality. Evil has made 
itself master of this life, the devils of hell create an own world as a result 
of him and his type and live it up in the sphere of the Earth. And Adolf 
Hitler can no longer stop the evil which he has evoked. Every one of his 
followers lives it up, they exceed each other in cruelty. Adolf Hitler is 
inspired by hells and heavens, he serves the plans of two worlds. Hitler 
thinks that it is Providence which helps him. He motivates all his deeds 
by putting Providence behind them. On its authority he places the sweep 
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over the Jews and he keeps whipping away mercilessly. He sterilises the 
life of God in order to get a healthy people. Providence wants it! He sul-
lies marriage and makes a manure pit out of it. The child belongs to the 
state. Providence wants it! 
He lives with his people in the prehistoric age. He feels the new, the 
coming through evil and wrong, but what comes from his hands, is con-
taminated with animal-like poison. And yet does this man have a task 
to fulfil for the Other Side? And he is ordered to do this task by the Age 
of Christ? 
What lives in this human being? 
Why does he hate the Jews? 
Why does he attack the churches? 
Was he really sent by God or is he Satan himself? 
In Germany itself people see him as a God. God and Christ are pushed 
aside for this. 
The peoples of the Earth are powerless, because in his own country the 
Fuhrer can do what he sees fit. Millions of souls pray to God and beg 
him to take this demon away from the Earth. However, the peoples see 
the opposite happen, Hitler’s power grows by the hour. Will it soon not 
destroy all of mankind? People cling to the predictions of male and fe-
male clairvoyants, who are particularly frank with this and see Hitler 
dying all kinds of deaths. However, Adolf Hitler does not die and is not 
murdered either. 
Has God turned away from mankind? God appears to curse all his life, 
God must hate mankind. The terrible thing happens, Hitler begins the 
war and the suffering which he vents upon millions is unbearable. And 
he is still not satiated, the animal continues and where he puts his foot-
steps, blood flows, houses change into rubble and people are tortured. 
Yet he will lose himself in the violence unleashed by him and his people, 
you will experience it. He will start to doubt his Providence, speak non-
sense now and again and wage a terrible battle inside himself, since he no 
longer knows then, what he is doing correctly or wrongly. 
The writers of history will record all of this, I will not go into it further, 
I will follow the spiritual path further. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE3912-3957)

(page 159 - 161 in current edition, editor’s note) 

Jozef Rulof leaves the historiography to other people. Rulof then continues 
to ‘philosophise’. He states that he must prove that Adolf Hitler is the instru-
ment on which this century plays and he specifies: 
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You had certainly not thought that it is Golgotha, the ‘Kingdom of God’ 
and mankind, who need him as an instrument. 
It is exclusively and only as a result of his past that Adolf Hitler could 
become that instrument. I must now take you into that past, if you wish 
to understand everything. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3960.3962)

(page 161 of the current edition, editor’s note)(previously mentioned book 
on page 169) 

From this ‘philosophising’ by Rulof, it appears nowhere that he denies, 
approves of, grossly minimises or attempts to justify the genocide and nor 
does he have any intention to do so. The court will no longer quote on this 
matter, but refers for this purpose to the content of the book ‘The Peoples of 
the Earth seen by the Other Side’ (2001) in its entirety. 

(...) 
The books attributed to Rulof must also be seen within the spirit of the 

times in which they were written. 
(...) 
1.3.3. The indictment B (Violation of the Antiracism Act): 
(...) 
From the preface in the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’, this book ap-

pears to date from 1939. This book was thus written within a certain zeit-
geist. In this case too, the quotations cannot be seen separately from the total 
content of the book, the zeitgeist (very important) in which it was written 
and the placement of the wording and its meaning during that time period. 
Everything must be seen within the ‘philosophising’ context of this book 
with regard to the origin of creation. The first part is about ‘The Material 
Organism’. The second part deals with ‘The Soul Life’. The third part ‘Rein-
carnation on earth’. 

(...) 
The court is therefore of the opinion that the contents of the three books, 

of which it was able to take note (including ‘The Origin of the Universe’ and 
‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side, editor’s note), are not of 
a nature to be able to incite (encourage or stimulate) discrimination, segre-
gation, hatred or violence and these books were not written with that goal 
either. The particular will to incite discrimination, segregation, hatred or 
violence is not present. 

Taking into account the outlined legal framework and the elements of 
the indictment B which the court could verify through the three available 
books, the court must thus conclude that no violation of the Antiracism Act 
can be considered. Since these books do not violate the Antiracism Act, the 
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distributors of those writings (books) of course cannot be sentenced on the 
basis of the Antiracism Act. 

_____________ 

To this far the quoted words of the three judges from Dendermonde. 
As the board of the foundation, we are of the opinion that this sentence is 

self-evident and we hope that it has been established once and for all (legally) 
that these books by Jozef Rulof are not racist, negotionistic or discrimina-
tory. 

To clearly chart what the books actually are, we have published the ‘ex-
planation of the books by Jozef Rulof ’. This explanation contains 30 articles 
in the main theme ‘University of Christ’. These articles summarize what can 
be found in all the 27 books by Jozef Rulof about the theme which is dealt 
with in the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’, with the 
emphasis on explanations about this at soul level. We have added these 30 
articles to the appendix at the back of this book. In addition, we have also 
added 3 articles from the main theme ‘Our Cosmic Soul’, which likewise 
summarize relevant key points. 

With the addition of the 33 articles, we hope that it will emerge that Jozef 
Rulof and his masters do not find any distinction based on people, country, 
continent, so-called race, skin colour or physical attribute relevant, because 
universal love only focuses on the essence of man: his soul. 

With kind regards, 
The board of directors of the Foundation The Age of Christ 
2020 
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Book list 

Overview of the books which came to earth via Jozef Rulof in the se-
quence that they were published, with the years in which the content of those 
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Explanation of the books by Jozef Rulof 

The foreword of this explanation is: 

Dear readers, 
In this ‘explanation of the books by Jozef Rulof ’, as publisher we describe 

the core of his vision. In this way, we answer two types of questions which 
we were asked during the past few years about the content of these books. 

Firstly, there are the questions about specific subjects such as for instance 
cremation and euthanasia. The information about such subjects is often dis-
tributed over the 27 books with a total of more than 11,000 pages. This is 
why, for each subject, we have put relevant passages from all the books to-
gether and summarised them each time in an article. 

The distributed information is the result of the knowledge building in 
the book series. In the article ‘explanation at soul level’, we distinguish two 
levels in this knowledge building: the social thinking on the one hand and 
the explanations at soul level on the other hand. For his first explanation of 
many phenomena, the writer limited himself to words and concepts which 
belonged to the social thinking of the first half of the previous century. As a 
result, he attuned himself to the world view of his readers at that time. 

Book after book, the writer also built up the soul level, whereby the human 
soul is the main focus. In order to explain life at soul level, he introduced 
new words and concepts. In this way, new explanations came, which supple-
mented the information from the previous round about particular subjects. 

However, usually the explanations at soul level did not supplement the 
first descriptions, but they replaced them. In this way, for instance in social 
terminology it can be spoken about a ‘life after death’, but at soul level the 
word ‘death’ has lost every meaning. According to the writer, the soul does 
not die, but it lets go of the earthly body and it then passes onto the following 
phase in its eternal evolution. 

The unfamiliarity with the difference between these two explanation lev-
els ensures a second type of questions about words and views in the books 
about which current social thinking has changed in relation to the first half 
of the previous century. In this explanation, we explain those subjects from 
the soul level. As a result, it becomes clear that words such as for instance 
races or psychopathy no longer play a role at soul level. These words and the 
related views were only used in the book series in order to connect with the 
social thinking in the time period that these books were realised, between 
1933 and 1952. The passages with these words belong to the then spirit of the 
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times of the readers and in no way represent the actual vision of the writer 
or the publisher. 

When currently reading these books, that is not always clear, because the 
writer does not usually mention explicitly at what explanation level the sub-
ject is dealt with in a particular passage. This is why, as publisher, for a num-
ber of passages we add a reference to a relevant article from this explanation. 
That article then explains the subject dealt with in that passage from the soul 
level, in order to express the actual vision of the writer on that subject. For 
cultural-historical and spiritual-scientific reasons, in the 27 books we do not 
make any changes to the original formulations of the writer. For the read-
ability, we have only adapted the spelling of the Old Dutch. In the online 
version of the books on our website rulof.nl, all the linguistic changes can be 
requested upon demand per sentence. 

We consider the publishing of the 27 books and this explanation as an 
inseparable whole. This is why, on the cover of each book and in the ‘word 
by the publisher’, from now on we will refer to the explanation. For a wide 
availability, we have published the 140 articles of this explanation as e-book 
(visit rulof.org/download), and all the articles are on our website rulof.org as 
separate web pages. 

The relevant passages from all the books by Jozef Rulof which we have 
based the articles on are also an integral part of this explanation. Together 
with the articles in question, these passages have been combined in book 
form and are available as the four parts of ‘The Jozef Rulof Reference work’, 
in the form of paperbacks and e-books. Furthermore, on our website at the 
bottom of most articles a link has been included to a separate web page with 
the source texts of that article. 

With the publication of the 27 books and this explanation, we aim to 
contribute to a substantiated understanding of the actual message of the 
writer. This was worded by Christ with: Love one another. At soul level, Jozef 
Rulof explains that it concerns universal love which is not engaged with the 
appearance or the personality of our fellow being, but focuses on his deepest 
core, which Jozef Rulof calls the soul or life. 

Kind regards, 
On behalf of the board of Foundation The Age of Christ, 
Ludo Vrebos 
11 June 2020 
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List of articles 

The explanation consists of the following 140 articles: 

Part 1 Our Hereafter 

1. Our Hereafter 
2. Near-death experience 
3. Out-of-body experience 
4. Spheres in the hereafter 
5. Spheres of Light 
6. First sphere of light 
7. Second sphere of light 
8. Third sphere of light 
9. Summerland - Fourth sphere of light 
10. Fifth sphere of light 
11. Sixth sphere of light 
12. Seventh sphere of light 
13. Mental regions 
14. Heaven 
15. The Other Side 
16. Children spheres 
17. Meadow 
18. Dying as passing on 
19. Death 
20. Spirit and spiritual body 
21. Cremation or burial 
22. Embalming 
23. Organ donation and transplantation 
24. Aura 
25. Fluid cord 
26. Euthanasia and suicide 
27. Apparent death 
28. Spirits on earth 
29. Dark spheres 
30. Land of Twilight 
31. Land of Hatred and Lust and Violence 
32. Valley of Sorrows 
33. Hell 
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34. Dante and Doré 
35. Angel 
36. Lantos 
37. Masters 
38. Alcar 
39. Zelanus 
40. Books on the Hereafter 

Part 2 Our Reincarnations 

41. Our reincarnations 
42. Memories of previous lives 
43. World of the unconscious 
44. Aptitude and talent and gift 
45. Child prodigy 
46. Phobia and fear 
47. Feelings 
48. Soul 
49. Grades of feeling 
50. Material or spiritual 
51. Subconscious 
52. Day-consciousness 
53. From feeling to thought 
54. Solar plexus 
55. The brain 
56. Exhausted and insomnia 
57. Learning to think 
58. Thoughts from another person 
59. What we know for sure 
60. Science 
61. Psychology 
62. Spiritual-scientific 
63. Universal truth 
64. Connection of feeling 
65. Loved ones from past lives 
66. External resemblance to our parents 
67. Character 
68. Personality 
69. Sub-personalities 
70. Will 
71. Self-knowledge 
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72. Socrates 
73. Reincarnated for a task 
74. Reincarnated supreme priest Venry 
75. Alonzo asks why 
76. Regret remorse repentance 
77. Making amends 
78. Reincarnated as Anthony van Dyck 
79. Temple of the soul 
80. Books about reincarnation 

Part 3 Our Cosmic Soul 

81. Our cosmic soul 
82. Explanation at soul level 
83. There are no races 
84. Material grades of life 
85. Human being or soul 
86. Against racism and discrimination 
87. Cosmology 
88. All-Soul and All-Source 
89. Our basic powers 
90. Cosmic splitting 
91. Moon 
92. Sun 
93. Cosmic grades of life 
94. Our first lives as a cell 
95. Evolution in the water 
96. Evolution on the land 
97. The mistake by Darwin 
98. Our consciousness on Mars 
99. Earth 
100. Good and evil 
101. Harmony 
102. Karma 
103. Cause and effect 
104. Free will 
105. Justice 
106. Origin of the astral world 
107. Creator of light 
108. Fourth Cosmic Grade of Life 
109. The All 
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110. Animation of our cosmic journey 

Part 4 University of Christ 

111. University of Christ 
112. Moses and the prophets 
113. Bible writers 
114. God 
115. The first priest-magician 
116. Ancient Egypt 
117. Pyramid of Giza 
118. Jesus Christ 
119. Judas 
120. Pilate 
121. Caiaphas 
122. Gethsemane and Golgotha 
123. Apostles 
124. Ecclesiastical stories 
125. Evolution of mankind 
126. Hitler 
127. Jewish people 
128. NSB and national socialism 
129. Genocide 
130. Grades of love 
131. Twin souls 
132. Motherhood and fatherhood 
133. Homosexuality 
134. Psychopathy 
135. Insanity 
136. The mediumship of Jozef Rulof 
137. The Age of Christ 
138. Illuminating future 
139. Ultimate healing instrument 
140. Direct voice instrument 
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Jozef Rulof 

Jozef Rulof (1898-1952) received all-embracing knowledge about the here-
after, reincarnation, our cosmic soul and Christ. 

Knowledge from the hereafter 

When Jozef Rulof was born in 1898 in rural ’s-Heerenberg in the Neth-
erlands, his spiritual leader Alcar already had great plans for him. Alcar had 
passed on to the hereafter in 1641, after his last life on earth as Anthony 
van Dijck. Since then, he had built up a vast knowledge about the life of the 
human being on earth and in the hereafter. In order to bring that knowledge 
to earth, he wanted to develop Jozef into a writing medium. 

After Jozef had established himself as a taxi driver in The Hague in 1922, 
Alcar first developed him into a healing and painting medium, in order to 
build up the trance that was needed for receiving books. Jozef received hun-
dreds of paintings, and by means of their sales the publication of the books 
could be kept under their own control. 

When Alcar began passing on his first book ‘A View into the Hereafter’ in 
1933, he gave Jozef the choice of how deep the mediumistic trance would be-
come. He would be able to put Jozef into a very deep sleep and take over his 
body in order to write books outside the consciousness of the medium. Then 
Alcar would be able to use his own word choice from the first sentence in 
order to explain to the reader from that time how he himself had got to know 
the reality at soul level, which the eternal life of the human soul is central to. 

Another possibility was to apply a lighter trance, whereby the medium 
could feel what was being written during the writing. That would enable 
Jozef to grow along spiritually with the knowledge passed on. However, then 
the build-up of the knowledge in the books series would have to be attuned 
to the spiritual development of the medium. And then Alcar could only give 
the explanations at soul level if the medium was also ready for that. 

Jozef chose for the lighter trance. As a result, Alcar was somewhat limited 
in the words which he could use in the first books. He let Jozef experience 
this by writing down the word ‘Jozef ’ in trance. At that same moment, Jozef 
woke up from the trance, because he felt he was being called. In order to 
prevent this, Alcar chose the name ‘André’ in order to describe the experi-
ences of Jozef in the books. Alcar also changed or avoided other names and 
circumstances in ‘A View into the Hereafter’, so that Jozef could remain in 
trance. In this way, the reader does indeed learn in this first book that André 
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was married, but not that this happened in 1923 and that his wife was called 
Anna. 

In order to remain in harmony with the life of feeling of Jozef, Alcar al-
lowed his medium to first experience for himself what was described in the 
books. For this purpose, Alcar let him leave his body, so that Jozef could 
perceive the spiritual worlds of the hereafter for himself. The books describe 
their joint journeys through the dark spheres and the spheres of light. Jozef 
saw that after his transition on earth, the human being ends up in the sphere 
to which his life of feeling belongs. 

In an out-of-body state, he was also witness to many transitions on earth. 
By means of the description of this, it is recorded in the books what exactly 
happens to the human soul upon cremation, burial, embalming, euthanasia, 
suicide and organ transplantation. 

Jozef gets to know his past lives 

The name André was chosen by Alcar, because Jozef had once borne that 
name in a past life in France. Then André was an academic, and the commit-
ment to investigating everything thoroughly could help in order to deepen 
the explanation level of the books step by step. 

For instance, in 1938 Jozef was able to receive the book ‘The Cycle of the 
Soul’ from master Zelanus, a pupil of Alcar. In this book, Zelanus described 
his past lives. In this way, he showed how all his experiences in his past lives 
have ultimately built up his life of feeling, and ensured that he could feel 
more and more. 

In 1940, Jozef had developed far enough in order to experience the book 
‘Between Life and Death’. As a result, he got to know Dectar, his own past 
life as a temple priest in Ancient Egypt. Dectar had increased his spiritual 
powers in the temples to a high level, as a result of which he could experience 
intense experiences in an out-of-body state, and in addition he did not ne-
glect his earthly life. Those powers were now necessary in order to reach the 
ultimate grade of mediumship: the cosmic consciousness. 

Our cosmic soul 

In 1944, Jozef Rulof was so far developed as ‘André-Dectar’ that he could 
experience spiritual journeys through the cosmos together with Alcar and 
Zelanus. By means of the descriptions of those journeys in the book series 
‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’, the highest knowledge from the hereafter 
was brought to earth. 

Now the masters Alcar and Zelanus could finally describe the reality as 
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they had got to know that as the truth themselves. It was only now that they 
could use words and terms which describe the core of our soul and thus re-
veal the essence of the human being. 

In the cosmology the masters explain at soul level where we come from 
and how our cosmic evolution began because our soul split itself from the 
All-Soul. André-Dectar now got to know his past lives on other planets, and 
the gigantic development path which his soul has gone through in order to 
evolve from a rarefied cell on the first planet in the universe to the life on 
earth. 

In addition, with the masters he visited the higher cosmic grades of life 
which await us after our earthly lives. The cosmology describes where we are 
going, and in what way our lives on earth are necessary in this. This casts a 
cosmic light on the meaning of our life and the essence of the human being 
as soul. 

The University of Christ 

The masters could travel all the cosmic grades and pass on this ultimate 
knowledge because they were helped themselves by their order of teachers. 
This order is called ‘The University of Christ’, because Christ is the mentor 
of this university. 

In his life on earth, Christ could not pass on this knowledge because the 
mankind there was not ready for that. Christ was already murdered for the 
little that he was able to say. However, he knew that his order would bring 
this knowledge to earth, as soon as a medium could be born that would no 
longer be killed for this. 

That medium was Jozef Rulof, and the books which he received heralded 
a new age: ‘The Age of Christ’. Christ himself should have limited himself to 
the core of his message: the selfless love. In the Age of Christ, through Jozef 
Rulof his pupils could give a detailed explanation of how we raise ourselves 
in feeling by giving universal love and as a result reach higher spheres of light 
and cosmic grades of life. 

Under the assignment of his masters, in 1946 Jozef set up Society The Age 
of Christ, in order to manage the books and paintings. In that same year, he 
travelled to America to make his knowledge received known there, in collab-
oration with his brothers who had emigrated. Just like in the Netherlands, he 
held trance lectures and painting demonstrations there. 

Back in the Netherlands, in addition to the hundreds of trance lectures, 
he also held contact evenings for years, in order to answer questions from 
readers of the books. In 1950, master Zelanus was able to write the biography 
of Jozef entitled ‘Jeus of Mother Crisje’ with the name ‘Jozef ’ and the child-
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hood name ‘Jeus’, without breaking the trance. 
The masters knew that mankind would still not accept the University of 

Christ, despite all the knowledge and efforts passed on by Jozef. Science will 
only accept a proof of life after death if that is achieved without a human me-
dium, so that influencing by the personality of the medium can be excluded. 

That proof will be supplied by what the masters call the ‘direct voice in-
strument’. They predict that this technical instrument will bring a direct 
communication between the human being on earth and the masters of the 
light. At that moment, Jozef and other masters will be able to address the 
world from the hereafter, and be able to give mankind the happiness of the 
certain knowledge that we live infinitely as a cosmic soul. 

In order to prepare himself for this task, Jozef passed on to the hereafter 
in 1952. At the end of his book ‘Spiritual Gifts’, master Zelanus had already 
mentioned that, after the transition of Jozef, Jozef and the masters will no 
longer approach human mediums, because the ultimate knowledge from the 
hereafter can already be found in the books which Jozef was able to receive 
during his earthly life. 
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Foreword 
Dear reader, 

When the cruel steamroller of war rolled over the world, millions of lives 
were lost, hardship, illness and misery brought the peoples of the earth into 
despair and people wondered desperately how God, their Creator, could al-
low these horrors, could keep silent while His children bleed, then, in that 
desperate time, my leader, master Alcar, appeared to me. He spoke: 

‘The questions which mankind asks in its great need, have reached the 
spheres of light. Now the time has come, that the Other Side will speak and 
will give an answer to the oppressive questions of those who do not under-
stand the sense of this world fire and do not understand God’s silence. 

This war, André, is of awe-inspiring importance for the whole of mankind. 
It has a completely different meaning than the people can imagine. Its mean-
ing is cosmic! As a result of this not one person on Earth is capable of answer-
ing the wonderful questions which he raises. For this purpose people need to 
know the spiritual attunement, the mentality of the whole of mankind. Only 
a cosmically conscious being is capable of treating such a dreadful problem 
in earthly eyes. 

Since this war does not only affect the people on Earth, but even the mas-
ters from the highest spheres, they contribute in their way to bringing this 
gigantic struggle to a good end. They now want mankind to know! 

The task was placed in the hands of my highest pupil on this side to treat 
the most awe-inspiring problems. However, it is the masters who speak 
through him. Through you, André, he will record the book. He has got to 
know all the existing laws and when he obtained his cosmic grade he received 
the spiritual name Zelanus, which is: ‘experience through love.’ 

Master Alcar left after these words. I sunk into a trance and master Zelanus 
began his task. 

His book wishes to convince you of your eternal life and give you an idea 
of the thousands of laws, which rule Divine creation. It also contains proph-
esies and master Zelanus passes it on to you by order of the highest masters. 
The love of God and Christ. May their indispensable blessing rest on the 
book! 

Jozef Rulof 

The Hague, Spring 1941. 
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Introduction 

My brother André, after a long time we are one again in order to record a 
spiritual work. I thank God for this mercy, given to me. 

I say the following to my readers: If you wish to open yourselves to me, I 
will handle all the questions for you, which are attached to this dreadful war. 

Is this struggle God’s intention? Is it not possible for God to intervene and 
to end it, or does He not wish to? Was it He, who gave one human being 
the power to set the world on fire? Did He create his life only to let it be 
destroyed? Can people really call God a Father of love? And his son Jesus 
Christ, why does he remain silent? Is he also already deaf to the pleas, which 
are sent up to Him in despair? Or is He a fiction? Will mankind draw its 
lessons from this war, or will there be wars until the end of time? What is the 
purpose of our life on Earth and in the universe? Why did God give it to us? 

I will give you a detailed answer to this and thousands of the other ques-
tions during a walk, which we will begin with the origin of man, animal and 
universe. And during this trip I will have the opportunity to show you that 
this dreadful war is not God’s will. God loves all his children, I will prove it 
to you. But I also want to explain to you that he cannot intervene! He looks 
on and is silent, but ... knows that all is well. He knows that all his children 
will awaken precisely as a result of this war, as a result of this dreadful misery. 

You, human being of the Earth, live in an awe-inspiring age, you live 
in the age of spiritual development. Does development lurk in this terri-
ble event, you will ask? Yes, is the answer to this from the Other Side, it 
brings you spiritual consciousness, in the exalted sense of the word exceeding 
everything. Mother Earth and all its children have now reached this point. 

Our cosmic walk will begin, as I just remarked, at the beginning of crea-
tion and will take us over the planets, through the hells and heavens to the 
present stage. On this journey we will observe the movements of the first 
born life and experience how mankind receives a faith. Then we will follow 
the actions of the prophets and the growth of the tribes of (the House of) 
Israel and will bow our heads to Christ, whose Sacred Life we may then ob-
serve. We will watch how the peoples of the earth reached their present stage 
and attunement, then we will handle the problems, as well as the material 
and spiritual laws of this war. Our walk will still not come to an end. We 
have to go even further, because behind the ruins the ‘Kingdom of God’ 
beckons with a smile. We will enter and traverse it full of respect, filled with 
joy at what awaits the peoples, if they are of good will. 

And finally, helped by the highest masters of the Other Side, we will be 
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allowed to have a glance into the far future. The prophets, who reach us by 
their mouths, will make us bend our knees in order to thank our Divine 
Creator. 

The masters instructed me to treat the past, present and future of man-
kind. As a result of the past you will get to know your own life,as a result 
of my explanations of the present you will start to see all your problems in a 
different light, while you can awaken in spirit by reading about your future. 
You will know for what purpose you live, in which grade you have come for 
the emotional life and on which sphere in our life you have attunement. You 
will get to know the hells and heavens, as well as all the cosmic grades in the 
universe. And you will start to see your bible in another light, now that the 
laws of God will speak to your life. 

I feel ready to treat this wonderful material for you. May God help me to 
record all of this through the earthly instrument, I will give all of myself for 
it. 

Master Zelanus 
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Part 1: The past 
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‘Watch over yourself, do good – 

or you will lose your Kingdom on this Side.’ 

MASTER ZELANUS 
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During the origin of mankind 

When God divided himself, gave himself away, split himself into millions 
of parts, from which we people grew, this happened with a fixed purpose. 
God wanted us, his life, to follow one evolution after the other, experience 
grade after grade in order to master his sacred laws. It was his will that we 
would become conscious of the whole of His creation. 

In order to make this possible for us He created us, man and woman, in his 
image. He placed his Divine core in man and woman, his own attunement, 
his Divine feeling. He placed his universe, the material and astral universe 
in their hands. In them, the wonder, which is God, received shape and con-
scious. How did these two people reach life? What was the development of 
man and woman like? 

On this side we got to know the answer to these questions. Here, in the 
possession of higher conscious and living in a heaven, a sphere of existence, it 
penetrated our emotional life, how amazing Divine creation is. The masters 
on this side showed it to us and in this way we could take possession of the 
first three cosmic grades. 

My master Alcar has described the origin of creation and the evolution of 
man, animal and universe in three books, entitled: ‘The Origin of the Uni-
verse’, which he gave to the world through the instrument, through whom 
I now also write. I will therefore treat this material very briefly soon and I 
will refer you to the books of my master, if you wish to be informed in more 
detail. 

When the masters showed us the begin stages of creation, they also con-
nected us to the moment when God spoke to His creatures as a Father of 
Love. Before we started our first evolution as cell life, He gave us His sacred 
blessing. God then placed in us: 

‘My Own Life. I spoke to you as your God, as your Father and Mother, as 
your Supreme power. My children, I created you as Man and Woman. Soon you 
will begin your life. You will have to go continually further and higher in order 
to awaken in all My laws and to be as I am. You will have to live and die for 
this purpose. Then you will return to the invisible life, where you wait and you 
prepare yourself for the new organism which I will create for you. There is not a 
death! 

What I created for you, is infinite and belongs to you. By experiencing My laws 
you will get to know Me and My creation. You are only a spark of Me and of the 
wonderful whole, in which I live, nevertheless you are Divine. I will follow you, 
My children and if necessary lighten you paths. Even if I am invisible to you, I 
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know where you will go and can connect Myself to your lives. And you will get to 
see and feel Me, but then there will have to be love in you. Follow My laws and 
you will experience peace and quiet in your lives. 

Love all My life, as I also love you. Now go as man and woman through My 
laws, however, know that you will live in both bodies, because it is only as a result 
of this that the Divine awakening will be able to enter you. I will create many 
bodies for you and they will serve you. 

I place My infinity in your hands. I only created happiness for you. But go 
towards My life, as I go towards you. You have now received my blessing. 

You will never have to think that I am not there. You are one with my life and 
nothing can break our unity. You will continually be able to feel me, however, 
you must approach me in love. Love my universe and all the life in it. Be honest 
and sincere to each other, conscious, in your feeling and thinking. I will go next 
to you! 

I split myself into billions of sparks. Do as I and multiply, give other peoples 
life. For this purpose you are father and mother, in this way you will become as 
I am. 

You must master what I created for you. I therefore want you to continually 
search for the good. Anyone who does not love me and my life, will have to expe-
rience that my laws do not speak to him or her. Those lives then stand still. Know 
that I do not make any exception, because I love all of you. You will divide the 
material and spiritual treasures in the universe honestly. Make sure that you do 
not violate the possession of others, because then you will be in rebellion against 
my laws and you will lose me. 

As a result of my laws you will evolve! The universe arises around you, me and 
your house, in which we will be one eternally. Know my children, I will give you 
all of myself. Never ask me to come to you if you walk dark paths, because I will 
give you an own will! Know that I create neither suffering nor sorrow. 

Anyone who lives for me, will possess me. You will get to know me as your God, 
as your Father and Mother. I am and will remain ... LOVE!’ 
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The first revelations 

In this way God spoke to us as a Father of Love. It was at the time when 
we as people started our cosmic path consecrated and enlightened. But how 
was our life? How did we behave? Did we understand our lives? Did we act 
in all the grades according to God’s commandments? 

You know the answers to these life questions. Not one soul in the universe 
remembered what God said to it! On the other hand, we sullied his life and 
stained his sacredness. I am very conscious that as a result of this statement 
numerous questions will occur to you. Yet I will only partly go into this. 
In this way God gives us the mercy, one day all the questions which live in 
mankind with regard to the Divine deed of creation, will be answered clearly 
and sufficiently. The scope of this book does not allow this; now I will have to 
make do by giving you a short and not nearly complete image of the process 
and the development of creation. 

Millions of souls on Earth, however faithful and religious they are, cannot 
possibly accept the bible story of creation any longer. Their emotional life still 
refuses for just one moment to believe in the peculiar story with regard to the 
origin of the Earth, firmament, human being and animal. The decisive state-
ment of science about the impossibility of the bible details, still support those 
souls in their rejection. The bible writers tell you that Earth and firmament, 
human being, animal and plant were suddenly created just like that by God. 
But how different the reality is! The whole Divine plan of Creation was built 
on gradual development! Nothing in the universe was suddenly there just like 
that, everything evolved from grade to grade to its definite state! 

Sketches in rough outlines - because series of books could be written about 
each stage - the process of creation took place as follows. When God revealed 
himself, the hazes were the first visible phenomena. In a later stage the hazes 
condensed to a mass of clouds. From here - and we already find ourselves in 
the material revelation - the embryonic human life came into being. God 
now divided himself: a Divine Revelation given to the human being by the 
material life. The embryo - the cell inspired by God and originating from 
the condensation of the hazes, stands for the Divine laws and will pass into 
evolution and take part in the plan of creation. His human existence started. 
One cell now gave itself to the other, fertilised it, but rejected its own life as 
a result of this, the male embryo experienced the first death. Entering the 
astral world follows, there this life awaits the second birth in the life of the 
unconscious. The first material cell experienced a rotting process and from 
this process the animal kingdom originated. This animal life now started its 
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evolution. Then God had nothing more to give his life, he gave it his Own 
Conscious! 

The embryo representing God kept on accepting a next grade of life. The 
inner life as a soul awakened as a result of this. 

You can now ask: where did the Divine spark originate and develop, the 
human life? The answer is: on the Moon, on Mother Moon! As a result of 
God’s manifestation our Mother planet could begin its condensation and 
evolution, thereby helped by the central solar system, which also ensured a 
protective atmosphere. Forgive me that I place all these awe-inspiring laws 
and events before your eyes at the turn of a hand, I repeat and repeat, that a 
clear and acceptable description of this immense event requires more space 
than is available within the framework of this book. 

The first life in the universe originated on the Moon. Inspired by the Di-
vine spark it enters the own obtained independence and becomes inspiration. 
The Divine spark goes on its way to evolve, in order to create grade after 
grade, world after world, to explore and to experience. One day it will be 
adult and represent God as a human being and take possession of the uni-
verse. 

After many sparks received life, because this cosmic condensation contin-
ued, grades emerged, different and succeeding grades of life for the material 
embryo. And the Divine spark keeps going further, it gives itself to the other 
life in the own grade of life, dies and then enters the astral world in order 
to be born again. As a result of this evolution this life gets more feeling and 
space, the material cell becomes larger, the duration of life longer. The em-
bryonic life experiences Divine Material Revelations, a material and spiritual 
evolution process. This cell life will have to follow thousands of grades of life 
in order to reach its highest stage on Mother Moon. The cell will then be 
expanded until it is the same in shape as a fish, a shape, which can still be 
seen in the embryonic stage in the maternal body. 

The planet Moon has now condensed, space has come and the waters have 
emerged. In these waters different grades of the human being and the animal 
live. They do not experience anything else but fertilisation, dying and being 
born again. At that time Mother Moon experienced a great rotting process; 
as a result of one life the other life emerged and this also split itself again in 
order to promote Divine evolution as a result of this. The final stage in the 
evolution of Mother Moon is the own material condensation. In the wa-
ters something now separates, this becomes thicker and it hardens gradually. 
Now the passable planet comes into being. A bit later we see the plant life 
emerge, it attaches itself to the bottom. Mother Nature awakens. 

The origin of life, the Divine spark, the human being, lives and still evolves 
in the waters. Having come into being from the All-Mother, this divine life 
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experiences both the creating organism and the being a mother. However, 
the principle of giving birth dominates on Mother Moon. Every spark is 
like the Omnipotence which created it. God also dominates here as Mother. 
God created, but gave, since he split himself, divided, the life into millions 
of sparks. Does the Mother do any different? In this way the Mother is one 
with God and in this way the maternal will dominated the soul for all the 
life grades. Now, in this Moon stage, the human spark already follows the 
laws of God. And the greater body, the Moon, also serves as Mother, it is a 
creator in nothing, the Maternal instinct dominates in all these grades of life. 

Evolution, which has to experience the Divine spark here, has the material 
life as a starting point. The maternal life still dominates here, this goes be-
fore the astral existence. The soul experiences an own evolution, but this is 
no different than working, experiencing the material life. The Divine spark 
searches and moves in the waters, it wants to go further, this is still not its 
definite body. This working announces itself to the soul and as a result of this 
the inner life awakens. Soul and material are already one, but the next stage 
will show that the soul will start to dominate the material body. This can 
now already be followed and explained. If the soul soon enters the conscious, 
human organism, the soul will dominate the body and this is because the 
soul life is eternal. On the Moon the soul life must accept the working of the 
organism. However, as a result of this the inner life, as was said, awakens, 
the soul starts to see the universe which lives in it and will soon completely 
outlive the Mother planet. It will become the conquering of the soul over 
the material and this evolution now already starts to commence work. The 
material body will keep on dying, the soul on the other hand will keep on 
going further in order to experience the higher grades of life. The soul gets 
new organisms from Mother Moon, it always has another body ready, which 
came into being by means of the higher material grade. The inner life cannot 
experience anything else than this working, than this experiencing of the 
material cell in all these grades, because that working, this experiencing of 
the material cell and later of the adult human body, was imposed by God. 
God, the Moon and the spark are one in all stages, they work on one target. 
However, the Divine spark will return to Him as a conscious divine being! 

In this Moon stage there is still no question of consciousness, this will only 
be the case later: on the second of the seven cosmic grades of life, which the 
human being has to experience for his evolution towards God. There this 
life will start to feel itself and then start to understand something of its own 
existence. 

The Divine spark has now achieved the highest grade of life, on the first 
cosmic grade, therefore on Mother Moon, it has expanded, developed, from 
cell to fish shape. Thousands of stages hereby followed each other, it had to 
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experience the soul life in order to master the Divine laws. The soul is al-
ready supreme in this existence, it feels this, it dominates its Mother Moon. 
Mother Moon, this wonderful body? The human soul is ruler over this won-
derful body! The soul lives, it creates, gives birth and it has reached a natural, 
independent state as a result of this, which Mother Moon does not possess. 
This proves the power of the human soul, it possesses Mother Moon. Moth-
er Moon serves it, it mothers this life, gives it food and drink, provides the 
new organisms. However, behind all of this lives God. He who split himself, 
divided himself into billions of sparks, he watches that everything goes well. 

People call this Supreme Power God. People also say that this power is 
wind, rain, fire, night and light, nature. On the Moon God was still dark-
ness. When he passed over to creating, he gave his life everything, gave it his 
own Ego, his own conscious. He also gave his life a free will! The soul can 
now already do what it wants. It moves forward to where it wants to go, it 
feels where it must get its food, it acquires knowledge in this way and en-
riches itself as a result of all these possibilities of life. Mother Moon sees this, 
but it lets its children go, it knows that the process is going well in this way. 
It also feels powers and strengths which drive the human soul, powers and 
strengths from which it also came into being. Its laws of life passed into the 
hands of the human soul. It knows that nothing can stop the evolution of its 
children. It wants to continue to serve them, it wants to continue to be the 
material dwelling, in which its children can grow and experience prosper-
ously. It wants to be a good Mother for them. The Divine laws are followed 
closely by Mother and children. 

The highest grade of life lies on the banks of the waters. It is dying. Now 
what? Will the soul now enter the astral world again? This life, from which 
the soul is released after dying, is prepared as the highest organism to evolve 
further. But Mother Moon does not possess any more organisms for the soul. 
Yet it must continue, higher, more noble organisms must be experienced. But 
where? Did the Supreme Power think of this dying on the Moon? Thousands 
of species of fish lie on the beaches, dying, but with the compelling feeling 
to go higher. But where to? 

If God had not given any going further to his life, all his life would have 
suffocated on the Moon. All of this came forward from nothing, now a vis-
ible universe emerged, an enormous body condensed itself and light also 
came into the darkness. A weak light now irradiates the Moon life! It is like 
your morning dawn, powerful enough to assure existence to this life. The 
light from the universe irradiates Mother Moon, it feels and knows that it 
received its size and its laws of life as a result of this light. This light comes 
from the central source and in this way it is as if God still sends his breath 
to his life. There is now no more darkness, Mother Moon sees itself. Since its 
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very first contractions, when shivers and vibrations went through it, it was 
sent this warmth and as a result of this its life awakened. As a result of that 
source of light Mother Moon felt strengthened in its great work, which sup-
ports it in its task commissioned by God, the young life on it breathes it in 
and sees it benefiting his organism. Light has entered the darkness, the life is 
now shining, blessed light now shines upon and irradiates the Divine spark, 
the human being. Mother Moon feels its sister Sun (the sun is linguistically 
female, but represents the male principle in the creation plan) – another 
part of God – one, which received a different task, must give heat, a driving 
force and happiness. This central source of life emerged in the same way as it 
received its existence, as a result of the clear, consciously tuned in concentra-
tion of the Supreme Power. 

This power also created other planets, they are now still invisible, but soon 
they will condense and be visible and then take part in the gigantic process. 
Sun, Moon and other planets, all those sparks of God, large and small, have 
an own task to complete, one gives light, the other gives birth, others create. 
They do what God did and as a result of which all life in the universe came into 
being, they are dark and light, they become father and mother, but all of them 
work on one being, the Human Being! 

And look, the spark life has completed its cycle on the Moon, but the soul 
life must continue, go continually higher and higher, because it must return 
to God. 

The spark life has therefore crawled out of the waters. But this is asking 
for a certain death! It no longer looks for food, it lies down to rest and waits. 
In this way this life will soon have to die. Why does it not come back to the 
waters? There it received existence, it can only live on there. Yet continually 
more Divine sparks come to the bank, to the passable planet. They lie down 
and enter death. Which powers suddenly live in this animal-like existence, 
in this unconscious life? By means of what does it wish to continue? Does it 
want to die consciously or does the own will no longer have any meaning? 
Is a dominant expression of will occurring here, a power, which forces this 
life to die? Or is the purpose: consciously entering death? But does death not 
mean general destruction then? The soul seems to feel consciously that this 
is not the case. And the body must listen to the soul! In God’s creation there 
are no disturbances, the soul must and can continue. Now that this life has 
reached its highest stage, its highest organism for the Moon and it therefore 
must continue, other bodies will attract the soul life: God created eternal ex-
istence! On the Moon the soul first lived in the begin stage, it will go further 
and higher in order to evolve: the soul is faced with a Divine wonder, a new 
Divine Revelation. 

Other bodies live around Mother Moon and they will condense. Mother 
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Moon sends its own energy out and helps with this condensation. The Sun 
radiates continually stronger, emits continually more light as times pass and 
supports the Moon and secondary planets with its nourishing powers. In 
this way the Sun dominates in the Divine universe, it is directly attuned to 
the life breath of human being and animal. The secondary planets are ready, 
condensation will take place, the soul life can continue! 

Millions of sparks are now not attracted by Mother Moon, but by these 
secondary planets. Millions of lives, the soul therefore as a mass, now create a 
new existence. Going further seems possible, God took care of it. These new 
planets serve the soul life, they will condense completely, the same as Mother 
Moon did, and give the soul life a new and higher organism. 

The soul experiences world after world again, grade of life after grade of 
life, body after body, it experiences the creating organism and the principle 
of giving birth, it dies and returns again and again to the material life. These 
are the laws of God, which must be experienced and which not one soul in 
the universe escapes. But this appears so time and time again: There is no 
death! Dying is returning to the astral world, preparing for the new birth. God 
oversaw all of this and the soul accepts the Divine laws, there is only life in 
it, it awaits the final! 

Time does not yet exist, it has not yet been given any possibility of exist-
ence here, it only comes later. Much has been experienced and conquered by 
the soul, but new worlds await it, with other distances, depths and heights. 
And if we now return in thoughts, then we will see that not only the human 
embryo could develop by following the Divine laws, the large bodies in the 
universe also lived according to those sacred laws. One planet came into 
existence as a result of the other, creates and gives birth, works and serves, 
obeying the law, which the smallest animal in the universe listens to and acts 
according to! 

The second cosmic grade will work hard on the organism, Mother Moon 
was especially attuned to the soul life and it will be Mother Earth, who, be-
longing to the third cosmic grade, will complete and decorate this organism. 
This universe came into existence by means of three planet systems. Your 
twinkling stars and planets served for Mother Moon, for the second cosmic 
grade and for Mother Earth, each one of them has an own task to complete. 
Cosmic, Divine order has already entered the universe. What is the final 
stage? 

When did the spark life of Mother Moon become a human being? There 
it still possessed a shape, which is reminiscent of the fish, it will now start to 
change. The planet Mars and the secondary bodies, the second cosmic grade 
work on it. The soul experiences law after law, it comes from one world into 
the other, as man and woman it is continually born again, because the mate-
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rial grades of life continuously follow each other. The possibilities of develop-
ment for the organism are great, a head grows, limbs develop. From the little 
cell which began its evolution on Mother Moon, a human being grows! It is 
still an animal-like grade of life, which does not possess anything human. 
It receives intuition, animal-like instinct. It masters the instinct, which has 
attunement to the obtained organism. The material body represents the in-
stinct, the soul cannot feel higher or further than its material cloth possesses 
in power and working. Body and soul are therefore completely tuned to each 
other, they are one in everything, one is not further than the other, otherwise 
disturbances would come into existence and such a thing is not yet possible. 
However, one day the soul will enter this unnatural stage and cause serious 
disturbances. God gave it the natural, perfect unity with the material life, 
until then there was Divine harmony in the worlds inhabited by the human 
being. But soon the soul will start to dominate with its cosmic will and start 
to make demands. It will take possession of the world which serves as its 
dwelling, it will destroy itself, since it does not feel or understand these laws. 

The organism for this life only gives, it has no other task than the soul life. 
The human organism, as Mother Moon has had to accept this, is serving. 
The soul is the personality, it can only make demands. This personality from 
the second cosmic grade of life is still pre-animal-like and unconscious. It 
will be Mother Earth, who will give the Divine spark conscious and a beau-
tiful organism. 

In the way outlined above the seven cosmic grades came into being and it 
is as a result of experiencing all these worlds of existence, that the soul can 
return as a human being to the All-stage, the Divine stage! 

Mother Earth attracted the soul life of the second cosmic grade to it. It 
makes it experience seven material grades. The academics of your time talk in 
this connection of types of race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org). 
The lowest grade of this is experienced by the jungle inhabitants, whom you 
call head-hunters, while the white races (see article ‘There are no races’ on 
rulof.org) and different Eastern types of race belong to the seventh material 
grade. In this division of grades lies the explanation for the existence of your 
types of race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org), it answers logically 
and clearly the question asked by millions of thinking people amongst you, 
why one human being created by God has a dark skin colour and lives in the 
jungle, while the other is an Asian or a white person. Your many types of race 
(see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) point to the evolution, which the 
Divine spark has to experience materially and spiritually. Nothing goes in Divine 
creation with leaps, nothing is suddenly there! Human being, animal and plant, 
Moon, Sun and star, all life in God’s universe went through an evolution, before 
it could enter the next stage! 
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For the inner life of the human being God created the pre-animal-like, an-
imal-like, coarse-material, material and spiritual grades. The soul goes from 
the pre-animal-like to the spiritual grade. While it masters the intermediate 
grades, we see it happen that the soul exceeds the Divine laws, the person-
ality lives it up and makes mistakes, which, now that the soul possesses the 
necessary conscious, forcing making them good. We will follow in detail in 
the course of this book how the soul has acted during the completion of its 
earthly cycle. 

The soul, who completed that cycle and experienced the laws of Mother 
Earth, is now faced with a new world, as it used to perceive on the first and 
second cosmic grade. What will it experience in that world? We will soon 
follow that and you will get to know the origin of hells and heavens. 

Everything which I told you about in the previous pages about the course 
of the Divine process of creation, was very brief. This is also the reason that 
many things will not be clear to you and will cause questions to arise in you. 
If you wish to know more about this, I advise you to read the trilogy, in 
which my master tells you in detail about all these laws (The Origin of the 
Universe’, a trilogy by Jozef Rulof, likewise received from the Other Side) 
And as God wants to give us the mercy, we will soon be able to put the whole 
Divine creation in its immeasurable depth into words in an understandable 
way for the human conscious and explain it. For a better understanding of 
God’s Love and Omnipotence, and of yourself! 
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The origin of hells and heavens 

The human being who has completed his earthly cycle, is faced with new 
worlds, since it is God’s command, that he returns to him. He has mastered 
the material laws, experienced the laws of life and death and in this way con-
quered the third cosmic grade. 

Where did the millions of people go, who had experienced the Moon, the 
secondary planets and the Earth? They entered the astral world and experi-
enced there that they could no longer return to the Earth for the material 
life. Darkness reigned in the world which they entered. Not a glimmer of 
light welcomed them. Now what ... no light? Where was the light which 
had shone on them after all? They waited and believed that it would soon 
come. But they waited in vain ... they felt sleepy, these people were hungry 
and thirsty and they did not understand themselves and their new situation. 
They had probably wakened too early, it was still night here, soon the Sun 
would come up and it would be light. 

Where did they live? They did not know! The soul as a human being felt 
that it lived, but not anymore than that. The personality and the emotional 
life of this human being were still unconscious in the new world. Howev-
er, he would awaken and become conscious, he would start to explore his 
strange environment and master the laws of this astral existence, as had hap-
pened before on other planets. 

The human being started to think. He became aware of the long sleeping, 
the Sun not coming up, the light which had always shone on him from the 
height and had given life on Earth growth and blossom. They loved that 
light, it meant a power for them. Had this power left them alone? What 
would happen to them? They called for help, their voices had kept their 
sound, they received an answer and sought each other out. The same ques-
tions lived in all these people. In what did they live? Had something hap-
pened in the universe outside of their knowledge? Fear entered them ... fear! 
It lasted a long time, now light should finally come. They had a think. Where 
were the wife and children? They called for their loved ones, but they did not 
answer their calling. 

They now remembered that they had been sick. However, then they should 
be better now, they were alive, after all! They mixed with other people and 
discovered that they were mainly strangers to them. They looked for their 
own tribal members and if they found them, they discussed their situation 
with them. However, they did not know the explanation either. 

Then, tired from thinking and searching, the men and women just gave 
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into each other. They took possession of each others’ bodies and tried to 
experience the unity, as they had known that up until now. Passion lived 
in their inner self, their personality was longing. These astral beings felt as 
before, but now what - what must they now experience again? Their long-
ing did not dissolve, there was no end to the event! Had they become so 
powerless? Had their bodies changed? Their fear became even greater. What 
had happened while they were asleep! They felt each other and their amaze-
ment grew even more. And all the people here experienced the same thing. 
Their spirit spoke, demanded, longed for satisfaction, however, it did not get 
through to them that they had discarded their material bodies. 

And the light still remained out. Should they accept that the Sun had 
disappeared from the universe? Dreadful questions! 

They moved, explored their environment, they penetrate it continually 
further. However, it remains dark and their path finds no end. This world 
seems to be endless. 

The fear takes possession of them, they scream mercilessly for help, but no 
rescue comes. 

Did the wild animal come to them in the night and rip the wife and child 
to pieces? They scream, but their cries of fear are lost in the darkness. 

All those millions of souls search, they fall down from tiredness, stand up 
again and continue to search. However, with every step the difficulties be-
come greater, the problems multiply. Many people become mad. This is the 
way it is for the soul here, it is collapsing here and dissolving into madness or 
becoming conscious and gaining understanding. Are there people amongst 
them who are strong and do not lose their heads? Yes, there are and they 
become conscious first of their new condition. 

They dare to go further than the others, they boldly penetrate the uni-
verse, which seems unending. 

Then they are suddenly faced with a great wonder. They satisfy themselves 
with it and return to the others. This now happens quickly. A strange, invis-
ible power takes them as fast as lightning back to their own kind. They only 
have to think of them. They tell about the wonder that they discovered. 

‘We discovered people’, they say. ‘They are different than we ourselves are. 
But they live in the light.’ 

The other people do not believe it. 
‘And yet it is the truth. There is light there. And you can also eat and drink 

there.’ 
They want to go there, now that they hear all of this, they are dying of 

thirst and the darkness here is crushing them. They want to see the light, the 
wonder of the light. 

Hundreds of them set off. On the way the first ones tell about what they 
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actually experienced. The other people keep interrupting them with ques-
tions. ‘Is that life not our own life? We lived like that too, didn’t we? Is the 
light of those people not our light? And can a twinkle be seen in the uni-
verse?’ 

Yes, the other people confirm, there is a twinkle. Everything is there, their 
world of now is empty and black in comparison. 

‘Is the darkness there different to this one?’ 
Yes, that is also the case. However, soon they can convince themselves. 

And should it perhaps be dark there, they must not be worried. They only 
have to wait and see, the light will come of its own accord. 

‘But then it is our life after all’, the other people let slip. Their longing to 
see the world where there is light is strong. That world belongs to them, they 
are searching for it. Do they already also know what kind of universe this is, 
in which they have suddenly landed, they ask their leaders. No, they do not 
know either. However, perhaps they will soon know. In any case there is no 
trace of that permanent darkness for the people where they are now going. 

Talking busily, full of tension, they continue their way. Then the leaders 
suddenly stop. It is here, they say, those people live here. It is still dark, but 
soon the Sun will come up. 

They wait and then - oh, a wonderful moment - the Sun casts its first rays 
over the world. Happiness flows in the hearts of these people, who were with-
out the light for so long. 

The earthly human being has awakened. The astral beings follow 
everything. They feel the people, there are some whom they can see clearly, 
they see other people only as shadows. They do not understand this properly, 
but they do not dwell on it for long. They follow those whom they can see the 
best. Really, they are people, who eat and drink and work. 

Now they feel their own hunger and thirst even more keenly and they 
descend into the people, driven by their longing to be able to satisfy them-
selves finally. And by making themselves one with the earthly human being 
they manage. Yes, they discover, they can even impose their will on them. 
They want to drink, drink a great deal and the earthly human being takes 
over their longing and drinks, while he thinks that he is suffering from an 
insatiable thirst. 

Did they always live here, the astral beings now want to know. Or was it 
somewhere else? 

They continue to follow the earthly people, in the hope of getting the 
answer to their questions as a result of this. They cannot believe their good 
fortune - now they live again, there is light, heat and even more! The astral 
man descends into the earthly man, the astral woman into the earthly wom-
an and when they are one they also experience this! 
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In this way days pass, they enjoy a thousand joys and miss the need to 
return to the dark, quiet regions, where they were for a while. 

When the earthly human being goes hunting, the astral being experiences 
a new law, which fills them with the greatest astonishment. One of the hunt-
ers is jumped upon and killed by the wild animal. His soul is flung from the 
body and enters the hereafter as an astral personality. 

Amazed, not understanding, the astral being who had connected with the 
hunter, looks on all of this. Then he hurries to the other people and tells them 
what he saw. ‘The man was killed’, he says, ‘a wild animal jumped on him. 
And I saw that a new body came out of that dead body. That hunter is there-
fore dead and he is alive. And he is just like we are now! We have therefore 
also died, yes, that’s it! We died on Earth and as a result of this everything 
became different for us. We are dead and yet we live - just like the hunter!’ 

Nonsense! No, they cannot believe that. They must just watch out, the 
man advises them. They do this and then they must accept that he was 
speaking the truth. 

There was therefore no death, there was no end to life. If you died, you 
came there where they now were and then you lived on - and in what a way! 

You did not experience one wonder here, but thousands. They still did not 
understand much about it, but that did not stop them looking for pleasure 
where they could. There was light and heat, food and drink, there was enter-
tainment and adventure and above all there was human unity. They could 
make themselves one again just like before and live it up. Yes, they even 
saw that as a result of the connection which they experienced through two 
earthly people, children were born to them. And those on Earth did not even 
know it was them who kept driving them into each other’s arms. They found 
it amusing. They would not want to go back to there again. It was better here 
than on Earth. 

They experienced several times that they had to let go of their material 
being, since he died. They were then flung from those bodies, but they did 
not care about that. They just looked for another one, connected with it and 
lived it up again. 

They had come so far that they could dominate the earthly being in 
everything. They lived and experienced in his organism and while he met 
their will and longings, he did not know about their presence. By thinking 
about this, they started to understand the amazing thing about their exist-
ence and managed to analyse it deeper and deeper, because they wanted to 
know all about it. In this way they started to understand a great deal, which 
was still dark to them a short time ago and gradually they received a different 
conscious. This was still pre-animal-like, it is true, but one day it would be 
spiritual anyway. 
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They kept on experiencing something different. Since the astral personali-
ty lived it up at the expense of the earthly being, he finally became possessed. 
They could not escape it, these men and women, the astral being acted so 
dominantly, that madness had to follow. No being on this place of the Earth 
was free any longer from the astral influence. It became a chaos. The astral 
being no longer wished to return to his own darkness, the astral existence. 
The first hell in life after death emptied, every soul returned from there to the 
Earth. For centuries after each other the astral personality then experienced 
the material wonders through the earthly being. However, he will awaken 
as a result of this, because it is precisely by taking possession of the material 
being, that the astral being reaches consciousness. 

Every second new souls enter life after death and they also return to the 
Earth in order to live it up. There is now fighting over the earthly being. 
Now the astral being becomes afraid. Afraid of losing the material being 
who makes the enjoyment possible. He will protect it. Worry has therefore 
entered the astral being, which points to a higher feeling. And suddenly more 
feelings exist in him, which he knew nothing about, did not have the sus-
picion that they existed. Heat enters him, another heat than the body gives. 
This heat makes him light and happy. And it enters him, only because he 
helps the earthly being. He cannot do differently, he experiences this wonder. 
This human being thinks about it and follows the feelings in him. And by 
doing this, he also starts to sense and understand the earthly life more deep-
ly. The material life now starts to speak to him. 

He wants to feel the heat in him more strongly, the astral being and in or-
der to achieve this, he increases his efforts. He is busy serving! And gradually 
love enters him for the human being whom he watches over and protects. 
And this feeling of love already receives a grade of meaning. Finally his astral 
world will change as a result of it. 

A jolt goes through the astral being. Which change occurs in him? He 
wants to know more about the life around him. And those who have lived it 
up, until other and better feelings began to enter them, unite themselves and 
begin to explore the world. They remove themselves more and more from the 
place where their congeners continue with allowing their sensualities to run 
their course. On the way they get to know new powers and strengths, they 
experience wonder after wonder. 

When they want to go ahead fast, they only have to tune into themselves 
and they shoot forwards with the speed of lightning. They can go upwards 
and downwards, yes, they can go through the Earth, if they want and then 
come out again on the other side. And everywhere they discover people. The 
place where they left people fought about an earthly being and here masses 
live. They were therefore not the only people in the universe. 
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And all those bodies were the same. The people acted and felt the same 
too. The astral being descends again into the earthly being in order to estab-
lish this and forces him to unity. And then he determines that these earthly 
people experience the process of love in the same way as at the place from 
where they left. There is not a single difference in anything. 

After a time they understood that they lived again in an infinity. Now 
the longing came to get to know the sparkle in them, which they saw in this 
infinity. However, first they returned to their congeners and told them what 
they had experienced on their long trip. They gave them the advice to con-
tinue to help the earthly being. Because, they said, by serving other feelings 
would enter them. They had discovered a great wonder on their trip, they 
continued. Light had entered their dark world and this light would become 
bigger the more they did for the earthly being. Since people were busy form-
ing a new world and to condense it more and more and later to be able to take 
possession of it, it was necessary for them to serve the material life. 

The highest amongst them now released themselves from the Earth in or-
der to get to know the universe and the sparkle in it. And while they were on 
a trip, the other people brought actual help on Earth, they elevate the human 
existence there and help the human being with a few inventions. They teach 
him to make fire, work the land, bartering comes into being. 

Those who make their cosmic trip, experience great and awe-inspiring 
wonders. They enter the Moon and other planets, nothing or no one will stop 
them. They do not speak a word, they are silent from the wonders, which are 
part of God’s creation. 

There is one being amongst them, who feels and understands more than 
the others. They accept him as their master, it is the first master in the uni-
verse. 

‘Go back with me to the first planet’, this master says, ‘and we will see how 
life originated there.’ And the master speaks the truth. On the Moon they 
experience the whole process of creation. They follow all the stages, grade 
after grade. Finally they are faced with the highest grade of life which the 
soul life experiences on the Moon. On the banks of the rivers lie animal-like 
beings. 

The master says: 
‘This is the end for this body. We will also follow and experience what now 

comes. Every one of us must make himself one with one of these soul lives. If 
death then sets in, the soul will be attracted by other bodies, I feel. We will 
then experience this and get to know new stages. 

Can you feel along with me, my friends, my sisters and brothers, that we 
were born here? We will have to master all the laws which are connected to 
this and by doing this we will come to ...! Yes, to whom? Who is it who cre-
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ated all of this and keeps it going? Who is this Supreme Power? Is it a human 
being such as we? Will we also know this one day? I hope to be able to give 
you it. 

For me it is certain that we must continue in this way. Our life must 
change. By serving the earthly being, that will be possible. No more children 
may be born through us on Earth, this is the possession of the material be-
ing. Our life is different to theirs. We are invisible to them. You were able to 
follow it. Well, you can know from it that we belong to life after death. The 
infinite universe where we now are is our possession. Those sparkling bodies 
also belong to us. Can we not go where we want? Nothing stops us! And 
He - or is it a She - approves that we get to know everything. The Supreme 
Power which created the wonders and brought us to action, gave us this 
thinking and feeling, will have known, how everything would go. A power 
lives around us, which knows about our life. And it lives in us, because did 
no other worlds come into being? Did our life not change? We will therefore 
follow the lives on these banks.’ 

And to a question about how he knows all of this, the master replies: 
‘Could it be, my friends, that I was born earlier than you? Was my life of a 
longer duration than yours?’ 

Everyone of them now sucks himself onto the astral spark and feels him-
self entering another world. While they continue to see and feel as conscious 
souls, they notice that the life with which they are connected, goes to sleep. 
What will happen? They wait in tension. Then both of them, the uncon-
scious and the conscious soul, receive new life. With the soul life with which 
it has connected, the conscious soul awakens in the mother on a new planet. 
Until the birth follows, the soul is one with the growing life and gets to know 
the material and spiritual laws as a result of it. The conscious being now 
knows that other bodies are ready to receive the inner life. 

Then the master called everyone to him and spoke: 
‘Did I not tell you that there is a life after death? After the stages on the 

first planet the soul life goes to another in order to experience his return and 
this wonder again. Then we will follow the new worlds.’ 

Everyone went back to the Moon again and experienced grade after grade. 
When the highest was reached, they descended again with the soul life into 
the spark stage and experienced with this life the reincarnation on another 
planet. They could determine again that there were no disturbances in this 
process. They experienced that the soul received both the creating and the 
giving birth organism and also that the importance of the maternal body 
was dominant in the creation, because as a result of the maternal body the 
soul kept on receiving another and higher grade of life in order to continue 
its evolution. 
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Their trip lasted many centuries, but meanwhile they got to know God’s 
laws. As a result of this their inner lives became universally deep. Now they 
were that far that they could analyse all the grades of life in the creation and 
they now talked with their master about a Supreme Power, which has control 
over all life in the universe. They learned to think on their long trip and to 
feel spiritually and received a higher consciousness as a result of this. 

Finally they returned to the Earth in order to tell the people who had 
remained behind about their experiences and obtained wisdom and to delib-
erate what must now be done. Their highest master sees a wonderful plan in 
front of him. In the realisation the whole universe was placed in their hands 
and this infinity belongs to them, it is certain for him that it is the will of 
the Supreme Power that they penetrate into this infinity deeper and deeper. 

However, he also knows that all of them can go further, when they are pre-
pared to serve the other life. The universe will give them even more wonders, 
even more wisdom, if they give actual help to those who have not yet come 
that far. They will gain light as a result of this and they need that light in 
order to expose those still unknown worlds. He therefore emphatically insists 
to his followers that their prying into earthly life must stop, since they will 
otherwise stand still in their development. Those lives do not belong to them, 
they do not have the right to descend into those material bodies. They sully 
themselves as a result of this, he says! 

As a result of that passion, they now know, the astral dark worlds have 
condensed, as a result of their wrong deeds they built up the hells. 

In this way, as a result of the words of their master, these astral beings start 
to see their weakness, their wrong deeds, their own destruction. However, 
they also see the way which leads to the construction, to a better life. 

They must try to become released from the horrifying hells. They will have 
to work hard on their inner being for this purpose and must devote them-
selves to their sisters and brothers, the astral and material personalities, who 
have nothing else to do than live it up. 

They seriously begin their life task. They have already conquered the low-
est hell, the first spiritual attunement which they reached. The following 
hells already possess a bit more light, it has come into being - they know - as 
a result of their serving, they created it together! 

Anyone who does good helps to build those new worlds, anyone who fol-
lows them enters them. One day, their master says, the darkness will have to 
make way completely for the light, then great happiness will await them! The 
Supreme Power will give them it. 

Love was born, true love, which wants to give and to serve! 
They support the material being with renewed vigour. There is still little 

to be achieved on Earth, humanity still has to reach development. However, 
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Mother Earth continually works on its task. It drives its children from one 
grade to the other and it can clearly be established that the human being 
awakens materially and spiritually. 

Under the leadership of their master the astral beings get to know that 
evolution and they determine that the earthly being experiences seven or-
ganic grades. 

They inspire this human being to do good - those who used to live it up 
through the material being. In this way they help to change the aspect of the 
Earth and in this way their own inner being and it also changes and their 
world. 

Five astral worlds have now already come into being. Those five worlds, 
they learn, can also be found again on Earth, because everyone carries one of 
these worlds in him, since he has attunement to them as a result of his deeds. 
If that human being wants to free himself from that, then he must follow 
what they do, learn to love and to serve! 

The astral being masters a new existence as a result of this, in a land where 
a dusky light hangs. However, they can also go further, their master teaches 
them and time proves him right. 

After centuries they enter a sphere, which is the same as a heaven. Here 
everything radiates and shines, filled to overflowing by a golden light. It is 
incredible, what they experience here in happiness and wonders. It is also 
incredible, what they mastered in wisdom in all those centuries. And love 
lives in them, their whole being is filled with it. They have become kings and 
all of this thanks to their pure love and their knowledge of God’s laws. They 
serve the material being with their spiritual possession, but they do not know 
of their existence. 

Sacred respect lives in the astral being for the Supreme being and as a re-
sult of this they learn to pray to Him. They start to feel that this power is like 
a Father and a Mother to them. And in this way they feel themselves father 
and mother. In their hearts a great gratitude lives for their sacred possession, 
the life around them. 

Their lives, their working and serving become more and more conscious 
and one heaven after another is built up by them. And when the seventh 
heaven is finished and experienced, their master calls them to him and says: 

‘What I feel is the following. Soon we will be able to go higher again. We 
are now ready for a new world, which waits. This will be a material world, 
such as that where we once lived and where we now bring spiritual awaken-
ing. This new world will give us a different material body, the Supreme Power 
wants this. The spheres which live behind us, serve in order to prepare us 
completely for the spiritual life in that world. If it is the wish of the Supreme 
Power, we will get to know yet other laws. We will now experience them in 
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peace and complete quiet, because we have conquered our own inner self. 
From where do these feelings come to me? Who gives them to me? The Su-
preme Power? 

Now, then we go to our new existence. We will also be together there as 
man and wife and give birth to children as on Earth. Those are the laws of 
Him, whom we will call our Father. Life there will prove to me whether my 
feelings are correct.’ 

In order to be drawn to that new world, the souls return to the very first 
stage for the universe, to the spark stage. Then they awaken in the embryonic 
life, grow up and take possession of the new planet, the fourth cosmic grade 
of life is now inhabited by them. 

They do not forget amidst the wonders, which the mental areas bring 
them, the grade of life lying under them. They bring about a connection 
with the seventh sphere and tell the masters there, what their new life is like. 
They insist that they continue to devote themselves to the material planet. 

In this way the astral being grows from one world into the other. From 
the mental areas he goes to the fifth cosmic grade of life, from this to the 
sixth and from the sixth to the seventh. Then the human being has reached 
the All, the sphere in which the Supreme being lives - invisible, as He will 
remain. Now they know this power, His Being, His creation. 

Now the whole universe is inhabited, both materially and spiritually. Mil-
lions of centuries have passed. Life on Earth has changed completely under 
the influence of the astral masters, because the astral being still has connec-
tion to the material being and this connection will last. 

Between the All and the seventh sphere a connection also came about. 
And at a certain moment those high masters spoke: 

We know how far the development on the material planet has progressed. 
We have not lost contact with the Earth in anything. Now you must start an 
important task. Mankind needs a faith. It will get to know the Creator of all 
life. Do you know what we call that Supreme Power? Listen carefully, this 
word tells you everything. We will tell you the word. 

God. 
Do you hear it? Again the word comes to you. 
God. 
God is everything which we got to know and were able to master. God is 

the Supreme Power. He is our Creator. He is our Father and Mother. 
Love everything which lives and you will get to know Him. 
As a Father He spoke to us and as a Mother He let us experience His laws. 

What is our life like? You will get to know it. You and mankind will know. 
Your spheres and the Earth will change as a result of it, because God wants 
it!’ 
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Helped and informed by the masters from the All the masters from the 
Spheres of Light build on the becoming conscious of earthly mankind. They 
will continue to do this until the last soul life enters the Spheres of Light and 
Mother Earth has carried out its greatest task. 

They go ahead of mankind in serving consciously. It is by fulfilling this 
Divine law, that the human being will release himself from the dark spheres 
in order to finally enter the Divine spheres. 

Learn to serve, human being of the Earth!, the Other Side calls to you. 
Because it is only by serving that you prepare yourself to be elevated to the 
worlds of the higher consciousness. 

I now ask you: who was the first master in the universe? For me it is a 
mercy to be able to say it. 

Christ. He was and is the first Master in the universe. It is he who took the 
human being such as you and we, his followers, into the Divine creations and 
wonder worlds. Did you ever think that Christ had to travel the same path, 
which you are busy travelling? As true as there is a God, as true as Christ was 
a human being! Now he is the highest being in God’s Universe, the direct 
contact between you and your heavenly Father. Does it not mean anything 
to you? To us it means that God does not tolerate any injustice. God is Love! 
God cannot make any distinction, not for one of his children! He created the 
same evolution for all of them! 

Your bible teaches you it differently. The Other Side will also let its light 
fall on this Book. This is the will of Christ and the masters from life after 
death! 
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The Bible in the light of the Other Side. 

What I gave you was a short description of the origin of mankind, of the 
hells and heavens, the cosmic grades and the All. In this way God created 
the universe. But what does the bible say about the origin of mankind? You 
can now know that it is in conflict with reality. What is written in the bible 
about the way in which God created the universe and us as a human being, 
can no longer be accepted in the ‘Age of Christ’. It is now only possible to 
pass on the truth to the Earth, mankind had to awaken to this. In order to 
give you the spiritual reality, I will explain the sayings from the bible. It says: 

1 ... In the beginning God created Heaven and Earth. 
Nothing can be said against this, because that heaven and the Earth are 

visible to us, we live in them. But as was said, the creation of them came 
about differently than the bible tells you. What the bible says about it, is 
the knowledge of earthly people. When it was written mankind was not yet 
that far, it is only now that the human conscious has reached the necessary 
height. It is therefore clear that mankind could not deal with this cosmic 
wisdom in past centuries. And yet a beginning had to be made with the ques-
tioning mankind, who had received a faith, to inform them of the process of 
creation. And this was achieved, more than the bible gives, was not necessary 
then. Now, however, you receive the facts. Creation has taken place in such 
a way, as we have had to accept on this side and as Christ also experienced 
with his own observations as first Master in the universe. 

2 ... The Earth was now desolate and empty and darkness was in the back-
ground; and the Divine Spirit floated on the waters. 

This does not correspond to reality. At that moment creation was already 
millions of centuries old! If the Earth had really been desolate and empty, 
life could never have awakened there. Why do the bible writers not speak 
about the Moon? The Divine Spirit floated on the waters. Of course, because 
the life of God was inspired by the Divine core. The Divine Spirit lived in 
the waters and got life through the embryonic form. The floating of the Di-
vine Spirit over the Earth therefore belonged to the past, creation was then 
already old and we people were already on the way to returning to the All. 
God created Heaven and Earth, but millions of years ago. The first phenom-
ena of that were the hazes, then condensation followed as clouds and the 
embryonic stage started. Not a word is spoken about this in the bible. On 
Earth people knew nothing about this either and science still cannot accept 
these laws now. 

We learned on the other side how the Moon once passed into inspiration. 
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Now the Moon is dying, the atmosphere dissolved, it is now no longer possi-
ble to live on the Moon. Yet it was the Moon which created the soul for the 
universe, billions of souls were born on its body, but the bible only speaks of 
it as a night light. Does it have no other meaning? The smallest atom created 
life. Not the Moon? Not a word is spoken about Mother Moon and yet the 
Moon is the maternal body for the universe, it belongs to the first cosmic 
grade. Mother Earth lives in the third cosmic grade, it serves in a further and 
higher stage for the life of God. 

The bible writers recorded the existent, they clung to what the earthly eye 
could see, they wrote about God and His sacred creation, but did not know 
the laws. ‘God created Heaven and Earth’, they start and miss out millions of 
centuries! For countless people the bible is a sacred book. We do not want to 
touch that sacredness in any way, on the contrary under the orders of the masters 
we want to give you the Divine truth! 

3 ... And God said: Let there be light and there was light! 
This is also incorrect! For the earthly being God is a supreme power, also 

for this side. But this light did not come into being as simply as that. We 
got to know the origin of the light differently on this side. This process also 
lasted millions of years, it was only then that the Sun emitted light and it 
irradiated the universe, the life of God in all grades of life. That wonderful 
light did not come into being in one time! That is nonsense! The Other Side 
does not doubt the Supreme Power of God for one second, but the light knew 
its own evolution. Truly, God created the light, but the Sun experienced its 
own condensation, if not, then it would have burnt the life in the beginning 
stage of creation. The embryonic life did not possess any resistance then. 
Now follow this wonderful development and it will make your head reel. 

The Sun as the central point has an enormous meaning for the human 
being and with a creation without light life would never have been able to 
originate. And the Sun would not have condensed further than the Moon 
and all its life, otherwise cosmic disturbances would have occurred. Sun and 
Moon would be completely one and would have remained so until the last 
life started to leave the Moon. The Sun received power for the first time, 
when Mother Earth also awakened and could begin its task. On this side we 
were able to follow these laws from grade to grade. The Sun first foresaw the 
Moon and its secondary planets with light and then the Earth. When the 
three cosmic grades of life had come that far, the Sun could condense itself 
more powerfully and the material evolution for this firmament started. If the 
Sun had been ready before the Moon, then no spark would have received an 
existence from God and would already have been burnt alive for this evolu-
tion. The Sun, the Other Side calls to you, experienced its own condensation. 
From the first revelations this weak light originated, from the darkness the 
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light came forward, as all the planets experienced. For the Sun no other 
evolution was created! 

Christ, the first Master in this universe, was able to record these laws with 
His followers. He went before them to the first revelations and convinced 
these people of these Divine wonders. We on this side also went back to the 
Moon, but Christ and the first people still saw the Moon in working, they 
also saw the Sun, because Moon and Sun were one. Both bodies took care 
of the evolution! There were not disturbances in anything, God oversaw all 
of this! 

When the Moon worked on its condensation, the Sun also received more 
power, as a result of its energy grade after grade emerged and all embryonic 
life received the power of life. However, Mother Moon could no longer deal 
with what it needed for its life. And as the Sun received more power, the en-
vironment of the Moon expanded, it traced its orbit around the Sun, which 
became more and more spacious. Heat and space had one meaning for the 
Moon, from its heat people could determine the rays of heat, which Mother 
Earth also experienced. 

Moon and Earth experienced their own laws. ‘Let there be light and there 
was light’ is the saying of the material unconscious being, who has no un-
derstanding of the universe. When these bible writers left the earthly life and 
received conscious of the astral world, they saw what an untruth they had 
left behind on the Earth. 

One day the true, the ‘Divine’ bible will be written by the masters, soon 
when the technical wonders for this have been born on Earth. And Christ 
wants that! On this side we saw that Sun and Moon were tuned into each 
other, as a result of the Sun the Moon received evolution. ‘Let there be light 
and there was light’ is impossible! God created the light, because the dark fir-
mament ripped apart, divided itself into billions of particles and they became 
Suns, planets and stars, but every particle experienced its own evolution! 
Likewise in addition to reality there is the following saying, which contra-
dicts itself according to the laws in creation. 

4 ... And God saw the light, that it was good; and God made a distinction 
between the light and between the darkness. 

How is that possible at all? What does this distinction between darkness 
and light mean? What did the bible writers mean by it? People speak here of 
night and day, light and darkness. Light and darkness? Did the bible writers 
understand anything about the Earth? Did people already know then that 
the Earth revolved around the Sun and not the Sun, as was thought, around 
the Earth? Because this saying about light and darkness has to do with it. 
That God made a distinction between light and darkness means that the 
night dissolved. As a result of what? Because the Moon received light from 
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the Sun? There is not a word written about this. People knew nothing about 
it at that time, the bible writers still had to awaken. This was only established 
centuries later. Then this saying of the bible writers suddenly changed, but 
no one on Earth dared to refute this untruth. Now God’s messengers come 
to the Earth and will tell the truth and convince you of that. The bible 
writers established those events from the Earth. It clearly emerges from this 
that they drew from the existent, from what had already been finished for 
millions of centuries and now has nothing more to do with the creation of 
God as such. When the bible writers started their work, they thought they 
would be inspired, but these souls could not even be reached. Because they 
still had to awaken and represented a lower evolution, this cosmic wisdom 
could not be given to them. However, science has meanwhile established 
how it became night on Earth. God did not do that, Mother Earth possesses 
that power and strength, this planet creates darkness, since it has to trace its 
orbit through the universe and rotates around its own axle. God does that for 
the bible writers and God saw that it was good, there was now a distinction 
between day and night. But is it not a thousand times simpler to accept it, as 
it happened in reality? The bible writers set it up in such a way no one would 
find out and no one would start to doubt the Supreme Power. And we did 
not do that on Earth either, however, on this side we had to accept the Di-
vine Revelations, as the Moon experienced them and as all the other planets 
got to know them. The Sun had nothing to do with this process of light and 
darkness, the Earth brought a distinction between day and night and it got 
hold of this from God. And all the life of God tuned into it, night became 
sleep, rest, for the human being and the animal, preparing themselves for the 
daylight and day conscious. 

God therefore never made a distinction between dark and light; at the very 
last moment that Mother Earth started its task, started to condense itself, 
this darkness originated. In the beginning of creation there was only dark-
ness. However, the more the Earth condensed and expanded, traced its orbit, 
night originated. The night in the prehistoric age of the Earth only lasted 
less than a quarter of an hour, when Mother Earth had already traced its 
orbit and there was no question of a day and night stage, as you now know. 
However, the Earth condenses, becomes more expansive and bigger, traces 
its orbit and shuts off the Sunlight, night has come over the Earth! However, 
this night evolved like everything in the universe and finally received the 
own time and lifespan, which you now know and possess. 

From this it becomes clearer and clearer to us that the bible writers only 
knew their own life, but no more than that. They knew their day and night, 
looked upwards and saw stars and planets, saw Sun and Moon, but did not 
understand any of it! Is this so unlikely? Do people now know everything 
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about it on Earth? Science must also still awaken for this, even your own 
century does not know that the Moon with the second cosmic grade and 
Mother Earth represent one state, one life. The academics do not know why 
the Moon only shows itself from one side and why Mother Earth has had to 
accept its orbit, but the masters on this side will tell them it and explain it! 
We also had to accept those laws in our existence, because we live in them! 
God placed them in our hands! 

The bible writers tell you of the existent creation, they did not know the 
begin stage of all life. How do these souls now wish to know in which way 
God created all this life? This drawing from the existent leads you as a hu-
man being from the twentieth century astray. In order to give you the high-
est consciousness Christ came to the Earth and He gave you His Sacred Life. 
Now all of mankind will know! 

The bible writers did not know any better, they only made a start and this 
happened just before the moment when the Other Side would start to build 
the House of Israel. And even if these people have known the feeling to 
serve for the Other Side as instruments, then the Other Side could not have 
reached them, because the conscious of these people would refuse to receive 
this. 

The bible therefore speaks about a night, which is already there, but the 
bible writers do not know what to do about it. They say something, which 
actually has no meaning, they do not know, they get bogged down in these 
universal laws, they lose themselves! The bible therefore speaks about some-
thing, which was already finished millions of centuries ago. This is in conflict 
with reality, because God had nothing more to create then, Divine Creation 
was already finished for billions of centuries. The embryonic life had already 
come to human existence then. This embryo already tells about the creation 
of God, but is not conscious of that reality. It also says: 

5 ... God called the light day, he called darkness night. Then it had been 
evening and it had been morning, the first day. 

God mentioned absolutely nothing, God only spoke to the human being 
by means of his Revelations, never by means of the word! These are fabrica-
tions! We may now therefore say: on this side we got to know the Divine laws 
and we were able to master them. Now Christ ordered us to bring the laws of 
God to Earth. Do not forget that we have sacred respect for the laws in the 
Divine universe, nothing stops us from telling you the reality now about this. 
We have become conscious of all these Divine Revelations, as a result of the 
laws we received this universe in our own hands, because as a result of this 
the human being will return to his ‘All-Father’. 

God never spoke about day and night, God gave us life and the planets 
the existence and the light and with this everything was over, then Divine 
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creation could start. Then God had nothing more to give! 
And the bible writers talk of evening and morning, but experienced their 

own day and night and wrote that down. God would have said that? Un-
true!!! The direct facts speak differently. All those sayings have no meaning 
for Divine creation, but millions of people are attached to them, because the 
bible is said to be the Divine word. On the other side we experienced reality 
and we had to bow our heads to God’s true Creation! 

Not one human being experienced the first day in creation. When God 
revealed himself, there was only working. After that working, it took a very 
long time, the hazes originated. Even later, it took millions of years according 
to your own calendar, we see condensed clouds. The human being originated 
from this. A separation came, the cell life awakened, the embryonic stage 
began. 

That is the first day for God’s Creation, the first actual day of creation 
was therefore nothing more than working, but that day almost never came 
to an end. Thousands of centuries still had to pass, before God would reveal 
himself in the next stage. And the human being was still only a cell, a trivial 
little animal. How does this human being wish to know day and night? We 
were able to establish in our life that the human being would only reach that 
height on Mother Earth and was experienced by Christ as the first Master 
in the universe. Morning and evening, light and darkness have one meaning 
for the bible writers, but these people draw from the existent, from their own 
day and night and did not yet know Mother Moon. However, on the Moon 
this process received feeling and space, day and night originated there and 
not on Earth! Then the creation of God was already millions of centuries old! 

6 ... And God said: Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, 
and let that make a distinction between waters and waters! 

How must this be understood? What did the bible writers mean exactly by 
this? Is it clear to you? We could build up a supposition, but that is not the 
intention. Yet the bible writers can be felt, if you wish to follow the course 
of creation. 

It can only mean that firmament and Earth, waters and seas have found 
an own existence. The distinction between waters and waters only originated 
as a result of the condensation of the Earth, however, Mother Earth floated 
in the Divine universe and was given its own task and place. As a result of 
its condensation and enlargement space originated, which was perceived by 
the earthly being and was seen from the own life. As a result of nothing the 
bible writers show that God laid down universal understanding on the planet 
Earth, gave to it as a result of Divine evolution, because then we experience 
a very different and more true process as a human being than you are now 
given. This tells you, that between the waters and the waters there is space 
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present, but that space takes the cosmic connection into account and origi-
nated as a result of it. That also means that one life originated as a result of 
the other and that one life grade is further than the other, or still has to reach 
that consciousness. When this separation was established from the Earth, 
the Divine universe was already filled and also finished. When the Moon 
could start on its condensation, there was still no question of a separation, so 
that you can accept that the bible writers also wrote down this saying from 
their own day conscious ego life. Everything points to the existing from their 
own lives and their circle of thought, to nothing and nothing else, and yet 
this passes for the Divine word? The firmament followed an own evolution 
for us as a human being and that evolution takes you to this saying, namely - 
let there be a distinction between day and night and between the waters and 
the waters. At that moment Mother Earth was already millions of centuries 
old and it had already experienced its puberty years! 

The seeing of the bible writers is for you the experiencing of the improba-
ble, which can nevertheless destroy your life. The danger of all these sayings 
has robbed millions of people of their nightly and daily rest and they lost 
their faith in God as a result of it. It does not need to surprise us that the 
bible writers looked at their own heaven, because they lived in this universe, 
but they felt earthly, clasped by the Earth and their inner life refused to 
receive the Divine wisdom. As a result of this all those souls still have to 
awaken. However, in this area of feeling they started to write down their 
sayings. We do not destroy them, they have carried out the task assigned to 
them according to their own capacity and did everything to make the best of 
it. However, mankind is not any wiser from it, their sayings are completely 
gloomy! 

The waters received an own condensation, also the Earth and the firma-
ment, God did not separate anything, one released itself from the other and 
experienced the prescribed existence according to the Divine laws in the uni-
verse. Every organ received a meaning and had to complete an own evolution 
as soul and as material life. Also the waters with the firmament above them. 

First the universe came into being, then the waters and those waters ex-
perienced their own life laws, the condensation, in which all life was already 
present. It also says: 

7 ... And God made that firmament and made a distinction between the 
waters which are under the firmament, and between the waters which are 
above the firmament. And thus it was. 

God therefore created the universe, your firmament. God made a distinc-
tion between the waters which are under the firmament. That is the becom-
ing released from nature, particles, sparks of life, to which the water, such as 
all other life, must belong. It is the own evolution of the Divine life in its own 
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shape and for the own sort and grade of life. That therefore has no meaning 
and that is neither here nor there. It did not happen like that, this is not 
according to the facts, they are the own thoughts again of the bible writers. 

God created all of this, the universe and the waters, but that universe orig-
inated around the Moon. The whole firmament had to condense itself, the 
universe, in which all those stars and planets live, reached that condensation 
and that light as a result of a process of billions and, of which Mother Earth 
was only one trivial particle. The universe of before creation was darkness! 
That darkness dissolved and as a result of this, after billions of centuries, 
the separation came between Heaven and Earth, but only the earthly being 
could experience this, on the Moon we had not yet reached that height. The 
wonderful past is still lost in the bible, the writers keep on talking from their 
own day conscious and they do not know any better. 

8 ... And God called the firmament heaven. Then it was evening and it was 
morning, the second day. 

From all of this the unconscious child of the Earth speaks again, which 
stands for all these Divine laws, but still has to awaken. God never spoke one 
word, these sayings did more harm than good for the universe and Divine 
creation, for the human soul. What the bible writers gave you belongs to 
your conscious, they speak about your day and night, but then creation was 
already billions of years old. That therefore means that these bible writers de-
scribed their own time and did not make God easier to understand for you, 
but less easy to understand! 

The first millions of centuries give all the life of God the cosmic and di-
vine meaning, not your own time and century, because that originated as 
a result of your thinking and feeling, from your own conscious creating, 
God also placed those laws in the hands of all His children. People with you 
know nothing about the first stages, nor about scientifically grounded on 
your Earth, although people are now making a great deal of progress. Where 
does the human being come from? Where was the human being actually 
born? And how? No human being can give you the answer! The academic is 
not yet so far, but the Divine answer lies and lives in the past. However, in 
order to look back there, you must be on this side. Then the laws of God can 
speak to your life. 

The 7th ... 8th ... 9th ... 10th ... 11th ... and 12th saying in the bible have 
to do with the condensation of the universe, but not one saying shows you 
the way to the truth. The bible does not speak about the Moon and yet that 
wonder took place on the Moon. This condensation did not come from the 
Earth, but all of this was achieved by means of Mother Moon. All the pow-
ers of Mother Moon first went to the secondary planets, then to the second 
cosmic grade and only then to the Earth. However, then the heaven was 
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already millions of years old and God no longer needed to create any heaven. 
As a result of the origin of the Moon and all those other bodies the actual 
universe came into being, in which you live - the heaven! 

The 9th saying also means: That the waters from under the heaven are 
gathered in one place and that the land is seen. It means that when the con-
densed Earth came into being, released itself from the waters, but this was 
also seen by the writers of these rules from the own time of life and universe 
of life. 

The 10th saying cites: And God called the dry Earth and He called the 
gathering of waters seas; and God saw that it was good. 

You can already see it again: the bible writers experienced their own life 
and they wrote according to this, but all of this does not belong to the word 
of God. That is the thinking and feeling of the writing intellectual, the limit-
ed soul, who devoted himself to recording Divine truths, but wrought some-
thing over which millions of people stumbled over and as a result of which 
they lost their faith. 

Do you know how the Moon had to condense and what each planet ex-
perienced in order to create the material earth? The Moon then floated in 
the universe and was still an invisible body, the Sun could not yet have con-
densed itself. However, the Moon had already closed itself off so far and the 
atmosphere had already come into being, or this life would have been dis-
solved in the universe. The Moon was still transparent at this stage, did not 
possess any material weight, or this condensation, this condensed material, 
would have broken the astral enclosure, as a result of which the condensed 
Moon would have sunk through the own enclosure. The bible writers see 
this condensation from the existing stage, but in their time Mother Moon 
and the Earth were already materially condensed. And in their stage the 
material earth could condense itself in the water, which happened, however, 
when seas came into being as a result of the floods. All of this belongs to 
the existing creation, they are events, to which the bible writers gave divine 
power, but which are nothing else but natural phenomena! In the stage of 
before creation there was no condensed material present, the later centuries 
would work on this. The actual condensation took millions of centuries and 
again billions of centuries afterwards and namely on Earth, the material 
earth came into being! On the Moon the following happened. 

The first life died there and there we experienced the first death as peo-
ple. A rotting process of the cell life followed and from that the animal life 
comes into being. Those lives also discard the earthly body and rotting after 
rotting follows. Millions of organisms experience this rotting, this evolution 
continues. In the waters the green comes into being and remains there, be-
cause the Earth is not yet ready as material. Slowly but surely the sludge is 
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removed, that sludge condenses as the other life and attaches itself. There is 
still no question of banks, yet the condensed sludge floats there, which will 
one day be material. From here the practical planet will emerge, that will be 
that far in millions of years! The material - the earth - had to experience this 
evolution, this process could not be stopped in any way. 

And now the bible writers wish to claim that God said: Let there be ma-
terial! But that material had to accept the own laws of evolution, just like all 
the other life in the universe! 

The 12th saying is: And the Earth brought forth blades of grass, grain 
bearing plants according to their nature and fruit-bearing trees, in which 
there was seed, according to their nature. And God saw that it was good. 

This also refers to the existing, to a creation, which is already finished. 
When Mother Earth lived in this stage, a tree was already fertilized and 
produced fruits as seed, Mother Earth had already reached your own time. 
In the first hours of creation there is no sign of either trees or plants. That 
life still has to be born, it is only millions of centuries later that life comes 
into being in nature, but then universe and nature had already condensed 
and three cosmic grades of life came into being. Then the human being had 
taken over the inhabitable planet. However, according to the bible writers 
the human being still had to be created by God then. 

Creation is already billions of centuries old, as the origin of grass blades 
and a fruit-bearing tree sweeten human life. Life as a tree knows its own 
condensation, which likewise took millions of centuries. The heat and cold 
ages gave earthly life condensation and hardening. A tree only received its 
present strength and hardness after all those ages. Grass blades and seed and 
sowing herbs experienced their own condensation again and belong to your 
own time. That condensation lasted for centuries, the seed was not born in 
one night! However, the bible writers could not know about this early stage. 

The 14th saying speaks about the lights in the firmament. It says: And God 
said: Let there be light in the firmament of the heavens, in order to separate 
day from night; and to show the time when days, years and religious festivals 
begin. 

Here there is now a question of stars and planets, of a firmament with all 
life in it. However, that life likewise needed billions of centuries in order to 
reach material condensation. The bible writers keep on drawing from the 
existing, from what belongs to their own life. They knew nothing about this 
existence, they write about something, to which they belong and which is 
part of their lives. What do they know about the past of the star? What can 
these religious people say about all these wonders? Not a word! They do not 
know the divine laws! They were fixated by all these wonders, but did not get 
behind the truth. They did not know the depth of their own life and God 
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was a human being for them! But who is that God? These people accom-
plished a task, which lived far above their own conscious. 

We were able to establish concrete phenomena on this side. People can no 
longer deceive us, we experienced the laws of God for the cosmic evolution. 
We learned there how God created us and how the universe was born with 
all the life in it. 

15th saying ... and let there be lights in the firmament of heavens, to give 
light to the Earth. And it came to pass. 

And it came to pass, but that ‘passing’ took millions of centuries. The Sun 
would give light to the Earth and gave light to life in the universe. God cre-
ated that light, the Divine firmament ripped apart, split itself into billions of 
particles and they became light-emitting bodies. The Moon helped the Sun 
to condense and the Sun received its own condensation directly from the Di-
vine source, it received the half-material condensation. The Sun is therefore 
the paternal principle for the Other Side, it is not child-bearing, but creating. 
Sun and Moon represent God and they have both had to accept fatherhood 
and motherhood. 

What did the bible writers know in their time about this circumstance, 
about these gigantic and yet so natural laws? Nothing! In your own century 
these revelations were not yet understood. Science does not know what to 
do about it, the academics of your own time still lose themselves Divine 
creation, because they do not know the origin! The condensation of Sun and 
Moon on Earth is not yet known, but that will come and it is only then that 
this unnaturalness of the bible will dissolve and this will be written again. 
The Earth gets its heat and light from the Sun, but the Sun received inspira-
tion directly from God and the Moon again by the Sun and along with it all 
life in the universe. The Sun continued to keep this Divine inspiration and 
remained half-material and half-spiritual as a result of this, an energy which 
has attunement to our astral life. 

16 ... God then made those two great lights; that great light to rule the day 
and that small one to rule the night, also the stars. 

This is very true and simple, but the bible writers forgot to mention that 
the Moon is not a light-giving sphere, because the Moon gets its light from 
the Sun. The Moon has a very different meaning in this creation than these 
writers were able to determine. Only the Sun and the stars are radiating. 
How can God contradict himself in such a way? It is possible that people are 
mistaken with regard to all these problems. Does God not know his own 
creation? Must we accept that God cannot make a distinction between his 
life? Does God’s life grow over his head? Does God no longer know what a 
star, what a planet is, what is child-bearing or light-giving? The bible writers 
felt in the dark! They could not distinguish the day and night light from each 
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other, they did not know creation. An academic from your own time had not 
written down this impossibility. 

However, God knows better! He never said that the Moon would lighten 
the night, these are human thoughts, it is fantasy! It also says: 

17 .... And God put them in the firmament of the heavens, in order to give 
light to the Earth. 

You will certainly see, the bible writers hitched one saying to the other in 
order to give the Divine words power and space, but one word was born like 
the other as a result of their own thinking and feeling. The unconscious hu-
man child of the Earth speaks from everything. Only the Sun serves all the 
life in the universe, but the cosmic connection between all those wonderful 
bodies still has meaning for every Divine spark of life, but the central source 
of life dominates and will continue to dominate until the end of these three 
grades of life. It is only then that the Sun will die off and it will have complet-
ed its immense task, just as the Moon has already experienced. However, the 
Sun gives, radiates, and is as such the only body for the Earth, which directly 
got hold of the cosmic connection from God, which lives and watches out 
behind all of this! 

The bible writers take us to a creation, the light of which they do not know, 
nor one of the other millions of wonders, which received shape for our hu-
man eye. Everything is sacred, but they destroy this sacredness, unconscious-
ly, otherwise they would not have written down a single letter. 

18 ... And in order to rule during the day and in the night and in order 
to make a distinction between light and darkness. And God saw that it was 
good. 

You could have told a child that. Every child knows that, yes, now knows 
more. It learned at school that Moon and Earth rotate around the Sun. How 
high did the bible writers come in human knowledge? They just wrote down 
what came into their thoughts and what they saw in the night. However, 
God and His creation became childishly naive through them! And yet mil-
lions of people accepted that as the truth, they do not dare to form an own 
opinion, because the bible is sacred. However, they are also unconscious and 
still have to awaken for the Divine laws and the truth. 

19 ... Then it had been evening and it had been morning, the fourth day. 
Would all of this have happened in four days’ time? In four days God cre-

ated all these wonders, this vastness, the stars and planets, suns and waters? A 
day is only meant symbolically here? Good, but do you know that you must 
speak about billions of years, yes, billions of centuries, if you wish to express 
what happened during that time? This evolution needed so much time in 
order to reach the stage in which the bible writers lived. 

Is it not high time that the human being got to know his God and God’s 
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creation? Must the human being not know how he came into being? It is only 
then that your life will get meaning for the Earth and this amazing event will 
get a place in your heart. As a result of this you will get to know yourself and 
the life of another. 

20 ... And God said ... let the waters be filled with many kinds of living 
beings and let the air be filled with birds. 

That is drawing again from the existing, speaking about a state, which has 
nothing to do with the origin of creation. When creation started, I already 
told you, there was only inspiration, astral power in the universe. Then work-
ing came, then the hazes, even later the clouds and the embryonic life came 
into being. First the human being was born, then the animal life. However, 
it says in the bible that God first filled the waters with souls and crawling 
species of animals. And that is not possible, because the animal was born 
from the human being. 

When the waters were filled with species of animals, creation was billions 
of years old and the human being had already reached the highest stage on 
the Moon. The Moon did not know any winged animal. This life came into 
being on the second cosmic grade of life, while it reached development on the 
planet Earth, where it separated itself from the waters and the winged species 
came into being. The highest species goes back with us to the All! The animal 
has therefore also had to follow its own development. 

21 ... And God created the great whales and all living crawling souls, which 
filled the waters, according to their nature; and all winged birds according to 
their nature. And God saw that it was good. 

The reality is, that the whales and other species of animals only came into 
being in later ages. Only the Earth knew those ages. The bible writers draw 
continually from a creation, which has been finished long ago, from the ac-
tually now; the world in which they live. 

God did not need to fill the waters, those waters were already filled. The 
soul was born on the Moon. Mother Moon created all these crawling species 
of animals, the animal has had to accept this own evolution. The bible writer 
also loses himself in this. His childish fantasy created a dream existence for 
the contemporary human being. The all-embracing reality would take the 
bible writer to Mother Moon and to the Earth, it is Mother Moon which 
gave form to this life and not God, because creation had already started 
billions of years ago. This blessed event cannot be belittled by anything. The 
narrow-mindedness of the bible writers may now no longer be justified in 
your human eyes, because these teachings take you far from the reality and 
leave you behind in a maze! 

The 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 25th saying speak about the multiplication of 
the animal kingdom. However, we got to know that multiplication of crea-
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tion, because every spark split itself, gave its own life to the other and took 
part in procreation. Human being and animal passed into the divine evolu-
tion, one life came into being as a result of the other. 

26 ... And God said: Let we make people, in Our image, in Our likeness; 
and may they rule over the fishes of the sea and over the birds of the skies and 
over the cattle and over the whole Earth and over all the crawling vermin, 
which crawls on the Earth. 

27 ... Then God created the human being in his image; he created him in 
the image of God, he created man and woman. 

This is the greatest untruth, which the bible wants to tell you. It could 
not be worse, this goes against everything in nature, against all the laws 
created by God, against all the life of God! This is pure fantasy! Ignorant, 
unconscious souls are speaking here. However, so pathetically that no com-
parison is necessary. And yet humanity accepted this untruth. Yes, declared 
sacred! For the Christian being everything from the bible is sacred, the bible 
is God’s word. We also learned on this side to know reality. And now we 
come in order to remove that impossibility, in order to give you reality in the 
place of it and to open your eyes. Should you continue to go any longer in 
the darkness? Because this is incredibly narrow-minded, the creation which 
the bible speaks about here was already finished for billions of years. When 
the human being entered embryonic life, God had nothing more to give His 
children, God gave himself at that moment! The human being as a Divine 
spark now received the Divine existence. And that spark stage is still present. 
The mother receives that Divine spark during the fertilization. That spark 
is then as a human being, it has also already lived millions of times. Never-
theless, the human being descends again into the spark stage, or this spark 
would crush the embryo in the mother as an adult human state. A process of 
growth would not be possible then. 

Why does the Divine spark sink back to the very first stage? Because the 
Divine Process of Revelation lives in the mother, the mother creates, as God 
did it in the eternal. Adult people do not even understand their own creation; 
the human being is unconscious of this! However, the foetus in the mother 
is like the embryonic life of Mother Earth, when it started creation and took 
part in this great work. Nothing has changed in this, only now it happens in 
the mother. One cell has multiplied a million times, the human body built 
itself up by means of billions of cells and has become what it now is. Must 
the process of creation of Adam and Eve continue to be accepted in your own 
time? The churchgoer crushes people as a result of these sayings, he does not 
dare to think outside of the bible, even if he feels the untruth of this, God’s 
word is law! Also for us, but these are human thoughts. Here the uncon-
scious child of the Earth speaks to you and your emotional life. And those 
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people could not see behind that cosmic veil, they did not have the feeling 
for that and for this you must first die on Earth, it is only then that you enter 
all these laws, which determine Divine reality. You then live in these laws! 

On this side we will convince you of that, because science - I already told 
you several times - is not yet that far and will not get to the bottom of it for 
the time being. If the academic can accept life after death, he is also open 
to the Divine laws, he will know that there is no death! Divine creation is 
more powerful than the bible writers show you. They make a childish game 
of this eternity, because they do not know themselves! They know neither 
death nor life! 

Do not continue to accept this nonsense any longer, because your life will 
stand still. Dare to think! Both God and Christ want you to think, feel for 
yourself! You must not let yourself be lived! Live yourself! Christ came to you 
for this purpose! Christ devoted his Sacred Life for this purpose! 

It is only possible now to speak to your life in this way, centuries ago this 
would not have been possible, during that time our instruments would have 
been burnt alive! The masters from our life now give you Divine knowledge! 
It comes to you in the name of Christ! 

Millions of people rebelled, because they could no longer accept the re-
counted nonsense. The natural laws of God have spiritual and divine mean-
ing, those of the bible only touch the human emotional life, the naively 
educated child. An earthly academic cannot give you this wisdom, only the 
spiritually conscious, the astral personality, who has got to know the laws 
of God, as they were created, but especially were able to master them, can 
do that! Now this proof will be given to you. Or are you not yet so far, that 
you can accept them for your life? You must still awaken for the true Divine 
creation! 

The human being was born after the animal and the green according to 
the bible. However, the Earth and Moon and all the carrying planets of 
conscious first created the human being! God created the human being in 
His own image, but the human being may not think now that God is also a 
human being, because that is not true either. God created the soul as himself, 
the inner life for the material bodies. As a human being this soul would enter 
the Divine All and be as God. And that happened! 

Christ came back to Earth as the Divine conscious being in order to give 
the living God to mankind. The saying: God created the human being in his 
own image, must therefore be understood, that God gave the human being 
everything, which belongs to the conscious Divine. God removes a rib from 
the man in order to create the woman, the mother cell on the Moon and 
on the Earth already possessed these capacities in the embryonic life. Those 
sayings from the bible are also obsolete, have been taken from the existing, 
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are fantasies of the earthly being, who did not know any better! 
28 ... And God blessed them, and God said to them: Go forth, and mul-

tiply and fill the earth and subdue it, and rule over the fishes of the sea and 
over the birds of the heavens and over all the vermin, which crawls on the 
Earth! 

The only thing that is truth in this according to the astral Divine creation, 
is the moment that God spoke to us people, which, however, we experienced 
as power of feeling. That wisdom, God placed that divine language in our 
lives and in all the billions of grades of life which we would start to experi-
ence, the Divine laws called us to a halt, if we were to abuse them, destroy 
them, sully them! And that also happened, because the human being went 
under as a result of his own life! He mounted a scaffolding for himself! He 
hanged himself, since he did not know life and did not know that there was 
no death! However, God placed His knowledge in us, but we would master 
that knowledge as people. God blessed his children by giving this Divine 
mercy to all His life, but the human being did not understand these Divine 
treasures. 

29 ... And God said: See, I already gave you people the seed-sowing herb, 
which is on the whole Earth and all the trees, in which the tree-sowing fruit 
is, to your regret! 

The Earth created all this truth, but this life knew an own evolution and 
experienced a process of millions. Every century it brought forth food and 
drink in the form in which the human organism needed. When the human 
being became conscious, he continued this process and helped nature, in 
this way numerous fruits came into existence. There was always enough food 
for the human being, because God oversaw the times, the growth and blos-
soming process of His children. Yet the bible writer anxiously clings to the 
existing, since he does not know the awe-inspiring past. 

30 ... However, for all the wild animals of the Earth, and for all the birds 
of the skies I have provided grass and leafy plants for food. And it was done. 

And it was done too! Every animal on Earth finds food and drink accord-
ing to the nature of its material life. However, all this life still had to evolve! 

We are not blasphemers, however, we got to know the Divine laws. We 
do not intend to deny you your church, this is the very last thing which the 
Other Side would want to do. We only want to convince you of the true 
Divine Creation and of all of your own holiness! 

In addition to the unrealities of the first chapter, the second chapter of 
the bible tells you the truth anyway, but then the bible writers could draw 
from the existing. You can follow that yourself, I will not go into it, I was 
concerned with the giving you the origin of creation under the orders of the 
masters, and out of that only what is necessary for this work, because the 
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masters of the Other Side come back to this themselves! Now everything 
in the universe belongs to you, this will be clear to you on this journey. We 
will now walk the long road together through the history, the history which 
we who have now reached the Other Side, helped to make and then it will 
be clear to you, whether God has spoken like a material being. The Age of 
Christ will bring you spiritual awakening, astral consciousness! 
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The Old Testament 

In the Old Testament a God is described, who knows hate, wages war, 
deforms, abuses, sullies and exterminates his own creatures. 

Is that possible, many people ask? Is it possible that a God who, according 
to the word of Christ is called a Father of Love, lets his children be slaugh-
tered? 

However, while they can no longer accept this revengeful God, the church-
es preach that the Holy Scripture is law and they force their followers to be-
lieve completely in the cruel Ruler of the Old Testament. 

Who is now right? 
Is God really as the bible writers paint him? Was he really like that? Was 

it he, who led these peoples into war, punished them and brought death 
and destruction amongst them? Or have they got it by the right end, who 
consider it impossible that a God of Love acts so whimsically, cruelly and 
vindictively? 

Anyone who was able to look into life after death, into the reality of things, 
will also have given you the truth in this respect. 

Prepare yourself for wonderful revelations. 
What I will gradually tell you is so far-reaching, that you must be spiritual-

ly tuned in, in order to be able to comprehend and accept my explanations. 
Those who cling to the bible in its present form and to the letter, sit rooted 

to their pathetic dogmas, will not wish to believe in my revelations. They will 
not be able to either. They still belong to the material grade of feeling and are 
therefore not capable of thinking spiritually. 

Or does it perhaps testify to a higher conscious, which they can still recon-
cile the cruel God of the Old Testament with the Father of Love, for whom 
Christ died and whom he spoke about?! 

By informing you about the true relationships in the Old Testament, I 
familiarise you with the awe-inspiring plan which the Highest Master in the 
astral world already saw before him, when he and his people were at the end 
of their first cosmic trip. 

This Master let his gaze fall over the earthly being, saw his state and under-
stood that this human being had to be helped by him and his people, or he 
would still live in the same pathetic circumstances, without any understand-
ing of the wonderful, spiritual wonders, which surrounded him. 

This Master and his people - how much did they not have to groan them-
selves in order to gain light, heat and conscious? This is why their longing to 
help mankind was so great, to go in front on the so difficult path to spiritual 
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consciousness. During their own evolution that longing also grew, they re-
alised that they had to devote all of themselves in order to lead the material 
being away from evil, that he committed in his low grade of life of feeling 
and thinking. If they could give the human being better thoughts, could get 
him to suppress his passions and rages, life on Earth would no longer be so 
horrible and awful. 

However, how should they convince mankind of the law, what kind of 
strictness they had had to accept on their side? This law, which said that 
only the human being who possessed love and was prepared to serve, would 
be able to enjoy permanent light and heat and happiness. How should they 
teach the material being this truth? 

Again they gauged mankind, the astral masters and then a gigantic plan 
arose in them. 

They saw that a number of people already lived on Earth amidst evil, who 
were open to the higher life. They now wanted to gather these souls, forge 
them together to a fixed core, until it would have finally become so strong 
and wonderful led by powerful leaders and with astral help, that it could im-
pose its will on the evil part of mankind that stood in the way of the spiritual 
construction of the world. 

Oh, they knew very well that mankind would have to wade through 
oceans of suffering with the execution of this awe-inspiring plan; after all, 
war after war would be necessary, in order to help the good core to power, 
which had to serve to dominate the malicious people. 

However, without conscious leadership of this the low passions which 
raged in the human being, would bring him even more terrible and awful 
misery and this misery would have been immensely much longer! 

Led by their longings to take the human being spiritually so high that 
he would make a heaven of his life on Earth, the masters on the Other Side 
intervened in his existence and took it into their strong, conscious hands. 

Who, I ask you now, spoke to the patriarchs, who spoke to Noah, to Abra-
ham, Isaac and Jacob, to Moses? Was it God? 

No, readers, they were - and you will already have understood it - the 
masters of the Other Side! 

They spoke to the men, whom they had appointed as leaders of the tribe of 
Israel, the tribe who, having become big and strong, would have to take on 
the evil elements amongst mankind. 

Why did they call themselves God then, I already hear you ask. This is the 
answer: If the masters had revealed themselves as astral beings, they would 
never have accepted them. In their supernatural apparition the human be-
ing could not help seeing God. The masters consciously left it like that and 
strengthened the feeling in the human being that he saw God himself, that 
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one and Almighty God, whom the human being must choose from now on 
above the many gods and half-gods, whom he worshipped. 

I will soon also have more than enough opportunity to go into the won-
derful plans of the masters and the executors of this. I now want to - be it 
briefly - have a closer look at the Old Testament for everything, which comes 
to stand in a very different light, as a result of what I told you. 

There is truth in the descriptions which the bible writers give with regard 
to the foundation and completion of the House of Israel, but not only the 
truth, often their fantasy has run amok or they embroider the facts. They 
then wanted to overwhelm mankind, as their God of revenge also did. The 
story of Noah, for example, who remains with his little herd, while the rest 
of mankind perishes, is a story exaggerated by the bible writers, the reality of 
which is different. 

So these are very briefly the facts! 
There was truly a flood, but millions of people knew nothing about it. A 

third of the Earth was washed under at that time. Only partly informed of 
the reality, the bible writers then gave a dramatic picture of a flood, which 
was said to have been unleashed by God in order to punish sinful mankind 
for the evil committed. 

However, God had nothing to do with the whole event. This flood was 
the result of the development which Mother Earth experienced. As a result 
of these natural laws, natural occurrences, the human being was often forced 
during those times to leave to other safer places. People met death as a result 
of this, however, the masses remained alive, as so many other natural disas-
ters show. 

God’s creation did not come into danger for one moment, mankind had to 
live on and return to God. Nothing could prevent its evolution. 

The Earth never experienced a cooling down or heating up in its whole 
area, nor was it ever flooded for the main part. This was completely ex-
cluded. Neither was a second creation possible. The bible indicates a second 
creation and pleads, that the whole human race descends from Noah’s sons. 
This claim is contradictory to history, because I already said that millions of 
people did not notice anything of that flood and in this way it is also contra-
dictory to the Divine laws for creation. God created his life in order to evolve 
ceaselessly and to return to him in this way. To have this life exterminate 
except for a handful of people to then just create it again, would go against 
his own plan. 

The bible writers do speak the truth, as they testify of Noah, that he act-
ed under a higher guidance. They were the masters of the Other Side, who 
inspired him and safely brought him to a place where he could do fruitful 
work and namely for the purpose of the House of Israel, which the masters 
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were busy elevating. He had to radiate spiritual influence to his environment, 
see that he released people from passion and violence and try to forge them 
together to one core, on which the masters would be able to build their plans. 

What the bible writers are able to tell about the animals is not true either. 
If Noah had had to take along a pair of all the existing species in his ark, 
that thing would have gone down with all hands. Noah’s life therefore had 
a spiritual meaning, he served the House of Israel and was in the hands of 
the astral masters. After him other leaders would come, builders such as 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses and others, who helped to elevate the House 
of Israel by devoting their whole personality and to write the rich, significant 
history of this House with their sweat and blood. 

What is the House of Israel? It is the House, to which everyone belongs 
who believes in one God and loves everything that lives. The heathens would 
go to pieces up against this House and as a result of this House they will get 
to know the truth with regard to God and his sacred laws, as a result of this 
House they will master love. 

You cannot move a foot on Earth, or you walk the path, where the blood 
of the children  of (the House of) Israel has flown. The children of this 
House gave their blood for the awakening of mankind, for the spiritual unity 
amongst the peoples of the earth. 

God did not have any part in this, it was the human being himself who 
had to take action here - as a result of which he could also show his con-
scious. They were the masters of the Other Side, who went before the child 
from the House of Israel, led, inspired and breathed life into it. 

As was said, the bible writers knew nothing about all these wonderful, 
supernatural events. 

It is not my intention to follow the Old Testament in this way. I was or-
dered to give you a picture of the evolution of mankind. You can now reread 
the bible using this new information and determine that it gains reality as a 
result of this! 

In the first place you will get to see God differently. He is not that God of 
revenge and damnation, for whom millions of religious people tremble and 
shake, but he is a Father of Love. God is not a person either. God is Life! All 
life in the universe, it is God! God is nature, God is planet, God is elemen-
tary power, God is law, God is everything! 

It is the masters of the Other Side who, supported by their cosmic con-
scious, by means of their knowledge of the astral laws, by means of their love, 
took a hold of the earthly event. They spoke to Abraham, to Jacob, to Moses, 
they brought the well-meaning elements amongst mankind together and el-
evated their power outwards. They thereby made use of the characteristics 
of the people still tuned to violence and destruction; but guided that in the 
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right direction and made it subordinate to their far-reaching plans. 
Much of what drove these still awkward and unconscious instruments can 

therefore be traced back to the masters. The children of the House of Israel 
were often still cruel and blood thirsty, however, a good core stuck in them 
and as a result of this they were open to higher spiritual objectives. The mas-
ter had to work with this material. I will now tell you how they nevertheless 
reached their goal, and the description of Moses’ life awaits us there as the 
very first. 
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Moses’ reincarnation on earth. 

Life on earth is a chaos. People do not understand anything about them-
selves and about the life they are in. They live it up and do not turn their 
backs against passions, which take them continually further from the path 
which God showed his children. Yet a slight progress can be seen. There are 
already souls who separate themselves and begin a higher life. They feel more 
sharply than the masses, that a higher power is busy working on the people. 
They already speak about a God, about a supreme power, who created hu-
man being and animal and world. Several of their leaders were touched by 
God. He spoke to them and commanded them to serve him and to speak 
with the other tribes about his existence and his commandments. They expe-
rience that their God leads them and stands by them and they draw strength 
from his support. 

Much has therefore already been achieved by the masters, but yet they are 
not satisfied. The masses must be treated much more powerfully and in order 
to do such a thing, the children of (the House of) Israel need a strong person-
ality. Who will take that enormous task upon his shoulders? Who is suitable 
to shake awake the stupid masses living it up in passion and if necessary to 
open their eyes vigorously to the spiritual side of this life? 

The masters know the answer to the questions. The human being who 
will fulfil this weighty task, lives on the Other Side, but does not yet know 
himself what awaits him. This human being is in the Land of Twilight and 
he is one of the many people who wonders what he can do for the spiritual 
awakening of mankind. 

Must life on Earth continue in this way, he ponders, disgusted by the 
brutal sensuality, to which this life surrenders without stopping. The human 
being does not think, only lives it up and does not realise how he is destroy-
ing himself by this. How does this mankind wish to know then that there 
is life after death? That another world exists, in which the soul lives on? The 
masses must know about that, this human being feels, otherwise they cannot 
be elevated. He would like to be back on Earth and standing amongst the 
people would wish to testify that the soul lives on after death. He would wish 
to shout at them, to turn them away from passion and to start to prepare 
themselves for life after death. 

However, how could he born again, he who left the Earth for good? Would 
the Supreme Power not be able to make his wish come true? People say here 
that there is progress, the human being can go higher and higher. There must 
be worlds, where it is always light and souls live who can be called conscious. 
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Are they not capable of helping him? 
He lives in the twilight area and descends to the Earth. Here he goes from 

town to town and follows its inhabitants. He sees how one life treats the oth-
er life mercilessly, he sees the oppressed and the rich of the Earth. He stands 
amidst them, during the day and at night, and remains himself, even if he 
experiences how man and woman are one. 

He no longer looks for this experience, this is part of the earthly being. He 
knows these laws, he has experienced them as a material being and as an as-
tral personality. He only wants to serve and longs again to be born on Earth. 
However, who will give him the new organism? 

He descends into the mother, precisely at the moment that the fertilization 
takes place. In this way he hopes to receive a new body. However, he must 
accept that it is another soul, who is attracted and shuts him out. He must 
go from the mother, this is not for him. Who allows this soul to descend 
into the mother in order to receive a new body? Which strength, which 
power decides it like this? Can these laws not be got hold of in their own 
hands? Where can this be learned? I want to return to the Earth and live 
again. I want to help those stupid masses to become awakened. Just look how 
wretched they are. What a lot they will have to make good, how I had to 
suffer, because I did not know myself and the life! I would want to let fly at 
them, harshly, harshly, in order to make them understand that they are busy 
destroying themselves. How can I be born again? 

He looks for the Land of Twilight again, withdraws into loneliness and 
falls into pitiful reflection. His longing is intense and deep. It does not let up, 
but becomes even stronger. It is now unbearable. 

Then the human being starts to feel that he is not alone. This disturbs 
him, he wants to be alone. He gets up and withdraws even further. Here, 
isolated from everyone, he ponders further. However, the feeling comes back 
to him again and even stronger, that he is not alone. Someone is speaking to 
him here. Yes, if he would dare to ask a question, he would surely get an an-
swer. Who is it who has followed him in his loneliness? Is it a human being? 
Would that human being have something to say to him? He does not dare 
to speak. He senses a great power in and around him. Who is it? What is it? 

Then he opens his mouth and asks softly: 
Who is around me? Can you answer me?’ And he hears a voice, which says: 
What you feel are my feelings.’ 
A severe shock takes hold of him. A human being spoke to him and yet 

this human being cannot be seen. 
‘Who are you? Where are you?’ he now asks. 
‘I belong to life, as you belong to it, because it is I who gave me to you.’ 
‘I do not understand you. Can you be a bit more clear?’ 
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‘There where you live, my life also lives.’ 
‘But tell me who you are.’ 
The voice answers: ‘Your Supreme Power, your God, your Creator.’ 
In the greatest astonishment the human being asks: 
‘Are you really the power which created everything on Earth and outside 

of it?’ 
‘It is the case. I come to you to help you. Do you wish to listen to me? Do 

you wish to return to the Earth? Do you wish to serve for me? Do you not 
wish to receive a new body and to work in it for me? The earthly being must 
be helped, that is my wish! Do you not wish for the same thing, do you not 
also wish mankind to awaken?’ 

‘You know, what lives in me?’ 
‘Can you not hear that I know you? I know all your thoughts and longings. 

I know what you feel and why you seek loneliness. This is why I come to you. 
Truly, my child, I am like God. I am like you are, I am one with your life. 

I will give you reincarnation.’ 
‘Can you really give me what I long to possess? If that is so, if you are really 

God, then give me a new garment. I want to work there.’ 
‘You will receive your new garment.’ 
‘What does this word mean, I mean, the word of God?’ 
‘The word of God means: Universe, Immensity, it means Life! The word 

means: Love. Anyone who seeks me, will find eternal happiness. Anyone 
who can truly accept me and wants to serve, will get to know me ... I live in 
this universe and can give everything what you long for, if you just seek me. 

I came to you, because you want to serve. You will get to know the mean-
ing of my life. 

Give mankind on Earth my image, tell them about your wisdom. Contin-
ue on the path you have taken and which takes you to me. 

The human being must get to know God. 
Where you live, feel and see is the knowledge of God. All life in the uni-

verse represents me as God. God encompasses everything, this word gives 
you the meaning of my life. As a result of this one word you oversee your own 
life and mine, everything in it is decided! 

I am the Universe, my child. 
I am life. 
I am Love. 
I am in everything. 
I am light and darkness. 
I am visible and invisible and I speak to you as a human being and yet I 

am God. 
People on Earth have to get to know this, it is only then that they will see 
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into my life. 
In order to make such a thing possible, I will give you the power and the 

strengths to return to the Earth.’ 
The human being is silent for a long time, overwhelmed by what the voice 

revealed to him. Then he asks: 
‘But why do you come to me and not to all those others who live here?’ 
‘Is there one amongst them who is ready to descend? Is there the longing in 

them which lives in you? Are they really awakened for this life? 
Not one of them is conscious of his thinking and feeling, as you are. I need 

you, you are ready for this task, which I will impose upon you. You must give 
all your powers for it. I will go with you and will always be next to you in 
order to help you. He who, being in your state, wants to return to the Earth, 
must want to serve. You possess those longings. 

Now continue to meditate, remain tuned into what I told you and long to 
receive life on Earth. Wait and you will get to know my laws.’ 

‘Will I see you there - God?’ 
‘Do you doubt my word?’ 
‘It is difficult to believe that I will experience the new birth.’ 
‘You may not doubt. I tell you, you will return to the Earth and there you 

will hear me.’ 
‘Will I know all about this life there?’ 
‘You will know, what I will give you. Life there goes before this. All the 

others will enter you again if you return to this side and complete your task. 
You will serve mankind, but as a result of this also earn for yourself. You will 
get to know my kingdom and master the laws of all my life, it is only then 
that spiritual awakening will come for your own life.’ 

‘What does this mean, my God?’ 
‘It is only later that this will be clearer to you.’ 
‘I did not think about that. But what do you want to give me then, God?’ 
‘What I will give you is eternal life, my own kingdom of heaven.’ 
‘You are the power whom people speak of here?’ He no longer doubts it, 

this human being, but the wonder which he now experiences, is so wonderful 
and dealing with it is almost unbearable. 

‘I am that power, which will give you life’, the voice replies. ‘On Earth you 
will hear me and recognise me.’ 

‘And you will find me amongst all those people?’ 
‘Do I now also know what you long for? Listen carefully! I demand noth-

ing of you, you yourself wanted your task. Can you hear me now?’ 
‘I can hear you, not a word escaped me.’ 
‘Well, there we will be one as at this moment. This bond will not be dis-

turbed in any way. In your thinking and feeling you will hear me and receive 
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your commands with regard to many matters. From now on you are con-
nected to the All. With my life and that of your God, the creator of Heaven 
and Earth and all life in the universe. Now you are ready. I great you now. 
Our work will begin!’ 

The human being is alone again. He thinks for a long time and deeply 
about what he was told. 

God? God? God? The word descends into him, takes possession of him. 
The astral personality feels one with him. It keeps repeating the word. 

‘I am God and as a result of my power you will return to the Earth.’ What 
will my life there be like? 

He cannot stop thinking, this human being, he remains in deep medita-
tion. Then he feels himself becoming hazy. He becomes like an apparition. 
He dissolves more and more. God? Where is God now? Will he follow me? 
I am dying. I sink away into an unprecedented depth. Where am I going? Is 
this now the birth? The world of the unconscious has taken on this human 
being. Who is he? 

His name is Moses. This life will be born on Earth as Moses and be part 
of the House of Israel. 

On this side people followed the dissolving of this soul in the world of 
the unconscious. It was not God, who spoke to it, but an Angel, a master in 
eternal life, a Divine conscious spark. 

Now the laws of God will come into working. God will help him. Anyone 
who possesses love and wants to serve, will receive what he needs. The mas-
ters experience this and Moses experiences this. 

Moses will hear and recognise the word of God on Earth again, he will act 
according to the feeling of eternity which lives in him. Spiritual conscious 
has entered his life. And this will make itself felt! 

He is ready for the great task which awaits him and will be able to be 
achieved. All doubt has been taken away, there is nothing in this life which 
will refuse. As a result of this human being the masters on Earth will achieve 
wonders, they know the astral laws, they were able to master them. 

From the All the task reached him to take the consciousness of mankind 
to hand with all his powers. From the All the word of God came to them, 
the name of him, whom his creatures had to get to know and to love as Fa-
ther and Mother. From the All they received the information, how to give 
mankind belief in him. 

‘The life of God speaks to you’, the masters from the All had spoken and 
their words were received by the seventh sphere. 

‘We are Gods. Once we lived on the Earth like you. The Divine spheres 
absorbed us and yet we know how you think and feel and how life on Earth 
now is. Let this be a support to you. 
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Earthly mankind must be brought to awakening by you. Devote all of 
yourself to it, as we also devoted ourselves to this. 

Every creature is a child of God. All life in the universe is divine. Speak 
to mankind as God, or you will not be heard. Pave the way for us, we will 
return to the Earth. For the consciousness of mankind the Master from the 
All will descend to the Earth and be born there! As a result of him mankind 
will reach awakening. Anyone who wants to live in his name, will see his life 
consecrated. 

We follow you, we are waiting. 
If you have come so far with your task, you will receive new messages from 

these Divine spheres and the Highest Master will speak to you. 
Only the conscious feeling will be able to listen to God. Therefore work 

on the conscious of the human being and give Divine meaning to the word 
for this!’ 

Moses and his people would prepare the path for the Highest Master from 
the All under guidance of the masters. By means of Moses the people on 
Earth will be connected with the All. The word will reach him from the 
human being, who had returned to God and had become as God wanted it. 
Yes, this word was truly God. 

It would not yet be understood immediately, however simple it was, for anyone 
who knows the cosmic laws. However, the masters would not possibly be able to 
tell Moses any more. The grade of consciousness of mankind did not allow it! They 
had to take this into account. And what they would give it through Moses would 
already bring about a tremendous revolution in the views at that time. Even 
Christ, the Highest Master from the Universe, would not be able to tell the earth-
ly being, what was necessary in order to give him insight into the cosmic laws, 
which rule the universe. After his stay on Earth centuries would still have to pass, 
before this phase in the gigantic plan of his and his people would have dawned! 

Moses was attracted to the Earth from the world of the unconscious. He 
grows up, more and more conscious enters him. God lives in him. Moses 
knows this. He gets visions, God speaks to him in his sleep. Moses dreams 
of a Supreme Power, which will lead him and take him to a great task. He 
sees the chaos in which people live, their hatred, passion and violence. They 
do not know love, almost no one is open to the spiritual life. Their harshness 
towards their fellow being is dreadful, immense wealth lives there next to 
infinite poverty and Moses shivers from the misery which the world shows 
him. 

In this darkness, in this dreadful hell, Moses begins his task. He, trivial 
being which he is, must start to change this world and these people ... 

I will not give a detailed description of his life here, but I will only follow 
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what also has meaning for the present mankind. 
God wants Moses to make warriors out of his followers. He must be able 

to wage war against the heathens, because it will not be long now before they 
attack him and his little herd. He must then be able to offer resistance, if he 
does not want to be exterminated along with his people. 

The masters of the Other Side saw it well, the heathens seek to destroy the 
tribe of Moses, they do not tolerate it. Moses fights his first battle! It is short, 
but blood flows and many of Moses’ followers are killed. And yet this short 
battle by Moses is of awe-inspiring meaning for all of mankind. It is the first 
fight against the heathens, thousands will also follow and they will last until 
your own time, reader, now that a blow will be delivered for the last time, 
a blow, which will make the children of (the House of) Israel permanently 
triumph over the heathens! 

The masters on this side see Moses’ herd growing. The tribe does not get 
peace, it is attacked from left and right, broken up, but it will never be de-
stroyed. The masters are watching! They guide Moses and his people through 
all the dangers, they see ahead and can follow the life on Earth in everything, 
there are no secrets for them. They descend into the heathen leaders, they are 
the invisible spectators in their actions and what they are up to. They warn 
Moses and in this way he is always a step ahead of them. 

Truly, Moses is a prophet, one, who speaks to God and does wonders in 
His Holy Name. Moses does not only get the necessary commands during 
his sleep, but also during the day in full consciousness. The Other Side can 
reach him in different ways. The intuition which is in him, makes him a 
master. He is completely prepared for his task, he lives in two worlds at the 
same time, but it is the astral world which dominates. 

He feels the actual knowledge in him. He knows the world which lies be-
hind death, that knowledge lies and lives deep in him. However, it does not 
come up, his astral knowledge is still part of his subconscious. 

Moses inspires his followers, he teaches them during the rest periods, 
which his many enemies give him and gives them spiritual knowledge. He 
gives them a faith. Yet they are not as prepared as their great leader. What 
God asks of all of them is truly not easy. He demands everything of them. 
And amidst the terrible misery which they often have to experience, they 
complain and moan and seem to have forgotten everything which Moses 
imparted in them in spiritual wisdom. Nevertheless Moses makes progress 
in the execution of his greatest task. 

More and more people join him. His wonders remove their doubts, faith 
awakens in them. For several people spiritual gifts are revealed, they become 
clairvoyant and receive visions. These male and female clairvoyants form a 
support for Moses in his heavy battle. The masters do not work alone on 
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this people in order to make it great and strong and to bring it further on 
the spiritual path, they also give it inventions, elevate art. Millions of souls 
of the Other Side work in the sphere of the Earth and serve the material 
life, mindful of the aim of the masters, to elevate more and more people to 
(the House of) Israel, so that the heathen peoples will one day become the 
minority and due to a lack of power will have to give up their plans aimed at 
evil and destruction. 

Moses already knows that he is fighting for the foundation of the ‘King-
dom of God’ on Earth. This knowledge makes him continue to fight so 
fanatically. He knows that he is serving God and the people. 

Much blood flows! In order to exist and to be able to preach one fight after 
the other must be fought. Moses’ children kill and are killed. Many give 
their lives for the sacred matter. Will they enter a heaven in the hereafter, 
does the reward for their fighting and struggling await them there? 

Moses does not know that, does not become engrossed in it either, he 
fights and learns and preaches the existence of the Living Almighty God, in 
whom he has learned to believe with all his being. 

And if he feels his end approaching, he knows that the Earth will be taken 
possession of by the children of (the House of) Israel. The House of Israel 
will one day rise up shining on the foundations which he has helped to lay, 
in which all of them will live, who believe in a God of Love and who want to 
devote all of themselves in order to serve God’s life and to enrich themselves 
spiritually. 
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The children of Israel and 
their cause and effect 

Moses enters the astral world. Many of his children went before him. 
Where will they enter into eternal life? Will they get a place at God’s right 
hand? 

They devoted their lives, gave all their powers in order to give humanity 
a faith and to show it the way to God. They committed sins and made mis-
takes for this, used violence and killed people. 

God looked upon all of this and kept quiet. As a Father of Love he cannot 
tolerate that any of his children whosoever is made to suffer. Will he then be 
able to allow Moses and his people into his heavens? 

No, as a just father this is not possible for him! Moses and his people 
destroyed God’s life, blood clings to their hands, they violated the laws of 
God. The consequence of it is that God’s heavens do not open for them. 
In this way Moses is a martyr of the people of (the House of) Israel and 
with the birth of mankind they created cause and effect for themselves. They 
wanted to give everything for this sacred purpose - they gave it and had to 
get through untold misery to then, in the astral world, experience that the 
heavens were closed to them ... 

We must now accept that God has nothing to do with all the misery cre-
ated by the human being. He gave us a free will! The human being lived out 
his passions and smothered the voice in him, which wanted to call him back 
from it. It was not God who waged war. He stands outside of the earthly 
conflicts. Nevertheless he intervenes, knowing that the whole event belongs 
to the material evolution, which take the human being to the spiritual con-
sciousness. The masters have this enormous process in their hands. Here the 
conscious soul helps the unconscious! It is they who take the people through 
death to life, through darkness to light. This requires fighting and blood-
shed, but the masters cannot go another way, the human being himself does 
not allow it! 

Moses had to be strong and to be able to wage a fight, otherwise he and 
his people would have been trampled and slaughtered. However, this fight 
brought Moses and his people suffering and sorrow on earth and shut the 
heavens off to them in the astral world. And that could not be avoided either. 
God’s laws remained intact, they are eternal and unchanging and no one can 
avoid them. Neither could Moses and his people, even if they served a sacred 
purpose. The millions of souls after them, who will devote themselves to the 
becoming conscious of mankind, will be faced with the same sacrifices and 
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the same laws. They will have to make good what they did wrong, while 
they gave their best powers for the evolution of the human being. However, 
after experiencing this they will know themselves to be richer, more spiritual! 
Moses and his helpers experienced it! 

When Moses closed his eyes, released his soul from his body, the masters 
took him to the astral world. He lay in a deep sleep. 

It takes a moment before he awakens. He looks around him, tries to think. 
He still feels on Earth, but then he suddenly understands that he has died 
and has left the Earth. 

Where is God, where is his light?’ Moses sees that it is dusky around him, 
he feels strange. All feeling has left him. The tears run down his cheeks, now 
that he becomes conscious of his state. 

‘Where am I? Has God left me alone? On Earth he spoke to me, he fol-
lowed me in everything and now, where is he now? Why did I fight, why was 
all that blood shed??’ 

Moses does not know from where these thoughts enter him. He is not con-
scious that people are helping him to think. Arrived in eternal life, he is faced 
with the task of becoming released from earthly life. New questions well up 
in him. Where are his followers? Many of them went before him to here. He 
calls for them. Then an Angel comes towards him and this master says: 

‘Moses?’ 
‘Who are you?’ 
‘I am a child of God, Moses. I know you.’ 
‘You know me? Where am I, where do I live?’ 
‘In the world after death, Moses.’ 
‘Where is God, can you tell me that?’ 
‘You will get to know God, Moses.’ 
‘Is my life there over?’ 
‘Your life and your task are at an end, Moses. You have entered the astral 

world. Your life after death has started.’ 
The Angel shows Moses his life on Earth and tells him for what purpose 

he was born there. Moses must accept the words of the masters in the light 
of the facts, yet it is difficult for him to believe. 

‘Where are my children?’ he wants to know. 
‘It is God’s will, Moses, that they awaken, each of them will be taken to 

God’s Revelations by the Angels.’ 
‘And where will they experience that?’ 
‘You will also get to know that, Moses. When you are that far, we will go 

there together and I will convince you of your earthly lives. God wants this 
to happen.’ 

‘Tell me now, master, was it God who spoke to my life?’ 
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‘Has the feeling from before come back to you, Moses?’ 
‘I am starting to feel myself, I am starting to see myself. I am starting to 

know!’ 
‘Have a rest, Moses, and reflect upon everything. Think about your life 

on earth and do not forget anything. Call me when you are ready. You only 
have to think of me and I will return in order to explain God’s laws to you.’ 

Moses now experiences the overwhelming disappointment, which his fol-
lowers also felt, when they did not see themselves being absorbed into the 
astral world by God’s heaven. 

Where is God, his followers also wondered, while they wandered round in 
the Land of Twilight, hidden by light and heat and God’s presence. Where is 
the Supreme Power, who led Moses and them? It is all so dark for them. Were 
these men and women, these children of (the House of) Israel, not promised 
that they would enter a heaven? And now? They sit down in a strange, cold, 
dusky land. Where is their leader, where is Moses? He will certainly take 
them to the promised land! 

Disappointed, assailed by tortured thoughts Moses got up after the talk 
with the Angel. And when he has walked for a while, he meets the others 
from his tribe. A great joy goes through him, now they will get an answer 
to all their crushing thoughts. They cling to their great leader and surprise 
him with questions. However, Moses has to admit that he cannot make them 
any the wiser ... Soon he will answer them, he says, first he must experience 
himself! 

Moses walks on further alone and explores the universe in which he lives. 
However, he does get to the truth. Then he returns in thought to the Earth 
and follows his life there. He goes back even further. What was there before 
this life? Slowly but surely that life also becomes conscious in him. He sees 
himself again in the sphere which he is also in now. He gets to know the 
longings again which lived in him then, it were they which gave him a new 
earthly life. 

Now tiredness returns to him and he lies down to go to sleep. A great si-
lence enters him. While meditating he falls asleep and yet he remains awake. 
He sees and hears again. He is on Earth and lives amongst his people. He 
knows everyone who is around him. Is he hearing correctly? Is God speak-
ing to him? ‘Go, Moses, go and take my people out of Egypt. The Lord is 
speaking!’ 

And Moses sees himself acting. He gets thousands of orders and he carries 
them out. The heathens keep on storming his tribe, however, without them 
being able to destroy them. The Lord God protects them and his people. 
The years fly past and Moses experiences all the events during them again. 
He sees the burning bush again and all the other wonders. God gives him 
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and his people the Ten Commandments and nothing has been lost of this 
awe-inspiring event. Then Moses feels his end on Earth approaching. God 
is with him. God gave him power during his life. God made him triumph 
over the heathens. 

Moses opens his eyes, a great light falls over him. ‘Where am I?’ he mur-
murs. He looks up. There is an Angel before him and he says: 

‘Has the knowledge entered you, Moses? Are you ready to follow me? The 
God of all life has asked me to help you.’ 

‘Is everything which I saw the truth?’ 
‘Everything, everything, Moses. But now you are entering reality.’ 
‘Convince me of God’s laws. If the Lord wants it, let me know. I want to 

follow you.’ 
Then they begin a great journey. The master takes Moses back to the 

Moon. There he gets to know God’s creation. He sees the first revelations 
before him. Moses looks into his own past. 

‘Here God therefore spoke as a Father of Love to his children’, he says. 
‘Can all these wonderful things be true, master?’ 

‘Can you doubt what you see before you, Moses?’ 
God therefore gave me these wonders in the very first stage of my life, 

Moses thinks. 
‘What was our life like, Moses? It was like this, here you can see how we 

started our life. Now you get to know the laws of your life. In this silence, in 
these revelations, God lives as a Father of Love. All the Angels have had to 
accept this holiness. This is our first existence, Moses. However, now we will 
return to the empty, the sacred, the Divine emptiness from before creation. 
Follow me.’ 

Moses sees into the laws. He descends into the world of the unconscious. 
However, the master goes back even deeper. Darkness comes around him. 
Moses does not dare to think, anxiety enters him with regard to this wonder. 
Yet he cannot wait and asks: 

‘Where do we live, master?’ 
‘In God, Moses!’ 
‘Here we live in God, did you say?’ 
‘We entered him, who created us and all life.’ 
‘This silence is God?’ 
‘God lives here, Moses, the God of all life in the universe! Let us kneel 

down, Moses, and surrender ourselves to him, you will meditate now too.’ 
Moses surrenders to the divine silence. He falls asleep and is awake. He 

does not think but feels. He can feel everything in this. It becomes quiet 
inside him, this silence carries him, he becomes one with it. 

God lives here! Everything lives here! This comes to him. He must deal 
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with this, he wants to get to know it. 
He feels God like a Father. He sees and feels that the invisible God has 

materialised and that he is a part of him, a spark of his fire. 
He surrenders completely and lets that holiness descend into him. He lets 

himself sink away deeper into the silence and the darkness and dissolves 
completely. Yet he can continue to feel. He knows himself to be universally 
deep, helped and carried by this power. He will know! 

He experiences wonderful laws. He lives in God’s silence, is part of it, he 
sees life and death, darkness and light. He knows himself as man and wom-
an, as father and mother, as God is, whom he feels here and in whose heart 
he now lives. 

‘Can you still doubt the wonders, Moses? You will have to accept, because 
it is the laws themselves which speak to you. That you may see into God’s 
creation so deeply is a gift from the highest Angels from our life. They also 
devoted themselves to material mankind. They took mankind to the higher 
consciousness. They and we, Moses, wanted to give ourselves for the other 
life. It was not God, Moses, who asked us to return and to help the uncon-
scious life there. Not God, we went of our own accord, but obeyed God’s 
highest command as a result of it: to serve His Life with everything which is 
in us! ... How much happiness did we ourselves receive from Mother Earth?! 
And is it not in service to the Supreme Being? Does the life in God’s universe 
not belong to our own life? They are our sisters and brothers and we and you 
devoted our lives to them. Not one soul in the universe escapes it, all the life 
of God must serve and in this way return to him. Serve, Moses, whatever it 
takes! Come, we will carry on.’ 

The master takes Moses through life and death to the Earth. He lets him 
see the grades of life, which the soul life had to experience after the Moon in 
order to finally be attracted by the Earth. Moses now experiences his earthly 
lives and also his last one. Now he also experiences who spoke to him there 
and inspired him. The master next to him looks at him and smiles. Now 
Moses knows all about his life and his task. He can now kneel down and be 
grateful. 

The master says: 
‘You see, Moses, how life on Earth was for us. I also served on Earth and 

had to accept that it was not God who spoke to me. 
God does not speak as a human being, Moses. God only speaks to our life 

from feeling to feeling, in sacred unity! 
It was I who spoke to you. I, who knows you as Abraham! 
I was told to speak to you, the masters wanted it! You will accept me, 

Moses, because the masters also wanted that. Isaac and Jacob and the others, 
they live here and you will meet them. 
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One day our lives will speak to the peoples of (the House of) Israel. They 
will be of meaning to the whole of humanity. 

Our heathens know this. And God will see the gratitude in our deeds, 
which we feel towards him, for what he gave us. 

Everyone on Earth will devote his own life in the coming times for God’s 
creation. If we had followed the laws of our Creator in love, our life would 
have been in harmony with his. However, you were able to follow, Moses, 
how we lived on Earth. On the mother planet we were pure and divine, how-
ever, as people, we forgot the divine in us and sullied it. Nevertheless, the 
human being was able to return to God. He learned to recognise his faults 
and started to serve his fellow being. 

You now see into your own life, Moses. They were your own longings, 
which made you return to accomplish a task. No one forced you to, if you 
had not gone, millions of others on this side would gladly have carried out 
that task. Not one soul has therefore dominated your life or driven you to 
deeds, which were in conflict with your being, that is not possible for God. 

If you had not accepted the task, you would have continued on this side. 
However, you would never have been gained so much wisdom in a short 
time. Since we longed to serve we received the mercy of a new life on Earth 
and by giving everything of ourselves, the happiness and the universe of God 
entered us. 

This task is now over, my son, you can now start a higher life and along 
with you everyone who followed you and loved God. The House of Israel 
has been established. Mankind will look up to it and change inwardly as a 
result of it. And you brought that to Earth. You went from a dusky world to 
the Earth and after completing your greatest task you returned to that same 
dusky world. 

Does it help you now to sit down and be sad? Does it help you to ask where 
God is? Now, now that you are getting to know his wonders and laws, you 
can master his laws. It is only then that the Divine universe belongs to you! 

You must first make good, Moses, what you did wrong during the comple-
tion of your task. However, the wisdom which you gained will help you in 
this. You can now start a higher life. My task was only small in comparison 
to yours, Moses, and yet I was able to master the pure heavens as a result of it 
and along with you the many people who followed me on Earth. 

It was I, Moses, who spoke to you as God and showed you wonders. I gave 
you clairvoyance and the knowledge and connected you with the burning 
bush. The highest masters of this side gave you the ‘Ten Commandments’, 
it was they, who showed themselves to you as Angels. All of us lead you 
through the dangers, nothing could stop us, mankind on Earth will have to 
accept that one day. One day the actual knowledge will come amongst the 
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masses, but then we will enter the final stage of the fight for (the House of) 
Israel. Then the heathen peoples will be conquered! 

Have we done wrong, Moses, by giving mankind a faith? The material hu-
man being only wishes to awaken by the sword, there was therefore no other 
means for us. He did not allow us any other! Did we do wrong, Moses, I ask 
you again, or will God bless us for our work and serving?’ 

Moses thought for a long time. Then he asked: 
‘But why were those masses given an untruth, master?’ 
‘Did you not see then, that the masters first tried it in a different way? 

They spoke by means of the sensitive ones and made themselves known as 
people, who had left the Earth for good, who had been absorbed into life 
after death. But what did the people do? Did they accept us? They beat the 
faithful to death and robbed us in this way of our instruments! Would we 
ourselves have accepted the astral being on Earth? Does the material being 
know anything about this personality and his thinking and feeling? No, 
Moses, we could not act differently and had to pass ourselves off as God. And 
God himself allowed us to do this!’ 

‘Will mankind know this one day, master?’ 
‘Of course it will come that far. Other people, who come after us, will 

bring this wisdom to Earth. Then every child of (the House of) Israel will 
know that God never wanted war, but that it was the human being who for-
got himself in this way. They will know that not God, but the masters spoke 
to us. However, they will also know that the amazing powers and strengths, 
which the masters were given in order to lead the earthly grades of feeling as 
a human being in the proper direction, in order to establish faith on Earth in 
the one, true God and to make the inner life awaken, which received those 
powers as a result of God’s love. God followed us on our path. He knew that we 
would forget ourselves as a human being, but let us go, because he also knew that 
we would learn by falling and that one soul life would help the other in order to 
return to him. 

Mankind on Earth will one day accept that God is a Father of Love. Then 
the ‘Kingdom of God’ can make a start there. It will then be convinced of 
the amazing wonders and laws, which are part of God’s Creation. They will 
now show you, Moses, on this side. 

I already brought you into connection with a lot. You got to know God as 
a Father of Love. However, if you want to get to know him even deeper, then 
return to the very first stage on the Moon and you will see him as Mother. 
God as Mother, yes -really! 

As Mother God created a connection with the human being as mother. It 
is the mother who experiences his life, his creation. The mother does what 
he did in large: share herself, give herself away. Anyone who gets to know 
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the mother, gets to know God as ‘All-Mother’. You will experience, Moses. 
Along with me you will descend into the mother and experience the process 
of growth in her. We will also be able to experience what is for the highest 
masters, we also went into the mother and consciously experienced all the 
stages up to the birth. By experiencing this we get to know the mother and 
we become convinced that God is both Father and Mother! 

You and I and the others along with us have prepared the path for the 
coming of the Very Highest Master on Earth. Through him the people will 
get to know God as Father and as Mother. Then (the House of) Israel will 
still have to wage many wars in order to elevate the whole of mankind into 
the higher conscious, which is only suitable for being able to understand the 
words of the very highest Master completely. 

These wars will bring untold suffering to mankind; they will also be able 
to affect those, who lead a life such as God meant it. Such people cannot 
escape this suffering and this misery, since they have forgotten themselves in 
past lives. This must be made good by them, it is only then that the soul life 
can rise higher. 

No soul in the universe has forgotten itself. However, by falling we became 
awake and we changed to reflecting upon our lives. Wisdom entered us and 
love gave us wings. We finally learned to continue without falling. 

You also made mistakes, Moses, but do not be sad. God knows that you 
acted in order to help the earthly life to awaken. The Divine spark in you 
will also allow you to return to your Creator. You were once a king over a 
heathen people and in later lives the slave of them, whose body you once had 
burned. The laws of God speak to our lives in this way! However, in those 
pitiful circumstances you started to think, then the longing awakened in you 
to banish misery from the world and to give the human being happiness. 

Those longings to serve made you be able to be born again on Earth. If 
you have been able to follow me in everything, Moses, it must be clear to 
you, that before there was still no spiritual light in you. You still possessed 
the longing to serve. However, now the serving has been experienced and 
light has entered you. You now have attunement to a sphere, which lies above 
that in which you stayed for your last earthly life. You can still not enter that 
sphere of light, the first heaven on our side. First you must become conscious 
of your state and make good what was done wrong. The feeling to murder 
did not live in you, Moses, nor did you create the delight in destruction. In 
your life lay the feeling of love, but this love was still material. You will now 
master spiritual love and then be able to enter your heaven, the light of which 
you created yourself. 

You desired to return to the Earth and to serve there, now, that has hap-
pened. Nothing could stop us in this, because we followed divine evolution. 
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You wanted to serve, show your people the way to his father and thereby 
let blood flow. Is this in conflict with each other? Does one not go against 
the other? 

Spiritual life forbids doing such a thing, but the laws of material life de-
mand you for this! God cannot give you a heaven, because in order to reach 
your goal you acted against his laws. We and all the Angels in the universe 
had to accept such a thing. We had to go to the light through the darkness. 
You could also have acted differently and, for example, have been able to 
choose a less powerful and intervening task. You would then already have 
been in heaven. But, Moses, would you have served mankind, as you now 
did? Would you possess the wisdom which is now your part? For that mat-
ter, you could not act differently, you concentrated on the longing and the 
knowledge in you! Would you now still wish to return in order to teach here 
on Earth and to wage war if necessary? Your feeling says no, now you want 
to go further and higher, otherwise your life would stand still. With the ex-
perience which you gained, you can do that too. 

But first, I tell you again, you must make everything good, yes, even a 
wrong thought must be put right. You and your followers, all the life of God, 
are faced with this Divine law! 

The feeling to murder or to destroy was not in you. But the low passions 
lived in many of your followers. They enjoyed it when blood flowed and the 
flames of destruction flared up high. They killed consciously and followed 
the demons of hell. They fell deep and one day they will have to return here 
in order to help to build what was destroyed by them. 

By doing evil the human being creates his own hell, darkness, in which 
we also lived. 

God did not want evil, Moses, he commanded us to seek him in love. And 
what did the human being do who knew better after all?? We let ourselves 
be dominated by the physical laws, the body demanded to experience and 
we just give in quickly! And yet new bodies kept being given to us. Does one 
not go against the other? No, Moses, because do not forget, that we came 
higher as a result of these physical laws, as a result of all those bodies. But 
every material organism received the soul to experience, evil and good, life 
and death. And do we then still have to complain about the misery, which 
we called upon ourselves because of the evil which we did? 

By experiencing it we are spiritually awakened, Moses. We conquered evil 
and death as a result of it, the universe of knowledge entered us and we got 
to know God as a Father of Love. The feeling in us is now unlimited, it is 
universally deep. It has become our own possession and no one is capable 
of denying us it. And we obtained this happiness by serving, you and I and 
every Angel in the universe. 
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The moment has now come, that I can explain the very last problem to 
you. We return for this purpose to the astral world. Your followers receive 
what I was able to explain to you from their masters. All of them will see 
their God and learn to love him as a Father of Love!’ 

They release themselves from the Earth and Moses experiences that the 
material world fails him. He floats in the universe and sees the stars and 
planets and the solar system. He is now away from the Earth, he has become 
universally deep. Moses is deeply moved. He thinks and would like to ask 
questions. Next to him his master floats, a father of the House of Israel. 
Doubt or disbelief now no longer exist for Moses. There is deep respect in 
him for all the life in the universe. He bows his head humbly, he is prepared 
to give all of his inner self for the Divine laws, which he is a part of. 

‘Look, Moses’, his master says, ‘all of this belongs to you. What belongs 
to the universe. These planets and stars, suns and worlds, they are from you 
and me and from everyone on Earth. A time will come that the human being 
wants to get to know and master all of this. I see far ahead, I see centuries 
further, that mankind wants to get to understand God. 

We know God, we learned to see and feel him, we understood him, as 
Father and Mother. For us he is the visible God, in whom we live. 

Just as God is invisible to the human being on Earth, our astral world is 
that to him. In the centuries, which come, people will search for God and try 
to gauge and sense him. I see people, who devote their lives for this and yet, 
what will they experience? They trek over the Earth and climb the highest 
mountains in order to come closer to God and his being in this way, but nev-
ertheless he remains invisible to them. I see under them, whose feeling has 
deepened as a result of their searching and thinking, they have come closer 
to God as a result of this. They give mankind what they gained in faith and 
insight and help the earthly conscious to change. But still, Moses, God and 
His works remain inexplicable for them too, because none of them is capable 
of seeing in the first and last stage of God’s plan of creation. Not one material 
organism can experience and deal with those powers and laws, the human 
being would have to succumb. 

On Earth people will seek God, who is visible and invisible. However, 
people will first have to find and know him, if they want to open themselves 
to our life! 

We see into infinity, Moses, we are the living image of he who created us. 
Truly, the universe and its laws belong to you, we mastered them. We no 
longer live in images of thought, but stand in the reality, which we helped to 
build up ourselves. 

Our life has become infinitely deep, since we concentrated on him, who 
is our Creator and our Father. By serving and loving him, we still climbed 
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to this height and from there we have an infinite view over the life in the 
universe. By devoting ourselves to him, childish joy has arisen in us, the 
all-embracing feeling of no longer being alone. He watches over his life with 
care, which can never fade or end. 

We who may live in this high, joyous state, would wish to do everything in 
order to tell the human being on Earth about God and our life and to elevate 
it to there. And this will happen according to the plan of the masters. 

From being Divine the Highest Master will soon descend to the Earth in 
order to make the human being share in his holiness. He will teach him that 
life must be accepted and experienced, as God’s will and laws say. And even 
centuries later, when mankind is ready to enter the Kingdom of God, the 
master will bring cosmic knowledge to Earth. Mankind will then be open to 
the Other Side and the conscious astral soul life. 

And one day - yes, my gaze reaches that far - one day the Earth will dis-
solve. All its grades and laws will then be experienced by the human being 
and he will leave it in order to enter the astral world. As you now, Moses, the 
last human being releases himself from the material laws in order to enter 
the astral, the spiritual as soul and to experience how the spheres of light 
came about. In this way the human being conquers one world after another, 
preceded by the conscious souls he discards evil and misunderstanding and 
he gets to know himself and God. Look around you, Moses. Has wisdom 
entered your life? Happiness? Tell me, do you still believe, that God can hate, 
exterminate and wage war? He who gave birth to us as Mother, will he be 
able to destroy his own children, whom he truly loves? As you now got to 
know him the whole of humanity will one day understand and accept him. 
Start to see into this, your new existence and experience the wonders, you 
will be able to give mankind actual help again - and now from this world. 
You will become clairvoyant yourself and make mankind that!’ 

Moses understands. He sees his own life attunement before him and per-
ceives that mankind was never left alone! Other people continue his task. He 
can also cast a gaze into the far future and sees how the masters of the Other 
Side intervene more and more in the fate of mankind. If he wants, he can 
take part in their plans again. But first he wants to know all about himself 
and his people. 

He feels carried by God, the love feeling lives in him. It makes him light 
and conscious. In this way, he will elaborate on God’s wonders. 

‘May I see the heavens, master?’ 
‘Go with me, Moses, I will show you what awaits you.’ 
The master takes Moses to the first sphere. He speaks: 
‘There before you, my son, lives God, the people live as God in an own 

world. God created many from these worlds. This is the first spiritual sphere. 
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I may show you this sacredness, since you tuned your life into the laws of this 
world, or it would not even have been possible. This sphere came into being, 
because millions of souls started a higher life. These people are no longer 
open to evil, they cannot commit injustice, their souls would refuse. 

They could not have completed your task. Can you feel that? Can you feel 
why God allowed you to go? These souls released themselves from evil and 
would therefore enter the Kingdom of God. You are not yet that far, howev-
er, soon, you will reach their holy state, as that will soon be the case for all 
of humanity. 

Keep the sacredness which you see here, in your inner self. Think and deal 
with it and then return to the Earth, my son, and follow all life there and 
they speak from our world as God to the human being. 

We may do that, Moses! We are Gods, Moses! His core lives in us and we 
have become spiritually conscious. 

Learn to love all the life of God, find out in yourself what is good and 
wrong, you now know, how God gave you life.’ 

Moses already knows what he will do. He looks at his master and says: 
‘I will serve, master, and return to the Earth. I will do that for my Father. 
I want to continue my task. The knowledge and the great longing to serve 
came to me. I will release my life from the material laws, I want to awaken 
spiritually and give all of myself to God. You, who are my forefather, opened 
my life. God will give me the power and strength in order to be able to con-
tinue my task. He is truly a Father of Love.’ 

‘We do everything for God, my son! I will leave now. If you need me, then 
tune into my life. By thinking about me, I will return to you, we will never 
leave our work alone, millions on this side are ready to help us. God bless you 
and your people. God’s blessing rests on our life.’ 

Moses understood now. He felt the sacred meaning of his life, that was a 
chain between God and mankind on Earth. He goes deeply into the divine 
laws and makes good his ‘cause and effect’. And his followers do this. They 
too seek the good, fight against their wrong characteristics. They become 
spirits of love, which remain eternally. They, children of (the House of) Isra-
el, have understood their task! 

Moses and his people release themselves from the Earth and are then ready 
for the first sphere, to enter their obtained Kingdom of God. 

As an astral personality Moses leads life on earth on through many dan-
gers, upwards to the light. He now also speaks as God to mankind. 

Moses sees far ahead, like his master, he knows, many centuries will still 
pass before mankind is conscious and it knows God in his Being and Crea-
tion. The peoples of (the House of) Israel will surpass mankind to spiritual 
conscious. For their last and most terrible fight, Moses, he sees, will stand by 
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his children and take them to final victory. 
‘Then, my God, I will be with my people on Earth again. Then mankind 

will come to the light! Will (the House of) Israel be able to know everything 
then? May the peoples then receive the wisdom, which became my share 
here? Will they be able to know one day, how you created your universe and 
kept it going? I am prepared to contribute my share. I am prepared to give 
everything which I received from you, my God, if it can be of use to the 
peoples of the Earth!’ 

Moses and all the other conscious souls in the universe serve and help the 
unconscious life to awaken to the laws of God. God knows as a result of this 
that, despite the war, the hate and the revenge on Earth, everything is good. 
All his children will reach insight and return to him. And with his conscious 
children God watches over them, as a Father of Love! 

Moses now knows, that only by doing good, he alone can enter the spheres 
of light as a result of love. He met his own longing, but received experience 
as a result of it and the conscious feeling, how he could reach the Kingdom of 
God. Then he bowed his head to God, knelt down for the life in the universe 
and in this way the God of all this life awakened in his human self! Not a 
soul will escape it, the laws of God demand the full devotion of the human 
existence. Mankind cannot escape it either! 
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From Moses to Christ 

Everyone who kills, raises a stone and builds a wall for himself, which 
prevents him from going higher in spirit. It is only by making the mistake 
good and by serving that the wall can be demolished. The children of (the 
House of) Israel had to accept this law, when they completed a task, which 
connected them to the earthly life and attuned them to the material life. 

However, there was just one way open to the masters, that of combat, 
which was shown in detail in the previous chapters. Who dares to imagine 
what the world would have looked like if the masters had become wrapped 
up in their own happiness and had not bothered further about life on Earth? 
You in your century would have lived in a prehistoric age! However, the mas-
ters saw their happiness as incomplete, as life on earth would have to sigh a 
pity due to a lack of spiritual guidance in darkness. They understood that, 
that guidance could only be given by themselves with good results. 

Since then mankind is going through a school of learning, which will give 
it spiritual conscious at the end of it. As a result of the tireless working of 
the masters on this side and their instruments on Earth the upward journey 
into a material state started for mankind. They started to influence those 
who were the most open. They gradually gained in feeling, their better ego 
increasingly gained the upper hand and made them join the others, who 
thought and felt like they did. More and more people joined this core. A 
militant people emerged, which had received the Ten Commandments and 
would master them. 

Moses and his followers did not understand the Ten Commandments, 
even if Moses wanted his followers to experience the commandments. But 
what was their state like? Despite the spiritual and Divine knowledge they 
were faced with war, with murder and with destruction. At the moment 
when Moses received the Ten Commandments from the hands of his God, 
his followers should have given up the fight, one commandment dominated 
all the other ones, namely ‘Thou shalt not kill!’ However, Moses had not yet 
reached that height, nevertheless the first spiritual foundations for a Chris-
tian mankind were laid by him and his people. 

It was no wonder that these children of (the House of) Israel awakened 
resistance with the heathen peoples. Bloody wars followed, which spread the 
people of (the House of) Israel over the Earth. Your bible tells more about 
this. 

The heathen peoples thought that they had destroyed the spiritual rebels 
for good, but the masters of the Other Side knew better. No one on Earth 
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knew where the actual tribe of Moses was, this was only known to the mas-
ters. 

The years string together. Nothing more was heard about the tribes of (the 
House of) Israel, but the Other Side followed how they made themselves 
stronger and stronger in order to be able to go to battle again if necessary. 
The tribe of Moses develops, more and more people achieve faith and God. 
And one prophet after the other now comes to the Earth and it appears from 
their words that great things are about to happen. The Messiahs will come 
to the Earth, it is said. What is the intention of God, people ask. Where will 
this coming take life? 

It can be testified from the prophets that their wisdom exceeds that of 
Moses. They already penetrate deeper into the life of God and the laws which 
they speak about become more and more sharply analysed by them. They 
preach to their audience about a God of Love and they receive hope, that one 
day there will be peace and quiet on Earth. They already feel that a higher 
life is possible. They already dare to look into themselves, but nevertheless 
they cannot become released from their wrong characteristics. They still 
search and feel for the way which can take them to their better ego. 

A wonderful event also preceded Christ’s coming to Earth. The masters 
of the Other Side had received the message that a great building would have 
to be erected on Earth. This happened; this building received form under 
the guidance of cosmically conscious masters. You know it under the name: 
‘Pyramid of Giza’. Among other things, it was established in this building 
that the Messiahs would be born from the All on Earth. 

Who is the Messiah? Who is Christ? 
He is the Sacred Divine Child. From the seventh cosmic grade, therefore 

from the spheres, he came to the Earth. 
I was already allowed to tell you. On the Moon he became like a Human 

Being. He started his cycle there as every other being created by God. He 
experienced all the stages of life, got to know the existing material and astral 
laws, built on the Spheres of Light, achieved one cosmic grade after the other 
and finally entered the All, as a result of which he could say: ‘I and My Father 
are one.’ Did Christ therefore also have to take that long path and have to 
experience all grades in the universe in order to enter Divine life? 

Yes, Christ too! 
After what I told you in the previous section about the development of 

life, it will be clear to you that God’s laws were applicable to every one of his 
creatures. As a just God he could not make a distinction for a single soul in 
the universe. As a Father of Love he could not possibly put one child above 
the other and create an astral being, whom as his one perfect Son would be 
throned in the universe above his other creatures! 
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Only by completing the long path from the Moon to the All, Christ has 
become Divine and it is only as a result of this that he is God and human 
being at the same time. 

Every footstep, which you and we took on Earth, Christ also took there. 
As a result of this he is so close to us, people. 

The churches did not understand the amazing part in Him, they made 
him unobtainable for us. How differently we see him on this side. We live 
in and through him, we feel carried by him, because we know that he also 
had to complete our path in order to enter Divine life. It is his breath which 
gave us conscious life. His thinking and feeling, his experiencing of the laws 
assured us of Divine entry. 

You and we therefore walked Christ’s path. You and we enter his life, when 
we try to give love to all the life of God. Is it not wonderful to have to accept 
that Christ lived on earth, before he returned there as Messiah? Do we not 
feel precisely so strong as a result of this, that he belongs to us and he is our 
Father and Mother, our Brother and Sister? 

Is it not wonderful to be able to say: Christ built for us with the others 
on the Spheres of Light, on all the buildings and temples on this side and 
on the grades of life, which originated in the cosmos? His heart beat is like 
ours and as a result of this we possess certainty, that we can also master his 
Divine light one day. 

This Christ returned as the Messiah to the Earth in order to bring us the 
Holy Gospel. Divinely conscious as Christ had become, he knew every pas-
sion, but he also knew all the grades in love. In this way only he was capable 
of showing we people the way to God and he could testify for himself: ‘Any-
one who follows me, will receive Eternal Life.’ 

His birth took place at a very different place than the churches teach you. 
It took place in the way in which the birth of every human being takes place. 
The Messiah received his material organism as a result of the relationship of 
Joseph and Mary, who received the Divine life in pure surrender and sim-
plicity. God could not make any distinction in this either, this must be clear 
to you. Christ knew these laws, which belong to the most sacred in creation 
and he would not have wanted it any differently. 

On the other side the descending of Christ was followed by the masters, 
the cosmic grades were visible as far as the All during this wonderful event. 
Millions of souls saw the return of the Highest Master in the universe. They 
knew what he would experience on Earth. 

Christ closed his eyes, gradually dissolved before their eyes in the world of 
the unconscious and accepted the spark stage. This event did not distinguish 
itself from the natural process in anything. The Divine conscious had accept-
ed his journey to the Earth, became an embryo and grew up in his mother. 
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Then an Angel - it was a master from this side - announced to Mary that 
the Messiah would be born through her, this life in her was already a few 
months old! Trembling and shaking will go through the churches when they 
read my words. But I tell you that this, what I give you, is the sacred truth. I 
know that, while I am passing on this information about Christ’s Holy life, 
he himself is following me! I would destroy my life, damn myself, if I would 
tell one untruth about his life. I would plunge myself into the lowest hell! 

Mary and Joseph received more children. But Christ is different to these 
ones. He, as a Divine conscious, soon already feels his task and isolates him-
self. As a child Christ is already conscious of the work which his father in 
heaven ordered him to do. Then he enters public life completely ready and 
preaches his Holy Gospel to mankind, which rises up like a sweet, rich source 
from his Divine conscious. The masters followed Christ up until his last hour 
on Earth. They were constantly with their highest Master. Christ was not 
alone for a single second. And yet, how did mankind understand him? 

According to the churches, when Christ was hanging on the cross at Gol-
gotha, he complained that God had forsaken him. 

However, the words which Christ spoke there, were different, greater and 
deeper and incomprehensible for the material being. 

In the Court of Gethsemané, the churches say, Christ was said to have 
begged God to let the cup of sorrow pass him by. 

Christ thought he would succumb? Christ shows himself to be weak? 
Christ, the Divine conscious?! 

What would remain of this consciousness, if these were truths? 
Christ’s coming to the Earth and the message which he brought for the 

spiritual awakening of mankind were immensely important. But even now, 
after so many centuries, mankind has not nearly understood everything 
about his Holy life and about his words. However, one day everything about 
that will be revealed to mankind, then the masters will write the bible again. 
This will happen in the Age of Christ, according to God’s will! 

Christ’s Holy Life and the meaning which this has for every soul, for all 
the life of God in the universe - I will soon also be able to testify that when 
I speak about ‘Golgotha’. I repeat: Christ had to accept the laws of God as a 
human being and as a Messiah! An astral birth does not exist: not one soul 
can receive a new body outside of the material laws! A man and a woman are 
necessary for this and Joseph and Mary served for this purpose. Christ was 
born the same as his sisters and brothers, he did not experience other laws in 
anything! 

He was and will remain the First Born in the Divine Universe! He will 
continue to precede we people, because God’s laws and Divine Love also 
demand it of Christ. However, as a result of this he as God’s Son and Child 
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has reached the Divine All! 
And God saw that everything was good! 
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The development of mankind 
in two thousand years. 

Christ, the Divine Teacher and Prophet, fulfils his mission, he teaches 
people to see God as a Father of Love, gives them rules, which can take them 
to a higher and more spiritual conscious and points them the way to the 
Divine Kingdom. 

Did mankind accept his Divine message? Was the longing in mankind for 
spiritual consciousness? Did it live completely according to the rules, which 
he gave it? 

Your history books give a clear answer to these questions. 
The Jewish people, who crucify him, follow an own path. It feels clam(??), 

although it is to blame for the whole, terrible drama, which took place on 
Golgotha. However, the Jews see in Christ no more than an ordinary rabbi 
and now, in your own time, they still do not recognise the Messiah in him. 
That rabbi did not belong to them and his Holy Gospel does not mean an-
ything to them either. They ignore it and live on, seek to enrich themselves 
and squander everything which was sacred for God’s other life. They do 
not know themselves and do not wish to see that it was truly the Messiah, 
whom they nailed to the cross. However, through the centuries the silence 
of Golgotha presses on their souls and this never disappears, however busily 
they talk and act! 

If they wanted to listen, they would be able to hear the voice in that si-
lence, which calls from high above the holy city of Jerusalem: 

‘Listen, people, listen, children of God, your Father in Heaven, listen, be-
cause (the House of) Israel is calling for you. Do not wait any longer, bow 
your heads, because it is only like this that you will get to know the Divine 
laws. 

Oh, you Pharisees and scribes, you hypocrites, who have destroyed the 
most sacred life of God, are you still searching for yourself? Are you still 
denying your God? Suffering and sorrow will visit you and your children as 
a result of this!’ 

If they had wanted to listen, they would have been able to hear a fright-
ening screaming in that silence. No one knows where this screaming comes 
from. Only the Jew can know. They are the fears of the Jewish people and 
they only increase in the course of centuries. It feels upset, it is burdened by 
a terrible curse and looks forward to the Messiah in vain, who will take this 
away from them. Why does it not listen to the warning word, which rises up 
from Jerusalem and sounds in all directions. 
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‘Caiaphas - oh, Caiaphas. Your house will collapse. You will bury your 
offspring under your own life. You will save your own life and that of your 
children, but you will not be able to escape the misery, because Jerusalem 
will be purified of all evil, purified of the plague, which the next generation 
must accept, oh, Caiaphas. 

Just listen! It is God’s voice, which speaks to you. And it is the voice of 
your own conscious. One day you will have to listen to the word, which is 
deep and true and will make you clairvoyant. 

You have violated yourself. You allowed people to try to destroy the most 
holy Being in the universe. Bow your head and bring all your children to the 
‘One God’, for whom the Messiah came to you.’ 

In the silence this warning message can be heard, but no Jew listens or sees 
towards Jerusalem and Golgotha, he prefers to look upwards, towards the 
clouds, where he expects that an own Messiah will appear. However, he will 
look up in vain. No more prophets will come to the Earth. Those who had to 
come, have come and completed their task. Mother Earth and her children 
even received the Most Holy Being in the universe. It was killed and after 
him no other Messiah will descend to the Earth. 

The heathen peoples did not accept Christ either. The desire for power and 
wealth, their acts of violence also continued to determine their actions in the 
centuries after him. Bloody wars are the result of this. And in the violence 
that they unleash, Christ’s message of love resounds. 

Is therefore everything, the work of the masters, the battle of Moses and 
Christ’s coming from the All, was all of this for nothing? No! Because in the 
course of centuries the people of (the House of) Israel grow in number, who 
carry the word of Christ and Moses with them and preserve it, and it be-
comes stronger in spite of opposition. The tribes live spread over the whole of 
the Earth. No one knows where they are exactly, no more than people know 
about the actual tribe of Moses. However, the Other Side knows their place 
of residence. They continue to follow and inspire the kings and the leaders 
of these tribes, the once formed spiritual contact remains complete. They 
force them to make their tribes so strong, that they will one day be capable 
of imposing their will on the heathen peoples. 

Life on Earth meanwhile experiences great changes. The development of 
mankind progresses. The towns become larger and change, not in the least as 
a result of the inventions, which are true technical wonders and are inspired 
by this side. The evil which rages on Earth remains terrible, and the satanic 
influence of the hells, the inhabitants of which live it up on Earth, has nev-
er been so dreadful. The continuous wars make life a torture. People keep 
thinking that the world is about to perish. However, there are the prophets, 
who proclaim a terrible end. A war will come, so awful, that it cannot be 
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compared to any other. Then, those predictions say, the people will see birds 
fly, which spit fire and bring death and ruin. Dreadful monsters of iron and 
steel will ride across the Earth in order to destroy everything which comes 
in their path. Everything points to the fact that that battle has not yet come. 
Those monstrous inventions are still lacking. The human being does not un-
derstand the prophecies, which were given by the prophets under inspiration 
of the masters from the Other Side and keeps promising to experience the 
end of the Earth. 

Seen in this way it seems as if mankind has turned completely from God 
and Christ and is racing towards its destruction. But there are rays of hope. 

One or two people release themselves from the material life and follow 
a higher existence. They accept the life of Christ and are busy returning to 
God. They do not kill but give love, with the view directed at Golgotha, it is 
a shining example for the masses. 

The art which the Earth receives becomes more beautiful and more noble. 
The music, expressive arts experience an enormous blossom and point to 
the fact that despite the barbaric, yes, animal-like horrors, a more beautiful, 
more conscious feeling is busy growing amongst the people. 

In this way the age of Napoleon approaches. The nations are more pow-
erful in evil than ever before. The small nations are trampled underfoot and 
suppressed by the large peoples. Then it is a little nation, which appears to 
have drawn all the power and evil to itself, throw large nations under and 
leave a bloody trail behind where it appears. 

Power and prosperity interchange depending on whether the sword brings 
victory or defeat. The peoples cannot be trusted in anything. Pacts which are 
entered into, have no meaning, they are ignored, as soon as self-interest finds 
this necessary. Fear lives in the hearts of millions of people, massive blood-
baths, carried out with demonic refinement, plunge the peoples into misery. 
The world murders, gives vent to its low instincts, as if there had not been a 
Golgotha ... Mother Earth bleeds from thousands of wounds and prays, that 
its children will become tired of fighting and will put away the sword for the 
sake of love. 

The rulers crave for power, orgies of hate and destruction plunge the mass-
es into misery. What would become of the world and mankind, if the mas-
ters had not intervened and had directed these blind passions towards the 
good? I ask you again and will continue to ask it! 

First of all unity must come in Europe, as there must soon be unity 
amongst all the peoples of the Earth. The aim of the masters is directed 
at bringing about that unity. The human being wants to fight and destroy, 
good, but then unity in Europe must at least be achieved by it! 

Amongst the millions one human being stood up, who felt called to bring 
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Europe to unity. 
Napoleon! 
This name will soon be on everyone’s lips, he will make history. His life 

and power are known to you. But why did he desire to join Europe so fa-
natically? It is a thought, which he received from the masters. They were in 
and around him and impressed these feelings on his emotional life. He is a 
vehicle in their hands and thus his life has meaning for the Other Side. 

Understand all of this well, reader! The human being Napoleon was con-
sumed by tyranny and no means was too cruel for him to serve his longings. 
He unleashed a hell on Earth and let the blood of hundreds of thousands 
flow. Anxiously swept along by his passion for possession and power, he 
started one military action after another. However, it was the masters who 
gave direction to his plans! 

Napoleon was the product of a world, which was still tuned in for a large 
part to hate and destruction. The masters could not make a noble, spiritual-
ly living and thinking being of him in one blow, no more than they could 
suddenly turn the evil of mankind into good. However, and this therefore 
happens throughout history, they could make the dreadful outbursts of human 
evil instrumental to their blessed plans. 

The masters made use of the conqueror Napoleon in order to attain the 
unity of Europe and elevate the small countries to the large ones. In view of 
his mentality, it goes without saying that Napoleon was unaware of their in-
fluence. And this is how it goes with these conquerors - they think that they 
are serving their own plans, but the truth is that they promote the spiritual 
evolution of mankind as a result of the revolution which they unleash, this as 
a result of the will and the unconscious serving of the masters. 

The spiritual gain which is a result of the military operations and the oc-
cupation, is this: the peoples get to know each other better anyway as a result 
of this, to be sure, undesired and forced contact, which forms the first step 
towards the understanding, that the peoples will master through time. And 
the suffering, which the peoples must experience as a result of the wars, also 
yields profit. Profit for God and the masses! 

It appears as if amidst the violence of the fighting world spiritual develop-
ment is impossible. And yet we see it happening, that more people keep on 
turning away from the unconscious masses eager to fight and begin a higher 
life. They come to this as a result of the misery and the suffering, which is 
brought over their heads. Every deed, carried out for evil, creates inspiration 
and as a result of this souls reach awakening. As a result of the suffering the 
human being repents and he turns his attention to God! 

It was indeed known to the masters that Napoleon would not succeed in 
achieving the unity of Europe and on the necessary, purely spiritual basis, 
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which only the happiness and the peace of the joined peoples would be able 
to guarantee. Napoleon was least of all suitable for such a task, it can be 
testified about him that he brought the peoples a step closer to this ideal. He 
energetically shook them awake and with every war more people realise, that 
hate and destruction take the world to the abyss. 

Napoleon is finally beaten and namely by (the House of) Israel, which was 
involved in this fight. But the heathen peoples are still not conquered. Only 
fifteen percent of all of mankind passes into (the House of) Israel. One day 
the Napoleonic people will pass into (the House of) Israel too. The heathens 
are still strong and it will cost a great deal of time and struggle, before they 
will let themselves be lead by (the House of) Israel. 

However, does (the House of) Israel already possess spiritual depth, is it 
already suitable itself for its leader’s task? 

No! (The House of) Israel does not understand anything about Golgotha 
either, (the House of) Israel also still had to awaken for the life of Christ. The 
peoples of (the House of) Israel still did not live much differently than the 
heathen peoples. It was also a great chaos amongst them. Their conscious still 
touched life on earth after all, spiritual life, as Christ had preached that, was 
strange to them. They also had to learn a great deal, they wanted to under-
stand what kind of task the masters had placed in their hands. 

The suffering was terrible, the wars in which mankind was plunged. The 
peoples seek to recover from their wounds, to rebuild the destroyed. 

Beautiful inventions flow to the Earth, they are brought by the messengers 
of the masters and are necessary for spiritual awakening, which must follow 
the need and the horror and this increases its power. However, despite all the 
favourable changes in society no one dares to think of permanent peace. The 
masses are still tuned into wars and they made themselves felt. Peoples wage 
pitched battles, but it is only then, when (the House of) Israel is involved in 
the battle, that the masters are ready. The plans may not be put in danger. 
Even religious people enter war with an easy conscious. Their spirituality 
is still not conscious of God’s laws. Christ said: ‘Anyone who takes up the 
sword, will perish by the sword.’ But those who say that they believe in his 
words, ignore them ...! The ‘Thou shalt not kill’ is not understood by them 
either. 

If they then allow the Divine Commandments to pass, in how far will the 
heathens consider themselves bound by them? They do not want to know 
anything about them, they crave power and domination, they wish to make 
the world and its wealth subordinate to them. The conscious being on Earth 
sees their conduct and anticipates that his part of the world will soon be in 
flames. 

(The House of) Israel will then have to fight again against the heathen 
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peoples. 
What the conscious being had anticipated for a long time is now clear to 

the masses. The atmosphere, in which the European being breathes, is sultry 
and full of menace. He feels that every step which he takes, takes him closer 
to the fateful hour. 

The leaders of the peoples increase the arms to an unprecedented height. 
They make us the wonderful inventions, which were brought to Earth by 
the masters and their helpers. The masters knew, of course, that the human 
being would abuse them. However, they saw the broad outline in this too: as 
a result of the abuse of this mankind would damage itself, but precisely as a 
result of this reach consciousness! 

Illnesses dragged the human organism down and murdered it, but little 
monies were made available by the governments to fight all of this. Everything 
is needed for the armies. Many people, who see the pitiful poverty, as a result 
of which masses of people die, wonder how their kings and emperors can be 
appointed by God himself, as their churches teach. A few people bathed in 
luxury, the masses die from poverty and the rulers throw away handfuls of 
money for arms! How can God, they wonder, tolerate so many contradic-
tions? Has God set aside nothing else for his children? But God! 

For everyone it is clear that a war is inevitable. Terrible misery is almost 
here again. Earthly life is frightening. Murder and destruction, hate, passion 
and horror, hunger and misery, does happiness for the earthly person consist 
of this? 

One or two people pray to God, but their prayers are lost in the clashing 
of the weapons, which the rulers wave threateningly, under the cheers of the 
masses. 

One or two people warn and repeat Christ’s words. He is prepared to do 
everything for his Lord, he wants to descend into the lion’s den or to be burnt 
at the stake. How different the masses still are! They are blind to Christ’s 
sacredness or shudder at the strict, complete application of his Command-
ments. They find hating and destroying easier than giving love and doing 
good. 

They prefer to seek the devil than God! 
The peoples of (the House of) Israel are also still sleeping and are far re-

moved from the spiritual awakening. However, they will be disturbed cruelly 
in their sleep, a terrible shock will bring them to awakening and insight. 

Yet one or two people are wrong, if they see and judge the state in which 
mankind is too heavily, that after all the centuries, it is marked more than by 
love, by hate, fighting and cursing and this has made little progress, despite 
the words of the prophets. 

Even if (the House of) Israel may not be changed in much, it is still busy 
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mastering a higher life. It goes the way which the masters outlined. 
(The House of) Israel sees itself in the possession of the keys, which can 

open the gates of the Earth. The masters already revealed this to Moses, 
when he started his battle. 

(The House of) Israel sails the seas and keeps on attracting new countries 
to it. It can now already be established who the actual tribe of Moses is. 

(The House of) Israel becomes stronger and stronger, it is never beaten. 
The heathen peoples have to accept that (the House of) Israel cannot be 
destroyed. Where does the secret of the power of (the House of) Israel lie? 
With the masters of the Other Side, in whose hands (the House of) Israel is an 
instrument! 

Inspiration passes over the Earth and it comes straight from Jerusalem. It 
trembles in the hearts of those who are open to the good. With the progres-
sion of the years more unity comes amongst the peoples. Good characteris-
tics awaken. The soul gets an aura. However, the darkness still dominates, 
but the masters know that now the last stages of the battle for life and death 
begun by Moses have started. The darkness pressing on mankind as a leaden 
weight and spun by the heathen peoples will then be ripped to shreds, so that 
the light of the Other Side can shine down in its full power on a peace-loving 
society longing for spiritual wisdom. 

The past also speaks. The karma, created by the human being in his many 
lives, must be experienced, for so far as the evil has not yet been finished with 
by him. The dreadful hour will soon hit for a Europe, which celebrates and 
lives it up. Satan and his people have left their hells in order to party. 

The sullying of God’s Holy Life and his laws can no longer be prevented. 
The pedantic human being feeling himself as a supreme power seeks to prove 
and increase his power. He has increased his arms so much that an outburst 
must follow. Useful inventions, which can be a blessing for all of mankind, 
are converted into dreadful monsters and through them the prophesies are 
verified. Giant birds fly through the sky, which spit fire and sow death and 
destruction, where they appear. 

More predictions come true, but mankind does not worry about prophecies. 
It lives in a mist and lives up its passions. The word of Christ cannot reach the 
hearts and direct the deeds. For earthly concepts such as national honour and love 
of the fatherland, in order to still their hunger for land, wealth and power, people 
are still prepared to unleash a war, with all the horrors and all the suffering con-
nected to it. And if these wars do not take them to destruction for an unnameable 
time, then that is only because the masters of the Other Side, these sovereigns of 
love, are still able to make the acts of violence serviceable to their gigantic plan, 
that aims to bring mankind through the material to the spiritual unity. 

August 1914. Hell breaks loose. 
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The people of (the House of) Israel did not seek any war, but if the heathens 
proceed to battle, they find them ready. The children of the tribe of Moses 
beaten apart have built themselves up to powerful peoples. (The House of) 
Israel rules the oceans and in this way it is possible that help is even possible 
from overseas. 

Now it can already be established which countries belong to (the House 
of) Israel. Why does America join with England? Why does it not go togeth-
er with Germany? Because America belongs to the people of (the House of) 
Israel and as such feels one with the tribe of Moses, England! Yet this truth 
is not known to any of the two peoples. 

The heathens want to possess Europe for themselves, but this calls (the 
House of) Israel to take up arms. The masters are back on Earth and Moses 
is there along with them in order to steer the children of (the House of) Israel 
through the dangers and to bring the heathens to defeat. 

Anyone who thinks and feels spiritually will see the rough outline in the 
world events. It is in no way thanks to a coincidence or to earthly powers, 
that the tribes of (the House of) Israel have had victory on their side through 
the centuries. The human being as a mass does not think about life after 
death and does not believe in the possibility of intervening in the earthly 
event through those who have left the material life. And yet he will have to 
accept one day that the task of Moses and the prophets did not stop, when 
they left the Earth behind. They are now just as actively occupied, driven by 
the urge towards deeds, which lives in every human being and as a result of 
their overpowering longing to give mankind spiritual happiness, which they 
won themselves! People think on Earth that Christ is dead, has returned to 
his Father in the All and probably only looks down and meditates. Well, 
what is Christ doing now? Is he still devoting himself for his children, for 
whose spiritual welfare he once came to the Earth from the Divine spheres 
and to whom he gave his Commandments, which he sealed with his Life? 

How could it be any different! From the All, Christ follows the life on 
Earth and He is in connection with the masters. They receive their messages 
from him. No one, except the masters, know how they read. However, that 
they are cosmically attuned and take mankind straight to the awe-inspiring 
exalted purpose, without mankind being conscious of it, is undeniable for 
anyone who can oversee all the facts. Anyone who could take a glance behind 
the veils, would experience that God is watching and along with him Christ 
and the masters! 

It is understandable that the earthly human being amidst the barbaric 
horrors of a modern war doubts his faith and his God, that the purpose of 
all the misery escapes him and he gives up hope for a better cooperation, 
without war, hate and destruction. And yet he does need to despair in such 
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a way - despite everything! 
The 1914-1918 war means an evolution in the right direction for all of 

mankind, back to Golgotha. 
1914-1918 gives mankind a lesson in life and even if it is not understood, a 

large step towards this concept has been made again anyway. 
1914-1918 brought the destruction of millions of lives. The damage which 

was done in the countries is dreadful. As the peoples became stronger and 
the technical means became greater, the pain and suffering multiplied. And 
it is also true that from the war of 1914-1918 another one will be born, one 
which will be even more terrible and will plunge mankind into even more 
awful misery, which cannot be prevented by anyone in the universe. 

But it is a fact - and this cannot be denied, because the masters could see 
it - that more people reach insight as a result of the suffering and the horror 
and realise that hate and violence are the cause of all the misery. They turn 
away from that and begin a better life, while they raise their voices in order to 
preach love, being the only power which can bring the peoples to permanent 
unity! 

There is more! 
1914-1918 forces the peoples to already show their colours and whether to 

join (the House of) Israel or the heathens. Remarkable cases hereby occur. 
There are heathen peoples who join (the House of) Israel and help it to ob-
tain victory. The heathens are only conscious of the ‘now’, they are uncon-
scious as far as the past and (the House of) Israel are concerned. If they had 
known whose battle they helped to crown with victory, they would certainly 
have chosen the side of their congeners. However, this also enters into an 
even more terrible war, a few years later. 

There are still also peoples, in whom the longing lives to shut themselves 
off from the rest of the world. However, that is no longer possible either. They 
are already constantly reminded of this in 1914-1918. And soon they will also 
have to show their colours. 

The heathen peoples desire wars, set Europe ablaze. A single command 
from their rulers is sufficient for this purpose. With cheering the weapons 
are girded and the men go to battle, strengthened by the encouragement and 
the flowers of the women. Why do the masses not resist the dreadful com-
mands of their leaders? Because they still do not loathe the war!!! But even if 
they would do this, even then they still did not fail to follow the commands 
faithfully. This is because the masses still feel, think and act like the herd 
animal. What one or two people already understand does not yet belong to 
the conscious of the masses. However, one day they will learn to act more 
consciously and then dare to deny their rulers the power to plunge millions 
of people into misery. 
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1914-1918 and the coming wars will bring them closer to this spiritual 
conscious. In this way the war is in many respects a harsh but effective school 
of learning. 

1914-1918 brought terror and pain over Europe. However, the people did 
not want any differently, they do not yet know themselves and do not un-
derstand the aim of their life on Earth either. All of humanity will have to 
accept the life and actions of Christ and learn to serve God. It is only then 
that it will let the sword rust and be ready to build up a spiritual communi-
ty, in which there can be no place for cruelty, poverty and illness, fear and 
suffering. 

1914-1918 brought all these lessons. The peoples fight for this evolution, 
even if they thought they could use the weapons for their own purposes, for 
own earthly possession! 1914-1918 brought profit for (the House of)Israel 
and therefore for humanity as a whole. 

Numerous people move onto (the House of) Israel and begin a new life. 
The balance between good and evil has been reached! In the following and 
last war (the House of) Israel will be in the majority and the children of (the 
House of) Israel will definitely conquer the heathens. The majority of the 
peoples now already long for peace and quiet! 

The end of the war comes. (The House of) Israel achieves victory. The 
members of state meet and draw up the protocols, which bind Germany 
hand and foot. However, why were the conditions so inhumanly strict? Who 
on Earth understood it? 

Germany was defamed, yes, spiritually and physically destroyed, handed 
millions of people over to hunger and misery. Was it not enough that this 
people was beaten and conquered? Can a God of Love tolerate that a people 
is exposed to such misery? Why does he not intervene? 

At the moment that the treaty of Versailles was drawn up, wonders hap-
pened. 

When the members of state met and made decisions, which determined 
the fate of the world, the masters of the Other Side were with them! There 
were some members of state who considered the proposed conditions too 
weak, other people who considered them too awful. Whatever the case, the 
treaty came about and was signed by politicians, who thought they acted 
themselves. 

However, it was the masters, who made these decisions, which were universal-
ly deep and had to do with God, the Other Side, (the House of) Israel and the 
whole of mankind! 

As Moses once experienced it and many other leaders of (the House of) 
Israel, the members of state also received their astral information in 1918. For 
the cosmically conscious masters, who had already carried out their plans to 
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this far stage with the greatest success imaginable, there were no insurmount-
able obstacles. They were capable of dominating every human emotional life, 
they could carry out material and spiritual wonders. The members of state 
are inspired by them, they can no longer think themselves, their emotional 
life and life of thoughts are under a higher power. 

The Treaty of Versailles is drawn up under this inspiration and the mes-
sage which the German members of state went home with is squashed. The 
protocols of Versailles are as strong as iron, yes, cruel, and despite this they 
are universally deep and they possess cosmic meaning! 

Why did the masters impose this dreadful treaty on Germany? 
This is the only answer: in order to bring this country to unleashing a new 

war? 
The masters tried Germany, not to break this people for centuries and to 

disengage them, but on the contrary to make it even greater and stronger. 
They saw an immense target before them and nothing could stop them. 

Germany belongs to the heathen peoples. It wants to be great and pow-
erful and to dominate other peoples, it wants to possess the Earth. Can the 
masters allow that, must they approve that a heathen people strikes down 
and smothers well-meaning nations? 

This mentality must be banished, otherwise there will never be peace on 
Earth. 

By enslaving the Germany people, the masters want to give a stimulus, 
which will make it rebel. Germany will seek revenge and reach for weapons 
again. However, then all of mankind will be find itself opposite it and will 
have to bow with its mere allies once and for all to the power of (the House 
of) Israel. Then nothing will stand in the way of the peaceful construction of the 
‘Kingdom of God’! 

When the masters had the protocols drawn up they saw far ahead. They 
knew that this moment was decisive for the future and would result in a new 
war, even more dreadful and horrible than 1914-1918 was. As a result of this 
treaty the Earth would one day crash, towns and villages would be destroyed, 
men and women and children would die. My God, where is your life taking 
you? Does Christ also have to do with this deed? Did the masters also receive 
this information from the All? 

Yes!! When the protocols of Versailles were drawn up, the masters looked 
into the Divine All and knew that it was fine like this. All of the ‘Universe’ 
was tuned into that event, which was still an own experience for the mem-
bers of state and could not be any different for them. But what does earthly 
mankind know about the Other Side, about God and about Christ? 

However, the hour of signing will be determined in millions of years! This 
hour receives meaning for Golgotha, for God and Christ. This hour has 
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meaning for all material, spiritual and cosmic life, yes, for the All, in which 
we are, which were once on Earth. They look at the Earth and at the event, 
during which completion all the heavens opened and there is connection 
with all astral and material grades of life in the universe. It punishes Ger-
many with the view that this will raise its head again in order then, after all 
its powers have been used up, to come worse off for good, after which it is 
suitable to be elevated to (the House of) Israel. 

This hour will bring awakening one day, shake the peoples awake and 
point them to Christ’s life, it will create spiritual unity and spiritual con-
scious! 

It will not be necessary to point out that the strict conditions would never 
be issued, if Germany had represented another, higher mentality. It would 
not have formed any threat for the peace of the peoples and the constructive 
work of the masters. Germany itself, Germany alone made the protocols 
work out like this! 

As a result of the Treaty of Versailles the great belligerent people suffer 
hunger and lack. It is inwardly torn and bleeds from many wounds. It must 
accept that other peoples reign in the own house. The country is emptied and 
becomes poorer and poorer. The imposed debts cannot be repaid, however 
much people work themselves to death, England and America appear merci-
less, they know that Germany cannot be trusted. It must be held under with 
every power, people are tired of the constant wars! Germany goes towards its 
destruction as a result of this attitude, it becomes exhausted and will bleed 
to death. 

Did the masters do wrong? Will the bleeding which they have made this 
people experience, make it die instead of stimulating it to a new effort? 

The masters saw it properly! Time will prove this. 
The suffering of the German people is dreadful, however, it gets help from 

the Other Side. It is supported by the masters more than any other people. 
Now feel the enormous, spiritual meaning of their method of action. First 

they break this people down to the ground, because it is only then, they 
know, that it is suitable for building up and preparing for the House of Israel. 

The hatred, which the German people nourish against the conquerors, 
is dreadful. It has not been so fierce in centuries and can be called pre-ani-
mal-like. This hatred, the general need, the defamation which it consumes, 
all of this will soon connect the German people together into a formidable 
unity. It is waiting for the man who will inspire the people. And this man 
is already working under the guidance of the masters, who serve themselves 
with him and his attunement in order to reach their target. 

Something great will happen, events which will shock the world are on 
the way. 
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Germany’s hatred grows. The self-conscious people can no longer tol-
erate the humiliation. ‘It curses Versailles. Away with the protocols, away, 
away with everything which would wish to stop Germany’s rise. Away with 
disputes which only just create discord, away with weakness and pettiness. 
Harshness must come there and the will and the daring to elevate Germany, 
the great, sacred Germany, from its decline and to wipe out the scandal, done 
to it as superseded. Unity must come under the people of the German tribe, 
because then it will be capable of casting off its yoke which presses heavily 
and to demand a new, great role in the world events for itself.’ 

The man who wants to shake Germany awake and make it strong and 
powerful talks like that. 

The world hears of him, but does not go into his words. It does not un-
derstand what is busy growing there in Germany. It does not see any danger 
and sleeps its peaceful sleep. Germany has been conquered, it will never be 
capable of waging war. 

The human being thinks like this and it shows all too clearly how great 
and deep his conscious is ... But, thank God, there are the masters, they 
watch and lead the peoples with a fixed, conscious hand. 

The man who wants to make the German people great and strong, gains 
followers. He is as fierce as lightning, it thunders inside him and stars and 
planets collide. He is cosmically loaded and is inspired. 

Who inspires him? God? Providence? For the German people, who rec-
ognise him as a leader, it is determined that it is God, who uses him as his 
vehicle. He feels very good with this knowledge. The ‘Sieg-Heil’ sounds en-
thusiastically from millions of throats, hands are stretched out in greeting, 
Germany is busy rising. Nothing will stop this again! The German people 
get the tunic back, it already practises, commands sound and ‘Deutschland, 
Deutschland über alles’ is sung at full volume. 

And it is only now that (the House of) Israel awakes with a shock. A trem-
ble and a shake go through the child of (the House of) Israel, when it realises 
the danger. How could it happen, that (the House of) Israel slept for so long, 
as a result of which the war finds it unprepared? While Hitler is applauded, 
the people are ecstatic, canons filled the warehouses, (the House of) Israel 
slept. The German stamping of boots could be heard in England and it still 
did not believe in war. How could it happen, that (the House of) Israel slept 
for so long, so that Germany comes far ahead of it? Why did the masters not 
warn it in time? This also has significance. 

It had to appear from that, that (the House of) Israel did not want any war! 
(The House of) Israel slept, but precisely as long as the masters wanted. 

Now the peoples of (the House of) Israel throw themselves with feverish zeal 
into the arms. However, they are far behind Germany, which has built up an 
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enormous power. 
Will (the House of) Israel be able to make up for the lost time? It is desper-

ate, but tries to hide its own weakness. 
The world is faced with its last war. Thousands of years ago the prophets 

already predicted it. The peoples are more or less ready for it. The masters are 
on Earth! The terrible war can break out. 
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Part 2: The present 
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The mentality of the peoples 

In the centuries which passed, one or two people evolved. They mastered 
conscious, their characters formed and their personalities could be recog-
nised by this. They determined to fight and conquer all their wrong charac-
teristics, which meant a battle of life and death. God gave the human being 
everything, but this one, his child, had to master his laws in order to awaken 
spiritually. The human being was continually faced with his material and 
spiritual construction, the conquering of himself. He finally destroyed the 
lower in himself and his better self evolved. For one or two people this pro-
cess took millions of years, then he entered the astral world and he received 
a place, which his inner attunement pointed out. In the astral world he con-
tinued in order to develop himself higher. 

The masses have also had to walk that path. The peoples of the Earth 
evolved and mastered conscious, by experiencing war after war. When the 
peoples had come that far, the personality came forward and from that it 
could be established which attunement a people had reached. 

Many centuries ago the peoples still lived in a chaos, they did not know 
about God or commandment and just lived it up. When the prophets came 
to the Earth there and mankind received a faith, it changed. More character 
came, after which it could be established which peoples belonged to Israel. 
As the centuries passed the peoples received more conscious. One people 
stood out more favourably than the other, but not one exceeded the ani-
mal-like state and life attunement with regard to the Other Side. There was 
still no question of spiritual conscious. The peoples still had to master this 
higher grade. 

One or two people wanted to release themselves from the animal-like 
grade, they separated themselves from the masses in order to start a higher 
life. They experienced their struggle completely in themselves. As a result of 
suffering, hunger and misery they became wiser and more conscious. That 
was different with the masses, they could only learn and awaken through a 
war. Its scourge forced the peoples to change their character and in millions 
of years they achieved a certain height. Every people now possesses its own 
character and this also determines his spiritual attunement for the astral 
world, as that is the case for one or two people. And as those one or two peo-
ple the masses must also be accepted and treated according to their spiritual 
attunement, their spiritual grade. Napoleon had to experience this! 

When he wanted to bring the peoples to unity, he was faced with their 
animal-like grade of life. If Napoleon could have sensed this mentality, he 
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would have known that the peoples were still not ready for that unity. All 
those peoples, seen as personalities, could not be reached for those higher 
thoughts. But Napoleon still thought he could realize that unity and he ex-
perienced his own decline as a result of this. He was not able to gauge the 
attunement of the peoples and one people cannot do this for the other either. 

In order to be able to determine the life attunement with regard to our 
world of the one or two people and the masses, people must have left earthly 
life and possess the higher conscious. 

Napoleon wanted to bring the peoples to unity, who did nothing else but 
lie to each other and cheat each other and enter into solemn treaties, which 
already had no more value a day later, in short, they acted according to their 
animal-like grade of life. On the Other Side people knew what the result of 
his efforts must be and also when the time was ripe to realise the intended 
material and spiritual unity. 

No people understood anything about his own life attunement or could 
say: I belong to (the House of) Israel. The characters of the peoples differed 
too much, their true personality was still lost, it still had to manifest itself 
more sharply. 

Even in 1914-1918 it could not be determined which character a people 
possessed and how this personality would react. The peoples still hid from 
each other, they put on masks, so that they did not know from each oth-
er what was hatching behind those masks. However, a time will come and 
namely very soon, that every people must show their true face and show 
their colours. The bible already spoke of that, but the prophecies were still 
not understood. 

How close the years 1914-1918 are and yet it was still not possible then to 
establish the true self of the peoples, because they kept themselves hidden 
fearfully from each other, sullied their true self. 

Not one people knew himself. Peoples lived above their station, one boast-
ed more than the other and behind the mask which they put on, they hid 
their robbing instinct. People did not think of anything else at all than in-
creasing their power and strength. However, the peoples would pay dearly 
for this greediness. One day they would be faced with their own self. 

God did not send his Son for nothing to the Earth, to mankind to teach 
it what it meant to live according to his will and law. Lying and deception, 
hatred and desire for power, passion and violence, all these low and mean 
things will have to be discarded by the peoples. Golgotha forces them to. You 
see, Christ came to the Earth for this purpose. 

In the centuries, which passed, the pre-animal-like and animal-like char-
acteristics were discarded by the peoples. Many of them, but still not all of 
them, released themselves from the animal-like grade and can now call their 
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attunement coarse-material. 
When Napoleon wanted to bring the European peoples to unity, they 

found themselves - as was said - in the animal-like life attunement. The 
spiritual sensing still had to awaken, the condition for a higher life. Mankind 
would only possess this in a few hundred years, so that Napoleon went to 
pieces. Yet his battle yielded profit and it was the masters who commanded 
this. Napoleon brought the feeling for unity amongst the peoples and thus 
gave the first push towards the higher consciousness of Europe. However, it 
was only later that mankind would be able to proceed to this. A tremendous 
battle comprising parts of the world would bring them to unity. However, 
for this purpose the necessary inventions still had to come. They would come 
to Earth! 

Napoleon’s intuition therefore did not go further than the peoples pos-
sessed in power and conscious. This ruler could not come any higher, no 
longer achieve, the conscious of the peoples called him to a halt. If the peo-
ples had been able to see into our lives and establish the laws applicable there 
and accept them, I assure you that they would have joined together. Howev-
er, the human being refuses to bow his head, does not even accept Christ’s 
words, he flatly refuses to accept or worship God’s life and laws and does not 
hit his head once but thousands of times on the same stone. Is it strange then 
that other laws have to come forward in order to tame this rebellious char-
acter? And they cannot be avoided, the evolution of mankind demands it. It 
can occur that the masses can only be forced to their knees by a war with its 
horrors and will surrender. 

The year 1914 comes in sight. I painted a picture for you a moment ago 
what the mentality was like of the peoples around that time. All these Eu-
ropean personalities as peoples still lived in the country of hatred or in a 
twilight state, names for grades of conscious, as we got to know them on our 
side. Spiritual characteristics are still unconscious in the peoples! The will to 
do good and to live in harmony with other peoples is still sleeping. 

The year 1914 tears the people’s masks off. Many people show themselves 
as wild animals. After 1918 the masks are put on again, but the peoples had 
got to know each other in the meantime in different respects. People now 
knew what good they were to each other, on which people they could count. 
1914-1918 did not need to bring more than this for the masters on this side! 
Then the year 1939 approaches. 

A new battle is almost here. Which mentality do the peoples now pos-
sess? Which peoples belong to (the House of) Israel, which to the heathen 
peoples? Where does (the House of) Israel live? The coming war will give an 
answer to these questions much more sharply than 1914-1918. Great things 
will happen from Europe. Anyone who now feels himself next to England, 
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belongs to (the House of) Israel. These peoples no longer wish for war. They 
went to war many times, in particular the actual tribe of Moses and they 
attacked other peoples. The purpose of this was to elevate the own existence, 
which was necessary in order to reach the conscious unity, but which was 
never understood by the world for that matter, as well as by themselves. Now, 
however, they no longer wish any war to enslave other peoples, but desire to 
live in peace and quiet. 

(The House of) Israel does everything to stop the heathen peoples from 
a war. Yes, in order to keep the peace the members of state of the tribe of 
Moses go to the once conquered Germany. (The House of) Israel is so deeply 
prepared to bow its head, but it will not help, the heathen peoples want to 
go their own way, even if this leads straight to war, they are extremely strong 
and conscious of their power. While (the House of) Israel bows its head to 
the ground, the heathens stretch their necks, they feel hatred and want the 
destruction of (the House of) Israel, of England! The masters do not consider 
bowing more deeply necessary, they know for that matter what Germany 
wants. 

Out of all of this the character of (the House of) Israel comes forward, but 
also that of Germany. 

The children of (the House of) Israel see what the heathens are not capable 
of. They can bow their heads and they prove by this that they have taken 
their lesson from 1914-1918. 

It has now been proven indisputably - the heathen stands opposite the 
Christian, evil fights good, the devil fights against God, Christ and the mas-
ters. The heathen fights against Golgotha, where (the House of) Israel lies 
kneeled and asks how it must act. The peoples of (the House of) Israel pray 
and beg God to be able to keep the peace and in Germany the personal Sieg 
Heil sounds from millions of throats! 

Germany shows its true character and attacks Poland. This animal-like 
conscious no longer lets itself be suppressed, it runs amok possessed by ha-
tred, kicking what comes in its way. And yet it will go to pieces, because the 
spiritually conscious grade has been shaken awake and draws up a wall of 
steel. 

The characters of the peoples now speak, as never before. Masks are dis-
carded, the peoples show their colours - what will once and for all lead to 
unity. That would happen in the Age of Christ, but on Earth people have 
forgotten Christ, even if Christ lives in millions of hearts. People do not yet 
know the laws of Golgotha and those laws now have to be experienced. They 
force the peoples to show their characteristics and to have them recognised. 
They force them to appear naked before God. Which peoples want to follow 
(The House of) Israel? Which want to serve peace and justice? Which peo-
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ples meet God’s laws? Which strictly obey the ‘Ten Commandments’? How 
far have they progressed on the spiritual path? 

This war demands the peoples to answer these questions. It demands of 
them that they show their colours towards God and Christ and learn to bow 
their heads and to strive for spiritual unity. Anyone who refuses, is faced 
with (the House of) Israel - England and America and many other peoples. 
England and America are the most powerful peoples of (the House of) Israel 
and they were given the task to assure peace and quiet on Earth. 

The lawless life, which the peoples of the Earth have lived up until now, 
is in conflict with Golgotha. They must start a higher state along with (the 
House of) Israel. Every people must now know what it is up to and in which 
respect it must change. There are peoples who still possess the animal-like 
conscious, they live in the darkness and are tuned into evil in an animal-like 
way. However, there are others who already see the light, which shines down 
from a higher grade of life. They are averse to violence, to boasting and to 
decoration, they loathe empty talk and gleaming glances, they seek Christ, 
in contrast to the heathens, who love themselves! 

These heathens - you will get to know them. They want to give you all 
the good of the Earth and give a happiness as no other people is capable of. 
But - thank God - the peoples of (the House of) Israel will now be able to see 
through this deception, shone upon as they are by the Divine light. Never-
theless, they will try to convince you, these heathens, but the prophesies have 
already warned you about them and said that they will lie and cheat, as there 
was never lied and cheated! Which peoples belong to the lower grades of con-
scious and which to the higher? What meaning does it have, that in this great 
battle heathen peoples fight with (the House of) Israel and children of (the 
House of) Israel with the heathens? Where does this war derive its cosmic 
meaning? The battle, which is the most terrible of all times, no longer only 
affects the peoples, it affects the planet Earth. How can this be explained and 
how does this war possess that depth? And why is it, which few of you will 
believe, the last one which will afflict mankind? 

The Age of Christ will bring you the answer! 
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The peoples of the earth 

If you wish to understand this war, you must know the evolution, the 
character and the attunement of the peoples. However, in order to analyse 
the personality of the peoples materially and spiritually, it is necessary that 
you belong to the astral world. 

After all, I ask you, is it now possible to determine which peoples are 
part of the lower animal-like grades and which already possess the higher, 
spiritual intuition? Can you overseethe whole development of mankind and 
determine how far it has progressed on the path to spiritual conscious? Do 
you know what ‘spiritual’ conscious actually is? Who knows the past of a 
human being? You cannot determine your own past, how would you then 
want to know the past of a people? Who on Earth knows the hells, the heav-
ens and the astral laws? Who knows the origin of creation and the purpose 
of life on Earth? 

Only someone who possesses the cosmic conscious, is able to determine 
the spiritual gauge of the peoples and to analyse their characteristics. This 
conscious can only be reached by the human being, who can travel God’s 
Universe. We, as cosmic conscious beings, have got to know all the astral 
laws and were able to master them. We were able to follow God’s life in his 
eternal life, as a result of which it is possible for us to happen to see through 
and to understand the present stage and its deep problems. For us, astral be-
ings, the earthly life lies open on all sides - as a result of this we can analyse 
the peoples and we know the spiritual attunement of all the millions of souls, 
who are part of a people. 

I now want to begin with the analysis of your own people. 
You must see mankind as a personality. The peoples represent this person-

ality as characteristics. THE NETHERLANDS now forms a higher char-
acteristic of that personality. This characteristic also points to the spiritual 
attunement of your people. It comprises intuition, which makes your people 
the sensor of mankind. This can be determined by a number of character-
istics, which your people have achieved and which we now want to follow. 

Why did your people not wish any war? Because they have got to know a 
faith and a God of Love. It seeks the higher life and bows to Golgotha. The 
Netherlands had only one wish: to live in peace with other peoples in order 
to be able to work on the construction. The Netherlands did not desire any 
expansion of territory by means of force of arms, it only wanted to be a bless-
ing to itself and to others. Your people had already conquered themselves 
long ago in this respect and discarded those low characteristics after much 
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struggling and suffering. 
The many churches that the Netherlands has are proof of this, that your 

people want to enrich themselves spiritually. The people fight as a mass 
against the evil in its society - a battle, which other peoples still have to begin 
with - and it has almost conquered it here. 

This characteristic is no longer open to murder, lies and cheating, it has 
accepted the ‘Ten Commandments’ and wishes to live according to them. 
The people as a mass seek the good and as a result of this they are in harmony 
with the other peoples. 

This characteristic is reliable, a word of this people has value since it is met, 
the Dutch people do not think of sullying. 

The Netherlands is ready for the higher consciousness and it will master 
this spiritual stage. All powers are devoted to this, it works consciously fur-
ther on the own personality. 

Seventy-five percent of your people are behind this task and grow in faith 
and wisdom. This mass wants to live in love! I must remark in this connec-
tion that it is not yet spiritual love, which was conquered by it. It loves mate-
rially, but stands for astrally spiritual love. This far exceeds the material, your 
people need a few centuries to reach it. But there is the urge, the inspiration 
to master it. 

It is because of all of this that the Dutch people belong to (the House of) Israel. 
The seventy-five percent, which is working for the good, also applies itself 

to elevate the unconscious masses of your people upwards. This group must 
also awaken, it is only then that there will be spiritual unity. Those who 
belong to the twenty-five percent, walk an own but dead-end path. Fifteen 
percent of them are completely unconscious, these people do not need God, 
they do not seek Christ and can be called his living dead. This percentage 
serves lowness and deception, commits sinister practices in order to gain 
money and power, in brief, represent evil in all its forms. 

The other ten percent appear to be plunged in sleep, they do not live and 
are open to all influences. They want to follow the heathens, but also Christ, 
but they do not really know why. These people are not capable of sensing 
what is good and what is wrong and they follow the low instincts too easily. 

Since the Dutch people have released themselves as a mass from passion 
and conscious violence, it is ruled out that they still attract geniuses for evil. 
On the other hand, other peoples precisely attract these geniuses, without 
knowing the meaning of this and are happy to possess that ‘Übermenschen’. 
The spiritual level of your people also prevents money being made available 
for inventions which serve destruction, your people have come so high. 

If you feel all of this, it must be clear to you, why the Dutch people did 
not even want to have to do with national socialism. The child of (the House 
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of) Israel loves, also as a mass. And the seventy-five percent of your people 
is disgusted by the ideals and the concepts of this movement. What they 
represent for your people is enslavement, brutal violence, deception, mean-
ness, betrayal and thousands more characteristics, which belong to the lower, 
pre-animal-like instinct. These thoughts must clash with the healthy, free, 
conscious, mentality of the Dutch people tuned to love. The people who 
serve this movement, represent the lower characteristics of your people, they 
therefore act badly in an animal-like way or agree to it by keeping silent at 
least. These people do not need God and Christ, they feel themselves ‘Super-
humans’ and experience darkness! Is it then any wonder that this low grade 
is discarded by the higher grade despite its many efforts? 

It is also no wonder that the Dutchman is such a bad soldier. The child 
that strives for the higher consciousness, has discarded those passions. This 
mentality does not like brutal violence, domination, adornment, crusades, 
commands and other madness. It tries to obey the laws of God and master 
them. 

It must now be clear to you why your country is a sensor of mankind. The 
Netherlands is tuned to the higher spiritual life, this people can no longer be 
found for lowness, it seeks God, in short, it is a tribe of (the House of) Israel. 

Around all of this your queen is a child of the church and of (the House 
of) Israel. She originates from a godly generation, which was built up by 
working and serving, she possesses the trust of your people and the rest of 
the world and she earns this, because she is just. With her house she wants 
to serve God and the people justly. She would never be capable of sending 
her people to the abyss, her character and her faith prevent this in the Very 
Highest. Satan cannot influence her. She has conquered that power, she goes 
a just path, it is the path which leads to God. Your queen represents the 
higher consciousness with her people, the seventy-five percent, which is and 
will remain dominant! 

Yet her life still has no meaning for the astral world. She does everything 
for the material life of your people - she cannot do anything for the spiritual 
conscious, since she and her people still have to awaken for this. 

When would her life and that of other queens, emperors and leaders have 
meaning for the astral world and for all of mankind? 

If they were to complete their leadership in the way Moses once did! Mo-
ses served with all the powers in him the spiritual consciousness, not of one 
tribe, but of mankind. Your earthly rulers serve their people, but usually only 
themselves. If they were to follow the leadership of Moses, they would have 
represented God and Christ and the masters in truth. 

Now they must accept that their work has no spiritual meaning, even if 
they serve their own people and they receive the help from the masters for 
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this. Their serving is earthly, material, but not spiritual as that of Moses 
just is. They gave their powers to elevate the material prosperity of their 
countries, but with the preaching of this a true leader cannot be satisfied. 
The spiritual consciousness of mankind is infinitely much more interesting 
than material prosperity. And Moses and his people devoted precisely all 
of themselves for this purpose! All those leaders could therefore have made 
much more of their task. 

The completion of such a task is of course awe-inspiringly difficult. It de-
mands of a leader that he goes further than the mentality of his people allows 
him. He is far ahead of it and must cope with mistrust and opposition, which 
everyone experiences who wants to take the masses to a higher stage. Instead 
of therefore adjusting to the mentality of the own people, a leader must with 
a true view of the material and spiritual sides of his task, with the devotion 
of all of his person, aim to complete the task given to a leader by God. It is 
God’s will, that those who have worked up to a high social task, would work 
on the material and spiritual construction of his children. They possess the 
power for it, but how many rulers after Moses, their great example, were 
occupied in this way? 

In order to elevate the masses intuition is needed, an enormous inspiration 
and a never ceasing will! People do not make it only by feeling love for God 
and the possession of a great faith. 

Moses was a true king of (the House of) Israel, his life received meaning 
for the material and the astral world, for the material and the astral con-
sciousness. Not one king or emperor lived and acted as he, because all of 
them served earthly life, material rebellion, their own personality. 

Where in the world do the conscious rulers live who represent God in 
spiritual attunement? Which people received higher love and consciousness 
through them? Can they really be called servants of Christ? Are they really 
working from hour to hour devoting all their powers to the material and 
spiritual construction of mankind? The lack of spiritual love, which no ruler 
has yet been able to give his people, determines the life image of the present 
mankind. This also determines the mentality of your own people. It also 
explains why your country was attacked and got to suffer under the scourge of 
the war! 

If the Netherlands had reached the indicated spiritual height and had 
made good its cause and effect, the faults committed in the past, God would 
never have been able to tolerate that your country was trampled underfoot 
by Germany. Your own laws would have protected you against that violence. 
However, the Dutch people still had to make good, it is not yet that far, that 
it can say: we mastered the higher consciousness, made all the evil commit-
ted dissolve and set up our life in such a way that it means the establishment 
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of the ‘Kingdom of God’ on Earth. 
The Netherlands had to be stimulated to thinking, to new occupations. 

It had gone to sleep and God does not tolerate that. He wishes our inner 
self to be continually awake and busy mastering the higher feeling. If we 
wish to return to him as conscious beings, we must examine our inner self 
continuously, working wrong qualities out of it and changing them to good. 
However, as soon as we are satisfied with the level reached, our inner self goes 
to sleep and our inspiration flows away. We literally stand still. What applies 
to one or two people, also applies to the masses. The Netherlands had gone 
to sleep, was satisfied with the results obtained and did not strive seriously 
anymore for the higher, spiritual consciousness. 

In this way it called itself for momentum and inspiration - the war would 
give it that. Germany invaded your country, crushed your army and revealed 
itself to be a robber and murderer. Your people were roughly shaken awake, 
this people of (the House of) Israel, this small tribe of Moses, which has such 
a significant task to fulfil in the gigantic plan of the masters. 

In the storm which moves across your country, everything is exposed 
which lives amongst your people in good and evil. The conscious Dutch 
human being has awakened as a result of it and, as soon as the circumstances 
make it possible again, he will work with renewed zeal and inspiration on the 
establishment of the ‘Kingdom of God’ on Earth. 

This people cannot be persuaded or influenced by a lower mentality - how 
clearly this now appears. The Dutchman lets all the propaganda, however 
large-scale, pass over him, because he recognises the prehistoric conscious 
in it anyway. The national-socialist idealists want to make soldiers of your 
people. Does this wish not show their great conscious? The leader of this 
movement has so much intuition that he thinks that he will succeed in that 
too! As if in the course of the years the Dutchman has not made it overtly 
clear that he rejects everything which tends towards acting the soldier. 

How did your soldiers walk over the roads? They shuffled onwards in-
differently, they hung in their clothes and cursed their tunic. However, if 
it comes to it, is he a worse soldier than the German? Can you sense what I 
mean? A soldier represents misery, hate and destruction and the Dutch heart 
no longer feels for that. However, people can also provoke the most peace-
ful being to craziness, then it returns to the animal-like instinct and strikes 
back for the preservation of his own life (I will get back to this expression of 
emotion, later when we come to the treatment of the karma of one or two 
people and the masses.) 

The German can march and stamp his feet. Do you think that the Dutch 
soldier cannot do such a thing? Of course, but he has discarded this slavish, 
stupid carry-on! 
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Why does your people no longer feel for their blaring marching mu-
sic? Because it finds that this kettle rattling belongs in the jungle! And the 
Dutchman does not long for military decoration. He possesses a healthy 
character and does not desire the noble metal, which is pinned to the breast 
as a reward for the cruelty committed. He loathes snarling and bootlicking, 
which is typically German and a mentality, which we will soon get to know. 
Only a few peoples turn away from it and let themselves be snarled at and 
commanded, the rest do not lose the calm going upwards in spirit and let 
themselves be led by Christ. 

It is therefore an absurd thought of that leader, to be able to reduce this 
people of seventy-five percent conscious Dutch people to his unconscious 
life. From behind the bayonets of your occupiers he sets himself up as your 
leader. He gives himself that title, but does not earn it. This leader does not 
even know the emotional life of his own people, if he did, then he would 
never have started his nonsense. How could he have known that the present 
stage has a cosmic meaning and does not require demonic destruction, but 
spiritual construction?! 

Moses and his people were also idealists and prepared at all times to devote 
their lives for the spiritual consciousness of mankind. The idealists of your 
time are coarse-material beings, who serve their own grade of life and love 
themselves for the greater part. Moses served mankind, your idealists serve 
a people and are hereby open to hell and horror. Moses brought the faith in 
One God to Earth, your idealists destruction and demonic meanness! Moses 
was a fighter for God, a preacher of love, in contrast your idealists create dis-
cord and deride God and murder the better self in the human being. 

However, they cannot frame their satanic plans so covertly or the good 
core of the Dutch people sees through them and rejects them. However terri-
ble the situation will become, that good core continues to put a firm trust in 
a higher power. And it will not be disappointed! If the Dutch people had just 
reached the full hundred percent for the good and higher conscious, a man 
could never have stood up to enforce his distorted and pathetic unconscious 
life upon these children of (the House of) Israel. However, it has appeared 
that your masses are not yet that far and they will still have to work hard 
upon themselves in order to help to establish the perfect stage on Earth, the 
Kingdom of God. However, the conditions for this live in your people and 
the inspiration will be greater than ever after this war. Once your queen 
strived for spiritual rearmament and it was a battle against the disintegrating 
powers of violence. These powers will be settled with for good in the present 
battle. Having reached unity your people will then be able to contribute to a 
great development of the ‘Age of Christ’! 
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Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden belong to the other, 
small European countries, which entered the House of Israel with the Neth-
erlands. The Netherlands is the most conscious of these countries, you can 
work it out for yourself. 

Finland now experiences what France must also experience. It is faced 
with the choice: heathen or Christian. As a result of both its not yet con-
scious grade and its cause and effect, Finland now battles with the heathen 
peoples against (the House of) Israel. However, like France it will reach con-
sciousness as a result of this war and probably also during this battle and pass 
into (the House of) Israel, to also fight with the peoples of    (the House of) 
Israel against the heathens. You must just stop it!’ 

Austria and Czechoslovakia also belong to (the House of) Israel. It is a fact 
that the masses in Austria did not want this incorporation with Germany. 
Only fifteen percent of this people desired it and attacked the benevolent 
part by surprise with the support of Germany. Austria experiences its karma. 
It will completely merge into (the House of) Israel. 

Greece fights on the side of (the House of) Israel. It already reached this 
conscious a long time ago. 

Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary are still unconscious and belong to the 
heathen peoples. They will have to accept with damage and shame that they 
did not understand this time. The leaders of these peoples call themselves 
idealists, they are too - but for evil. These peoples follow Germany and they 
are therefore of the same pre-animal-like and animal-like attunement. This 
war nevertheless teaches them a great deal, it will also elevate these countries 
to the highest conscious. 

Poland, which has to suffer terribly under the German oppression, will 
reach consciousness and (the House of) Israel as a result of the misery. Since 
this people were attacked by Germany, they received a place in the rows of 
the peoples of (the House of) Israel, although it has not yet reached this stage 
itself. This people had not known how it had to act under its own power, but 
it stood along with France on the threshold of the House of Israel. 

Turkey lives amongst good and evil, however, it will now have to show 
its colours. It is not possible to travel its own path. As every people has un-
conscious beings, who do not know which path they must travel and there-
fore just follow the strongest, in this way there are also some amongst those 
peoples who do not know how to choose. However, this is not asked in this 
decisive time. Sooner or later it is so far that a people must determine its 
viewpoint. Not one people can place itself outside the unity, which the mas-
ters are busy achieving. In this way Turkey will also have to tread on the side 
of (the House of) Israel. It will have to attune to the House of Israel or it will 
be completely eliminated by the peoples of (the House of) Israel. 
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Spain and Portugal also belong to the unconscious grades. Spain even 
descended to the heathen peoples. However, it will no more than Turkey be 
able to travel its own path outside of (the House of) Israel. It will come to 
(the House of) Israel with Portugal. 

How can it now be explained that countries remain outside of the war? 
Such a thing has to do with the attunement and the karma experienced by a 
people. These peoples have already experienced their part, have already suf-
fered and strived so much that their karma has dissolved or that they are still 
downhearted as a result of the wounds inflicted and must first recover from 
their battle, fought for life and death. The own past of these peoples therefore 
speaks and determines their present situation! 

I now want to first subject the Eastern peoples to a short observation. 
The Indian peoples are already elevated to (the House of) Israel, they re-

ceived conscious, especially England as a result of the tribe of Moses and as 
a result of the Netherlands. From Europe the masters built on the spiritual 
unity on Earth. Various peoples of (the House of) Israel completed a task for 
this purpose. The colonies in this respect speak an own language for the peo-
ples. The apparent suppression by those peoples of (the House of) Israel was 
in fact nothing but elevating the unconscious masses to the own conscious 
obtained. In this way the earthly event receives a very different meaning, if 
only the astral laws which brought about this event speak to your own life. 

The aim of the masters was indeed not to have those Eastern peoples sup-
pressed, they had to be elevated. These peoples, who belong to the lowest 
grades of mankind, could not remain behind. Without them there could 
be no question of spiritual unity on Earth. These peoples let it be seen on 
more than one occasion that they were generally not taken in much by that 
Western interference. They will also revolt in this war and they would like 
to begin the battle for freedom, which prompts England to severe measures, 
since it cannot tolerate an enemy in the back. After the war those Eastern 
peoples will get their freedom and be able to begin their own life. However, 
they will have to organize it in such a way that it is instrumental to the con-
secrated plans of the masters. 

I argued a moment ago that these Eastern peoples belong to the lowest 
grades of mankind. Understand me well, this does not apply to their spiritual 
state. Their faith is significantly deeper than that of the Western. Their intu-
ition is also more developed. However, the East must nevertheless go to the 
West. 

Christ, the highest conscious in the universe, came to the West, because 
the highest earthly conscious lived there. He brought his Holy Gospel here. 
Europe was chosen to spread it over the whole world. 

All the Eastern peoples will come to Christ and will have to accept his Holy 
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Gospel. Here lies another task for (the House of) Israel! 
For China and Japan the laws of (the House of) Israel have yet another 

meaning, since both peoples have reached their grade of existence. They are 
independent peoples, of which China belongs to (the House of) Israel and 
Japan to the heathens. China has entered the House of Israel consciously, 
while Japan has a large number of souls, who have attunement to (the House 
of) Israel. However, the pre-animal instinct of the rest dominate this people. 

China wants to live in peace and be in harmony with eternity. You already 
know how Japan attunes itself from all its military actions. However, this 
animal-like grade is so eager for power that it will also turn against other 
countries. The facts will speak. Japan will also have to experience along with 
the other heathen peoples the one which wants to dominate will be elim-
inated. Making treaties with other peoples in order to prescribe the own 
unconscious laws for the rest of mankind, is now no longer possible. Such a 
thing belongs to the past, it is prehistoric! 

Why do neither Japan nor Germany possess the colonies which they desire 
so intensely and why will Italy have to renounce its conquered area? 

Because the masters would never be able to trust these heathens with the lead-
ership of other peoples. They possess nothing, because they have nothing to give 
spiritually! 

The unconscious Japanese child believes it is spiritually conscious. It 
accepts under the authority of his religion that waging war is sacred and 
that the man he kills on the battle field will immediately enter heaven. The 
pre-animal instinct in this country exploits this faith and brings the people 
to acts of fanaticism, which the Westerner cannot even imagine. Japan will 
lose its sacred struggle, despite all the assurances of its members of state and 
its spiritual emperor. The gain from this defeat will be the gradual elevation 
into (the House of) Israel for the Japanese. Then he will realise that waging 
war, killing people and suicide is never a sacred, work agreeable to God. And 
along with other Easterners he will then want to follow Christ and put his 
Father as the One true God in the place of his false gods! 

I will now proceed with the analysis of Germany. 
Germany wants to possess the leadership over the Earth. Truly no trivial 

matter. However, with this longing it proves that it is still unconscious; I will 
explain it to you in different ways. 

1914-1918 wanted to teach Germany to never fight against (the House of) 
Israel again, since it has to taste defeat. However, Germany still does not 
realise this, nor does it realise that it must bow the large head and has to put 
the weapons away for good, since there are higher ideals. Germany has not 
wanted to accept these lessons from 1914-1918 and is therefore faced again 
now with a harsh and terrible school of learning. 
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The academics of this country who follow the Fuhrer, do everything they 
can to convince the world that they know and understand the peoples of the 
Earth so well. And yet all those academics with their members of state are 
completely unconscious and know the peoples just as good or just as bad as 
their own stupid ego. They are at the height of the development of mankind 
for as far as it could be unveiled. However, they know nothing about astral 
mankind, no more than of Germany’s state with regard to the astral laws, 
God and Christ. For our side the German mentality is animal-like conscious 
and the masses there have attunement to the darkness and namely to the 
land of hatred. 

Germany does not seek God, it seeks itself, which means spiritual de-
struction. It wants to dominate and give leadership with every violence and 
it hates the peoples who do not wish to be led and resist a German world 
ruling. However, with its mentality it believes it can override these peoples 
with brute force. It seeks to achieve by means of weapons what can only be 
achieved and fulfilled by spiritual civilisation. 

Germany did not accept the lesson of life of 1914-1918. It wants to dom-
inate again by means of violence and by means of the power of numbers. It 
trains millions of soldiers and it gives the best weapons. Germany wants to 
be a soldier, it listens blissfully to the marching music and does not let it be 
imparted by anyone that this foot stamping and rattling of pots takes man-
kind back to the jungle. 

As a result of this it proves that it only wants to work for the outer being 
in order to forget the inner life. It curses Versailles and strangles the soul life 
that wants to renounce violence in order to begin a higher life in humility. It 
wants to return stronger than ever in order to dominate other peoples with 
its animal-like personality. The war of 1914-1918 taught the German people 
as a mass nothing, nothing. This was why the masters had the protocols of 
Versailles drawn up. Every thought of war had to be exterminated from the 
heathen peoples, as well as from those of (the House of) Israel. Aversion to 
violence had to come and the longing for harmony and happiness. Finally 
the human being would have to start to reflect upon the presence of the Di-
vine spark in him and upon the almighty tasks, which his Father gives him 
on that account. 

If the masses in Germany had been for (the House of) Israel, Adolf Hitler 
would never have been able to stand up. However, only thirty-five percent of 
the German people belong to (the House of) Israel, the rest consists of forty 
percent unconscious beings, that means conscious in neither good nor evil, 
while Hitler and his people make up the other twenty-five percent. Those 
unconscious children wanted to be led and commanded, they longed for 
nice uniforms and for decorations and Hitler, who felt them sharply, gave 
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them all of this and promised them even more beautiful things. It was this 
unconscious type which provided the majority and the power! 

Every people possesses such a colourless mass. In quiet times, led by a larg-
er percent of well-meaning people, it is harmless. However, it becomes dan-
gerous in a state in which Germany was. Incapable of thinking independent-
ly, easily fobbed off by promises, this mass was a willing vehicle in the hands 
of a demagogue such as Hitler. This type did exactly what he wanted, it put 
up its hands enthusiastically and diligently, imitated what he prompted and 
felt very happy with it. This mass dissolved in the rows of Hitler’s henchmen 
and helped him in this way to get the necessary majority of votes. Standing 
on its shoulders Hitler could then enter the Reichstag and have himself de-
clared as chancellor and leader of the German people. 

While Hitler and his people headed straight for war and feverishly worked 
on the armament, he promised his pioneers the earth. A trip around the 
world, an own house, a car, all pleasant things, which can make life more 
pleasant and belong to the ideals of almost every human being. They would 
get all of that if they just believed in him with a strong heart and were 
prepared to give all their powers for the efficiency of the new and thousand-
year-old Reich. Listen to him talk under the curse of Versailles, which he will 
have annulled, listen to him, when he talks with thundering voice about his 
unshakeable will to fight for the freedom and the greatness of the German 
nation. He captivates them with his fiery, thundering language and the pow-
er of his personality, they hold their breath when watching so much energy. 
He drives this soulless mass crazy with this talk and elevates it into the life 
attunement of him and his people. It starts to see him as a special being, a 
supernatural genius, yes, as a deity. He is the wonder, that was sent to it by 
Providence. 

It is very natural that such an unconscious, weak-willed type of people 
becomes a stupid, brute force in these hands, which realises every plan, how-
ever awful and far-reaching. And these harlequins do not know how rotten 
and bad the core is on whose order they carry out their whims. Yes, if they 
come to be in the terrible reality and war breaks out, the war which was a 
lovely, dangerous word up until now, which could be played with so nicely, 
yes, then the unconscious being gets a fright for a moment, it is bewildered, 
that the game which they took part in so childishly pleased, appears to be 
deadly seriousness. It is just a short moment, precisely as long as Hitler needs 
to make it clear to them what a war can bring in terms of fame, decorations 
and power. Then they roar more energetically than ever the ‘Sieg Heil’ and 
stamp even harder with their boots, which looks manly and warlike. 

On the backs of these devil worshippers Hitler predicts the German gos-
pel of hatred and destruction, he orders the German people to go back to 
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the prehistoric age and he commands war, which will bring unmentionable 
misery over his people! 

So if they do Hitler a favour, however, he in his turn does it for them. 
Because as a result of his war these unconscious beings will realise where 
their weak, spineless attitude brought the German people. Shrinking under 
the lashes of the war they will eventually reach conscious and want to make 
good, what they have caused as a result of their stupid behaviour. As a result 
of them Germany is therefore close to (the House of) Israel again anyway! 

Hitler’s movement develops an enormous energy in the years of its history. 
This energy is an essential characteristic of the German people. It has mas-
tered this creating emotional life in the course of the times. It is as a result of 
this characteristic that so many geniuses are born amongst this people. And 
since the German mass soul is still only aimed at the material life and wants 
to rule, it can be explained that it also produces a pitifully great amount of 
geniuses in evil, such as, for example, inventors of weapons. I have partly 
explained that precisely Germany attracts genius artists such as, for example, 
Goethe, Beethoven and Bach, as a result of the creating mentality of the Ger-
man people. These spiritual geniuses could never have been attracted by the 
Eskimo’s (see article ‘Human being or soul’ on rulof.org), for example. The 
material laws in which a people lives, determine such a thing. The grade in 
which the Eskimos (see article ‘Human being or soul’ on rulof.org) still live, 
makes it the case that they cannot possibly understand such geniuses. They 
must still master that higher grade of life and spiritual attunement. However, 
your Dutch people will now not attract geniuses of that format either. This 
has already mastered so much conscious and is already so sharply tuned to 
the spiritual life, that it no longer needs to attract those geniuses in evil. And 
this situation now explains Germany’s rich possession of geniuses and artists 
completely. 

However, these special soul lives represent a higher conscious, they possess 
a spiritual core. It is they who were sent by the masters of the Other Side to 
the Earth in order to give their art or science to mankind. And because the 
mass soul of Germany is creating, this land especially attracted them. (The 
greater the mass, the greater the power of attraction.) They had something 
to bring for the inner being. They did not only give themselves, they gave 
away higher consciousness. Can you feel this? And Germany needed this 
for its evolution. Their art and wisdom represent a higher culture, they were 
above the conscious of the masses and therefore had the blessed task to carry 
out to elevate the masses to their so high level. You will understand that, 
even though precisely Germany attracted these gifted souls, they belong to 
the whole of mankind with everything which they brought in beauty and 
wisdom. 
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For that matter every country attracts souls which have something to 
bring for all of mankind. 

It will be clear to you what an enormous power the German people could 
mean for the case of (the House of) Israel, if this people were attuned to the 
spiritual life instead of to the material, to love instead of to hatred. Now it 
also uses its urge to create for the low, the mean. It still wants to dominate 
by brute force and to force its pre-animal-like conscious on other peoples. 
Germany still forms an intellectual evil and it is a fatal danger for the whole 
world. 

However, the masters will cut away the poisonous lump in this people and 
purify it physically and mentally, making use of Israel’s peoples. The German 
people will not be destroyed, but be brought to (the House of) Israel led by 
a firm hand! 

Italy, which has connected itself to Germany in life and death, has in fact 
nothing to do with that country. It is also a minority there, which imposes 
its will on the masses. A small but active part feels for the possession of the 
dictatorship. The Italians do not like the German mentality, mankind will 
receive the proof of this. The leader of this people got power in his hands, 
because the world is under the establishment of the ‘Kingdom of God’ and 
therefore also the Italian people, which, brought into the focus of the events 
as a result of the politics of its leader, have to show their colours. It will soon 
be clear how awkward the emotional life of this man is, how much he violat-
ed the astral laws, how he lives in the past and forgets that he belongs to the 
twentieth century. 

France is on the threshold of the House of Israel, however, until now it did 
not yet possess the conscious to speak out for (the House of) Israel. France 
has already been busy for centuries working itself up to a leading characteris-
tic for mankind, but it does not do this seriously and attaches itself too much 
to frivolity, empty pleasure. 

France can be compared with a family, where there is never peace. There 
are eternal arguments, God’s sacred matters are taken lightly, people are 
carelessly unconscious, impetuous. It does not yet know how to choose be-
tween good and evil, easily changes friends and can as such not possibly be 
a leading principle for mankind. Today with England, tomorrow it will be 
against it. But like all the other peoples it will know how to choose sides for 
good in this dreadful war. France will definitely pass over to (the House of) 
Israel! With the blood that it must shed in this battle, its frivolity will flow 
away. It will get to know the friendship of the heathenism, be cheated, frit-
tered away and broken down, but achieve strong characteristics as a result of 
this, so that it knows how to serve mankind. 

America is a powerful tribe for (the House of) Israel, which entered con-
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sciously for the good. A long time ago the children of this people already 
received the colours of (the House of) Israel. America has attunement to 
England, however, in many respects it touches the mentality of the French 
people. England is more serious, more sedate and more conscious of the own 
power. 

Like all the other peoples America still has to awaken for God. It is mate-
rially attuned and the golden calf is busily worshipped. However, in the Age 
of Christ the wrong part of this will be realised. 

America draws from the past and gets its power from there, which will 
elevate it to great heights and make it more and more suitable to assist (the 
House of) England in its responsible task for Israel. As in 1914-1918 it will 
also give the proof in this war! 

England, the actual tribe of Moses, got the leadership of (the House of) 
Israel in its hands. It is led by the masters of the Other Side in this serious 
task. Nothing can happen which leads to a loss for England, therefore for 
(the House of) Israel. The heathen peoples will experience this in this war in 
a clear and adequate way. 

England possesses the Dominions. Why do they not belong to Germany, 
or Russia? It is not possible, I already told you. If the construction of the 
world wishes to complete itself, as the masters see it, the unconscious coun-
tries can only be trusted to the leadership of (the House of) Israel. But what 
do people on Earth know about it? People do not yet know these laws. Ger-
many, Japan, Italy and others prove it in this war again. Is it coincidence that 
(the House of) Israel got possession of the keys of the gates of the Earth? No, 
it is the conscious work of the masters with Moses at the head! 

Moses still leads his tribe through all the dangers - or do you believe that 
England could have done everything under its own power? (The House of) 
Israel is unconquerable, since the Other Side is unconquerable. 

For the material life England is no more than America further than Ger-
many. It likewise still has to awaken. Germany’s hatred is deeper, it is more 
brutal, it wants to dominate - of course, all characteristics which both Eng-
land and America have discarded. But - and who amongst you will deny 
it? - (the House of) Israel will have to improve upon itself if it wants to live 
according to God’s ‘Ten Commandments’ and the laws of Christ! 

Despite their still unconscious life attunement with regard to God’s Com-
mandments, (the House of) Israel represents the whole of mankind with 
England at the head. Its positive characteristics make it suitable to give lead-
ership, assisted in this of course by the masters. Not one people, not one ruler 
can still act from now on as a result of own power and under own tuition. 
They will act through the masters - for the salvation of the world, because 
their leadership is infallible and always and only aimed at the spiritual evo-
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lution of mankind. 
If I now come to speak about Russia, I will also touch upon the greatest 

wonder of this century. 
Russia, it is known to you, concluded a treaty with Germany. As a result 

of this treaty the heathens seem to be uniting. But everything will turn out 
differently. As a result of Russia and Germany, the words of the bible: I will set 
the heathens against each other, will be fulfilled. 

Mankind will experience that this prophecy, once spoken through the 
masters, will literally come true. Russia will become involved in a terrible 
struggle with Germany and unite with (the House of) Israel. 

These two, great peoples strive for the same goal, ruling the Earth. Their 
heathen mentality does not allow them to strive for this ideal as friends. One 
does not tolerate the other, with the result that they contemplate each other’s 
destruction. 

The masters know the mentality of each people, they already foresaw cen-
turies ago that a battle would come. It is their will that this war will now 
break out, not later, which could also have happened, if the masters had not 
worked on the fulfilment of their prophesy, to set the heathens against each 
other. 

You can imagine with difficulty what the world would get to experience, if 
the heathens were to join together in order to turn themselves against the rest 
of the world. The peoples would have known no peace, because at the height 
of their power and with the world at their feet, they would throw themselves 
at each other in order to decide who would be able to call themselves the 
world ruler. 

The battle between the heathens amongst themselves had to come in the 
last war which (the House of) Israel would wage, or the Age of Christ would 
still not have been able to make a start. 

When the peoples of the Earth were sleeping peacefully and resting from 
the war of 1914-1918, the masters were already in Russia and in connection 
with Stalin. They placed the thought in him, to elevate the armament of his 
country to an unprecedented height. How now, masters of the Other Side, 
did they inspire Russia? Russia, which preached the world revolution, want-
ed to enslave the peoples of the Earth and wanted to elevate them to their 
own life? How can the Other Side help Russia? 

The Other Side oversaw the situation, knew that mankind was faced with 
the last and most terrible war of all times. In that final struggle Russia would 
have to help England and America in order to destroy the German animal 
with all its heads, because (the House of) Israel would not be able to do it 
under its own power. 

And knowing this, the masters started to incite the heathens against each 
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other. 
But is there not as much danger to fear from Russia for (the House of) 

Israel as from Germany? The answer is that Germany is infinitely much 
more dangerous than Russia. Germany is more conscious, is culturally more 
highly developed and it has leadership qualities. It is an intellectual evil and 
mankind will experience in a dreadful way what this intellect is capable of 
in this war. 

Russia has not yet reached the height of Germany. It is attuned to the na-
ture and does not yet possess anything of the German culture. Both peoples 
still have a heathen attunement as a mass, even if they also have religious 
souls. The Russian child is dead good by nature, if I may call it that, it is 
completely natural like the Eastern child. But woe betide if the people that 
this life thinks it can sully, it awakens the mass instinct and has to pay the 
toll for its interference in a bloody way. Germany will experience this, as the 
armies under Napoleon once did. 

The whole universe knows that Germany will lose the war. Every star, 
every planet, every soul on this side who knows the laws, the religious person 
on Earth who reads the bible, knows it! Only the Germans themselves do 
not know it. They talk about Providence, pray to the Almighty to give their 
weapons victory, but do not see the reality, in which they live, a reality, which 
was already prophesised in the grey past. 

Despite all the sweet sounding theories, it is the wish of the German lead-
ers to conquer Europe, to rule it, to enslave and to sully the life of God! But 
in the Age of Christ there can no longer be ruling, there can no longer be 
conquering for own gain, the masters serve all of mankind, they serve Christ 
and God, the God of all life in the universe! 

Germany will also be restrained and the demonic national socialism will 
be exterminated to the last thought. This cursed system will disappear from 
the Earth! Only those ideas of Hitler will be kept, which fit in the Age of 
Christ, I will come back to this again. The rest is satanic, animal-like, those 
thoughts are a plague, which the world will be released from! 

After being conquered the German people will not be able to be destroyed. 
The world will realise that not all of the German people consists of murderers 
and sadists. I already said it, a core also lives in Germany, which belongs to 
Israel and which detests national-socialist practices. Germany will not be 
destroyed by (the House of) Israel but led! 

The peoples will experience that Russia does not form a danger for (the 
House of) Israel. When Germany and Japan are soon conquered, the hea-
then peoples of Russia will stand alone opposite (the House of) Israel. Stalin 
will then experience that (the House of) Israel only wishes order and justice. 
He will make the best of a bad job and finally join (the House of) Israel. 
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With the years Russian communism will then grow to a spiritual com-
munism and (the House of) Israel will ensure this under the leadership of 
the masters. 

A just division of earthly goods, see here, for which (the House of) Israel 
will strive in the first place and has striven for. The masters will no longer 
tolerate that one has everything and the other must starve. England and 
America will receive the information for this purpose from the masters. 

In the Age of Christ God’s ‘Ten Commandments; will be accepted and 
will have to be experienced. Christ demands it of mankind. 

The peoples are weighed down under misery, since they cannot love in 
this way, as Christ preached. It will only be when the peoples come so far that 
they will already possess the spiritual paradise on Earth. Under leadership of 
the masters, who once took the fate of mankind into their hands, because 
it would otherwise continue again for millions of years with hating and de-
stroying, under their blessed and conscious leadership the peoples will mas-
ter that spiritual grade of life. 
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The last assault of the heathens against Israel 

The German armies attack Poland. A trembling runs through mankind. 
The most terrible of all wars has broken out. After having lived in torturing 
tension for months on end, mankind sees the incredible coming true. For 
the second time in a short span of time evil unleashes a world disaster in the 
human being. 

Could this horror not have been prevented? Can God not intervene then? 
Millions of human beings fill the churches and beg God for assistance. But 
meanwhile the war already spreads with a furious speed, crushing thousands 
of people under its violence. 

The forty percent in Germany awakes with a fright. They still do not be-
lieve that the war has broken out. The Fuhrer is taking us into a new war? It 
is not true! It is impossible! 

But what is almost unacceptable, is part of reality. The fatal command has 
been given. 

What went on in that one person, who had to decide about war and peace, 
about life and death of millions? What went on in Adolf Hitler, in those 
hours that he reached his terrible, breath-taking decision? 

Not one human being on Earth knows this, because he who will become 
the executioner of mankind, had withdrawn in order to consider decisions 
to be taken over in complete loneliness. But the masters of the Other Side, 
Angels in spirit, they are with him - they are on Earth, for which happiness 
they give their powers. 

Adolf Hitler must make a decision, that will set the world on fire and de-
stroy millions of lives. Probably also his own people and everything which he 
has built up as head of it. He sees his task before him and everything which 
he still wants to achieve for the benefit of his people. And yet he must act, 
the world waits for his decision in fearful tension. What should he do? If he 
gives his soldiers the order to attack Poland, he will unleash the war, the war 
with the rest of the world ... 

He has already been alone for hours, he does not want to receive any-
one. Now, he thinks, Providence must give him advice, which has already 
protected him more than once against great disaster. He lives under this 
mysterious power and feels carried by it. He never doubts it. He has already 
felt this power in him since his youth, which he calls Providence. It leads his 
life, as a result of which it received awe-inspiring significance. What does 
Providence advise him to do? Worn out, Adolf Hitler tries to rest, but he 
does not manage, the tension in him makes him jump up again. He makes 
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an effort to collect his thoughts, to concentrate them on one point. He wants 
to think, think, but he cannot, he does not get any hold on his thoughts. His 
supporters throng outside, he must now decide. 

The battle in him is terrible. War or peace? Distressing questions. Then it 
is as if his inner self wants to start speaking to him. Yes, if he attunes himself 
more sharply, it comes to him as if someone else lives in him. He can feel 
this very clearly. Joy enters him, because he thinks he understands that this 
is Providence, which wants to influence him in order to give him advice. 
Working enters him, the power in him wants to dominate him, he feels. 

He forces himself to rest. He wants to see even more sharply. He sits down 
quietly, listening, waiting tensely. Is it really true, is he not deceiving him-
self? The Fuhrer thinks that he sees a shape. More than one even. He now 
sees them very clearly and gets a fright. Faces loom up before him, which 
ask him questions. He feels a fierce cold running through him. He puts his 
hands in front of his face in order to be rid of the faces, but this does not help 
him. They come forward shining from the darkness. 

He jumps up. ‘Nonsense!’ he calls out. ‘I am just imagining things. I can 
see nothing and I want to see nothing. I want to remain myself and know 
what is happening to me. I want to know clearly where I am up to, because 
later I must know how I was thinking at this moment.’ 

However, by denying that he can see them, he does not chase the shapes 
away. He sees them clearly, wherever he looks. His room is full of strange 
apparitions. They are demons, he murmurs, I do not want anything to do 
with them. Providence must help him, only Providence. He falls into a chair, 
but the tension in him is too powerful, rattles him. He walks back and forth 
and the time passes. He sees the shapes more and more clearly. He is awake 
and yet he is dreaming. 

Adolf Hitler sits down again and tries to order his thoughts. Peace must 
come to him. When the agitation overcomes him again and wants to make 
him walk, he resists. It becomes quieter inside him. He now no longer sees 
the shapes, even if he feels that he is nevertheless not alone. Providence, is 
Providence with him? It must become even more quiet in him. Then Provi-
dence will speak to him and the feeling will enter him, that only it can place 
in him, as he used to experience already. Then he will know how he will have 
to act. 

The Fuhrer watches out and dreams. He is conscious of himself and thinks 
he knows himself. When it is quiet in him, Providence will speak to him. 
And it becomes quiet in him, a supernatural peace descends into him and his 
soul absorbs it. It opens him on all sides. Feelings enter him and he already 
believes he knows how he will have to act soon. 

Yet he keeps quiet, he is still not completely sure and he does not want to 
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interrupt the peace either which had taken his heaviness away from him and 
elevates him above the Earth. The misery, the much suffering which he saw 
before him a moment ago, have fallen away from him. In the rare silence in 
which he now lives, he suddenly feels emotion. A limitless sympathy with 
mankind, which will be beaten, flows through him. 

He calmly gives into these feelings, he wants to experience this too. Yet he 
knows what he wants! As a result of these feelings he can think more sharp-
ly too than a moment ago. He feels absorbed and while his body remains 
behind in the room, his spirit floats away, into the universe. Adolf Hitler is 
outside his own self. 

He attunes himself and sees that he is floating above his country. It lies in 
peaceful rest under him. Peaceful - peace - peace! The word keeps coming 
back to him. He walks through his country and sees the millions who make 
up the German people, in deep rest. This happens in a few seconds, but it is 
enough for him to oversee the whole Reich. 

‘They sleep, because they know that I am watching’, Adolf Hitler thinks, 
‘I who am their leader.’ 

He wants to be everything for his people, a leader, a father and a mother. 
And while he floats above towns and villages, he feels the love which rises up 
to him. It sleeps, the great people, but at a sign from him it will rise and go 
where he orders, in order to prove his faith to it with his life and love. 

They want to give their life for him. He has life and death in his hands 
- life and death. The Fuhrer is back in his body again, his trip is at an end, 
but the words still tremble inside him. For a moment a feeling of shock en-
ters him. Can it be the devil who took him along in order to show him his 
people? He now sees the people of the Earth before him, but he shakes the 
vision off him. Is it Providence as a result of which he can see and is it not 
as if the world lives for him? Of course, it is Providence! And he now knows 
that he will devote everything which this asks of him. His people and his 
great German Reich will be worth such a thing. 

A sudden urge, which comes from himself and dominates his day con-
scious life, makes him kneel down. Adolf Hitler wants to pray. My God ... 
my God ...’, he murmurs. He wants to continue to pray, but now those feel-
ings smother in him. They almost make him suffocate. Yet he still remains in 
this state; with his head bent to the ground he waits, but he does not come to 
pray again. The rest has gone from him. He wants to think, he must think, 
a decision is demanded of him. Providence will now tell him. He waits for 
the answer. 

At this moment a shape forces itself upon him from inside and it wants to 
pray and to ask God for help. But the Fuhrer suppresses this believer in him, 
his own self dominates again. He feels that he must not pray now. He may 
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not be weak now, he must be strong, remain himself and act! If he follows 
those weak feelings in himself, everything which he undertook, will have 
been in vain. He would then not have had to increase the armaments so 
enormously high. Has he made his people so familiar with the idea of war for 
this? He wants to make his people great and strong as never before. 

Then the word in him comes up, which burns like poison in his veins - 
Versailles! 

This satanic treaty must be avenged. It has enslaved his people and honed 
them. His millions of soldiers will wipe it away with one blow, crush it. And 
they will destroy Poland, which challenges and insults him and his people ... 

Adolf Hitler walks up and down his room, his brain is confused, he is the 
victim of intense emotions. No, he will not go mad, however much it ham-
mers in his head, he wants to think coolly and sharply, helped by Providence. 
When he thinks of it, peace enters him again, the supernatural peace, which 
he already felt before. Once it even kept him from destruction. It was in the 
war of 1914-1918, when it revealed itself to him as a loud, penetrating voice 
in him and called him to walk away from the place where a grenade exploded 
a few moments later, which tore his comrades to pieces. 

That was then. Now it is different. Providence does not come now to him 
as a voice, he lives in it, he has completely dissolved in it. Is he feeling this 
properly? He does not want to act disorientated, later he must be able to say 
to himself: this is why I did this and why I did that. Does he feel it properly? 
Again he attunes himself and he experiences the power, which has connected 
itself with his life. Yes, yes, it is Providence! The supernatural power, which 
once guarded him from calamity and had followed and driven him all his 
life. 

The Fuhrer lets himself go more and more, he wants to dissolve deeper into 
that power, because in this way, he feels, the plans of Providence will be able 
to reach him. However, he must also remain himself, nothing may weaken 
his conscious now, otherwise disturbances will come again and he will not 
yet know how to decide. 

Providence may never leave him, by living in its powers he will know, for 
that matter, how he must act. Then he can think and feel, then he can decide 
and he will be certain for his people and for the world. Carried by Providence 
and led by it he will take his people to victory! 

Now he knows it! That is what Providence wants to let him feel. Is it not 
the case? 

Adolf kneels down, he wants to thank Providence. He must take his peo-
ple to victory! So war! War? 

He jumps up. Did he really feel it properly? He may not be mistaken now. 
The existence of his people is at stake. He must make a decision, the range 
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of which he knows. 
Again he tunes into Providence and again, just as sharply and dominating 

as a moment ago, he feels its power. He checks the feelings, he tests whether 
he is not the victim of a fantasy or delusion. He wants to experience the 
feelings in a sharp conscious way, it is only then that he will be able to act in 
complete faith. 

First of all silence - is it real? He sits down in a chair, closes his eyes and 
experiences it. It is real, yes, supernatural. It was never so quiet in his inner 
self, now he knows it. 

Where is he now? He looks around him and recognises his environment. 
This is his beloved chair, there is the door behind which his friends wait. 

He is called Adolf Hitler - he assesses his life. 
It is I, Adolf Hitler, the Fuhrer of all Germans, it is I myself, the chancel-

lor. It is not he who decides. Here from inside, inside of me there is felt and 
thought, Adolf Hitler lives in here. The chancellor does not feel anything, I 
can act as Adolf Hitler alone. I know myself. In this hour I have got to know 
myself. 

As Adolf Hitler I live in Providence. This feeling lies conscious in me. I 
am now ready. You can count on me. But do not leave me alone for a second. 
I know now how I must act. I no longer doubt. I never doubted you, but I 
must be certain. However, now I know the feelings which go out from you. 
I will never neglect them. I will do everything which you ask and you let me 
feel. Let me know! Day and night I will devote myself and work for my peo-
ple, whom you want to see great, after all, don’t you? I am ready and others 
with me. However, do not ever leave me alone in the hours which will come. 
As Adolf Hitler I will attune myself to you. That is it! 

Adolf Hitler continues to kneel and dissolves in the silence, which is in-
finite for him. God is with him, he feels, with him and his people. 

Then he stands up - and the first shots fall a little time after his fatal 
command. The most terrible war of all times has broken out with the help of an 
unconscious being. 

Century after century war was waged, streams of blood were shed, death 
and destruction overcame mankind and yet none of these wars was as terrible 
as what you now experience, now that the technical means are nearly perfect. 
What this war will cost mankind in sacrifices is terrible and indescribable. 

You can now know why it will not help to pray to God to take away the 
misery from you. The peoples of the Earth must determine their attitude. 
What do they want to live for? For tyranny? For egoism? For the demons of 
hell or for God and his Angels? For robbery, murder, rape? For the becoming 
animal-like of the own self? Or do they want, on the other hand, by devoting 
all their powers, do they want to serve the peace and the spiritual construc-
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tion of the Earth? 
Every people now has to ask itself this. Every people, every soul must now 

start a higher life - in order to make this clear to humanity this war came. 
God’s life must go upwards, it must return to its Creator. This war demands 
of you that you do everything which lies in your power to elevate yourself 
and others to a higher spiritual stage. 

We, who know that the Age of Christ has started, are next to you on Earth 
in order to assist you in this gigantic battle. We already learned to bow our 
heads, we got to love everything that lives and sought to come into harmony 
with the laws of God. We travelled God’s universe and knelt down, grateful 
that we belong to his life. This war will teach the earthly being to do the 
same. 

The peoples of (the House of) Israel are already busy mastering love. They 
can already no longer hate. However, Germany and its type still hate and 
seek to dominate. They are still so coarsely and animal-like attuned, these 
heathens, that they seek to destroy the peoples of (the House of) Israel. 

If instead of that they had done everything in order to discard their evil char-
acteristics and to join (the House of) Israel, the world would never have had to 
experience the present horrors! 

Germany and its people must lose the war, because these heathen states 
would build up not a Kingdom of God after a victory but a jungle state. 

The Germany of Adolf Hitler nevertheless does not believe that it will lose. 
The brilliant Fuhrer looks with its terrible helpers at the murder weapon, 
which they had manufactured in enormous masses and they feel supreme. 
They think that they are unconquerable and believe that soon the whole 
world will lie at their feet. Nothing or no one can equal Germany again and 
they already feel like the rulers of the Earth. They will wage war until the last 
second in order to reach their goals, no sacrifice will be too much for them, 
no crime too great. 

Just imagine, what the consequences would be, if the masters had not 
been there in order to stop these conquerors from fulfilling their animal-like 
plans. But be assured - without knowing it or wanting it, these criminals are 
in the hands of the masters and serve their plans, their elevated purpose, to 
make one great unity of all the peoples, they therefore serve Providence after 
all, but otherwise than they imagine! 

The apparently so wonderful shape of Adolf Hitler is no more than a pawn 
on the world’s chessboard. If the true feeling and the natural intuition of our 
world had been in him, people could not have forced him to begin the war 
at the time chosen by the masters, yes, he himself would never have wanted 
war either, understanding that he would destroy all that he had built up as 
a result of care and diligence and would take his people to destruction as a 
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result of this. But the great genius of Germany is therefore an empty, stupid 
and unconscious child of the Earth for our world. With regard to the astral 
laws, which are spiritual, cosmic and Divine, this soul life has no meaning, 
because its feeling and thinking are earthly and belong to the underworld. 
Adolf Hitler only seeks the earthly life, he has never attuned himself to the 
higher life. And he should have done that. 

Now he feels absorbed into the wonderful laws, but he does not know 
them, he does not know his own life and the great past. Yet he feels carried 
and led by those powers, but he lacks the pure spiritual intuition, which be-
longs to this world and is eternally infallible! He is not capable of analysing 
his own life and yet he should have done this! He should have asked himself 
in which grade of life he lived, in which powers he felt and thought he could 
see, when he attuned to his fatal intuition, he should have known who was 
influencing him at that moment! But he felt and sought, instead of following 
the thoughts which entered him and were attuned to peace and quiet. How-
ever, he was not capable of that, in him and his kind hate and violence live, 
Versailles ... lives! 

It is his will to avenge 1914-1918 and Versailles, to crush the English. His 
hatred drives him on and along with him all the other people who see a deity 
in him. In the Age of Christ there is nothing more to avenge, or to destroy, 
now the human being must bow and love all the life of God. But do Hitler 
and his type know about the Age of Christ? Hitler is more, even more than 
Christ! 

What do they know about (the House of) Israel? Hitler draws the scum 
of his nation to him, demons surround him and feel inspired by his ideas. 
These low individuals do not have a grain of love in them, they only seek to 
serve themselves and see themselves as kings and emperors. The world will 
get to know their cruelty and their refinery sparing nothing. They prepared 
themselves in silence, up to the moment when they will conquer the peoples 
of the Earth and they can exterminate Judaism. Nothing will stop them 
again, England must fall and then the whole Earth will belong to them. It 
costs them an effort not to yell out their plans, but they must still stay silent, 
the jackals. Then the great moment comes, their Fuhrer orders the attack on 
Poland. Now it can let loose! Evil breaks new ground and an angry horde, 
kept in check for a long time, pours over the borders. Hitler’s satellites cheer, 
these sadists smell blood. 

It does not enter their hot heads, that they are attacking an impenetra-
ble wall. They fight against (the House of) Israel, against the peoples, who 
want to finally start on the construction of the world. They fight against a 
Divine power, which is infallible. They fight against the Divine messengers, 
who have the leadership over the peoples in their hands. These masters, who 
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are all cosmically conscious, who have got to know life and death, Heaven 
and Earth, who have accompanied Christ to Golgotha, now stand opposite 
a spiritually crazy being, an unconscious soul and must fight him. Hitler 
knows nothing about any of this, he has no faith, knows neither God nor 
commandment, knows nothing about a life after death, nothing, he possess-
es nothing except his own empty self. 

And while he develops his plans as a Fuhrer and gives his mighty armies 
the commands, the masters place him under their control. They delegate 
spiritual helpers to all the peoples. The masters are one with the leading 
personality from feeling to feeling. Acting from an own world of feeling 
from (the House of) Israel is now no longer possible, the conscious of these 
members of state has passed over to the masters, but not one of them knows 
or feels this, unconscious as they also are to the astral world and the task for 
which they serve. 

Hitler attacks Poland, the masters have made their first move. The game 
is still complicated, but it still touches life and death. The masters oversee 
everything, they will make an effort to spare as much blood or not one hu-
man being will remain of all the millions who are involved in the war. (The 
House of) Israel will experience this! As time passes, the game will become 
more complicated. 

The hells flow empty, the demons seek to live it up and throw themselves 
upon the human being of the Earth. Hate connects to hate, passion to pas-
sion. However, the satan will not be able to destroy Christ’s work either. And 
while the demons unleash true orgies, the Angels carry out their exalted 
work. There is much to do on Earth, thousands of people strive and must be 
brought to our world. Millions of souls need protection. (This blessed work 
is described in detail in the book ‘Through the Grebbe line to Eternal Life’, 
which I also received from the Other Side. J.R.) 

Poland was crushed by Germany. The misery which came over this people 
is dreadful, but it attracted it itself and it is necessary in order to bring Poland 
to a higher conscious, to teach them to bow their heads. The misery in the 
world will become even greater. 

Germany attacks Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium and 
France and crushes these countries. Everything happens so overwhelmingly 
fast that even Hitler is surprised. Now he hesitates - will he attack England 
immediately? If he does it will be lost! But the masters watch out. 

The Fuhrer returns to his people. He is received as a God, his helpers also 
experience adulation. A rain of flowers descends on the Fuhrer - on him on 
whose hands blood sticks from thousands of his fellow countrymen, men 
and women, children and old men. He is welcomed as a human being on 
earth has never experienced before. The people look up to their Fuhrer full 
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of respect and admiration, however, they do not see the threatening shadow, 
which follows him. It is the destruction, which is close behind the Fuhrer. 

He does not know who is following him, but nevertheless there is fear in 
him. That fear is not gone from him for a second, even if he tries to shake 
it off him. Providence is with him, it will lead him, he imprints in him and 
he holds his head up and lets the cheering of his people come over him. He 
knows what he wants, he assures himself again and what he is doing is good. 
The war will prove it. Did he not throw even France to the Earth in a few 
weeks? Who will be able to resist him? 

His people also think like this. It cheers even more loudly than before the 
war, it knows now for sure that England will be beaten. Finally the time has 
come. No German still doubts this, the Fuhrer has given the proof. His ge-
nius makes him unconquerable - God sent them to him, God is with them. 

This appears to be reality then. However, the masters of the Other Side 
know better. Their aim is to let Adolf Hitler gain one victory after another. 
As a result of this he will bring the peoples to (the House of) Israel and he 
will completely exhaust himself. Behind the scenes, invisible to everyone, the 
masters make move after move and they see that everything is going well. 

The peoples of (the House of) Israel receive harsh blows. Many people 
have already been conquered by the heathen peoples and the English have 
had to flee heavily damaged and head over heals from France. But this was 
necessary too. The will to conquer still does not live in (the House of) Israel, 
(the House of) Israel underestimates Germany. As a result of the defeats the 
inner fire now flares up, (the House of) Israel gets the necessary inspiration as 
a result of it, it suddenly realises that it has underestimated the power of the 
heathen peoples. It may not rest, it feels, before the beast with many heads 
has been conquered. 

In this way the masters play the game, that will determine the future of 
the world. There is no fear in them, even if they know that the peoples of 
(the House of) Israel are the stake of the game, which they must play. The 
happiness, peace and quiet of all of mankind are at stake, but the masters 
know themselves to be supported by the Divine spheres, by Christ. They 
serve God! 

It looks like Hitler is in an extraordinary position, but no one knows that 
he was able to achieve the profit gained as a result of the will of the masters, 
who gave him what they consider necessary. Even if it appears as if the profit 
is for Hitler, the history writers will one day establish that the profit is for 
God and as a result of this for mankind. 

Moses now also lives in the sphere of the Earth and takes the leadership 
with a severe, conscious hand. He is busy completing the work, to which and 
for which he once devoted his life along with the other prophets. They follow 
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the horrific event, which develops on Earth and which the bible speaks about 
and which was awaited for centuries. As cosmically conscious souls they fol-
low (the House of) Israel, to which everyone belongs who follows God and 
Christ. They now stand next to the executioner of mankind and know how 
he feels and what he thinks. Poor child, Moses thinks and reflects, that it is 
his longings to dominate, which will destroy this wonder of the twentieth 
century. 

While the Fuhrer uses the time to plan new military actions, the masters 
are busy bringing the prophetic word in the bible: ‘I will incite the heathens 
against each other’ to fulfilment. Germany and Russia are still joined by a 
pact, but their friendship will not last much longer. Mankind will experience 
that Germany attacks Russia! 

Divine laws now intervene in the earthly event and rule it. God will help 
(the House of) Israel and not the heathens. However, when the heathens 
exhaust themselves in a battle of life and death, (the House of) Israel gets the 
opportunity and the time to recover and make itself strong. 

This most important event of the whole war will prove how God watches 
over all his life and how his messengers know how to make the moves which 
will ensure victory for (the House of) Israel. 

The triumphs of the German army are great. Nothing or no one appears 
to be able to stop it. The countries which have not yet been attacked, wait in 
fearful tension for the moment that the German soldiers’ boots will move in 
their direction. 

Adolf Hitler has turned the gazes to the East. How must he now act? There 
is doubt in the Fuhrer. He has quickly and boldly solved the problems which 
were connected up until now with the gigantic war policy, inspired and pro-
tected as he knows himself to be by Providence. But the Russian bear rises 
up even more threateningly than ever before him. Will he join battle with 
it? Where will a war with Russia take him? What does he know about this 
secretive and vast country, which appeared impenetrable for everyone who 
wants to know more about the plans of the rulers of the Kremlin? Is it strong? 
Is it as strong as his country? Yet he must reach a decision, he will never be 
able to accomplish his plans with this threatening danger in his back. 

The Fuhrer isolates himself in order to meditate. In the loneliness he wants 
to hear the voice of Providence speak loudly and clearly. 

Until now his feeling and thinking have been correct. His overwhelming 
successes have proven how much he can leave to his intuition. 

By meditating he wants to find out which path he must now travel. 
Days and nights pass and Adolf Hitler waits for information, which Prov-

idence will place in him. He already feels that people are placing him before 
great events. He already gets the feelings too, how he must then act; but the 
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Fuhrer takes no chances, he keeps checking his feelings. At night he cannot 
stand it inside, in the hour in which he must take such far-reaching and dra-
matic decisions, he cannot sleep. He goes into nature. 

Again the Fuhrer is faced with the universe, with Providence. He talks 
within himself. Above him lives a God. He must also receive help again 
from that vastness. His thoughts wander in many directions. He now feels 
like Christ once felt in the Court of Gethsemané. Standing in the night his 
thoughts go out to Christ, whom he has seldom thought about before in his 
life. He tunes into the Divine human being, as he awaited the coming, great 
events, left to his own devices in the loneliness of the Court. Adolf Hitler 
thinks about this, without there being anything in him of the wonderful 
and sacred, which Christ experienced then. He only sees an agreement, he 
is also alone and far from the people and he is also faced with great events, 
greater than those of Christ. The Fuhrer looks at the constellation, his arms 
crossed over his chest, and gauges the vastness. His thoughts remain with the 
Divine human being in the Court of Gethsemané and this poor spirit does 
not realise that he is sullying the sacred life, by referring the words which 
he once spoke to himself. He also wishes to refuse the goblet, he mumbles, 
but he does not believe his own words, because he is as greedy as a hyena 
and his emotional life longs for booty. He also thinks of the words of Christ 
spoken to his sleepy apostles: ‘Can you not watch for one hour with me?’ 
But the Fuhrer soon discards these thoughts. Does he need someone? And 
his life has more meaning than that of that strange being, whom people 
there in Jerusalem nailed to the cross. Adolf Hitler now also thinks that he 
could be like the Messiah, his great people already accepted him long ago as 
a deity. Was the universe not created for him and his people? Do the facts 
not force him to believe this? Would Providence bless the German weapons 
so visibly and effectively if it was not prepared to play the world leadership 
in his hands? But he must show himself to be worth that and get rid of the 
difficulties which still occur, boldly and surely. The Fuhrer now knows how 
he must act. Providence has spoken to him, true inspiration lives in him, his 
intuition is infallible. He still cannot release himself from this quiet night, 
he still walks round with his hands on his back, building on his plans. Adolf 
Hitler is ready to act. But he does not see the shining shape next to him. It is 
Moses, who was with him in all these hours and forced him to his decisions. 
And while the Fuhrer develops his thoughts further, Moses and the masters 
of the Other Side float away - to the cold, barren country of Joseph Stalin. 

Adolf Hitler truly believes that the universe was created for him and his 
people. He will do everything to win that universe with everything in it 
for himself and his people. His desire for power drives him, now and then 
he recoils from the enormous size of his actions. Did a human being ever 
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have so much power in his hands? Sometimes he shivers himself from the 
horrors which his weapons unleash. But he must continue, victory was never 
so close. Whatever it costs, he must show himself to be harsh and merciless, 
victory will not be his before then. And now, you will experience it, he gives 
the command for new military actions, which bring all of Europe to its feet. 
The German will get power even as far as classical Greece. Then the war 
between Germany and Russian will break out, just as the prophets predicted. 

Adolf Hitler is a tragic figure, not because he is a pawn in the hands of the 
masters of the Other Side, but because of the low urges in him, as a result of 
which he became a ruler, but at the same time a pawn. Soon I will have the 
opportunity to paint you his person and his past, which will explain a lot 
about him and his situation. 

The heathen rulers will have to experience that they cannot take their peo-
ples unpunished to the abyss. They received only power, because the peoples 
of the Earth have to go to (the House of) Israel, or it would not have been 
possible for them to attack other peoples. In the future there will be no more 
rulers, because now these demons on Earth are already cursed, since the 
world sees that they are only out to destroy the life of God in order to get 
power as a result of this and to be able to live it up. 

For this purpose the dictator sacrifices the blood of his people, for this 
purpose he puts his beautiful, country so rich in art, at stake ... How terribly 
he will be jolted! 

When during the centuries the peoples of (the House of) Israel went to 
battle, that happened in order to elevate the small peoples and tribes to (the 
House of) Israel. It started to give the peoples peace and quiet eventually as a 
result of this. That battle lay in the hands of the masters. We now know that 
they were concerned with bringing the peoples to unity. While the masses 
realise the wrong of a war and long for peace, the dictators learned nothing 
from the wars, they even made the battle into an instrument in their hands, 
which will give them power and fame. However, they will experience that 
they will destroy themselves, as what they want to achieve affects the goal of 
the masters. They will go to pieces up against the laws of God! 

These dictators are unconscious, short-sighted and spiritually empty. They 
are not geniuses. A genius, who conquers today and loses everything again 
tomorrow, is not a genius. If they had just possessed a little consciousness of 
Divine laws, if they had felt a spark of love for the own people, they would 
never have chosen the war. Then Mussolini would not have gone to Abyssinia 
in order to slaughter that people, because he would have understood that the 
conscious of mankind would have called him to a powerful halt anyway in 
the present stage. But these souls have no understanding of this, encapsulat-
ed as they are by their own low desires, with regard to the Divine laws and 
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life after death they feel mistaken, wrong! The most simple, unskilled human 
being, who knows the bible, could have told them how wrong it is to attack 
another people in this time. However, the ‘geniuses’ did not understand it. 
And these people now want to prove to you that they were born for their peo-
ples, yes, for the world. They think that they are conscious in their actions, 
but destroy what they have built up themselves with difficulty and care. This 
is why the dictators are people without intuition, they are half-conscious for 
our world, for the Earth conscious crazy people. They want to be infallible 
and pile up mistake after mistake. They want to rule, but do not know them-
selves, nor the laws as a result of which they live and as a result of which they 
received life. They sacrifice the blood of millions of souls, but do not think 
of the suffering of those men, women and children, in them there is only the 
feeling of making history. What they cause is heartbreaking and they call 
themselves the geniuses of the Earth! 

I told you, for our world they are crazy people, who mock the life of God 
and kill it. They are the most miserable amongst the peoples and the poorest 
of spirit in the universe. They are deaf and dumb and blind to the light of 
God, or they would never have sacrificed so much blood out of pure lust 
for power. They are not deep, these rulers, because the smallest insect sees 
through them. They are pure material but human hyenas, who rule for the 
purpose of their own desires, but do not know the meaning of earthly life 
with regard to God. They do not even know that God receives the profit 
from their terrible hands, because the blacks (see article ‘Against racism and 
discrimination’ on rulof.org), where Mussolini was headed in order to over-
power their country and their goods, must awaken. God created Heaven 
and Earth, but not for the demons, but for his own evolution. The dictators 
are unconscious of these laws and they still have to awaken to them. How-
ever, this spiritual intuition lives above their capacity, since their inner life 
is insensitive to this. This is why they commit such terrible acts of stupidity. 
They are beaten, because in this century the good must definitely win. The 
supernatural feeling is not in their possession, they would have to be univer-
sally deep for this. However, their unconscious costs the people blood. They 
destroy the driving force and the inspiration of all those people. And then 
they also have the shamelessness to call for help to Providence. God must 
take them to victory. God sent them, they dare to say, because they want to 
see the blood which they shed in their rage sacred too! They think that they 
are making history, but bring a curse upon themselves and their peoples! 

And how these dictators could have served. How much could they have 
done for their peoples with the power which they had at their disposal. How-
ever, they act according to the qualities which are in them and chase their 
peoples into war. In them lives the feeling that affects the material world. 
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How could they be geniuses then? How do they wish to look ahead? Look 
at the mistakes that they make and will make. Follow them in the deci-
sions which they take and imagine how miserable, how cruel and how nar-
row-minded their inner life is. And then look at the masses who cheer them 
and you will know immediately that all these people are the living dead. 

Every other conscious which lives a bit above the normal earthly and feels, 
can be inspired by the masters. They will then serve for the good and in this 
way their life receives meaning for our world. As a result of this it becomes 
established that not one earthly being can achieve anything at all under his 
own power for the laws of God. Only he who has a task to complete for the 
masters, builds for the masses and for himself on the ‘Kingdom of God on 
Earth’. Those souls are continually helped by our world, they are part of (the 
House of) Israel. However, these demons in your own century are the ene-
mies of Christ, of mankind and of all life in the universe. They also received 
their inspiration, but only because their plans would serve the Age of Christ. 
What they themselves think up and try to accomplish outside of God’s laws, 
takes them to destruction. They call upon God and God lets them go, be-
cause he knows that his life on Earth is in good hands. 

However much blood there flows, nothing is ever sacrificed for nothing. I 
already casually pointed to the case of Abyssinia. That people had a sensitive 
lesson to receive and also necessary, because it had to awaken. They had to 
surrender to the violent invader, but it is Mussolini who perishes as a result 
of this. He will have to accept that it is Divine laws which rule life on Earth 
and not his. God also watches over his black people (see article ‘Against 
racism and discrimination’ on rulof.org) and he will give them back their 
own kingdom. But as a result of (the House of) Israel!!! And this people will 
pass over to (the House of) Israel as a result of this. If Mussolini had been able 
to rob this country a few hundred years ago, (the House of) Israel could not yet 
have intervened, because it was not yet that far then. Out of all of this it clearly 
emerges that the human being on Earth cannot just act according to his own 
longings, if his life is not attuned to the good of mankind. They are God’s 
laws and those of life after death, which you have to learn on Earth and obey. 
You will also have to accept - that emerges - that we people have our own life 
in our hands, but that we must stay away from that of other people. People 
who think that they can do what they like with the lives of other people, go 
to pieces sooner or later up against the laws of God. These imperious demons 
therefore do not have the right to intervene in your life and make it subject to 
their cruel plans. One day this will have to be made good, even if they think 
then that they have conquered these laws as a result of their earthly life. Their 
task on Earth is earthly, however sacred they imagine that, awkward, yes, 
animal-like unconscious! 
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Mussolini will be driven from his paradise and he will have to leave the 
baskets with delicious fruits behind, which he stole from the black people 
(see article ‘Against racism and discrimination’ on rulof.org). He may only 
take along the terrible consequences, which he created with his violent ac-
tion. He and all of mankind will have to accept that earthly life goes up-
wards and cannot be taken back to the prehistoric age. 

What kind of intuition do Mussolini and Hitler possess? You will expe-
rience even more clearly in the course of this war, what geniuses they are. 
Just devote your life to these conscious crazy beings, sacrifice your blood for 
them and just put your hands up - they will take you to the destruction of 
all of your possessions, of all the sacred which you have been able to master. 
Both these dictators go over your dead body! Know then that you will perish 
along with them. 

The history of Adolf Hitler has a very different meaning again to that of 
Mussolini, even if he is also a master in evil. Mussolini was a Roman ruler 
in one of his lives. He could not develop his blood-thirsty gifts at that time 
either for evil to a degree which pleased him. However, in your time he got 
his chance. Now he is capable of exceeding all Divine laws and bringing 
spiritual destruction amongst his people. But he will have to accept that the 
‘Age of Christ’ has started and no longer tolerates such practices. He will 
therefore have to go towards his material and spiritual destruction, the facts 
will show him and you! For our world Mussolini has no meaning, even if his 
battle is of importance for (the House of) Israel, because his people will learn 
to accept the conscious, spiritual life as a result of this. 

The life of Adolf Hitler has more meaning for our world and for man-
kind, because it was numerous astral laws which sent him back to the Earth. 
Mussolini is just a weak shadow of his personality. Hitler’s life touches the 
cosmos! Hitler is the soul of the karma of mankind, a human being with a 
very deep and meaningful past with regard to Golgotha and the awakening 
of mankind. Yet despite these laws he is one of the living dead, a spiritual 
fool for the astral world and the millions of Angels. His life lies open for our 
world, every spirit of the light knows him, since we were able to gauge and 
follow his emotional life from our side. 

It is for this reason that we can say, that every dog and cat has more in-
tuition with regard to the universe and the Divine laws that these two, who 
thought that they could dominate life on Earth. 

Neither America nor England were able to attack or want to destroy other 
peoples, because that mentality wanted to begin another and higher life. 
There was therefore no people on Earth, that wanted to attack Germany, 
not even Russia, because this country knew all too well how awe-inspiringly 
strong Germany was. Russia also knew that, if it attacked, it would be faced 
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with the whole world. It is Germany, which wants war!!! 
Out of fear for intellectual Germany Russia built on a large and strong 

army for years. Soon it will need this and will have to devote all of itself in 
order to be able to cope with Germany. Since the Fuhrer is mistaken in his 
overconfidence and since the masters and (the House of) Israel help, Russian 
will win the terrible struggle to not be surprised and crushed, just like Ger-
man victims experienced that and will also experience. 

After having occupied your country and robbed your goods, national 
socialism also wants to possess your soul. But do they not realise that the 
children of (the House of) Israel want nothing, but nothing to do with their 
nonsense, their empty talk, their animal-like decoration, their lies and cheat-
ing, their destructive influence? Is it so improbable to them that you do not 
want to be taken to the prehistoric age by them? They do not even know 
themselves, how would they therefore understand the child of (the House 
of) Israel? Their stupid mentality does not realise that a true Christian would 
rather die than raise his arm to give their heathen salute. 

Anyone who knows the bible, knows that Germany and its allies must 
lose. He knows that all their reasoning is false and that honour and fame 
have no meaning in the Age of Christ. For the spiritually conscious being 
the fame of the battle field is backward possession, only spiritual knowledge 
takes the human being to higher consciousness. Anyone who uses violence 
will die themselves by it. Anyone who loves crusades and ribbons, will be 
faced with the own poverty in eternal life. 

The whole drama of Adolf Hitler and his kind lie in these last few lines. 
He and his people will soon have to accept that the child of God achieves 
more as a result of his faith than their dead and destruction sowing power 
machine. It is the faith in God which moves mountains. The human being 
who follows Golgotha, knows himself to be carried by God. He knows that 
the ‘Ten Commandments’ were written for him and acts according to them. 
But the unconscious beings forget themselves and think they are Gods. The 
deeper their fall will be! 
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What drives Adolf Hitler? 

When Adolf Hitler came to power, he was only half conscious for his task. 
He very certainly felt his own life, but he knew nothing about what belonged 
to his subconscious. However, in his soul life lay different emotional worlds, 
powers and characteristics, which formed his personality and made him into 
the human being, as he first saw the light in your time. Those emotional 
worlds were built up by him in life and he had to accept them, when he en-
tered the new life on Earth. 

One human being becomes an artist, the other a clergyman and yet anoth-
er feels attracted to science. This fact makes us accept that every soul in the 
universe has its own destination as the new birth begins. From the origin of 
creation we have been able to follow that the human being is given nothing, 
but that he has mastered everything. As a result of our activities and the ex-
periences we gained, we won feeling and intuition. If we have now elevated a 
characteristic by means of a powerful inspiration, our personality will speak 
more and more. It is also the case with regard to a piece of work, which we 
had to leave behind when death called us. Yet this continued to live on as 
feeling in us when we entered the world of the unconscious and we waited 
there for the new birth. 

And when we then received a new earthly body, we felt inspired. The feel-
ing lives in us for something and that something could only be that which 
we had to leave behind in our previous life. And with the growing of the 
years and our conscious came the moment, that we continued and finished 
the work. When this feeling for art or science comes out, then people in your 
world speak about born intuition. However, we know that it is not anything 
else but the returning of the soul into the past, into the previous existence. 

This also applies, of course, to Adolf Hitler. 
At his birth it was fixed that he had a task to fulfil, which no one on Earth 

knew about, for that matter. He was faced with a task, which had connection 
with the universe and the execution of which he could not refuse, because 
the inspiration for it already lived during his youth in him. In the soul life 
of Adolf Hitler lie characteristics, which connect him both with darkness 
and with the higher consciousness. This life received cosmic contact and 
this was only possible as a result of the characteristics which were in him. 
In him live hate, passion and violence, but also the inspiration to achieve 
something for his people. In him lie lower and higher characteristics next 
to each other, from the animal-like instincts to the highest and even the 
spiritual consciousness. He gives form to everything which touches his life 
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and gets connection with it. But a remorse also lives in him, it is a power, 
which he does not know, but which dominates him in his life. He seeks to 
get to know himself and his conscious, the feelings in him which drive him, 
are stronger than he himself is. And tired out with fighting, he surrenders 
completely to this and he allows his hatred and passion to run its course. He 
starts to cherish this for thousands of circumstances, yes, he hates the life of 
other peoples, especially the English, but this also has a significance. His past 
dominates this personality. He carries this with him, as every soul does this. 
He must now experience his own cause and effect, which is a cosmic law for 
him and the mass. 

Adolf Hitler received power, because he is the only one in the universe, 
who has something in particular to make good for God and our side, which 
I will come back to soon. This feeling also lives in him and now gets a magi-
cal meaning. You will now get to know Adolf Hitler. We, on this side, know 
who he is. You must accept what I will tell about him in this and the follow-
ing chapters, because it is the sacred truth. The same masters, who now have 
this battle in their hands, ordered me to follow him, who would become the 
executioner of mankind, and to therefore prepare me for my task, recording 
this work. I know this soul, because I followed him in this and in his previ-
ous lives. 

The birth of Adolf Hitler differs in no way to that of other children. It is 
not a child prodigy who comes to the world and his parents have no idea 
that their child will one day set the world ablaze. He distinguishes himself 
in no way from his playmates and also at school people do not see anything 
special in him, or it would have to be that he is a bad pupil. People can get 
little or nothing into him, he simply does not want to learn. Growing up he 
does not master anything either, so that he is forced to take on an ordinary 
trade. Whatever the case, for our world he still possessed everything which is 
necessary in order to be able to serve the masters. This child did not have to 
follow a study, because this would have made him unsuitable for our world. 
As a result of a study the earthly life would dominate him and the masters 
did not want his emotional life to be disturbed in any way. Study would have 
killed it, it would have crushed his past to death and in this way he would 
have become a very different human being. Only if his personality was to 
remain uncontaminated from every earthly influence, could his emotional 
life awaken. Study would have made it impossible, that his subconscious 
revealed itself in the day conscious self and he would have to act precisely by 
means of this subconscious. Anyone who follows a study on Earth, is closed 
off to this side, because the day conscious gives form to that personality. The 
personality awakens by means of it, as a result of which the life gets meaning 
for society and not for our world. Adolf Hitler’s past forces him into other 
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laws, he cannot act in anything himself, he must listen to the feelings in him. 
Those laws already started to influence the conscious personality from his 
youth and this is why he is totally uninterested in the material which people 
want to give him at school. 

He is actually a medium for our world, an earthly instrument in the hands 
of the masters, as more people are, who have a task to fulfil for our world. 
And as the medium must be completely empty, therefore free of earthly 
knowledge, if it wants to be played as an instrument by the Other Side, 
Adolf Hitler also had to remain as free as possible during his youth from 
earthly learning. Empty and yet fully conscious, brimming with feelings, 
which represent the life and the personality; then a soul can complete an 
earthly task, but also a spiritual, which immediately has attunement to the 
supernatural life. In this way Adolf Hitler’s youth is in attunement with the 
laws which apply to him. 

He was born exactly on time, not a second too soon or too late. If he had 
been born twenty years earlier, he would never have been able to achieve what 
he now achieves. In those years a workman would never have got through 
to those high posts of government. For that matter, a war was needed in 
order to make it possible for Adolf Hitler to place himself at the head of the 
German people. 

He actively takes part in the war of 1914-1918. Even more than in his 
young years he gets to know suffering and sorrow and he also learns to hate 
more intensely. He experiences the destruction of his people and in those 
years his emotional life awakens. 

When he lay down wounded, broken in heart and soul, his inner life was 
touched by the Other Side. At that moment people inspired him for his fur-
ther life. The masters awakened him, as he lay there, they opened his inner 
self and then his past became conscious. His soul life was touched and then 
he heard a voice speaking next to him and deep in himself, which said: 

‘Adolf Hitler! It is you, you alone can protect the people from complete 
destruction and make it great again.’ 

I? He thought. Must I bring Germany to unity? He lay there like a broken 
human being. He was as good as blind and people considered him as lost. 
What did the Other Side hope to achieve with this wretch? And yet the mas-
ters needed him. People already followed this soul for centuries. What did 
people see in this simple child? Were there really qualities in him in order to 
lead a great people and to bring it to awakening? No one on earth knew Ado-
lf Hitler. Only the Other Side knows who he is. The masters were concerned 
with the past of this human being, they would soon make use of this inner 
conscious. Something lives in his past which only he out of all the millions 
of souls in the universe and on Earth possesses!!! 
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Adolf Hitler assured his friends several times of it, that it was always a 
higher power, which protected him in his life. He saw Providence there and 
it is therefore also in it that he possesses an unshakeable trust. He hears a 
voice at that time, which he also clearly feels speaking in his innermost being 
and, whether he likes or not, he must listen to it. Immediately after the war 
he starts his task. As the years go by his influence grows and the moment 
comes that he is called leader of the German people. 

As a result of him Germany becomes awe-inspiringly strong. He makes his 
people able-bodied and great and gives it back the soldier’s tunic. He creates 
work and prosperity and the masses worship him, he is loved, as no German 
was before him. But where is he leading his people? What are his plans in the 
presence of the world? 

The children of (the House of) Israel amongst his people shiver at 
everything which they get to see and to hear. The Jews are declared enemies 
of the German people and treated as such. Hitler also shows himself to be an 
enemy of the churches. They receive a slap in the face from him. What Hit-
ler gathers around him, are people haters, brutes and sadists. They live out 
their passions at the expense of thousands. The emotional being flees from 
Germany and meanwhile Hitler and his people continue to bring death and 
horror amongst the Jews. They have become crazy, all of this is bestial, but 
it becomes even worse. The horrors pile up, the tortures become more and 
more horrific. Adolf Hitler has now already become the enemy of mankind. 

Now that Hitler has surrendered to his feelings, he completely dissolves in 
evil; the past in him reveals itself to the day conscious self, which must now 
make way completely for his bad personality. Evil has made itself master of 
this life, the devils of hell create an own world as a result of him and his type 
and live it up in the sphere of the Earth. And Adolf Hitler can no longer 
stop the evil which he has evoked. Every one of his followers lives it up, they 
exceed each other in cruelty. Adolf Hitler is inspired by hells and heavens, 
he serves the plans of two worlds. Hitler thinks that it is Providence which 
helps him. He motivates all his deeds by putting Providence behind them. 
On its authority he places the sweep over the Jews and he keeps whipping 
away mercilessly. He sterilises the life of God in order to get a healthy people. 
Providence wants it! He sullies marriage and makes a manure pit out of it. 
The child belongs to the state. Providence wants it! 

He lives with his people in the prehistoric age. He feels the new, the com-
ing through evil and wrong, but what comes from his hands, is contaminat-
ed with animal-like poison. And yet does this man have a task to fulfil for the 
Other Side? And he is ordered to do this task by the Age of Christ? 

What lives in this human being? 
Why does he hate the Jews? 
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Why does he attack the churches? 
Was he really sent by God or is he Satan himself? 
In Germany itself people see him as a God. God and Christ are pushed 

aside for this. 
The peoples of the Earth are powerless, because in his own country the 

Fuhrer can do what he sees fit. Millions of souls pray to God and beg him to 
take this demon away from the Earth. However, the peoples see the opposite 
happen, Hitler’s power grows by the hour. Will it soon not destroy all of 
mankind? People cling to the predictions of male and female clairvoyants, 
who are particularly frank with this and see Hitler dying all kinds of deaths. 
However, Adolf Hitler does not die and is not murdered either. 

Has God turned away from mankind? God appears to curse all his life, 
God must hate mankind. The terrible thing happens, Hitler begins the war 
and the suffering which he vents upon millions is unbearable. And he is still 
not satiated, the animal continues and where he puts his footsteps, blood 
flows, houses change into rubble and people are tortured. 

Yet he will lose himself in the violence unleashed by him and his people, 
you will experience it. He will start to doubt his Providence, speak nonsense 
now and again and wage a terrible battle inside himself, since he no longer 
knows then, what he is doing correctly or wrongly. 

The writers of history will record all of this, I will not go into it further, I 
will follow the spiritual path further. You will expect the answer to the ques-
tions from me, which you and I raised above. 

I must show you - and I already partly did it in previous chapters - that 
Adolf Hitler is the instrument, which this age plays upon. You had certainly 
not thought that it is Golgotha, the ‘Kingdom of God’ and mankind, who 
need him as an instrument. 

It is exclusively and only as a result of his past that Adolf Hitler could 
become that instrument. I must now take you into that past, if you wish to 
understand everything. 
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From Adolf Hitler to ... Judas 

Without an explanation it will be difficult for you to understand this step. 
What does Judas’ life have to do with Adolf Hitler and with your own time? 

Everything, I tell you. 
I am telling you here about the life of Judas, not only to achieve, that you 

get a different and more correct opinion about the person of Christ’s apostle, 
but in particular in order to give a better insight into the laws, which also 
dominate and steer the life of Adolf Hitler. 

You will also get an idea as a result of this, how strictly but also how justly 
and constructively God’s laws rule. You will do well to reflect deeply upon all 
of this, so that you will realise the cosmic depth of your own life! 
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Judas Iscariot 

You are familiar with the dramatic events in Jerusalem during Christ’s last 
days. Nevertheless, you know nothing about what happened to those who 
were directly involved in these events. 

Judas ended his life, after he had betrayed his Master, as the bible says. Did 
he really betray his Master? And what did he experience when he entered the 
astral world after his suicide? 

The Other Side tells you emphatically: Judas did not commit any foul deed 
towards his Divine Master. He only wanted to urge Christ to great deeds. 
He would show the high priests one day what his Rabbi could do. Judas did 
not doubt that his Master was the Messiah. All the miracles his Master had 
already performed. However, it was not enough for Judas, Christ would be 
able to accomplish even greater wonders. And what would those arrogant 
Jewish priests with vain pride and all Christ’s other enemies hope to achieve 
if his Rabbi reached those great deeds? He can destroy, crush them and prove 
his greatness and godliness to them by means of this. Oh, he worshipped his 
Master, it only just grieved him, that he did not take action against his little, 
dismal attackers. 

Christ did not pay any attention to Judas. Divinely conscious as he was, 
he knew his path. Judas got to learn this lesson. He should have accepted his 
Master in everything, should have waited. Judas made demands of Christ - 
and what human being may make demands? Christ could not deviate from 
his plans for the sake of Judas, but Judas did not understand any of this. 
And then he wanted to force his Divine Master. He challenged Christ and 
the high priests, brought the soldiers into the Court of Gethsemane and 
waited for the wonder which would happen. A multitude of feelings assail 
him during this tremendous moment, there was tension in him, pride for his 
Divine Master, a boundless love, but yet also a fear that things would take a 
different, wrong direction. Would his master now perform miracles, which, 
he, Judas, looked forward to for such a long time? Would he ...? But if he 
did not do them and the soldiers ... him But of course his Master would beat 
them with his amazing powers! Much went on inside of Judas. And then he 
had to accept that Christ surrendered himself like a lamb! No signs of mir-
acles, no great, overwhelming actions. Christ let himself be led away quietly 
by the military. Confused, not understanding, Judas stared after him. The 
contempt from the eyes of his fellow apostles affected him fiercely. Judas’ 
world collapsed, horror entered him at what he had done, remorse, he burned 
inside with terrible pains. 
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While he did not know another calm hour and wandered round in ex-
treme desperation, the drama happened quickly. 

Happy to have finally got hold of their prey, the high priests hurried the 
process along. They sentenced the Messiah to crucifixion and the trial was 
carried out with urgency. They were afraid of losing their power as a result 
of him. What Messiah? This simple human being would be their Divine 
Master? No, they refused to believe in him and his wonders, Caiaphas and 
his people. They imagined themselves to be the kings of the Jews and did not 
want to put their powerful position in danger. 

You have got to know all these events in all their horrors. Nevertheless, no 
one knows the effects of them, since they cannot be established for life on 
Earth. However, these consequences let themselves be felt heavily on Earth, 
since God cannot approve, after all, that people destroyed his Holy Child! 

Judas’ desperation became so great, the flame of self-reproach burned so 
terribly in him, that he hung himself. If he thought that he would get peace 
as a result of this, he soon had to accept that the opposite was the case. He 
was not dead, he was alive. As a result of his deed, he only destroyed his 
material organism, his soul life lived on and this must now consciously expe-
rience the rotting of the earthly body. Judas violated the law, after all, which 
connected his body to his soul. This body would serve him for a particular 
time and now, before that time had elapsed, Judas had separated body and 
soul with this own hands. At least he thought he would do this, having ar-
rived in life after death he found out in a horrible way, that he would remain 
riveted to this material body until the hour when he would have died on 
Earth without intervention. And meanwhile he experienced the rotting of 
this organism, a torture, which awaits every suicide. 

In my book: ‘The Cycle of the Soul’ I told about all of this in detail. I also 
once ended my life and then got to experience the astral laws of this event. I 
will therefore not go into this any deeper, anyone who wants to know more 
about these states, should read the book in question. You will then under-
stand the pains and sorrows in all their horrors, which Judas and everyone 
must experience who commits suicide. 

When Judas had now experienced that rotting and was free from his ma-
terial body, another world attracted him. He was soul and spirit and the 
personality who had bounced himself off the Earth, entered the world of the 
unconscious. In that world he waited again to be able to return to the Earth. 
Mother Earth called this life back, it had sinned against its laws. There Judas 
had to start to make good his sins and faults. 

If Judas could have accepted, he would have entered the Spheres of Light 
with the other apostles. However, he did not accept his Divine Master and 
even committed suicide in the end and in this way he destroyed the sacred-
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ness which awaited him. Judas now had to learn in the first place that he had 
no demands to make and had to accept that which had removed him from 
Christ. 

Judas handed over his Divine Master to the Jews for thirty pieces of sil-
ver. For the Earth he sold Christ for that sum. We know better on this side. 
Christ let him go, because He knew that Judas but also mankind could use 
this life lesson. 

I already told you - but I cannot repeat it enough, Judas was thought 
about and written about in too awful a way - a great faith lived in him, he 
worshipped his Master even more than the other apostles did. Judas had 
a great understanding for the scriptures; being a good pupil, he knew the 
scriptures completely. However, he wanted to know more and he would have 
seen Christ prove so well that He was truly the Messiah. Then the Pharisees 
and scribes would look surprised and they would no longer be able to deny 
or cheat, they would have to accept that Christ was the Messiah. Oh, if his 
Master was one day to be faced with the high priests, then they would expe-
rience wonders and sink away into nothing. However, Judas did not know 
his Master, his train of thought was wrong, they were own feelings. His ac-
ceptance and trust was great, but not great enough! The masters of this side 
know the life of Judas, they know that he did not want to betray his Master. 
However, as a result of his deed he destroyed his own life and that of Christ 
and this is why he had to return to the Earth. 

Judas was born again. He received a new material body, but his soul life 
was not changed in any way, this had slept all that time in the world of the 
unconscious. Although he was born in another country, he still entered his 
own past. His Jewish parents received him in every love and gave him a calm, 
friendly youth. The longing to study lay in him, he wanted to know all about 
his faith. His soul life could not be stopped and we see Judas make a deep 
study of both the Jewish and the Catholic faith. He enters the Jewish council 
as a rabbi and he is one of the most academic amongst them. He comes that 
far that he feels consciously that Christ was the Messiah. However, when 
he speaks to his fellow rabbis about his feeling and thinking and wants to 
convince them that they no longer need to look forward to the Messiah, 
since He already came to them in the person of Christ and then was woefully 
nailed to the cross by them, he is thrown out of the council. 

We see him as an exile again in Jerusalem. Judas seeks his refuge there, in 
the holy city, which he already felt attracted to since childhood. The longing 
for this city never left him, it burned in him all his life and it can only be put 
out by going there. 

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how overwhelming his emotion is, when the city ab-
sorbs him. He dances like a happy child and, weeping, he kisses the ground. 
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He feels like a reborn person. 
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Judas keeps mumbling the word. It dominates him. 

Here in this city he reaches deep thinking, as a rabbi he can visit all the tem-
ples. And as a result of his deep meditation he feels even stronger than before, 
that Christ is the Messiah. ‘Do not look at the clouds any longer, the Messiah 
lived here!’ he talks to himself in this way, while he wanders through the old 
streets, head bent to the ground. Sometimes he suddenly remains standing 
still and then he listens to a voice, which speaks deep inside of him. He raises 
his head and then looks down again and up again. And sighing deeply he 
then mumbles: ‘No, a thousand times no, what I feel, what burns in me, it 
is that, yes, it is that! Yes, it is that, this what I feel is nothing, nothing else. 
This is it!’ 

Those, who see his remarkable apparition and hear him speak to him, be-
lieve that he is a saint, they respectfully step aside and try to catch a glimpse 
of his holiness, when he passes them drawn into himself. However, to whom 
he speaks of Christ as the Messiah, shout at him for a mad person, they go 
out of his way and see in him more of a curse, a deserter and a document 
forger. Judas experiences much misery in this life. He suffers sorrow and 
lack, but it does not harm him. He wants to suffer hunger and thirst, he 
wants to suffer and even if he does not know why he wants that, he does it. 
And he thereby fights an inner battle, so awful that few other people experi-
ence. He is consumed by a never ceasing urge to shout out that the Jews must 
awaken, that they must accept Christ and not have to look at the clouds any 
longer. However, he cannot put it in words, he can only murmur. Something 
inside him refuses. When it burns very badly in him, he looks for the Court 
of Gethsemane, there he usually feels calm. He lies down there quietly and 
lets his thoughts run free, because he must think, without thoughts he will 
never make it. He wants to kiss the ground here so much and sometimes, 
when he knows he is not being watched, he also does it. He goes into an 
ecstasy then, a sort of sleeping state, in which he nevertheless knows exactly 
what he is doing. 

‘It is here, yes, it is here. I cannot be mistaken, it is in this place ... here 
lived ...’ But he does not come any further, the word will not pass his lips now 
either. Christ, he wants to speak about him, mention his name. But there is 
something in him which holds him back. Feelings and thoughts live in him 
which cannot yet speak the necessary conscious. His soul now refuses and 
he also has untold sorrow from this. And this sorrow now cuts so intensely 
in his soul, that he leaves the Court and goes to the temple in order to seek 
rest in the scriptures. He sits there for hours on end withdrawn into himself, 
reading and meditating. 

And then it can occur that he jumps up and dashes out of the temple. He 
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goes his way, one and all bustle - to Mount Calvary. And while he takes step 
after step, the word Golgotha comes to him. He keeps repeating it, he tastes 
the word, Golgotha, Gol-go-th-a, Gol-go-God! God! God! God! Why is he 
upsetting himself so much, he is making himself dead tired. 

At Golgotha Judas looks for himself. It is there that Judas awakens in him. 
It is there that he can talk to himself, it is on this spot, that he gets to know 
himself better than anywhere else in Jerusalem. Two people live in him, he 
feels here, he himself and someone else, and that someone is also like himself, 
but yet different. And he would like to curse this human being, yes, to fight a 
battle of life and death with him if possible. However, this does not last long, 
but for a few moments he feels like that stranger, then he sinks back into his 
own state, in this way he feels quieter than when that other being in him 
raises his head. This one is dangerous, he threatens him and wants to domi-
nate him. Judas also refuses to accept the thoughts which this human being 
places in him. When they come, his heart beats so intensely that it hurts. 

In the Court of Gethsemane he does not dare to go into these thoughts, 
since he would rather bury himself in the earth to never come out again. 
Sometimes his own misery overcomes him so intensely there that he cannot 
cope. Judas is then on the point of succumbing. He tries to keep going with 
everything which he has in him, biting his lips until they bleed. He remains 
for days and nights in that state in the Court, sometimes he sleeps, usually 
he is on watch. Why am I sitting here? he wonders. I cannot think anyway. 

His thoughts whirl through each other, there is no direction to them and 
they exhaust him horribly. Finally he releases himself from the spot and 
goes into the city again. He walks round there praying, mumbling fragments 
from the scriptures and anyone who sees him, feels him to be a saint, as was 
said. They give him bread and drink and he accepts the good gifts, when 
he has seen the face of the givers. Tears run down his cheeks and he directs 
his steps towards Mount Calvary. There he polishes off the bread, without a 
rush or much taste, because he is not really hungry. His body rattles like a 
dried out skeleton, but he has no need for food. The fire in him dominates 
everything. 

He sits down at a certain spot. This place is very special, Judas knows, how-
ever, without being able to say why. A cross once stood here. The cross. He 
now plays a dangerous game with himself, he feels, now he goes and sits at 
the spot where the cross once stood. He dares to, but then he may not think 
of anything and certainly not about that horrible thing, that that other one 
keeps wanting to place in him. He must keep very calm, then it will become 
clear in him. A moment later he does something, which actually surprises 
him; he starts to dig a hole at the spot. And while he digs over the earth with 
his hands, he sings a devotional song. He now feels very rich, everything 
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belongs to him, also the earth in which he digs. It becomes a deep hole, so 
deep that he can stand in it himself. Now that his head sticks out above the 
earthen wall, he sings and hums and looks at this surroundings. He can look 
out like this for hours, while he wrings his hands and sometimes laments, as 
if people have stabbed him and an intense, internal pain tortures him. 

Below him lies Jerusalem. He watches the streets and follows in thought 
the people he sees walking there. By doing so and tuning in sharply to them, 
he soon knows everything about them. He likes to follow the rabbis espe-
cially, he can follow them as long as he wants that. He enters the temple with 
them and listens to their conversations. What? First he does not believe it, 
he tunes in more sharply to their talking. Yes, they are talking about him, 
that madman there, who has buried himself on Mount Calvary. They must 
try and get rid of him, he is a deformed person, a madman, who sullies the 
Jewish race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) and faith. 

Judas does not even tremble, when he hears them speak about him so de-
structively, he even crawls out of the hole and sits down in order to be able 
to hear better. However, he soon gets bored and he lets himself fall back into 
his earthen dwelling. There he meditates the whole day about what people 
said about him. When he cannot reach a conclusion, he strolls to the Court 
of Gethsemane to come to himself again. 

Where he lives people almost do not see him. Judas is everywhere and 
nowhere, he experiences thousands of problems and he does not experience 
any, he is broken from thinking and nevertheless there is no clarity in him. 
He is no longer capable of putting the shards of his inside together again. 
Yet he tries this desperately. Seek ... just seek!’ passes his lips, ‘just seek, you 
satan, satan in me, just seek, you ... pha ..., you document ... you turmoil 
seeking people!’ Then he is talking to himself and to the people he meets, 
but prefers to avoid. He is like an awkward child in this state. It cuts and 
stings and rattles in his inside, it is like a feeling of hunger. The rags which 
he wears, bother him, they hurt him, he would prefer to wear nothing. A 
stone can now make him stumble and then he lies down without having the 
realisation to get up, until someone finds him and takes pity on him. It often 
happens that people take him to his room and put him to bed. He sleeps for 
days on end and these are the only hours that he knows earthly warmth and 
peace. Otherwise he thinks and slaves and torments himself and he seeks for 
his other self. ‘Oh, Jerusalem, but why! Why am I here?’ 

He does not want to be moved out of the way by the rabbis hostile towards 
him, he must keep his freedom, even if he has to escape over the roofs, he will 
not be captured. Judas thinks like this, for one person he is a remarkable sort 
of rabbi, for the other he is a complete madman. But there are also people 
who treat him respectfully. And this makes him stronger, it gives trust and 
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makes him live. 
His step are directed again to Golgotha. In the hole, which he keeps on 

opening and closing, light begins to enter him. When he closes his eyes, he 
sees the inhabitants of Jerusalem and he hears the high priests talking. But he 
experiences even more and this makes him jubilant. Suddenly he knows with 
a striking certainty, that this is the spot where Christ’s Cross once stood. 
Here the Messiah, the King of the Jews, died. He surprises himself, that he 
can suddenly think so clearly. Has he learned something? 

I have made it, he thinks. Now I can suddenly think about it. Now it has 
come out of me and I can say it. It is here! 

It is here on this spot, that Christ exchanged the earthly life for the Divine 
one!!! Intensely joyful about the fact that he can now think so clearly and 
without disruption, he runs around Mount Calvary to return to his spot 
again panting for breath. He now lets himself fall into the hole, full of joy, 
and wants to continue to think. He would like to die at this favourite spot. 
How gladly he would die for God and Christ, if he was able to know and he 
received an answer to the numerous incomprehensible and tormenting ques-
tions in him. How joyful he now already is, now that he can think normally. 
He can think! Think of everything which he needs, on this here and on that 
there below. He can think of everything without anything disturbing him. 
He feels his head, his arms and legs, checks his heartbeat, he puts his fingers 
on his eyes. The optical nerves warn him to be careful and to consider him-
self more. He is physically very weakened, but it does not mean anything to 
him, he can think again as he thought then ... long ago. 

‘I want to die here’, he mumbles a moment later again. ‘I want to die here 
at this place.’ He crawls out of his cave again and crawls on, seeking and lis-
tening, sunk back again into a strange world, in which there is only room for 
himself. He presses his ear to the earth and listens keenly, he hears nothing. 
And yet it is here, here he will hear the redeeming word, it can only be here, 
nowhere else on Earth ... only in Jerusalem and at this spot! 

Judas continues to search for the reality of his own life and anyone who 
sees him like that, sympathises with him. He is already trying to get to the 
back of the big problems, which have made him what he now is. However, 
it is all in vain, he does not find out. He is here to pray, he believes and to 
think. He wants to ask God to take away the terrible part from him, to free 
him from all his thoughts, which he cannot be released from. Why does God 
not do this? Why not? He thought he had certainty, but ... is his thinking 
and feeling good? Why does God not give him any certainty and peace? As 
a result of the holy books he has not become wiser, yes, the scripture curses 
in him, he suffocates in it. The Earth can probably give him it, tell him it? 
But however much he listens, the earth does not speak. Or does it speak, but 
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is his life dead? This makes him sad. In his cave in the ground he begs God 
to help him. He is a Christian, a child, he says in his prayer. He wants to 
see and to know and he asks whether God wants to take that suffering away 
from him. Without those pains he will be better able to live further. Judas 
remains in prayer for days and nights and crawls around feeling. The feelings 
in him are strange, he would like to press all of Jerusalem to his heart, yes, to 
give his life for this area. But why actually? In this way his questions multiply 
every hour. 

All the pains, the questions and the lack are still not capable of breaking 
him, he is able to keep on going and he gradually gets to know himself bet-
ter. Sometimes this means wisdom for him, then misery and horror again. 
And in Jerusalem people just let him go, people now find him a harmless 
eccentric. Dreaming, he walks through the streets of Jerusalem, talking to 
himself and shaking his head. Groaning he comes out with the words. ‘My 
Master ... oh, my Master ...’, people hear him mumble. Judas then sees a flash 
of his previous life, he sees himself strolling through the streets of Jerusalem, 
there are other people with him, whom he knows. In their midst a figure is 
walking, so heavenly and divine, that it can only be the Messiah. 

Judas dissolves for a moment in this image, he collapses amongst the peo-
ple and remains lying, groaning and murmuring the name of the Messiah. 
These moments are wonderful for Judas’ soul, the bystanders see the ecstasy 
mirrored on his face. Next to him Judas now sees a beautiful shape, shrouded 
in a snow-white garment, shining like a sun. From the eyes the eternal light 
shines down on Judas, it warms him and the other people who are with him. 
He does not understand that all of them do not kneel down in order to pray 
and to meditate. Why are the people so insensitive? 

Judas dreams consciously, he is asleep and yet awake. In this state he expe-
riences all those unreal apparitions. But then everything goes hazy and when 
he opens his eyes he sees the bystanders, who watch him with respectful 
looks. Yet these strange eyes wound him and he hurries off, far away from the 
people, to the safe silence of Gethsemane. He hides there under the bushes. 
He tried to come to his senses. And then it can happen, that he gets such a 
fright from himself, that he chastises himself. This afternoon he also lets rip 
at himself, he hits where he can, until he collapses exhausted. Wearied in 
soul and body he finds himself again, he looks up, but then he can no longer 
hold up the tortured body and he closes his earthly eyes for good. At that 
moment his provoked soul gets wings, it flaps upwards, looks around a bit in 
the universe where it comes, also wants to start to think there and look for 
itself, but then those eyes also close and Judas knows about nothing more. 
One of the many worlds, which God possesses and created for the human 
being, has absorbed him. That world rocks him to sleep, he has a rest there 
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and prepares himself for a new birth, for a new life on Earth. 
People found him lying in the court of Gethsemane, his lips touched the 

earth, as if he had still wanted to hear the answer in his last moments of the 
earth to his numerous oppressive questions with regard to himself in the 
present and the past ... Was he Judas? He had felt it several times, however, 
it was too incredible for him, than that he could have accepted. However, 
neither the Earth nor the people could confirm his feelings and it did not 
help him either that he stared for hours on end at the sky or let the tears flow 
lavishly. 

Now Mother Earth gave him a new life. He was born with Jewish parents. 
They see him become a rabbi and climb up to the Jewish council. He wants 
to convince Judaism again of his feelings with regard to the Messiah. He is 
even more fanatical on this point than before, the fire in him has ignited 
even more fiercely. The Jews want to know nothing about him and his views. 
But Judas shouts it out: Christ is the Messiah! Or he does not want to listen 
to the claims of his fellow Jewish priests, that their Messiah must still be 
born and that this will not take much longer, he sees himself exiled again. 
Judas goes back to Jerusalem, even if he does not know anything either about 
his past. There he immediately climbs Mount Calvary. He wants to meditate, 
but then he suddenly gets an intense shock: he descends unexpectedly into 
the past during this thinking. The shock is so terrible, that a heart attack 
takes him from the world. Again his tortured soul flies into the universe, 
he also opens his eyes for a moment now, but the Divine laws here demand 
obedience. He returns to the world of the unconscious, now he must not see 
or think. He falls asleep and an invisible energy takes him to peace. 

Judas Iscariot also experiences many lives after each other, I was allowed 
to follow him. The fire continued to burn in him. He wondered several 
times why he fought so fanatically for the Messiah and why Judaism did not 
change. He was absorbed into the Jewish council a few more times. Judas 
then spoke as a conscious being and when this inspiration overcame him, he 
touched on everything of the Jews, for him only Golgotha and the Messiah 
existed. 

He did not come into those lives either behind himself. They keep taking 
him back to other peoples. However, Jerusalem does not let go of him in 
those lives either, this place draws on his life with a magical power and he 
cannot be released from it. He learns a lot in these lives and he comes into 
harmony with the universe. However, he continues to search for himself. 

We also see Judas in Jerusalem again in his last life. As a child he already 
plays on Mount Calvary. Golgotha now also attracts him and the child lets 
itself go. While playing it experiences the own emotional life. Judas meets 
a boy, who like him often sits down there and stares into space mournfully. 
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He wants to become good friends with this child, but something stops him, 
something pushes him away from this life. Judas thinks he knows this life, 
but he does not know from where. The boy keeps coming back in his dreams, 
so often and so sharply, that it becomes particularly annoying. They grow up 
together, the boy is not always in Jerusalem, but when he is there, he visits 
Judas in order to play with him and talk to him. Judas awakens as a result 
of this. On Golgotha he reaches deep conversations, the boy tells that there 
is no peace in him either. Judas sympathises with him, but does not know 
how to help him either. If Judas could have seen the depth of this soul life, 
he would have recognised the murderer in his friend, who hung to the left of 
Christ and had scarcely any forgiveness. 

As Judas now looks for himself, this soul sought for the environment, 
which he rejected then laughingly! 

As Judas gets older, more peace enters him. He is now constantly at Gol-
gotha, he is spiritually far away from the Earth, he draws every thought from 
another world, materially he becomes blind and unfeeling. He sits at the spot 
where the Cross of Christ once stood, he waits calmly and modestly for the 
wonder, which must come and which will show itself to him. Judas - is he 
Judas? 

The wonder does not come, Judas sinks away in a spiritual depth and heart 
failure puts an end to this life. 

In the world where he now opens his eyes, illuminated forms await him. 
Judas thinks he recognises them. ‘Is that not ...? But that is impossible? Is it 
them after all?’ He wonders. 

The forms come towards him. One of them says: 
‘Yes, my brother, it is us. I am Peter, there is John and Andrew, there is 

Jacob and the other people. We come to welcome you!’ 
Peter and the other apostles greet Judas in the spheres of light. But Judas 

can still not deal with much and he falls asleep. When he awakens, he im-
mediately calls for the apostles. Peter asks him whether he recognised them. 
Yes, yes, Judas assures him, he recognised all of them. Judas falls to his knees, 
and asks his fellow brothers questions. Peter makes him stand up and makes 
it clear to him what happened to him. He shows him scene after scene and 
in this way Judas now oversees all of his lives, the veil falls from his eyes. He 
now understands the questions and the tensions, which oppressed him dur-
ing his earthly lives. The apostles take him to the first sphere, where he can 
have a rest. Here he thanks God for everything which he got to experience, 
he has learned his lessons and now understands the mistakes, which he made 
as Judas towards Christ. Yet he is not free of everything, a fire still burns 
in him and he also wants to be free of that. Judas listens carefully when his 
fellow apostles tell him how he must act. He accepts everything. Then the 
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apostles take him back to Golgotha and again he lives in Jerusalem, but now 
as an astral personality. When he oversees his life there, it becomes clear to 
him what still burns in him. He wants to hear from the mouth of his Divine 
Master that he forgives him for his deeds, otherwise he will never be happy. 
His Master will probably come to him here. Waiting in deep longing for the 
coming of Christ, he goes over all his lives and meditates, while the apostles 
have returned to their own heavens. 

His Master does not come and a feeling of desperation overcomes Judas. 
The thoughts of eternal damnation do not let go of him; will Christ not be 
able to forgive him for his deeds and will he therefore always have to walk 
around with that curse? But there is light in him anyway and there is still 
an enormous difference in his thinking and feeling here with that during 
his ghostly ramble over the Earth. However, months and years pass and he 
still lives there in expectation in Jerusalem and on Golgotha, begging for the 
word of forgiveness, which will give him eternal happiness. Was his deed too 
great then to ever be able to receive forgiveness? He goes back to his previous 
lives again and again and walks around again with his Master and his fellow 
apostles. When he lets himself go like that, remains calm and does not let 
any longings come up in him, there is peace and happiness in him. But as 
soon as he lets himself be driven by his compelling desire for forgiveness, 
the anxiety in him rises and he feels that he is getting behind again. He de-
mands again - and did life not make him understand that he has nothing to 
demand? Must his dreadful ‘wanting’ destroy him again? He now smothers 
every thought which comes up inside him and wants to force him to ask 
questions, to long for forgiveness. Nothing may now drive him on, demands 
or longings may not be in him, only pure, full surrender. It is only then that 
he will have conquered his faulty characteristics, then he will be master over 
himself. And with these new feelings in him, he experiences the Golgotha 
drama again, he does not recoil from it, he wants to experience everything, 
also his own role in the terrible event. He thinks calmly about everything 
and now there is no longer any question in him of demanding. And now he 
may ask for forgiveness, now understanding, surrender and knowledge have 
entered him! He kneels down and prays to his Divine Master for forgiveness. 
And now he is not alone on Golgotha, millions of souls follow him, follow 
his life with Christ on Earth and also reflect upon their own lives. In this 
way depth, understanding and surrender also enter them. And Judas prays: 

‘God, oh my God, forgive me for my faults. I did not want to betray your 
son. I wanted to shake Judaism awake. I will make everything good again, 
but I am not a traitor. Your Son and Holy Child know it. I ask you for for-
giveness, my God. Help me, forgive me.’ 

Light, heat and happiness have entered him. When he thought that noth-
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ing helped and he surrendered himself and everything, he was absolutely 
nothing anymore, he felt himself opening and light radiated in him. The 
life around dissolves, Judas sees himself alone on Golgotha. A golden light 
breaks through, it shines over his little life. Judas looks upwards and sees into 
the face of his Divine Master. 

‘Master, my Master. It is you, the Messiah. Can you forgive me?’ 
Judas feels absorbed in the sacredness and the magnificence of God’s 

Child, Jesus Christ. He cannot take his eyes off his shining face. Then he 
hears it said: 

‘Judas, Judas, do you still doubt?’ 
Judas cannot utter a word, overwhelmed as he is by this awe-inspiring 

event. And Christ then says: 
‘You have been forgiven for everything, Judas, everything, you have got 

to know yourself. Now go back to the Spheres of Light and follow your path 
there. You know the laws of my Father. Come, my son, everything has now 
been forgiven.’ 

Judas feels how he is absorbed into the life of Christ, he now knows himself 
to be carried by his sacred powers. He feels himself going higher and higher. 
Judas receives the blessing from his Master between Heaven and Earth. Then 
Christ dissolves before him, but now happiness sings in Judas, free as he is 
from every wrong thought. The astral world absorbs Judas, like all the life of 
God he returns to the All-Father. 

His fellow apostles also experienced the wonder of the spiritualized ma-
terialisation. Then they returned to their life on the fourth cosmic grade of 
life. They are further than Judas. One day they will devote their lives to their 
Master. 

But where are the others now, who took part in the drama on Golgotha? Who 
brought Christ to the cross? 

All of them had to return to the Earth in order to bring themselves into 
harmony with the laws of God and the laws of the infinite. Golgotha also 
keeps them captive. They are there to dissolve their cause and effect. The 
curses which were uttered at that time, pursue them. Not one soul escapes 
this. God can give us nothing, we have to make good every wrong step. 

It is not necessary that I tell you the history of every one of them. If you 
are on this side and possess consciousness, you can return to Golgotha and 
follow the awe-inspiring event there. It is only then that you will understand 
how sacred the life of Christ is. Then you will also realise the relentlessness 
of God’s laws. Judas experienced them and every soul in the universe has to 
do this. 

I will also tell you the history of two of them, briefly, that of Pilate, and 
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in a following chapter of Caiaphas, whose life you must know about, if you 
wish to be able to understand the great problems of your own time. 

When Pilate entered the world of the unconscious after his death and then 
received a new garment, there was just one longing in him, he wanted to 
know more about the life of Christ. Faith in God drove him onwards, this 
inspiration drives him to devote his life to him. The wonderful event had ab-
sorbed him. His life is also like a hell on Earth, he also searches and dreams 
in a dreadful way. However, all along he follows Christ. As a child he feels 
for the church and he becomes a priest. In the jungle he withdraws and he 
works, life after life he gives himself for Christ. He works himself upwards in 
those lives, but knows nothing about his past, the fire in him does not give 
him any peace. It drives him onwards and he cannot extinguish it. One day 
he will also see his past and the role which he played in the Golgotha drama 
- to then realise why he keeps wanting to devote himself for Christ. 

At this moment Pilate lives in Germany, he is a bishop there. He makes 
good his faults and has got to love Christ inwardly. Pilate has awakened for 
God. He preaches about Jerusalem and about himself as Pilate. He still can-
not feel that he is Pilate, but his words interpret his past. Now Pilate lives in 
the German Reich and he is persecuted. By whom? This will soon be clear 
to you. 

Where do all the souls live who acted wrongly then? They are mainly on 
Earth and experience the Divine laws. They keep them awake, they drive 
them in the direction of Golgotha, they will awaken there, or they would 
not have known any more lives. They would have drowned in the chaos 
of their own emotional life to no longer recover from it. All the peoples of 
Europe attracted them. It is one power which keeps them captive, and that 
is ‘Mother Earth’. Why does Mother Earth keep all those lives captive? You 
must know now. 

God held out the cup to his son Jesus Christ and Christ drunk it complete-
ly. This is what we people have to do! We also belong to the Divine life. All 
our deeds lie deep within us, all our feelings experienced. Our awe-inspiring 
subconscious holds onto them, until the moment comes, when those stored 
feelings have to be experienced and the hour of making good has arrived. 
This is God’s will, or our lives would stand still. 

These are the laws which apply for the whole of humanity! Judas, Pilate, 
Caiaphas and others, they are now faced with Golgotha. But Judaism is also 
faced with it! The Jews cannot live outside of Golgotha. The dreadful drama 
will also shake them awake, they will dream of it, precisely then, when they 
do not want to. Precisely then, when they want to experience their own lives, 
Golgotha will be open to them and call them to the Spiritual halt! 
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Caiaphas 

Caiaphas also stood for Christ and did not want to accept him as Messiah. 
From your bible history you know how this high priest acted. It is as a result 
of him and as a result of the others who stood at the head of the Jewish peo-
ple, that Christ was nailed to the cross. 

If the laws for life and death take place, he will also enter the world of the 
unconscious, to then go to the earth again. 

Which feelings live in this human being? They will soon reveal them-
selves. Remorse, doubt and hatred with regard to the event on Golgotha live 
in him. Of course, he does not understand these feelings in him. What does 
he have to do with Golgotha? He was born in the West and in the Jewish race 
(see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org). He now also becomes a priest. 
Nothing has changed in his soul life, his inner self therefore drives him to 
the study for a priest. Caiaphas does not understand anything about himself, 
there is continual disquiet in him, he does not feel in his place and finally 
flees from his surroundings, where he threatens to suffocate and sets off for 
Jerusalem, which has a strange but irresistible power of attraction for him. 

He also keeps climbing Mount Calvary to meditate. He is searching for 
something there. But what is he searching for? It is not clear to him. And he 
also wanders through the streets of Jerusalem, but he is different to Judas, 
because he separates himself from the life of God. Hatred for all the life of 
God which comes on his path reigns within him. He feels like a starved wolf, 
consumed as he is by a power, which comes up from his subconscious and 
makes his life on Earth into a hell. He does not dare to ask any questions, 
he is afraid of himself and of the thoughts and images which come up in 
him increasingly clearly and concern the events, which once took place in 
Jerusalem and which he knows himself to be connected to. In this way he 
wanders round that whole life and he chastises himself in order to destroy 
those cursed feelings inside of him. Then his end comes and he enters the 
world of the unconscious again. 

Then he is born in the East. Now he does not follow any study. He goes to 
the past again and he searches for everything which the scriptures say about 
the events on Golgotha. Something starts to awaken in him. He passes all 
of his life searching and thinking. Then he puts an end to it in a violent way. 

The following life takes him back to Jerusalem again. He climbs Mount 
Calvary and again experiences his searching and questioning there, but he 
is still one of the living dead. There is no feeling in him, it is empty inside of 
him and yet it burns in his soul life. 
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Again Caiaphas receives new lives. Mother Earth does not give this soul 
life any peace, it still has a terrible account to settle with him. He climbs up 
to the highest position, but he does not experience anything. He does not 
master anything, since he cannot accept the life on Earth, because his inner 
life continues to dominate. 

The Masters on our side follow this life, they know where it will go. 
Caiaphas has to make good to Christ, and along with him Judaism. In his 
life those laws have now reached expression, because the working of Mother 
Earth is aimed at evolution, all its children have go towards the higher con-
scious. And Caiaphas is needed for this! 

The Masters follow Caiaphas. They see how he is a rabbi in one life and 
a merchant in the next. In this way he keeps on experiencing the character-
istics of the Jewish people. His soul suffers terribly, because he cannot find 
peace anywhere. If it is only somehow possible, he escapes his people and 
his environment and he goes back to Jerusalem. That town attracts him; it 
also has a magical influence on him. He cannot offer any resistance to these 
unprecedented powers. He keeps thinking, so that in the end his past haunts 
his day consciousness. He seems to be crushed by these feelings, but must 
still live, go further, because Mother Earth does not let go of his soul life. 
Sometimes he examines himself very seriously, he wants to know his inner 
self and then he sees Christ standing before him - but he does not go into 
that deeply, he quickly rejects everything! 

It is a chaos in Caiaphas’ life, remorse burns in him and its fire consumes 
his inner being. He hears a voice in him, which keeps saying: 

‘Christ was the Messiah! Christ was the Messiah!’ 
Even in sleep he hears the voice and he cannot close off his ears to it, the 

words attach themselves to him. 
Caiaphas experiences the peoples of Europe. Europe keeps him captive. 

He experiences poverty and wealth, passion and remorse and he cannot es-
cape these murderous feelings. Nevertheless, he remains unconscious, he 
only feels misery. 

Caiaphas cannot become conscious in his own life. One event dominates 
his life and he cannot free himself from it. He hears it calling increasingly 
loudly in his soul: ‘Christ was the Messiah!’ He curses the words, but cannot 
free himself from them. And again he puts an end to his earthly life. 

After having experienced the rotting process, he returns again to the 
Earth. He experiences great well-being in this life. However, there is one 
thing which he cannot buy with all his money: peace! He descends into him-
self again and experiences the suffering and the remorse which burn there 
more than ever. He experiences how his own race (see article ‘There are no 
races’ on rulof.org) enriches itself at the cost of the other life, enriches itself 
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by means of the blood and the zeal of those millions of other people of the 
Earth and he curses the Jewish people. When he goes into their haggling, 
their lying and cheating, he gains a remarkable experience. By turning his 
back on their profiteering and haggling and denouncing the rotting of their 
life gauge, his own pains lessen and his remorse disappears for the most 
part. Caiaphas goes into this and tries to analyse these feelings, but it is not 
possible for him to penetrate his subconscious. However, it remains food for 
thought for him, how it is possible, that by going into the faults of his Jewish 
fellow citizens, he feels his terrible remorse sinking away inside him. This life 
passes in this way, he goes into the Jewish race (see article ‘There are no races’ 
on rulof.org) more and more sharply and gets to knows its faults. Then his 
end on Earth comes again. 

The centuries fly past. Humanity evolves materially and spiritually, but 
Caiaphas does not experience any of it. He waits in the world of the uncon-
scious for the new birth. Life on Earth is faced with a colossal development, 
it is faced with the ‘Kingdom of God’, which will start in the Age of Christ. 

Then the laws of God will call Caiaphas back. Mother Earth will attract 
this soul life on time, not one second too late or too soon. Billions of souls 
live in the universe, but during that time Mother Earth will only need this 
soul life. It will need it for the establishment of the Kingdom of God and the 
Age of Christ for all the peoples on Earth. 

The time is there that Caiaphas will receive a new body. What will his life 
be like now? What will this soul life now get to experience? 

The Other Side sees Caiaphas being born with simple people. There is feel-
ing in him and a great deal of consciousness, as a child he can think well. He 
returns to the Earth in order to fulfil a task. Caiaphas grows up and becomes 
acquainted with suffering and lack. There is nothing in him that drives him 
to become a priest, the laws of God destine him for a very different task. As 
an ordinary soldier he experiences the war; it is the war of 1914-1918. 

Do you now know who Caiaphas is? And do you now know the task and 
the laws, which called him back to the Earth? 

Adolf Hitler is Caiaphas! It is humanity and the Divine laws, which call 
him back to the Earth. But also God’s ‘Ten Commandments’ and also the 
people of (the House of) Israel, also Jesus Christ! 

Caiaphas goes to fight, he becomes wounded and hears speaking to him. 
He becomes clairaudient in this state, because he lives for ninety percent 
in our world, he has a task to complete for the Other Side and the Masters. 
They can elevate him into their conscious life as a result of this. When he is 
lying there like that and thinks that he will die, he hears an inspiring voice 
speaking inside him, which gives him new powers. 

Caiaphas begins to build on his party, which will later rule all of Germany. 
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His power grows and he becomes the leader of the German people. He ele-
vates Germany’s power and finds it time to proceed with bold actions, which 
will expand the borders of the Reich. 

One night when he was lying there, his head full of plans, I was with him. 
At that moment I let the instrument, through whom I am recording all of 
this, disembody with the help of my Master. We connected ourselves with 
Caiaphas. He was likewise elevated and then he told what he intended to do 
as Adolf Hitler. ‘We both want to bring humanity something’, he said, but 
each of us will do it in his own way. I am the ‘executioner’ of humanity and 
you an apostle!’ 

When our instrument went back into his body, we let him record this 
information. Our instrument could then tell that Adolf Hitler would have 
the Saar region occupied very soon. Of course, it was not for us to make the 
prediction, we were concerned with convincing our instrument of Caiaphas 
and his life, so that he would one day be capable, to pass onto humanity what 
would be given to him. Even more proof was given to our instrument by the 
Masters, so that he could accept all this information! 

(Master Alcar already let the instrument see in the year 1935 how a terrible 
world war would afflict the Earth and its children and in the year 1939 he 
gave him three books, in which he recorded all the problems, only somewhat 
more concisely, which I now treat for you. When he had become acquainted 
with them, my master had the books burned; by recording them he had 
achieved that the instrument mastered the complicated and cosmically deep 
problems, so that he was ready for me, who had to treat them in full depth.) 

Soon the information came true and Caiaphas’ troops march into the Saar 
region. Now history begins, except for the German people, also for Caiaphas. 

When Caiaphas is conscious, the laws of (the House of) Israel, of Golgo-
tha, of the ‘Kingdom of God on Earth’ and of the Age of Christ , will live in 
him. He will then have to act, not only for his own people, but for humanity, 
for all those laws, powers and forces, by whom he is lived. Forces, which force 
him irresistibly to live like this and to act as they prescribe. These dreadful 
laws will press down on him like a horror, like a terrible burden. And yet 
there is only one human being, who can deal with all of this and will bear, 
what others do not consider possible. And this human being is Caiaphas! 

Caiaphas is back on Earth. He has betrayed Christ as the head of the Jewish 
people. And this Jewish people must come to (the House of) Israel. Who will God 
have to use as instrument for this? Which life is suitable for it? Which soul is so 
related to the Jewish race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org), that it can 
take this awe-inspiring task upon itself? Can God use the life for this purpose, 
which has nothing to do with all of this? Can one life take the cause and effect of 
the other life upon his shoulders? 
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The lives of Judas and Pilate, which I told about here, clearly show you that 
it is not possible! In order to prove this, I opened these lives to you. 

I ask you: Who must open the eyes of the Jewish people and bring them to 
(the House of) Israel? Can God take you or me for this? 

All the peoples will experience their own cause and effect in the world 
war unleashed by Caiaphas in order to then enter the Age of Christ. You as 
a human being will be faced with your own karmic laws. And the Jewish race 
(see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) must now show its colours and bow 
its head to Christ! 

It is Caiaphas alone who can fulfil this task, he possesses the characteristics 
for this, he is connected by his blood and inner life to this race (see article 
‘There are no races’ on rulof.org). And he will receive the power for this. 
Through him the laws will also be executed, which are necessary in order to 
make the evil in the world dissolve and take humanity to higher conscious-
ness. 

The bible speaks in your time, the prophecies are experienced, but the Jews 
look at the clouds and expect to see the Messiah appear there. But Caiaphas 
acts! He places the whip across the Jews in Europe. The Jewish race (see arti-
cle ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) seems to be cursed. Everything is taken 
from it, but the children of (the House of) Israel will not escape either! Hit-
ler tortures the Jews, but it is Caiaphas who inspires them. Caiaphas forces 
them to listen. Do the Jews understand their own race (see article ‘There are 
no races’ on rulof.org)? Do they see the faults? Will they realise what this 
Century, this battle and horror mean to them? It is Caiaphas, who wants to 
shake the Jews awake, but Adolf Hitler experiences these longings and carries 
them out. Only Caiaphas can help the Jewish people. For so many people he 
represents the unconscious life, the living dead, the Jewish race (see article 
‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) and heathenism, the cause and effect of the 
one or two people, of the masses and all of humanity. He places the whip 
over everything and everyone, over the heathens, the Jews and the child of 
(the House of) Israel. I repeat this, because the Christian and his church 
must realise that a large step still separates them from the conscious spiritual 
life, as that was embodied by Christ. 

All of you now live in the Age of Christ and you will have to reach bowing 
your head. That is the meaning of the battle which you now experience. This 
battle could not be stopped, it had to come. So much must still be brought 
to purity by you and be learned by you! 

Caiaphas places Judaism and the whole of humanity before Golgotha. 
And Golgotha demands of each human being, that he makes good what was 
done wrong. The horrors for the Jews and for you are great, but for this hu-
manity also receives the ‘Kingdom of God’ on Earth and on the other side. 
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Caiaphas was born at the correct place. As Adolf Hitler he makes him-
self into the executioner of humanity. An immense amount goes on in this 
human being. As a result of the horrors which he unleashes, he draws the 
demons of hell to him. And both personalities, that of Caiaphas and that 
of Hitler, dissolve in that hell. Caiaphas wants to chase away the Jews and 
teach them in such a way. He does not want to go further, he cannot even do 
that. But he had awakened Hitler’s passions as a result of this. The time, in 
which Caiaphas lives, the ball which has been set rolling, can no longer be 
stopped by him. Caiphas now tries to rescue what can still be rescued, but he 
can no longer stop Hitler. Hitler feels passion and violence in him, he wants 
to destroy mankind. The defamation, the suffering, the struggle, the misery, 
gained in many lives, are pioneering and dissolve into hatred and violence. 
Thousands of characteristics seethe in this human being, he attracts the vi-
olence of the jungle as a result of this. Now he can no longer release himself 
from the demons of hell, they keep him and his own kind, his terrible help-
ers, in their power and live it up through him and his people. 

The Masters oversaw all of this, but they understood that that misery 
could not have been prevented, mankind must carry on, God can therefore 
not intervene, so that all prayers remain unanswered. All this misery is cre-
ated by ourselves. It is we who have brought suffering and sorrow about our 
fellow human beings into our lives and made their existence a hell. And now 
we are faced with making that good. Yet the masses now pray that God will 
take Hitler away from the surface of the earth. But he will not and cannot 
die, first he must complete his task. Mother Earth has much beauty for her 
children, but first they must bring to purity what was done wrong. A thun-
derstorm cannot change the masses, they will only learn by means of a war. 
By means of his evolution Adolf Hitler brings spiritual awakening, develop-
ment in spirit. If you belong to Judaism, I tell you, now pass into (the House 
of) Israel, release yourself from lying and cheating and from haggling. Do 
honest work! Do not expect that Christ will come back one day. He came 
as a Messiah to you, so accept these laws. Christ died for all the life of God. 
Also for you! Christ gave His Own Life for all of us and this is also expected 
of you and of us. If misery has come over you and your people, know then 
that you and they experienced the own cause and effect. 

You must now accept - obstinately refusing to do this, takes you straight to 
the abyss. In the Age of Christ which has started, rejecting is no longer pos-
sible. Anyone who cannot accept Christ, is and will remain an unconscious 
being and will not be able to enter the Kingdom of God. But believe me, you 
close yourself off as a result of this to eternity, because the Spheres of Light 
were built up by Him. Christ must be accepted, because the spheres of light 
were built up by him. How do you wish to enter here then without accepting 
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and loving him? 
Is it not amazing that history called Caiaphas back and along with him all 

the others who made history at Golgotha? The rebels who broke, nailed and 
squandered the life of Christ? Where do those people live, who thought they 
could rule over mankind? They live in your midst! Which peoples could have 
attracted them? Would France, England, America or the Netherlands have 
been able to do this? Which people attuned themselves to the destruction of 
God’s life and to brutalization? This must be clear to you now anyway. The 
son of Caiaphas, who found himself amongst the crowd, when Christ was 
brought before Pilate, whose Sacred Body was sullied, incited it in order to 
destroy Christ. ‘Crucify him, crucify him!’ he shouted hysterically then. This 
mentality now also lives in your midst. Caiaphas and his beloved son also 
found each other in this life. Mother Earth, the laws of God, Christ, Jeru-
salem and Golgotha brought them together. Who is it? Your tar brush, your 
demonic propagandist, the animal-like brood of the German people, Dr. 
Goebbels! And along with him all the others, also he who raised his spear, 
quenched Christ’s thirst with edik?? and a result of this had to accept his 
curse. His present name? Himmler! You can now find all these souls again 
in dreadful Berlin, they have not changed in any way and they fulfil their 
task. God cannot approve, that his Sacred Child was destroyed by these de-
mons. And look, Mother Earth gives them a new body and takes them to the 
place where they have to be. These souls could not have been born in other 
countries. The Netherlands nor England would have persecuted the Jews, all 
the peoples of Israel have too high a mentality for this. Caiaphas therefore 
finds himself amongst his own kind, the kind which also lived in Jerusalem. 
It is Germany which attracts him, because this country still has to awaken 
for the higher Divine laws. Germany is faced with its own cause and effect. 
Again it has unleashed death and horror, but it will be destroyed by its own 
misdeeds. Germany is in rebellion, it does not want to bow its head and it 
has to learn this. 

The drama of Jerusalem, the cause and effect of mankind and the Age of 
Christ are one event! Caiaphas was awakened by the Masters in order to fulfil 
an awe-inspiring task and he gladly wanted this. God could not impose this 
task on any other soul, this would be in conflict with his laws, with the uni-
verse, with all the grades of life created by him. Only Caiaphas could be the 
executioner of mankind. He should have refused, he should have done what 
he did in the beginning, serve his people, devote everything for the happi-
ness of his subjects. Then his life would have been a blessing for the whole 
of humanity. He should have followed Christ and knelt down at Golgotha. 
Then he would have been an example of a spiritually conscious ruler. But all 
of this was not possible, his inner being was not free from contamination. 
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Hate and passion lived in him and these dark characteristics would make 
him into an executioner, as the world has never seen before. 

Hitler and Caiaphas, both shake your life awake and force you to bring 
your life into harmony with the Divine laws. And in this way both still serve 
mankind, the Age of Christ and the ‘Kingdom of God on Earth’! If you can 
accept this, in this way you will call out for all your suffering: ‘Thanks, oh 
my God, that I got to learn and was able to make good my debts by means 
of the executioner of mankind!’ Christ will then bless your life and take you 
into the ‘Kingdom of God’! 
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Adolf Hitler a genius? 

People who acheive something great for society, are called geniuses on 
Earth. The masses hold them in high regard and sometimes worship them. 
However, these earthly geniuses only have meaning for our life, if they take 
the life of God upwards, serve the inner life, so that the soul life awakens. 

Those who act differently, do not deserve the name of genius, or they 
would have to be called geniuses in evil. How much misery has not come 
over the Earth as a result of the earthly genius? Now it finally gets through 
to the peoples that geniuses in evil have no meaning and do not deserve ad-
ulation. These types of geniuses, which Hitler belongs to, are demonic and 
take life on Earth to the abyss. 

They first give all of themselves, Hitler and those who are like him, but 
then they demand everything, in order to finally show themselves in their 
true shape! They bring their people something, promise the earth, but finally 
the people must accept that it has been injected with poison, as a result of 
which it must perish. 

It will therefore be good if the peoples soon know how to recognise these 
types of geniuses. Geniuses are to be found in many states, which are part of 
society. Every creating and deep-feeling human child can master geniusness 
and then touches the superhuman for earthly life. People cannot just step 
into it or buy it somewhere, everything of themselves must be devoted in 
order to reach that height. 

I already explained to you before, that many lives pass in order to master 
geniusness. For Adolf Hitler that was the life of Caiaphas and the many 
which followed. His task touches all of mankind. His genius could occur, 
since mankind had meanwhile come that far, that this occurance could have 
its use. This therefore means that every century produces its own geniuses. 
Every century possesses the thinking and feeling human child, which has 
something to give its people or destroy it. The evolution of the human being 
forms the genius. Under his own power, outside the power of the people, 
the genius has no meaning. A general can only become a brilliant general, 
if teh people to which he belogns, give him the opportunity and go to war. 
It would not be possible if the people had reached higher consciousness. It 
is therefore now urgently necessary, that the peoples learn to fathom out the 
‘geniusness’ of these people. Mankind must now start to think more serious-
ly, because the Age of Christ is starting. The world must now have learned of 
the horrors whicih it unleashed. 

The geniuses in evil take you to the devil. Do not put them on your horse, 
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they will drive it stone-dead. They do not have respect for anything. Their 
lives are rotting in a disgusting way, the material genius lives only for pas-
sion, violence, fame and possession. 

Must that still be accepted any longer? Should people worship these types 
of people any longer? Just follow them in their thinking and feeling. Man-
kind has never been able to do that. However, now that is becoming urgently 
necessary. Now the peoples must call them to the spiritual halt or they will 
rise up under you again and take you and your people to the block. They 
suck you empty and drink your blood, in this way they gain their geniusness. 
But is it not crazy to have to approve any longer, that your thinking and 
conscious are sullied by these people? These charlatans of mankind must not 
have the reins in their hands any longer. You see what they make of it. 

What meaning does the genius Adolf Hitler bring to his life? Does he walk 
the path whcih God has shown all of us? Does he not take your life to the 
darkness with all the misery connected to that? Is he a spirit of love? Does he 
love your life and that of your people? He and his people show no mercy for 
your life, they want to have power in their hands and increase it. Whatever it 
costs, it is always and only for their own gain. It is foolish and naive to follow 
them, only the herd animal can do it! 

Adolf Hitler feels attracted to the child. But why? With false intentions he 
penetrates this life and wants to show you how charitable he is. The people 
see him as the Lamb of God, but the Other Side sees through him. The poi-
sonous aura from the Fuhrer can be seen. The dog-like and demonic part of 
his own life is reflected in the caressing of the child. This satanic ingenuity 
denied the German people every criticism and in this way he violates the 
German child in an even worse way. He embraces it and few people recog-
nise the vampire in him. He applies ‘Let the little children come onto me’, 
but immediately strangles the inner life. It is animal-like decay, which comes 
from his life to us, but millions do not see it. The German child embraces 
him and at the same time dissolves in his satanic ideas. 

Adolf Hitler falsifies the Sacred Life of Christ. Again he mocks him and he 
destroys his life. The event at Golgotha repeats itself, he has not changed in 
any way. This genius is the shadow of astral darkness. His life and his sphere 
are attuned to the very lowest hell in our life, because he is contaminated in 
Jerusalem, the betrayal committed there brought him to new life. And this 
‘genius’ will give everything to Germany, but it must serve him. 

Germany lies down sick, torn apart, fatally mutilated. Then the genius in 
evil came and pretended to be a doctor. He administered this patient with 
his medicines and the patient, who finds that the knowledge of the doctor is 
great, surrenders completely to him. The genius makes Germany better. But 
why? Why is his zeal so great? Love for his people? But why does he soon 
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take it to the block? For the German people it is the supernatural wonder, but 
mankind already spits on him. 

The German psychologists do not fathom him out, they also follow him 
and see a deity in the terrible animal. Anyone who wants to see and know 
him, must follow Christ’s life, it is only then that people see through his 
inner life. Then this personality stands in its trure form before you, but then 
everything on soul life rattles and the animal reveals itself in its naked reality 
before you. 

If this child of God had continued anyway in the way it began, then not 
only the German people, but all of mankind would have honoured him 
rightly. Then he would have truly fought for the happiness of his people and 
would have taken measures, which should assure this happiness. Then peo-
ple would have put him on a donkey, broken off branches, waved them and 
called out to him: Hosanna! But his true nature did not belie itself for long 
and very soon it appeared, why he had acted so noblely and in what direction 
he was going. 

Now his life and that of his dreadful kind are cursed. Oh, that environ-
ment of his. Many people live under that, who were at Mount Calvary while 
Christ was dying - one of them stabbed the body of Christ - all of them 
brought dreadful misery upon mankind along with their master, in the first 
place upon the German people. They will suffocate the cursed ‘Sieg Hei, o 
mein Fuhrer’ themselves! They will destroy again what they built up in their 
good years and only then experience their destruction, it is the punishment 
for the German people and these demons. 

Listen to them hiss, these reptiles in human form. Is that the language of 
love? Adolf Hitler would have received Christ’s blessing if he had used his 
power over the German people for the good, if he, following Christ’s teach-
ing, had preached love and tolerance. But now people curse the work of his 
hands. Mankind is sick of this ‘Superhuman’, people hate the language of 
this people and all of them who are to blame for the misery caused. 

For our world these types of geniuses are conscious madmen, as well as 
those who follow them. Do not tolerate any longer that they sully your lives, 
do not bring up your children for them. No country must tolerate any longer 
that such creatures get the power in their hands. Their lives are contaminated 
with the poison which is found in your jungles. Their lives are stinking and 
disgustingly bad. Must you love them? You surely do not love the poison 
which brings death and decay? 

These geniuses follow satan. Their signs point you to their dark origin. 
They do not think and speak about a higher existence, they have no feeling 
for this. They do not love God and the churches. They only want to possess 
the Earth. Does it not mean anything to you? These devils are worshipped, 
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they are given everything and people let the creating genius for spiritual 
awakening and development die. Must that continue? Is it not high time, 
that the peoples put their heads together and consult about how people will 
remove the power from the hands of this type of oppressors, in whatever 
country? 

Every dog or cat has more consciousness with regard to the universe and 
the life of God than these geniuses. The smallest insect still works for devel-
opment, they as human beings destroy! Follow their foul acts, their hateful 
language, their cruel actions and you will know these lives. They want to 
make you sink back into the stinking swamp, from which you released your-
self after much suffering and sorrow. Must that happen? Is that the intention 
of your earthly life? To have you butchered for the sake of their desires for 
power and demonic instincts? 

For our world these types of rulers represent spiritual poverty. Their ac-
tions are provocative. Hitler shows no mercyh to achieve his goal. He does 
not love the people, he injects you, sterilises you if he finds it necessary. Is it 
still not clear enough? Does a spiritually conscious being act like that? 

When the geniuses threw off their masks and showed their true character, 
yes, then the peoples of Germany and Italy were shocked. Then they started 
to see what the true driving forces of their leaders were. And this war will 
show more than clearly how high the geniusness of those despots reaches. All 
their brillance and intuition will not keep them from their faults, so great, 
that they get blow after blow and are destroyed by that. 

These geniuses are possessed. But now mankind will awaken, be shaken 
awake, the peoples wil unite and make the action of such individuals impos-
sible! 

Only the spiritual genius has meaning on Earth. You will also know this 
genius by his deeds, light and blessing, love and wisdom will radiate from 
him and Christ will stand behind all his deeds. 

The German genius accepted a cross for himself and his people, but he will 
perish with this cross, cursed by millions. Providence lets him and his type 
perish, devils as they are. Golgotha forces the German wonder of the surface 
of the earth to disappear. 

Hitler and Caiaphas received meaning for the Earth, but they live it up 
again by means of the earthly life. They bring suffering and sorrow and hor-
ror, which already started in Jerusalem. But now the cruel animal with all 
its heads perishes - after two thousand years! The Age of Christ puts an end 
to their tyranny. You cannot be grateful enough to God and the masters for 
this. Or do you still believe in the resurrection of these demons? Their hours 
are numbered. God’s All-seeing, watching Eye sees more sharply than those 
demons can imagine and this has become your own eternal protection. The 
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masters of (the House of) Israel take you through all these horrors, but you 
must reach unity and your churches must help you in that. They must now 
give you the exmaple and all become one in teh spiritual, conscious teaching 
of Christ, which is still not observed by one church on Earth. 

Hitler and his demonic friends brought mankind to thinking - the yield of all 
the blood shed. 

On our side spiritual geniuses live, spirits of love, who spread happiness, 
where they come. They also serve earthly mankind. They want to give it the 
happiness of the heavens. In order to establish this happiness on Earth, the 
prophets gave their lives and the children of God went into the lion’s den. 
Have you forgotten this? Also devote yourself, seek to become one in Christ, 
then the geniuses in evil will never again be able to gain control in whatever 
country. The spiritual geniuses on our side took us into the Kingdom of God. 
They do not feel superhuman - they are like we are, children of God. We 
really got to love them and we will never forget what they did for us. Their 
sacred light shines over our own being. 

If you open yourself to them as we do, beloved of the Earth, how will your 
life become? It will become like our life, which is now spiritually conscious. 

It is God’s will, that you follow Golgotha. Learn from Christ, who gave 
all of himself in order to prove his love to you. You can also learn from the 
life of Judas, or I would not have told you about it. Hitler and his kind must 
likewise go back to Golgotha, there is no place for evil in the Age of Christ. 
God’s sacred powers will eliminate it - and they are the masters, the spiritual 
geniuses on our side. 
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The cause and effect of the individual, 
the masses and mankind 

God is Love! He therefore never wanted his children to enter the earthly 
life in suffering and sorrow. God gave his life everything and wanted we 
people to love each other. 

If you follow the human history, a mountain of an incredible height arises 
before you, which was raised up by the peoples of the Earth themselves. It is 
the mountain of evil and every wrong deed of the one or two, the masses and 
mankind helped to raise up this monster. 

I told you about the very first people, who arrived on this side and stood 
before this mountain. Since they had committed evil on Earth, that moun-
tain of misery raised itself, which they then had to demolish themselves. 
Other people were faced with the task to make good this created evil on 
Earth, if they ever wanted to enter a heaven. In this way a life comes for every 
human being, in which he must begin with settling debts caused by himself. 
What is called the last judgement for the churches, is for us the cause and 
effect. 

How do we break down the mountain drawn up by ourselves? The individ-
ual experiences it in his own way, by means of the loss of a loved one or the 
possessions for example. The masses experience it by means of great suffering 
and sorrow, by means of war, natural disasters. 

How did we behave during our many lives? Did we do good or did we 
bring misery? You do not know this, because your daily-being dominates, 
so that you know nothing about your previous lives. However, God cannot 
give us anything, even if you had to experience a great deal of trouble, he is 
a Father of Love! God is just. He does not allow us to hurt one single hair on 
our heads. However, we must make good what we did wrong. Does he then 
rap us on our fingers? On the contrary. He lets us go, otherwise we would 
learn nothing! He knows that we will be faced with our own deeds one day 
and must then start making good. Now you are faced with that! 

We also experienced that. You now live in that. Is there one amongst you, 
who can say: in all my lives I remained pure and myself? In all those thou-
sands of lives I remained in harmony with the laws of God? Does such a be-
ing live in the universe? No! Not one human being experienced that wonder, 
all of us forgot ourselves and dug our own graves. God did not want this. 
How terrible our lives were. And many people still live like that, they kick 
and hit, rob and murder. However, other people already make good and 
are hit and kicked in their turn. They no longer have any power now, they 
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cannot destroy life on Earth. Now they are unknown souls, who are busy 
striving to go upwards. They discarded hatred, violence and passion, spiritual 
awakening entered their life and they are now the happy in spirit. Other 
people took over their power and they possess high social posts, while they 
go down in esteem. For the Earth this meant material decline, for our world 
they achieved spiritual profit. What is more valuable? 

We people loaded sin upon sin, we just lived wildly and no one stopped us, 
we were lord and master over ourselves after all, our own existence, over our 
thinking and feeling and our acting? At least we thought that. Yet everything 
is different, because we came into conflict with God’s laws as a result of this. 
In order to make this terrible process clear to you, to show you that this is 
the unavoidable reality, I told you about the life of Moses and his children. 
You got to know the cause and effect of the one or two and of the masses as 
a result of it and it must have become clear to you that they could not avoid 
the consequences of their deeds. In that case your own century is also clear 
to you. You are now faced with your own misery. Did you think that you 
could be given something? Now you must make good and the masses and 
humanity stand for this. No one escapes it. Every wrong deed became a law 
and those laws, which the individual, the peoples and humanity awakened 
themselves, drew the misery to themselves in which you now live. 

As an individual you should not have done any evil, but what did you do? 
Humanity should have accepted God’s ‘Ten Commandments’ as the masses, 
should have obeyed them, but it did not. Moses sinned in his longing to serve 
you and let you get to know God’s commandments. He wept like a child, 
when he entered eternal life and had to accept the consequences of his violent 
acts and saw the Sphere of Light closed to him. But did God ask him to sin 
for this purpose? Did people force him to do this? God cannot give anything 
to this serving being either! And this is what happened to Moses and this is 
what will happen to you. 

Now that the Age of Christ is beginning, God wants, you will certainly 
feel that, us to settle with the past. Now we are presented with the tabs and it 
is up to us to settle them. God’s laws place your lives on the weighing scale. 
God sees that you are not give a single gram or you would destroy you own 
life as a human being. God watches over your life for this purpose. It is this 
dreadful war which sweeps away the consequences of the evil caused by your 
lives. And this is also for the masses and mankind. 

There are millions of souls who experience that suffering and sorrow, but 
as a result of that make good what was caused by them during the centuries. 
There are nevertheless countless people who create new karma. They report 
for battle, die there and pass over too soon. These souls act against God’s 
laws. Anyone who seeks death, commits suicide and must experience the 
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consequences of it in the astral life. He is faced with the astral laws, which 
immediately call him to the spiritual halt. 

If mankind could understand all of this, the peoples would no longer wage 
wars! Yet millions now do battle, but for what purpose actually? In order to 
defend your fatherland? But God does not know any fatherland. He only 
knows his own life and you may not kill this, you may not kill it for any 
reason whatsoever. You will murder then and that is in conflict with the Ten 
Commandments, is in conflict with all the laws of God for the material life 
and life after death. You must make good everything after all. The Spheres 
of Light remain irrevocably closed to you if the blood of your fellow human 
beings clings to your hands. This is what the laws of God say and they cannot 
be changed. They never and under no circumstances allow you to hurt your 
fellow human being. The laws of cause and effect force you to make good the 
evil committed, they force you to accept suffering and sorrow, as you bring 
it upon the head of another. Yet it is your profit, because as a result of this 
making good you enter the higher life, at least in the case that you learn as 
a result of your misery, if not, then you will be faced with new suffering and 
new sorrow. However, one day your head will hang and you will choose the 
spiritual path above that of evil. 

The ‘Kingdom of God’ demands this of you, of the masses and of mankind. It 
must happen in the Century of Christ. God wants you to finally stop murdering 
and hating. He now forces you to begin with going upwards! 

You live in this stage. You have to make good. If not, then you would be 
one of ours and no longer live on Earth. 

Adolf Hitler brings suffering and sorrow upon mankind. The masses think 
and speak about it. Many people wonder how this soul can bear all of this. 
How dreadful it is what he has taken upon himself. 

But do you not feel that you yourself help to carry him? Do you think that 
you do not need to experience your own life? All the millions of souls who 
are faced with their own karma, help him to bear. This is why Adolf Hitler 
does not succumb. He will not succumb as a result of this suffering either, he 
is only the man who has taken the whip in his hands, who dared to thrash 
mankind, which he has to make good in his turn. This is the meaning of Ad-
olf Hitler and this explains why he does not succumb either, however much 
people want to see him dead. He must finish his work, he will not pass over 
one second too early for the benefit of mankind. What he must experience 
for his life, is the decline of his greatness, the waning of his power and the 
extinguishing of his own intuition. He will experience that mankind does 
not wish to accept his life. He must now swallow that neither God, Christ, 
nor mankind wanted him. He will experience that the Earth no longer wish-
es any rulers of his kind. And he must bear the suffering and sorrow which 
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originate as a result of this, this also lies outside of the karma of the human 
being, the masses and mankind. 

He brings intuition to the human being as a result of this misery, he makes 
it possible for the masses to make good. He takes you and them upwards, 
because you learn as a result of him that it should not be like that. Can you 
feel how dreadful it is what he wants to teach you? He destroys in order to 
build up. In reality all of your history is built up like this, because as a result 
of suffering and sorrow you entered awakening. 

Adolf Hitler does not carry the misery alone, you also help him carry. Every 
soul does it, because this is the cause and effect of the masses. 

Even the unborn child is to blame for this war. Or do you still believe that 
the soul only lives on Earth once? Every soul has experienced millions of 
lives and in this way the newly born child will not be able to avoid his own 
suffering and his own sorrow either. 

This is how Adolf Hitler does not collapse. The misery of war originated 
from mankind itself. He cannot collapse as a result of it, because your suf-
fering is nothing to do with you, no more than it has anything to do with 
another person. Only the suffering and that sorrow, which he creates outside 
of your karma, are for his account. What he imposes upon the Jews, for 
example. Every torture, which he commits out of hatred and passion; falls 
back on him and revenges itself upon him. What you experience in your 
days, mankind has never experienced before. Since the peoples of the Earth 
are involved in one battle, suffering and sorrow are dominant for every soul, 
which means, that you now make good in a short time, what you would 
otherwise need many lives for. In peacetime you cannot make good so much, 
cannot experience such misery, you can only do something to yourself. Now 
you must receive it from others, without being able to resist it. This is why 
the suffering has become so horrible. 

Adolf Hitler causes deeper suffering than one ruler before him has ever 
done. He is the only being for the universe, who does and can do the most 
evil. After him there will not be another human being who will get so much 
power and not another human being who will create so much suffering, 
because then it will no longer be possible, no longer be necessary! This is why 
Adolf Hitler is the lowest being in the universe, Christ the Highest! 

As a result of the power which he received, he creates all this suffering, 
other people could not get that power after all? Since mankind had not yet 
reached this stage, those rulers were not necessary either. Can you now feel 
how natural everything is? 

If you now follow the peoples of the Earth, you can establish how much 
cause and effect the peoples must experience. Germany will have to suffer 
terribly, as well as Italy and Japan, peoples who wanted that war. There will 
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actually be nothing left of Germany. Does it not mean anything to you? The 
great Reich will be crushed, it is only then that the millions of this people 
will know that it should not be like this either. You will experience it. No 
city will remain undamaged, the big cities of the German people will be 
destroyed. 

Russia will also get much suffering to deal with, because this people still 
has to awaken and because it lives in a stage, in which other peoples already 
no longer find themselves. Since Russia is aggressive with regard to the other 
peoples, wants to push its own opinion, this people now receives the sensitive 
lesson in the Age of Christ, which it will not break, but will very certainly 
knock down like that, that it has the desire to wage war. Russia still tunes 
into evil and that must not happen! The peoples of (the House of) Israel will 
likewise experience the battle in a dreadful way, however, they now know 
what they are fighting for, which was not sensed before. This happens to 
every country - it receives suffering and sorrow, according to how much it 
committed in the past. Your own people (the Dutch people) will also have to 
suffer dreadfully. In the first place because of the own past and then because 
of the emotional conscious, from which it can be deducted, that your people 
also has a task to fulfil. And you must not forget that your people still has 
attunement to the Land of Twilight and that it must see that it reaches the 
first sphere. There are therefore peoples who make good in the first place 
because of the past, but in the second place will experience suffering and 
sorrow in order to reach a higher level, which becomes possible as a result of 
this battle. The painful experiences which are gained, give a people a push in 
the right direction and namely for our life. Your people get to suffer, as other 
peoples cannot even experience it. Do you know that God keeps elevating 
the strongest into His life and that only the strongest get a task to fulfil, 
because the weak would succumb under it! If you can feel this, then you can 
accept everything. Know that, if you must live, you will receive the life of 
God, but if you must leave your earthly life during the war, no one, no law 
can stop you, you will die! 

What will happen is inhuman, but it has truly come to your life according 
to the laws of God. Millions of people will exchange the earthly for the eter-
nal life. Make sure that you do not fling anyone from earthly life by means of 
your hand, because you will violate the life of God. You will serve the devil! 

Many peoples will succumb, yet will have to accept this frightening life 
lesson. One person will make good as a result of it and the other reach high-
er conscious as a result of it; that applies both to the individual and to the 
masses and all of humanity. I repeat, remember this: God keeps elevating 
the strongest to him, they receive a task, they can shake the other life of God 
awake as a result of this. But not another gram of suffering will be given to 
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you! 
If you now lose a loved one as a result of the war, then it is possible that this 

life comes to our world too soon, but it can also be that this life enters here 
on time. It had to be hit by a bomb, for example, or torn to pieces in order 
to enter our life. Because God does not know any deathbeds! However, those 
who send this life to our world, create new karma, because God forbids you 
to kill, under no matter what circumstances! 

On Earth people ask: If the fatherland is in need, should people refuse to 
defend it then? The believers discuss and treat such questions, but cannot an-
swer these problems. I already replied to these questions. Anyone who thinks 
he has to kill despite this, must just accept that he destroys himself for our 
world. You will lose your ‘Kingdom of God’ as a result of this. Anyone who 
seeks the earthly life, seeks darkness. The fatal shot attunes you to hatred and 
passion, so that the hells will receive you. No one has the right to kill, neither 
do you, because God’s ‘Ten Commandments’ also apply to you. If you wish 
to perish spiritually, then devote your life to the meaningless earthly. But 
there is also eternal life. The conscious soul does not lift a finger to violence, 
it obeys Christ. Anyone who obeys God’s laws, enters the Spheres of Light. 
You, the masses and mankind have to learn that! 

If the masses realise all of this properly, no more wars can come. The 
masses then call the spiritual halt to the human being thirsting after heroic 
deeds. This war will bring you the conscious for it. This war will bring you 
the better self! Catholics and Protestants and all the societies which wish to 
serve God and the human being, must refuse to kill, then no geniuses of evil 
will be able to destroy you again. They must know that they are plunging 
themselves into the abyss. Therefore prefer to die for God and for Christ, 
than for those who have no spiritual meaning. Then you will remain free 
from cause and effect. Your fatherland is material, is temporary. Must you 
kill other people and yourself for this purpose? 

Christ taught us to love our enemies. Live according to this rule and you 
will enter happiness, because there is no death! 

The individual, the masses and mankind must now awaken. To follow 
darkness or the laws of love, the Spheres of Light or the hells, Christ or 
the devil! You must decide for yourself, you are faced with misery yourself, 
caused by you. 

Ask yourself what your life was like and then accept what now overcomes 
you. The past is now speaking! Do not hate, if you do not wish to be hated 
yourself. Do not create any new suffering. Follow Golgotha. Bow your head 
to the truths, which Christ taught you from this spot. We on this side have 
had to accept them and have had to organise our lives according to this. 

Spiritual awakening comes in your century. Now you must decide, to fol-
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low good or evil. Your life will become great and spiritual if you wish to 
kneel down to Golgotha. You will then learn to love, you, the masses and 
mankind. And this is the will of God and Christ! 

What do the peoples of the Earth have to make good? Follow everything 
which will happen and it is only then that you will give an answer to the 
oppressive questions of your own time. But not a bird falls down dead on 
Earth or it has meaning. God watches over mankind. And Christ lights your 
way, as a result of his Sacred Life, you, the masses and mankind will enter 
the ‘Kingdom of God’ on Earth and on the other side! 

Can it be any other way? 
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Part 3: The future 
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Through the darkness to the light 

Mankind will soon be faced with amess and will look at everything which 
was destroyed during these years. But he will also be faced with his future life 
and will want to forget that terrible past quickly. Now it can be seen for the 
first time which peoples have had to suffer the most, who must make good 
a lot and had had to devote all of himself in order to withstand the gigantic 
process. And this can also be seen from the one or two people, the masses 
and mankind. The human civilisation is a great mess and this must be built 
up, people must start this with urgency, because life on Earth wants to make 
progress. This mankind must go further! A new and higher awakening in the 
spirit awaits the masses. It is only now that the human being feels that it must 
not happen with violence either. However, Europe is meanwhile destroyed. 
The war steamroller knocked down everything which stood in the way, had 
no respect for anything, life and death had no meaning. All the sacred goods 
of the human being are sullied. However, the foundations for the higher life 
have been laid and people now build on this. By looking at the misdeeds 
committed by evil, the inner life has awakened, now the soul life feels that 
the personalities sent to the devil can only destroy mankind. Life on Earth 
was like a hell, but evil in the human being has now been conquered, this 
at the expense of a great deal of blood, of suffering and sorrow, hunger and 
misery. Was a high price paid for this development? We will see what awaits 
mankind and where this struggle has taken you and millions on Earth. 

The demons of hell were able to live it up terribly. Now silence reigns on 
Earth, the silence after an intense struggle of evil against good. Anyone who 
thinks back on the horrors suffered, on the hours of decline, can still hear the 
terrible moaning and groaning of the wounded, of the mothers and children 
who perished and had to leave earthly life as a result of this dreadful war 
in order to enter the spiritual. Anyone who feels this and follows it again, 
now knows how Caiaphas and his type kept house; he trembles and shakes, 
thinking about those who applied the reign of terror to the life of God. Con-
templating the horrors, he believes in a great wonder, how can it be, that he 
still belongs to the living? This struggle for the human being on Earth was 
so dreadful, for rich and poor, old and young, child, mother and father. We 
cannot pronounce the word animal-like, we now know that we would do the 
animal an injustice as a result of this, it had shown itself to stand higher than 
the human being! Madness held house in this way! 

There is no people, no being on Earth, who did not experience something, 
brutal violence did not spare anyone and anything. It was horrible, heart 
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wrenching, dreadful! In the centuries before there was terrible suffering, but 
no one could have imagined what was now experienced by the peoples of the 
earth and the Other Side was so wise and loving to not predict all this mis-
ery, even if several moments were recorded by our world. Only the strongest 
knew about it, they prepared for this struggle, as a result of their strong per-
sonality they dominated the daily happenings around them and in this way 
could support numerous people in their feeling and thinking. No one could 
have imagined such evil, such possession and tyranny and yet, millions of 
souls kept their own life. It is a wonder, but we have also got to know those 
laws now, the human being has them in his own hands. Because anyone 
who has to live, cannot die and anyone who will pass over, cannot remain 
alive; these laws decide upon all the life of God. That is also the only thing, 
which you now still possess - the naked life! This descent was experienced 
so deeply, all the powers and characteristics were devoted to this. And can 
God approve of this, I ask you again? God watched over all his children, 
after all. He did not leave you alone for a second. However, the meaning of 
this Divine watching lives on this side, we got to know this conscious in the 
Spheres of Light. 

Wherever you look, you see messes, you therefore see misery, suffering and 
sorrow also live there, the awe-inspiring misery and the afterpain of millions 
of souls, their blood still flows from many wounds and your mad people 
walk, who lost their minds as a result of this inhuman cruelty. Wherever you 
look, an abyss gapes towards you and yet, life goes on. The heathens have 
been conquered, evil has returned to the darkness, light has come to Earth. 
As a result of the prayer? How there was prayed! Yet God could not hear all 
these prayers, as people on Earth imagine. You must now understand why 
and admit that it is fine like this. All the gold of the Earth was now well-
nigh used for the war. People should have used that money differently, but 
mankind still had to awaken for that conscious. Millions were used for the 
breaking up, for the destruction of God’s life. Where is the end in that way? 
How must the Divine spark awaken? Is there spiritual progress? Is mankind 
truly capable of building up a better world? Did all that misery really serve 
to gain spiritual consciousness? The blood flowed as it had never before been 
the case, this could happen as a result of the technical inventions of your 
time, as a result of this human ingenuity spoke in an unambiguous language! 
Awe-inspiring riches were devoted to the destruction of the Evening land - 
but was this God’s will? Did Christ die on the cross for this? 

A miserable, painful feeling is the only thing which remained of the won-
derful things, which people still used to possess, just a few years ago. The 
remorse at having descended to the bestiality of the dark hells is the domi-
nating feeling, which the soul life now knows on Earth. 
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Are people now preparing themselves to create a better world or will we 
carry on in the old way? Will we avail ourselves any longer of the deception, 
climb up again as a result of the blood of other people? Enrich ourselves 
again by sucking out the life of God? By trading in the inspired product of 
the artist and the man in his natural state? 

It is not difficult for a human being judging honestly, that everything on 
Earth was achieved through lies and cheating, through sullying the blood 
of other people, through theft and murder, through kicking and neglecting 
other rights of life. And now this human being can easily establish that God’s 
laws rectify themselves, which means, that only that which was created by 
pure love, has the right to existence, but that on the other hand the robbed 
possession is destroyed. And that cursed possession has now been destroyed. 
It was destroyed or passed into other hands. Here the cause and effect for the 
earthly possession speaks, that which belongs to your life, but was doomed 
to die out, to decay, because it was once achieved by means of robbery and 
murder. In this way accounts from the past were paid, they were settled by 
means of sacrificing the own life blood or by means of the loss of the treas-
ures gathered. Your century forced you to do it! The laws of cause and effect 
took place over human lives and goods, God cannot give you anything in 
nothing. Sooner or later this settlement must come - to the judgement of the 
human being himself. 

All scandvlekken??- however beautiful and artistically minded in build-
ing - had to disappear to make way for new buildings, which will be built 
up by a more conscious and more mature human race. Wonderful societies 
speculated with the blood money of the poor. They were cheated, wrongly 
informed, while the enterprisers lived it up from their sourly earned monies. 
Not one house on Earth remained free from this contamination, the life 
blood even clings to the temples and churches dedicated to the worship of 
God and Christ, the life force of the soul life, which devoted everything to 
the building of it. But for what purpose did his sacrifice, his faith serve? He 
could dedicate his prayer in a building, that God must have been an eyesore 
to God, since it was achieved as a result of haggling ... The church committed 
suicide as a result of the earthly possession, it accepted everything - where 
did the money come from, was not asked. Did the church act here according 
to the commands of Christ? How should the church have acted in the cen-
turies gone by and during this struggle? Not God’s blessing, but a curse rested 
on everything! 

As a result of the last world war the stolen and plundered goods from your 
forefather would disappear. The Age of Christ has started, it now speaks to 
you, it will dominate the hearts of you and your people. It will no longer 
tolerate deception, robbery and murders, the heads must now be bowed, the 
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human action becoming conscious. Now it is making good and building 
up the law which the life on Earth will have changed radically. And this is 
urgently necessary??? Must God and Christ still approve any longer that the 
human being on Earth beheads itself? You cannot enter the Age of Christ, if 
you are weighed down by a demonic and destructive burden. This Age wants 
you to become seeing and you to live your earthly life honestly and sincerely 
from now on. It demands that you will enlighten the eye of other people by 
means of your own life light - and this because you are born from one Father! 

A war had to come in order to take your sullied possessions from you, in 
order to make you experience suffering and misery, because it is only in that 
way that you could observe your karmic laws. Is this an unnatural, an unjust 
law? One fine - yes, one fine day - hell broke loose and you were faced with 
the settlement of your self created laws of life, which, however, will give you 
experience with their pains, fears and horrors, as a result of which you can 
and will awaken. They are the unshakeable laws of your and our life. They 
will bring you to say goodbye to evil, they drive you further and to go higher 
in the spirit and to begin the construction of an own ‘God’s Kingdom on 
Earth’ and on this side. 

People where you are on Earth thought that they could buy a heaven for 
money, people bought earthly happiness, people bought what they felt like, 
people bought love and respect, yes, people bought God and Christ for mon-
ey! 

What kind of house was kept on Earth in this respect! The heavens have 
been squandered as if they were earthly goods, the churches bartered God’s 
kingdom of heaven, they elevated this crazy height. These transactions were 
achieved with a calm conscious. This was possible for centuries on end, but as 
a result of this war this will also come to an end. Such a revolting bartering 
will soon no longer be possible. Mankind will then know what it means to 
master a heaven! 

The war came and a raging violence poured itself out over mankind, the 
cruel acts were barbaric, the pains unbearable. And yet, believe me, God still 
spared you! God shows himself in all his creation as a Father of Love and he 
also proved to be this again now. If you had had to make good the faults 
committed in the past in their full dimensions, you would have succumbed, 
you could not have kept your life. God would then have had to take the life 
back to the jungle, back into the silence of the first stage of life, there where 
you as a human being started your conscious lying and cheating. He would 
have had to take away the treasures of the Earth from you, so that it would 
no longer be possible for you to commit any more evil. But, on the other 
hand, how much did he also leave behind in your hands? He allows you to 
start again, as a Father of Love. Accept your state, thank God for everything 
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which left you, bow your head in humility and pray: ‘My Father, thy will 
be done!’ If God had treated your cause and effect according to the laws, 
all of you would now live in caves and grottos and not one human being 
would still have shelter. However, God allowed you to go further, so that 
the material and spiritual awakening would come to you. The small piece of 
civilisation, which the peoples and mankind mastered in the course of time, 
was brought down, sullied, suffocated by evil. 

The demons of the hell and of the Earth gave you the image, the personali-
ty of mankind, it was capable of such cruel, deeds drunken with hatred. This 
is its life attunement, it is not further and not higher, it must still awaken for 
the pure, loving spiritual consciousness. The suffering which overcame you, 
the pains which you got to bear, it could all have been even worse, since the 
cause and effect of mankind has gone beyond all the laws in the universe. 

The misdeeds which the people were guilty of, showed you what gruesome 
deeds the personality of mankind could still reach. These deeds are not in 
conflict with its attunement. I showed you in detail that the masses still have 
to reach the higher conscious. Each of its acts points to this so abundantly 
clearly that a child can tell you it. Millions of souls still feel for violence and 
indulged those feelings. As a result of those feelings and other, just as poi-
sonous characteristics, bitter misery came over the world. It was they who 
changed those cities and villages into piles of rubble and caused dead and 
wounded people. 

Your Father in Heaven and his Sacred Life were sullied - treated violently 
- as a result of the serious character flaws of the individual, the masses and 
mankind. It is necessary that you think about this, if you raise the question 
of guilt for this war. Think about it when will begin the construction of 
the destroyed, ruined existence. That knowledge will give you the powers to 
conquer your wrong and destructive characteristics and to continue to work 
on that construction steadily. It will tell you that the world order, for which 
you must also give your part, must be one of a spiritual nature. In that order 
love must triumph with the truth! The deeds of mankind and its leaders were 
unconscious for too long. Could it have happened any differently, that the 
church bartered the heavens for gold? I must keep on coming back to this, it 
must be very clear, that a society which continues to approve of such woeful 
conditions, since it does not see the unconscious in that action, will never 
be capable of working up to a spiritual kingdom of people! What the church 
does, was do good, its followers think. But God thinks differently about 
this! Has the church understood the slap in the face which Hitler gave it? 
Is the divine meaning of this understood by it? Is it not true, that more was 
destroyed by the church than was built up? You resist this, but you just say 
one day: how can a church created by Christ teach its followers about a God 
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of damnation? How can a church, which says that it speaks in the name of 
the loving Christ, allow its children to kill each other in the battle? 

The church fell to pieces, since it is unconscious of the Divine command-
ments. The church cursed God - or has it forgotten the Middle Ages, when it 
made the stakes roar in order to scorch thousands of God’s creatures in them, 
only to assure its own power as a result of this. Are these perhaps untruths? 
Tell me then, whether you believe that the blessing of canons is a heavenly 
deed? Not true either? 

The church would have to be the most sacred on Earth and the connection 
with God for the human being. But can the church, which comes to such 
brutal and incredibly mean practices, be called sacred? Can it be the connec-
tion with God in this way? 

Christ set us up, the church assures. And yet bombs fell on its buildings 
and this only because it could not receive the Divine consecration: its deeds 
were not in accordance with this! 

We on this Side, in life after death, also once longed for possessions, we 
sought just as much to enrich ourselves; once we also piled one unconscious 
action on top of the other, but we learned to realise our faults and started 
to discard them. Our deeds had taken the personality to the darkness, we 
had to now learn to bow our heads. We learned that we perished as a result 
of the earthly possessions, many lives after each other. However, after fight-
ing hard against those wrong, characteristics in us which dragged us down, 
we finally saw the light of the first heavens before us. We understood that 
Christ blessed our life, if we observed his laws strictly. We had to master the 
spiritual conscious in order to prevent that sinking away in material feelings 
would follow again. Then for the first time we could enter God’s sacredness 
and kneel down at the feet of our Master. We bowed our heads, knowing 
that everything was fine now. 

If you feel your own life, you will also understand the meaning of the 
material and spiritual construction for your evolution. The serious, deep 
problems which you have now experienced, were for your and your inner 
conscious and for that of the masses and mankind. You had to make good, 
had to settle your old debts. It came at you by surprise, suddenly you were 
faced with the laws of God. Now the path is free, now you can build a better 
future for yourself and your people. Now you start to experience the laws, 
which also apply to our lives, you cannot escape them and you will not want 
to escape them with what you now know. 

While much lies in ruin around you, you come to yourself. You have been 
able to observe the conscious and the deeds of the human being tuned in an 
animal-like way in all the phases. The naked reality was shown to you. And 
this was the intention, all this misery had to open your eyes and it did. All 
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of mankind has learned this life lesson: Never again may so much power be 
given to one soul on Earth! 

Furthermore, it now knows that it must stop robbery and profiteering 
and build up an existence. It must now at least know, as well as every build-
ing which was not elevated according to the laws of our life, is doomed to 
destruction and unhappiness. He who practises honesty in everything and 
accomplishes the good, will stand before the gates of the ‘Kingdom of God’. 
Do not let yourself be broken now by the misery, weeping until your tears 
run dry does not help. Know that behind the piles of rubble the future beck-
ons. The empty carry-on of the Earth then falls away from you. By serving 
everyone can create an own condition. Anyone who works for the individu-
al, the masses and mankind with his head raised, will experience that God 
watches over him. 

Every soul will now feel the necessity, go further and thank God that it 
belongs to the living. And the masses and mankind feel it like that. 

The great masses have also learned that it must not be like that any longer. 
The horrors also opened its eyes. All its hatred will dissolve, it was only 
dominant temporarily. The masses have also learned that only love can bless 
the earthly existence. Anyone who feels this is ready for the material and 
spiritual construction! 

Moses once started this construction, many other prophets and fighters 
followed him, all of them devote their own life to this. Christ did this. He 
gave all of himself in order to make you happy. Until now the earthly con-
scious has not understood the range of those sacrifices. But now mankind 
has awakened. After all the misery experienced this concept came. If it had 
understood this under its own power and in peace and calm, this horror 
would not have been necessary. Yet the profit is for you and your people, 
because this slaughter created spiritual awakening. 

In future all your deeds will radiate the consciousness of your good will, 
because life on Earth will take you into that truth. By means of violence you 
obtained this consciousness, by means of the darkness you went to the light! 
However, who must now pay for the consciousness you won? Must Germany 
be the victim again? Must the German people be tied again hand and foot? 
Must it now be subjugated in such a way that all of the people die? Then 
the people of (the House of) Israel would have learned nothing. The laws of 
the Age of Christ now reach development. As destructive as the protocols of 
Versailles of the year 1918 were drawn up, as constructive the new one will 
be. The masters of this side also had those problems in their hands. They will 
decide in this, repaying hatred with hatred cannot go on any longer, this be-
longs to the past. It leads again to destruction and who in the world can still 
want this now?! The German people will be watched over for a long time, but if 
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it has learned enough and knows how to bow its proud head, it will get hold of 
its own personality again! 

The German people will pay for the misdeeds committed, it will have to 
accept, that its country is being cut to pieces, for the purpose of the countries 
which were once attacked mercilessly by the German armies. But one day, 
when it can be trusted one hundred percent, it will have to be able to take its 
own life in its hands and serve for (the House of) Israel, peace, calm, pros-
perity and construction. 

God cannot approve, after all, that millions of souls are given up to de-
struction. That was necessary in 1918, but now the children of (the House 
of) Israel, which Germany has, take their country to (the House of) Israel. 

When you understand the problems of your time, you climb up to Mount 
Calvary and you go to Christ. You can do this now, because you have made 
amends and given back everything that you stole in past centuries. The hat-
ers and cursers, the shedders of blood may never get a chance under any 
circumstances or you will return to the jungle stage and this cannot be your 
intention. Those rivers of blood were not poured out for that reason, after 
all! To repay hatred with hatred took the world to the abyss. Now it is the first 
requirement that the peoples try to understand each other, they must feel once 
and for all that all of them without a single exception are to blame for this war! 

This is why the peoples no less than the individual look back desperately 
at the destructions! The head must be held up, inspired by a fixed, unshake-
able will, the future must be seen in the eye. The peoples may not remain 
standing still, may not weep until their tears run dry for those who fell as a 
sacrifice, because there is no death! All the people who feel entered our world, 
they carry on here. They will awaken as you will, because they will also be 
helped by the masters. They will go back to God as you do, when they have 
made good what done was wrong here. 

The individual, the masses and mankind, the masters, Angels from the 
highest spheres, stand next to you, they will help you with their wisdom and 
their burning, conscious love. You will also receive the realisation of how you 
will have to act after concluding peace through them, their knowledge comes 
into your life. The members of state are now also only the pieces on the world 
chess board, but the masters do not play now in order to beat a dark enemy, 
the stake is now the material and spiritual construction of the whole world. 
And they move set after set with the same certainty as when it was a matter 
of destroying the heathens. On this Side lie the documents, which describe 
how the Earth and mankind will become. It is called the ‘Book of Life’ and 
it was written by the highest Masters on this Side, it was brought about by 
Christ himself. It belongs to his Age. It is for everyone on Earth. It describes 
how that Age will become. The Book heralds the new time, it tells how the 
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world will be after the war, then, when the construction has started. 
In this sacred Book, which belongs to your life and speaks to your inner 

life, it says: 
‘The peoples of the Earth will reach unity. They will connect with each 

other. In my name the peoples must live on and start the material and 
spiritual construction. Anyone who now seeks the wrong, will be excluded. 
Anyone who does not love my Name, excludes himself from God’s King-
dom. Anyone who cannot love after all the misery experienced, is in rebel-
lion against the laws of my Father and will receive what he asks for according 
to his attitude.’ 

Christ also says in this Book of Life: 
‘Now my Age will start. I will live again on Earth. I died for mankind, but 

I will enter my Own Age with (the House of) Israel. Anyone who follows me, 
will enter the ‘Kingdom of God’ during the earthly life. God blesses all his 
children. But anyone who still doubts the laws of God, will have to accept 
the consequences of it.’ 

It also says: 
‘The peoples of the Earth will reach unity and be as one family in my 

Name. Then my children can experience the happiness on Earth and all the 
peoples of the Earth will live for me, since they follow me. They will make 
decisions in my name, it is only that I will bless them. Love lives in the hearts 
of my children. I gave my life to the members of state of (the House of) Israel, 
I came to Earth for the happiness of all the life of God. As a result of this 
evolution the peoples of the Earth have established the ‘Kingdom of God.’ 

Christ then says: 
‘The peoples will possess equal rights, because in my Age not one soul will 

be excluded. I want that one works and serves for everyone and that everyone 
works and serves for one and will love each other.’ 

You must have noticed, that Adolf Hitler also wanted this. Hitler there-
fore received higher thoughts with all that evil? Yes, through him this high 
command was brought to Earth, in future you will help to carry it out in the 
world in Christ’s Name. 

It also says: 
‘The House of Israel will be established again. The material and spiritual 

construction begins from this building. Then the child of God will see the 
‘United Peoples of the Earth.’ 

That building will take place in the middle of the Earth. For all the peoples 
the doors will open, because Christ made this possible at Golgotha. God’s 
Son suffered for this consciousness and died for it. That is the Temple of (the 
House of) Israel for the peoples of the Earth and he will now radiate pure 
love. The wonderful building will be represented by all the peoples. God lives 
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in this Temple. The peoples were able to master this, this was achieved by 
means of all the misery suffered, the debts of the past have been made good. 
The building radiates this resurrection.’ 

If you feel this, then you will understand that even Adolf Hitler did not 
live for nothing. Mankind obtained this unity by means of him. He and 
Napoleon worked on that! These souls worked on this light, on this construc-
tion, their own past forced them to. They laid the basis, so that the future 
could arise on that. By means of these souls and thousands of others along 
with them, mankind received this evolution, this awakening. However, in 
this battle they were destroyed, because God did not approve that his Life 
is permanently ruled by evil. However, as a result of this the masses gained 
conscious and will now start another life. Yet those rulers were cursed by 
mankind! 

However, you must accept that they did not live for nothing either. Even 
if they killed the life of God, they still had to act according to the laws. It is 
the only and true thing which you received from them. You also know as a 
result of this that your life was not for nothing either. 

The Book of Life now puts all those miseries behind it. Because life on 
Earth was blessed by the dying process and the following and new life on 
Earth. That is a mercy of God which must be experienced. You receive your 
life in order to make good what was done wrong by you in other lives. That is 
not possible in one life. Christ and Golgotha now speak to you. The accounts 
from the old past have now been settled. Mankind begins a new book, which 
will be written by your future. However, it repeats to you that you must love 
each other. In the book of Christ it says: 

‘Peace and Calm will come to Earth and a pleasure in the People. People 
must accept my Life!’ 

Adolf Hitler also wanted to bring you that, but in Germanic style. He 
brought Germanic happiness to Earth, but this could not be accepted by the 
child of (the House of) Israel, this is why it also dissolved again so quickly. 
He and his kind brought the darkness. All these people have attunement to 
the prehistoric age and they do not belong in your own age. That was now 
experienced by all the life on Earth. The prehistoric feelings have no mean-
ing in the ‘Age of Christ’, it is destruction! It also says: 

‘All the goods of the Earth will now be divided, because the state takes 
everything into its own hands! The individual has not understood his own 
possession.’ 

Adolf Hitler also spoke about this. He wanted the treasures of the Earth 
to be divided, according to him he waged war for this reason. Now every 
people will receive the own life universe. Was this thought given to him by 
the masters? It cannot be any different! 
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It also says: 
‘The Mother ensures the preservation of the balance between life and 

death, it is she who must observe my laws, that is possible through her. 
This age is for the mother. It is motherhood which is the most sacred for 

the Earth. As a result of motherhood the disturbance, caused by the war, can 
be restored. It is the most sacred gift of God to his children. 

I do not need to tell you in what a mean and animal-like way Germany 
sullied this. You know that. But Christ did not die at Golgotha for this. 
Christ came to Earth through motherhood. Through the mother your life 
also receives connection with the Divine universe. It is giving life to those 
who are now torn too soon from their organisms as a result of the war, who 
were killed as a result of the madness of their leaders. It also says: 

‘The blood will be purified of every contamination. Woe betide those who 
think they can produce children for an animal-like attunement, according to 
the illness of the own garment.’ 

Those thoughts were also brought forward by the heathen peoples. But 
Adolf Hitler and his own kind took drastic measures for the execution of 
them. He had all those children of God sterilised. He denied the creating 
being and the mother the capacity of reproduction, motherhood! That the 
blood must be purified and in the future not be able to fertilise any ill people, 
is very natural, the Age of Christ does not allow that. It is material destruc-
tion. It says: 

‘The sent ones will work for the ill people and serve them and if necessary 
devote their own lives.’ 

In Germany the ill people were gassed. Hitler thought he could protect 
his own kind by this and purify the blood. But that is not possible. Did his 
famous doctors know that the human organism was sullied by the centuries 
and has lost the natural attunement? All of us in the universe are to blame 
for this. It was we ourselves who fertilised a lower grade for the material 
organism, we passed completely into that life. As a result of this the own 
core and the material attunement were lost. Because our children are also 
connected again to a lower grade of life and their children did it in their turn. 
The natural attunement of our organism was broken by it, that is our own 
destruction! Grade after grade was lost and dissolved completely. Now Adolf 
Hitler wanted to cultivate pure blood, but the distinguishing of types of race 
(see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) has lost its meaning. Those times 
are past! We are just too late and it would not have been possible anyway to 
prevent it. Hitler and his people nevertheless purified their race and in their 
own way, they gassed the weak! The future human being will tackle the pu-
rifying of human blood as follows - the ill people will be forbidden to fertilise 
in order to prevent that ill people produce children in this way. This is the 
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only thing that people on Earth can do. As a result of this mankind reaches 
the healthy stage within a few centuries. It therefore happens differently than 
Hitler and his kind could have imagined. But they lived as demons could not 
have lived, their actions will become proverbial! Hitler built up phases, he 
wants cannon fodder, he wanted to make his people strong and healthy for 
nothing and nothing else. The Book of Life also says: 

‘In my Age there will be no more ill people, the happiness of my children 
will be assured then. All illnesses will dissolve, all illnesses will be conquered 
in my Age, the masters have already received the means for that. All the 
children of God will enjoy my bliss on this Earth. I died for that. My father 
sent me to the Earth for that.’ 

When I tell you soon about the future human being, you will understand 
for the first time what the Age of Christ means for you and the life after you. 
Hitler brought this evolution, but he did not know how he had to dissolve all 
that misery. In Germany people did that in the well-known way. Yet the peo-
ples of the Earth will reach spiritual awakening as a result of their material 
destruction and then all these crazy situations will dissolve. Christ wanted it 
like this! God’s Son gave his Own Life for this. The pure Gospel which was 
given to you says it. The new thoughts emerged as a result of this. (The House 
of) Israel will observe these laws and inspire the masters of all the peoples 
with all their actions. In addition, the peoples will work together and in this 
way let all the misery suffered dissolve and be forgotten. In this age the thief, 
the life and deception will be banished! 

Mankind is faced with incredible wonders. And all those wonders were 
obtained by the misery experienced. No one therefore needs to despair. The 
Book of Life comes to Earth, mankind will receive rule after rule and experi-
ence the laws of them. And (the House of) Israel will give leadership in this. 

Will people forget Adolf Hitler? Is he no longer thought about? The Other 
Side tells you that mankind will think about him! A time will come that 
people will forgive him, everything, everything which he did wrong in your 
eyes! That sounds satanic for your material hearing. But we know the laws for 
his and your life and those of the future human being. We know that he and 
other people are victims. The flowers will be laid on his grave, which were 
obtained by means of this consciousness, they come forth from the human 
heart and they are precisely those flowers which Christ loves. These heart 
children have meaning for God! It is God’s will, Christ asks you and your 
people and the peoples of the Earth to forgive him for it, because he served 
for your spiritual awakening! Did Moses and other people not die for that? 
Of course, Hitler led the heathen peoples, stood lower for the laws of God 
than all the other leaders and yet, all of them did one work, even if he and 
you did not understand that. He is therefore the torturer for the peoples of 
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(the House of) Israel. History will have to accept that one day! That time is 
now approaching. Mankind would not have reached blessed evolution with-
out him and under its own power. 

Do you understand where your time will take your life? Where the present 
problems will bring you? On the way to our Father’s house we will one day 
meet each other again and then I want to ask you these questions again. You 
will have to admit everything, because then you will belong to the Spheres of 
Light and you will be one of ours. You will then also know why Moses lived 
on Earth again, why all this suffering came and which path was taken. The 
Book of Life calls to you: 

‘Start with the material and spiritual construction. Now love everything 
which lives, it is only then that the Spheres of Light will open to you. You 
can then enter your ‘Kingdom of God’. You will experience the laws of God 
with each other and no longer destroy anything, you will only build up! You 
will return to God as a result of this. Golgotha awaits you and your people!’ 

The children of (the House of) Israel will gather together for this. But now 
without weapons!! The life of God will no longer forget itself as the masses. 
Now happiness and spiritual knowledge live in all of you and the under-
standing of the final goal, which is the awakening for your life. This can 
be felt tangibly for all of you, you can now already begin with your future 
kingdom. Work for that! Pray for that! Serve for that and you will receive the 
heavenly treasures! 

What you saw originate on Earth belonged to the darkness. The other and 
higher was given to you by the masters on this side. God wanted that. When 
we had to start our cosmic path, God as a Father spoke to his children, we 
could have seen all of this, but we as human beings did not understand it. 
Nevertheless they are now laws which called you and us to the spiritual halt. 
When we said goodbye to the Moon, we lived ourselves. Every wrong deed 
brought us closer to the human misery. Now that is over and has been made 
good. That would reveal itself to our life in the Age of Christ, you were able 
to experience that on Earth and we on this side. We learned all these Divine 
laws here and had to master them. It is only then that spiritual awakening 
followed! That therefore means that the human being chose to go to the won-
ders of God as a result of destruction, to faith and to love and the victorious 
end of your earthly life. Through the darkness to the light and it is this which 
was experienced by humanity. Forgive and forgive! Christ wanted this, he 
died for this. He brought it to Earth. Do not stand still, look forward! Have 
the courage to go further, now know that you have to make good. You must 
accept your divine path, not one soul can escape that. Mix the calm and 
peace in your heart with that of Christ, it is only then that your life is blessed! 

Faith in God the Father, never forget that God is love and will remain 
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Eternally. Follow Jesus Christ. Not one soul can escape the laws of God 
without its life standing still. Yet know that your own time will be enlight-
ening for the coming centuries and that your age will never be forgotten. 
You belong to your own time, your cause and effect brought you to Earth, 
if not, then you would already have entered our world beforehand. May the 
pure love of Christ enter you, this is the longing of all the Angels in our life, 
because they can only help you then! Your life will then not have been for 
nothing! 

Give where you can immediate help, bow your head for the life of God 
and enter the laws which belong to our life, they will take you to the ‘Lord’s 
Supper.’ Christ will bless the bread for you, he will take complete possession 
of your life, he will show you his kingdom! 

In the Age of Christ the treasures of the Earth will be divided honestly. In 
the millions of ages which passed, that was not yet possible, now this can be 
worked on. Now the peoples of the Earth will master this personality and 
astral unity comes to Earth. You will not yet be able to experience it, but your 
offspring will receive from God the pleasure in the human being! 

So avoid every thought which brings you down. It will destroy you spirit-
ually. Never forget to build up. Do not stand still for piles of rubble, look to 
the future, the light rays of which already shine upon you. Do not let your 
head hang, because there is eternal life. There is no death! And God is Love! 

Now the ‘Kingdom of God’ comes to Earth. The Age of Christ now makes 
a start. Go into Christ! Start the construction in his Sacred Life! We will help 
you with that, millions of souls on this side are waiting to be able to start 
their task. Soon, when I may take you into your future, it will be clear to you 
why this age conquered evil. You can actually already know, I was able to 
explain the laws of it to you, but there is much more, they are wonders, which 
God will give to the people. This age speaks to your own heart, to your wife 
and your child, to your father and mother, not one soul can escape it. The 
sacred seriousness of our live has now been brought to Earth. You are now 
faced with the eternal now. You must master faith, love and hope and devote 
all of yourself. You will give to and serve all the life of God on Earth and in 
the universe. It is God’s will! 

God knew that you would return to him, you have now got to know the 
‘how’. God sent Christ to the Earth for this, but how was his Son received? 
Yet Christ gave you faith in God, hope and love, the most wonderful gift 
that God could give you! Did you go into these Divine laws and did you bow 
your head to them? Be honest and now admit that you did not seek God, no 
less than the Divine treasures, which received light at Golgotha. You were 
the living dead! 

Which development do you have behind you? How far has mankind come 
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on the spiritual path? That cannot be determined on the Earth, you must live 
on this side for that, however, that can be seen in our world. This is why I 
invite you to follow me. I want to explain how it was possible, that we could 
see on this side, that the heathen peoples had to lose, however strong they 
made themselves. On our side you got to know the personality of mankind. 
Follow me and the treasures of the spirit will be handed to you! 
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Astral mankind 

In order to explain the spiritual attunement of mankind and to record it, 
you must know the laws of our life. Those laws can also be perceived on this 
side. Because here is a sphere like the human being who lives in it and it is 
at the same time the spiritual attunement after the earthly death. I told you 
how the astral world originated. If the first people, who had completed their 
earthly circle, had not come higher, no hells or heavens would have existed in 
our life. You must then likewise accept, that your society would not yet have 
existed either, because mankind would still have to awaken for this. 

But the hells and heavens originated and your society is also there. You do 
not live in a prehistoric age, because Mother Earth and all its children experi-
enced a spiritual and material evolution. The first people who had completed 
their material life, continued on our side. Now those people live in the Di-
vine All and are Gods! All that life has already returned to God. You are also 
busy returning to God, but now you still live on Earth, the first people and 
we on this side are further, but you will also walk our path and then when 
we devote all of your life and make good what was done wrong. No thought 
was given to us, these laws are also for you! 

I told you that the first astral people experienced the laws of the Earth on 
this side. They returned to the Earth, because this earthly contact lay within 
their reach. Since they got to love the life on Earth and served it, anoth-
er world condensed and their own state changed. The soul as a personality 
started to awaken. Evolution came and namely for the good. They represent-
ed the soul life and an own world for the astral life, which they now got to 
know for the first time. In the sphere of the Earth they now saw the spiritual 
and material laws for the first time and mastered them. The souls understood 
then that there was no death! They also saw that, if they wanted that, they 
could go higher. And they started to work on that, they now experienced the 
material and spiritual construction. 

Those millions of souls continued to go on in the sphere of the Earth, 
because as a result of this they got to know the laws of God. They started to 
feel for the first time now that a higher power existed, which controlled all 
that life; they saw that they lived between life and death and now understood 
their own thinking and feeling in comparison with that of the material being 
of the Earth. Life on this side offered them everything, because they could 
go where they wanted. 

I told you that, if they took care of the earthly being and they followed the 
good, not only their characteristics and of course the personality changed, 
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but also their surroundings. That personality started to feel in another world 
and passed into that and even if they were still hells, they experienced Divine 
wonders anyway. It gave them inspiration to go on. They wanted to climb 
higher and higher in the spiritual development and then experienced one 
evolution after another. They saw that dwellings were achieved and that they 
themselves had elevated them. That world and those dwellings belonged to 
them and they were lord and master in their own kingdom as a result of that. 

You will of course understand that the spheres and the hells then started 
to condense and they understood that this happened through themselves. 
They realised that they belonged to eternal life and already welcomed their 
own family members, who had died like them on Earth. They resumed love 
for all those people and for the Supreme Power, which they were a part of. 
They also understood that there was still a lot which they had to learn. These 
people then already saw their own grade of life for the astral world and for 
the Earth. The world in which they lived was also as they felt and as their 
conscious was. They now started to understand the characteristics of the 
human being who belonged to their own kind. Every second meant new 
life and experience for them, another awakening, they saw more intuition 
and willpower in addition, because they had consciously started the spiritual 
construction. 

I also told you that millions of souls of theirs worked on Earth and yet oth-
ers remained in the dark spheres in order to help the life there and to bring 
this to spiritual awakening, as they had experienced it. And in those centu-
ries their life changed more and more, the spheres became more expansive 
and lighter and in this way they saw the Spheres of Light originate. They saw 
grade after grade come into being. They became the seven hells and the seven 
heavens, which we also got to know. It is into one of these hells or heavens, 
which you also enter, when you have completed the cycle of the Earth. 

Life on Earth continued and changed equally as the Other Side changed. 
Many inventions were achieved by the astral beings on Earth, because they 
inspired the material being to this. However, the astral being saw that the 
earthly being also built on the dark hells, they condensed alarmingly, which 
they could not prevent. Those who sought and experienced the good, built 
with them on the Spheres of Light. They understood from that, that the life 
in the universe got those laws in its own hands. The hells received their own 
aura, caves and grottos emerged as dwellings and beautiful palaces by those 
who had had to accept their existence in those hells. The higher astral beings 
started to see into their own life and sensed that all those people closed them-
selves off to the higher existence. All those buildings would have to be broken 
down one day, if the human being progressed to building on the Spheres 
of Light. However, more and more dwellings came in those hells and that 
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building up of the hells continued for millions of years. We can determine 
as a result of this that one soul was already further than the other one. Every 
hell represents a grade of life and it is also the spiritual attunement and the 
radiation of a sphere. And that sphere is again like the inner life feels and like 
the personality is. From this people recognised the being from that world. 
And you on Earth do not need to doubt this, because material and spirit were 
and are completely one. 

The lowest or deepest hell in the astral world is the meanest. The life which 
lives there, no longer possesses any life. The soul life in this hell lies down 
there and is unconscious of all the other life of God, since this human be-
ing has exceeded all the existing laws. Those people have attunement to the 
pre-animal-like grade of life. If you wish to know more about this, then read 
‘A View into the Hereafter’ and everything will be clear to you. I now only 
say that which is necessary for this work. 

The astral being with the millions of others who represent this world with 
him, lived it up. No evil can be imagined, or committed. They tortured the 
life of God and destroyed it and did this consciously! They are the hyenas of 
mankind, they live here together and are closed off to higher worlds. This is 
their own world, their sphere and their spiritual attunement. Only God can 
save them from this state, from this inhuman existence, which is rotten and 
bad and stinking like their life aura, because not a spirit of the light, or their 
father or mother is capable of this. They overcame thousands of people on 
Earth, tortured and tormented these lives until death occurred, but received 
this world after their earthly death, this stinking pool of misery, in which 
they belong since they attuned themselves to it. They brought suffering and 
sorrow, hell and devil upon the masses, but created a darkness for themselves 
as a result of this, a cave in this world, as you probably do not know on Earth. 
They would experience their own life here! It was not possible to escape this, 
their sphere held them imprisoned! 

People with this dreadful attunement also now live on Earth. They mean 
a horror, unhappiness for thousands of people. They brought this war for 
masses into your midst, you have therefore got to know them. Many of you 
had to experience their tortures and succumbed as a result of them. This bot-
tom-most hell will also attract them, those who thought they could violate 
the life of God. But in our life they see themselves placed before these laws, 
however, on Earth they do not know them and just live wildly. 

In the dull hells the own sort live together, on Earth that is not possible. 
All these kinds of people spread through each other across the Earth, your 
society formed itself in this way. After their earthly life the divine laws nev-
ertheless dominated them, God knows where they are to be found in the 
lowest hells. And that human being wanted this spiritual closure himself. He 
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also closed himself off to the higher life and conscious. It is only by means 
of willpower and by serving God’s life that other and higher worlds can be 
reached by them. However, the soul life in the deepest hells does consider 
that and will therefore return to the Earth to make good there, what it de-
stroyed in many lives. It is up to us which life we want to follow, which laws 
we want to master. If we seek evil in the life on Earth, then we must accept 
the hells after the material end. The human being himself therefore creates 
an own hell or heaven and this is the spiritual attunement after death! 

You can still recognise the people who carry a hell in themselves on Earth. 
They bring a great deal of suffering upon others, they can decide upon thou-
sands of lives on Earth, their task and the material possession on Earth gives 
them this possibility. They mastered that social state. If these people had just 
experienced another life, they would have entered a higher world and they 
would probably belong to the Spheres of Light. As a result of evil they will 
nevertheless perish. 

All your sadists, who now think they may torture and destroy mankind, 
will enter here after their death and will then be part of this world of hell. 
The evil of that world will then suck them empty, in this way they will re-
ceive what they did to others on Earth. 

Those are the laws of our life and those laws call them here to the spiritual 
halt. God wants us to love his life, but how do we experience their life? We 
must even make good every wrong thought. But these inhuman beings are 
merciless! Every second such demons arrive here from the Earth and now 
belong to this world. 

On Earth you can recognise them, I just told you, they murder, rob and 
create pleasure in seeing you burnt alive. They enjoy your hanging, they poi-
son your life drink and are the rapists of your life existence. They administer 
scars by means of their cigarette end, which they extinguish on your naked 
body, they hit wounds and kick hearts, they suck your child empty and dis-
card it like a wreck. Their actions were demonic, satanic during the hours 
which mankind has had to experience. They violated children and old peo-
ple, they have respect for nothing and no one, these sadists of the twentieth 
century, who will inhabit the lowest hells on this side. I do not need to tell 
you how they behaved during these years of war, it is known to you. I am 
concerned with showing you which attunement these souls represent for our 
life and then you will get to know all these grades of life and astral worlds. 

The stench of their rotting life is demonic here, its form is bad and horrific, 
but God did not want this, these people did it to themselves! The ruler of evil 
lives in this lowest hell, this mentality is to be found in the own life attune-
ment. The deepest darkness on this side awaits them and no one or nothing 
can change anything about that. 
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If we now go higher, then we immediately enter another world, another 
hell. The human being who lives here, has already changed, that can be seen 
from the atmosphere, the spiritual light and the own aura. In the sphere un-
der this, which I talked about, the soul life lies down like your jellyfish on the 
beach, above this the life crawls over the ground like a tortoise and wants out 
of these surroundings. But that is not possible, the sphere keeps the soul life 
captive. Yet this must change one day. The three books tell you how. Because 
for God this life must also continue and return to him. 

In this higher sphere awakening has already come. The people here seek 
the higher consciousness, the society, the light which they lost as a result of 
their terrible life. These people also sunk deep, yet God also gives them a 
new organism, as a result of this material life that development is achieved. 
But these people did not have as much on Earth as they possessed in the hell 
or they would be attracted by that same world. Yet this hell also lived it up 
completely. 

These souls as material people live in your midst, are well dressed, have 
a great social job, but represent this hell for our world. They climb up over 
your back in society and can decide upon thousands, which will, however, 
be their own decline, if they neglect the laws of God for this. These people 
live for the decline, they brought brutalization, which Christ did not teach 
them for that matter. 

These are now already two hells, two worlds, two kinds of people for our 
and your world. Here those worlds are closed off to each other, on Earth 
these people live together and in your midst and represent society along with 
you. Recognising these people on Earth in their own existence and outside 
society, that is not easy. For many centuries on end this being has been able 
to hide for the masses. However, that is now no longer possible, the Age of 
Christ demands of you and of them to show your colours. And especially 
during this war you can follow that wonder on Earth, now you see who 
follows the darkness and who, on the other hand, the Spheres of Light and 
wants to experience the good. Mankind on Earth has never known this be-
fore, that possibility was not there. The Age of Christ demands it of all the 
life of God. I will also come back to this soon. 

Above this there is also a dreadful hell; the soul life which lives here, lies 
captive in caves and grottos. Their tentacles stick out of splits in order to grab 
what can be grabbed. They cannot be helped either. Millions of people live 
here, they are only a bit more conscious than the grades of life under this. 
The human aura is deep black in the lowest hell, a bit higher the black is shot 
through with dazzling green and the higher we go, we see the atmosphere 
change. In the Land of Hatred, the fifth hell, the false red-brown light of 
the hater shines towards us. But you see it, light has still come to us in this 
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darkness, which came about during all those millions of centuries. For our 
life the hells are therefore existing worlds, for the Earth it is your society, 
the world of now. All of this gives you a small idea of the way in which the 
astral world has still remained one with the Earth, your own life there. As a 
result of this you can accept that every human being creates an own world 
for himself in the astral life. The personality attunes itself to one of these 
spheres, hells or heavens. 

In the Land of Hatred millions of souls also live together and they belong 
to the conscious evil. These people are conscious, they therefore know where 
they live and they also know that their grade of life means darkness, even 
if you can meet some here, who do not even know that they died on Earth. 
However, they will soon awaken, the other people will help them to fall even 
deeper than they already did. These people can leave their sphere, because all 
the grades of life and spiritual attunements are to be found on Earth. They 
therefore cling to those lives, suck those organisms empty and go further in 
order to satisfy the terrible longings in them. What they want to experience 
there, belongs to the underworld, they follow the passions. They have more 
conscious than those who populate the lower hells, because they could not 
experience so much evil. Power on Earth is therefore for our world for these 
grades of life the loss of the own spiritual personality! All these people still do 
not think of a higher life, even if there are some amongst them who do this 
and who want to release themselves from the own grade of life. And you can 
also follow that on Earth. 

Where people live on Earth, there are those who live it up and follow the 
darkness, in addition to other people who strive for the higher conscious 
and therefore live a spiritual existence. Yet other people speak about a God 
of Love, these people want to serve and devote everything for mankind and 
follow Christ. Did you think, dear reader, that these people lived in one of 
these hells? That the faithful being, the truly good soul, is part of these ter-
rible worlds? That is not possible, that is a completely different type of being 
than these demons. It is therefore obvious that we must go even higher, if we 
want to establish the spiritual attunement of mankind. Because in these hells 
real evil lives together, the brutalized human child. Murderers and thieves, 
to mention a few, live in the Land of Hatred, people therefore who experi-
ence evil, who spare nothing and no one, Christians are not to be found here! 
Of course Christians can also experience an animal-like life, I mean by this 
therefore the soul life which is worthy of bearing this name. In these hells 
there are also Catholics living, Protestants and other dogmatists of the Earth, 
souls who lived it up on Earth. All types of lives live here together, all ranks 
and grades of life of your society, high and low, rich and poor, learned and 
illiterate together in one world, in the Land of Hatred, passion and violence. 
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Those who live here in the Land of Hatred, or those who possess that at-
tunement on Earth, would never have been able to experience Hitler’s task, 
because they do not possess the attunement for that. These people are there-
fore further, they have not sunk so low, do not know this power either. That 
is their salvation for our world, or they would enter the deepest hell. Those 
souls cannot do so much evil now, they live above the sphere, the hell of 
Hitler and his own kind. Power is therefore descending, if people on Earth 
follow the destruction and impose it on the life of God. 

Above the Land of Hatred lives another sphere, it is a higher world for the 
soul, even if the unconscious child of God also still lives there. Despite all 
the opposition on Earth and on this side, the life of God therefore still came 
higher, because other spheres await us. We now already know millions of 
souls, types of people who also live on Earth and represent the personality of 
mankind. Is there nothing good about this character then, you can now ask? 
Do only demons live on Earth? That is not possible! 

We must therefore go further! But it is still a wonder to you, that new wars 
kept coming in the past in order to destroy the earthly life? What can you 
expect otherwise from a demon? Centuries ago millions of souls lived in this 
dark attunement and the highest conscious, the Christian child still had to 
awaken. These souls mastered this awakening, as a result of which the aspect 
of the Earth changed. We got to know this in our life and have to accept 
it and in this way the earthly life and the present problem became clear to 
us. Millions of people live amongst you, now already whole peoples, who 
seek and want to represent the good. If there were only robbers and murders 
living on Earth, I assure you, Hitler would have won this war, but because 
there are so many people of good will, he must lose this war. And this is 
your own obtained spiritual possession for the Earth, this is the personality 
of mankind! 

In the centuries which passed, more wars kept coming, since the higher 
conscious still had to awaken in the human being. That higher conscious 
had to start to dominate in order to conquer evil, which has only become 
possible now. The good and the violent stand sharply divided opposite each 
other, the first group want peace and calm on Earth, the last group misery, 
domination, destruction of all the good. 

It took millions of years, before you would experience the last struggle 
between good and evil, the battle of low against high, of the unconscious 
against the conscious being. 

Since the Age of Christ is starting, you can experience spiritual wonders 
on Earth. And yet the masses do not notice this. Is it not amazing that people 
in your own century must show their colours? Every soul now shows you the 
own obtained life attunement for our life. The bible tells you about it. That 
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was already predicted centuries ago. You now live in an amazing age, which 
the prophets spoke about. 

For thousands of centuries people were able to disguise themselves on 
Earth, now that is over! This is the Century of Christ! And the Century of Christ 
demands full respect from you for all the life of God. 

Can you now recognise the lowest types on Earth? If you see what their 
actions are like, you can draw a cosmic analysis, because this personality 
then analyses itself for you. He stands naked before you, even if he covered 
himself with crosses. For you those murder prices have no more meaning, it 
is the medal of the devil. Blood clings to it from your father, mother, sister, 
brother and your child, from your friends! Does this mean nothing to you? 
It tells us that they are creating their own hell! 

We will now leave the Land of Hatred and go further by following astral 
mankind and recording the conscious of it. Having come outside this Land 
of Hatred, we immediately see that it becomes lighter. There is no more fear 
which overwhelms your life, you can now breath more freely. The tension of 
the Land of Hatred lies behind you and more consciousness has come into 
your life. You must be able to feel it, you can also read that from the earthly 
conscious on Earth. You now already meet another personality, this one does 
not wish to kill, this human being wants to go upwards, wants to awaken 
spiritually and follow Christ. This life has remorse for everything which was 
experienced and now wants to build up another world. 

This sphere also borders on the Land of Hatred, but they must go further. 
Mankind has also reached a higher stage. The satanic influence of the Land 
of Hatred lies behind us, the dreadful hatred can no longer reach us, its 
coldness can no longer be felt now. We suddenly go through the Land of 
Twilight - the spiritual attunement of mankind. This is still a dusky sphere, 
but it already borders on the first heaven for our side. That world lies close in 
the vicinity of ‘God’s Kingdom.’ 

How does the human being feel on Earth? Soon that will be clear to you; 
we will get plenty of time to follow those laws and it is most certainly worth-
while, because as a result of this you will recognise your own time and your 
life and that of the masses and mankind. 

Nature now starts to change in a misty state and this spiritual attunement 
of mankind. Before the soul life has reached this height, it experiences the 
fight for life and death. But becoming freed from the Land of Hatred is not 
so simple. The personality keeps on falling back. That is also the same strug-
gle for you on Earth. How difficult is it not to kill one longing? The battle for 
both worlds is exactly the same, because the astral personality has the life in 
its own hands precisely as that of the Earth. 

Mankind has come this far, this is the spiritual attunement of mankind. 
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Mankind mastered so much in the centuries which passed. Moses started to 
work on that consciousness. Moses experienced the wonders of the universe 
in this sphere. At this place an Angel spoke to him about all the earthly 
problems, before Moses could therefore be born on Earth. And after having 
completed his task, the Angel took Moses back to this sphere, where Moses 
sad down sad, since he did not understand his own life and his attunement. 
We recorded the spiritual attunement of the Earth from this sphere. Man-
kind has had to cover this long path, it worked itself from the darkness up 
to the light, even if this light is still not the aura of the first sphere, because 
those masses, the peoples of the Earth still have to master this. 

It can be seen here in the Land of Twilight, how the inner life of mankind 
on Earth is attuned. Here it can be followed which peoples belong to evil 
and which to good. This and thousands of other matters, which concern 
the awakening of mankind, can be followed in this sphere, so that we were 
completely ready, when Hitler thought he had to attack Poland and there-
by disturbed the peace and quiet on Earth. We could make our calculations 
from here and establish infallibly, who had to win now. You hear it! Had to 
win. These were the peoples of (the House of) Israel, who represent the good, 
who represent the good characteristics for the Earth. 1914-1918 gave mankind 
more control, mankind from before 1914-1918 did not weigh up the pros and 
cons, it plunged itself into misery. Without thinking about it for long, war 
was declared on another people. In 1939 that lasted longer. (The House of) 
Israel thought of everything, also about the Land of Hatred, (the House of) 
Israel knew which characteristics still clung to the human being who seeks 
evil. 1914-1918 brought mankind between the Land of Hatred and this Land 
of Twilight, after 1914-1918 mankind went further and entered the sphere, 
in which we are now. (If you want to know more about this sphere and the 
laws of this world, then read the book ‘Those who Came Back from the 
Dead’, also received by Jozef Rulof from the Other Side.) Now it was a case 
of waiting. For what? Mankind in the Land of Twilight is also waiting. But 
then the actual knowledge comes, the spiritually tuning into the higher life, 
wanting to serve, reaching the first heaven on this side. But deep surrender 
is needed for this in order to be able to wait for the insight, how people can 
free themselves from this sphere. Then follows the serving of all that sacred-
ness, which is the first sphere. It is only then that the soul enters the higher 
consciousness. Life in this sphere proceeds to love the other life of God and 
therefore comes further himself. 

And that is exactly the same for earthly mankind. The same Divine laws 
apply to it, which the individual and the masses also have to master. The 
individual in the Land of Twilight descends into the dark spheres in order to 
serve the life of God there, thousands of souls reach the first sphere as a result 
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of this and the ‘Kingdom of God’ on this side. For the Earth that is awaken-
ing the fight against evil, that the masses can only experience through war! 
Can you feel this? And we therefore knew that Hitler had to come forward 
and would start a war, because mankind had to complete cause and effect, 
the peoples had to awaken as characteristics of mankind and start a higher 
life. However, the majority of these peoples would deploy themselves next 
to (the House of) Israel, because (the House of) Israel is the personality of 
mankind. Those are the laws for your and our life and we have to accept 
them here on Earth. 

Germany is therefore a characteristic for the Land of Hatred, along with 
Japan and Italy it wants to dominate the earthly personality. But those who 
possessed those characteristics, did not know the earthly personality, other-
wise they would never have started this rebellion, they would have known 
that they would have to lose! They would have understood that mankind can 
no longer be dominated, because Christ is at the front of the queue and takes 
(the House of) Israel to this side along with all the Angels. 

Moses received the very first word for the people of (the House of) Israel, 
other peoples joined Moses and in this way, from the actual people of Moses, 
the peoples of (the House of) Israel of now originated, who represent man-
kind on Earth! 

Can it be clearer? Germany, Japan and Italy - Russia received a very differ-
ent meaning to experience for this war - should have known, that this soul 
life cannot be withdrawn to the Land of Hatred, all the more so because 
the masters help to conquer it. Germany, Japan and Italy fight against God, 
against God’s Sacred Child Jesus Christ and against all the Angels on this 
side. They will lose this fight, but as a result of this awaken again as all the 
other characteristics for (the House of) Israel. It is only then that peace and 
quiet will come to Earth and in the human being the pleasure, for which 
Christ gave his Own Life! There is now fighting on Earth for this purpose. 

And that is also for the individual in this sphere, as I already remarked, 
the fight for life and death, the fight against the wrong, the fight of the dark 
against the light, of hell against heaven, of the conscious against the uncon-
scious. Is your fight different? It serves to awaken, in order to conquer those 
bad characteristics. On this side the soul life experiences that and this is the 
passing over to a higher world. 

It is therefore obvious, that no murderers can live again in this sphere. And 
now sense the peoples of (the House of) Israel. Do those peoples not want ex-
actly the same again? Do those peoples not want justice? They fight for that, 
they fight for love and justice, they long to conquer the dark violence. Those 
are the laws for your and for our life. The Other Side and the Earth walk 
one path, both want to make the evil in the human being harmless. That 
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is your war, the fight against Hitler and his kind! The good peoples do not 
want murder, no more manslaughter, but now (the House of) Israel is forced 
to it. Hitler knows this, even if he wants to disguise that, he cannot avoid 
that for our life. And even if all of mankind help to carry him, it was still he 
who desired the war and wanted to have his people and his friends on Earth 
dominated. But God wants it differently! And he will learn that and have to 
accept, because he and his terrible helpers are being wiped out! 

This sphere, as Land of Twilight, is populated by all the life of the Earth, 
which was already busy searching for God. It is very remarkable the kinds of 
people you meet here. Soon, in the next chapter, you will get to know this life 
and then we can immediately make our comparisons regarding the earthly 
and the spiritual attunement for the individual, the masses and mankind. 

What is astral mankind like? Where do all the billions of souls live, who 
have lived on Earth? Those like you and we left the Moon in order to begin 
their cosmic path? Where did all those peoples of God go to? 

The Moon is dying, other planets also. The second cosmic grade of life 
and Mother Earth are still inhabited. All that life continued on this side. The 
hells and heavens are inhabited. All those worlds originated as a result of the 
human being. God put this in the own hands of our people. All the life on 
this side represents Astral Mankind. In hells, in heavens the Divine spark 
lives, as well as in the world of the unconscious, but then in order to return to 
the Earth and bring the organism there to inspiration. On the Moon we were 
all cells, now we are people, conscious and unconscious of the laws of God. 
All those sparks live in this awe-inspiring universe. One spark as a human 
being is further than the other. The masters on this side know the hells and 
the heavens and as a result of that the earthly life and it is they who will help 
their sisters and brothers on Earth. 
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Spiritual awakening of the individual, 
the masses and mankind 

The personality of mankind has attunement to the Land of Twilight and 
therefore stands as the souls there for spiritual evolution, for the awakening 
in the spirit, because the Land is Twilight is actually still a hell. In this world 
the life still does not possess any love and it must therefore awaken in it. The 
life of God does not find any peace here, it wants to go further, higher, in 
order to reach the intended object, the first sphere. It is only then that the 
soul enters the ‘Divine Kingdom’. Since the Land of Twilight is the attune-
ment for the individual, the masses and mankind, they stand for releasing 
themselves from the unconscious self. It is for our life the fight against all 
the evil characteristics, which no one can escape, but also the return to God. 

Wherever God’s life is to be found in the universe, it is busy awakening 
and getting to know his laws. It is only then, when those dark spheres have 
been conquered, that peace and quiet comes for the soul and it can con-
sciously begin the higher life. The spiritual awakening takes the soul life into 
all the Divine laws and they must be mastered. The personality now comes 
forward, it goes through the darkness to the light, from grade to grade, 
material and spiritual. The individual takes hundreds of years to do it, for 
the masses it takes even longer and for mankind it took millions of centu-
ries, before it had reached this attunement. What is needed for the spiritual 
awakening, borders on the incredible and yet the masses must go forward, 
continually further, higher and higher, where the ‘Kingdom of God’ waits. 
The individual can soon leave this sphere; when the soul has started the 
construction, the life of God in all these worlds serves, this is the case in a 
short time. But it costs the own personality as a stake and in addition the full 
hundred percent of willpower, so that bowing heads is learned. However, in 
this state the soul life conquers all the evil characteristics and only then feels 
master over himself! 

The unconscious life there loves itself. Do you not also know this phenom-
enon on Earth? Is the individual there perhaps different and can the masses 
and mankind witness that it stands above self love? This is not the case. 
This is therefore the spiritual gauge, the spiritual attunement for the masses 
and mankind. All the souls in this state live for themselves. That cursed self 
continually dominates the good and this is why they fight here on Earth for 
life and death in order to conquer that evil. Your dreadful slaughtering, the 
terrible suffering and sorrow were born from that, which the whole of man-
kind now has to accept. 
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The spoilt and self-satisfied self must be broken down on this side, it is only 
then that the soul bows its head to the laws of God and the life of Christ gets 
meaning. But what must be broken down here, must experience the same 
fate on Earth and a war takes care of this, which destroys life and possessions 
on a large scale and with furious violence. The soul life wants to go further, 
wants to change itself and all that suffering serves for this purpose, that is 
why that struggle for life and death originated. All of mankind now expe-
riences that. God did not want such a thing, God gave us everything! But 
we just lived wildly. Millions of souls created an own hell for themselves by 
means of that unconscious way of life, by searching for passion and wanting 
to live it up, no one was able to stop them. However, one day the succumbing 
and weeping comes, as little children do and remorse has awakened. Why 
does the life on Earth not listen to Christ? Did all of us act differently? Now 
that we know how the spheres can be reached, the Other Side comes to the 
Earth in order to protect mankind from even greater disaster. Just learn from 
us, we have got to know those laws and were able to master them. Do not 
continue to refuse obstinately: it will cost you your life happiness. 

On Earth the individual listened to the words of Christ, the masses and 
mankind remained deaf and blind to the wonders of God. Prayers were 
mumbled to Christ by the ice-cold, sober self. 

The human being of this Land of Twilight went on Earth to the church, 
lay kneeled and prayed and yet God did not hear these prayers. But they also 
only loved their stone building, they only mumbled words! Praying and beg-
ging and yet not being heard, must have meaning. This meaning lives here. 
All those souls did not know God and they did not love, they only followed 
the dead word. However, God demanded deeds! They prayed and did not 
actually experience anything. Their inner life remained misty and cold like 
this sphere. They still had to awaken for all the laws of God and their own 
characteristics. One prayed more than the other, yet they did not see each 
other again. They were not the true Christians. They are even merciless to-
wards their own kind. The Catholic hates the Protestant and the other way 
round and yet both say they believe in the same God. This is why they live in 
this sphere, in this Land of Twilight. 

Mankind is like your Protestant and Catholic, they pray and at the same 
time hate and even go into battle in order to kill the members of their own 
church. Mankind must experience awakening in this. If the attunement of 
mankind had been the first sphere, there would have been no more peoples 
who sought evil, but the mastering of the first sphere still has to begin. That 
will only come after the battle, then it will be possible for people to raise their 
heads and to kneel down in the Name of God, for Golgotha and Christ. If 
spiritual awakening comes, all those millions will start to work on the better 
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self, for which thousands sacrificed themselves in this war, consciously and 
unconsciously. Yet both grades of life are wrong for this world, because God 
does not want life to be destroyed, for whatever purpose. Golgotha will tell 
you it! This awakening cost mankind rivers of blood and the individual all 
his powers, until collapse followed. 

It is not possible to follow an ostrich policy for our life, that is only pos-
sible on Earth. Anyone who thinks he can do that, already attunes himself 
in advance to one of the hells and is denying himself. He is in conflict with 
our life and the own world, to which he is attuned. Life after death is true, 
here lies and deception or mitigation will no longer help you, mankind went 
through a sea of misery for their own good. 

Hundreds of people of one colour live here and those masses help the indi-
vidual. You also see that on Earth. On Earth mankind draws the masses to 
one situation and that is in order to conquer evil. Mankind now dominates, 
the masses and the individual must follow. The better self of mankind now 
speak for Christ and the spiritual awakening, which no one on Earth expect-
ed. On this side we have been able to see that for centuries, because we know 
the inner life of this enormous personality. That elevating lasted millions of 
centuries for mankind. When Moses received the faith the Spheres of Light 
had already been achieved. That means that the awakening in the spirit was 
continually experienced, even if it was only through the individual. The in-
dividual took possession during all those millions of centuries of the All and 
returned to God. Then the masses followed. Now mankind wants to awaken! 
Is this not a joyful phenomenon? All those souls devoted the best of them-
selves for this purpose and now you cannot escape from this in your life. 

Every sphere has its own aura on this side, according to the inner con-
scious, because it is the personality which sends out the own life fluid. The 
hells and the heavens are elevated from this and everything originated which 
we are able to see here as condensed substance. And that substance is elo-
quent, because we our own life attunement in it. We see all our previous 
lives again, at least if the awakening has entered us. Outside of the spiritual 
awakening our own self is living dead, we pray and mumble, we love the 
stone church building on Earth and in addition even hate the other self of 
God. The personality on this side radiates the achieved life attunement and 
warms the other life by means of it. In this Land of Twilight there is nothing 
to radiate, the life still has to master that light. That light is misty here. Is 
it different on Earth? Do you know the life aura of mankind? Is it the heat 
which comes to you and do you feel blessed by this mentality? Do you really 
feel happy on Earth? Who can say that? Who feels the bliss on Earth of the 
first sphere, of the ‘Kingdom of God’? Who feels warmed by the sanctity of 
Golgotha? Did Christ not give you that on Earth? Or does Golgotha per-
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haps radiate an animal-like conscious? But what does it matter to you and 
your church? It takes you to the Divine laws of our life, for which you must 
bow your head and which you must master during your life on Earth. It is 
the Other Side, the Angels from the highest heavens who came back to the 
Earth, because they also experienced your earthly life. Millions of souls must 
experience the awakening in the spirit and that can never happen under the 
own power. You need help for this! Christ gave his Own Life for this. We do 
not do any differently and in this way mankind will now reach awakening. 

Gauge your inner life and feel whether you still belong to this Land of 
Twilight. Work out in yourself what characteristics refuse, restrain them, 
break down inside you what can keep you back, or the ‘Kingdom of God’ 
will not open to you. 

Be creative, build up and do not descend again into all that misery, the 
earthly life is just temporary. Do not let yourself be enslaved in the spirit, 
think of yourself! If you act like this, you will already be one of us and 
the higher spheres will be open to you. Spiritual awakening will then have 
entered you. Your will to bow your head is seen by your own kind and life 
attunement and it comes to your aid. And Christ now places both his Hands 
on your head and blesses the conscious self. The Spheres of Light originated 
as a result of this. Then you will build on the decorating of our buildings, 
because your stones have now received spiritual meaning. Now your prayer 
is heard. You love everything which lives for that matter and you are open 
to the life of God. 

Just look the unconscious life on Earth in the eye. What can you see? Just 
follow these souls in their comings and goings. What do you see? Do you 
now know this life attunement? Which mentality now speaks to your own 
life? Can that conscious give you spiritual awakening? Is your minister, who 
speaks about a God of damnation, capable of helping you? Or is your priest 
a spiritual conscious being, who threatens just as harshly with hell and dam-
nation? These souls are the living dead and still have to awaken. 

In those eyes you can see neither light nor conscious, you only see spiritual 
poverty there. The coldness in those eyes petrifies you, they are cold like their 
prayers and their church buildings in which they believe and want to find a 
God of Love. However, Golgotha remains misty for them! This is caused by 
their own conscious; it is only if they make sure that they get to know the 
happiness of life, that true love will shine from them and their own life aura 
will change. The mirrors of the soul tell you what is experienced inside, what 
the personality strives for and what the characteristics have to say with regard 
of the eternal life after death. The mirrors of the soul shine or they send out 
their hatred and they point at the same time to a world on this side, to a hell 
or a heaven. 
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There are people in this Land of Twilight, who continue to lie down apa-
thetically, not capable of beginning the awakening and for the present just 
continue to sleep. Until the wonder begins to speak for them as well and 
they feel themselves shaken awake. The majority of these people feel the 
subconscious, however, millions of souls have been busy fighting themselves 
and fighting against the evil in their lives. All those characteristics must be 
conquered! 

There are people in this Land of Twilight, who can release themselves 
from the earthly existence, they still surrender themselves to those material 
feelings. Yet they will also reach spiritual awakening one day and will then 
start on the construction of themselves. 

Converted into figures for the Earth they only form five percent. Fifteen 
percent want to return to the Land of Hatred, namely Germany, Italy and 
Japan, which peoples do not yet wish to awaken. Russia and other peoples 
are to be found in a very different state and they will become clear to us soon. 
Eighty percent of mankind wants to awaken and now calls the unconscious 
part to the spiritual halt. This is the child of (the House of) Israel. These 
peoples go one path and have already been helped in that for centuries. This 
is the attunement of the large masses and you can follow this on Earth and 
as we record this. All those grades of life now live spread out on Earth, they 
must prove what they really want. There is now just one path to walk, the 
Age of Christ has already eliminated all other paths! Allowing this used to 
be difficult, this is no longer the case. This is why this battle was so dreadful. 
It is bowing your head before God or accepting the darkness. 

The people in this Land of Twilight accept on Earth a God who can damn 
and with that conviction they enter the astral world after their death. Here 
their conscious for a God of Love still has to awaken. That damnation lives 
in their own life, because God does not damn. On Earth it has already kept 
them back, they did not become released from their unconscious self as a 
result of that outlook and therefore also enter an unconscious world in our 
life. That is this Land of Twilight! Now they must learn that God is only 
love and then the spiritual awakening follows of its own accord. On this side 
they ask where Christ lives, they want to see Christ. People told them that 
on Earth, but the laws of our life have another meaning than their minister 
thought. They seek here for their clergymen, but they cannot answer either, 
they also still have to awaken. On Earth they were convinced of Christ’s life 
and now, having arrived on the other side, they do not find Christ. An enor-
mous disappointment is the result and then they weep like children, because 
they feel that people on Earth have cheated them. The Catholics seek here 
for their priest and also want to go to confession here and receive the sacred 
communion, but he misses his accessories here and seeks himself. He must 
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also still awaken in the spirit. The astral laws have not been understood on 
Earth, people know little about them and then Christ brought you the Holy 
Gospel. 

You must listen to them one day, those people poor in spirit, it is only then 
that you will understand how necessary it is that all these abuses dissolve. 
The awakening for the astral world stands still as a result of this. The human 
being is curbed as a result of this. That earthly ignorance keeps the ‘Kingdom 
of God’ closed off for the soul life. People on Earth learn misconceptions. 
People teach the child of God, the adult human being, matters which no 
longer have any meaning, but nevertheless have to be learned. The church 
proves as a result of this to know nothing about our life. In the future that 
will be different, you will soon get to know that. The masters are working 
on a grand plan for the Earth. All the peoples of (the House of) Israel will 
receive spiritual wisdom, the Other Side has contact with the Earth and our 
instruments already live there. 

The human being in this Land of Twilight wants to know all about God. 
Here people no longer threaten with damnation, the life can awaken without 
superstition. All those souls have been deeply affected by the dominating 
unconsciousness on Earth, the ignorance, which deforms the life for the as-
tral world. Exactly as on earth the inner life feels that there is a God, but on 
Earth people do not reach the trueness of God. However, here we can answer 
their questions. Now conscious enters them. 

Asking questions alone does not help them on this side, if we want to 
awaken in the spirit, we must serve the life of God. Christ himself gave the 
example and devoted his own life for this. That is the conquering of the low-
er grade of life and giving all of ourselves! Death on Earth would be able to 
mean a great deal to this life, but anyone who is living dead inside cannot see 
during this gigantic process, the astral eyes shut themselves. Having passed 
away they arrive here and they finally sleep themselves awake, then the ques-
tioning follows. Not one of all these millions of souls has served in the Land 
of Twilight, because anyone who serves lives in Christ and those souls go 
higher and experience the sacredness to which they have attunement. Dur-
ing the earthly life they got to know themselves and the life of God. 

If only mankind knew that there is an eternal life without an eternal 
damnation, then the earthly life would soon change, because this conscious 
immediately takes you to spiritual awakening. Your society would change 
immediately and love would enter the human heart. Now that the Age of 
Christ has started, this amazing attunement and knowledge passes over your 
world and this will elevate mankind to the spiritual existence. The material 
development has stopped the spiritual inspiration. However, now that the 
masses feel for Christ and want to promote justice, this is changing. 
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The satanic children of your Earth suck themselves full from the Jews and 
the child of (the House of) Israel, but enter their own hell after the earthly 
life. The cold-blooded skinning of God’s life will be accounted for by them, 
here those people will be faced with their own evil and they will have to 
accept their darkness. For them spiritual awakening has not yet come, that 
will still take centuries. The children of (the House of) Israel are disgusted by 
this conscious and thank God, the masses see that this is not a civilisation. 

All of this tells you that other times will come. Evil has not yet occurred so in-
tensely and destructively, in all those centuries which passed evil was not able 
to show itself in such a way. However, the satan now feels that his kingdom 
will collapse and makes every effort. The devil wages war against Christ. 
That is your war of now! The devil sees that mankind wants to awaken and 
now urges his own kind to violate the life of (the House of) Israel and to 
kill it if necessary. And you see how these children of satan keep house. It is 
outrageous how these souls are. They think up the most incredible things in 
order to torture the Jew or Christian, who refuses to obey their orders. That 
is devil’s work! And anyone who follows these individuals, cannot love God. 
How long will it take before these people awaken spiritually? They violate the 
life of God, men and women act as executioner. Is it so difficult to under-
stand that kind? If one person is capable of thoroughly destroying the other 
person, then the lowest hell is talking to you. Now the good masses want to 
follow Christ! Is this feeling not the possession of those from the first sphere? 
That points to the awakening for our life, it is the following of Golgotha and 
the accepting of a God of Love. Now you can see from the phenomena, that 
the hells live it up, the devil senses that his time has passed. It took millions 
of centuries before it was that far and evil ruled on Earth for all those cen-
turies, but for this battle the higher enters the human being. Finally you can 
soon celebrate your spiritual Circus on Earth, because then you will be faced 
with the true pleasure! 

Those who are now tortured on Earth, must not start to hate, because then 
they would attune themselves again to the Land of Hatred. If all those peo-
ple can surrender to God and Christ, spiritual awakening shows itself and 
they enter the first sphere. Remember that a God does not allow his children 
to be hurt if it possesses its own karma! 

What you now experience by means of Hitler’s kind, has to do with your 
own karma and serves to reach spiritual awakening. If that is understood 
properly by you, the Angels of our life come out to you and bring you the 
spiritual message, because you have elevated yourself into our life. This is 
why this war can mean spiritual gain for countless people, while it takes 
other people to the darkness, because in this century the accounts from the 
past are settled. In the first sphere the soul life lives for Christ and the fel-
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low human being. These souls have come so far and they devote their own 
lives to that spiritual possession. However, those people also live on Earth, 
who serve, your own time speaks about them. These people no longer lie 
and cheat, this mentality looks at everything and can accept. These people 
are conscious of the laws of God and calmly continue in order to achieve 
spiritual awakening in a higher grade of life. The human being from the 
first sphere has got to know Golgotha and now knows, that the earthly life 
is to awaken. These millions already possess the own ‘Kingdom of God’ and 
live consciously in this sacredness. They know that mankind on Earth must 
experience this struggle, because they also had to prepare themselves one 
day for going upwards, which cost them a great deal of suffering and sorrow. 
They conquered the lower self and entered the ‘Kingdom of God’. Not one 
of these millions of souls would be able to kill another human being. They 
give all of themselves for Christ! What does mankind do now? Is mankind 
also prepared to die for justice? It can be established from this that our life 
and the earthly are one state. Both worlds follow one path in order to reach 
spiritual awakening. 

The incredible suffering which is now experienced on Earth, was brought 
about by the unconscious self. That unconscious and dominating self life 
is now conquered, the masses and mankind want to go higher and earn 
spiritual conscious. Now the unconscious self on Earth is cursed, because 
it tortures the masses. This unconscious self is merciless. This unconscious 
self takes you back to the prehistoric age, tortures you in the concentration 
camps and raises its hand to greet you, which is demonic! That empty and 
meaningless self tries to hide the own and true personality, pretends to be 
nice, but lies and cheats, as this has never happened before. 

Although, as I already said, it is still a certain percentage which still fol-
lows this conscious, it no longer has any meaning for the astral laws, because 
the Land of Hatred has been conquered. That unconscious self now acts the 
executioner, everyone who feels called to that, gets the whip in his hands 
and keeps whacking away, until the Jew and the child of (the House of) Is-
rael falls down. Does mankind not see that this is the enemy of (the House 
of) Israel, which is busy destroying the better self? Must that which all the 
cursed centuries knew continue? What occurs is the settlement with the evil 
self, the cosmic judgement has been made, because God wants all his chil-
dren to return to him. This century speaks to your own life, to your grade of 
conscious, to your better self! Now you must know yourself how you must 
act, whether you want to serve the devil or Christ. 

The man of the deepest evil in the universe acts the executioner over you 
and your people, over the masses and mankind. However, that is his busi-
ness. God is watching! How terrible his karma already is now, because the 
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war is still not over, you will feel of course. This soul, which is one spark 
of God, stands opposite billions of souls and sparks and wages war against 
them. If this unconscious being had reflected, then the stars and planets 
would have been able to tell him that in this century evil must lose. However, 
the executioner of mankind did not know better. This man did not violate 
one law, but millions of laws. This soul finds that Christ has no meaning. 
This man therefore hits out where he can, but the more he hits, the more 
beautiful the Age of Christ becomes, which is now awakening! This soul 
does not know that he will achieve the opposite to what he has in mind, this 
soul does not know the ‘Ten Commandments’, the Ten laws of God for all 
life have no meaning for it. This empty self still has to awaken. 

The Land of Hatred has been conquered and mankind now sees the first 
rays of light from the first divine sphere. And this is the hold, this is the 
support for this struggle, or the executioner of mankind would still conquer. 
Mankind looks at Jerusalem. It is Golgotha as a result of which these masses 
are inspired. Mankind now proves for the first time that it is sacred serious-
ness to the children of (the House of) Israel. And the individual, the masses 
must accept that! If you also soon forget the dreadful process, keep the will 
to serve from now on, work further on yourself and on other people, the 
Other Side will help you when you are dying. 

The souls in this Land of Twilight have to go further and higher, but the 
majority of them cannot yet forgive or forget. And as a result of this their life 
stands still. They continue to think about everything which they knew and 
loved on Earth, but which has now gone from them, which has remained 
behind on Earth, while they passed over to another world. This continuing 
to mourn is their destruction in this life, they do not reach awakening. If 
the earthly conscious continues to dominate there, then it can take a very 
long time before awakening follows. Both this century and the laws of life 
therefore also require you to put what you experienced behind you, all of us 
who reached the Spheres of Light had to do that. The old is still dear to them, 
because they do not yet know the new. They recoiled from this new one. That 
mourning can also be heard on Earth, but know then that God has put aside 
more for all his Life and that the first sphere and yet six more heavens await 
you. After the Land of Twilight the first sphere beckons to you and it can be 
reached by serving the life of God! 

In our life the lower self must be fought and it costs a great deal of strug-
gling and effort before it is conquered. It is the powerful halt, call to all the 
danger in yourself. This low self has taken the human being downhill for 
centuries. This cursed own product, this rattling personality, that human 
monster must be conquered, it is only then that peace and calm will come 
into yourself and to Earth. In this way mankind must conquer the German-
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ic self, which is loved by the devil and his kind. That lowering personality, 
these cursed instincts have reached full conscious in your time and want to 
dominate the good. However, we here know that (the House of) Israel, that 
Christ will conquer! 

In order to return to God the soul life must get to know and love the 
Divine spark, it is only then that the cosmic inspiration, which Christ spoke 
about during his earthly life, will be received. It is that power, by means of 
which the soul descends into this Land of Twilight to the darkness in order 
to help the unconscious child of God. If this feeling to help other people has 
entered into your life, you no longer need to be afraid, you are then busy 
awakening. Then you know death. Death now no longer has any meaning 
for your life and you already live on Earth eternally. 

However, in this Land of Twilight there are millions of souls living, who 
do not even know that they have died on Earth. And that is also very natural, 
because they possess a God of revenge and destruction, whom they learned 
to accept in their church. And since there is no light in this life, the uncon-
scious dominates this life, thousands of characteristics still have to awaken, 
they weep like little children for their lost happiness. They believe that an 
illness has taken them from their everyday environment and that people have 
put them in a hospital. Even after their death they still feel sick. 

Of course all these people are helped. There are still sisters and brothers 
present who want to convince them of this life. But many people do not 
even want to accept that help. Because they think that they have been put in 
hospital, they shout at everyone who approaches and want to convince them 
that they have died. They let rip in a dreadful way at those, from whom they 
assume that they belong to a different faith. They hold them responsible for 
their condition. These people must be left alone, they will soon come to ask 
for help for their own accord and we can help them to awaken for this life. 
These people will need many centuries to reach astral conscious. People must 
convince them of everything which must be let go of, because it belongs to 
the material conscious and is ballast for this life. On Earth they went under 
as a result of these characteristics, they even created all this astral misery 
themselves. These people just walk around a bit in the misty sphere of the 
Land of Twilight and think about all the earthly things, which they do not 
want to see an end to. Their whole life is confused, they feel materially and 
spiritually apathetic. A grade lower and we enter the psychopathic conscious, 
those souls also live in this world. When the sisters and brothers speak to 
such people and want to convince them of the astral laws, they make off, 
because they do not want to know anything about these blasphemies. What 
those brothers and sisters have to say is devils work, and yes, that is ...that is 
...! They do not want anything to do with that. In this way these souls are 
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frozen in their dogmas. How extremely difficult it is to elevate these souls 
from this unconscious and to convince them of the state in which they live, 
you can judge, when you have been able to follow them for yourself one day. 
They do not accept one of all the facts which they are faced with in this new 
life, since people on Earth have driven them mad with talk of a hereafter, 
which only existed in the fantasy of their clergymen. If you only knew how 
terrible their disillusionment is to have to accept, that everything is literally 
different, then you can determine how the church mutilates the soul life of 
God. They do not dare to think of anything else and find it dreadful, that 
in the hospital in which they think they are, there is no cross hanging up. 
However, we do not know that in our life, we live in reality and have got to 
know Christ differently. They keep on asking themselves why it is so un-
christian here, but they meanwhile refuse to accept the astral laws. It takes 
a long time before these souls reach spiritual awakening. And the churches 
and clergymen are to blame for this; they deformed God’s laws and adapted 
them to their own low conscious. And a result of this they destroy the in-
ner life of these believers. Their suffering is so terrible that they want to be 
dead and they do not know that they entered this life as a result of death ... 
They also ask here for food and drink and just find life dull, because there 
is nothing going for them. This personality is thirsty and wants to have nice 
food, although they do not need any food or drink for the astral world. These 
feelings and longings belong to the material world, which they have not yet 
been able to say goodbye to. All those souls must therefore release themselves 
completely from their earthly life of thoughts and awaken for this life. They 
want to go home. They ask where the doctor is and think consciously of the 
illness as a result of which they entered this life. They long to see the family 
members who will come to visit them. They now think that they are recover-
ing and will soon be discharged as cured. When people try to convince them 
that they have died on Earth, they shrug their shoulders and cannot accept 
it. We convince them of this life by connecting them with their family mem-
bers who have already left the Earth before. Recognition follows and now 
they are faced with the facts! They cry until their tears run dry and now only 
feel thoroughly, that they have lost everything of the Earth. Yet they contin-
ue to yearn for all the beautiful things of the earth which have no meaning in 
this life. In this way we experience thousands of states here, which all result 
from the personality of people who must still awaken for the Other Side. The 
human being in this Land of Twilight is like a small child, because he has 
discarded hatred and rough violence, or he would still belong to the lower 
hells. It is difficult to convince this child as an adult of the laws of God and 
yet they must accept this one day. It is only then that we can convince them 
of all the wrong in their life, after which the personality is faced with a fight 
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for life and death - the empty and yet dominating personality must still be 
conquered. 

It is wonderful to get to know all these different types of people in the 
Land of Twilight. Making a study of this takes you to unlimited possibilities, 
a field of work which takes you centuries. Many people on this side therefore 
surrender themselves completely to these souls and therefore earn their own 
and higher grade of life. This study is cosmically deep, because all the people, 
who still belong to one sphere, possess an own world, not one human being 
is like the millions of other people, every life represents a cosmic depth. The 
terrible thing here is that everyone speaks their own language. As a result of 
this there is still no question of a spiritual conversation, which is the spiritual 
unity from feeling to feeling, as a result of which the earthly way of speaking 
no longer has any meaning. It is the passing over into everything and into 
each other’s lives. These souls speak to each other through feeling. It is only 
in the first sphere that one life understands the other and they sense each 
other’s speaking. Now they still help themselves according to the earthly 
languages. 

No change has come in their material conscious. I do not need to tell you 
that the sisters and brothers who have to convince them of this life, speak to 
them in their own language. Now there is contact and the spiritual construc-
tion can be started. This Land of Twilight is deep and true, as all the hells 
and heavens are, it places you before the material and astral laws. It has enor-
mous meaning, even if it is a hell, an unconscious world. Anyone who stands 
spiritually higher and can enter the first sphere as the ‘Kingdom of Heaven’, 
is of course separate from the Earth and has mastered this heaven by serving 
the life of God. But who on Earth is that far? They are spirits of love. What 
comes from their hands, carries their own inspiration, their lives are aimed 
at helping the unconscious child of God onwards. For this task all those 
people give the own personality. It speaks volumes again, that most of the 
people who enter the first sphere, already carry out a spiritual task on Earth. 
How many different tasks can you not complete on Earth, which actually 
have no meaning for the astral world? In this world pub landlords are no 
longer needed, nor your butchers, hundreds of those trades tell you that these 
people carry out material work and do not know spiritual surrender. These 
people therefore have the most difficult time here, because they have brought 
along their dead life from the Earth. They must release themselves from it. 
And that releasing is not so simple, even if people think and say on Earth, 
that people are immediately prepared to take up something else. These souls 
have tuned themselves into their work all their lives and then they are not 
so easily released from their material thinking and feeling. Other people, 
who, for example, have carried out a task as doctors and nurses, people who 
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already served their whole earthly life, can soon be reached in the Land of 
Twilight and therefore soon carry on here. Again they devote themselves to 
all the life of God and reach the first sphere as a result of this. It is only in 
the first sphere that the earthly academic can continue his study. That is not 
possible in the Land of Twilight, there are no laboratories to be found here. 
The spiritual awakening on this side is therefore necessary, otherwise your 
life will stand absolutely still here! The great happiness for you as a earthly 
being is always to be ready for the life here, you now do not lose any time 
and now already experience the amazing laws of the process of dying and 
the passing over to here. The moaning which is attached to that becoming 
released, is then far from you. Awakening on this side hurts, shocks the con-
scious thinking and feeling and the personality must deal with all of that. 
Development on this side means suffering, entails great sorrow, since all that 
new and higher here unravels your life. 

Nevertheless, you are helped in this by a personality, similar to yours, a 
sister or a brother, a mistress or master for this life. It is sacred to go together 
with them! When learning these life lessons you clearly feel yourself sitting 
at the feet of your master. You travel the universe with him or her, if the laws 
of our life must reveal themselves to you. Because everyone goes a different 
way in order to reach awakening. What you are full of, must leave you, this 
is the very first thing which we start here, we destroy you completely, but 
are capable of building up a very different personality. That building up is 
amazing, because we can then convince you of all the laws of God. This is 
why the Land of Twilight is also just the same as a heaven for the earthly 
conscious. In this sphere you are conscious, here you live, while on Earth you 
were asleep. Books could be filled on this and all that material is extremely 
interesting and especially educational, since human kinds of the Earth are 
together here. You meet all the peoples, nationalities and religions here, poor 
and rich, learned and illiterate, all the social states live here and speak to 
your own grade of conscious. Just imagine this. This cannot be experienced 
on Earth. 

The Land of Twilight has therefore actually become a university town. 
The people form little groups and in this way it can happen, that there are 
some who possess an opinion of the world and prepare themselves for a study. 
You will certainly feel that the bearers of those theories and their followers 
are living dead. When their eyes finally open a bit more, their companions 
fall away, realising that the life here is no longer of the Earth, but demands 
the awakening in the spirit. This soul life sees the way, the truth and the life 
before him, for which Christ died. Here you live in the truth and if you feel 
here as you felt on Earth, this must change. It is therefore most certainly 
important which trade you chose on Earth. You must do everything here 
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to be in harmony with infinity. Numerous laws now speak to your life and 
own conscious and require analysis. Your sport, for example, is wonderful, as 
long as it does not dominate you in anything, otherwise you are already in 
conflict with our life, with your world after death! 

I told you, we experience all those states and achieve our higher conscious 
as a result of them. Not one soul who represents the heavens, came there 
outside of the Land of Twilight. All the life in the universe of God went 
through this Land of Twilight to the higher worlds, because here the truth 
speaks to the life. In this sphere we follow and experience the grades of life 
of the Earth and now come to the spiritual revelation of them, which is the 
awakening in the spirit. 

The spirit in the Land of Twilight asks questions like your own child. 
This adult human child, which has now discarded earthly old age, wants to 
know. And it receives that knowledge from us only if it wants to surrender 
for a hundred percent. For all the laws of God which belong to this awaken-
ing, the spiritual conscious being who is his master asks full surrender or no 
change will come and everything will be wasting power. The earthly being 
can enter here old and shrivelled, but as he awakens he becomes younger and 
you see this human being as a forty-year old, the age which has attunement 
to this sphere. Spiritual awakening makes the personality younger. 

In the first sphere the human being is approximately thirty to thirty-six 
years old. The body accepts the age in the spheres. The higher you come 
there, the younger the soul body. You can meet a young man in the highest 
heavens and yet he is a cosmic master, a conscious being and a sovereign 
of love. The higher we go, the closer we come to God, the more our heart 
becomes younger and it shines as only God can shine! God does not know 
any old age! 

We want to awaken every soul from the Land of Twilight to the higher 
worlds and then everything which has no spiritual value must irrevocably 
disappear from this character. That is the spiritual construction and the 
awakening for the first sphere and this applies to the individual, the masses 
and mankind. 

These souls went through death to eternal life, experienced that death - 
and yet, what did they learn? Is it not dreadful, that a clergy man also still 
speaks here about a God of damnation? Does the spiritual poverty of this 
emotional life not await you from this viewpoint. The man speaks all this 
life about God as about a Father of Love, but then also - how does it rhyme? 
– about a God who damns. Here this soul is faced with his own Land of 
Twilight, his unconscious self of the Earth. That man must awaken, the very 
first on Earth, it is much-needed, because as a result of his dreadful sermon 
he smothers the awakening for the soul life. He is one of the living dead and 
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yet he wants to teach the human child on Earth to awaken? Can you feel 
how necessary it is that these laws start to speak on Earth? Can you also feel 
how awful it is for those who followed them and see themselves disappointed 
in our world? 

It is urgently necessary, that mankind on Earth gets to know the laws of 
God and those for the own life. To get to know those laws will appear to be 
the spiritual awakening for the Age of Christ. The disciples of the church are 
desperate, many a minister gets a beating from them, after which he realises 
for the first time what nonsense he has had to bring as spokesman on Earth. 
Those souls must not only awaken materially, but also spiritually. We can 
follow the terrible drama here, the awakening of your earthly clergymen is 
heart wrenching. Their suffering is dreadful, because must they now believe 
that this life was lived for nothing? They want to go back to do it over again, 
but that returning is not so simple. They can receive this from God, but then 
they must have reached the first sphere, an unconscious being is not yet ready 
for a spiritual task. There they are conscious for the first time and completely 
ready to be able to experience this mercy. If there is an absolute longing in 
them to return to the Earth, then they dissolve of their own accord and they 
see themselves born there. God gives them the male garment. To get to know 
these laws makes you awaken, laws which can be earthly, spiritual, cosmic 
as well as Divine. We learn all of this in the Land of Twilight. You bring 
these laws with you, they are part of your own unconscious self. It is this war 
which brings you the sacredness of the spiritual awakening. Mankind is still 
unconscious. But now the great masses experience the spiritual gauging and 
sensing of the lower personality. Now the actual will to serve comes forward. 
Christ’s life will speak! That applies to every grade of life. The spirituality 
must awaken, their followers reach conscious, then all those souls conscious-
ly enter the obtained Kingdom of God. The Catholic searches here for Our 
Lord, but does not find anything which looks like a Forecourt. This soul is 
broken as a result of this. However, on Earth people did not teach it any dif-
ferently. The Protestant clings to the blood sacrifice, he placed his hands on 
the wounds of Christ and thinks that he can enter his own heaven. You must 
observe these poor souls, if you wish to be able to feel the misery experienced; 
their inner life is as poor as a church mouse. This personality is poor in feel-
ing, poor in spiritual knowledge and poor in spiritual knowledge with regard 
to the astral world, poor for God and Christ, for Golgotha and the spiritual 
awakening. They are unconscious in the Divine laws, live in them and seek, 
seek, seek for the good which they have never known on Earth. These bible 
patients are also apathetic in our life, many of them are psychopathic and 
they cannot be helped. However, it is worthwhile following them, a large 
study can be made of them. These personalities must be completely ploughed 
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under, everything must go which people have taught this inner life. And this 
applies to the individual, the masses and the whole of mankind! But this 
earthly misery is replaced by eternal awakening. The educators on this side 
are therefore ready for their task, they know the laws of our life. 

Is it not worthwhile getting to know all of this? On this side people destroy 
this personality, but the soul receives God for this, as we got to know God, 
as a Father of Love! Here the soul receives the eternal conscious, damnation 
is completely eliminated. 

Where is the Saviour? Where is Christ? ‘Am I’, your Catholic asks, ‘in the 
Forecourt? Is this stinking hell the Forecourt of God? Is this the Forecourt? 
Who led me to believe that we enter the Forecourt after death? What do the 
churches mean to us?’ Nothing, no meaning whatsoever, nothing, because 
the churches must still awaken for the Divine knowledge. The collapsing 
of these souls is understandable, now everything seems to be lost to them. 
But that lies in the hands of those who help them to reach the spiritual 
awakening. They themselves possess nothing, the astral personality on the 
other hand possesses everything! And all of that is given to them, also to the 
earthly clergyman. 

The first sphere is the Forecourt for your Catholic, but the Jew and the oth-
er dogmatists also live there, they have got to know Christ. The first sphere 
gives an answer to all these questions and opens your eyes to the laws of God. 
There it is experienced that you are promised a material Forecourt, because 
you still have to master the spiritual. Anyone who cannot accept, continues 
to refuse obstinately, we let go of completely and over to the own thinking 
and feeling, because these souls are too unconscious for the laws of the first 
sphere. In this way the astral laws speak to every grade of life and attunement 
and it is not possible to escape it. 

Christ could say as a result of this: ‘I and My Father are one!’ And it is the 
case, because anyone who cannot open himself, does not want to bow his 
head, cannot experience this astral and spiritual unity with the life of God 
either. He closes himself off to the awakening and all this sacredness. We 
try to speak to your life and to help you, so that you can already master that 
unity on Earth. For this purpose God sent us to the Earth, this happened as 
a result of this war. You see now that you have not lived for nothing and not 
endured these dreadful years of war for nothing. 

These poor of spirit, who not want to hear, knock down everyone in the 
Land of Twilight whom they meet, as if a poisonous insect has bitten them. 
They feel like crazy people, only as a result of that terrible nonsense which 
people told them on Earth. However, if these people have led a good and 
loving life, they would have belonged to the first sphere and this nonsense 
would not have beaten a hole in their astral conscious. Now there are holes 
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in their conscious, which we must close, if they want to be able to think nor-
mally and humanly and begin their construction. That is not possible before, 
they will fall as a result of it! Just try holding them back now. Imagine what 
is spoken when they say their prayers. They still feel themselves on Earth and 
yet live on the other side; the enormous gulf between life and death is only 
bridged by them after centuries, because they do not want to awaken. We 
follow these souls, we are one with their lives and know exactly what they 
have to say to each other. Is it worldly wisdom? Is it universally deep what 
they talk about? And does anything Divine at all radiate from their learned 
views? On this side that is not the case either, they remain the living dead! 
If you know these souls in the Land of Twilight, you will also know all of 
mankind, because mankind has attunement to the Land of Twilight. The 
more you now realise on Earth that there is a life after this life and that you 
continue as a soul and will one day enter the astral hells or the heavens, the 
more beautiful your life there and in our world can become, because this 
knowledge gives you awakening. You know then that suffering and sorrow 
and experience belong to the spiritual evolution and that you are busy mas-
tering the treasures of Golgotha. 

On Earth there is cursing, but in this sphere people curse, as you cannot 
do on Earth. The disappointed people do this. If you tell them that they 
cannot yet see Christ and they will only perhaps be able to feel a glimpse, 
then the powerful terms follow and they curse their clergymen. The curse is 
directed at the church, the church, which is the highest on Earth and which 
the spokesmen know about as no other. But what do they know about the 
Divine laws? I repeat: is there so much Divinity in their claims, must you not 
do yourself harm to believe the peculiar stories with regard to God and His 
Holy Creation??? Not the unconscious but the illogical, the unlikely is clearly 
obvious and yet people force you to accept it. We call to you from this side: 
the church must also awaken! 

The falseness of the churches makes the followers into fools and neglected 
people, it creates spiritual weaklings. Must God be represented in such a 
way? Must the church go further in cheating God’s children with regard to 
life after death? To launch nonsense as Divine truth? Does the church think 
that Adolf Hitler has brought nothing for it? Did Adolf Hitler administer 
it those slaps in the face for nothing? He was forced to do it by this side, 
inspired to it in order to shake the churches awake. He could do that, be-
cause the church must begin the spiritual awakening. The Age of Christ has 
also started for the church and it will call the Divine halt to the church. To 
launch nonsense in the Age of Christ as divine truth is no longer possible! 
The church must stop selling the heavens for money and goods, that is de-
scending, that is unconscious, it creates animal-like talent! Heavens must be 
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earned! By praying and reading masses, the soul cannot enter any heaven, 
to think this is unconscious, it is the provoking of the spiritual self and the 
cursing of God’s Omnipotence. The mass of your priest therefore does not 
take you a step further! An indulgence has no meaning for our world and 
the laws of God! We do not know confessing and forgiving in our life, that is 
also earthly nonsense! God can forgive you, but the cause and effect remain! 
You must make everything good yourself anyway! In our world you are at-
tached to your own praying, because you play with your aura and it is seen 
by everyone who possesses that light. People establish your true love from 
it. You therefore stand naked before everyone. But for the church these laws 
have no meaning. 

This is why the confession for the awkward child, for the unconscious 
being; we do not know it on this side, there the laws of God take us to the 
core of the life and there we speak to the Highest Thing of All! God then 
comes to our life, no soul or master in our life can help us in this, give us 
something, because as a result of this the awakening in the spirit would lose 
the point. For the own laws of life we must bow our heads, we cannot sell off 
that bowing. But the church assures you you can, you can buy a heaven with 
all the sacredness in it, but it costs money! Do not sell your life to the church, 
but let the life in nature and all the life of God speak to your self and you 
will experience the divine awakening! Devote all of your own personality to 
this and you will enter the first sphere, where the happy ones will welcome 
you. I tell you: the church is cursed in the Land of Twilight, because it has 
consciously murdered all these souls! The church has killed them and made 
them unsuitable for our world!!! 

In the Age of Christ the church must reach the spiritual awakening. For two 
thousand years the church has already burrowed in the unconscious. The 
church continues to sleep, but now its buildings will collapse. This war will 
raze them to the ground, because these buildings have sullied and squan-
dered the life of God and Christ. 

The Age of Christ calls the church to the Spiritual halt! And Adolf Hitler 
was needed for this! Adolf Hitler hit out, the executioner of mankind was 
forced to do it. Not all of your misery is down to him, the church also has to 
accept this. That is God’s will. The laws of our life speak, the church has to 
master them or it will soon not have a soul left. 

Has the church forgotten the grey past? The church must now stop de-
stroying the life of God, because the church of Christ is not continually built 
up by material and spiritual murder. Did Christ die for this? How many 
people were gruesomely smothered at the stake by the church? Must the 
Other side tell this to the church? The church acted as executioner, but that 
now wants to be forgotten. Has the executioner of mankind sunk deeper 
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than the church? Innumerable souls were burnt alive by the church, who 
does the church feel now? Did you think that God could forget these terrible 
mistakes? That the church was forgiven for all these inhumanities? But why 
does the church not talk about Divine love? It is not possible, because the 
church has lost, sullied, squandered the right to speak, as a result of the lives 
which were taken, its sacredness fell!!! Is this also nonsense? 

The church blesses cannons. Is that the conscious which the church can 
give you? In this war the church does not get the chance to carry out its un-
conscious and terrible actions, because the executioner of mankind does not 
need the church, the priests were also killed. The church will fall, if there is 
no intervention, if that cursing is not stopped, selling the heavens, because 
this bartering belongs to the lowest hells in our life. Christ will intervene 
and act sufficiently, but then the churches will disappear from the Earth and 
those clergymen will no longer have any meaning. And that will also come, 
your future teaches it and proves it to you and your people and those who 
will come after them! 

The church feels supreme on Earth, but as a result of what? As a result of 
who? The church speaks of love and justice, but are the life and the laws of 
Christ accepted by the church? We know better! We see behind the screens of 
your church dignitaries and know their lives. It is no longer possible to wear 
masks and taking part in politics is undesirable, pathetic and pitiful, it is the 
spiritual destruction for the church! The church has cursed itself as a result 
of this and has sunk deep. Everyone here in the Land of Twilight can explain 
it to you. The church does not take the life of God upwards, not together, 
but brings you to the abyss. Yet the Age of Christ will also bring spiritual 
awakening for the church. 

Christ says: ‘Tell on Earth what My Age means!’ The highest Angels will tell 
you it in the Name of God, as a Father of Love. We, as their messengers, 
speak to your life. 

We tell you: Adolf Hitler is a saint compared to the church. The execution-
er of mankind has not sunk so deep as your church has sunk in the course 
of the centuries. The church itself cannot attack this word, because we speak 
from Christ! 

If this sounds dreadful in your ears, then it appears from that, that you 
have never thought before about the doctrines of the church, which made 
the God of Love into a God of damnation and threatens with an eternal hell, 
then you do not know the barbaric history of your church either. It is God’s 
will that the Earth and all its children receive his word. It is God’s will that 
mankind awakens. This is why all of this must be said. 

We now put right what was made crooked by mankind and which the 
church is to blame for. The church wanted to complete its mission with lies 
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and cheating. But that is not possible, this is in conflict with the laws of God, 
for your earthly and our astral existence. The church sought it in politics. 
Adolf Hitler said: that must be ended. Was this the wrong opinion? Did 
Adolf Hitler only bring nonsense? With all the misery he also brought the 
good, he brought spiritual awakening to Earth. He brought as a result of his 
revolution: evolution! He brought awakening in the spirit for the individual, 
the masses and mankind! You do not wish to accept that from him, but the 
Age of Christ forces you to. The whole world experienced the disastrous attitude 
of the church. They could do nothing, nothing for the inner and material life of 
the Christian child. Did the church not allow that one believer slaughtered the 
other? Was the church not capable of giving the answer to the weighty questions of 
the moment? Do you not get the meaningful image of its desperation? Its power-
lessness and incompleteness with regard to God and for Christ? This war elevates 
you into our life and into the laws of God, or its takes you to the lowest hells 
on this side. If you cannot accept, Golgotha will have no meaning for your 
life, but then also accept, that you belong to the heathens. The church was 
not drawn up, it fell deeper than ever in this war. 

The highest masters on this side will one day convince the church of the 
laws of your and our life and then mankind will get to know the ‘Our Fa-
ther’. How and as a result of what they will speak is a sacred wonder, the Age 
of Christ gives them this power! And this wonder waits on this side for the 
earthly birth, once on Earth, it will eliminate confession and all necessities. 
Those wonders belong to the future human being, Christ died for this. 

This wonder of God will one day totally eliminate the spirituality, which 
speaks of damnation. Does it not mean anything to you? Your churches 
will get a very different meaning. Not one clergyman will then be capable 
of launching nonsense, because the Divine wonder speaks for him! And it is 
only then that you will feel carried by God and the inner life will come to 
Golgotha. Christ will then immediately speak to the inner life, to all the life 
of God. All your priesthoods will cease to exist, because the Age of Christ 
no longer needs it. Can you feel anything of the great and mighty wonder, 
which awaits its birth on this side? Soon I will explain all of it to you. 

Prophesies used to be expressed, but these predictions also belong to it, 
they come from the same source, because the masters want you, the masses 
and mankind to awaken. What and about what I tell are spiritual wonders 
for the Age of Christ. As a result of these wonders the Divine laws speak and 
not one question will remain unanswered. The Age of Christ calls all the 
unconscious people to the Divine halt and the church is a part of them! 

The Jew must also awaken in the Land of Twilight and that soul has a 
miserable time like many churchgoers. But here the Jew does not feel dis-
criminated against, in our life he gets the natural inner life, if he can forget 
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his cheating, put aside his faith. If he cannot do that, then he will stand still 
in his development and there will be no question of awakening. Because the 
Messiah does not come on the clouds, the Messiah already lived on Earth. 
Here the Jew looks for the universe, he understands that that mist here calls 
him to the halt. That is his heaven, he must accept and he possesses that as a 
result of his misty conscious. It is really pitiful to see him searching for the 
Messiah. This soul has been beaten blind. The heathen possesses nothing, 
but this is better than burying himself in a possession, which has no exist-
ence. The Jew suffocates here in this Land of Twilight, in which everything 
must be taught to him. But this suffocating gives him the spiritual awaken-
ing, he then comes forward as a new personality and feels cleansed. Now the 
thought has left him to cut his own flesh, because he knows that this non-
sense is being on the decline. He now also knows that he has squandered his 
life, that he lived by means of the life blood of other people. He has nothing 
to sell in our life, because the laws of God beat his trade out of his hands, in 
such a way, that he even succumbed under it! 

Judaism has no meaning on this side, because every soul is of Jewish ori-
gin. Judaism produced Christianity, which is only a proved life on this side. 
In the Land of Twilight we get to know the inner life of the earthly Jew. 
Those lives have lost every spiritual meaning, their bartering went so far, the 
Jews lived it up in such a way. They still drip with the Christian blood, they 
still stink of the injustices committed amongst each other. It is again the Age 
of Christ, which calls the Spiritual halt to all peoples. Or did the Jew think 
he could play the torturer after the war? You see, this war has meaning for 
everyone, for all the life of God in the universe. Everyone gets to learn an ac-
ceptable life lesson, willing or unwilling, the awakening comes for everyone. 
The Jew can barter on Earth, that is finished on this Side. The laws of God 
call a hundred thousand times the halt precisely to the Jewish race (see article 
‘There are no races’ on rulof.org), because this people has cursed itself. And 
the children of Abraham brought that curse upon their heads themselves, 
Caiaphas completed this process! In the Land of Twilight the Jew actually 
starts to realise for the first time, that all the life of God is of Jewish origin - 
and also, that the Sieg Heil of Adolf Hitler also served to shake him awake! 
Is that so improbable, now that we know, by whom Christ was crucified? 
The laws of God will show you it, in the Land of Twilight they will reach 
you their hand or they will strangle you, but then it is your own fault, you 
do not want to bow your earthly personality! Yet this has no meaning in our 
life, even if blue blood flows through your veins. For God and Christ even 
crowns have no meaning. Is this also improbable? However, if the human 
being wants to awaken, the Angels will stand next to him and will take him 
to the Divine wonders. And those wonders create a universe for you, which, 
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however, the Jew in the Land of Twilight has no understanding of; he keeps 
searching for it in his skull-cap and the clean ironed shirt of his forefathers. 
You will certainly feel it, his faith no longer has any living inspiration, it is 
worn out, it has become long in the tooth. And that through your own fault. 
Why can the Jew not accept Christ? 

The Other Side is infinite. You cannot take a single step in this infinity without 
following the footsteps of Christ. Eternity was built up by him. 

Christ knew the mentality of the Jew. He called him a Pharisee, a hypo-
crite, because he is in conflict in everything with Divine laws. The Jew in the 
Land of Twilight stands for this reality, he cannot deny it by Christ’s spoken 
word. 

The screaming of the Jew for his Messiah tells us nothing here, we let 
him scream, until his vocal cords no longer let out the word and he is like a 
spitting shape, like the shroud? of his church, because this must give him the 
awakening. He must release himself from his conscious material, deceiving, 
haggling self, or he will tumble lower and lower, until he loses his face, until 
the hell monster has embraced him. 

Where is the Messiah? He lives in you and on Golgotha he died for everyone, 
also for the Jew! Do not search any longer, dear, dear soul of Jewish origin, soul of 
God, stop wanting to be a Jew, because you are cursing yourself. You must, like 
we do, like every Catholic and Protestant, like all dogmatists, accept Christ, 
you must learn to love the life of God - or you will stand still in the spiritual 
awakening and then it will be impossible for the Age of Christ to speak to 
your inner life. Is it not better then that you now bow your head? You will 
not need to do it then on our Side. Where is the Messiah? Your spark was 
blessed by the life of that Messiah. You still do not believe it? Then just de-
stroy your Divine self even longer. Or sell it, you will then remain Jewish - in 
order to suffocate, in order to drown in your sinful race (see article ‘There are 
no races’ on rulof.org), that killed Christ in a dreadful way. 

Thank God, now we are that far that we can follow the purpose of Christ. 
That, which Moses spoke about, which he and the prophets devote their life 
for, will now separate. The masses and mankind will reach spiritual awaken-
ing. The individual is already further, he has already reached the first sphere. 
The Age of Christ calls to you: learnedness which takes you to the abyss, no 
longer has any meaning. Obstinately refusing to awaken gives attunement 
to the dark hells, people show that they are blind, deaf and dumb as a result 
of it. It is very hard to have to admit to being wrong, but this also belongs, 
as all the other, to the spiritual awakening, Christ wanted it. The miscon-
ception, the intellectual pride, the spiritual dogma - all of this beat wounds 
into the body of God’s Holy Child and made it become frighteningly dark 
on Golgotha! 
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Discard the herd animal instinct, do not be pedantic in your earthly 
knowledge, release yourself from the narrow-mindedness of your dogmas, 
become like the child, which receptively enjoyed listening to Christ’s word, 
because then you are given the Kingdom of God, on Earth as well as on 
this Side! You will then be there with Christ and through Christ until all 
eternity, where God’s life blossoms and grows and where his light warms 
and elevates your life. It can be reached by accepting the Age of Christ and 
serving it. You have everything in your hands yourself, because God gave 
you his Conscious! 
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The peoples of the earth seen as characteristics 

The peoples experience the same battle. The peoples are for our life char-
acteristics of the personality which is called mankind, I said. That must now 
be clear to you. You now know the life on Earth, but how will the peoples act 
for this personality? We were already able to establish on Earth who belongs 
to the good characteristics and which are the peoples of (the House of) Israel. 
Now we are faced with the actual attunement of each people. 

England is the actual tribe of Moses, I already taught you, it represents 
the personality for mankind. All other peoples are characteristics of England 
and must reach unity. That does not mean that England must dominate. It 
is obvious that England, like the actual tribe of Moses, must give love, on 
the pain of other characteristics rebelling. This personality now wanted the 
good, England did not want war. That is a fact! (The House of) Israel fights 
for the good, fights to assure peace and calm on Earth. In all the centuries 
England waged war, but behind that was the aim of the masters to bring 
mankind to unity. However, there are characteristics as peoples who want to 
dominate themselves and that is not possible. That is out of the question! An-
yone who nevertheless rebels, will be forced to bow his head, as the history 
of (the House of) Israel proves. Germany, Japan and Italy could have known 
this. England did not get hold of the keys of the Earth for nothing, the 
strongholds of Europe. The heathen peoples as characteristics can never take 
over this task, it was fought for by the Angels on this side for (the House of) 
Israel. The heathen peoples will have to come to (the House of) Israel and not 
(the House of) Israel to the heathen unity, because this unity has no meaning 
for God and Christ. They represent the demolition, the domination and the 
destruction. (The House of) Israel, on the other hand, fights for justice! Is it 
not amazing that everything still has astral meaning on Earth? That can be 
followed on this side. You now know where the actual tribe of Moses lives. 
Did you think that it had died out? That God had let all that blood flow for 
nothing? Mankind goes through the darkness to the light. 

Now see all the peoples as characteristics, then also work out what mean-
ing these characteristics have for (the House of) Israel. America and England 
are together (the House of) Israel, these great and conscious characteristics 
are actually one mass, one people, they represent one state for mankind. 
They are father and mother for all the children of (the House of) Israel, for all 
the peoples and give leadership. These characteristics made the personality, 
built it up. If America did not belong to (the House of) Israel, you will cer-
tainly feel this, you would still live in the time of Moses. The actual tribe of 
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Moses split itself up, this had to happen, it was necessary. Now these peoples 
come together and conquer the heathen peoples, those characteristics which 
still represent evil and want to dominate themselves. But there can be no 
domination outside of (the House of) Israel in the Age of Christ. Christ calls 
all those characteristics to the spiritual and Divine halt. And that is now the 
higher consciousness for all the peoples on Earth and your battle for life and 
death! 

The House of Israel is infallible, the plan of the masters, built up on Earth. 
The peoples are brought together. Those wars were fought for this purpose. 
Your technical wonders give that certainty. Moses could not achieve that in 
his time. 

Germany, Japan and Italy must still awaken for mankind. The small peo-
ples have no meaning, they join of their own accord. Anyone who is not yet 
conscious for mankind and for (the House of) Israel, will come so far in this 
battle, it is a movement through the darkness to knowledge and spiritual 
awakening. Now all those small peoples will act, as (the House of) Israel 
acted. Germany, Japan and Italy want to return to the Land of Hatred. How-
ever, the personality which has fought itself free from that, wants to prevent 
that, it foresees the decline and enslaving of the whole of humanity and now 
fights a battle of life and death against those still unconscious characteristics. 
Those heathen folks as characteristics wanted to ambush the personality in 
the sleep, but now (the House of) Israel is awake and conscious. The peace 
had done the personality good. However terribly the evil characteristics de-
velop they cannot overcome the personality as (The House of) Israel, because 
it has the first sphere in mind. All of (The House of) Israel resists the heathen 
domination and in this way the lower characteristics on Earth see themselves 
called to the divine halt. 

All the great wars therefore have one meaning: becoming released from 
evil. The personality has been tortured enough, the dreadful darkness has 
made this life conscious, brought profit to love. 1914-1918 gave (the House 
of) Israel and the other peoples awakening, but Germany hated and contin-
ued to hate. If Germany had been able to bow its proud head, you would now 
know peace and calm on Earth. But this people showed itself so provocative-
ly mean to mankind as the German. Never has a people shown themselves to 
mankind so distressingly vicious as the German people. A people has never 
fallen to such an animal-like carry-on. Germany is furious and belongs to 
the Land of Hatred. May people follow such a people? The peoples who did, 
prove as a result of this how low the own attunement is. 

Why is this war so fierce? Why did Hitler receive such an awe-inspiring 
power? Is that now clear to you? The facts speak for themselves. The first 
sphere has not been reached, but soon mankind such as (the House of) Israel 
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will begin this spiritual task. Christ, as Highest Master in God’s universe, 
has forced the individual, the masses and mankind to this battle - without 
him all of mankind would still live in the Land of Hatred. Why did Christ 
come to the Earth otherwise? In order to have himself killed for nothing? 
The child of (the House of) Israel has already been fighting the heathen 
peoples for thousands of years. But the academics and scribes who are part of 
those heathen peoples, know nothing about the higher sense of that battle. 
Are they so blind? Was their study so incomplete? Why did they not raise 
their voices and omen? Do they not devote all of themselves in order to stop 
their peoples on the way, who take them to the abysses of hell? Their peoples 
show that they do not need God and in this way they will perish as a result 
of their ignorance and unconsciousness. These wonderful peoples will get to 
accept that terrible lesson, it will come that far! This will happen as a result 
of the laws of Mother Earth, or did you think that God created all his life 
for nothing? Did Mother Earth and her children not have any meaning? 
Just think a bit further and you will be faced with that cosmic and Divine 
meaning! By entering Christ you will get to the bottom of the sense of this 
Divine mystery. 

Christ, Christ!=- through him you can get to know the Divine laws. 
Through his Age they will start to speak to your heart. If you are open and 
show yourself to be receptive! 

Adolf Hitler wanted to bring Europe to its knees, he ambushed (the House 
of) Israel in its sleep for this purpose. The peoples who are children of (the 
House of) Israel, quickly realise what evil wants to achieve and they rush for-
ward. Germany must accept this. No matter how loudly it shouts, it does not 
help. The other characteristics devote all of the obtained conscious, because 
this personality wants to go to the first sphere! 

And then the wonder of this age happens, the incredible: God intervenes. God 
as the Good, as the conscious master on this side, intervenes and gives help 
to this personality who strives to go upwards. This has been predicted, your 
bible clearly says so. 

There is another characteristic for mankind, which belongs to the dark-
ness. That is Russia. This people also still has to awaken in the spirit, it has 
not yet started to release itself from the Land of Hatred. The dominating 
masses are not yet conscious of the own power, but still possess the primal 
attunement, the natural instinct. If Germany attacks that personality - and 
you will experience this - those masses will reach consciousness. The Other 
Side will then be with Stalin. Stalin already received the command long ago 
from our world to prepare himself. Russia realises properly that that own 
kind wants to conquer it. However, Germany does not know that that primal 
power is so ready. While Germany is busy bringing down (the House of) 
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Israel, Russia is making its final preparations. How extremely stupid, how 
terribly unconscious Hitler and his people have acted, he will soon have to 
accept, if he proceeds to attack Russia. Because Germany is disintegrating. 
Not England, but Russia - the own kind - is the great danger for Germany. 

If Germany comes into battle with the Russian state (the House of) Israel 
will get the opportunity to withdraw in order to recover from the wounds 
suffered. If this wonder had not happened and Germany and Russia had 
understood each other, not only Europe, but also America would have been 
destroyed. No people would ever have been able to stand up to those com-
bined, violent forces. However, this will not happen and must not happen! 

Russia is ready, helped in this by the masters. And now that you know that 
we on our Side never help a soul from the Land of Hatred, only because it 
is not open to higher feelings, you must be able to accept, that we saw how 
Russia is busy releasing itself from the own sphere and life attunement. The 
masters would never place Russia opposite Germany otherwise! As a result of 
its fast and crushing victories over the peoples of (the House of) Israel Ger-
many now also dominates in the Land of Twilight. According to the laws of 
God this is unacceptable. We cannot live in two spheres at the same time, we 
must remain in our own state or succumb. 

A higher sphere does not allow itself to have laws written for it by a lower 
sphere, because such a thing is not possible, not on our Side and not on 
Earth. And yet Hitler wanted that. It will be the cause of his succumbing! 
That he and his people did not understand this is very simple: the mentality 
of the Land of Hatred is not capable of understanding such a thing. 

Russia will never be able to conquer under its own power, it needs the help 
of the other peoples for this purpose, mainly of America and England, the 
main characteristics of (the House of) Israel. Russia lives between good and 
evil, it will have a difficult time against the intellectual evil, that Germany 
is. With the support of (the House of) Israel it will nevertheless force the 
German armies to their knees. 

As a result of this battle Russia will work itself up to the higher life and 
release itself from the own sphere and life attunement, in order to become a 
wonderful characteristic for the House of Israel in this way. When it is that 
far, Germany will also calm down and the masses there have learned that in 
the Age of Christ violence and domination are intolerable and impossible. It 
will also have conquered the evil in itself. 

This gigantic process will have been achieved by means of the spiritual pol-
itics of the masters. Rome as a wonderful ecclesiastical centre could certainly 
have had an important share in this, but it was not capable of that. Rome 
followed the material politics and destroyed itself as a result of this. Now it 
can no longer play a role of significance in this awe-inspiring event. Rome is 
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dying, the future will show it to mankind. Rome is standing still in its devel-
opment, the church has already burrowed in the unconscious for centuries. 
The spiritually sensitive there do not believe that we as people continue in the 
eternal life and yet can remain in contact with the Earth. Our astral world 
is shouted at as a demonic carry-on. However, the Divine wonders which I 
spoke to you about, will prove it otherwise to them. The church cannot lead 
mankind into a maze of questions, in which it now wanders round. Is it then 
so unnatural that it turns away from these spiritual ‘guides’ and without 
letting itself be intimidated by them it seeks the answer elsewhere to the life 
question: ‘Where does life on Earth take mankind?’ 

I hope to have shown you clearly now that all the peoples of the Earth 
must accept the own life attunement in this battle, it is not possible to avoid 
it. Pretending to be other than people really are, living above their spiritual 
state - it is impossible. The Age of Christ does not tolerate empty, sacred talk 
and wearing masks. As a result of its actions a people exposes itself to the oth-
er characteristics. In this way it must now be possible for you to determine 
the spiritual attunement of a people. 

Do you now know the mentality of Russia, of France? Do you know that 
of your own people? (The Dutch people) All life between the Land of Hatred 
and the Land of Twilight. One characteristic is a bit stronger, a bit more 
conscious than the other, but each one is now elevated in order to be able to 
contribute to the happiness of earthly mankind. 

For this purpose the German intellectual evil must be denied its life ca-
pacity. Hitler and his kind are demons, they do not possess a grain of love for 
God and his sacred creation, their ideals are like poison for all peoples. How-
ever, soon this kind will be conquered, it asked to be exterminated. Russia 
will then go one path with the good German child, even if they still have to 
master the mentality of (the House of) Israel. These are laws of God, which 
will be experienced by the peoples of the Earth. God watches over mankind. 
This is a sacred and intangible truth, which every human child will one day 
recognise as such. It reaches you from life after death and it is Christ, who is 
behind it with his Sacred Life. 

If God approves that Russia helps (the House of) Israel to conquer, what 
do you wish to do about this? Just surrender to these laws. Now accept that 
England wages war in order to bring the peoples of the Earth to unity. England 
does not even know that itself, soon, when the violence is silent, England will 
receive this wisdom from the masters. It will then know the meaning of its battle 
and its sacrifices. 

The lands which now get the most beating, make a sacrifice. They have 
to experience the greatest karma or they fight for the good and in order to 
release themselves from the Land of Twilight, because a battle is also needed 
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for this. Do not forget that not one people has yet reached the first sphere, 
and you learned a moment ago how much suffering and sorrow, how much 
of a battle it costs to be released from the lower spheres. 

If it is attacked by its own kind, Russia will soon know how the Land of 
Hatred lives and how that mentality acts. As a result of this Russia will learn 
the necessary. That school of learning speaks for the further life, it effects the 
awakening in the spirit. Russia will devote everything in order to leave that 
terrible place as soon as possible. Stalin has to accept this and must bow his 
head to it, because the laws of God now speak to all his followers. In this way, 
every country, according to its attunement, has to experience consciousness 
and karmic laws. 

The ‘Übermenschen’ intellect has no meaning for this world, we now 
know that no Übermenschen live on Earth. This mentality is unconscious. 
As a result of this Germany will choke in its own greed! 

Now do not attack the good German child, the child of (the House of) 
Israel is not to blame for this fall. All peoples possess the good kind, children 
of (the House of) Israel, who love God, who cannot hate, but want to elevate 
the own life to Golgotha. You also received time and life for this purpose, so 
now also give them the opportunity to recover, give them the chance to show 
their good will. In this way you will serve them and yourself and become one 
from feeling to feeling. By acting in this way you will show yourself to be a 
true Christian. How did Christ act? He forgave his executioners with all his 
heart! Will you not accept the German child of (the House of) Israel? 

The peoples of the Earth will have to act in the way the individual acts. 
Not one people can avoid it. Russia will destroy the beast with all its heads, 
but then it will have to be able to forgive its attackers and torturers. Along 
with Russia (the House of) Israel will one day carry the Lamb of God in 
its hands and then there will be pleasure in the human being of the whole 
world. Those who went before you to the hereafter, will help you with this. 
So not despair, everything is going as planned. All the peoples must make 
good, your people too, but remember that whatever is imposed upon you, it 
will be no more than you created in cause and effect. And while experiencing 
it you will grow spiritually, which means, that you are releasing yourself from 
the Land of Twilight. 

Therefore upwards to the first sphere, the ‘Kingdom of God on Earth’ 
and on this side. The heavens of God are opened to everyone who wants and 
accomplishes the good. The astral laws for the individual, the masses and 
mankind say so. 

Sooner or later you will be faced with this reality. In the Age of Christ you 
must reach a decision to follow the good, or to persevere in evil. You must 
show your colours, you must choose. If you cannot do it yourself, you will 
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be forced to do it. In this Age this will be completed and there is no one who 
will escape this working. Not one soul of God can now walk an own path 
any longer and ignore his fellow being. The peoples will have to meet each 
other and serve, the peoples and you, the individual. 

Forget and forgive. These feelings will bring you to the first sphere. They 
take you to the arms of Christ. Wish each other everything, share, even if it 
is what you think you need yourself. Open yourself to our world and to the 
laws of God, which we got to know there. We also had to walk your path. 
No footstep is given to you and to us, nor to the masses and the peoples. 
Will the peoples not weep with happiness, when they know that all the sac-
rifices which seemed pointless, appeared to be the seed from which eternal 
happiness for mankind will bloom? If they know that they did not fight for 
nothing? This will be your worldly wisdom from now on. You will draw 
from it, know yourself to be carried by it. We will help you and the peoples 
in your battle for a higher form of existence. We once lived on Earth and we 
still have to make good to it. It gave us riches; is it then so unnatural that we 
now do something back for it? This would be in conflict with Divine laws? 

In order to enter the first sphere, you and your peoples who saw themselves 
analysed here must bow your heads and accept our analysis. We have not 
spared one people, not put one people above the other - as we have described 
here are the life attunements of the peoples and not any different. You can-
not catch us out with one lie, we came to you as messengers of Christ. The 
conscious child of God spoke to your life. It is our purpose to build up and 
not to destroy! 

If it is God’s will, your eyes and those of the peoples of the Earth will now 
open and calm, peace and understanding will enter your hearts! 
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To the first sphere — the 
awakening on the Other Side 

We will now go further and higher and leave the Land of Twilight. If we 
wish to experience the awakening in the laws of God, we must continue to 
walk on. A spirit of the light can go higher by means of concentration of will, 
he floats through the universe and can reach his target in one second. But 
since the concentration is tuned into the floating onwards, the life in nature 
dissolves for him. We now prefer to go forwards slowly in order to meditate 
on the way and in this way to experience the awakening of nature and our 
own life. We feel freed from the Land of Twilight. We have completely dis-
carded that old, meaningless life and conscious. The higher in our life has 
been served and no one is capable of taking it away from us. The laws of God 
for this life have been revealed to us. We have received astral knowledge. It 
is immediately clear to us that, what we did for other people, has returned 
to our own life. We served the life of God and thought that we had devoted 
ourselves to other people. Now it appears that we have done nothing for 
other people, because as a result of this serving we mastered the possession 
of the first sphere, the wonderful light of the first heaven in life after death. 

In this nature we will see the new life and conscious. That inspiration has 
entered us. We passed over full of trust and feel excited and happy. We have 
said goodbye to what lies behind us. This high evolution lives in us, we are 
prepared and now draw from this new knowledge and also understand that 
it is always possible to go higher. We start to feel how the first sphere and the 
following heavens are built up and that we followed a path, which we had to 
follow and which takes us to God. All of mankind will have to accept this. Its 
battle of the present is going to the first sphere! 

Our first steps on the way upwards takes us to revelations. We see life in 
nature awakening and this awakening has also entered us. Life blossoms 
around us and we see flowers, which could not yet grow in the Land of 
Twilight, because the possibility of existence was lacking there. Here we can 
breath liberally and deeply, an extremely happy feeling enters us. As a result 
of this change we feel ourselves becoming stronger, our life breath become 
stronger and more depth enters our thinking and feeling. We are now open 
to pure love, this divine power now already dominates our life. A higher 
power has elevated us in the own life and takes us to the first sphere. 

‘Oh God, how we must thank you!’ 
We keep wanting to say those words again, they are a prayer, that leaves 

our life and will climb straight up to God. And yet we have not yet reached 
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the first sphere. 
We now think back to the darkness and still see the Land of Twilight in 

all its horrors before us. What we had to bear for that now seems inhumanly 
heavy for us, how often did we not succumb? But still we were able to release 
ourselves from the misery of our characteristics and in this way got to know 
this sacredness. Suffering and sorrow prepared the way for the further going 
upwards, we were broken and beaten, but healed we can now enter the first 
astral heaven with gratitude in our hearts towards the brothers and sisters on 
this side. Now we let go of that horror, we now want to live! 

What enters us overwhelms us. It is jubilant! We have longed for this for 
centuries, did not believe that it existed. Despite everything it has come. God 
is Love! Now we no longer doubt, we kneel down in order to thank him for 
his gifts. Wonderful conscious has entered our life, we are radiating with 
happiness that we belong to this life. This joy makes us younger. 

‘Enter’, we hear in us. ‘Now enter the first sphere. Enter my kingdom. 
Return to me.’ 

The individual, the masses and mankind on Earth will experience this 
heavenly joy. It will come when this war is over! Then mankind will begin 
its walk to the first sphere, then people on Earth will begin with spiritual 
construction and awakening will come. Then joy and happiness will rise in 
the hearts of the people. All of mankind will be jubilant, it will now know for 
what purpose this battle was waged. God’s life will then be a great revelation 
for mankind! 

Our prayer is profound and deep, we are firmly convinced that God has 
given us everything of himself. The rays of light from the first sphere radiate 
over our life, nature becomes more and more beautiful. Flowers and birds 
laugh at us and speak to our new personality, we become one from feeling to 
feeling with them. This is sensing, passing into the other life, it is the higher 
consciousness. In the Land of Twilight we feel poor, there we lived under the 
ground, now we stand in the middle of the blooming nature, now our life 
has been sanctified. 

Mankind on Earth also receives this, your battle brings it to you. It is the 
spiritual consciousness. It will soon come to Earth. But the walk of man-
kind will take a bit longer, it can take a few centuries, it is only then that it 
will have reached the first sphere. But what do a few centuries matter, now 
that we know that this development has taken thousands of centuries? The 
individual can reach the first sphere in a short time, if this personality works 
seriously on himself, if everything is devoted to it. Mankind therefore takes 
a bit longer, thousands of wars are needed in order to reach this height, yet 
this consciousness has come. Now mankind is faced with the last problem 
and all the lower characteristics are conquered. 
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In these centuries the ‘Kingdom of God’ is brought to Earth. Anyone who 
is then on Earth, can say: life is worth being lived. Those people feel happy. 
Mankind has mastered spiritual love and can now accept. The laws of our life 
come to Earth, everyone is astrally conscious. Millions of souls now follow 
one way and experience one for everyone and everyone for one! 

What we will soon meet, becomes the possession of mankind. Life smiles 
at us and we bow our heads to everything in nature. The life of God smiles 
at us and that has great significance. We feel that human being and animal 
are open to each other here and we mastered that wonderful feeling. It is the 
delicious feeling to no longer stand alone in this universe, the laws of which 
we get to know. Every passion has left us, has had to make way for this pure 
feeling and realm of thought. This is spiritual awakening! Now we realise 
God’s will so very well, that we would return to Him, now it reveals itself 
to us. Now the love of the first sphere can shine over the personality, it is no 
longer possible that we are wrong in this. The laws speak! Christ, we feel, 
has built up this purity with millions of souls. The ‘Anyone who follows me, 
will receive Eternal Life’ has become reality for us. Those words live for us. 
Now we understand that it is not possible to miss out pieces, going upwards 
is experienced inwardly. And now nothing stops us any more, this is our 
obtained possession! 

The firmament is changing, yonder lies the first sphere. Thousands of souls 
go with us and will enter there. Nature become more and more rarefied and 
more beautiful, its silence affects us, this influence is sanctifying. The firma-
ment of the Earth cannot be seen here, however, we know that we can return 
there, if we want, God gave us that mercy. We are now materially and spirit-
ually conscious. Our inner life has come into harmony with infinity, with 
this grade of life, which is the first sphere. It is clear to us that , if we had not 
started this battle, the Land of Twilight would still keep us captive, which 
mankind will also soon accept. As a result of the much suffering and sorrow 
we came so far. Through the suffering and sorrow, through the darkness to 
the light - that was our path! 

This happiness was achieved as a result of Germany. It is the obtained pos-
session of a mankind, which had to go through seas of misery for this pur-
pose. If God had put an end to this battle, had answered prayers, mankind 
would still live in emptiness and misery. Now this stage has been passed by 
with the help of Hitler. The masters watched out, brought misery to Earth, 
but that misery helped you to become released from the Land of Hatred 
and gave you the going further in the spirit, the spiritual awakening and the 
entering of the first sphere. Under the own power mankind would not have 
made it. If your prayers had been heard, human evolution would have stood 
still and that is not possible! Those terrible times kept coming again for the 
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spiritual awakening. These wars built on the human being, as a result of this 
the inner life of mankind awakened. An end would never have come to all 
that darkness otherwise, now it dissolves completely. The demons of hell 
have now been conquered. Because God wanted his Life to return to him, 
the Other Side brought struggle for mankind and technical wonders came in 
order to involve it in the battle. That has now happened! 

Now that we are coming closer to the first sphere, the earthly life falls off 
us, we are now starting to think spiritually. The ‘Kingdom of God’ shines 
at us. 

The higher characteristics in our life come forward. Before that was not 
possible, in the Land of Twilight we felt like the living dead. A spiritual won-
der occurred for us. We are open to everyone. This life, all this sacredness 
shines over us externally. What awaits us is wonderful. For this purpose we 
destroyed our own self, killed the lie and the cheating in us and banished the 
hatred from our life. What we are now, replaced it. We feel that living power 
radiating through us and it is our better self. We see and now know that we 
developed for the better, we conquered, discarded, the dark in us! 

The gates of the first sphere are no longer closed now, we may enter the 
‘Kingdom of God.’ 

We followed Christ. We see before us, how the very first people built on the 
Spheres of Light. We had to follow their working and serving and we got to know 
all these amazing laws then. The human history from Moses also lies open to us. 
We read in it and the great problem lives like the Kingdom of God before us. This 
now belongs to us. For us there is no longer a God who damns his children, that 
view belongs to the unconscious life. We got to know this damnation. The human 
being damns himself; but no one is lost, every soul in the universe returns to God. 

However, now we may not have any thoughts in us which drag us down, 
because then the flowers close their calyxes, yes, this sphere becomes hazy 
before us. We must remain in harmony with this for our new laws, which 
belong to the first sphere and the spiritual awakening. The life in this sphere 
demands of us to accept the openness and we want this very much and suck 
ourselves full with the sanctity. 

The first sphere is like with you on Earth a sunny summer’s morning, 
when nature awakens in pure peace, when you feel that everything speaks 
to you, smiles at you, so that you jump about with happiness and find life 
worthwhile being lived. That is the attunement of the first sphere. And yet, 
this description is poor, astral life cannot be described, you must be able to 
experience this yourself. Flowers send their wonderful and refreshing scents 
to us, birds sing at us joyfully and expectantly and land on our stretched out 
hand. This life feels one with ours, it knows that we have obtained the victory 
over ourselves. Everything which we see from here is great. We were not able 
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to think for a moment that everything would be so incredible. We see tem-
ples rising up, they emit their own light over all the life here, these buildings 
are majestic and we will soon know what they mean. 

This awaits all of mankind on Earth! It is entering the first sphere, but 
then mankind lives in the ‘Kingdom of God’! We see the people dressed 
in beautiful garments. These garments radiate light, the light of the being 
which possesses this purity. The human being in this life is beautiful and of 
this attunement. We now know that we have passed over the border of the 
first sphere and will now experience one wonder after another. This life is 
deep and true, spiritually pure and free of every passion. It elevates us and 
we go further, continually deeper into this life and now feel ourselves reach-
ing unity. With every footstep we are overwhelmed by a splendour, which 
quickens our life breath. We absorb the pure power here into ourselves. How 
does the human being feel in the first sphere? In this state, in this world no 
more harsh word can be spoken. Every thought is weighed up by us, before 
we send it out. In this sphere the life lives for Christ and feels itself one with 
him. And God wanted that, but it was not understood on Earth. We want to 
give thanks and do it too: 

‘Oh, God of all this life, how must we thank you? This belongs to us! We 
may know! We will now no longer sully your life. Will you forgive us? Sacred 
and pure love lives in us!’ 

The masters on this side welcomed us and reached us the hand, they know 
which battle we fought. They come towards us smiling and we see next to 
them all our friends and loved ones from before, who already started the 
battle before us. We embrace each other and weep like happy children for 
all this incredible bliss and do not come away from each other, we have now 
been united for eternity! Nothing will tear us from each other again. God 
wanted this now that we have reached his Kingdom. 

That tremendous happiness will soon come to Earth. That is now being 
fought for, being suffered for, as was never suffered before! Mother Earth 
waited millions of centuries for this happy unity. Adolf Hitler also wanted to 
bring this spiritual unity to Earth, but in a Germanic way, he returned to the 
jungle stage for this purpose. But that is not the intention. We did not get to 
know the laws of God in this way, the human evolution followed a different 
path. Adolf Hitler then also served the destruction, mankind the spiritual 
construction! You now see how crazy his conscious is. Yet he brought you 
the shadow of reality. The future will confirm that and then mankind will 
awaken for the Divine laws. 

In the first sphere all life serves, the masses there are open to the individual 
and this was received by Christ. This also comes to Earth! 

For the Earth these masses are (the House of) Israel, it elevates your life 
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to it. Then spiritual unity also comes from the first sphere to Earth and the 
United Peoples of the World! From this attunement the masters of the House 
of Israel serve mankind. As on this side the masters follow all life, they also 
do that on Earth and from the Temple of Mankind and this means that 
happiness will live permanently on Earth. 

Can you now feel what will happen on Earth? (The House of) Israel 
will therefore conquer. Nothing will be given to you, you have to devote 
everything of yourself, but peace and alms will come into your possession 
as a result of this. The heathen peoples will unite with (the House of) Israel 
and then the laws of the ‘Kingdom of God’ can come to spiritual working. 

As a result of each good deed life changes here. But that is also the case 
on Earth. It takes you into the pure and serving love. In this way you build 
up your paradise. It is terrifying what mankind has thrown away, what it 
sacrificed on gold and goods and blood. But I do not need to tell you that. 
Now that is no longer possible and also no longer necessary. Have faith in the 
leadership of God from now on. 

After your war all the riches of the Earth will be used for the better. 
As a result of each good deed you build on the Spheres of Light, but evil 

creates darkness. As a result of the good the Divine spark radiates and you 
enter your heaven after death. You must want to achieve this, it is the won-
derful happiness, which we get to know after death and that we mastered. 
The first Christians had to accept this. Moses devoted his own life for this. 
Not one human being can escape this. 

God placed the heavens in our hands, the universe! Who on Earth can 
give you this? Who gave you eternal life? Can you understand now that all 
those kings and emperors and dictators are only pieces on the world chess 
board? Therefore obey the Holy Gospel, follow Christ! Christ takes you into 
the heavenly kingdom. Through him spiritual awakening can be achieved 
and experienced. That awaits you and your people and everyone who loves. 

Therefore do not stand still on Earth, serve and work, it can mean your last 
life on Earth! 

In the first sphere we see countless spiritual dwellings. You can only build 
your spiritual dwelling there, but on Earth you must already attune to it and 
start it. As a result of each good deed you lay a stone next to the other, in 
this way you are the master builder of it. Where would you prefer to live? In 
the silence, next to the water, in woods, surrounded by green and flowers, 
or between mountains? What is your wish? God says: ‘My children, in my 
Kingdom there is a place for everyone.’ On Earth that is called: ‘there are 
many dwellings in God’s Kingdom.’ Here there is room for everyone and 
you can build your dwelling. The universe belongs to us, after all. There is an 
infinite amount to be experienced here. Many build themselves a dwelling in 
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this universe and are out to experience the universal depths of God, they get 
to know stars and planets and in this way reach cosmic consciousness. This 
applies to all the life of God. Three cosmic grades of life revealed themselves 
to your life. The Moon, the second cosmic grade and Mother Earth. All 
those millions of lives and laws belong to you, you reached that conscious. 
By serving you came that far! 

Our life is a spiritual wonder, a wonder of happiness and bliss, of exalted 
human unity, of love and knowledge. Yet our life on this side is very natural. 
We are not abnormal in anything, we think and feel as on Earth, only our 
thinking has become spiritualised. In our nature we see all the life of the 
Earth again, but that life has also become spiritualised, is more rarefied than 
your material nature, it has experienced a higher evolution as we have. The 
winged animal species has reached our life, went higher and higher and have 
been touched by God like us. After all, the wild or rough animal species can-
not enter the first sphere, this mentality creates disharmony. We are free from 
everything which stimulates or can disturb our life, no fear or trembling, 
nothing can disturb our unity. In our life Divine reality has grown, the Di-
vine spark has awakened in us! May God bless our life. Now we understand 
the astral laws, now we understand the Divine plan of Creation and we real-
ise the sacredness of marriage on Earth. Christ elevated us into this sanctity. 

Now we understand Judas and the other apostles and all who mounted the 
stake or entered the lion’s den for God and Christ. 

All those saints once lived in this sphere and went further, higher and 
higher, in order to enter the All. Now we know that Christ like us was born 
on the Moon, has had to follow the same cosmic path, we are closer to God. 
It is indeed possible for us to speak with God. Now that we have got to know 
the life this gulf has been bridged. It is clear to us amidst this sanctity that we 
are Gods, once the Divine laws took us back to the All existence! 

When you feel this on Earth, you are no longer capable of destroying the 
life of God, because another gives you the command to do this. You must 
choose between the Land of Hatred and the first sphere, between God and 
devil, Christ and the destruction of your own life. The Ten Commandments 
demand it of you and your people. You attune yourself to misery or to the 
happiness of the Divine universe, the other life cannot force you in anything. 
Christ taught us it and the revelations of the Other Side prove his words. 

Christ brought love to Earth, his Age will make awaken it in every human 
being. Can this not be understood? Did you not receive your own life in 
your hands as a result of love? Can the laws of God and in the universe speak 
otherwise to your life? Anyone who wants to grow in love, must refuse to kill the 
life of God! It is only then that you follow Christ consciously! Then you represent 
God in all the grades of life and you acted as you must act! No power in the world 
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can stop you from doing this. Your own will dominates everything of the Earth, 
God gave you this gift. 

Try to awaken in the spirit and the treasures of the spirit will be given to 
you. Do not let yourself be chased into the darkness, now that you see how 
all the unconscious beings still want to live, you now know which path you 
have to follow. 

The first sphere is the paradise which Christ spoke about. 
How amazingly natural everything really is, now that we have understood 

the purpose of life on Earth and on this side. The laws of Christ can be expe-
rienced on Earth, because Golgotha brought them to your own conscious. It 
is impossible to escape them! Nothing can help the Divine spark, if the laws 
of Christ are exceeded, because you received your own life in your hands. 
But God wanted us to go towards his Life in love. How did we act in all our 
lives? 

You can now answer the question yourself, how you, the masses and man-
kind had to act and how they did. Did you think that Hitler would ever have 
got the power in his hands, if the soul, the divine spark in all sparks, had 
understood the Ten Commandments? Not one ruler would then be capable 
of urging you and your peoples to destroy, what God created in Love! Do you 
understand these laws which were brought by Christ? Now begin and follow 
the masters, your sisters and brothers, who have reached the first sphere, be-
cause they bring you spiritual awakening! 

I was also able to experience this awakening in the spirit once and take 
possession of my sphere. I will tell you about this, it is only then that you will 
know how all these millions of souls act, who entered the first sphere from 
the Earth or released themselves from the darkness. 
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Spiritual and material wonders in the universe 

Everything which we will now meet and see are material and spiritual 
wonders. The first sphere demands of us to get to know the laws of God. If 
we wish to go higher and understand our new life, we must follow that path, 
it is only then that we will become one with the life of the first sphere. The 
first sphere forces us to think and to reach spiritual unity. It is taking pos-
session of the sphere. It is also the unity of soul to soul and the awakening 
in the spirit. It is only now that we get to know the wonder of God and it 
speaks to our own life. 

I want to connect you with numerous material and spiritual wonders. Soon 
we will return to the Earth again and we will see what happened there in the 
meantime. We now want to experience that unity for the first time. Because 
we saw spiritual dwellings a moment ago and did not understand how such a 
spiritual wonder was achieved. And we really want to know that, because it is 
a spiritual wonder. We want to experience the laws of this spiritual paradise, 
we want to get to know everything, because it belongs to our conscious. 

I already told you that there are seven spheres, heavens in the spirit. The 
first sphere is a sphere of existence. By entering it we stand on the astral 
bottom and we have discarded the material life. But there are also earthly 
feelings and thoughts in us and we must try to become free of them. But how 
does that becoming free from the Earth happen? 

You can think here, for example, of your earthly friends and loved ones, 
of your life, no one will forbid you that, if you just take your own state into 
account. And that must first be learned. The first sphere of existence tells you 
how you must think, or you will already be in rebellion with your new life. 
If we want to come higher, then we must know these laws, because that is 
returning to God. In this life we cannot miss out any pieces as on Earth. This 
and the following spheres are in order to prepare us for the fourth cosmic 
grade of life. That is also a material planet, where those people live who once 
completed their cycle on Earth and then passed through the seven heavens 
in order to now experience Divine laws on the fourth cosmic grade the same 
as once on Earth, but now spiritually. All these grades of life represent God 
and we must get to know them and master them. 

If you think in the first sphere about your earthly life, you can experience 
that the first sphere sinks away under your feet. You have then discarded 
your spiritual concentration. It is now possible that you awaken in the sphere 
of the Earth, while you did not want to be there anyway, you had not even 
thought of that sharply. You now experience an astral law, which you must 
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get to know and master. The mastering comes of its own accord, if you follow 
the astral life and want to serve. Now you must alter your thoughts as fast as 
lightening, let go of the Earth, accept the first sphere in feeling and realise 
what you actually did, because otherwise the first sphere will become hazy 
before your eyes. Many people thought that God had taken everything from 
them at that moment and they were banished from their heaven! The first 
sphere called them to the spiritual halt. The ‘Kingdom of God’ demands of 
all life to remain in harmony with the laws of God, because it otherwise cre-
ates own disturbances. Those people thought earthly and while they belong 
to the spiritual world, the Earth attracted that life and the first sphere be-
came hazy. They must therefore learn to think differently. They must think 
of everything which they knew on Earth, but then not discard their spiritual 
personality, because they connect themselves again with the material world. 
We learned to split ourselves as a result of this. It is the experiencing of two 
worlds. As a result of this we make comparisons with the Earth and our 
new life. If our thinking and feeling is wrong on this side, then the laws 
immediately come into working and we see later how we thought. If there 
are coarse-material thoughts in us, then we close ourselves off to this sphere, 
because those thoughts belong to the material world. Flowers quickly fold up 
their calyxes and it is as if they feel sullied by us. Essentially that is also the 
case, because we souls came into conflict with the astral laws. The first shock 
made many people kneel down to ask God for forgiveness. But those were 
lessons, from which they learned, just as long as they got hold of this sphere 
of existence. It is only then that they can undergo a study, because the laws 
for our life have now been learned. 

All these people awakened the laws as a result of their thinking and feel-
ing. They learned to realise the great difference with their thinking on Earth 
and found the event a great wonder. This cannot be experienced on Earth! 

In order to experience and master this many people isolated themselves in 
nature and reached spiritual meditation there. In that state they follow the 
astral laws and start to make comparisons there with the material life. In 
this silence they are not disturbed by anyone. They can be helped by their 
masters, who influence them. If they have been released from the Earth the 
spiritual study can begin. Now sisters and brothers are ready to take care of 
them. As they were developed in the Land of Twilight, they now follow a 
study in the astral laws. 

We continually think and reflect upon our life, because what we must 
know reveals itself to our life and conscious and is now part of our spiritual 
existence. We must follow that which the astral people built up. We must 
also master what we experienced. Now it becomes clear to us how far an 
Angel in the higher spheres is and what this soul has got to know. We were 
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able to enter here, but we know nothing about all the Divine laws. Yet we 
experienced three cosmic grades of life. People will explain the material and 
spiritual wonders to us, everyone who enters here, receives this wisdom and 
can then go further. How do the souls feel which reached the seventh sphere? 
In order to come there we need a thousand years. What will we master in that 
time? What must they have experienced who entered the Divine All? How-
ever, we must not think that far and rather concentrate on our own sphere 
and the material laws. Because we also want to know everything about that. 

Spiritual people are spiritual wonders. As a human being we are the very 
greatest wonder in creation. You on Earth and we on this side represent 
this Divine wonder of creation. And yet that wonder cannot be understood. 
What do people on Earth think about this Divine wonder? Millions of these 
wonders have been slaughtered in your own time. The human being as a 
Divine wonder tortures, he is demonic and like poison for the other human 
being. 

In the first sphere people demand of us to follow the Divine wonder, to 
love it and to get to know it, or we will not come any further in our life and 
will stand still for the spiritual becoming conscious. I want to repeat to you 
my own history through you, which can be done in this life. 

When I wondered, coming out of my meditation, which had lasted years 
according to earthly calculations: how do I reach the higher conscious, a 
wonder happened. Suddenly I heard speaking inside me. Was I listening 
properly? Was it really a voice? Where did this voice come from? I heard: 

‘May I answer your questions, my brother?’ I immediately gave an answer, 
sent it into the universe. 

‘If you want to give me your great and sacred possession, I pray to God 
that he may give me the power to absorb it and master it. Who sends it to 
me? Has God come to me? Does God want me to awaken? Where are you, 
who spoke to me a moment ago? Can you pick up my words?’ 

And listen, the following words came to me: 
‘If you wish to get to know the wonders of our life, then accept me as 

your brother. God’s will is that we help each other. I was able to follow your 
prayers, every word and I prayed with you. I am close to you and yet far away. 
We are one of feeling. Our lives feel each other and have something to say to 
each other. Come to me, my brother, we will meet each other in this sanctity. 
Go and walk in God’s nature, you will soon see me.’ 

My God, I thought, what kind of laws and wonders are they? What won-
ders have you given your children? Can a human being receive so much 
happiness? 

I had got to know a spiritual wonder and that wonder spoke to me. Now 
I would see that wonder. I went into nature, left my lonely spot and soon 
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saw myself placed in a very different state. Around me the life of God shone, 
birds sung and I absorbed the scents of flowers in me. Wherever I looked I 
saw people, thousands of beings, who like me wanted to be convinced of 
these laws. How and where would I meet the wonder? When I thought about 
this, I was suddenly faced with a spirit of the light, who said to me: 

‘I am here, brother. Now you can ask me questions. I am ready to answer 
all your questions.’ 

I look into the eyes of a radiant being. Are you, I thought, as I was on 
Earth? Were you a human being there? I did not know you there. Who are 
you? May I ask you these questions? Why do you come to me? You knew 
about my life, my feeling and thinking? Are you following me in this im-
mense space? My God, what did I do to deserve this? All these questions 
flash through my brain. We stood opposite each other, our gazes flowed into 
one. This master could follow me in everything, I had to accept, nevertheless 
this personality remained closed to me. Then this spirit spoke: 

‘You will see all your unspoken questions answered. I came to you in order 
to convince you of the wonders of God. I am ready! Ask me, my brother, all 
my knowledge belongs to you.’ 

Immediately I asked my first question: 
‘I am a human being like you. But where were we born? I know that I have 

been on Earth, I got to know many laws, but I am not yet conscious of all the 
sacredness around me. How can I experience my existence, master?’ 

The master did not doubt for a second with his answer and spoke: ‘Go 
with me, I will show and explain the wonders of God to you.’ 

We went to the Moon. There we experienced together the origin of crea-
tion. We did not only follow the material laws as Divine wonders, but also 
the spiritual. I got to know all the subsequent grades of life and I saw into 
that time. When we had followed the life of God there, the secondary plan-
ets attracted us, we also followed all the stages of life there. Then we went to 
the Earth. There I saw all my lives as a man and as a mother. My master ex-
plained all those wonders, he took me from one evolution into the other. We 
followed millions of lives in this way and then we entered the astral world. 
We had made a journey, which lasted a hundred and fifty years. Now I un-
derstood the human being and his origin and I knew where I had been born 
and understood God’s creation. I had got to know millions of material and 
spiritual wonders. Then I had to reflect on all of this and I withdrew myself 
for this purpose. Months of meditation followed. I experienced everything 
again and could orientate myself then in all those millions of grades. When 
I thought I was finished, I went back to my master and asked: 

‘I have got to know the origin of myself, master. Now that I have followed 
all of this again, the question arises in me, how this nature and all the life in 
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it originated. It is a mystery to me that I did not think of this. The birds sing 
at me, flowers send me their scents. But where did this life originate?’ 

‘Then we must return to the Moon, my friend, it is there where all life was 
born in the universe. However, I ask you, kneel down by a tree, embrace this 
life and ask what it has to tell you.’ 

‘Can a tree speak to my life, master?’ 
‘Your conscious has awakened for this life. Make yourself one with all the 

life of God and then hear what this life will say. If you can surrender com-
pletely, if you can release yourself from your own life, this life of God will 
speak to your own grade of life. A tree also represents the own conscious.’ 

And look, the tree absorbed me completely in the own life. I experienced 
a great wonder in the spirit. I saw myself in the universe. I experienced that 
everything which I had got to know up until now lived in the invisible. I felt 
the tree as energy, as power, as condensed material, I saw the material and 
spiritual grades. He himself drew me into all his experienced stages. I saw 
everything before me and experienced one wonder after another, one law 
after another created by God. Finally I raised my eyes again and looked into 
those of my master. Soon he gave me an answer to my unspoken thoughts 
and said: ‘We will return to the Moon. Come, my brother, it is there where 
we can follow the origin of all the life in nature. This life is also millions 
of years old and came forward from the invisible, through God all this life 
received meaning. It belongs to your conscious, you must master all these 
laws.’ 

I experienced the condensing of the planet again on the Moon, however, 
now only in order to follow the plant and animal kingdom. I saw all those 
material cells dying off again, then the condensing of the planet and the 
origin of the first green, which originated from that condensed earth. I saw 
that the animal originated from the human being, after the first human cell 
experienced the dying off process. When all of this had revealed itself to me, 
we went further, followed the secondary planets again and also experienced 
there, how nature evolved, passed on life to other planets. Through God this 
incredible thing was achieved. God had split himself into myriad particles 
and all this life split itself in turn in order to take part in this creation. From 
one thing another originated, every spark of God passed itself on again to the 
other spark, took part in the plan of creation and evolved. Then we floated 
again towards the Earth. In a flash we followed the grades of life there for 
animal and plant, experienced all these wonders of God in the universe, to 
then return to the Spheres of Light and to deal with all of this again. In all 
the conscious and unconscious material and spiritual stages I had now got 
to know God’s Revelations. Now I understood a tree, a flower, a plant and 
an animal. I knew the birth of all this life in all those thousands of millions 
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of grades. Then I understood myself better and the amazing powers and 
strengths which I had received as a human being and had to witness: 

The most wonderful miracle in the Divine universe is the human being!’ 
I asked my master: ‘What can I do now, master?’ 
‘Go with me, my brother. We will take a walk. First get to know all of your 

own life. We will now follow the life of the first sphere, you must also know 
and master this. Then you can ask me questions again about this problem 
and you will probably already know what you will start to do for this life.’ 

We took a walk through the first sphere. On the way I asked questions, 
which my master answered. Now I looked at a spiritual dwelling in a differ-
ent way. What did I actually know about it? This was a Kingdom in itself. 
And a human being lived in it. What were the feelings of that human be-
ing? I thought of all those spheres of happiness, but did not understand it. 
I thought of a great deal of things at the same time, but did not get into it. 
And yet I wanted to know all about this, because it belonged to my sphere 
and my conscious. What a lot I still actually had to learn and what little I 
had done for other people! I had to accept that I was not yet ready for other 
people. I said to my master: 

‘Master, I feel that I must awaken in all of this. I know thousands of 
wonders of God, but here I am faced again with numerous new wonders. A 
spiritual dwelling is also a sacred wonder. I want to become conscious in my 
own world. Will you help me?’ 

‘That’s it, my brother, become one with your own world. Want to know 
everything there and you will receive your Kingdom of God.’ 

‘How does an astral, spiritual dwelling originate, master?’ 
‘I will let you experience this wonder.’ 
The master sat down. I saw that something started to condense around 

him. I saw the own aura of my master and that aura condensed itself before 
my eyes. His whole being was almost closed off by means of this fluid and 
then my master disappeared before my eyes. A solid barrier was formed, I 
saw the spiritual dwelling grow and originate. I stood next to my master and 
continued to follow this wonder. Now he asked: 

‘You were able to follow the condensing of my dwelling in this sphere?’ 
‘Yes, master, but how does this barrier originate?’ 
‘By means of my own will, my friend. I do that by means of concentration. 

But now you still do not know anything. If you have reached the first sphere 
and you want to have a place to rest, God will elevate you into his life. Since 
I start to tune into peace, the life force flows away from me, which otherwise 
continues to form part of my own life and personality. Now I want to think, 
I want to become an expert in something and meditate. And look, if I tune 
myself into this completely, my aura will close me off to all the other life of 
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God. Everything which lives in me, now forms and creates. Every character-
istic in me creates an own barrier. If I feel for art, then those characteristics 
will decorate my spiritual dwelling. If my prayer is completely tuned into the 
universe and the laws of God, then I build on a Temple. Faith and love cre-
ate, as well as the surrender, in short all the characteristics which form part of 
your personality, build on your spiritual dwelling. I can build my dwelling, 
where I wish that. In God’s paradise there are many dwellings, for every 
child of God there is a place. God placed that in our hands. God created 
the universe in this way! We brought our life into this grade of life, into this 
spiritual stage, but we must go even further! Millions of souls on this side 
still have no time to rest, all that life wants to go further, wants to go higher 
in order to reach the fourth sphere. Many people prepare themselves to serve 
the life of God on Earth, other people meditate in their own dwelling and 
will then begin a task, which is given to them by the masters of the sphere.’ 

‘The human being in rest, master, therefore completely disengages him-
self?’ 

‘You think about the life, about that human being whose dwelling you see 
there before you?’ 

‘Yes, master.’ 
My glances had continued to rest on an astral dwelling, I also saw the 

owner of it and thought about him. What was that man doing there? Was 
he learning something? Many questions arose in me. I really wanted to have 
all those questions answered, because I understood that I could not be con-
scious in my own state, before I knew all about my sphere. I asked: 

‘Feelings enter me, master, which tell me why this soul has built up an own 
dwelling here. Can I accept these feelings?’ 

‘You must continually accept what enters you. In this sphere the lie can no 
longer sully you. On Earth and in other universes that is possible; in the first 
sphere you are free from lying and cheating. If you want to know all about 
your own sphere, you can tune into that and the life will speak to you, tell 
you how it originated and in what state it is. What you feel, is very clear and 
true. You are now busy speaking to the life of God, as I did. You are master-
ing this universe. All this life wants to be approached in pure love. And you 
can experience and receive this love. Your own life now wants to know. You, 
as the personality, ask, want to know how this life originated. You have no 
time now to rest, but other souls do have. They experience their own long-
ings and they are perhaps laws, the Revelations of God. 

This soul is waiting for you. This soul thinks and prepares itself for a state, 
which it will soon receive. Your life asks and wants to master the universe of 
God. This soul will experience the sacredness of love, the spiritual unity in 
this sphere, the Kingdom of God. You are on a journey and millions along 
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with you, all of them want to awaken. This soul now awakens in the own 
existence and surrenders completely to God. You want to know how all this 
life was born and what that soul will also do soon. Not one human being is 
actually the same in our life, all of us have other longings and will only be 
able to experience them alone. Yet we experience the laws of God, as God 
wants that himself. The first sphere now tells you that you must get to know 
yourself and only then all the other life in your own environment. You see 
which study you have to follow. This soul waits for the life which will soon 
enter here. This life expects the twin soul. People in this sphere can receive 
that happiness. This is why this life erected a dwelling and wants to receive 
his pure love there. Both work on this divine possession, he on this side and 
it on Earth. They earned their sacredness together. Your way is nevertheless 
different, you now follow all the laws of God and will awaken there. This 
human being will soon experience the universe with his twin soul and then 
he will, as I do for you, convince it of God’s Omnipotence. Then both go on 
a trip, a trip of a hundred years according to earthly calculations, they help 
on the way where they can help and in this way take possession of the first 
three grades of life of this universe. What this means cannot be said, you 
must be able to experience that. You have experienced that, but that expe-
riencing is even deeper than it happens through twin souls. They follow all 
the grades of life together, the laws of which I explained to you, until they 
have received this conscious. Now they are open to all the life of God. They 
are ready to start a study and complete this. As a result of this they reach the 
fourth sphere. 

What you learn, they also master. But they do that together. You alone, 
because you are not ready for this love, because your life is full of study. You 
will not erect any spiritual dwelling, because you want to be everywhere in 
order to learn it. This soul now waits and will soon pass over in order to col-
lect its twin soul, on Earth. Two souls represent God’s universe. Two people, 
my brother, as man and wife, carry all of creation! God created the universe 
for these two souls. You will get to know all of this, the laws of your own 
life will convince you of it. And in addition you will follow that, what your 
life is conscious of, all the other cannot yet speak to your grade of conscious. 

What you get to know at this moment, is the actual perception of your 
grade of life. And you must know all about that and take possession of that, 
before you cannot consider yourself ready for a spiritual task. Those are the 
laws of God, which all the life in the universe must master, because through 
them we return to God! If you are ready with that, my brother, follow the 
highest and most sacred which God can give you as a human being. You will 
then experience the cosmic wonder, the highest and purest love, the experi-
encing of your own grade of life. You will then come to stand as a conscious 
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being opposite your twin soul. To see that, to be able to experience the most 
sacred in the universe, to be able to descend into that life as ‘Mother’, is for 
this life the possession of the ‘Great Wings’ and means that God’s universe 
has been placed in your hands! 

Only those who really want to meditate or to rest erect a spiritual dwell-
ing. The other life of God experiences the millions of grades of life in the 
universe of God and masters them, in order to then receive the most sacred 
for our life, namely the ‘twin soul’! Then this working occurs, which there-
fore comes from you. Every thought creates and forms. But it is you as the 
personality who is dominant in your own world of existence. That can be 
achieved by means of the obtained conscious, experienced in the own grade 
and in the sphere to which you have attunement. 

The very smallest of your life reaches spiritual creating. In our life all the 
characteristics have been developed spiritually to the full. We cannot say 
that in our life on Earth, numerous characteristics require to be destroyed 
there, in their place the spiritual grades for each characteristic come. It is the 
becoming conscious of the personality and for this purpose people on this 
side devote everything! Every good deed of it, which the twin soul of that 
human being there and still lives now on Earth, also creates and builds on 
this dwelling. Both devote their whole personality to this dwelling. They 
were able to master that they reached this awakening, my brother, in many 
lives. That cannot be achieved in one earthly life.’ 

‘And if that woman on Earth belongs to another, master?’ 
‘My dear brother, on this side we know no other, God’s laws are fixed. The 

soul which is his belongs to him. The earthly organism is not a possession for 
this world. It is the soul! The soul has its eternal meaning, not the organism! 
The soul receives and must receive what belongs to it. What belongs to me 
and God gave me on the Moon, cannot be from another. What God gave 
me, returns to the first sphere and we go further together. He now waits for 
her who is still on Earth and belongs to another there, but her inner life be-
longs to him and his to her. This is one world! They represent the universe! 
They have mastered all the grades of life in this universe. On Earth people 
love the organism, we on the other hand love the inner life. It is God’s will. 
That other personality will prepare itself for this side. In addition to the 
own conscious God gave all life the other, both are of one kind, they are 
completely the same in feeling and thinking and consecrated in love. One 
day they will find each other in the universe and will then experience their 
spiritual, cosmic or divine happiness. The human being receives that after 
death and it is an amazing wonder.’ 

‘But if this soul life is now ready and the other on Earth is not, master, 
then what?’ 
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‘Then no spiritual connection is possible, my friend. How will this life feel 
ready, if the laws do not speak to the inner self and the personality?’ 

‘You mean that the laws for this state have brought both to this awaken-
ing?’ 

‘Precisely, it is the case. He already knows that she will come, she on Earth 
longs - even if she does not know that her twin soul is waiting for her. They 
do not possess spiritual contact, but that is also possible.’ 

‘Do you know that about him, master?’ 
‘I read this wisdom from his aura, brother; his spiritual dwelling, everything 

which he possesses here, can tell me it. I see into his life! This life speaks to 
mine, because I possess another and higher grade of conscious. But it is also 
possible for you. This soul is often on Earth and helps her in order to reach 
spiritual awakening. He is completely ready to help her. In his life on Earth 
he was a doctor.’ 

‘You can see all this worldly wisdom, master?’ 
‘I said it a moment ago, for that matter, I see this on his life aura, my 

brother. His personality radiates this wisdom. You will certainly feel that we 
cannot hide anything more from each other on this side.’ 

‘How amazing, how wonderful everything is, master. And now the peo-
ple, master, who do not possess this love, what are their longings like on this 
side?’ 

‘Those souls must still awaken for the pure, spiritual love.’ 
‘One soul in the universe therefore belongs to our life, master, and it is the 

most sacred, which we receive on this side.’ 
‘Really, my brother, anyone who loves spiritually, can no longer love the 

material garment. On this side the soul receives the own life; the other soul, 
with which God connected us, carries this life through all the grades of life 
for God and is ready to understand it in all these phases of life, to love it, so 
that the highest stage can awaken for both. But anyone who still loves ma-
terially, is faced with this divine happiness and is not open to this spiritual 
purity. Yet the unity of two people on Earth is sacred for Divine Creation, 
when they feel, love and understand their own life and that of the soul which 
is attracted, or the unity is coarse-material and has nothing to do with this 
sacredness. Every human being must awaken for these grades of life, for this 
spiritual love, it belongs to our life and taking possession of the first sphere!’ 

‘You say that she will soon enter here?’ 
‘That soon, my brother, is in a few weeks’ time according to the physical 

calculation. Then she will die there, so that the soul in this life can go fur-
ther. This soul is collected by its twin soul. God gave them this mercy, but 
they have mastered it in many lives on Earth. They met each other in nu-
merous lives, but after this life they will go further on this side and recognise 
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each other here. They will take possession here of their eternal love!’ 
‘It is so hopeful, so amazing, master.’ 
‘And sacred for us as a human being. When we may receive this sacredness, 

this means that we have reached the conscious for the first sphere and are 
already serving, are open to all the life of God, as a result of which we can 
awaken for the further going higher. As a result of this the soul can move 
mountains and it is never outside of inspiration. God created Heaven and 
Earth for us and as man and woman, as twin souls, we carry and represent 
the Cosmos! We carry the spiritual and material universe and all the life on 
Earth as a human being must master this attunement. You will be able to see 
in the first sphere what happiness awaits the human being after the material 
death. And this applies to the masses and to all of humanity!’ 

‘How great God is to give us all this sacredness.’ 
‘God is Love, in everything love. For God there is no dissolution, all life 

in the universe will return to him. God has always been love! But how did 
we understand these laws of God on Earth? In our life there we were not 
conscious. Did we know respect for all his life? The soul life must therefore 
awaken for these grades of life, it is only then that the conscious going higher 
follows in the spirit. Now the human being must get to know himself and 
dominate the evil self, it takes him to the visible and invisible laws in this 
universe, which were given to us on the Moon. If we obey these laws of God, 
then we build for ourselves and the other people a Temple in these and other 
spheres, in which we can receive the life. By serving the life of God we come 
that far! All the life in this sphere, my brother, will help you with it. As a 
result of this we enter the higher heavens.’ 

I understood my master, I found a spiritual dwelling a sacred wonder. And 
this amazing thing belonged to the human being. This was his own pos-
session, these souls had now already come that far, they wanted to journey 
together. In me lived the great longing to be able to know all about this life. I 
would not have any peace to sit down and to wait until my soul would come. 
Where did my own life attunement live, my twin soul? She must be present 
in this universe. But where? I still did not feel any need to see her, but I felt 
that this sacredness would come to me after this. She probably still lived on 
Earth and I could help her from this world. 

There are many dwellings in my Father’s House.’ I had got to know and 
understand the truth of these beautiful words. Gratitude and the willingness 
to bow my head to God entered me. What do people know about this on 
Earth? I thought. Poor mankind! 

Then we went further. Wherever I looked, stood temples and spiritual 
dwellings. One human being was further than the other. What a possession! 
How wonderful I found everything! My master brought me to spiritual art. 
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I saw many masters together and working. There were some who prepared 
themselves to bring art to Earth. When we had seen that, I experienced how 
a Temple on this side was erected. This building was an own creation. A 
Temple originated as a result of the powers of higher masters. In the same 
way as a spiritual dwelling was erected, people build Temples in this life. I 
felt the infinite depth of all these buildings. Here all the life of God received 
form and colour by means of the laws of this world, which, however, the 
human being first had to master. The first sphere and all the higher heavens 
were built up by means of this. 

I was able to admire an amazing architecture. Everything in the spheres 
was skilful, pure and natural. These were spiritual wonders and they be-
longed to this life. I knelt down in order to thank God that I belonged to 
the life. I formed part of all of this sacredness as a spark of God. I was the 
greatest wonder, because as a human being I was like God! Amongst all these 
wonders I experienced my spiritual awakening, my feeling and thinking and 
taking possession of all of this sacredness! 

Years passed. During that time I got to know all the life on this side. I now 
understood the material firmament and knew how it had originated. I now 
understood how all these millions of souls had received their beautiful, light 
emitting garments and how it was possible, that all these garments repre-
sented the possession of the human being. I also returned to the Earth from 
time to time in order to make different comparisons between our world and 
the earthly life, as a result of which my life expanded. The possession of the 
first sphere had entered my life, now all this sacredness belonged to me. And 
my longing grew; the more I got to know myself and all the life of God, the 
more I wanted to start to do something for the laws of God and all this life. 
I wanted to devote myself completely, I wanted to serve! 

I did not yet know who my master really was, but that would also be re-
vealed to me in time. I asked my master: 

‘What can I now do for the life of God? I would like to devote my own life 
to everything which I received here and on Earth from God. My gratitude 
for what I was able to receive and get to know touches the depth of this life. 
I now really want to receive a task, master.’ 

My master did not let me wait and replied: ‘Work for the awakening of 
mankind.’ 

‘Do you think that I must return to the Earth?’ 
‘Is it not Mother Earth, my brother, the life of which was sullied by us? 

Must we not put in all our efforts in order to also bring spiritual conscious 
there? If you wish to enter the higher spheres, then work for mankind. Re-
turn to the Earth and lock yourself up in the human being, try to master all 
the physical and psychic laws for the life on Earth and this life, because soon 
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the masters will need you. You will then receive a task! Prepare yourself for 
that great work. Do not deny yourself, go into the laws of God, get to know 
the material grades of life and master those wonders. Follow everything 
which has attunement to this evolution. See on Earth how the people have 
understood life in the universe. Follow everything there which belongs to the 
spiritual awakening and follow those who destroy themselves, get to know all 
the unconscious grades of life. Go from the pre-animal to the spiritual grade, 
experience those grades both materially and spiritually, but in the human 
being and make comparisons with your own conscious. The human being on 
Earth perishes as a result of his own created misery. All of us are on the way 
to bringing improvement in this, everyone who wants to serve and wants to 
attune himself to the laws of God must help! Do that for Mother Earth, it 
gave you everything!’ 

I said goodbye to my master. On Earth I experienced everything which 
the human being knows and possesses and does not yet know or feel. I de-
scended into the earthly ignorance, into lack of knowledge and misery. I now 
saw thousands of problems of the Earth differently. I could follow millions 
of human states from this life. I got to know and understand everything 
about birth, the attracting of the soul life likewise and the dying process. 
Human suffering attracted me. I saw how all those beautiful organisms were 
destroyed by illnesses. As a result of this I awakened spiritually and materi-
ally. After a few centuries I returned to my master. He accepted me as before 
and asked: 

‘You saw, what Mother Earth needs? By means of which all that misery 
can be dissolved?’ 

‘Yes, master.’ 
‘Were you also able to establish by what means mankind must awaken?’ 
‘I also got to know that in the sphere of the Earth, master.’ 
‘You understood, that we as people possess powers and strengths, which 

the Earth knows nothing about?’ 
‘I am convinced of it, master.’ 
‘Do you also know that that misery originated through us?’ 
‘I also had to accept that, master.’ 
‘Do you feel, my brother, that spiritual awakening will give mankind par-

adise?’ 
‘Yes, master, and that is what I wish to give myself completely.’ 
‘We will help mankind, millions along with us are already on the way and 

give all of ourselves in order to reach that target. Wonders will be brought to 
Earth, spiritual wonders, which were given to us by the highest masters on 
this side. Mankind will awaken as a result of this. Mother Earth needs these 
spiritual treasures. However, we follow a different path and serve the inner 
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being. With God’s help we will finish our work. Centuries will also pass, but 
the Age of Christ is coming and we will serve for it!’ 

I want to serve, master, give me this mercy. I promise you that I will not 
lose a second of time and will prepare myself for this task. I have got to know 
God; the material and spiritual wonders awakened me. Can you accept this 
from me? I want to follow you in everything, master. I want to master that 
which these two souls already possess, because I met them on Earth. I was 
able to sense their happiness and I then bowed my head deeply to this pure 
love, to all the sacredness of their live. They now travel the Divine universe 
and they help where help is needed; meanwhile they absorb themselves in 
the laws of God, feel one attunement after another awakening in them, what 
I was able to see with my own eyes. Their spiritual dwelling has now been 
dissolved, master, I also got to know those laws as a result of these twin souls, 
but I awakened as a result of it!’ 

‘All of this is enviable, my brother, for those who understand themselves, 
because it is as a result of this that we go higher on this side. Now I can 
convince you of the other laws of this life. You will then begin your task for 
the masters and mankind will then enter the Age of Christ. I also serve for 
the masters and for my Father in Heaven. All of us will convince mankind 
on Earth of our spiritual and eternal life. You will get to know what God 
and the Angels want to bring about in our existence for the earthly mankind. 
The great objective is to elevate mankind into our own life. I will convince 
you at this moment of the ‘Kingdom of God on Earth’, and then you will 
learn what we experienced in the Spheres of Light with revelations. You will 
see wonders, my brother, technical revelations, which are brought to Earth. 
Those wonders are for the Age of Christ! You are not waiting, neither are the 
two souls whom you were able to meet, they also serve all the life of God. 
But he will soon return to the Earth in order to born again, both of them 
have received a great task. As an academic he will awaken on Earth and de-
vote himself and his sacred possession for the suffering mankind. They are 
also ready for their task, he as a doctor on Earth, she will remain on this side 
and will inspire him from here. Do you feel, my friend, what is needed for 
this? They now say goodbye to each other for one life, but deep inside them 
spiritual unity lives, nothing can tear them apart again. He will create on 
Earth, through him the Earth will receive medicines in order to release the 
suffering mankind from its suffering and sorrow, its pains. That is their life 
task and that of other people.’ 

My master then took me to the Temple of Docters. What I experienced 
there are future wonders. Mother Earth will receive this. They belong to the 
Age of Christ and are for the ‘Kingdom of God on Earth’. Suffering man-
kind will receive them, but they came about on this side. These technical 
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wonders are not only for the organic life, but above all for the inner, for the 
spiritual consciousness. I saw the Age of Christ before me, great and living, 
strong and true, infallible and inspired by God! If this mankind may know, 
I felt, spiritual awakening must come! My master said to me: 

The sick must be helped, you certainly understand that this is only possible 
now. Soon we will begin with that on Earth and you will tell that on Earth. 
I will help you with this, together we must prepare ourselves for that time, 
for the Age of Christ.’ 

Dear reader. In the Age of Christ the illnesses of the Earth must dissolve, 
or happiness will never come to Earth. Christ wanted that and he died for 
this. The technical masters and other academics now already live on Earth, 
those souls have received the new earthly life for these spiritual wonders. 
Many of them have already started their task, other people are still to be 
found in the world of the unconscious and are awaiting birth. They have 
a great task to accomplish for the Age of Christ. Everything is possible for 
God! He gave them that mercy. And all those wonders are ready on this 
side. They are technical instruments, as a result of which all evil materials in 
the human organism will dissolve. When the human being is connected to 
them, all these terrible phenomena must disappear. It is the most wonderful 
instrument, which can ever be given to the Earth. Yet other instruments 
have a spiritual meaning, but they are all wonders for the Age of Christ! God 
wanted this! Christ devoted his life for this, but this war brought it to you! It 
is only now that these spiritual wonders are brought to Earth, because now 
mankind reaches spiritual unity! The phenomena for this can already be seen 
by you on Earth. 

The illnesses of the Earth are known to you. However, all the existing 
illnesses are in the hands of the astral masters, that means that people on 
this side have made a tremendous study. Your earthly study is the shadow of 
the spiritual and I want to explain that and show that to you soon. What you 
possess on Earth, was received by this world. The Other Side brought it to 
Earth, the Other Side created your society, the Other Side lives and thinks 
for mankind, because God wants all the life of him to serve! 

I got to know all those illnesses on Earth, my master sent me back for that 
purpose and I locked myself up in your sick people and helped where I could. 
I learned on Earth and on this side how the masters brought these illnesses 
to the Spheres of Light and I was also able to be present at that spiritual 
examination, because I would be able to tell you about that. This belongs to 
the Age of Christ, like everything which was given to you. The bible already 
spoke of that. 

The thought will enter you that it is not possible to make all the illnesses 
of the Earth dissolve. We tell you: God gave us the mercy for this! God gave 
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the masters that power. Now it is possible, now mankind has come that far, it 
has dissolved the surprising, suffocating, horrific evil and the pre-animal-like 
destroying! God is Omnipotent, God loves all his children equally and in the 
All, where Christ lives and millions of souls have accepted the Divine life, 
this astral wisdom was experienced. It originated from the Divine principle 
and then meanwhile passed onto the other cosmic grades of life, to which 
Mother Earth also belongs. 

Christ died for this purpose. He devoted his Divine Conscious to this. He 
created these wonders along with other people. All these souls once lived on 
Earth. They therefore know the misery, sorrow and suffering of the earthly 
being. They know how far Mother Earth and its children have come for 
spiritual consciousness. Yes, they know the life on Earth in all those grades, 
because they built themselves on your society and on this wonderful happi-
ness, they also went through the darkness to the light. These souls, who have 
now reached the Divine All, brought about a connection with the highest 
masters from the spheres and as a result of this contact they could begin the 
building of the instruments. 

And now that everything is ready and waits for the earthly birth, we come 
to you as God’s messengers in order to tell you about this and to prophesise 
those wonders. A heavenly task, for which my brothers and I prepared our-
selves and for which we devoted our lives. 

There is no illness on Earth which the masters on this side do not know. 
There are many of them. God gave his Own Life and his Wisdom, yet he 
knew that life on Earth would nevertheless forget itself. However, he also 
knew that his children would consciously enter the light through the dark-
ness. God wanted the Age of Christ to receive wonders, which would make 
illnesses dissolve called up by mankind in his development towards spiritual 
consciousness. 

In the Age of Christ mankind will build on its better self and master 
Christ’s life and consciousness. Now your life on Earth gets meaning. Christ 
said: ‘In my time mankind will experience wonders.’ Those wonders will 
soon come to Earth. The child of the Earth, which left the material life and 
awakened on this Side, returns again in order to bring those heavenly treas-
ures there. That conscious child now serves the masses and mankind. This 
has become possible since millions of souls devote their lives in the course 
of time to stakes and in lions’ dens. They gave their spiritual possession, the 
most beautiful and most, very sacred of themselves, the love which they felt 
for all the life of God in the immense universe in which they lived. All these 
souls are now Angels in the spirit, they gave their powers for these wonders, 
which I may tell you about. 

You will receive those wonders through them, so that you will receive 
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spiritual consciousness, who will speak to your life in a sanctifying way and 
as a result of which the resurrection is made possible for you and your people. 
We are convinced that you will make yourself cherished with this conscious-
ness by those who surround you, and that you will be worshipped by all 
those grades of life. Then the Spheres of Light will also be open to you and 
you can enter the sacredness, which was established by Christ and for which 
he bled at Golgotha. 

‘Oh, my God’, I pray with you, ‘allow me to be absorbed into the far-reach-
ing laws of your life, that I may experience your Immensity. Give me as your 
child the spiritual knowledge, so that I can serve and my life will also be 
opened into all the stages created by you.’ 

You will now get to know these spiritual wonders. Go with us, the masters 
on this side say. I ask you, go with those who are ready to warm up your life. 
They want to serve you, they want to elevate you into their immensity and 
make you see, so that one day you can say: ‘I know!’ 
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The spiritual omnipotence 

When the very first people had built up the Spheres of Light, they under-
stood that there must be worked for mankind on Earth. They had got to 
know the life on Earth and on this side and by locking themselves in the ma-
terial organism, they also experienced the illnesses of the Earth, as a result of 
which they received universal conscious. They followed all the material and 
spiritual grades from the Moon and then returned to the first sphere. ‘What 
must we do for all those people?’ they wondered, in the knowledge that life 
on earth was a tale of woe. They saw from this world into all their thousands 
of lives and now understood for the first time properly the misery of it. Soon 
they reached the decision and started work. Thousands of them returned to 
the Earth in order to help there. Other people were born there again and 
were inspired from this Side and in this way the first inventions originat-
ed. From this side people saw continually sharper how mankind could be 
helped. From them the first doctor medicine men originated, because they 
knew the illnesses of the Earth, even if they still did not know how they had 
actually come into being. But very soon they also got to know the origin of 
the illnesses and then the Temple of Docters came into being on this side! 

They continued to follow the sick people of the Earth and made a thor-
ough study of them. They took away the life aura from the sick people and re-
turned to the spheres with it in order to examine those illnesses. Meanwhile 
life on this side went on, sphere after sphere was built up and the higher 
material cosmic grades for the human life were achieved. In the first sphere 
people remained in connection with the higher worlds, together people con-
tinued the tremendous work. Where people lived, evolution had come, ma-
terial and spiritual awakening! 

In the first sphere, I told you a moment ago, the Temple for the Medici 
was erected, this majestic building can still be seen, it has lost none of its 
own aura in all those thousands of centuries, on the contrary, this building 
is not only material, therefore earthly, but in addition, spiritually, cosmically 
and divinely awakened. The building of the Medici has experienced an own 
development. But do not let me get ahead of myself. 

Since the masters could connect themselves during their earthly study 
with the earthly being, they got to know everything about the illness. Day in 
day out they followed those people and examined the life aura. The material 
illness manifested itself in this fluid, it was attached to this and they could 
take that aura away from the sick person. They followed all the material 
organs from this side, got to know the own task of every body part and un-
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derstood the depth of it for the organism. In their work and serving they saw 
the divine power of the soul life and how the material organs were fed by the 
inner life. They understood and accepted that people on Earth knew nothing 
about this, because mankind still had to master this conscious. This is at 
least thousands of centuries ago and people on Earth still do not know this 
working, nor the powers and strengths of God, which were give to mankind 
by him after all. They examined the material organism and the soul life and 
then got to know all those systems. They felt how the organism works with 
regard to the inner life and how all those troubles had originated. 

Thousands of helpers of these masters took away the life aura from the sick 
people and brought that to the spheres, to the Temple of Docters. However, 
when the masters penetrated deeper into the life aura there, they lost them-
selves in the illnesses of the Earth and they were faced with new problems. 
They then decided to examine the very first phenomenon of it. They returned 
to the Moon for this purpose. But the Moon did not know any illnesses, the 
Moon had not known this misery and they experienced that God did not 
create anything which would become sick or would be weak in order to be 
able to experience the material existence. The Moon, they saw, remained 
uncontaminated. Even if the Moon was one rotting process, this still did 
not mean that these were illnesses. Those rotting processes belonged to the 
material evolution and were nothing more than the dying off of billions of 
material cells, as a result of which yet other life originated. The end phase 
of this wonder was the condensing of the planet, while as a result of the silt 
released the condensed substance earth came into being. The masters could 
follow that. They now already received the insight that rotting processes and 
illnesses were two different problems. One was a natural process and meant 
pure evolution, the other, on the other hand, meant material destruction! It 
was the destruction of cells and tissues. There were no illnesses in the em-
bryonic life. They already understood that the human being must then have 
contaminated himself and they therefore had to accept that in the following 
grades of life for the material life. And the masters wanted to know that, it 
was their study. They could safely say goodbye to the Moon. In the very first 
stage of the human existence God had given all his Life the natural bliss. 
This pure possession, the masters understood, must have been sullied else-
where. But where? 

The masters went to the secondary planets. But on the second cosmic grade 
of life, a planet system, which the inner life received as soul from the Moon, 
they could not determine illnesses either. The material and inner life was not 
contaminated in any way here either, because the conscious still had to awak-
en for this. Human being and animal therefore did not understand anything 
about illnesses or about the wrong action as a result of which illnesses could 
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originate, that was not possible there. Human being and animal experienced 
the natural laws and could not yet follow an own path. The masters were 
faced with great problems, but Mother Nature, the life itself, showed them 
the way. They floated back to the Earth and also followed all the grades of life 
on this planet for the material body. Then they saw the origin of the illnesses! 

The adult conscious created misery, because the human being did not 
know himself. On the Moon no illnesses could originate, because the human 
being there did not possess any adult conscious. On Earth the human being 
did possess that conscious and then the illnesses originated. The masters 
saw a tremendous study before them. They now worked everything out and 
reached analysis in this way. They themselves, they learned, had helped the 
existence, as a result of their will to experience, to fertilise. By experiencing 
the unity with other material grades of life, they created destruction for the 
organism. Their grade split itself up as a result of this. They received the 
proof for this when they followed their own lives. They themselves were to 
blame for all that misery and they had to accept, that they had not served the 
spiritual but the material destruction. They were now faced with their own 
behaviour, with their lives, which had been completed in unconsciousness 
and they understood! 

The illness of the Earth is an illness of the soul, it can be found again in 
the personality. Mother Earth, the masters determined, created seven mate-
rial grades for the organism. The masters had to establish that one grade had 
connected with the other, the fourth grade paired with the second, the fifth 
with the sixth and seventh grade and produced children. Those children also 
experienced the same again and this broke a natural process. The law for the 
physical power was sullied by them. The masters also had to establish that 
family had connected itself with family. This material destruction became a 
chaos. It could no longer be stopped. All this life wondered with which grade 
it was going to become one, it simply proceeded to fertilise and children were 
born from that. The weakening of the organism emerged and as a result of 
this weakening of the organism, the masters established, the illnesses orig-
inated. As a result of the connection of higher with lower physical grades 
the life powers were undermined. The body, which had to be immune to 
everything, lost its natural life attunement, its resistance given to it by God. 
The organism was no longer immune to the laws of nature, relapse after re-
lapse followed and physical suffering and sorrow for all these people. The first 
illness created yet another one and the masters could also follow and purely 
establish this destruction. The organism, the masters saw, had been sullied 
in all those centuries, muddied, harmed by the unconscious child of the 
Earth, by the masses. Mankind was faced with a disaster and in the course 
of centuries the decay would become even more terrible! Something had to 
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be done against this calamity. It was more than necessary, that they got to 
know the nature of the illness. And they also had to work out with which 
means they would be able to fight these illnesses. The actual primal power 
of the Moon, the masters understood, had disappeared. Child after child, 
man after man, woman after woman helped with this spiritual destruction. 
It was like these masters were broken by the natural proof which they gained. 
They saw a mountain of misery before them. Who would be able to dissolve 
all those horrors? Did people in the highest heavens know about this? Did 
people know there what Mother Earth needed? Would the Supreme Power 
know it? The masters decide to do what they can. 

Millions of souls created for the material destruction and the incredible 
gem of the power of creation, the human being, had been horribly weakened 
and did not possess any more immunity. The seven pure, natural grades for 
the material organism had been completely dissolved. They could no longer 
prevent the splitting of the natural law for the organism. Wherever they fol-
lowed the human life, they saw evil spreading there. In all the grades for the 
organism the weakening could be seen. The highest race (see article ‘There 
are no races’ on rulof.org) was also sullied, not one grade had escaped it. 
Nervous systems and muscular systems lived at half powers, because the base 
had been completely destroyed. That was the attunement of the organism, 
which they had to accept. 

Not one human being in the universe could be acquitted of blame. The 
human conscious, the animal longing in the human being, had created this 
misery. The man wanted to take possession of the woman materially and 
wherever he met her, he overpowered her and lived it up through her body. 
In the woods this drama took place and the material destruction already be-
gan here. By continuing in such a way life on Earth had to collapse one day. 
But now the masters started their tremendous task. When the development 
of the Earth was advanced that far that people started to live together, the 
masters started to inspire them. Once the types were together, the masters 
placed feelings in them to unite in groups and to make laws, which would 
protect them and their women against other types. In this way a beginning 
was made with the fight against the destruction. 

Now the masters returned to the spheres in order to continue their work 
there. The helpers of the masters took away the life aura from the sick peo-
ple, wrapped this sick life force with their own fluid and returned with it to 
the masters, who had already started their research. They were kept there. 
Every century, the masters established, knows its own illness. Medicines had 
to come in order to fight them. After a certain time those medicines came 
to Earth, mankind’s eyes were opened to the herbs, the composing of these 
living juices, in order to cure the sick people. From soul to soul, from feeling 
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to feeling, these medicines came to Earth. The whole universe worked for 
mankind, people lived even as far as into the Divine All, who had given their 
wisdom through the lower grades to the Earth. Heaven and Earth had now 
become one, were one world! 

Then the moment came that the masters received messages from the high-
er regions, that instruments would come, who would release mankind from 
this suffering. It was already being worked on. The masters therefore did 
not need to despair. They had already realised that the medicines were just 
an aid. Medicine alone could not conquer the illness. So now instruments 
would be brought to Earth and they would make the illnesses dissolve com-
pletely. Mankind would nevertheless first have to awaken for it. And it was 
a case of waiting for that. The masters received the message to go further 
and to not let themselves be disturbed in anything. On Earth life continues, 
mankind receives knowledge, material and spiritual wisdom and all of that 
serves in order to be able to receive the ultimate. And even if this will still 
take centuries, all the life of God is working hard on it. In the spheres the 
masters already received inventions from the first sphere from a higher source 
and they finished them. Part after part was sent to the Earth. But there all 
these inventions were not understood and used for destruction. The instru-
ments also came into being which would serve for suffering mankind, but 
it was still not the time to bring them to Earth. Mankind first had to awak-
en. And the Other Side also works on that. Academics come to the Earth, 
individuals, who feel deeper than millions of others and they teach. These 
souls tell of higher powers and strengths in the universe and the masses also 
awaken more and more as a result of this. 

On this side master after master continued this study. When the time had 
passed, a master had got to know a higher grade of conscious and had to go 
higher, he was followed by others. They then continued the gigantic process 
with those who had been made available. Everyone surrendered completely 
to it. Millions of souls returned to the material life for this and others in-
spired them from this side. In this way wonders were achieved. Then the 
Age is approaching in which Christ comes to the Earth in order to shake 
mankind awake for God. His history and struggle are known to you. Now 
that Christ has completed his task, the construction of the instruments for 
the Age of Christ can begin. Since he closed his material eyes at Golgotha, 
centuries have passed. Mankind must learn to accept his Holy Life. 

In the first sphere wonders have meanwhile been finished. They ask to be 
able to be born on Earth. After this, your struggle, the Other Side can begin 
to bring them to Earth, because now mankind is that far. On Earth there are 
already technical inventions which have attunement to our wonders, for that 
matter, because people already brought part after part to the Earth. Soon 
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I will tell you how these instruments work and what intention the masters 
have with them. 

From all of this it must have become clear to you that mankind on Earth 
has already been helping the Other Side to build for millions of centuries. 
The All actually already lives on Earth, all those millions of souls work under 
the guidance of their Mentor Christ for mankind. Christ and all of them 
know how life on Earth is and which conscious you now possess. People 
know there that only Mother Earth experiences conscious evil, on other 
planets life must still awaken for your own universe. Only the children of 
Mother Earth know a weakened organism, so that life is a process of suffer-
ing for them. This is why Christ came as a Divine conscious being to the 
Earth. Now, dear reader, the ultimate is near you and it has essentially been 
the case since the origin of Mother Earth. You do not need to despair on 
Earth! The Other Side is taking care of your spiritual awakening and now 
for your material evolution. It does that in the name of him, who gave his 
Holy Life for all of us. And God makes sure that not one child is forgotten. 
Only Mother Earth can receive these spiritual wonders, other planets do not 
know what to do about it. Life there must still return to the Earth, which is 
the returning to God. 

After Christ the technical wonders flow to the Earth. Your Edison and 
other people were sent to you, they received a new life for this purpose and 
brought that which they had to give to the Earth. All your inventions origi-
nated through the masters; they would serve for suffering mankind, but this 
was not understood. The masters from the seventh sphere have this in their 
hands and we serve them. Soon these technical wonders will receive spiritual 
meaning, they will then serve for the wonderful instrument which will make 
all the illnesses of the Earth dissolve. 

Can you feel the power of your own century? Can you also feel what was 
done for this in the centuries gone by? Do you now understand for what 
purpose Moses and Christ came to the Earth? First the human being had to 
accept the One God and then awaken spiritually. 

The Other Side wants to serve you and Christ is the highest and most sa-
cred example of this. For this purpose Mother Earth received its connection 
with God! Can you feel this incredible thing? We as children of eternity may 
bring you this wisdom on Earth. By this serving, by giving yourself, you are 
given to! 

The enormous meaning of you as a human being now receives shape, that 
meaning is cosmic. As a result of this war mankind has been able to make 
the great leap. Millions of souls on Earth ask to serve, they want to help with 
this spiritual and material construction. Soon that will be possible. We will 
elevate the sensitive into our life. The Divine spark lives in each of you. By 
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means of this spark you can receive messages from life after death. By means 
of it we receive connection with you and we work bymeans of this contact. 
God gave us this mercy and through Christ we could get to know the laws. 

The Other Side has been busy for eternity devoting all of the obtained pos-
session for life on Earth. Since all these souls have experienced life on Earth 
and on other planets and could go continually higher by serving, this divine 
unity was achieved. Mother Earth is now elevated by them with all its life. 

Who does Adolf Hitler fight against? One earthly human child wages war 
against the universe! One soul, one spark of God wages battle against bil-
lions of sparks, sparks which conquer the unconscious and are now conscious 
astral, cosmic masters. Adolf Hitler, I already told you, fights against God, 
against Christ, against all the cosmic masters, against the stars and planets 
on which people live. Is he now eternally damned? The church will say, yes! 
We tell you, no! Because God is Love. God’s children must return to him. 
He too! He will make good and along with him all the others who followed 
him, but Adolf Hitler helped to accelerate that Mother Earth can receive 
these spiritual wonders! God wanted it! 
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In the Temple of Docters 

In the first sphere there is a majestic building, it was erected from snow-
white marble and it is there that the academics accomplish their amazing 
wonders for the peoples of the earth. The building can be reached from East 
and West, from South and North; many roads take you to the Temple. It 
was God’s will that this wonderful building be erected. The purpose for 
which the Temple would serve, was received from the All and the first sphere 
received connection as result of it with Mother Earth. Mankind need never 
think that it is alone, every soul helps with the construction of your spiritual 
awakening. 

The Temple is completely open, because nothing is closed off in the spheres 
for the life of God. On this side the life of God has nothing to hide as a hu-
man being. In the first sphere everyone is conscious and everyone can sense 
the other life. That unity was achieved by serving. The human being knows 
that God is love and how the higher spheres are reached. Here people feel the 
actual attunement and people descend into the other life, because the soul 
has built up the most sacred unity. All the buildings here ask us to enter and 
to get to know and master their wisdom. 

On a high plateau, exalted above everything, as a symbol of serving love 
and sacrifice, stands the Temple of Docters. We will enter it. Before the en-
trance we see a fountain, which radiates wisdom, power and love and asks us, 
whether we also possess these characteristics. It is not possible otherwise to 
approach this purity; our own life calls us to the spiritual halt. This spiritual 
product tells our conscious to love all the life of God and to devote all of our 
own self. It is a quiet hint, nevertheless a serious warning for our personality. 
We can test our life on it, this fountain speaks to the inner life. We must 
awaken to these characteristics. Anyone who wants to know more about this 
building and wants to come into connection with the masters, must bow his 
head, and take the message, of which the fountain is the embodiment, to 
heart. 

This spiritual message is like a sphere prayer, it has attunement to all the 
grades in the universe, which we got to know from our life. The fountain 
speaks to our and to your life; Christ lives by means of this fountain, because 
it is the wisdom, power and love as a result of which Mother Earth has been 
glorified. 

We now live close in the environment of the masters. Soon we will meet 
them and then we will be faced with the future academics of the Earth. In 
this Temple we will experience wonders. Strong pillars support the building 
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and they have, as everything here, spiritual significance. They are pillars with 
skilful carvings, such as can be seen in the Egyptian temples. Every pillar 
represents a master here, who has given his own powers to the Temple and 
as a result of which the building was erected. If you can read the script on 
the statues, you will understand the life of the master. These pillars represent 
the higher wisdom, the spheres in which these masters live and to which 
they have attunement. These conscious souls carry the Temple, as a result of 
their aura this building came into being. Other Temples, where the artists 
experience their wisdom, were also erected by them and therefore belong to 
their conscious. In this way every Temple has its own meaning in our life. 

Every pillar lives for us and can speak to our conscious. If we can surren-
der completely, then the master elevates us into his own life and we receive 
his worldly wisdom. By means of the love we understand this mercy, the 
power speaks in different ways to our life, as a result of which our conscious 
will change. If we reach unity with a master, then this higher sphere speaks 
about all the life of God, as well as the way in which he reached that sphere. 
That is the spiritual elevating into a higher state, which applies for all the life 
in the first sphere which wants to master that purity. The master then tells 
about his own awakening, about the sciences for which he devoted himself 
and how that wisdom can be experienced. It is the pure going hand in hand 
through the universe of God, which comes to us through meditation. It is as 
a result of this that we see many people kneeled down and meditating, they 
then experience that being elevated and now dissolve completely. They will 
not be disturbed in any way, this connection is sacred. Wherever we look 
the human being is kneeled in complete surrender in order to receive. That 
cannot be experienced on Earth, your buildings are materially conscious, 
on this Side God speaks to us through his Own Children! We now get an 
answer to each question, we clearly understand every word which is spoken 
to our conscious; we ourselves and the master ensure this contact. Thousands 
of souls can experience one state, the master speaks to all of us and now 
everyone receives an answer to his own question. This unity with a higher 
master is amazing, which people cannot experience any earlier than in the 
first sphere. When we have got to know the laws in the universe, we may 
prepare ourselves for this and visit the Temples. 

We descend into the depth of the master and we now see that sphere awak-
ening for us. We now receive wisdom from a higher source, a sphere, which is 
still far removed from us, but which we nevertheless see into. God gave that 
to all his children, the connection of life grade with life grade, sphere with 
sphere, everything for the purpose of our spiritual awakening. As a result 
of this the life of God has connection with each other. It is now possible to 
speak with the Divine All from the seventh sphere and to reach divine unity. 
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There are some amongst you on Earth who were elevated as an instrument 
of the masters into this world and were able to experience the spiritual unity, 
which was an awe-inspiring revelation for them. 

As a result of this unity with a master we begin to work on ourselves, this 
inspiration gives us the power and the awakening. Every footstep from here 
means wisdom for our life in future. We walk in the heart of these masters, 
they serve all the life which comes to them as a result of this. It is the spiritual 
receiving for the Spheres of Light and in addition the unity with God. This 
grade expects us to worship that sacredness. Our happiness knows no more 
boundaries, when the master opens himself, draws our inner feeling and 
thinking to him. This thinking and feeling is above every own thought, it 
cannot be experienced on Earth. We accept the master as a father and moth-
er, even if he has experienced all these laws and he shows us where his last 
lives were experienced. We now see ourselves placed again on Earth, experi-
ence along with them all the grades of life in the universe, mainly those lives 
in which our unity with him had material significance. We already knew 
that thousands of our mothers and fathers have reached the Spheres of Light. 
All of them open themselves to us and the master shows us how our bond 
with them was then on Earth. Now we are sisters and brothers of each other 
and we got to love everything which was created by God. All of us become 
like children of one Father, nothing of the Earth can equal our unity. The 
devoted heart opens itself to us and we learn by means of this to devote all 
of ourselves. 

In the first sphere everything speaks to our conscious, if we want to follow 
that life. Who does not want that? Everyone longs to be open to the life of 
God, a stage, however, which people only reach if we consciously get to know 
creation and have mastered the laws of God for the higher grade of life. That 
is taking possession of our spiritual conscious and being ready for the further 
going upwards in the spirit. 

You can also think and work in the spirit on Earth, because every thought 
creates, builds on the Spheres of Light or on the darkness. I told you for that 
matter that one good deed helps to condense the Spheres of Light. You build 
by your good deeds on your spiritual dwelling. Many people of the Earth see 
on this side to what height they have come. Their dying is rewarded here, 
here their own possession was achieved! 

My own master took part in the building of the Temple and carries along 
with others the great wonder, as a result of which millions of souls will awak-
en. The previous masters withdrew and went higher. These new masters took 
it over completely, so that the continuance of it was assured. 

The marble looks like that of you on Earth, however, it radiates the own 
life attunement and lives consciously. That of you on Earth possesses the 
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material grade of life, this spiritual material was extracted from the cosmos 
and has a very different meaning. This marble is elastic and yet materially 
condensed. The material on Earth also lives or it would dissolve. Ours is 
living, but radiates that conscious life, because all the life of this sphere has 
reached a higher grade of consciousness. Even that material can tell you how 
the whole originated. We only have to tune ourselves into it and then we see 
the birth of it. This substance tells us how the condensation took place and 
then we traverse the divine universe. But this sphere continues to keep the 
spiritual attunement of it and tells us that the fundamental base touches this 
life, or the building would disappear before our eyes. That is the attunement 
of the first sphere, the building has also reached this height, it is actually a 
piece of ourselves! 

What we see in the Temple was, as I already said, given to us by the mas-
ters. The bottom on which I stand, came into being as a result of their think-
ing, feeling and life forces. We now stay in their own life and enter their 
heart chamber. We feel how their enormous power flows through us and 
remain conscious as a result of this, while we would sink away in their depth 
without them. We have now learned bowing our heads, we want nothing 
better than to devote ourselves, we realise the greatness of the mercy, which 
was given to us. 

In this building lives the love - anyone who enter here, serves. He then lives 
in all the cosmic grades. We understand how wonderful the life of the spirit 
is. The whole universe lives in the Temple. High above us lives the universe, 
stars and planets twinkle and we see the material cosmos. Beneath us we 
experience the reality of the first sphere, we know that thousands of masters 
live in the Temple and they will connect us cosmically. This awe-inspiring 
life moves us, we feel the higher world of feeling of the master. We find all 
the faculties of the Earth in the Temple again which have that spiritual at-
tunement. Anyone who wants to follow them, wants to make an own study, 
is ready to serve and can become an expert here. These souls receive the 
necessary wisdom, the power and the love and will awaken. What we now 
observe borders on the incredible, yet it is God’s reality. He gave all of this 
to his children! 

Hundreds of years are needed, if we wish to know everything about the 
Temple. What lives and was born in the Universe, we find again in the Tem-
ple. We can connect ourselves with that life and speak with it from feeling 
to feeling. Every study is infinite for this side, because we get to know the 
material and spiritual laws as a result of that. Every grade of life can be 
followed in the Temple and takes us to all the existing grades of life in the 
Divine universe. 

If we want to experience something of the Earth, one or other wisdom, 
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then we dissolve temporarily for the first sphere and then we reach unity 
with the Earth from feeling to feeling. Then we can follow the illnesses there 
and see them from this world. We now consciously experience all that misery 
and really feel ourselves material and on Earth, this connection is so intense. 
From the first sphere we can see on Earth and make ourselves one with those 
who remained behind, from here we follow them and radiate these lives with 
our sanctifying love. These laws of God are sanctifying, if we master them 
and the love of them comes into our life. Now God himself speaks to our 
life and we understand the souls who devoted themselves for the Temple of 
Docters. 

Would we not do everything in order to master this sacredness? We also 
want to bring this conscious to Earth and then the awakening in the spirit 
can take place. We devote our own possession for these spiritual treasures. 
The flowers in the Temple send us their scents and make us enjoy their beau-
ty. Everything lives and speaks from the own conscious to our life. Thou-
sands of sorts of flowers interpret from one grade what it means to be a true 
personality, it is incredible what we may see. All those flowers radiate light, 
they possess an own light, which other people see from them! The sacred 
power is overwhelming, we lie down and rest on a bed of white lilies and new 
strength and energy flow towards us and overload us with happiness. Pure 
silence enters us. Soul with soul goes upwards, twin souls feel themselves em-
braced by God. Human being and animal of the Earth feel themselves one 
with God, the birds sing, the human being is quiet with inner emotion. Can 
you feel our happiness? Do you understand what life after death can give 
you? We send these thoughts to the Earth, to those who still have to awaken. 
All of this awaits you after death, if you can open the best of yourself to the 
life of God, if you want to serve; then you will also soon enter the Kingdom 
of God. 

No one can disturb us, all of them love us, the love rules in the Temple of 
Docters. We follow all the people here and we know that they have mastered 
this happiness. What were their lives on Earth like? Look at their spiritual 
garments. Look at the incredible aura from them, their personality and char-
acter are represented by this, this spiritual light creates and serves, truly loves 
and is eternally at full power in this life, it is always open and for everyone. 

We are now faced with the universe where the masters live who will give 
themselves on Earth for suffering mankind. In order to give you an idea 
how they make this study of your earthly illnesses, we will follow them for 
a moment. If we enter here, then we will notice presently that we are faced 
with and are kept back by a barrier. How must we enter? This is only possi-
ble for those who follow a study and are prepared for it. Anyone who is not 
ready for this, must accept that this sanctity is still closed to him. However, 
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we can get round this barrier, because the Earth must receive this spiritual 
wisdom. I will now tell you what my master gave me. I entered through him. 
You will follow me and enter with me, because your life attunes itself to this 
pure possession. This astral barrier is like the material condensation, from 
which the whole building has been erected. There are no doors, anyone who 
lives here, walks through there. This aura is elastic and the academic has 
conquered these laws. For those who want to experience these laws, there is 
no barrier, unless disturbances occur. That is now not possible. In the spheres 
everything can be experienced, but then this experiencing must take place at 
full power, because curiosity is not tolerated here. 

We enter a hall and see into a spiritual laboratory, which, however, is bare-
ly different to an earthly one. Here the illness auras of the Earth are kept and 
examined and namely that of cancer. We will now get to know one of the 
most dreadful illnesses which undermines the human organism and thor-
oughly destroys it. You know yourself how terrible this illnesses keeps house 
in the world, without science being able to do anything about it. And yet, in 
the Spheres of Light people have got to know this illness, yes, more! In the 
Age of Christ the amazing instrument will be brought to Earth, which will fight 
this horrible illness successfully and make it dissolve! We see the masters at work. 
Around us we notice the sick auras, they just radiate a different light of their 
own, the meaning of which we will get to know. Every human being possess-
es an own aura, his aura, which represents his personality. Since the person-
ality and the world of every human being are different, one aura is not the 
same either. All the life of God radiates the own life fluid. Even the corpse 
emits light. Until the last second those material parts continue to radiate the 
life aura, now, however, that aura is uninspired, since this inspiration comes 
from the organism, from the personality. 

The attunement of a human being can be determined from the aura, at 
least by a master on this side. Through him it can be seen to which grade of 
life and to which sphere a human being belongs, whether his inner life has 
attunement to one of the seven hells which you got to know, or to the Spheres 
of Light. The aura shows everything, every characteristic can be seen there. 
The male or female garment is also attached to the aura. Not only the inner 
life of the earthly being possesses its own life aura, but also the organism, be-
cause the body is also inspired by the soul life. Now our academics can also 
determine the illnesses of the human being from the aura. In this way the 
aura is materially and spiritually awe-inspiringly deep. It would make your 
head spin, if you know all about it! 

The aura, in which the illness lives, can connect with different worlds and 
tell you a great deal about the own origin, at least when you possess the astral 
wisdom to see behind the sick life. What does your academic actually know 
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about an illness? He cannot know anything about it either, he does not even 
know himself, he is not capable of seeing behind the things. In the spheres 
this is possible; there people have experience that an illness for an earthly, 
tied to the material and therefore limited academic cannot be gauged and 
can only be seen through by astral masters, who received the means for this 
purpose from the All. Now people see through each illness here, since we fol-
low the material and astral laws, which take us back to the begin stage of the 
illness. Every illness is cosmically deep and possesses material and spiritual 
grades, which people on Earth do not yet know. 

The astral academic is conscious, nothing can call him to the halt, he has 
conquered the laws and is a spiritual wonder. 

A great deal of earthly doctors, who perished themselves from the dread-
ful cancer, got to know themselves and their ailment on this side. Here they 
could continue their study and become familiar with the most amazing laws 
- Eternal Life has so much to give to the soul which wants to see and experi-
ence. They will help the earthly academic with his fight or receive the mercy 
himself from God to go to the Earth in order to work there for the wellbeing 
of mankind. The wisdom which was brought to Earth up until now, went 
as high as the grade of feeling of mankind allowed. For the sciences not a 
step can be missed out. In the Age of Christ people will also be able to go 
much further in this respect, then your doctor will also experience spiritual 
awakening! 

While it is possible for the astral being to descend into the organism in 
order to examine everything there which he considers necessary for his diag-
nosis, the earthly doctor can only make a material diagnosis. He does dispose 
of x-ray equipment, which helps him in many cases to X-ray the sick tissues. 
Yet, you will realise, this is still only an incomplete aid, while for the con-
scious astral eye nothing and nothing remains hidden! I also remark that this 
X-ray equipment was brought by our Side to Earth and that this is the only 
instrument which has attunement to and is part of the amazing equipment 
which you will one day receive on Earth. 

The wisdom of the astral academic is thousands of centuries ahead of the 
Earth. It is due to the ignorance of the laws of life after death, that the earth-
ly academic must accept his powerlessness. You can determine the level from 
this at the same time which mankind and the masses still possess. Science is 
still faced with the coffin and thinks that life has no continuance. If this mis-
conception is conquered, the aspect of the Earth will change and the masses 
will enter the higher stage. The Age of Christ will take you to this wisdom, 
nothing or no one will be able to stop it from doing this. When people on 
Earth can accept the inner life of the astral personality, then it follows that 
the doctor must change his whole study, because now he is faced with the 
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soul life. And that life thinks, feels, speaks and dominates the illnesses. An 
enormous study awaits those who want to serve suffering mankind in the 
Age of Christ. And for them the awakening now comes! 

The earthly academic is faced with the incredible nervous system of the 
human being and he must accept his powerlessness, because he does not 
know how to gauge the inner life as the personality. People on Earth know 
precious little about these amazing systems. That can be followed and seen 
on this side, here people can see those systems in working and calculate the 
power of them on other organs. People see on this side, how the body carries 
out the work and all the parts are tuned to each other. Our academic sees the 
central nervous system before him and can now follow how the earthly body 
is undermined. Such a thing can be seen from the solar plexus, since the 
systems are fed from there. People on Earth know nothing about this either. 

The instrument which will receive the Age of Christ, is cosmically at-
tuned. That seems new to the Earth and yet, many centuries ago people 
already cured the sick in a natural way. The Egyptians were very far in this, 
but they also received their information from this side. People cured there by 
means of herbs and by means of the light of the full moon. The Moon elevat-
ed the soul life into it, as a result of which the sick material organs received 
new food and reached full strength. What do people know about this in the 
West? Is the Moon not the same for the West? Yet it only received meaning in 
the East. As a result of the deep feeling of the healing priest and his surrender 
to the astral masters the sick organs received the correct position and Mother 
Earth could influence in a healing way. The herbs urged the sick organs to 
work and the soft aura of the Moon did the rest. Thousands of sick people 
were cured in this way from ailments for which apparently no cure existed, 
no herbs could cope with. On this side wisdom still lives, but when Egypt 
came to a decline, that method of healing also dissolved. If the Moon exer-
cises power on your seas, the phenomenon of ebb and flow can be brought 
about, how great must its influence then be on the human organism? Pre-
cisely since the soul is born there, that maternal primal power can still be at-
tracted by the inner life. The Egyptians were wise and in many respects om-
nipotent, an omnipotence, which they received from the masters on this side. 
They devoted all the depth of the human heart in order to cure their sick. It 
was only when Egypt fell that this great method of healing also dissolved, as 
was said. Western civilisation wants to explain and determine everything in 
a cold scientific way and this is necessary, but for this purpose centuries will 
pass. That is not so pleasant for the sick, a great deal of suffering and sorrow 
would dissolve before then, if the Western understanding knew something 
about the soul conscious. In the first place people must accept that there is no 
death and once they have reached that insight, continue in the way of Egypt. 
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Then science would certainly be thousands of years further, while it has now 
remained behind because people want to see everything in a material way. 
In the Age of Christ, however, the Other Side will come to Earth with such 
crushing proof, that science will also have to accept! 

The instrument with which we come, is cosmically deep, the sick person 
is connected with the cosmos as a result of it. The Egyptian priests gave the 
cosmic aura to the sick people, while they will soon connect them by means 
of a technical wonder with the universe. If the scientific being knew him-
self and had received our conscious, many illnesses would already have been 
conquered by the power of nature. Since war is still waged and the monies 
for this were thrown away, the peoples were not ready either to be able to 
receive each other’s sick people. The Western would then have moved to the 
East, the Oriental to the West, because the climatological conditions play 
an enormous role, as far as the sick organs are concerned. However, in the 
future people on Earth will come that far and it will be made possible for the 
sick person to travel to the place, which is suitable for his recovery. 

The healing masters in ancient Egypt were cosmically conscious beings, 
while the West of today is still materially unconscious. This is why this per-
sonality is also powerless against these material and spiritual laws and it 
feels itself called to the halt. However, know, that the Moon is creating and 
bearing. Numerous healings are brought about by the masters on our Side, 
healings, which would give people in the West the creeps. And yet, anyone 
who has felt the powers of Mother Earth in them, can move mountains, 
this primal source is still inexhaustible, even if the Moon is dying. The soul 
life of the human being is till one with his inner life, as a result of which it 
also originated. That is the primal conscious of the universe, that is God! 
A mother with internal tumours, an illness, which people would now call 
cancer of the womb in your time, was cured by a moon course of treatment. 
But what is a moon course of treatment? The priests brought the sick person 
into a state of sleep when the Moon was rising. The Moon then did the rest! 
The sick person slept himself better as it were. A few herbs were necessary for 
the metabolism, but Mother Moon elevated this life and cured it. As a result 
of this enormous working those organs came back to full power and the sick 
tissues recovered. Other priests gave a mountain course of treatment. Their 
patients had to heal in the chilliness of the night. Many peoples experienced 
these night processes, nocturnal revelations, in which they got to know the 
living mysticism, which played a large role in the healing. You can compare 
these healings with your spontaneous healings by means of prayers being 
answered. They are essentially not different. Your pilgrims experience some-
thing similar. But the East worked consciously, did not leave anything to 
faith. These nocturnal parties also brought the soul spiritual awakening and 
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also numerous sanctities, which were achieved by means of the direct contact 
of the priests with this world. They also healed by the laying on of hands, al-
though it was still a ‘Night god’, who healed the actual syndrome. Yet others 
healed by means of cold water and brought about wonders in this way. Or 
they took their patients through heat to cold and only then to Mother Moon. 
Even blind people were cured by the moon course of treatment and received 
the light back in their eyes, if spiritual paralysis had been determined. These 
healers could make infallible diagnoses by means of the wisdom of their 
spiritual, astral masters. The sun course of treatment was also applied by 
them, always followed by the engaging of the nocturnal darkness on the sick 
people, as a result of which a cosmic connection was achieved. The Egyptians 
already understood that the poles of the Earth had to touch each other, even 
if they did not know anything about them at that time. However, the healers 
felt that after the heat of the sun a cooling down had to come, if healing was 
to follow. 

If heat is worked with on Earth in the right direction, therefore by allow-
ing a cooling down to follow a heat radiation, the sick tissues would receive 
the right reaction, which they needed. The Egyptians took the personality 
into account in this, from the personality it was established how the treat-
ment would take place. A touch personality had to be conquered by means of 
a power overload, otherwise this personality would completely knock down 
the laws of nature and it would continue to dominate the treatment. The 
Egyptians therefore first determined the spiritual attunement of the sick per-
son, then they could begin. Now it could not happen, which so often hap-
pens to your earthly academic, that the personality calls them to the spiritual 
halt and completely disengages both medicine and science. Volumes can be 
filled about this. 

Anyone who knows the universe, is a healer! Anyone who is unconscious, 
does not know himself and must first awaken in this. The ancient Egyptians 
knew death. Your academic still wonders what happens to the inner life. 
Other people know that the soul is eternal, but they only know this as a 
result of their faith, the Egyptians received direct proof from their spiritual 
masters. The knowledge of your unconscious beings is little with regard to 
all these laws. What does their wisdom mean? What can an unconscious 
academic give mankind? The Moon cured all nervous illnesses, even crazy 
people. What do people on Earth do for them? The western life of concept 
and life of feeling still stumbles over itself, it must still awaken for all these 
laws of God and the universe! But the Age of Christ will give it to them, now 
your academics come to the going higher in the spirit, but especially bowing 
their heads to all this astral sacredness, which people can only then apply on 
Earth. The cold and sober West finds the wisdom of ancient Egypt quackery, 
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but you must know then, that this quackery was given to us by God himself. 
On this side we got to know the laws of this and were also able to master 
them. 

As a result of this the Other Side is thousands of centuries ahead of your 
academic and this has only become possible, because we have got to know 
the soul life as the astral personality. The earthly doctor is greatly surprised 
when he enters the laboratory and gets to know the astral wisdom. For him 
all the possibilities are spiritually achieved wonders and he now feels himself 
carried by masters. He is a pupil here, even if he was a genius on Earth. His 
head spins from what he has to learn. The mentor of all these academics is 
an Angel from the fifth sphere and next to him stand six other masters, who 
have the sciences for the Earth in their hands. They served suffering man-
kind and what you now possess on Earth was brought there in the course of 
the centuries. These academics have to get to know the life aura thoroughly, 
if they do not wish to sink away themselves, lose themselves, in this study. 
They must know why the auras possess such a different radiation of light and 
why one light dominates the other. Why is one aura light green and the other 
brownish red and dazzlingly sharp? Yet others radiate the hard yellow or the 
jet black, which points to the attunement in which the illness in question is 
to be found. That is their spiritual study, they must know the attunement of 
the aura, if they want to make a sharp diagnosis. Then they are faced with 
the stage in which the soul powers must be calculated with regard to the sick 
organism. They must be able to feel the soul depth, in order to be able to 
gauge the laws for this life naturally and sharply, so that they can experience 
the natural unity with the sick person. 

How deep has the soul become on its long and cosmic path from the 
Moon? Yet the academic must be able to measure this nearly unfathomable 
depth and be able to see the life grade and attunement, otherwise he will 
sink away in the illness. Then he follows the material grades for the Earth, 
the seven physical grades, which Mother Earth created for the organism. 
And illness also knows these seven grades. We see them again in thousands 
of states. Sleep has them and the psychic trance and there are also seven hells 
and heavens, etc. This academic must know them all. Then he must know 
everything about the mother and be able to gauge her organisms, which is 
otherwise the cancer of the mother and then of the male garment. The soul 
plays a great role in this and he gets to know it. He can then determine from 
the tumour whether the woman has borne children, because her aura has 
been influenced by this event. The sick tissues radiate that power and they 
are clearly visible to him. 

Now that this academic can determine the male and female from the sick 
aura, it is also possible for him to follow the history of this soul. He gauges 
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the aura and takes over all those phases lived through. The academic sees into 
this life. One vision follows the other. The aura tells the academic about the 
own existence and about the place where the sick person lived. The academic 
sees beautiful and terrible scenes, because even the thought is attached to the 
life aura and not one grade is lost. He can feel and see the suffering and the 
sorrow, the passion and the violence, the whole personality, yes, he becomes 
completely one with this life. Yet what is this aura actually? Not more than 
a very small bit of light and often even a dull one. But a few people have 
a lightening aura and then this academic sees a sphere of light in the sick 
person. That is the aura of the first, second or third sphere, the soul then 
has attunement to these worlds, which are spiritual heavens and it died on 
Earth from cancer. If the soul still lives on Earth, then the academic can also 
see that. His study is cosmically deep, on Earth he still knew nothing about 
these laws and he now sees that the Other Side is thousands of years ahead 
of the Earth. 

Here, in this spiritual laboratory, lie thousands of illness auras for cancer, 
the primal stage of which the academics no longer know. The academic must 
go back far in order to determine the cancer. Here it is possible for him to 
see which preliminary stages the cancer experienced, before it could enter the 
present stage. However, the sick aura shows him the way. He can now make 
the most incredible conclusions, the illness takes him into all the grades for 
the material organism. The earthly academic who enters here, understands 
that the wisdom for the Earth floats between Heaven and Earth. And this 
must be received on Earth, it cannot be gauged, experienced or created under 
the own power. As a result of the spiritual inspiration our knowledge comes 
to Earth, even if the academic does not know himself, that a master of the 
light speaks to his inner life. 

Cancer has seven grades, people were able to determine that on this side, 
on Earth they are not yet known. The last three are fatal, nothing can be 
done about them, the sick person must die from them. These people usu-
ally go to this side before they have stayed for forty years on Earth; some 
people even already before around thirty years old. Those organisms are 
contaminated by the highest grades for cancer. Then the bodies are already 
undermined and completely destroyed by the cancer. The tissues now give 
up the battle, nothing can be done against such a primal power, the illness 
dominates all the systems. The academics were able to follow and determine 
that rotting on this side, the great instrument has connected them with the 
seven grades. The sick people who live between the third and fourth grade, 
can even become old, yet others succumb because it is their time to pass over. 
All these sick people do not know their own spiritual attunement and the 
earthly doctor cannot explain their condition for the Earth and for our life. 
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The first three grades can be helped and even healed. But that healing is 
usually temporary. If physical weakness comes, the cancer also comes back 
and then it can no longer be stopped, then the sick person must die from it. 

As a result of the cancer the tissues die off and the new ones do not receive 
any food, so that this temporary state is nothing else but a rotting process. By 
means of radiation people do a great deal on Earth, but numerous academics 
come back to it, because this amazing wonder kills the sick tissues! They 
cannot deal with that tremendous power, so that their burning irrevocably 
follows. That which still possesses life also perishes now and is simply and 
naturally destroyed by this radiation. The radiation is sometimes so severely 
destructive that numerous doctors no longer dare to apply the wonder. If the 
sick person wishes to heal in the first three grades, then his organism must 
continually be able to absorb power, but the radiation stops this natural law 
and even puts the healthy tissues out of action. And meanwhile grows ram-
pant and destroys what is in any way weakened. The first three grades are not 
capable of touching the whole body, people on this side were able to follow 
and determine that. The phenomena of the first three grades are therefore 
completely different than those of the last grades. 

The spring and autumn on Earth are dreadful times for the illness and the 
sick person. In the spring Mother Earth gives life an impulse and opens itself. 
The human organism also experiences this. The organs must now work, the 
pores open, the organism receives force and feels a tremendous power. The 
sick tissues swell as a result of this and the cancer now dominates in a bad 
way. These sick tissues cannot deal with this force. These places swell up a 
great deal and this is extremely painful for the sick person, so terrible, that 
all the limits of the own resistance are exceeded. The autumn works differ-
ently, it is the contracting of all energy for the organs, as a result of which 
the sick part reacts and pains occur. In this way heat and cold have a huge 
significance for the cancer, the sick tissues cannot fight that working, which 
is and will remain dominating in every way, then collapse follows. The nerve 
centres which are contaminated by the cancer, now ensure that terrible pain. 

The highest grades for the cancer therefore usually succumb in the spring 
and autumn and then the nervous system also succumbs. These forces of na-
ture are so dreadful! The cancer patient now experiences an agony, until the 
natural force weakens and the body has received the own natural harmony 
again, which only the strong body can experience. However, many other sick 
people do not become free from this state, so that the cancer continues to 
dominate. 

There are already academics on Earth, who are working on the medicines 
against it. They came back to the Earth for it and will soon be inspired by 
their own masters. The doctor can still no longer do any more than give some 
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anaesthetics, because medicines which are capable of giving healing to the 
cancer sufferer still have to be born. Only the first three grades can be helped 
in any way. It is different for the highest grades, here anaesthetics no longer 
help. Neither do medicines, usually they still destroy what nature built up in 
silence. If you still follow a radiation treatment now, then it kills the healthy 
tissues and the sick person is even further behind. By means of anaesthetics 
the healthy and working tissues are laid still and in that stage radiation is 
fatal. There is no longer any internal resistance, the organs have been beaten 
senseless, fatally ill and weakened, but they will start to work again after the 
anaesthetic, then the pains will occur again. 

The reason why the Other Side was not able to do anything about this 
in those past centuries is because there was no money available for it. Now 
the Other Side is busy giving a means to Earth, which must serve until the 
instrument is soon on Earth. The academic had to be able to make tests, but 
that cost torrents of money. And the state believed it served the wellbeing of 
the own masses better by destruction. That was the conscious of mankind 
until now, but soon another conscious will be fought. Then the academic can 
do tests on a large scale and he will know himself to be supported by spiritual 
inspiration. Then the wonders for the Age of Christ can arise. 

The only thing which we from this Side can still do now is the magnetic 
radiating by means of our own life fluid. Now we can strengthen those weak 
body parts, we give them strength, so that they can work again and the pains 
go away as a result of this. We therefore elevate those sick tissues into the 
natural harmonic working. And that can sometimes be achieved quickly, 
because our method of healing is astral and the sick person absorbs this aura. 
But I tell you, it is only the first three grades which can be helped, the higher 
grades are too far removed from the normal healthy stage, have suffered too 
much as a result of this destruction. If we could stop the further dying off of 
the tissues, those grades could also be helped, but what was built up today, 
destroys itself again tomorrow. Not one spirit of the light can conquer these 
grades, they are fatal for the sick person! We were able to follow on Earth 
that our fluid is powerful. Even the radiation is surpassed by us. This seems 
incredible, but it is true. However tremendous the radiation treatment is, 
however awe-inspiringly penetrating, we still spoil it by means of our own 
aura, by means of life force, from the sick body. The radiation burns the tis-
sues, our spiritual power generates! The difference is tremendous, but never-
theless people refuse to accept our healing mediums! In future that will also 
be different and our powers will be understood. 

When my master sent me to the Earth, I got to know all these laws there. 
Later I continued with them and I admired your radiation. In your own time 
I experienced the following. I will tell you in order to show you that nothing 
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exceeds our spiritual powers, if we know the laws of life and death. I do this 
also, because I must put you in connection anyway with the amazing instru-
ment. Meanwhile you will get to know these gigantic laws of God and in 
addition we can then draw conclusions. In order to know how the radiation 
works on the cancer, I locked myself up in a cancer patient and experienced 
this terrible illness along with her. This woman suffered terribly and yet she 
lived in the third grade of cancer. Her womb had been affected by it. People 
had already operated on her, but the illness came back. Now people wanted 
to give her radiation treatment for a while. The lower part of her body was 
already half-dead and this mother did not care anymore about her life. I 
remained connected to her and wanted to experience the process with her in 
order to tell you something about it now. I already knew beforehand what 
would happen, because I could follow that. During the radiation treatment 
I recorded the occurring phenomena. However, the duty doctor could not 
work out her nerve power and attributed more willpower to her than she 
possessed. This was his first mistake, he would soon see that. I acted on him 
quickly, gave him my own knowledge and under this influence he changed 
the radiation. This saved her life. She felt freshened up after the first radiation 
treatments, but a moment later the radiation let itself be felt. The woman got 
a feeling as if people had burned her alive. And it was the case! 

Finally she was discharged from the hospital. Now she was walking round 
with her internal burning and did not know what to do. The doctor called it 
a radiation hangover. She said: ‘I would rather have died, rather the biggest 
operation than this hellish burning. It cannot be endured.’ The doctor was 
not capable of determining the resistance of her nervous system. And yet 
this was necessary, otherwise he would not be able to apply any radiation 
treatment. It helps one person, another person is murdered by it. Radiation 
already gave that proof, this primal power is too strong for the sick tissues. 
Now what? How can people use this tremendous power? 

The academic is not yet so far that he knows it. He must sense the physical 
state of the sick person and the stage of his ailment and on the grounds of 
that decide how far he can go with this radiation. Not all tissues have one 
power, thousands of possibilities must be conquered, before the radiation is 
truly healing! 

I sent my ward to an astral healer, a magnetizer. She was helped twice a 
week. The first treatment gave her a soft but refreshing coolness in the bot-
tom half of her body. The astral, healing power of the medium and of me 
together brought about this coolness. I saw and determined that our power 
was even stronger than that of the radiation. And that is very simple, if you 
think that the radiation is a material power and ours is a spiritual one. The 
rays of the radiation do not penetrate the soul life, our influence does! The 
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soul and the personality absorb our powers into themselves and divide them 
over the organs. The sick tissues suck them up completely and now relaxation 
occurs. However, the radiation burned the material tissues, now the spiritual 
power of the sick person could no longer work and it was eliminated. Our 
power brought coolness, the radiation suffocating heat. These powers are 
therefore in conflict with each other. Which is better? We soon got the proof. 

After four months the sick person felt better. But under this radiation treat-
ment the sick person got to know another working, which was caused by the 
radiation absorbed. When she came, she felt a severe heat in the bottom half 
of her body. Under the treatment her body became ice-cold. The radiation 
now received a very different power. These elementary laws passed through 
the life magnetism to this working. The other stage of the radiation revealed 
itself to me: it was this ice-cold flow by which the heat was conquered. But 
people on Earth do not yet know this cooling down in the radiation. Here 
heat and cold therefore lie together in one state, they are living, elementary 
powers of the radiation. We received the proof of this. The radiation must 
still be discovered with you, people do not yet know the true personality of 
the radiation. I hurried back to the masters and showed them my experiences 
on Earth. They had already known this working of radiation for a long time. 

As a result of the occurring cold the material state of the sick person im-
proved: the terrible heat dissolved completely and she felt healed. 

Radiation can heal, but then people must apply it in a different way. Radi-
ation will therefore soon be discovered again, because numerous possibilities 
lie within its reach! We as people dominated this million power during our 
treatment. I tell you this because - as I already remarked - I will connect you 
soon with the wonderful instrument. Then I will come back to this again. 

A long radiation treatment must therefore kill the sick tissues, as a result of 
which the organism succumbs locally. The doctor must therefore be able to 
sense the sick body in order to stop that burning. The radiation lasting years 
is better than the short one, because it destroys, the latter builds up. 

Your future doctor must be sensitive, he will tune into the soul life and 
then know how he must apply the treatment. Many academics are already 
that far, they gauge the sick person and try to sense what his organism can 
deal with. 

However dominating the cancer on Earth can be, was proved. In a village 
every inhabitant was once contaminated by cancer, even the most powerful 
organisms were affected. The earth radiation there absorbed the soul into it-
self, it was only then that the material tissues were influenced and the illness 
occurred. Tests established that all these people were affected severely or 
slightly by the cancer, but that, when they move from that spot, the phenom-
ena dissolved again. The inner life reacted to that radiation, it absorbed those 
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evil influences into itself and condensed itself in the organism, it affected the 
weak organs. When the pains occurred and people called in the help of the 
doctor, he could only diagnose cancer. That local, rotting radiation therefore 
contaminated the organism, but it was the soul which absorbed it into itself, 
then the material parts were influenced. 

Mother Earth possesses cancer, but where does this illness live? How did 
this terrible illness originate? The contamination lives in the human aura, in 
your life breath, this destructive power rises up from the Earth and is then 
accepted by the human being. The weak organic systems succumbed early, 
the stronger parts have an own protection and prevent contamination. It is 
remarkable that it is always those organs which are always the most contam-
inated, which carry out the most work for the organism. That is exactly the 
same for the mother body and the male organism. 

An end will come to all these sick states, if the technical wonder for the 
Age of Christ is on Earth. Our instrument possesses all the characteristics in 
order to dominate the terrible earthly illnesses. Our instrument cleans and 
purifies, it does not do more than that and this is just enough. As a result 
of that healing comes! This wonder already calls the spiritual halt to all the 
illnesses of the Earth, because the soul life and the organism are cosmically 
connected. The universe now radiates through the material organs and the 
tissues, a primal power, which is dominant for in all the grades. God gave us 
this sacredness and this mercy belongs to the Age of Christ! Through Christ 
mankind will receive a Divine wonder! 

The instrument condenses the life aura, the protoplasm. As a result of this 
application yet other wonders occurred, technical instruments, which will all 
come about on Earth. They will serve the future human being. The message 
came from the Divine All that the protoplasm could be condensed and that 
people built on instruments there, which would one day be passed on! 

All earthly illnesses in the Temple of Docters have been conquered, but 
the wisdom must still be brought to Earth. Christ will return to the Earth 
by means of the coming spiritual wonders and will give everything of himself 
again to mankind. And his Age calls you to bow your head, because you will 
receive spiritual awakening as a result of it! 
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A divine wonder 

We find ourselves in the central part of the Temple, here there is a building, 
in which the instrument has been accommodated. The building is spherical, 
it has been erected the same as the universe. It radiates a blue light, the light 
of the first sphere, because the atmosphere of the building has attunement 
to this building. 

If we wish to enter, we must break a barrier again but you already know 
how this happens. The astral barrier is needed in order to protect the whole 
from every influence, the instrument is so sensitive. I will now first tell you 
one and another about it, so that you will be prepared when the technical 
wonder reaches working. 

The information about it was already received from the All, I already told 
you. 

‘First make a barrier, wherever, because the divine aura lives everywhere, 
everywhere the human being lives in God’s life and universe. The instrument 
finds its place in the first sphere, because that attunement has connection 
with the life on Earth. We will help the technical masters and pass on our 
findings to you. God wants this wonder in the Age of Christ to be brought 
to Earth.’ 

At the place where we are now standing an astral barrier was erected, 
in which the wonder would be built up. People placed the other buildings 
around it and in this way the whole originated after a time, which is now 
called the Temple of Docters. The spiritual light, which we see there, is like 
your atmosphere on Earth, your own firmament. Although our atmosphere 
is spiritual and that of the Earth is material, the meaning and the power of 
both are one state. In this way soul and material are one, the soul originated 
as a result of the body. 

The instrument therefore has attunement to the Earth. It must of course 
also be materialised. But this will come soon, other findings have already 
been materialised by the masters and are now in the possession of Mother 
Earth. As an example of this I already mentioned the X-ray equipment to 
you and the new wonder will be brought to Earth with the same infallibility. 

As a result of the astral life the Earth has condensed, as a result of that 
invisible energy all the material life originated. As a result of this it is possible 
to condense something of our world and to construct it on Earth. The main 
power for this is electricity and that was already given long ago to the Earth 
by the masters. 

Let us look at the instrument a bit closer. You feel yourself here in an 
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observatory. Many of the parts, which we see here, are already on Earth. As 
a result of this circumstance alone it is possible for the masters to give the 
instrument so soon to the Earth. Every invention in the area of electricity 
is connected to this wonder. As an example I will mention your radio and 
television set. 

Astronomers, mathematicians, physicists and technicians work on the 
building of the wonder. They are all Angels from the seventh sphere, mas-
ters in their study. It is also them who have the earthly life in their hands 
and send it in the correct direction. One day they will build the Pyramid, 
inspired by the Divine inhabitants of the All, this incredible wonder, the 
mysteries of which have not yet been revealed in your time and in which they 
not only record the coming of Christ, but also predict the material, spiritual 
and divine awakening of the individual, the masses and mankind. 

When the heavenly blue light, which I spoke to you about, soon darkens, 
we will enter the stage for creation. As a result of the instrument we will then 
be connected with the All as an invisible world and we reach unity as adult 
and conscious people. 

You are also in connection with the All in your conscious earthly life, but 
is it not possible for you to call back the dark and invisible All. However, as 
a result of this technical wonder it would be possible! 

The instrument connects us infallibly with the first moment of our em-
bryonic life and takes into that phase of our evolution. But not only this 
stage, no, all the millions of stages, which we experienced as human beings, 
have been recorded here to scale. The instrument shows us a life film, which 
brings forward everything about our evolution. We in the Spheres of Light 
went back more than once to our own past, it takes us to our spiritual awak-
ening; I already told you about those trips. But now it is a technical instru-
ment, which brings those grades and stages to conscious! I must add to this, 
that the wonder will soon work on Earth differently to here in the spheres. 
For you on Earth it will not be used to awaken the past, but will be used for 
the very sole purpose of making illnesses dissolve. 

The masters make use of that possibility of the instrument in order to be 
able to follow the cycle of the illnesses in the evolution process of creation. 

In order to be able to record the life path of mankind in the Pyramid, the 
masters once calculated the astral and material cosmos. This happened again 
for the instrument. In this way the evolution process of the Moon, of the 
second cosmic grade and then of the Earth were calculated by them and as 
I already told you, recorded to scale. People would be able to call it a cosmic 
clock, on which it is possible to even read stages, which lie billions of years 
ago. 

Now the whole plan of creation of the three cosmic grades of life lay open 
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to them and the masters could follow the beginning of the course of earthly 
illnesses. An important phase in their work was ended with success. 

Then the Divine people in the All showed them that the instrument could 
also condense the Divine Aura. As a result of this the earthly illnesses could be 
conquered. 

The breathing in of the atmosphere on Earth is the absorbing of God’s 
energy. That divine atmosphere is present in everything, it has always been 
there. Everything with us originated from the protoplasm, from the Divine 
Life Aura, condensed in a material state. We people experienced - born from 
God and emerging from the Invisible - one condensation after another. Sun, 
Moon, stars and planets, your darkness and your silence, all of it emerged 
from nothing, from the stage before creation, to then experience billions of 
grades of condensation, inspired by the Divine Primal power, which now 
also works in its complete fullness and can never dissolve, because it is inex-
haustible. 

As every grade of life can now be made visible, it is likewise possible to 
condense every grade of life. And the amazing instrument of the masters can 
ensure this! You will now understand even better why I explained the origin 
of creation to you. After all, for the condensation of the Divine Aura the 
instrument was tuned into the Divine Process of Revelation. 

I do not want to hide from you that it is difficult for you as an earthly hu-
man being to get an impression from these images of the spiritual wonders, 
which await their materialisation of our Side. In this way many laws are 
connected to the wonder and it is not possible for me to go into that in more 
detail in this short space. Yet I have every hope that you will reach a better 
understanding if you read further. 

Before we see the instrument in full working now, I will tell you some-
thing about the researches of the masters. 

It is now known to you that the masters can bring every desired stage 
of creation to condensation. Yet they only used the instrument in order to 
condense the life aura. Two souls from the Spheres of Light made them-
selves available for their tests. After all, if the masters wanted to condense 
an illness, lets us take cancer as an example, then they would have needed 
human bodies. 

The twin souls, which the masters helped and whom we will see emerging 
soon, when the instrument reaches working, live in the second sphere. With 
the garment, which they possess there, they could not serve the masters, 
which will soon be clear to you. They therefore had to discard this garment, 
which is actually the process of dying. How, you will ask, can there be a 
question of death in the astral life? Yet it is the case! We can also die on this 
side, but now this astral happens, which means that we pass over into an-
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other sphere. The human being, for example, who passes over from the Land 
of Twilight to the first sphere, or from the first sphere to the second sphere, 
discards the lower self, as you experience the process of dying on Earth and 
thereby separate from the material organism, we discard the lower personal-
ity. While we are on the way to the new world, we change and lose all of the 
previous existence. This process can happen in a flash, but usually it is com-
pleted slowly. We depart from that lower personality in full conscious, leave 
it behind and then see it happening how it dissolves completely and only that 
follows us, which we need of it in the new existence. The rest becomes astral 
energy again, as that also applies to your material remains, because nothing 
is lost for God. 

The masters use this astral dying by a higher inspiration. They needed two 
human auras as shapes and as a result of this took the discarded auras of the 
man and the woman, who had gone to the second sphere. These discarded 
personalities cannot dissolve now, because they have to fulfil a task for our 
instrument and are kept in life by the two souls to which they belong. They 
are therefore like the shapes of the first sphere, these astral organisms are not 
damaged in any way, because rotting is not possible here in eternal life. 

The building up of a second self is also known to your world. The Oriental 
fakirs and magicians understand this art, they build up a second personality 
as a result of concentration and spiritual splitting, an astral body, which 
differs in no way to the own material one and even let this carry out actions. 
Would we, who belong to the astral world as conscious beings, not be able 
to apply these material and astral laws? We do it perfectly and it can happen 
that two souls experience the condensation of their discarded lives. 

Now the sick auras soon come into this half-material condensed garment, 
both organisms absorb it into themselves and the instrument condenses 
them in turn, then the cancer can be seen clearly. The masters can therefore 
make excellent use of these egos in order to analyse the illnesses of the Earth, 
by descending into them they also enter the past and can now sharply de-
termine, when a certain illness took a hold of the material organs, it is the 
following of the grades in the illness. 

And now the amazing wonder, destined for the Age of Christ, can speak 
to you. All these digressions were necessary in order to make you understand 
some of it. 

We sit down and enjoy the life film, which possesses cosmic and divine 
depth. A faint buzzing noise reaches us, the sign that the instrument has 
been engaged. The light of the spheres darkens now, the first sphere dis-
solves. We are now connected with the begin stage of creation and life in a 
deep darkness. Yet we will soon be able to see and follow everything clearly. 
The instrument of the masters disengages the Present and calls back the 
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Past, condenses and lightens it according to the grades, which we people 
and also the animal had to experience. We have now discarded our own life 
attunement and become connected with the universe. Yet we continue to see 
consciously. We see into the moment that not any life existed yet, there was 
only darkness and God had to reveal himself. 

We now experience an awe-inspiring silence, the silence for creation. 
Where can such a wonderful and holy silence be experienced? Nowhere on 
Earth, or you would have to descend into the oceans. There in that hid-
den depth the silence of before creation reigns, even if this silence is then 
condensed a million times. The silence which the instrument makes felt is 
sanctifying, it takes us away from the existing and gives us a moment in the 
infinity of God. We feel one with him and thank him from the bottom of 
our hearts that we are able to experience this wonder. 

The first life, the first working were vibrations. Those vibrations spread by 
means of this immeasurable darkness. This continued for millions of years, 
in which the vibrations became more powerful and the first condensation 
was achieved. And as perfectly as the instrument was attuned to the Divine 
plan of Creation, it now attracts the following stage. 

From the vibrations hazes originated. We first see weak vapour phenome-
na, which condense more and more, so that clouds form. Creation is already 
millions of years old and there is still no human life to be seen. However, this 
life will one day originate from these clouds and we already know how this 
will happen, because I already took you several times in this book back to the 
Moon in order to follow our begin stage. The instrument already connects us 
with the Moon and takes us inside the embryonic stage. 

From the clouds a condensation originated and secretes water, in which 
thousands of cells live. We see incredible wonders before us. And it already 
dies its first death, it will die ten thousands and meanwhile evolve. The cell 
as embryo gives itself to the other life and dies. The soul becomes free. Where 
does death take the inner cell? We now see two worlds before us, the material 
and the astral, spiritual. The soul enters the astral world and waits there in 
order to return to the material universe. This universe condenses and in-
creases, the planet Moon originates. It continues the Divine work, inspired 
by the Supreme Power. The cell reaches the fish stage. The Sun feeds this life, 
gives its powers to all these grades for the material embryo. It gains more and 
more strength, it supports the Moon, which takes care of all its children like 
a mother and gives the evolution process to these Divine sparks. 

The embryonic life lives in the waters, nature will first have reached the 
final stage on the planet Earth. 

With the fish stage the human being on the Moon has reached the high-
est. On the secondary planets of the second cosmic grade it continues its 
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evolution. The Divine instrument also connects us with this and we would 
be able to look for thousands of years at all those wonders, but that is not 
the intention. We must go further, back to the existing, to our own century. 

The human being is already approaching the material reality, he has grown 
into a hairy being, which already walks upright. We start to recognise the 
human being more and more. He must experience millions of phases, his 
organism gradually grows in the Divine plan of Creation towards its perfec-
tion, nothing can progress here in spells, nothing can suddenly be experi-
enced. The instrument connects us with the planet Earth. The Divine spark 
will receive the embryonic life there. The Moon worked on the soul life, the 
secondary planets on the organism and Mother Earth will now finish this 
organism. The instrument lets us see clearly that we live in the universe. 
Around us we see the earthly embryonic life and high above us the divine 
arch with stars and planets. The Sun shines powerfully, now the soul pro-
tects the material cell life from destruction and takes in that universal heat. 
Everything in creation possesses its own meaning and its own attunement. 
Nothing can be destroyed, because God watches over all life. His creation 
will get power and colour, grade after grade will originate. 

For Mother Earth alone we can already follow and experience millions of 
stages, before its children have reached the highest. By means of the instru-
ment we can call back and look further at each desired stage. We see the pre-
historic age before us. The colours in nature which are still busy condensing 
themselves are grey. All life is coarse in form and shape. Mother Earth is still 
growing. The sunlight still does not have the power yet, which it possesses in 
your time. Nature shows this. We see how Mother Earth continues, kills the 
bodies of its children. The human being is on the way through the universe, 
goes from planet to planet, takes possession of the All and returns to God. 

The cosmic film unwinds further. The human organism is grown and em-
bellished, it has become so as God had thought about it himself, has im-
agined. Nature is luxuriant in form and colour. 

A technical wonder reveals people’s journey from the darkness to the light. 
All the centuries and ages passed by are drawn back and condensed by it. 

The master, who serves the instrument, now takes us into life after death, 
the instrument is tuned into the first sphere and the material cosmos dis-
solves before us. Now we will be connected with the illnesses and the cancer 
will start to live for us. 

The attunement of the instrument is not that of the first sphere. If this was 
the case and it could not go higher, it would have no meaning whatsoever for 
the Earth and be unsuitable for the purpose of the masters. After all, in this 
case only those could be helped by it, who have not yet reached this attune-
ment and therefore belong to the Land of Twilight or the lower spheres. The 
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earthly being, who was affected by cancer and has the same attunement as 
the instrument, would have to accept that it cannot practise its sacred powers 
on him. The attunement of the technical wonder therefore lies higher and 
reaches to the third sphere. Now it is possible to condense and illuminate the 
body, so that the academics can see through the organism. The master shows 
it to us! We see the light of the first sphere changing, the bluish light moves 
away and makes way for the violet light of life of the second sphere. And this 
also dissolves and the silver light of the third sphere shines over us. It is not 
possible to go higher and it is not necessary either. All illnesses of the Earth 
dissolve as a result of the power times a million, which the light of the second 
sphere possesses. If this awe-inspiring power flows through the sick body, no 
disease, however stubborn, can hold out. It creates and does not burn, it is 
pure breath of life of God, the protoplasm, as a result of which everything 
originated! 

We now know that the universe is working power and originated from 
God. As a result of this working we saw life originating and taking shape. 
The powers, which the organism possesses on Earth, were received from 
Mother Earth. The earthly organic life must still reach the cosmic attune-
ment on power and vitality. In this way it is possible to connect the sick 
being with the instrument, to elevate him into a higher life and in this way 
bring him into contact with an atmosphere which is a million times above 
his own, then the organism must be purified of all contamination. In the 
astral energy, in which we live, which was released from the material and 
entered the spheres, no illnesses or wounds can exist. As a result of that astral 
energy your terrible illnesses will disappear, the instrument, which takes it to 
you, elevates the affected tissues into a higher world of power and life-giving 
vitality. You got to know our healing power on Earth, I told you about it. 
But what is my life magnetism in comparison with that of the universe? The 
instrument takes the Divine energy through the organism and is harmless. 
This power cannot affect the body in any way. It means new vitality, joy and 
happiness for mankind, this wonder of the Age of Christ! 

God arouses, awakens and does not want any illnesses. Now that the hu-
man being reached the All, he comes back to the Earth in order to bring 
blessings and health. For the illnesses of the Earth examinations could now 
follow. You will get an example here of the tests. 

Before us two astral personalities now stand, the egos, of which I spoke to 
you about. But they are discarded personalities, the own personality lives in 
the second sphere. If the illness is now connected with the instrument, one 
of those organisms will absorb the aura into it and we will know immediately 
whether the aura is male or female. The test organisms are already connected 
with the instrument. Now life enters this human being. We will see them 
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before us in the normal stage, because the instrument absorbs this discarded 
garment, by means of the instrument this life enters the existing. The eyes 
look at us, they are without inspiration, but nevertheless living and they ra-
diate the light from the aura. In what state does the sick aura find itself? We 
will soon see. The master, who takes care of the instrument, takes away the 
barrier from the illness aura. Now the aura seeks a way through the different 
tubes, which we see and crawls to one of these bodies. The radiation of the 
aura, we see, is misty, hazy, the light of the Land of Twilight. The soul as a 
material being therefore has attunement to the Land of Twilight and entered 
there, because this aura is already a few hundred years old. It can all be seen 
and determined from the aura. The aura has now reached the feet of the 
maternal body and climbs upwards. It can be determined that this aura be-
longs to the maternal body. It climbs higher and higher and approaches the 
bottom half of the body. The body is like on Earth, this soul stands before us 
like Eve. Living and yet unconscious. But real and natural, we see the blood 
circulation, even hear the heartbeat coming to us. We are one with this life, 
the instrument has connected us to this wonder. We suspect that this mother 
has died from cancer of the womb. 

We suppose this, because the illness aura has attached itself to the bottom 
half of the body. If another body part had been contaminated, those tissues 
would have suctioned themselves on to the illness aura. That therefore means 
that even the aura has not discarded the actual instinct as a result of death. 
And this is also clear and very natural, because it was taken away during the 
life on Earth. I said a moment ago that we suspect that cancer of the womb 
occurred here. We cannot namely see the illness clearly, since the organism 
has not been X-rayed. We only notice a dark shadow. If the instrument could 
not go higher, the masters on this side would not have been able to diagnose 
the illnesses any further either. But the instrument is capable of taking us to 
the third sphere, as I already said. The master will also elevate us into this. 

The light of the first sphere dissolves again, that of the second sphere will 
soon dominate. The body will be elevated into this. For us wonders happen. 
The human organism becomes transparent, soon we will be able to see the 
illness itself. As we come closer to the second sphere and its light gains pow-
er, the tissues become visible. Now that the second sphere has been reached, 
the female body is now X-rayed and the illness condensed. This aura has 
accepted the half-material world. Now it can clearly be established that the 
cancer has destroyed the womb. We see that condensed mass sharply, the 
tissues swollen by the cancer, before us. It must be the fifth grade of cancer, 
which the woman suffered from, we also see organs, which are not affected 
by the contamination. This swelling of the tissues is the cancer. It is not any 
different to a natural weakening of these organs, which have carried out the 
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greatest and most wonderful work for the procreation. The affected place 
has had every vitality removed. As a result of the swelling of the tissues the 
terrible pains originate. 

Another aura approaches there. We see how the male organism becomes 
contaminated. The aura climbs upwards and nestles itself above the stomach. 
Now the elevating into the second sphere comes, then we can follow the aura 
again. The organism of the man becomes transparent. The stomach and in-
testines visible, the whole is lit up. We can now already determine what the 
illness was like. The man died of cancer of the stomach. A condensation has 
also formed itself around the gullet. This is the cancer! Stomach and intes-
tines are contaminated, everywhere we see places which have know this rot-
ting. This is the sixth stage. The astral body shows us the way to the material 
age. The man died at the age of thirty-eight years old. Time and birth can be 
followed, the astral image reproduces reality, nothing interrupts this natural 
radiation. No herbs have been cultivated for this illness. Radiation treatment 
makes the tissues suffocate. As a result of this power the healthy tissues are 
put out of action. That takes the organism to death! 

The light becomes faint again, another aura becomes visible. Again we see 
the maternal body contaminated and again the cancer attaches itself to the 
abdomen. This illness does not have enough power to bring the tissues to 
rotting, yet we see the same condensation as with the higher grades. The or-
gans remain alive, the womb remains intact, however, the blood circulation 
has been disturbed. This swelling of the tissues creates the pains, but is not 
fatal. This mother is sixty years old, her hair is going grey, the astral shape 
accepts that material old age. The whole organism points us to that time. The 
picture is amazing, these people once lived on Earth and died, but still exist 
in this life and reach working as a result of this technical wonder. The illness 
aura also possesses all the characteristics and reproduces these characteristics 
infallibly. 

These are all different grades for cancer, the other can also be shown to us, 
as well as those grades, which have contaminated one body after another and 
belong to one family, passed over from parent to child and grandchildren. 
And then to think that millions of illness auras are kept here! 

Yet the masters have examined all those auras, several times even. One 
master followed the other, in this way this gigantic work was continued and 
brought to a good end. Their instrument condenses and X-rays all the grades 
of cancer and other contagious diseases and indicates every contamination. 

The masters let us see a few grades. The third grade, whereby general rot-
ting has not yet occurred, but whereby the sick person still suffered dreadful 
pains, since the affected body part condensed, swelled up. For the contin-
uance of this process we saw into the higher grades of the cancer, where 
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the condensation became a tumour. One tissue now eats up the other, after 
which general destruction follows, without science being capable of doing 
anything. The organs, which have to carry out hard work for the organism 
have to suffer the most from the cancer. The possibility of contamination 
lies in the over-exhaustion of the tissues. The auras, which are brought to-
gether here, belong to all adults, because children cannot get cancer. Their 
bodies must still develop. It is only at an adult age that the illness manifests 
itself and then clearly points to weakening of the tissues. Cancer is therefore 
weakness, a natural weakness of the core, which Mother Earth gave us. Can 
you feel this? We people caused this weakening ourselves, since we connected 
with the lower material grades. 

For the mother the womb is still weakened and contaminated, the organ, 
which has carried out an enormous task for it, for the man it is the stomach 
and intestines, those organs, which have the most to deal with in the materi-
al existence. No one knows in his youth what awaits him, it is only at a later 
age that the misery begins. 

This is why it will be a blessing once the instrument of the masters is on 
Earth. Then for that matter, the child, which radiates it, will be connected 
with the Divine Aura, then the risk for cancer and many other serious illness-
es will be removed! 

Soon the cosmic academics will be brought to Earth again and be materi-
alised there by them. This is the will of our Divine Creator! 

Only a short treatment will be necessary in order to release you from your 
illnesses. You will be connected with the primal source, with the Divine 
radiation. This power is immeasurably deep, it heals and builds up and it is 
soft like maternal love, every disturbance must disappear as a result of it. Like 
your diathermy this divine flow will provide the body with power. Diather-
my nevertheless experiences a material condensation, it cannot be compared 
with the force of life, which flows to you from the immensity, the power as 
a result of which all life originated! In this way illness after illness will be 
fought, gender after gender will be purified and as a result of this happiness 
will soon live on Earth! 

The academic can experience wonders by means of this instrument. If a 
human being then dies and the academic then connects his material remains 
with the life aura, the organism will not pass into rotting. Your academic will 
realise what possibilities this offers him. He will now be able to carry out a 
post-mortem on a living body! The soul, the personality went to our world, 
however, his material body lives and serves science, it is kept alive by means 
of the life aura of the Divine instrument. There will be some amongst you 
who see all of this as fantasy or, even worse, as nonsense, but they serve to 
understand, that inventions such as your telephone, your radio and televi-
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sion were also once labelled as fanatical nonsense. It is God’s will that all the 
wonders, which I was able to prophesise to you, will come to Earth one day. 
Also imagine that your human conscious is only earthly, touches the Earth 
and that you, and along with you all the academics, must still awaken in the 
spirit. What now still seem to be impossibilities, will be a daily possession in 
the Age of Christ! 

On this side it can be followed where mankind goes, otherwise this life 
would have no meaning either. Here it can be seen how the spiritual awak-
ening on Earth will be experienced. If we wish to make comparisons - and 
this is possible now - then we look at our own life. Our happiness will be part 
of the whole of mankind one day, it is the ‘Kingdom of God’ for the Earth! 

The wonders are amazing, which the Other Side has to give to the Earth. 
Until now it was not possible, I already explained this to you, they would not 
be understood and used for destruction and in addition the funds needed are 
not made available. However, incredibly this age will speak to the conscious 
on Earth. The truth of our life demands the full surrender of every individ-
ual. 

Precisely Germany will do much for the dissolving of cancer and attract 
conscious souls for this purpose. I already told you why this country will 
count these blessed instruments amongst its population. As a result of its 
masses it has that attunement. Germany will attract geniuses for the good, 
as it also attracted artists as a masses soul, because this can be seen as one 
state. It will obtain an even greater name in the future in the area of science, 
than it already possesses. But then it will go hand in hand with the peoples 
of (the House of) Israel, there will then be mutual understanding, everyone 
will devote themselves to the good and in this way experience the sacredness 
of the ‘Age of Christ’! 

In the previous pages I wanted to give you a little idea about the instru-
ment that will one day make all the illnesses of the Earth dissolve. I was not 
concerned with giving you a complete description of the illnesses themselves, 
the scope of this book does not allow this. My master will perhaps allow me 
to give an in-depth analysis of the human organism and the existing illness-
es, which will be a book in itself (this book has not been written). 

When it appeared to the masters that the life aura could be condensed, 
even more technical wonders originated as a result of them. I want to tell 
you one and another about these instruments in a following chapter, because 
these are also inventions, which intend to make mankind happy in the Age 
of Christ. 
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Technical wonders for the Age of Christ 

We also possess technical wonders for the inner, spiritual life on this side, 
which will be passed onto the Earth. In order to consider them more closely, 
we enter another, smaller building, also a temple in itself. 

The instrument, with which I want to connect you first of all, is not much 
bigger than your radio. It picks up our thoughts and passes them onto you. 
The sensitive organs of the great instrument live in it. It is fed electrically and 
you will not need to do anything else soon than introduce the contact and 
wait. Then ‘the Other Side’ speaks through a technical instrument to man-
kind and namely by touching letters, from which you can build sentences. 

When the instrument is engaged, the people present are ready and have 
taken their place around the instrument, beautiful music has created the 
required vibrations, then it happens, that we speak to you. The Other Side 
manifests itself without scarcely having the human powers of a medium, we 
tune into the spiral, which is situated in the bottom part of the instrument. 
This spiral is very sensitive and, if we concentrate on it, it takes over our 
thoughts immediately and without failure. It moves and types out the letters 
of the alphabet, which was fitted to a dish likewise under the instrument. 
The spectators read the letters, which are attached above in the instrument 
and are lit up by lamps, so that it is easy to form the letters into sentences. 

Just like your cardiogram this instrument records our thoughts, immedi-
ately transformed into letters, so that you can follow our wanting and think-
ing. As a result of a technical wonder two worlds are spiritually connected, 
the earthly world and life after death. This will be one of the ways in which 
we convince you of our existence. Then the masters from (the House of) 
Israel speak to you and they take the development of the earthly conscious 
in hand. 

The earthly academic is already that far, that his instrument can pick up 
and register human thoughts. He is not yet capable of recording the thoughts 
from our world. The gulf between your and our life must be bridged. Your 
thoughts are earthly, after all, materially loaded, ours are astrally rarefied, 
your thoughts sent out are therefore heavier than ours, they went through 
your organism and are materially inspired. Our thoughts, on the other hand, 
have been removed of gravity, they are too rarefied to be picked up by his in-
strument. He still misses the lamps, which possess the capacity to condense 
our aura and our thoughts, so that we enter the half-material world. These 
sensitive lamps will be given to him by yet other inventors. Many people will 
help him, all of them work for one purpose, even if they belong to different 
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peoples: all of them serve (the House of) Israel. His successor will perfect his 
invention. Then you will experience wonderful, spiritual séances, for which 
mediums are no longer needed, the technical instrument will completely 
eliminate the living instrument, so that messing about is no longer possible! 
Your charlatans can then go and look for another job. Lying and cheating 
have exceeded God’s laws in this area and sullied ‘Eternal Life’ for too long. 
Then a master speaks to you and tells you of his own life and about the way 
in which you can reach his attunement. These masters will lead your séances 
and give you spiritual food. 

This technical instrument is perfect for us, since it will only be able to work 
through our concentration. However, your parapsychologists will neverthe-
less bring forward that the possibility is not ruled out that the instrument 
comes to working through telepathy, through transfer of thoughts from the 
people at the séance. After all, they will say, who of the people present is free 
of thoughts, who can empty himself completely? No one can do that. Your 
parapsychologists came that far, they had bitter experiences during their re-
searches. They do not want any more cheating and therefore remain critical. 
And this is necessary, we want nothing more! 

‘The instrument plays, but who tells us, that the Other Side is speaking? 
By nothing it is established that it really is a spirit, which passes you on those 
thoughts.’ 

The parapsychologist will react to our instrument in this way. And in spite 
of this we will give it to the Earth. We still take a view how it will appear a 
blessing for many people! 

Your science will first accept the existence of our world by means of the in-
strument which I will now speak about, the instrument of the ‘direct voice’, 
which will place it before such undeniable proof, that bowing of heads must 
follow. By means of the instrument of the direct voice which is of a com-
pletely different construction, we likewise speak to you, but now - the name 
says it all - you hear our own voice. The phenomenon of the direct voice is 
already known on Earth, it was achieved by means of the powers of the me-
dium. This then emitted his aura, after which it was condensed. You can see, 
there is a question again of condensation, now of the aura of a megaphone, 
a trumpet and of the aura of the medium, after which you hear our voices. 
We were able to give numerous pieces of proof to the Earth by this means. 
Many mediums devoted themselves to the achieving of these amazing events 
and experienced numerous phenomena, such as materialisations, demate-
rialisations, apports and levitations. In a following book I hope to analyse 
this phenomenon further for you. I am now only concerned with the new 
technical wonder. 

In the middle of the instrument there is a space, in which the life aura 
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is condensed, like we have got to know such a thing with the healing in-
strument. The sensitive instruments, which are accommodated here, give us 
those powers. Clouds flow from the instrument, they are the same as the haz-
es for creation. You now know that the Other Side is approaching. Soon you 
will hear our voices. When nature can be condensed, it must also be possible 
to materialise the human voice. The condensation of the protoplasm gave us 
that possibility. Our voices can be heard like through your radio. Nothing 
has changed in our voice, our loved ones will soon recognise us. 

If this instrument comes to Earth, the state will take it into its own hands. 
It will not be for sale, spiritual wonders cannot be got hold of with money. 
The direct voice wonder will be the possession of all of mankind. It is the 
gift of Christ to the people of (the House of) Israel. It will convince every 
grade of feeling as a technical instrument! The parapsychologists will see all 
their doubts dissolved by it. And the churches will also be convinced and 
reach accepting. Now the conscious masters speak from the Other Side to 
the peoples of the Earth. The churches and its followers receive spiritual food 
from our world and receive an image of God’s plan of Creation, which is so 
all-embracing and wonderful, that they reasonably?reject their incomplete 
concepts on this subject adhered to during the centuries. Science and church 
enter the ‘Kingdom of God’ hand in hand. 

Now there is real unity on Earth! Soon I will also come back to this amaz-
ing technical wonder. We will see sometime what meanwhile happened on 
Earth. 
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The united nations of the earth 

After the terrible struggle people on Earth start the spiritual construction. 
The heaps of rubbish are cleaned up, new houses arise and in this way all 
traces of violence are gradually wiped out. Now the spiritual life can make a 
start. The peoples of the Earth have joined together, realising that everything 
was suffered and sacrificed for this unity. The inner life on Earth has awak-
ened to the higher conscious. Everything has been forgotten and forgiven! 
The peoples will get to know each other better. The treaties, which are now 
concluded, receive spiritual meaning. They remain effective and breath a 
spirit of love and understanding, of true friendship. Now spiritual harmony 
and surrender has entered all those millions of hearts, now one for all and all 
for one reigns! 

Your children will experience this blessed state on Earth, because this be-
longs to the Age of Christ. Now the peoples have the same rights, not one 
people will be forgotten or can be eliminated. The treasures of the Earth are 
now honestly divided. The peoples will receive them according to power and 
the number of souls. 

Mother Earth and all its children will get to experience this. The masters 
from the All wanted it and Christ came to the Earth for this purpose. The 
life lesson which people learned was dreadful, nevertheless these great masses 
have awakened as a result of it. How much blood did this awakening cost? 
Everything of the whole of mankind was devoted to this. Nothing remained 
in its place, whole towns were razed to the ground. But the golden calf was 
destroyed! The golden calf must make way for the unity of all peoples. What 
seemed impossible for years, has now become reality. Now the peoples of the 
Earth work and serve for the good and for justice! 

On Earth the ‘House of Israel’ arose, the great and wonderful building of 
the United Peoples of the Earth. The heads of the peoples live there. Every 
people possesses a seat. Here they decide and rule. The House of Israel was 
erected for the assurance of peace and calm on Earth. The building can be 
entered from the East and West, South and North, it was erected like our 
astral Temples. The banners fly on the building, I also see that of Germany 
and Italy, Russia and Japan amongst them. (The House of) Israel no longer 
has any enemies, the peoples reach unity! (The House of) Israel brings bless-
ing and prosperity upon the life on Earth. 

The old peoples’ union did not achieve this. But it was not possible either, 
then the peoples still had to awaken. They did not understand themselves, 
even if it was already that far, that (the House of) Israel did not want war. All 
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the peoples still had to be elevated to that conscious. And that was achieved 
as a result of all the misery. The heads of state are now continually together. 
The home governments ensure inner order, but receive their commands from 
the House of Israel. In this way peace and calm come to Earth. 

The peoples of (the House of) Israel move upwards, because the House of 
Israel is consecrated. Only happiness reigns in the hearts of all those millions 
of souls. The Temple of (the House of) Israel rises majestically above all the 
life on Earth. Under its own power this would have been achieved. 

Thousands of peoples stand lined up in long rows before the House of 
Israel, banners and standards are brought along. All these souls celebrate the 
feast of the spiritual awakening, they have been sent by their people in order 
to represent them. Not one people is missing, white and brown and black 
have reached unity. The West is connected to the East, the South and the 
North, mankind now celebrates the feast of the resurrection. Is it any wonder 
that the children of (the House of) Israel are singing? Such a thing was never 
experienced on Earth, this borders on the incredible. The spiritual masters 
worked on this without a break, devoted all of themselves and Christ came 
to the Earth to achieve this. For this purpose the peoples sacrificed and suf-
fered and now people understand on Earth that this was necessary and that 
all peoples were to blame for the misery. Wars can now no longer be waged, 
because all the peoples are one in love and servitude. 

The hate and the passion have been conquered and life on Earth possesses 
the happiness of the spheres. It was all earned by the own awakening. The 
peoples now work exclusively for the good, they are open to everyone and 
give themselves completely. Poor and needy are no longer known on Earth, 
this belongs to the past. Everyone is in good health. The Age of Christ has 
made a start! 

The spheres have also flown empty again, however, now only the higher 
spheres, because the hells have closed themselves. The demons of hell no 
longer come to the Earth, they can no longer experience anything, because 
the dominating masses tune into love and follow the life of Christ. These sa-
tanic influences are now no longer attracted. The lower instinct can no longer 
live it up on Earth, the human being no longer gives himself to violence. Evil 
has sucked mankind empty and destroyed it for centuries after each other, 
now people understand there that the laws of God must be experienced in 
order to reach the Spheres of Light. And the inhabitants of hell realise as a 
result of it that the higher in the human being has conquered! 

The life of God can now be seen as far as in the All. The Other Side can be 
seen from the Earth. The spheres have now been opened. That was always the 
case, now, however, the masses are open and feel themselves drawn into the 
All. Anyone who possesses feeling tunes into it and can see the spiritual hap-
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piness. That wonderful has now come, because the masters have condensed 
materially and connected with the Earth. Anyone who possesses the great 
longing, will experience this sacred connection from the Earth. 

Mankind is open to Golgotha! Golgotha has opened the hearts of all these 
millions of souls. It is Christ, only the Messiah, who has given mankind this 
pure happiness. Now that the kings of (the House of) Israel are to be found 
on Earth again, they want to share in the happiness of mankind, because 
they gave their lives for this and they completed their task. The prophets also 
return to the Earth, they are glad that the ‘Kingdom of God’ has been set up 
on Earth, the Kingdom, which they were able to prophesise and serve! 

The Angels sing from the highest spheres, so that people can hear it on 
Earth. Thousands of sopranos, altos, tenors and basses sound through the 
universe, they sing the song of love, of spiritual unity and awakening in the 
spirit. May God be honoured in the Highest, in the people Pleasure!’ (?) The 
hallelujah resounds. God gave mankind all of this upon the Origin of Crea-
tion, but then it was not understood. 

Anyone who can be elevated into this sacredness, experiences that Christ 
can be seen. Next to him people see millions of souls dressed in beautiful 
garments. Christ lives for mankind, lives in the Universe and looks at the 
Earth. That is the moment which the bible told about, God’s Son appears. 
The still materially tuned and attuned soul misses all of this and still has to 
awaken to it. Christ’s Sacred materialisation is only seen by the conscious 
souls. His holy light will condense, as everything condensed in the divine 
universe. The divine light, which shines upon the Earth and mankind, cre-
ates joy and happiness. All those millions of souls kneel down and thank 
God for these events. It is only now that it is felt for what purpose the human 
being is on Earth. Then mankind receives Christ’s blessing. It is the return 
of the Messiah. Anyone who wants to be seeing, will now experience this 
wonder. 

Now Mother Earth trembles and the maternal heart shakes with happi-
ness and effort. Now the gulf between life and death has been bridged and 
the cause and effect of mankind has been dissolved. On Golgotha the Earth 
once darkened, now there will only be light. The peoples of the Earth have 
made good. Where the human being sees, there is light, because (the House 
of) Israel has awakened! 

Mother Earth is shaking! Just feel, oh people, what all of this means. Feel 
that now eternity has taken shape for mankind and that it is nothing else but 
happiness. In this way the peoples celebrated the feast of the consecration 
of the House of Israel. And it can be seen by everyone, how the life of God 
awakened. Now there is spiritual contact on Earth, spirit and material are 
completely one. Death has been conquered, because God lives in the hearts 
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of all those millions of souls. Life on Earth is like a paradise! 
The borders are open, those obstacles which sow hatred have been de-

stroyed. Sisterly and brotherly love are experienced by the peoples. Kings 
and emperors shake hands with each other, at least in so far as they are still 
alive, because (the House of) Israel rules. Kingship belongs to the past. Truth 
radiates from their eyes, all hostility has been killed. Their task as rulers of 
the Earth is over, they serve mankind in another way, they contribute to ele-
vating the conscious of the Earth and to entering the first sphere. 

Mother Earth now gets peace, it carries its happiness through the uni-
verse, as it did its misery before. For centuries people fought for its life and 
chastised, sullied and destroyed it. Now it continues its way in happiness 
and peace and has no more fear for its children. Mother Earth finishes its 
task. Always, when it has made and completed its revolution, its looks up 
and sees into the face of the ‘Almighty God’. And God as a Father of Love 
smiles upon it, Mother Earth then feels that is one with its God. He knows 
that ultimately everything is fine after all. Mother Earth has no time to rest, 
it must still go further. It has been on its way for millions of years, day and 
night, it serves its children every second. Has mankind understood its labo-
rious floating onwards? Does mankind ever think of Mother Earth, of the 
pains which were caused it by waging war? How did people live on it? But 
the suffering is now over, now Mother Earth only knows peace and joy. God 
helped it to bear during all those centuries, under its own power it would 
never have been able to do it. Now it goes towards a higher development with 
all its life. Mother Earth will continue to follow its path until the last second, 
as long as, until there is no more life present in it. Then it will withdraw into 
the darkness and dissolve. Its children will then go further, it will become 
invisible energy. It will also serve in this stage and form a part of the universe. 
Then Mother Earth will die! 

There is joy and happiness on Earth, blessing after blessing is received. 
The millions of victims are meanwhile remembered. For a moment hats are 
removed and the masses bow their heads. The music starts softly. The people 
look at each other and love, happiness and gratitude speak from their gazes. 
They went through oceans of suffering, but in order to wash off their own 
debts. However, now they were able to enter the shores of happiness. At the 
climax of the feast the heads of (the House of) Israel come forward. They 
carry something, which will soon be revealed by one of them. What will it 
be that they take with them? The peoples of the Earth stand lined up around 
the masters. Now the cloth falls and people see that the statue of the execu-
tioner gets a place in the gardens of (the House of) Israel. Yes, my readers, in 
that coming sacred time of Christ’s Age the executioner of mankind receives 
the forgetting and forgiving of mankind. Mankind has become conscious, 
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it lives in the realisation that it has awakened through him. He shook these 
unconscious masses awake! (The House of) Israel is that far that it has awak-
ened as a result of Adolf Hitler, he and Caiaphas took mankind to this con-
scious stage. And in gratitude the peoples accepted this deed of their rulers. 

Adolf Hitler sleeps in our world, yet all this love comes to him and heats 
his inner life. He will awaken as a result of it. Light now comes into the 
darkness of his life. However frightening his actions were, the peoples of the 
Earth can forgive. Mankind has understood the own cause and effect and is 
grateful to him, that he wanted to take the whip in his hands, because in this 
way it received spiritual consciousness. 

This is an image which mankind will experience. If your battle has been 
fought, this life lesson will be accepted. Then the aim of Christ will have 
been achieved and the harmony of the peoples will be a fact. He and his own 
kind did not understand, that God watches over all his life! However, that 
was learned by them and they will have to return to make good. 

This war will not be able to yield a clearer purpose. Millions of people 
have sacrificed their lives for it, all those souls now see that they did not live 
for nothing. It is the profit of God! Now the human being sees into his laws 
and gets to know them. No soul will doubt any longer, because the school 
of learning was effective. What do you think about Adolf Hitler now? Soon 
mankind will know that he is on Earth again and he will be able to see and 
get to know his previous life, his past and that of mankind. It will promote 
his awakening and give his soul the higher conscious. God is a Father of 
Love. If he knows how to forgive, will you then be able to leave it behind? 
One for all and all for one, this loving motto is the possession of the masses, 
Adolf Hitler died for this purpose. Unfortunately, unconsciously! Now he 
will help to build up the ‘Millennial Kingdom’ and devote all of himself 
again, but now for the good! 
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The state as a large family 

Now that mankind has left the Land of Hatred, mankind becomes like a 
large family. In the spheres you have seen what our life is like and that grade 
of life comes to Earth. It is spiritual consciousness. As a result of this war 
the aspect of the Earth changes and mankind reaches spiritual unity. These 
great masses have mastered the mentality of the first sphere. The state is now 
like one large family. The head of a people lives in the House of Israel and 
represents its peoples and serves it from there. It is its task to bring joy and 
peace to millions, as the masters on this side also do. Now there is justice on 
Earth, because the first sphere has been conquered. It is only now that that 
can happen, which the Other Side worked all those centuries for. The con-
scious and the spiritual life grow, mankind is now faced with the ‘Millennial 
Kingdom’ and this has attunement to the first sphere. 

Your thoughts must now return to Adolf Hitler. It will appear that he 
experienced many thoughts of the future, which, however, you did not un-
derstand or want to accept in his time, since he thought he had to realise 
them with violence. In his time the state ruled in everything. He anticipated 
already, that this was necessary, in order to assure the wellbeing of all of the 
people. He and his kind were only not the noble and excellent leaders, which 
the ‘Age of Christ’ needs in order to rule the peoples! 

The laws of the state, which will apply in the future for all the peoples 
and their rulers, will be passed on from this side to the Earth. Art is now 
everyone’s and the possession of the state, people live and die for that, it is the 
own obtained possession. Now spiritual order comes on Earth, the order of 
the first sphere, which you got to know from the previous chapters. Mother 
Earth and all its children have had to accept a tremendous school of learning 
for this purpose, it was the conscious elevating to a higher state. And from 
that higher world of feeling action is now taken and the peoples listen. 

The lying and cheating will then cease to exist, since the state has everything 
in its hands. A tremendous building of love and harmony has been elevated 
for mankind, millions of souls gave their life for it. 

The state takes hold of everything which you possess on Earth and belongs 
to your people. In this way the academic serves the masses and he is a child of 
the state. The state gives him the possibility of working, no means will be too 
precious to make his experiments succeed. The artist also serves the masses 
and it is the state again which provides for his existence for that purpose, so 
that he can work without worries. 

The doctor is your friend and brother, belongs to you, he serves you and 
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you serve him. Now one lives for the other and both serve the state as chil-
dren of one large family. Gold has lost its material meaning, only work tri-
umphs over the masses and brings happiness to Earth. Anyone who brings 
about inventions, will study and give himself for it, but only when it concerns 
inventions which serve the happiness of mankind. Now society has awak-
ened for it, spiritually divided, people no longer know poverty and lack on 
Earth. The highest beings, who have accepted a task for the House of Israel, 
are nothing more than the lowest conscious child of the people. Both serve 
the masses, differences in social standing no longer exist in the Kingdom of 
God, which belongs to the past. Giving one child of the state more than the 
other is no longer possible, although the personality will receive according to 
the conscious of feeling. That means, the more you can give for the masses, 
the more you will receive. We also experience this on this side. A master feels 
God’s being deeper than we do, he knows the laws and serves and feels car-
ried by that sacredness. You will receive your reward, according to what you 
have to give yourself. That used to be different, then social standing and the 
own possessions decided, but people buried those old laws. Every child of the 
state can master the control for the House of Israel, as that is the case for us 
in the spheres, there it belongs to our going upwards in spirit. 

Now you are lord and master in your own state and yet you will serve and 
namely your own people. You will serve by means of your gifts of conscious 
and it is possible for everyone to reach the highest for the Earth. 

Since mankind has come on the spiritual path, the old laws have been 
thrown overboard and new ones come in the place of them, as we had to ac-
cept and get to know that in our life, laws, which only mean love! Now you 
can close your prisons, because there are no more thieves living on Earth, 
every human being has become his own police officer. The state belongs to 
you, you are the state and represent this great possession. Anyone who would 
still steal, steals from himself and that does not exist. 

It has all become so simple on Earth. This unity no longer costs any worry, 
since the state is like a large family. All of them are children and the state, 
which they love, takes care of them like a father and mother. There were sac-
rifices for this blessed state during all those centuries, even if all that blood 
flowed. But now it is also worthwhile living on Earth, now God’s blessing 
rests on the daily bread. Your baker and milkman, shoemaker and grocer, 
all those people work for the state. The state has the possession of yourself 
and your children in its hands. There is nothing more on Earth, that the 
state does not have in its hands. People no longer know that one person has 
everything and the other nothing. Exorbitant profits can no longer be made, 
because trade belongs to the state. The individual has nothing more to trade, 
those wrongs belong to the past like all the wrong laws. 
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Bartering is now over, there is nothing more to barter. Now the state buys 
for all life and it gets its food and drink. Can it be simpler? The Other Side 
has already possessed that for millions of centuries, now that has come to 
Earth and is the possession of everyone. Although we no longer eat or drink 
here, our life is like yours. Ours is spiritual, yours is material, but spirit and 
material are one. 

The youth prepares itself for the own task. Adolf Hitler also gave the youth 
education and fun, but only in order to use it for slaughtering. He made 
the youth powerful in order to sacrifice it again. That is over and forgotten 
in the Age of Christ. The youth will now serve and receive a greater task in 
order to take up an own place. The youth must one day take the state in its 
own hands, this greatest possession passes from child to child in order to be 
controlled in love. 

It is God’s will that all these spiritual laws now get authority on Earth. 
The experiencing of them also means going upwards in spirit and accepting 
the higher life. Then life on Earth is a spiritual happiness and the law is one 
for all and has become one reality for all. Now no more unemployed live on 
Earth, such a thing is not possible, the state demands that everyone works 
and serves. But the hours are shortened and the old, but still young human 
being, passes the twilight of his life in joy. The state makes sure of this. One 
relieves the other, one begins as the other stops in order to be able to enjoy 
life on Earth after an accomplished task. That is the ‘Kingdom of God on 
Earth’! 

No one could believe in it, yet all this sacredness came, all the life of God 
lives in peace and calm. It could not be accepted either in that other time, 
only hatred lived on Earth. But now that the masses have understood the 
own faults and were able to experience that despite everything God is still 
love, the inner life awakened on Earth. Now people on Earth realise that 
these terrible times had to be experienced. People now already know from 
the Other Side, even if the laws of our life are not yet all known, but that 
will also come! 

The masses serve the individual and the individual creates for the masses, 
mankind waited thousands of centuries for this, now it is that far! The heads 
of state act according to God’s commandment of love. They serve and prac-
tise justice. They no longer make themselves open to lowness. Everywhere 
there is progress for the better. People already speak on Earth about technical 
wonders, which not one human being has dreamt of. They are spiritual prod-
ucts and they serve for the Age of Christ. 

Anyone who tunes into this feels that happiness on Earth has been con-
quered and life is worth being lived. People no longer know fear and trem-
bling and no one needs to be afraid of another person, everyone is open to 
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each other. Every hour gives the life of God complete joy. Who could ever 
have believed this? No one on Earth thought that it would ever come that 
far. Now people shine and they love. This is the walk to the first sphere, it is the 
coming free from the Land of Twilight, the conquering of the evil self. The better 
self life speaks and dominates the wrong, hearts open and the human being 
breathes easily, the state takes care of the house and goods and children. This 
happiness is unlimited, the life of God speaks in a sanctifying way to the 
human being on Earth! Where is it taking Mother Earth and its children? 
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Golgotha 

Now that mankind has come that far, people on Earth understand some-
thing about the life of God. But people must still get to know the laws of 
Mother Earth and those of Golgotha. Mastering comes afterwards! That is 
the unity with Golgotha. It is also the saying goodbye from Mother Earth 
and entering the Spheres of Light. What do the laws of Golgotha say to the 
life on Earth? On this side we had to bow our heads to them and had to 
master them, it was only then that we could go further. Golgotha taught us 
to accept the laws of God! 

Mankind must now get to know them and start to live according to them. 
On the Moon we entered the laws of God and received material conscious-
ness as a result of them. There we got to know God’s laws and those of 
death and life. Every following planet imposed them on our life and we came 
to Earth as a result of them. By experiencing body after body we travelled 
through the Divine Universe. It was only on Mother Earth that we started 
to understand the laws of God, because those laws brought us to Golgotha! 

Christ takes care of all earthly life, it is Golgotha where the life of God 
learns to pray. At Golgotha prayers were said for all mankind, now we must 
follow Christ as human beings. Mankind has to accept the life of God’s Son! 
Every deed therefore takes you to Golgotha. It is only then that the eternal 
light shines on you and you receive the last word. It is only at Golgotha that 
Christ can speak to your life. 

Spiritual awakening forces you to obey that law and to fulfil it. Christ 
came to the Earth for this purpose and died for this testimony. Not one soul 
can escape Golgotha. One day man must begin with the life of Christ! You 
will not make it by making use of his body. Christ asks of you and us to de-
vote the own life. And it is only by serving that we will make it! 

The people on Earth did not understand each other during the centuries, 
they murdered the children of other peoples, but Golgotha forbids you that. 
Anyone who still thinks he is able to murder, follows a dark path and attunes 
himself to the Land of Hatred. But that is no longer possible in the Centu-
ry of Christ, because human life has received meaning. Now head bowing 
comes and the human being is faced with Christ. The human being must 
begin with the spiritual life, because only this is in harmony with Golgotha. 
You will send up your prayer under the cross of Christ. Under the cross of 
Christ you will receive the last word, as Judas also received it. Not one soul in 
the universe will escape this. It is only then that you will know whether you 
or your mistakes and sins have been forgiven and the gates of the ‘Kingdom 
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of God’ will open in order to let you in. Golgotha forces you to kneel down 
and to accept Christ, because through him you get to know the divine laws. 

On this side God’s laws speak to us and we stood before them to master 
them. We know that we only come to the light through Golgotha, where the 
spheres and the masters await our life in order to give us heavenly happiness. 
Golgotha took us to this happiness. By entering Golgotha you discard the 
lower and you are faced with the better and higher! Judas understood it. His 
soul wanted the good, the deep subconscious took him to Mount Calvary, 
then head bowing followed. Now the bliss of Christ comes to the life of God 
and you all enter eternal life, you enter the life of Christ! 

By following that and accepting Golgotha, the Spheres of Light are open 
to you. Anyone who does not understand that first goes upwards to Golgo-
tha and sees the sacred meaning of Christ. Judas also experienced that and 
millions of other souls, all bowed their heads to Golgotha and got to love 
everything which lives. From those hearts God’s Eternal joy shone, the sa-
cred light of life, faith and justice. Golgotha can give you that! 

Anyone who cannot serve, closes himself off to the laws of our life and 
those of Golgotha. But Christ showed how we must carry our cross and 
Golgotha demands it of our life. All the laws of the Earth received shape and 
colour through Golgotha. It is the Divine inspiration which made all this 
life awaken. But at Golgotha there is suffering and praying. Golgotha stands 
between God and your life, you can reach God, if you really want to climb 
to Golgotha, because it is there that the Divine spark awakens in your life! 

Death is not a standstill, but progress, at Golgotha death received mean-
ing for your earthly life. There is no death, because Christ brought ‘Eternal 
Life’ to the Earth through Golgotha and placed this infinity in your hands. 
Golgotha taught you that. It is therefore you who must tune into Golgotha. 

When we as people started to experience the seven material physical grades 
on Earth and then entered the own cause and effect, this was for Golgotha. 
Now the laws of Golgotha claim our lives and kept us attached to the Earth. 
It was only when we had made good everything that we could go further 
and entered the spiritual attunement. We were then faced with our hell or 
heaven, but Golgotha only wanted to give us happiness. Did we understand 
Golgotha? Was there love for Golgotha in our life? Can God approve that 
one child escapes giving love? At Golgotha Christ appeared to us and there 
we understood his Sacred Life. That is also for you on Earth! Golgotha can 
speak to your life every second and then you must bow your head, you then 
experience the laws of life and death. The Angels from the highest heavens 
had to accept this, so that their lives would not stand still either. And the 
Age of Christ demands it of everyone or you build on darkness. And people 
in this century no longer approve of that, you will now serve! 
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The terrible past has now become your future. Golgotha wants you to 
forget your past and direct your eyes to the new, for which Christ was with 
you. Then you will feel that the laws of Mother Earth cannot be mocked, be-
cause Golgotha means: to accept everything which comes! If you cannot do 
that, you do not belong to this century and Mother Earth will banish you. 
Anyone who does not want to work on himself, is in rebellion and in conflict 
with Golgotha. Golgotha places your cup before you and you will have to 
empty it to the last drop. It is only then that you can go further or Golgotha 
will call you to the spiritual halt. It is the school of learning for your life. It is 
and will be, as Judas experienced it, when he begged his Master to speak to 
him. At Golgotha Christ descends into your life and you become one with 
God’s Child! 

Take up your cross and follow the path, which takes you to Golgotha. It goes 
over Mount Calvary to our life, to the Spheres of Light! Ask at Golgotha to open 
your life, for this and your eternal life, the ‘Kingdom of God’. 

I once put an end to my earthly life and then experienced the rotting of 
the earthly body. At the same time I was faced with Golgotha! I hung on the 
railing and was attached to my own body and I felt myself at Golgotha, I saw 
into two worlds and into thousands of laws. Now I realised what Golgotha 
has to say to our life, if we get to know death and life. Golgotha called the 
Divine halt to my life! I had to make good and namely immediately, then 
again for the other laws. Christ demanded of me to follow his laws and 
not those of myself. I had to accept my life and all the suffering and all the 
sorrow, because in this way I made good. Golgotha forced me to bow my 
human head and as a result of this I got to know my better self. When the 
fear fell away from me and I became ‘a human being’. I learnt that nothing 
can be destroyed and that God is Supreme power in everything and means 
Love! Golgotha taught me that I could not escape the laws of Mother Earth 
either. It was only then that I could go further. I was grateful to Christ for 
this lesson, because it took me to the Spheres of Light. Now I received Divine 
help and Golgotha came to me and into my life. I received light and love! 

I want to warn you, because Golgotha demands of you to serve out the 
earthly life until the last second and to not just put an end to it under your 
own authority. You can only pronounce the spiritual Amen on this side and 
namely in the first sphere. But then you have experienced Golgotha! 

If you created suffering and sorrow, one day you will receive the reckoning 
and you must make good what you did wrong, Golgotha does not forget one 
of your mistakes. Do not dig a grave for another person, or you will dig on 
your own destruction; Golgotha still calls you back to the Earth in order to 
settle! Then the laws of God speak to your life and in addition that of Christ. 
He gave his Life to Golgotha for all the laws of life, which were sullied by 
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you! 
At Golgotha the Creator of all life places the keys of your own Kingdom 

of God in your hands and you enter the hereafter. You have then experienced 
the laws of Mother Earth and completed your Cycle. The spiritual and astral 
happiness then entered you eternally, because you have received the higher 
conscious. On this side you can go further with all your loved ones, now you 
belong to that, which originated through the life of Christ and for which he 
came back to the Earth. God’s Sacred Blessing then rests on your life, flowers 
send you their scents, birds sing and every building in our life is open to you. 
You have then entered the Kingdom of Love. 

Anyone in the Age of Christ who thinks he can kill, kills himself. It chases 
you out of the paradise of Christ, because you are in conflict with Golgotha. 
Christ gave himself and his Death now speaks to your life for the first time. 
You must serve the life of God, if you want to be seeing as a human being and 
want to be part of the wonderful happiness of Mother Earth. Suicide places 
you before the laws of God and before those of your own child, because you 
leave this life behind alone. Destroying your material garment brings you 
into an empty world, a world of destruction, of misery, suffering and sorrow, 
and namely, because you have taken the laws of God into your own hands. 

Mother Earth gave you the creating and bearing organism, you are father 
and mother in one state, but Christ brought it to Earth. That means that 
you will also experience these laws of God as man and as woman, that you 
will serve as a result of them in order to give the life of God a new body. But 
through Golgotha you get to know the laws for the earthly experiencing of 
these bodies and God demands of you that you will respect them; through 
Golgotha you master them. It is the love of Christ which then elevates you 
and for which purpose the child, that will be born, will be seeing; you can 
only receive and experience spiritual consciousness through Christ, you will 
stand before him as man and woman, as child, as father and mother, for him, 
who gave the Own Divine Life for all of us! As a result of this the highest 
heavens can be earned and you will receive your Angel state. Following and 
experiencing Golgotha brings you spiritual worldly wisdom and awakening 
in God’s heavens. 

It is up to yourself to earn and master all this sacredness, you have Gol-
gotha in your hands. It is up to you to bring your life into harmony with 
Golgotha and Christ. Through Golgotha your life awakens and the lower self 
in you dies. But then peace and calm enter your heart and the life of Christ 
can heat you, take your life upwards, bless it for our astral life and connect 
you with your twin soul. Your life can be salutary, if you let Golgotha speak 
in you. As a result of this you can experience the spiritual, cosmic and Divine 
inspiration, but then you are elevated by Christ, you have gone over Mount 
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Calvary by bowing your head, but you entered the spheres in our life, which 
will welcome you, which will give you what you created for yourself and 
your people. Because God is just in everything! You then enter the Divine 
universe and here all the life of God speaks to your own grade of life. This 
conscious is eternal, it was received by love. Now the Holy Gospel speaks to 
your conscious, to your better self. 

Go to Golgotha and you will receive God’s Holy Blessing. It is the gift for 
the Earth and for our life. Anyone who can bow his head is faced with the 
first sphere and pure love, then the universe belongs to you. And it is there 
that you will say: ‘My Father, thy will be done.’ Golgotha helped you to ob-
tain this spiritual victory for yourself, Christ gave it to you and your people, 
everyone who wants to get to know Eternal Life. It is Golgotha. It is Christ, 
only Christ, it is only through him that the life of God can speak to you in 
all the grades of life! 
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Marriage 

Marriage is the most sacred thing which God has given to all his children, 
it is not only a bond for the Earth, marriage is also the most sacred thing 
for this side and namely since man and wife are in connection with God. 
Yet God placed his eternal Creation in the hands of people by means of 
marriage. For this side marriage has another meaning. For the Earth mother-
hood and fatherhood are the highest happiness, for our life it is even a cosmic 
bond! As a result of the unity from soul to soul we received in our own hands 
in the spheres the universe, the universal knowledge and the sacred love for 
our life. God gave the human being eternal contact with himself by means of 
marriage. If that was understood on Earth, the happiness of marriage would 
be unlimited, then kind would be with kind, grade of life next to grade of 
life and creation would be experienced consciously. 

You can accept that there are just a few married people on Earth, who 
understand what they actually possess, because mankind also still had to 
awaken in this respect. And this awakening is now urgently necessary! On 
Earth man and wife are father and mother; on this side we both carry the 
universe. On Earth as man and wife you possess one state, we possess the 
universe as twin souls. Marriage therefore only receives cosmic meaning for 
the first time on this side. On Earth that higher state can still also be experi-
enced, but then man and wife must want to awaken for the laws of God! In 
our life we enter the laws of marriage, there God places the firmament in our 
hands and we know the Mother. 

Now that the Age of Christ has started, we can pass on something to the 
Earth. Marriage has a material, a spiritual and a Divine meaning. But the 
soul life must master these grades for marriage. In the Age of Christ marriage 
therefore becomes spiritual, it was pre-animal-like, animal-like, coarse-ma-
terial and material in all the previous centuries, since mankind does not 
know the spiritual marriage. In the Age of Christ, on the other hand, man 
and wife are told how they must live and what they can receive by marriage. 
It is necessary that both know why they are on Earth and for what purpose 
they received their organisms. It is mainly the mother, the soul who lives in 
the maternal body, who must understand why she can be a mother. Millions 
of women forget that they possess the most sacred, which God can give us 
people, because they still do not know motherhood. The state will one day 
convince the mother of her own garment! 

For centuries on end life was just lived wildly and people entered marriage 
and then separated after a while. No one could help these people. And yet 
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these souls were old and wise enough to be able to save themselves. But 
they were powerless against each other and finally separated. It did not go 
smoothly anyway! 

I do not need to tell you how much was written and talked about this. 
Volumes were filled with it and people showed in different ways how people 
had to live and yet all of that did not help. By means of marriage, by means 
of this bond between two souls, awe-inspiring misery entered the world, as a 
result of it terrible states emerged. There were people who experienced happi-
ness as a result of it, who knew the secret in order to succeed in marriage, but 
these were exceptions. For those people marriage was a gift from God and 
they were grateful for that incredible mercy. They understood each other and 
loved and also got to know and understand the laws of marriage, as Christ 
intended it! Other people found marriage a cruel and pointless institution 
and only since they did not understand each other. Was this gift from God. 
The great gift could take a running jump. They talked like that, all that sa-
credness did not penetrate these souls. Millions of couples lived in darkness 
and disharmony with each other, man and wife became like demons as a 
result of it. 

What should have been the most beautiful and most sacred bond of life, 
was without any meaning for them. Marriage was a hell! There was never 
peace, never a trifle of happiness. For all these people marriage was a terrible 
torture. The most severe dungeon sentence was nothing compared to the 
bond of marriage. Nothing remained of God’s gift. They had started with a 
great deal of courage, but happiness only lasted a short time, then it was done 
and they faced each other like strangers, not to say as enemies. 

From the beginning marriage was not understood. But now, now that the 
Age of Christ is starting, the state will take care of both and elevate marriage 
to spiritual meaning. This Divine gift was sullied by man and wife. God 
said: ‘Love each other, as I love you’, but the human being failed. These souls 
do not know any love, they only loved themselves and wanted to experience 
passion, they did not understand marriage! And yet God gave man and wife 
his Own Life and the possession of the universe. God created Universal con-
tact with himself by means of the Mother. Do people know that on Earth? 
The Age of Christ will teach you it. This Divine contact was not felt. And yet 
God wanted people to get to know his laws through marriage. Now children 
are born and yet, what do father and mother know about their own child? 
They only see the little light, the soul of their child is an unknown thing to 
them, who do not even know themselves ... God also wanted his children to 
serve through marriage. But that was not sensed or understood either. The 
human being did not even experience the wonder of creation like the animal, 
it was further in this than the human being. Through marriage, however, 
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people would get to know and love each other, but millions only had hatred 
and passion left from it. Was that motherhood now? Marriage meant only 
just having children and experiencing other misery for the mother, there was 
no more to receive, many a mother cursed. This happiness of marriage lay 
like a heavy pressure on people’s shoulders. Many people succumbed under 
the burden or rejected it. Marriage only meant misery for them, horror. This 
was not happiness, only trouble. Everyone could receive that, this sort of 
happiness was there for the taking, this was not a Divine gift! 

Adolf Hitler broke the very last hold. Then there was practically no hap-
piness of marriage to be experienced anymore, he made a manure pit out 
of it. He brought a gulf between God and the human being and benefited 
from it. He created an awe-inspiring misery, he broke the bond of marriage, 
denied the creator the ability to create and made the mother into a street 
slut! But that broken life still had to serve him. He made himself master 
of everything, he even claimed motherhood, he denied people God’s gift, 
kicked the father, had the mother raped, while he notified the child to serve 
him. He sullied everything on Earth, people had not experienced such an 
incredible thing before. 

He not only stoned himself by it, but especially marriage and the Divine 
laws. Now he came into conflict with Mother Earth, but he did not know 
that, unconscious as he was. Mother Earth now keeps him captive. If every-
one has to make good and experience his own karmic laws, he will not escape 
that either. The Age of Christ will explain and show you how outrageously 
he mocked the laws of God. Everything in his hands took mankind to the 
crazy stage, this human being rips all the laws of God to shreds, he broke all 
the sacredness between God and the human being! 

The future human being will experience marriage differently. Man and 
woman must awaken for marriage and will have to follow a school of learn-
ing, if both want to be ready for this Divine gift. Hitler sullied everything in 
the human being, but mostly himself! In the Age of Christ mankind got to 
understand marriage, because the state takes this Divine gift in its hands. It 
was sullied for long enough! It is only then that marriage gets spiritual mean-
ing, because now the state takes care of both souls and their children. Then 
life on Earth is a paradise and father and mother understand the purpose for 
which they live. 

No power in the world could bring change in the marriage. Now Christ 
does it. Christ came to Earth for this purpose. Everyone could just do what 
he wanted. He set himself up in a dwelling and was supreme there. He could 
just live it up and break as many hearts as he wanted, no one called him to a 
halt. Society did not yet know the spiritual order, but the Age of Christ now 
demands complete surrender for marriage. Mankind could marry who he 
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wanted up until now, however, in the Age of Christ this is irrevocably ruled 
out, over! The Age of Christ tells mankind who belongs to him and who 
belongs to her. The state then seeks the personality for the human being, the 
own grade of life and then the marriage can no longer be broken, raped or 
sullied, it will mean the innermost happiness for the people. It must now be 
clear to you, the Age of Christ calls mankind to a spiritual halt in different 
ways. 

Faith nor any other possession could make two people succeed in mar-
riage, they continued to grouse about their union, they did not want to bow 
to each other, or awaken. That is no longer possible in the Age of Christ, 
because the state brings man and woman understanding and appreciating 
for each other’s lives and characteristics. And if they do not want that, they 
cannot even marry, they will then appear to be not ready for this sacredness. 

As a result of marriage awakening will soon come, the mother drives the 
man upwards and the man serves the mother, they then live as God meant 
it. Then marriage is experienced in the only correct way. 

Marriage is still a hell for many, masses of people put an end to their lives 
in order to escape it. But Christ cannot approve of that! And God wants 
all his children to follow Christ. He did not bring the most sacred thing to 
Earth in order to deform it and kill it. Animals have no human conscious, 
but they experienced marriage more profoundly than the human being, the 
divine gifted soul ... 

Millions of people preferred to go into death, but where did they go? Do 
all these souls know where life after death takes them? What kind of laws 
are they? On this side they experienced yet other misery, even worse than 
marriage let them experience - the rotting of the own earthly body. 

On this side we have got to know the meaning of marriage. We spoke 
about this with these souls and made it clear to them how they had to act on 
Earth. When we entered the Spheres of Light, we passed into those laws. On 
this side marriage was made clear to us and it was explained why all those 
millions of souls on Earth experienced a hell. We got to know the seven 
grades for marriage then, the grades of conscious for the human existence, 
the worlds of feeling and intuition. All those grades live with each other on 
Earth. The higher grade is married to a lower one. Now the soul is faced with 
a chaos, because these worlds lie too far apart. We now started to understand 
that marriage has cosmic depth. How can the lower grade love the higher 
one? Can these souls experience the ultimate? Do they sense each other’s full 
surrender? Is the love they give each other deep? No wonder that people on 
Earth feel nothing for this amazing wonder. It is not possible, after all! Mar-
riage is empty for many people, spiritual poverty. On this side we realised for 
the first time that God has laid marriage in our hands. It was here for the first 
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time that we understood the Universal depth of marriage and motherhood. 
In our life we got to know twin love. This love is eternal. It is the Cosmic 

continuance of two souls of one colour, one world, one spiritual attunement. 
We are also man and wife here, but the earthly life of feeling has been com-
pletely left behind by us. We now experience the spiritual love, the pure 
oneness for God and Christ. Here we learned to see that the mother is a 
cosmic wonder. She is the most sacred thing in this universe, in which we 
live. She is the pure and sacred contact between God and the human being, 
between Heaven and Earth. On this side we got to know the Mother and her 
sacredness with regard to our own life and conscious, as a creating being. As 
a result of motherhood we come back to God. God placed that sacredness in 
our hands and yet she was sullied by us through all the centuries. 

In our life we know souls of one colour, they travel the cosmos, they go 
from planet to planet, master the divine laws and are open to all the life of 
God. As Angels we follow the laws and receive another and higher conscious. 
It is wonderful what they possess, but it should also have been understood 
on Earth! For these souls Heaven and Earth reveal themselves, they bear 
the Divine universe together. The whole universe belongs to them! And this 
conscious now comes to Earth, mankind has awakened for this. In the Age 
of Christ these laws can be experienced, because the state takes marriage 
into its hands. Millions of souls already yearn for this happiness and the own 
grade of life, the inner life, which belong to this soul life. Now that spiritual 
awakening has come the Other Side can help, before that was not possible. 
Soon everyone will get the own grade of life next to them, as a result of which 
it will no longer be possible that one life crushes another one to death! 
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Motherhood 

Love is the highest, the most sacred and inner sanctum on Earth and on 
this side! Anyone who possesses love is a happy person and belongs to the 
Spheres of Light. The loveless, the poor of spirit, enter the darkness, on the 
other hand. What is love? Where was love born? An immense amount has 
been written about love and yet it is still not clear to the people. 

Anyone who wants to get to know love must descend into motherhood 
and try to understand this sacred state. Love and motherhood are one state, 
also a world, a heaven or a hell. In the same way as there are people, who 
possess love or are the living dead, the world has mothers, who realise their 
blessed state and mothers who curse it. 

Mankind must represent God as man and wife. In the immensity which 
God created, no world remained empty, man and wife took possession of 
the Divine universe. As a result of love the universes originated, they can be 
experienced by means of motherhood. As a result of love the soul awakens 
in all the cosmic grades of life, which God’s creation has and through the 
Mother the soul life gets the immense deepness which is necessary in order 
to deal with the power of those grades. 

On the Moon the Divine spark received Divine love as a human being. 
There we started on a cosmic life as man and wife. In us lies the All-seeing, 
the Divine core, but God created grades of bodies, in which we would get 
to know the laws, which would make us return as a conscious God to him. 
He wanted us to learn to understand and love him as a conscious God. He 
gave us motherhood as the most sacred in creation. Through motherhood 
God created the connection with himself. The mother creates children, life 
is born from her. She does what God did in infinity. Through the mother 
we get to know God. To be mother, to be able to feel and to bear in all the 
grades of life, is the evolution of marriage on Earth. Through motherhood 
we love. In the creator the feeling grows to give himself completely to the 
mother. Through the mother the longing rises in him to elevate her life and 
to give her the wonder of creation. He follows the growing process in her, in 
the amazing being, that the own life lives in her inner self, under her heart. 
In this way the love in him grows and he starts to takes care of the mother 
and the young life in this sacred feeling. The material and spiritual laws, 
which God created for motherhood apply to both woman and man, because 
the creator also gets to know motherhood and becomes mother, as God is 
also both Father and Mother! Through motherhood the human being can 
make good and make the mistakes from the past dissolve, then we can enter 
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the Spheres of Light and the higher cosmic grades, until we reach the All and 
have returned again to God. 

Motherhood is sacred, sacred, sacred! 
The smallest insect wants to be mother, because in that little animal lies 

the knowledge that motherhood means evolution and the return to God. 
This is why the animal longs to experience creation, a higher grade of life 
waits for him and it will receive something amazing there. 

In this respect the animal is more conscious than we people, who are the 
highest being in creation. Why that great longing in the animal to be able 
to bear? Why that tremendous force? The animal in nature is inspired in a 
sacred way, the human being only knows the longing to possess the maternal 
organism. Is that love? Is this God’s will? Motherhood wants to make us 
think, but do we truly think about his power and meaning? 

In the Spheres of Light there is a beautiful building, which the masters 
have dedicated to the Mother. The wonderful part is kept by the creator in 
honour of the Mother. Every conscious man in the spheres and of the Earth 
built on this Temple and gives his powers for it and it is as a result of this 
that this sphere possession shines eternally. Through the mother the creating 
being got connection with God and this Temple is witness to this. In this 
building we can experience motherhood in all its sacred grades and stag-
es. Here we even got to know ourselves through the mother. Such a sacred 
building will soon also rise up on Earth, even if it gets a different meaning 
with you. Yet that building will also tell the mother about the laws of God 
and about her greatest task for the universe and our life. This temple will 
convince you of the actual Motherhood. You will get to know the grades of 
it, which will promote your spiritual awakening. The spiritual mother serves, 
gives and creates. She brings harmony between Heaven and Earth! And this 
mother will become conscious in you by means of the ‘Age of Christ’. 

The Temple of the Mother taught us that Motherhood is materially, spirit-
ually and cosmically deep, the direct contact between God and the human 
being, and the most sacred experience in the universe. Through motherhood 
the soul enters the higher order. The mother gives in her love the life of God 
a body in order to give the possibility to follow the cycle on Earth, to accom-
plish and to return to God. The mother has this in her hands. 

When the animal creates in nature, it prays by means of its deed and obeys 
God’s laws. The animal serves, gives and creates. This is cosmic praying. The 
human being does not pray in this respect, the human being nourishes his 
longings. The animal follows the laws of God unconsciously, but the human 
being is like God and yet he still does not understand himself and creation. 
The animal serves the evolution, because it feels that this must continue. The 
human being as the Divine conscious can still refuse to create. The ‘Age of 
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Christ’ demands of every individual to give himself and forces the mother to 
devote herself completely to the process of creation and to finish her task, like 
Mother Moon and Mother Earth did this. The animal lives naturally, the 
human being has discarded this naturalness. The human life was split, the 
human being has abandoned the pure, natural instinct, while the animal still 
lives in it. Just see how nature creates in the spring, bears and serves. See how 
the animal life tunes itself into motherhood and how wonderful love and 
care develop. The animal builds, the human being destroys, yes, murders the 
other life of God. He is in conflict with all the grades of life and laws of God. 
The human being does not know himself. The mother still has to awaken! 

In the Mother temple we got to know all these laws and states. We knelt 
down there and tried to empty ourselves completely. Then we surrender to 
the mother, then her thinking and feeling enters our life and starts to speak 
to us. And now we as creators are capable by means of this pure meditation 
of following everything which God created, but which the mother receives 
through her organism. The mother takes us into the Divine evolution and 
she connects us with the higher spheres and laws. 

It is only on this side that the creator gets to know the mother consciously 
and now he returns to the Earth in order to become a mother. Can you feel 
what this means? On this side he learned that the mother has connection 
with God. Now he wants to experience that connection consciously and 
master it, which means evolution for him. This soul receives that mercy from 
his Divine Creator, descends into the mother organism and bears children. 
He now consciously experiences that motherhood means unity with God’s 
life. In this way women also descend to the Earth, in the Temple of the 
Mother they got to know the true meaning of motherhood and now they 
want to experience that merciful state, as God meant it. They awaken as a 
result of it, return to our side and now go further in order to experience the 
higher motherhood, which happens on the fourth cosmic grade of life. 

God gave us motherhood, but as a result of this he also gave himself. 
God lives in motherhood. God can be felt there, because God is Father and 
Mother, especially Mother! As a result of motherhood God dominates in 
nature and he is the closest to us. As Creator God remained in the invisible, 
as Mother he became visible for all his life. 

By passing into the Mother during this meditation in the Temple we enter 
the sacred silence of before creation, as God reveals himself. Now we experi-
ence God as Mother. This is the entering into God’s Kingdom, the Universe 
of the Mother, this is the experiencing of the bearing principle, the giving 
and serving self. Now we experience the Divine laws, as they built up the life 
of the mother and the universal conscious shines on our own self. 

This sacredness comes to the Earth! In the Age of Christ mankind receives 
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the Mother temple. If young people then want to enter into marriage soon 
they will have to become skilled there for that sacred contract. The girl has 
to learn how nature obeys God’s laws, while the young man is taught how 
he must serve her. It is necessary that the future husband and wife know 
everything about the laws of marriage. They should know for what purpose 
they are on Earth and what the purpose is of creation. Who are their chil-
dren? Where do these souls come from? Did they used to have to do with 
these lives? Why did they attract them precisely? They must be able to answer 
thousands of questions, know thousands of laws, it is only then that they will 
be able to serve and love each other. The state wants the parapsychologists 
and the knowers of souls to take the marriage in their hands, because through 
these academics, who are then conscious masters, the marital bond will get 
spiritual value. The future couple come under their control, yes, they will tell 
them whether or not they belong together. If this is not the case, there will 
be no question of marriage. In the future kind will marry kind, grade of life 
will marry grade of life, separating will then no longer be possible. This is the 
highest gift of God to his children. In past centuries man and woman were not 
ready for each other, high and low grades were connected to each other, with 
all the terrible consequences of that. In the Age of Christ such a thing will 
no longer be possible, then only happiness can rule on Earth. The All-Father 
sent Christ to the Earth for this purpose. There was suffering on Golgotha 
for the eternal happiness of mankind! 

In the earthly Temple man and wife will learn to open themselves, they 
will be taught how they have to understand each other and have to take care 
of each other in all circumstances. Then the children of (The House of) Israel 
will get to know conscious motherhood and as a result of this true love. 

The spiritual mother of that time gets cosmic life in her hands. For what pur-
pose? 

The spiritual mother is then ready to take the laws of life and death in her 
own hands. In your time millions of souls wait between life and death, in 
the world of the unconscious, for one organism. The human being himself 
created cosmic disturbances for marriage and God’s creation, he brought dis-
harmony into God’s laws. Suicide and wars caused astral misery. Millions of 
lives left the Earth too early! They must return in order to experience God’s 
laws, they did not finish it and this must still happen, if the soul wants to 
enter the spiritual worlds. Only the mother can bring about change in this, 
she will give the waiting souls a new organism. 

The masters of the Other Side will help the psychologists by means of the 
technical instruments in informing the masses. In this way the cosmic dis-
turbances will dissolve! Man and wife have to subject themselves to the new 
laws, the state demands this. Sick people may not get married. Centuries ago 
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illness was attracted and built up and sick children were born. Now this is 
forbidden! The sick people will first have to heal and they will receive what is 
needed for this, while the healthy people work for them, as long as they are 
not capable of that. 

To be sick and nevertheless enter into a marriage and produce children is 
in conflict with God’s laws. This creates new misery, new disturbances and 
the Age of Christ wants to prevent all destruction. 

Adolf Hitler also wanted to prevent such a thing, but he gassed the sick 
people. He was in the jungle stage, but mankind already has this behind it. 
His animal-like conscious did not sense the injustice of his method of action. 
Yet the serving of the masses lived in him, but the master do not need him 
for that. 

Science will soon call the sick people to a halt. And Christ demands this! 
It is not harsh, it is very natural. On this side we are also faced with the nat-
ural laws of God, we had to bow our heads to them, it was only then that we 
could enter the higher grades of conscious. Science will no longer allow one 
being to contaminate the other, motherhood to be sullied. Every organism 
then receives the medical examination. The systems will soon be strength-
ened, but only in order to elevate motherhood, not to serve purposes of war 
as is now the case. 

Much will change on Earth. In this way the youth will make trips in order 
to become skilled for marriage. It will then experience the Earth, be received 
by other peoples, see itself expanded and learn. The girl is now a high ideal, 
since she will be a mother one day. Everything is aimed at developing this 
conscious in her. Gradually the power of motherhood starts to speak in her, 
the love which she has to give is sacred and her eyes radiate her longings and 
expectations. She is conscious and completely ready for the task which awaits 
her, and when the wonder of motherhood comes to her it is certain that she 
will experience its laws purely spiritually. Now the parents also know for 
what purpose they live! 

Mother and creator both carry the Divine Universe and possess the ‘King-
dom of God on Earth’ as a result of the consciousness of the Divine laws and 
as a result of their love. Marriage becomes so sacred! 
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The seven grades for marriage 

God created grades and laws for the material and astral life. The soul ex-
periences these grades in order to enter the highest stage, the All. They are 
states of transition, laws which determine that every grade has its own evolu-
tion to experience. The soul masters those laws, as a result of which its con-
scious changes. On this side we have got to know all these laws as grades for 
the organic life and had to master them. We find the grades of life again in 
everything. For example, seven hells and heavens were created, seven grades 
for sleep, for the psychic trance and the other spiritual gifts, all the transi-
tions in order to experience the actual grade and the actual law. There are 
seven grades for the material organism and for the soul life. The Universe 
possesses the seven cosmic grades. And in this way marriage also possesses 
seven grades, which the human being must master, if he wishes to experience 
the highest on Earth. On Earth people do not yet know these grades, yet 
they lie so close within the reach of the human being, since they belong to 
the human existence. 

You have got to know the seven hells. People live in those hells and this 
kind of people also live on Earth, in a material state. Those hells also indicate 
the grades of marriage. 

On Earth these dark and unconscious grades are experienced by the hu-
man being, who seeks evil, does not want to know about either God or good-
ness and nevertheless connects himself in marriage with another life. What 
kind of marriage can this be? Can these souls make each other happy? Will 
they understand for what purpose they live on Earth? This is ruled out. Those 
souls do not even know themselves, they must still awaken for true love. And 
yet millions of these people enter into a marriage - with the sad consequence, 
that they live next to each other like dog and cat. Can they be shaken awake? 
Be helped? Can people give them happiness? Give them that, which the soul 
life of the first sphere has mastered and belongs to the Kingdom of God? On 
the contrary. They would not understand that higher love, not know what to 
do with it. And yet those souls long for happiness, they married in order to 
experience the happiness of marriage, but they do not achieve anything with 
all their good will, their grade does not possess the characteristics, which are 
necessary for the harmonic marriage. They succumb, just give up and then it 
does not take long before the couples can no longer see each other and make 
this clear, yes, they are after each others’ blood! 

On Earth grade is married to grade, a lower with a higher, the lowest hell 
with the first sphere! Is that possible? It is the case! On this side we were able 
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to determine these laws and grades of life for marriage. Now we understood 
the earthly misery, which originated as a result of marriage. It is as a result 
of that contract of high and low, that so few people live on Earth, who know 
true happiness. Unfortunately, it is no other way. Did God want this? Why 
could God not take care of this? This misery could not have been his inten-
tion, could it? Now there is no happiness to be experienced, marriage is like a 
torture. A sad state, impossible to bear, many people preferred to put an end 
to it and entered death. That rather than to have to live any longer next to 
a human being who destroyed, sullied and contaminated, mercilessly raped 
the sanctifying which Christ spoke about. This misery is heart wrenching, it 
breaks every soul. This cannot be fought against, it is murderous. Nothing 
numbs materially and spiritually as a marriage without mutual understand-
ing. That is the worst evil. 

And yet - I already told you - God gave mankind the most sacred of sa-
cred thing with marriage. Is this understood? Was this most sacred felt? The 
most sacred lives in that catty nature? In that nothing, meaningless, ice-
cold life, can heat radiate there? Can this life love, give love? Is there any-
thing on Earth which remained so amazingly misunderstood as marriage? 
On the other hand, is there something on Earth that people can compare 
with marriage? Is there a union which reaches the depth, which is possible 
in marriage, which can be experienced by marriage? Can the human being 
experience more happiness, feel and receive deeper love than in marriage? Is 
there one love which is richer, more powerful, more just than marital love? 
Can people come closer to God than is the case in marriage? Can the soul 
descend deeper into the human life and conscious than through marriage? 
In which state does the soul feel itself carried more intensely than in mar-
riage? As a result of what is the soul capable of gauging more deeply than as 
a result of marriage? Only marriage offers the soul everything, this union of 
two people, as a result of which they know themselves to be carried and get 
to know and love each other. And yet, what does the human being make of 
marriage? Destruction! 

Which of the two is to blame for this misery? Both! Because all these lower 
grades of conscious must still awaken for marriage. The marital happiness is 
dominated by the cause and effect of the soul. There is not one person living 
on Earth who is free from cause and effect. All the life of God on Earth 
must make good and has returned in order to settle the old accounts. Kind 
seeks kind on Earth, seeks the own life attunement, but that is not possible. 
Can the human being seek his own kind? There are millions of men and 
women living on Earth and yet a thousand people at the most have met their 
own kind, the rest saw themselves connected to another grade, is crushed to 
death, experiences an ice-cold, meaningless low personality. Did God want 
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that, I ask you? God is Love! God has nothing to do with this, never inter-
fered in it, God placed all his happiness in the hands of two people. But then 
what? Why in spite of this is there no happiness to be experienced through 
marriage? Those who know happiness, think that they possess everything 
and nothing higher exists. They feel their own state as happiness and are 
satisfied. But is that happiness spiritual? We have got to know this kind 
of happiness. We know that the man is not ready for the mother and the 
mother is not ready for the man. These are the laws for marriage and for our 
life and people on Earth still do not understand any of it. Where does your 
own kind live, your life attunement? Where does your own grade, your own 
world and sphere live? Your happiness? Your pure love? Your inspiration, your 
eternal awakening? The kind, which has attunement to your own life, is to 
be found in the universe. But where? Even if there is a union between man 
and wife and child, they still do not know what spiritual happiness means. 
What is the highest grade for marriage? How can this be experienced? Who 
knows it? Is it on Earth? Now I ask you: Are you ready for this love, which 
you speak about and which you long for? Do you feel ready and conscious 
enough to be able to marry? 

Do the millions of souls have the conscious to be able to enter into mar-
riage? Do all these people know each others’ feeling and thinking, each char-
acteristic? Does the mother feel that the man truly loves her in everything 
and can she, building on this, tune into her beautiful task? Is the feeling in 
both, which is called conscious and which awakens against the shores of 
marriage? 

These are laws, states of transition and grades of life for marriage, which 
have directly to do with the characteristics, but as a result of which marital 
happiness then means misery. Appalling misery often, which was created by 
both, because these characters neither know nor understand each other, since 
two different grades of life are together and do not know what to do with the 
own conscious! Now the human heart closes itself, the soul pines away, gives 
up, cannot die, because life is eternal. But the earthly life is a chaos, a pile of 
sadness. As a result of what? Why can two people not be happy? Why is the 
so beautifully felt building destroyed again by themselves? Who has this in 
his hands? Why does the soul build itself sphere happiness? When is the mar-
riage of a permanent nature? How can that fundamental basis be elevated? Is 
marriage capable of giving sphere happiness on Earth? 

It can very certainly, but the soul is still not nearly ready for it, it must still 
awaken for it. 

If you wish to experience true happiness on Earth, then you must connect 
with your own grade of life, otherwise it is not possible. Then you can make 
something of it and the power and strength live in you. But for that state the 
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soul must have mastered the conscious. You then possess worldly wisdom, 
your life is deep and true, it is tuned into the Universe of God. Who knows 
that on Earth? Who knows the laws for the soul life and the own material 
constructing for marriage, the spiritual unity with the other life? Has that 
spiritual core awakened in your life? Or does this conscious still sleep and is 
there no marital happiness to be experienced, the great longing of everyone? 

How do man and wife experience happiness? What is happiness? How 
does happiness - that is experienced inside anyway - originate? The happiness 
for which people want to devote their lives? As a result of knowledge, as a 
result of their own depth, as a result of their sacrificing and their will to serve, 
the own possession, which has revealed itself as mother, as the ‘All-Giving’, 
the great and incomprehensible, as a result of which life on Earth has been 
able to experience the infinity. The infinite in one grade of life, the all-em-
bracing, wonderful unity of two souls, but in which they experience their 
God. That is the cosmic worldly wisdom and it has attunement to our world, 
to the Spheres of Light, to the heavens in life after death, to God! As a result 
of this the soul experiences Golgotha, everything, as a result of which life on 
Earth is blessed. 

I ask you: Can a sin be a ‘sin’, if you still have to awaken for the sin? Can 
marital happiness tell you something, if your inner life is not ready for it? 
Happiness, originating through the experiencing of God’s laws, by means of 
spiritual serving, giving everything and devoting your personality. Do you 
serve? Can you give yourself so completely that all life around you feels your 
warmth? Marriage makes you able to serve, it gives you the possibility to 
give and to receive, it can give you worldly wisdom, space and infinite depth, 
because the mother is connected with God by her spouse, her life takes you 
as a man between life and death! The human marriage is so wonderful, also 
so sacred, because God speaks to both of you in that union. 

In the Age of Christ it is possible for the first time to say something about 
this, up to a short time ago people would have laughed at us or, even worse, 
have burned our mediums. But now we can speak and now mankind receives 
the astral laws, now man and wife get the development to a true marital life 
and both their lives can be consecrated. But through Christ! The masters 
represent him, the church is no longer needed for this, it is still unconscious 
and has not understood its task. 

On Earth marriage is experienced by millions of souls at a pre-animal-like, 
animal-like, coarse-material and material life attunement, but only a few 
people know the spiritual marriage. Their union is completely finished. Now 
kind is with kind, grade with grade. Such people love, love everything which 
lives and is from God. They are cosmically deep. 

The other people do not know true happiness, marriage presses down on 
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their shoulders like a mercilessly heavy cross. We see how the first sphere is 
connected with the Land of Hatred. My heaven! What must such a mar-
riage be like? These souls are continually in conflict with each other, there is 
no question of harmony or equality in feeling and thinking. Because if the 
mother possesses the highest conscious of both, she does nothing else than 
sacrifice herself. The man demands the full devotion of her personality, while 
he himself has nothing to give. For the mother this is the murdering time 
and again of her most sacred feelings, her maternal intuition. She is handed 
over to the pre-animal-like conscious of the man and see herself enveloped in 
a monstrous event. The higher being must approve that her body and soul are 
raped, the passion dominates her. It is the terrible, which the rough animal 
does not even know, the torture of the maternal heart. The animal has sacred 
respect for the mother, the human being does not. The unconscious being 
only knows passion, it is his form of love. The soul is unknown to him, too 
deep to gauge. The higher grade is provoked and tortured, snapped at and 
broken, every day again. The higher being feels for warmth and understand-
ing, for purity and beauty, for God and Christ, but all those sacred feelings 
remain unanswered. All of this makes the being together horrible, yes, mon-
strous, murderously destructive! 

As a result of those terrible states the soul experienced a chaos, material 
and spiritual destruction. As a result of this illnesses originated and what was 
created purely by God was sullied by the human being. 

The higher intuition makes the most of it, it sacrifices with an endless 
patience, it does not break the union, remains with its children, it is deeply 
conscious in its serving. 

The karmic laws demand that man and wife keep their marriage alive. 
Matrimony is not only the material togetherness of two people, it is also an 
astral law, man and wife experience the own cause and effect of the previ-
ous existence. This law brings them together, it demands, it dominates their 
will, their own thinking and feeling. God says nothing about this, since the 
human being got his own laws of life in his hands. The karmic laws speak to 
every human being, speak to all the grades of life and force the soul life to 
finish the earthly. 

The church forbids the followers to release themselves from the marital 
union and the Other Side also says: finish your life, suffer and prefer to die, 
nothing can be given to you, soon you must begin with it again anyway. An 
end must come to the misery caused, the accounts from the past must finally 
be paid. One day the human karma will be completely dissolved as a result 
of this. But then you will enter a supernatural time, soon I will tell you more 
about this. 

The highest, which you can experience as an earthly being, is the attune-
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ment on the third sphere on this side. If man and wife have reached this 
conscious, they experience a paradise. They are then conscious of the Divine 
laws, an earthly narrow-minded faith does not connect them, they know. As 
a result of this conscious they understand life on Earth and serve. They have 
a task to fulfil for the Other Side and have usually returned to the Earth 
together for this purpose. The amazing part of their marriage is then, that 
God brings them together. Wherever they live, they will meet each other, 
because this happiness belongs to them, they have mastered it! The human 
being from the third sphere is free from the karmic laws and only as a result 
of this it is possible to experience such marital happiness. Only a few people 
on Earth have mastered this grade of marriage, since - you will understand 
it - the masses must still awaken for this. It is very possible, that the second 
sphere is connected to the third. The souls in that grade also experience a 
heavenly happiness and they can also have returned to the Earth for a task. 

It is a different situation with the soul, who descends from the Spheres of 
Light and has to experience karmic laws there. In such a marriage of a higher 
and lower and insensitive grade - I already told you repeatedly - there is no 
happiness to be experienced. One of the two is unconscious and does not 
wish to serve - which excludes happiness! 

Most earthly marriages have attunement to the dark spheres, to misun-
derstanding and destruction, to the life of conscious destroying everything. 
How could a pre-animal-like attunement build up the pure spiritual harmo-
ny? Anyone who lives under the first sphere, is still spiritually awkward for 
the Earth and the love to be given is also like that. Only he who is spiritually 
conscious can give pure love, the other seeks himself, wants to be served and 
makes a slave of the other life! He loves himself! This human being is mate-
rially attuned, only experiences the material body, destroys, murders every 
good thought and lives for himself. These souls live in the karmic laws, in 
previous lives they let the other perish and now they settle their accounts. 
The mother pays her debt with her soul and body, she devotes herself in such 
a way for the lower being. The unity of human being and human being, soul 
and soul, received cosmic meaning as a result of this. The human being can-
not give more, it is the highest which can be devoted. It is the giving away 
of the own conscious, the infinite All, the all-exceeding inner life, which she 
mastered in the many centuries. Is this understood on Earth? Do people 
there feel what the soul devotes? Has the human being something else to 
give than this universal unity? Can anything higher be given? No money, no 
goods exceed this. Now the human being devotes himself. Millions of hearts 
were broken by it. In the maternal body the soul can give, make good. This 
giving is an astral law! It is the karmic event of its own life, the dissolving of 
the mistakes made in the past. As a creator the soul cannot give anything, 
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through it only the misunderstood can be accepted. It is always the mother, 
who devotes herself, who has to receive, attracts life, must serve in herself. All 
of this belongs to her state, to motherhood. Can the creator devote himself in 
such a way? It is the mother, who has to give everywhere and always for the 
Divine laws and will be dominated. 

The cause and effect for marriage is therefore a law. And if this also in-
cludes the connection of the different grades, the marriage will be a hell. Not 
one human being can marry another, desired grade, if it does not belong to 
him. However, amongst all those millions the soul lives, with whom karmic 
laws connect you and you will meet and marry it. Not one soul can escape 
this! These are the Divine laws for marriage, which were created by us as 
human beings. These laws of your and our life send it to your path. Through 
it you will experience your suffering and sorrow and in this way make those 
mistakes committed, those laws, dissolve. Now high and low, conscious and 
unconscious, live with each other, they connected themselves in order to 
make something of the earthly existence and to experience happiness there. 
But what can become of it? 

Millions of people on Earth are to be found in one grade and despite this 
they all possess another grade as marriage partner and are not understood. 
These are the karmic laws of marriage and not one soul feels it, can experi-
ence the answer from the Earth, because these laws and grades of life belong 
to our life. But the material being experiences them. I also remark that these 
iron laws only come into working if the human being has experienced the 
seven grades for the organism, which therefore means that Mother Earth 
imposes its laws upon us for the first time and we can only make our own 
karmic laws dissolve. The law of the past draws you back to the Earth, it de-
cides the time and place of your birth, your destination and it sends you the 
souls on your path, to whom you have to make good. The karmic laws must 
be experienced, or your life will stand still and you would never be able to 
release yourself from Mother Earth. Do not try to avoid them, one day they 
will speak to your life anyway. Never forget that anyone who suffers and is 
beaten, is busy awakening. 

On this side we take care of the prayers of those who are beaten and sullied 
in marriage and for whom a material torture like the stake is not so bad as 
having to accept it from the lower conscious. We know these lives and their 
suffering. We also experienced this misery on Earth. However, we reached 
acceptance, endured everything, building on God and made good. Then we 
were released from that other grade for the first time and we could go further. 

The soul experienced this for millions of centuries. Now this misery is 
starting to dissolve. The Age of Christ takes the human being to marital 
happiness. The Age of Christ and the Age of the Mother has started. Soon it 
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will be clear to you what this means. 
Anyone on Earth who possesses happiness through marriage can be sat-

isfied. They can be souls, who have met their own grade of life. They can 
build up a great deal, even if karmic laws joined them together. They are true 
companions for each other, yes, in a higher state sisterly and brotherly love 
connects them, a grade for marriage, which is only achieved by a few couples. 

However, the earthly marriage can only be perfect, when the soul has con-
quered itself, as a result of which this personality has entered into harmony 
with infinity. Then man and wife possess everything, a happiness that is both 
spiritual and material. Do you know when this is the case? If the man can 
give everything to the mother, the mother to the man and they to their chil-
dren. You then not only have food and drink, but even material abundance, 
precisely that, as a result of which the life, which knows spiritual harmony, 
becomes a paradise. That is God’s will! When man and wife have love and 
understanding for each other’s lives, but suffer poverty and have to deny their 
children the most necessary, it can not be any other way but their happiness 
fades and dissolves. Spiritual conscious does not know any cares and now 
the marriage can develop itself in all happiness, it is blessed spiritually and 
materially by God. The grades of marriage take you to the Spheres of Light 
or to the darkness of the hells. Marriage can build you up or destroy you. 
When can man and wife experience the spiritual grade? Can you feel this? 

Anyone on Earth who follows the church, is dogmatic, must accept that 
he is not open to the spiritual marriage. He experiences a material grade 
for marriage. And this is very natural and clear. In these souls there is no 
spiritual, universal conscious of God’s laws. How does the human being, 
who does not even know God, wish to deal with the pure and incredible 
inspiration of the spiritual marriage? How does this one of the herd want to 
experience the universe of cosmic love? 

The spiritually conscious being is separate from the church, he knows life 
after death and is universally attuned. These souls experience marital happi-
ness at astral height, they live in the Kingdom of God, they love, as we love 
on this side. Warmth radiates from these souls to all the life of God. They 
can give something as man and wife and know what it means to give true 
friendship. They possess that which we master and as a result of which we 
could enter the Spheres of Light. These souls do not need the church, they 
serve God and each other. As man and wife they carry the cosmos. They 
know that there is no death and that they go further eternally. They know 
that God is a Father of Love and can never damn. And in this wonderful 
realisation their love can develop and deepen. The ecclesiastical conscious 
being still has to release itself from all that narrow-mindedness and learn 
to love all the life of God. But they still prefer to shout at those children of 
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God, who possess another faith. The depth of your conscious determines 
the depth of your love, your grade of life, your marital happiness. The more 
love you possess, the more beautiful your marriage. Then the heavens will be 
open to you and you will be released from the Earth. In the material you will 
experience the happiness of the spheres. What kind of love is that, goes into 
battle and murders the other life of God? Is that love? The spiritual conscious 
being is not capable of that, he prefers to commit suicide and then dies in 
Christ’s Name! The spiritually conscious souls do not know hatred, they love 
everything and as a result of this their marriage radiates all this sacredness. 

These people experience true harmony in everything, their togetherness is 
a spiritual revelation. She lives for him and he for her and both for their chil-
dren. God wanted to see man and wife like this, Christ spoke about them. 
They do not know any harshness, not one harsh word, which reprimands, 
belittles or dominates, passes their lips. Through the soul their thoughts, 
their bodies, their feelings melt together. Their marriage possesses sacred 
meaning, it received this as a result of motherhood. 

The soul had to experience thousands of lives before it could reach this 
height. And now the terrible suffering of woman and man on Earth receives 
meaning. Now they know why they experienced all that suffering, bit by bit 
they gained consciousness as a result of this. The maternal feeling awakened 
in them and this was elevated to the highest inspiration which there is for the 
Earth. Through maternal love man and woman reach great things, it is this 
which drives them and sends them upwards, shakes them awake and gives 
them inspiration and brings them to the spiritual marriage. 

We tell you, if you want to master that wonderful state, then try to serve. 
Teach the mother to serve and you will receive the depth of the Divine crea-
tion from her! Learn to serve in your own marriage, in this way you will gain 
love, it is only then that you can also help others and point back to your own 
harmonic and happy togetherness or you will help them from the frying pan 
into the fire. 

And do not look for the other, the higher grade of life for you, which does 
not belong to you and if you still want it, you will experience that the laws of 
that other life will call the halt for happiness. You are not ready for that mar-
ital happiness and cannot avoid your own grade of life. Even if your marriage 
is a failure, still finish it! The laws of life and death and for the consecration 
of marriage, sent you to that life, the own laws of life placed you there. It 
is only then that the other grade of life can come to you, if the laws permit 
it at least or it will not be possible, you will then see yourself placed before 
other karma. There are many people on Earth who are searching for their 
life companion, according to the grade, which belongs to them and thinks 
and feels like them, but do not find him after all. Then it could be that, that 
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soul has already entered our life and waits here. Do not be impatient then, 
but use your time in order to finish and dissolve your karmic laws properly, 
work hard on yourself, because in this way you prepare yourself for the soul, 
who belongs to your life, for your twin soul, who was given to you by God! 
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Twin souls 

When man and wife possess spiritual happiness on Earth, when they love 
and understand each other completely, they usually posses twin love and 
are twin souls. They are then one of colour and one in feeling and thinking. 
God gave them this union. He created two people as man and wife. Both 
of them would represent him. They received everything from God. As twin 
souls they were born in one state, one is not further than the other, man and 
woman possess one consciousness. 

Where did the twin souls meet each other for the first time? 
It is again on Mother Moon, that they first got to know each other. On the 

Moon Divine sparks experienced one life, one state. One cell was not further 
than the other, or one would have destroyed the other. Born from one state 
this life experienced material working and would die and be born again. At 
that moment the human being received his twin soul. This soul life belonged 
to the same grade of life as we ourselves and it was not a second older. We 
went on our way with this life, grade in grade out, in this way one life did not 
come further or higher than the other. Less than ten seconds away from each 
other, just as old, one in working, we reached the higher conscious. Now one 
day as creative, then again as a bearing principle. In this way we experience 
the Moon, then the second cosmic grade and then came to the Earth. In all 
those stages the twin souls obeyed the divine laws and nothing breaks their 
naturally grown union. As man and as mother they will now experience 
the material world on Earth. If the mother has experienced the highest in 
her own grade and the law for birth and motherhood has awakened in her, 
she will receive the creating organism in the next stage, while the creating 
organism - the man - will then enter the bearing life. The twin souls as man 
and wife will continually change organism and awaken as mother in order to 
become ready for each other and experience the laws through motherhood, 
which will take them back to God. 

Having come from the second cosmic grade to the Earth, the twin souls 
experience the seven physical grades, which Mother Earth created. Begin-
ning in the jungle they go from one race to the other and reach the white 
race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org) via thousands of lives. 
Meanwhile the soul has awakened for the conscious life, it plunges itself 
into passion and violence. In every life the laws of God are destroyed. The 
soul now consciously creates karma and now enters cause and effect, it must 
make good what it did wrong. This is the moment when the natural union 
is broken and the twin souls separate. They are each drawn to other grades, 
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already according to the karmic laws, which each created for itself. The per-
sonality - for our life the grade of conscious - is pre-animal-like, animal-like, 
coarse-materially, materially or spiritually attuned. And only the personality, 
which reached and experienced the spiritual grade, met the own kind again, 
all the lower grades are still busy releasing themselves from the own karma 
and coming into contact with other grades. Those souls experience the con-
scious suffering and the conscious sorrow, the misery, which they imposed 
upon themselves. 

The human being goes over the Earth, knows nothing about the laws in 
which and as a result of which he lives, he only knows that life is a hell. 
One marriage after another ends in misery and discord and the longing for 
the own grade of life becomes even greater. The woman seeks the man, the 
man seeks the woman, the true love, the life which belongs to her and to 
him. But where does this soul live? Under which cloud does it live? No one 
knows it, but somewhere on Earth, or, what is also possible, in the world of 
the unconscious, waiting for a new organism, is the being, which belongs to 
his life. No one knows of the existence of a twin soul, there is only the un-
determined longing for a human being, who is the same, thinks and feels in 
the same way, knows the same longing, cherishes the same expectations. But 
where does that being live? You can see it on this side, if you have reached 
the first sphere. In the spheres lying underneath it the human being still has 
to awaken for this wisdom. There you are still unconscious of all these laws 
of life. In this way man and wife are busy freeing themselves from the own 
karma, at least if they already possess this conscious and do not still continue 
to create new karma. God gave every being in the universe a twin soul: ‘I 
belong to you, I am from you, since God joined us together. Both of us carry 
the universe, we together represent the Divine laws.’ However, we ourselves 
severed the true twin soul love and this was as a result of the own longings. 
We ourselves expelled ourselves from the paradise. Our uncontrolled desires 
drove us to other beings, we lived it up through them and only just saw our 
passions getting worse. This tore us apart and placed us in misery. Yet the 
soul of your life lives in the universe, probably very close to you, so do not de-
spair if you are beaten and kicked, because the other life does not understand 
you. Your own grade and kind waits for you and works on itself. Prepare 
yourself for your twin soul and remember that you serve this being, if you 
finish your task with regard to the other life! 

It is possible in all the grades to experience your own kind. If you under-
stood me, you will feel, that everyone got to experience or will get to experi-
ence these grades. In all the grades the twin souls meet each other in order to 
then be attracted to the other kinds, to which they have to make good, under 
the authority of the karmic laws. In the pre-animal-like and animal-like life 
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attunements you can therefore meet your twin soul and also experience a 
certain happiness there, because the feeling of unity also speaks in those 
lower grades. But what does such an animal-like attuned love mean? Christ 
died for this kind of love. Only the spiritual twin soul has meaning for our 
life. As a soul we go through all the layers of evil, through all the grades of 
darkness to the light. We enter into connection with the higher grade for the 
first time when we have made good in the lower grade. In one life you create, 
in the other and next one you are mother and you bear. Making good and 
learning in this way you evolve and you reach spiritual awakening. Finally 
you are open to spiritual love and you have attunement to the first sphere. 
And now for the first time you are ready for spiritual twin love! 

If you are now on your last material life and you have completed your 
earthly cycle, you enter our life and you continue on this side. It is now pos-
sible, that the soul which belongs to your life, is still on Earth. It is also pos-
sible, that it still lives in the world of the unconscious and waits there in order 
to be attracted by Mother Earth. Now you must therefore have patience, but 
this one life has no meaning. You experienced millions of lives as man and 
wife! There is so much in our world that you have to learn. And you, as a con-
scious being, can help the soul, which still has to experience an earthly life. 
Awaiting the reunion, you prepare yourself in order to receive your twin soul 
in this world. And when this blissful moment comes, you will be connected 
with your twin soul for eternity, you will never separate again. There are sev-
en spheres in order to prepare you for the fourth cosmic grade of life, where 
you await the material stage again. Together you begin to build on the higher 
happiness, you take possession of the first spheres and make a journey of a 
few centuries. You go back to the Moon and follow all the stages, which you 
both experienced on the first, the second and the third cosmic grade. You see 
how you separated and the lives which you then experienced. By means of 
these trips and experiences you receive the cosmic conscious. And now you 
can both begin a spiritual task. The longing can enter you to do something 
for life on Earth, you then pray to God, because now returning is a mercy, 
which he alone can give you. You receive your task from the masters and you 
both dissolve in the world of the unconscious, where you wait in meditation 
until you are attracted by Mother Earth. 

The attunement, which was received on the Moon, is restored in the 
spheres, that means we possess here the organic grade which God gave us 
then. Anyone who received the creating capacity on the Moon, also enters 
that state on this side and remains in this attunement. For that matter, the 
body no longer has any meaning, in the many lives of our cycle we were 
man and wife, both attunements therefore lie conscious in our soul. We are 
both man and wife, both father and mother, also like God both Father and 
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Mother! For that matter, we will never be able to say that we are conscious 
of God’s creation in its total, if we only know the male organism and know 
nothing about motherhood or the other way round. As conscious Gods must 
be both Father and Mother, as God himself is. 

Your twin soul lives somewhere in the universe. Improve upon yourself, 
work for a better self and prepare yourself in this way for twin love. God will 
bless you in this! 
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The cause and effect of the 
future human being 

What was done wrong by whoever in the past must be made amends for. 
Mankind experienced war after war, nothing but misery, suffering and sor-
row. In this way the individual and the masses had to repair their mistakes, 
not one wrong thought was given to the human being by God. Thousands 
of lives were experienced in order to redeem the cause and effect, it was only 
then that the soul could go further and enter the Spheres of Light. In the 
millions of centuries, which is the age of mankind, no change came in this. 
I repeated to you how Moses and all his followers had to experience the own 
cause and effect and this is the way it goes for every human being. 

However, if mankind has soon reached the attunement of the first sphere 
and enters the ‘Millennial Kingdom’, the own karma will belong to the past, 
because then the state will take it over from the individual and the masses. 
In the Millennial Kingdom karma will no longer exist, at least not in a material 
state. There will still be people on Earth, who must accept spiritual karma, since 
Mother Earth still has to settle accounts with those children. The material karma 
will nevertheless dissolve. But’, you will object, ‘is that not injustice?’ You tell 
it correctly after all, that everyone has to redeem the karmic laws. Can God’s 
laws change? Do his laws then still apply for everyone?’ 

First see the picture, that the Earth and mankind offer in the Millennial 
Kingdom. I already painted it in the chapter ‘The state as a large family’. 
The human being has reached attunement in the first sphere. He no longer 
hates and he has conquered egoism, really loves and he loves the truth. In 
this sphere suffering and sorrow can no longer exist, misery belongs to the 
previous centuries, when the human being was still animal-like and uncon-
scious. There is bread for everyone and there is no person who does not have 
a roof, clothing and warmth. On Earth there is true happiness! Spiritual light 
shines over the Earth, the darkness has dissolved, the darker centuries have 
been conquered. Christ died on Golgotha for this purpose. His Holy Gospel 
is now experienced spiritually. There was fighting for this purpose, millions 
gave their blood, (the House of) Israel triumphed, led by Christ and the 
masters. Now the peoples form one large family, because the heathen peoples 
also came to Christ and help to build on the happiness of the world. All of 
this was achieved, because the peoples were involved in one gigantic battle. 
The state now takes care like a loving mother of the material and spiritual 
well-being of all the children and now also takes over the karma of the indi-
vidual and the masses. Yet they make good, the children of (the House of) 
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Israel, but by serving. In all their deeds they aim to increase the happiness on 
Earth, the individual and masses work for society. The still existing karma 
is therefore accepted by everyone and dissolved under the leadership of the 
state. And no one creates new karma, the human being has come too far, 
than that this would still be possible. 

Two people as man and wife now represent the state. It places the pos-
session in their hands, knowing that this is entrusted to them. Spiritually 
conscious as they are, they know how they must live. This Adam and Eve 
bear love to each other and other people, they know their own life and the 
human history. They are one of colour, one of attunement and grade of life, 
what they experience is the happiness of the spheres and this brings them to 
devote themselves for the masses. And the masses serve them. The ‘one for 
all, all for one’, that Adolf Hitler wanted to create, is now truly experienced. 
They represent their people and this people is, as they are. The material life 
is great and deep. 

The human being is spiritually inspired. Lazy people no longer live on 
Earth. Everyone creates and gives his best powers for the large family and re-
ceives his reward. There is no dissatisfaction in the human being, the wisdom 
of our life brought mankind to spiritual awakening. 

The harmony between life and death, created by God but broken by us, 
is restored. The soul now receives a new organism more quickly, no one is 
now flung back too soon into our world, the human being dies in a normal 
way, people no longer know murder and self-destruction. The human life 
is sacred. The mother devotes herself completely for creation, the cares are 
great which emanate towards her. Anyone who is healthy must marry and 
take care of reproduction. The state does everything for the sick, terrible 
illnesses still have to be conquered, but the academics already predict that 
the illnesses of the Earth will be conquered. A few people look ahead, they 
penetrate into God’s laws and prophesise that the illnesses will disappear as 
a result of technical wonders. And they mean the instruments, which I was 
already able to give an example of. The head of these academics speaks like 
a prophet. He sees, he feels and knows. If he lies down to rest, thoughts and 
powers of feeling enter his life. ‘God is Almighty. We create technical won-
ders. We will show mankind that Christ wanted this. He sent us messengers, 
we will serve him and work with him on these wonders, which will assure 
spiritual happiness. We will soon be that far.’ Peace and calm reign on Earth 
and they are not disturbed by anyone, the child of the state watches out for 
that. Administration of the law is no longer necessary, the laws of the state 
are obeyed. People no longer need policemen, the human being watches over 
himself. The state demands that the human being does good. Anyone who 
does not posses those powers and still has to master these higher feelings, 
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must become skilled in them. The material grades see themselves placed un-
der a loving, but conscious leadership, one day they will dissolve into the 
white race (see article ‘There are no races’ on rulof.org), then all those lower 
grades of conscious will disappear. 

Everyone can climb up in this society. High and low, rank and position 
dissolved. The street sweeper enjoys just as much authority as the academic. 
The nobility has disappeared from the Earth, now people only know spiritual 
nobility and this belongs to the conscious of spirit. As a result of them man-
kind receives wisdom, the worldly wisdom of our Side. 

The gulf between life and death has been bridged, the masses know about 
eternal life. They now read the spiritual messages, which have been passed 
on by our mediums to the Earth. Mankind received respect for the spiritual 
world and no longer sees our mediums as crazy people. Spiritualism receives 
spiritual meaning and cosmic depth for everyone. It will not be long now 
until the direct voice instrument will be received on Earth. 

It will no longer be tolerated that God is cursed by clergymen, who consid-
er him capable of damning. A check was put on this long ago. The theologi-
ans must listen. The state received laws, which were drawn up by the masters 
of (the House of) Israel and everyone has to accept and experience them. 
Also the churches! They have brought disquiet and fear for long enough, 
they squandered the heavens and they sullied Christ. There are no longer 
any politics, this was necessary in the past, even if the church went too far. 
The masters will speak and by spreading their word the churches will receive 
spiritual meaning! 

That is the mankind in the Millennial Kingdom! 
Earthly life is blissful and it can be even more beautiful. Mankind follows 

a cosmic path, the second, third and fourth sphere await the Earth with all 
its children. Yes, readers, mankind can climb so high in love and goodness, 
that it elevates earthly life to the attunement on the fourth sphere on our 
Side! This will still take millions of years, but mankind will be able to master 
that spiritual height. Then Mother Earth will have mastered its task and be 
able to die, but I will soon tell you more about this. 

God is Love, he wanted the material and astral worlds to reach unity. 
Christ spoke about it and gave his Sacred Life for it. In the Millennial King-
dom that unity will be reached - thanks to the tireless working of the mas-
ters. Now mankind understands its Almighty Father, now no doubt or con-
fusion exists anymore with regard to the Divine plan of Creation and now 
everyone knows that love is the most sacred thing on Earth and on this side! 
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The masters speak on earth 

The Age of Christ changed society and made the human being happy. 
Through the Land of Twilight the human being went to the first sphere. 
Everyone feels that great things are starting to happen. People speak on 
Earth about technical instruments, which will appear to be wonders and will 
connect Heaven and Earth with each other. There are already instruments 
amongst the people, which can indicate the thought of the astral world. 
But - and I already said - the state has not yet been able to accept them. The 
parapsychologists checked the instruments and rejected them, because they 
could be influenced by the human being. The state did allow the instruments 
to be put on the market, so that they found their way to numerous families. 
After much weighing up the state declared that everyone must decide for 
himself, how he should act in this. The human being is conscious and must 
judge for himself whether the thoughts came through purely from the Other 
Side. 

Now there is talk about a direct voice instrument, this would put an end to 
all doubt. Different academics gave their powers to it and now it is reported 
that an academic, building forth on the experiences of his colleagues, has 
done successful tests. 

I will take you to the laboratory of this academic and will give you a view 
of the future. He is standing with his wife next to the instrument and is 
following the complicated instrument with his gazes. There can be no more 
disturbances, the academic feels that the wonder is now finished. A happy 
feeling comes over him. She, who is his twin soul, places her arm around 
him. The same questions arise in them. Will the wonder now speak? Will it 
soon be proved whether contact between the Earth and the astral world can 
be made if the Other Side speaks ... then it will be shown irrefutably that 
there is no death. The technical wonder throws everything down and must 
be able to penetrate the astral laws. If it speaks, it happens outside of every 
influence or impact. Great peace enters the academic, he feels that people 
from that astral world influence him and place that peace in him, as that so 
often happened during his work. As a result of his technical wonder he wants 
to convince mankind and especially science of eternal life. He will put it in 
the hands of the state. The instrument cost him an immense amount in time 
and power, may his twin soul be blessed, who helped him to bear it. He has 
reached the whole by means of all kinds of laws and states, thereby making 
use of the manifestations, which he experienced during physical and psychic 
séances. The instrument, which he has now put the finishing touches to, 
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must be capable of condensing the life aura. During the tests he has achieved 
that wisps of cloud flowed from the instrument, which are the condensation 
of the protoplasm. He now connects the instrument and again clouds flow 
from it. The atmosphere in the laboratory is cool, otherwise the auras would 
not reach condensation. The academic and his twin soul lie kneeled before 
the wonder, waiting full of tension. Will the Other Side now speak? Will 
they now get the definite proof of a conscious life after death? Is the human 
being also conscious in the astral worlds, did he not lose any of his earthly 
personality there? Through mediums numerous pieces of proof of life after 
death were given, but science was not convinced. Will this instrument bring 
acceptable signs of life of the Other Side to Earth? 

Suddenly they hear powerful breathing, it is clearly coming from the in-
strument! Both do not move, the tension is almost unbearable. Again they 
hear breathing, even more clearly than a moment ago, as if someone is pre-
paring himself to speak. There is coughing. Then they hear said: 

‘Do not get a fright, do not be afraid, my son. It is I, your father! Your own 
father is speaking to you. Yes, my boy, believe me, it is I. Remain calm. Did 
you already recognise me? Can you hear from my voice that it is I? Oh, my 
dear boy, just keep calm, otherwise I must return. Your father is speaking to 
you, God gave me this mercy. I was allowed to be the first to tell you that we 
are alive. Nancy, dear, your mother is here. She will also have something to 
say to you. Do not weep, dear children, do not waste any powers now or you 
will also succumb. Go on, say something. Can you not speak to me? Soon I 
must leave again.’ 

The academic cannot pronounce a word. Then he recovers and says: 
I cannot say a word, father.’ 
‘And you are speaking already, my boy. Carry on.’ 
‘I know, dear father, that it is you. I can see you before me. Yes, it is you. I 

recognise you from your voice. I am so grateful to God, father.’ 
‘We are also grateful, my boy. Do you know what this sacred wonder will 

mean for mankind? The happiness for mankind cannot be viewed. You have 
received a great mercy from God and have given your life for it. Millions 
of souls will receive astral happiness as a result of this. This sacred wonder 
bridges the gulf between life and death. Can you feel how incredible this 
wonder is for mankind?’ 

‘I know, father, I know.’ 
‘Nancy, your mother will also tell something. My boy, your own mother 

will come later, but she greets you. She knows about this wonder; we were 
together here several times and were able to follow you in everything.’ 

The wonder is complete. The emotion of both souls is indescribable, but 
they are able to keep on going. People do not allow them time to think, the 
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instrument speaks again; now a female voice comes through. 
‘My dear child. Your mother is speaking. I know how happy you are. But 

be assured that the Other Side shares the most wonderful happiness of you 
both, millions of souls here know that the masters will speak. My dear boy, 
how good, how dear you are for my little Nancy. And you, my little one, will 
you greet my father? Tell him that he will soon be with me. It is God’s will 
that we come together again. Our happiness is great. We will love each other 
for eternity. How sacred it is, dear children. You know our happiness from 
the Earth, Nancy, but what will it be like then on this side? Soon I may speak 
to you for a moment. Now I must break the contact, the master is coming.’ 

Immediately afterwards they hear: 
‘Were these noises strange to you? Did you recognise father and mother? 

Truly, my sister and brother, the Other Side now speaks to the Earth. Your 
parents brought about this contact, God gave them the great mercy, the first 
to be able to speak to you. They reached the Spheres of Light. I am your 
master, we were able to give this wonder to the Earth together. This sacred 
wonder is for mankind, for the House of Israel. Soon and even immediately, 
the masters from the highest spheres will speak to you. Through you we 
were able to finish this wonder. You were continually under my inspiration, I 
was your invisible master. But on this side we prepared for this wonder, you 
returned to the Earth for this purpose. Now that we are ready, God gave us 
this mercy. The highest masters come to you. Soon I will return to you.’ 

Then the highest master of the Other Side spoke: 
I come to you in the Name of the Father, of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. 

Do you know that God is love? We thank you for all your troubles. You are 
lightening spirits, my children, because you lived before your birth in the 
first sphere. You both came to the Earth for this spiritual wonder. I must 
thank you in the name of the masters. I have a message for you. 

On the day which I now record, today in a fortnight’s time at the same 
hour, we will come to you again. You can meanwhile tune into that hour 
and have a rest. You must invite the masters of (the House of) Israel, the state 
and sciences to come here in order to experience the first séances with us! We 
will then speak to the Earth and to mankind. From today onwards mankind 
must accept that there is no death. All the faculties will be instructed by the 
Other Side. The representatives of the churches must also be present. Will 
you make sure of this?!’ 

‘Yes, master, I will make sure that everything is ready.’ 
‘We thank you and your twin soul. I will withdraw, your master will speak 

to you. God is Love!’ 
Then this master speaks. 
‘I am here again, my brother and sister. You want to know more, of course, 
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about the instrument and your own life. I am ready, so that you can ask me 
questions.’ 

‘How must we thank you, master. What did I do to earn this happiness?’ 
‘God gave you both this mercy. On this side you prepared yourself for this 

great task. Then the moment came to return to the Earth. You started your 
study and now this wonder, which many people worked on, has been accom-
plished. They also live in the Spheres of Light and will speak to you later.’ 

‘We therefore already lived on this side’, the academic repeats, over-
whelmed. 

‘Spiritual wonders, my brother and sister, can only be created by the spirit-
ually conscious child of God. You were therefore that far. On this side you 
were both able to prepare yourselves. But God gave you this mercy. Did you 
already feel that you are twin souls? No greater happiness can be imagined, 
but as a result of this we brought this technical wonder to the Earth.’ 

‘Did you teach me everything in the life there about the instrument?’ 
‘On this side I was your master, now also. I remained here and inspired 

you from this side. I was also able to help other people in this way, you ac-
complish the whole.’ 

‘Could you tell us more about eternal life, master?’ 
‘That will come, my friends. Soon I will talk to you about that. And do 

not forget, we must still accomplish a great deal. On this side there are still 
numerous technical wonders, which we will give to mankind. We will there-
fore soon continue again.’ 

‘Which wonders will we experience, master?’ 
‘Would you have been able to experience this wonder through your own 

power?’ 
‘No, master, that would not have been possible. This could not be experi-

enced by one human being.’ 
‘This is why God gave us this mercy, my brother. You were born on Earth, 

you live far from each other and yet this soul has entered your life. It belongs 
to your conscious. This is also a Divine wonder. You see God’s Supreme 
Power here. You received your happiness for this. Truly, you would have 
succumbed alone. Your twin soul had to help you carry it. And she did that, 
we could work through her. I am very grateful for all her love given to you 
and to me.’ 

‘But master, we must thank you.’ 
‘You must accept my gratitude. We know God’s Almighty Love on this 

side and this love shines over the conscious being. Two people represent God 
and you received this happiness in your hands as material people. As a result 
of this we were able to connect with each other. As a result of this our unity 
was complete and spiritually pure. Your soul carried this wonder, it created 
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it, it gave you the powers for it. This is why I want to thank you. Will you 
accept my thanks, my dear sister? When it is that far, my child, I will tell you 
about spiritual wonders. We have grown very close into each other and we 
have already known each other for many centuries.’ 

‘What must I do now, master?’ 
‘Nothing, my treasure. You will have a rest first. You will prepare yourself 

for the great event, which was established by the highest master on this Side. 
Then we will continue and begin with a wonderful instrument, which other 
people after us will finish.’ 

‘What was the contact like, master, during our unity?’ 
‘Very natural, my friend, I elevated you into my own life.’ 
‘May many of these instruments be made?’ 
‘The masters will speak about this. I do not have that in my hands.’ 
‘Is the instrument closed off to the dark world, master?’ 
‘Not one soul of the millions of souls in the dark spheres can speak 

through the instrument outside of our knowledge and will. It is attuned to 
the Spheres of Light. So do not be afraid that the instrument will become 
sullied by the demons of the hell, our world will watch over this spiritual 
wonder. Soon we will simplify the instrument. You can also prepare yourself 
for the materialisation instrument, that is also ready.’ 

‘Is it possible, master, that the materialisation instrument is connected to 
this?’ 

‘The powers for this are present, we only have to make a few changes. That 
will also come soon and then mankind will see us. These spiritual wonders 
belong to the Millennial Kingdom. As a result of the other technical wonder 
we will fight all the illnesses of the Earth. I will also speak to you about this 
soon.’ 

‘We understand you, master, and we will try to devote all of ourselves, so 
that you will be satisfied with us.’ 

‘The Other Side is happy, my friends, that we have come so far. Millions 
of souls feel the sacredness of this Divine gift with us, feel happiness in them 
for mankind. Mother Earth will receive wonders.’ 

‘What will the future bring, master?’ 
‘Spiritual wonders. The masters will speak, every faculty will receive in-

struction from this side. Can you feel what this means? Every academic will 
bow his head to the astral wisdom. Now both worlds reach spiritual unity. 
The church must now also accept that God is only love and cannot damn. 
The masters will speak to mankind every day. And by means of the instru-
ments science will receive cosmic awakening. All the questions will be an-
swered, because it is God’s will, that these wonders happen. Christ came to 
Earth for this purpose. Mankind is now that far.’ 
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‘How can it be, master, I did not even think of this.’ 
‘The size of this wonder could not be gauged for you. And the other 

wonders, which we will create, neither. Soon I hope to be able to tell you 
everything about it, because that is now possible. Our work will now go 
forward with great steps, one wonder now creates the other. In addition, we 
can speak to each other, our voices have been materialised. The masters on 
this side are ready for their task.’ 

‘Can the depth of the instrument be gauged for me, master?’ 
‘That is possible, but that will come later, it would disturb you now. The 

feeling for this wonder lives in you and your twin soul, you received conscious 
thinking and feeling from me, according to what you could deal with. If you 
had known everything consciously, your organism would have succumbed. I 
was one with your life on this side, as I am now too. I thank God for all the 
help, which I was able to receive. When we are later so far and we begin our 
work, I will explain the cosmic laws to you for the first time. I will connect 
you with the origin of creation. You will then get to know the astral laws 
on Earth and it is only then that you will be ready to begin the wonderful 
work, which will one day be born on Earth. I will explain the astral laws for 
both of you, those of the hells and the heavens in our life, where you receive 
your cosmic conscious. That is also a sacred wonder. Do you understand, my 
friends, that God is Supreme and has always been love?’ 

‘It is so sacred, master, everything which you say, I actually already sensed 
it all along. That reality lived in us.’ 

‘Or you would have missed the feeling to pick up my thoughts. I will give 
you the proof of our life, which is also a mercy for me. Now there will be no 
more problems on Earth. Mankind will enter the highest heavens by means 
of the instrument. Our life is inexhaustible. Anyone who has feeling now 
gets to know the astral world and comes to Christ!’ 

‘Is the instrument perfect, master?’ 
‘I would be able to speak to you for thousands of centuries, my son, we 

cannot exhaust this wonder.’ 
‘Is the spiritual instrument still on the Other Side?’ 
‘You will be able to admire it after this earthly life and also see it in action 

on this side.’ 
‘Will we return together again afterwards to the Earth, master?’ 
‘If there are longings in you, God will give you this mercy. But I already 

know now that you will continue on this side. Your task for the Earth has 
ended, you have devoted your lives for this work. Other people will continue 
this work after you, they will also serve. You brought Mother Earth and 
mankind life happiness and in this way you are in harmony with eternity.’ 

‘We thank you, master.’ 
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‘We will now have to break our contact, but I will come back to you, be-
cause I still have a great deal to tell you.’ 

‘May I ask another question, master?’ 
‘I am waiting.’ 
‘Are our parents still here?’ 
‘Not only your loved ones, but thousands of other spirits follow our con-

versation. If you could see them, your heart would fill with their pure love, 
because all of them have reached the Spheres of Light.’ 

‘What can we hear now, master?’ 
‘What you hear, loved ones, is the singing of Angels. They sing of joy and 

happiness, these voices can now be heard on Earth. Can you feel, what we 
were able to give to Mother Earth? You can listen to these voices through the 
instrument, but they are half-materially condensed. But, nevertheless, you 
can hear the purity of this singing.’ 

It is a revelation for us, master, and cannot be dealt with ...w ...’ 
‘Do not suddenly collapse, my son, my dear friends, now hear what God 

has to say to your life. Mankind doubted this for thousands of centuries. Fi-
nally we have come so far, now you hear the astral life speaking to you. The 
heavens are now opened to mankind. Has power and love entered your life? 
If that is the case, will you then allow me to go now? However, I tell you, I 
will soon come back to you. I will now call the hour and then you can tune 
into me. In three days’ time at this hour, we will be spiritually one again. I 
am going now, my loved ones, your brother in God. There will also be a few 
of your loved ones who speak to you.’ 

After his last word had sounded, their loved ones returned one more time, 
as well as a few friends, in order to speak to the both of them. Then the first 
contact was broken and they were alone again. How did they feel? They 
could deal with all this sacredness together. So much wisdom and pure hap-
piness had entered their lives. But how sacred everything was! To be able to 
serve God as man and wife, as two souls of one attunement? Can you feel 
as a human being of the Earth how awe-inspiring life on Earth is like this? 

In a short time the news concerning the great event was known through-
out the world. Representatives from all the peoples wanted to experience 
the first séance with the masters. If people could believe all of it, it would 
concern a wonder here, which could change the appearance of the world. The 
masters of the Other Side would speak to mankind. The church authorities 
were sceptically minded, but they would still send their representatives. 

When the hour had come, the representatives of all the peoples were to-
gether. People had to move the instrument in order to be able to admit all 
those people. The heads of (the House of) Israel, of state and church had 
come. When all of them had taken their places, the inventor explained the 
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working of the instrument. He has achieved his goal, he said and told about 
the very first contact with his master. Then he engaged the instrument and 
a moment later white wisps of cloud flowed from the spiritual wonder. The 
contact had been achieved, soon the masters would speak. Much was going 
on in the representatives of the churches. Did the academic not feel too far 
and too high? If the Other Side was really speaking, they felt, the power over 
millions of souls would be taken from them. The instrument would create 
a tremendous turn, the end of which could not be seen. The academic also 
said: 

‘Gentlemen. I thank you, masters of (the House of) Israel, of state, sciences 
and church, for your coming here. You will soon see the truth of what I told 
you about the instrument. The Other Side will speak to you! You will be 
connected with the highest heavens after death. God sent the highest Angels 
to Earth in order to speak to you. You will soon learn what God has decided 
and how we must act according to that. The masters will tell you that. I will 
now connect you with the life after the material death.’ 

A deep silence followed. The academic engaged the instrument at full 
power. The people present heard the spiritual breathing. Then a clear voice 
spoke to the Earth: 

The highest masters on the Other Side speak to you. We come to you 
in the name of the Father, of the Son and the Holy Spirit. We thank God 
for this mercy. Now the gulf between life and death has been bridged. The 
Other Side speaks to you, but one day we will all live on Earth. We have dis-
carded the material body. God gave eternal going further to us and to you. 

You will understand the Holy Gospel, brought by Christ to Earth, by 
means of this instrument. God is Love! There is no God who damns! Christ 
spoke to you about a Father of Love and through Him you now have also 
received this wonder. The church must accept that God never damned. You 
will see Christ in the true light, as we got to know him on this side. It is 
God’s will, that you receive these wonders! 

Friends of the Earth, do not doubt this sacred wonder. You will now be 
connected with the Spheres of Light, with your life after death. The Angels 
from the highest heavens speak to your life. We come to you in order to make 
mankind awaken, we bring you the Divine material and spiritual wonders. 
Christ died for all these sacred laws. 

The church will recover and the mistakes from the Holy Scripture will be 
rectified by us. The masters from this side will speak to all the believers. We 
will soon start this. Your sciences receive instruction from the masters. We 
have come to you in order to wish the people of (the House of) Israel happi-
ness. We will take you to the second, to the third and to the fourth sphere in 
our life. Now you are faced with your cosmic awakening. God is Love. Do 
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you not feel the need now to thank God for this sacred gift? If your church 
heads want to continue in prayer, we will also kneel down on this side in 
order to thank God. Will we pray together, will we kneel down?’ 

An awe-inspiring emotion had made itself master of the people present. 
The wonder fulfilled them in such a way that not a flicker of doubt remained 
in their hearts. The church representatives also bowed their heads, convinced 
as they were, that they had been spoken to from life after death. A church 
head came forward and knelt down. Everyone prayed, thanked God for this 
sacred mercy given to mankind. Then the masters of the Other Side contin-
ued: ‘Your life is eternal. You will get to know the Divine creation through 
us. We will connect you with the laws of God, we want to convince you of 
God’s Omnipotence. We will explain God’s Universe, in which all of us 
live. You will get to know our life. All your academics will be instructed at 
fixed times in the spiritual laws. Every faculty will receive its own astral mas-
ters. The clergymen of state and the House of Israel must immediately take 
measures, we can no longer tolerate any blasphemy, because God does not 
damn. Through this instrument the church receives meaning and then truly 
represents Christ for the first time. Now you have all conquered Golgotha, 
because Christ elevates you into his Sacred Life! 

This instrument belongs to the people of (the House of) Israel. Only a 
few instruments may be built and they continue to belong to (the House of) 
Israel. Only we speak through the instruments which will make a unity of 
your world and ours. It is only in thousands of years’ time that every child of 
(the House of) Israel will receive the wonder. I am allowed to bless all of you 
and mankind. God gave me the powers and this mercy. Soon we will leave, 
but then the masters will begin their greatest task. All the loved ones, who 
left you, greet you. Millions of souls are present here. We want you to hear 
them. Nothing has changed in their lives, but they awakened in the spirit.’ 

The people present now heard Angel singing, everyone knelt down and 
bowed their heads. God was in their midst. Christ watched over mankind. 
This moment was sacred. 

‘Were you able to hear our voices? The heavens have now opened to man-
kind. You can see the spiritual sacredness from the highest heavens. Christ 
gave it to you, we also received the cosmic conscious through Christ. Do you 
know, my sisters and brothers, that God was eternal love? We are blessed by 
God, because the Divine All lives in our midst. Can you feel this sacredness? 
Can your life now awaken? Bring our message to all the children of (the 
House of) Israel, also say that the Other Side is watching. Now you will 
never be alone again, all the dark laws have been conquered. Have faith in 
God, love what was created by him, that will fill you with joy and happiness. 
Mother Earth is now happy. The Millennial Kingdom has spoken to your 
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lives. Other masters will answer your questions, then we will leave. Our life 
belongs to you. Your brother in the spirit says these words to you.’ 

When the highest master had left, other masters came, who spoke to the 
sciences. The times were arranged. Then the contact was broken. The direct 
voice, a spiritual wonder, had spoken to all of mankind and had been handed 
over to (the House of) Israel. All of mankind was jubilant with happiness. 
Death had been conquered, it had lost its secretiveness and horror. From 
now on Mother Earth was continually in connection with the universe. All 
the languages of the world were spoken. No question remained unanswered, 
there were no more problems, wisdom and love entered the hearts of the 
people on Earth. This prophecy will literally be fulfilled, as true as there is a 
God of Love! 
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The cause and effect of Adolf 
Hitler and his kind 

The state takes over the cause and effect of the human being. But there is 
no justice, you will soon object to this and you could have added the ques-
tion: How do Adolf Hitler and his kind wish to make good? How do all 
those Adolfs and Benitos, all those thousands and thousands of unconscious 
people wish to make good? How much suffering and sorrow did those devils 
not bring upon mankind, how much was not suffered by them? When these 
unconscious beings return to the Earth - and this must and will happen, be-
cause Mother Earth keeps them captive - mankind will live in the Kingdom 
of God and Millennial Kingdom. And now the opportunity is missing to 
make something good, because peace and calm reign on Earth. Does this 
not go against everything, which God created? Against everything, which I 
told you about our life and the laws of God? Every soul had to make good. 
And not all those demons from the twentieth century? Where are these 
souls? How do all those terrible people wish to awaken on this side? 

I tell you: For them no laws exist anymore in our life, they have trampled 
on all the material and spiritual laws. The very deepest evil was experienced 
by them, because they had the power in their hands. How many people did 
they kill? They only created misery. In comparison to other lives they must 
continue their material life for millions of centuries, before they can bring 
their life into harmony. But in all those lives they will serve and in this way 
make good what they did wrong! 

When they left the earthly life, they entered the lowest hells, which I told 
you about. They lie down and sleep there. Yet they must awaken and it is 
only then that their misery on this side begins. Here they are drained dry, as 
they did to other souls. Millions of souls have something to settle with them. 
Then they enter the world of the unconscious and will then receive a new life 
and be born on Earth. Other souls, who have not committed so much evil, 
immediately enter the world of the unconscious. 

How will they awaken on Earth? How will Adolf Hitler awaken? There 
will be a mother to carry him under her heart, because the executioner must 
return to the Earth in order to make good. As a simple being he experienc-
es the first awakening in the mother, because his dominating life crushes 
the embryo to death. This mother will experience that her child has already 
died before birth and this repeats itself seven times, it is only then that this 
soul has reached harmony with the material laws. Then the material birth 
finally follows. The child is now retarded. This souls experiences a phase, 
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a deformed body. The inner life dominates the material organs and now 
deformities appear. For the Earth this child is retarded, for our life the soul 
dominates the material laws, or Adolf Hitler and his kind would begin to live 
as devils again. These souls cannot possess the full conscious with the first 
birth, because they have come into conflict with the astral and material laws, 
which were sullied and raped by them. However, finally they come that far 
that they can experience the normal organism and now their life begins in 
the earthly society. In this soul life nothing has changed yet. 

Millions of souls return with him to the Earth, all those sparks of God 
have to make good and will now take part in the development of mankind. 
The lowest states in society are experienced by them, another conscious is 
not in them. They all still have to awaken for love and spiritual justice. Yet 
mankind had to establish that everyone helps to carry him. Mankind knows 
these souls and knows Adolf Hitler amongst them. And conscious as it has 
become under guidance of the masters, it also knows that it was he who 
made it reach awakening. Mankind will help Adolf Hitler to carry the cross, 
which he placed himself on his shoulders. In the time that they come to 
earth, life is a paradise there. While growing up they do not even find it bad 
that they belong to the material life. But still they will feel precisely tortured 
as a result of this paradise-like state. That they must fulfil the lowest function 
in the social life, crushes them, makes them rebellious. But it will be made 
clear to him and his kind what their life on Earth is like, they will then know 
why Mother Earth keeps them so captive. As a result of this Adolf Hitler gets 
to know his own life. Through the spiritually attuned masters he lets the laws 
of God be explained to him: 

God is Love’, they tell him. ‘You think that you have acted unjustly, how-
ever, we can show you that you are to blame for your own unhappiness. Your 
century is over. How did you return? That is very natural, you experienced 
the laws of God. Had you thought to return to the Earth in a conscious state 
and in the full realisation of your past? You have been the executioner of 
mankind, now God has given you a new life. Of course, your past reaches 
awakening, you start to feel that you can do more than what your life now 
asks of you and was imposed upon you as a task. But what you can and feel 
belongs to the past. Do not forget that thousands of centuries have passed. 
During that time mankind changed. When you were born again for the first 
time, the foetus tore and returned to the astral world. In the mother you 
broke this natural law, because you and other people would return and we 
could then follow your domination. Accept, my brother, that we love your 
life, but that you must also listen to the laws of God and begin your imposed 
task, you do not yet have the feeling for anything else. When the first moth-
er, who attracted you, carried you, you killed the embryo. That was able to 
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repeat itself or you would never have returned to Earth again. I will show 
you the next lives. Here all the information concerning your last lives is to be 
found. You see, before you entered the normal stage, you had to first attune 
yourself to the material laws. Now you are in harmony with the laws of God 
for our life, but do not ask for another task, you must first awaken for these 
laws. We now see back into the past, nothing has been lost for us, we also 
belonged to your own century. We served the good, you however served evil!’ 

Adolf Hitler must accept that people know him on Earth and that man-
kind has not forgotten the past, even if his swastika has been burned. He sees 
into his own lives and especially into that, in which he possessed the power 
over mankind as Adolf Hitler. How many lives did he allow to perish? The 
deadly seriousness has not yet entered him, but it will come one day! That 
will not be long now, the next life will already change his state. But he is 
now in rebellion with the laws of Mother Earth, with those of the House of 
Israel. And this kind of people live in isolation, because they do not want to 
serve. Yet Adolf Hitler will have to begin another life and along with him 
the others, his own kind and life attunement. Death comes, he dissolves in 
the world of the unconscious, and will return to the Earth. When that birth 
comes, the soul awakens, the academic comes to the mother again and tells 
her about the soul life which she attracted. The state will help her with her 
task. This mother knows the attunement of her own life and Adolf Hitler has 
to make good, the kind now attracts the own kind. Mother and child feel the 
remorse of the own conscious and will awaken as a result of this. Adolf grows 
up and with him his own kind, all of them experience the same laws. He is 
again faced with his life problems and the cause and effect from the past. In 
him lives the feeling that he can do more than the meaningless task, which is 
again his share. He feels created for mankind, this mankind no longer needs 
him and his kind. 

‘Do you know who you actually are?’ 
‘Who I am? I am a human being, like you are.’ 
He then hears again who he is and must accept his past. Do you wish to 

take part in the construction of this society? Adolf does not know. What 
must he do? Did he not already give the good for mankind, did he not de-
vote all of himself? Did he not want to assure peace and calm on Earth? But 
people can give him proof of the opposite. The history writers have recorded 
everything and especially: the laws of God speak for themselves! 

‘Do you wish to be convinced of the past!’ Adolf does not know, he is 
in rebellion, he must first deal with everything. He feels vaguely what he 
brought about in the past. But then gradually those characteristics enter him 
again, his past and his subconscious start to speak. Now he wants to know 
all about himself. People take him to the direct voice instrument, the masters 
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of the Other Side will tell him. In his previous life people could already have 
connected him with these laws, but then he was not yet ready for it, now, 
however, he will have to be able to deal with everything. Adolf follows the 
academic, he explains the laws of the Earth to him and those of the spiritual 
world. Adolf starts to feel how enormously mankind has changed. 

The direct voice instrument is tuned in. White clouds flow from the in-
strument; seeing this, Adolf let the wonder be explained to him. He and 
the people present wait. Along with him the representatives of state and the 
House of Israel have come together. The masters of the Other Side, who rep-
resent their All-Father, will speak. Much will have to be explained to him, if 
he wants to believe and resign himself to it. 

‘We come to you in the Name of God! The highest masters of the Other 
Side speak. Every word, which we will speak, is law, is love, is justice. My 
brother, now that the moment has come to inform you who you really are 
and what task you received for mankind. Christ sent us to the Earth in order 
to convince you of your past. Now you will see your own past, the laws will 
speak to your life. Truly, my brother, you were Caiaphas. As Caiaphas and 
Adolf Hitler you dared to take on the battle, you sent millions of souls into 
death. We will soon show you what your life was like. First of all we want to 
connect you with the people of (the House of) Israel.’ 

Adolf now hears about the origin of the House of Israel, about the first 
wars and the building up of mankind. He hears what I told you about. He 
sees himself back in Jerusalem and must accept how he betrayed Christ. 
The human history lives for him, the masters have not forgotten anything, 
they follow this whole evolution. Then they approach his own century, the 
awakening of his life. He sees himself and must accept that the laws of God 
were experienced, he now learns that millions of souls helped to carry him, 
but he also knows the severity and size of his own cause and effect and that 
of his kind, his grade of life. Then he bows his head to the Divine laws, those 
of Christ and Golgotha! He must now begin a new life. 

Adolf sees millions of lives before him, millions of births and dying pro-
cesses of himself, because Mother Earth holds onto him, he must help to 
build and experience the laws of God. He almost collapses, overwhelmed by 
the severity of the karma created by him, he drags himself on, he starts to feel 
remorse. Good heavens, I must remain on Earth for millions of centuries? 
Other people will pass on, go further and higher, I will have to remain until 
the last! But finally he finds himself again and sets to work. 

He and his kind learn to master the laws of God. They learn to serve, climb 
up in society, follow life after life. Adolf can become expert in everything, 
but his spiritual attunement is still material, he must still master the spiritual 
height. Adolf is conscious of his own life. He also knows the laws of the 
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Other Side, every soul knows them and has contact with the hereafter. The 
earthly life is a revelation in comparison with the past, yet it is still poor, 
cannot be compared in any way to the astral world. 

On the other side people are happy, the spirit belongs to the universe. He 
knows that! On the other side people are free from every material obstruc-
tion, free from the laws of the body. Life in the spheres is divine and he longs 
for that sacredness. He feels that sacredness and wants to leave the Earth, 
he wants to go further and higher, he wants to possess the universe. But he 
must make good, Mother Earth holds onto him. On the other side the soul 
is free of all material, people no longer need drink and food. That always 
sleeping, lying down and being attached to the organism! He starts to feel 
all those disturbances. On the other side there is no longer any sleep, he can 
study there, he can do what he would like to do, now he must obey the laws 
of the Earth and those of (the House of) Israel. He collides with this life. But 
he also feels that he cannot change anything about it, he will have to adjust 
himself. He can also enjoy life on Earth, but still, the higher he comes the 
more awful the feelings are which he has to deal with. Adolf has lost him-
self again, he is and will remain in rebellion with the past and yet he must 
recover himself, adjust himself and along with him his own kind. He must 
awaken for the serving love and bow his head, he will not be released from 
his cause and effect anyway, he and his own kind will have to return, until 
the Earth has fulfilled its task. He must destroy his old personality, but needs 
many lives for that. It is only then that he can accept a higher task. 

He sees millions of lives before him. This heavy burden lies on his shoul-
ders. The executioner of mankind keeps overseeing his lives, but does not 
find the power to begin. He and the other people must conquer their old self, 
it is not possible to escape it. He must build up, must serve for the masses, 
he has exceeded the laws of God. God needed him in his own century, even 
if he thought that he went to battle for Providence. Adolf Hitler now knows 
Providence, he knows the lives of Moses and the other prophets, he looks 
up to (the House of) Israel, he is a child of the state. Many laws, which he 
introduced, are now experienced on Earth. 

Adolf has an indescribably difficult time and he succumbs under the 
thought that he must remain on Earth for millions of centuries. Will he ever 
conquer this personality? 

He experiences one life after another, he receives the creating organism 
and the maternal garment from God, he knows about those cosmic laws. Yet 
he is in rebellion against thousands of laws. As a mother he keeps on suc-
cumbing, he cannot experience this life, now that he knows who he was. But 
he must bow his head and experience the laws of God during the earthly life. 
He will give a body to millions of souls. How many people did he send to the 
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other side too soon? Millions of souls were slaughtered by him. And all those 
lives must return, only he can give them a new earthly body! He will have 
to attract all those lives, they call him back to the Earth. The masters always 
know where he lives, they speak with him and will help him to bear. Never-
theless it makes his head spin! How will I experience those lives, he wonders. 

Mother Earth goes further and traces its paths in the universe and mean-
while Adolf Hitler experiences the laws of God. Adolf gives millions of souls 
a new organism. But now he curses the male garment, since this is a waste of 
time for him. In this way he makes good! This soul is crazy from suffering, the 
cosmic misery crushes his life to pieces. Finally he kneels down and surren-
ders himself to God. Now Adolf Hitler can pray. Then it is Mother Earth 
who takes him in its arms and speaks these fortifying, loving words: ‘It is fine 
like that, my child. It is impossible to escape it! We will both finish our work 
and then return to God!’ 
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The end of mankind 

Mankind has reached attunement to the first sphere, but goes further in 
order to enter the second sphere. Life on Earth awakens in the spirit, it be-
comes deeper and more spiritual, because now the astral laws are understood. 
The life of man, woman and child is sacred on Earth. Anyone who now 
lives on Earth receives astral happiness. Thousands of spiritual wonders were 
brought by the masters there. Mother Earth finishes its task and society and 
life change more and more as a result of this. The illnesses have already been 
conquered for a long time, people no longer know misery on Earth. Life is 
now spiritually conscious. The human being has got to know God’s laws. The 
Millennial Kingdom is also over, mankind is faced with the second sphere. 
The conscious of the first sphere has already been conquered by the masses, 
life on Earth is open to a higher inspiration and deeper love. The technical 
instruments of this Side took people to this stage. Mother Earth has com-
pletely perfected the human body, people no longer see abnormalities on 
Earth. The human being possesses a beautiful form, because the organism 
is freed from every disturbance. It has now been able to develop naturally. 

An awe-inspiring amount has been changed by the masters. Every soul is 
conscious of the cosmic laws, because the masters told about that. The Bible 
has been written again, every soul knows the origin of creation, knows how 
God revealed himself by means of life. In the churches people hear the word 
of God, which comes straight from the Other Side. The astral masters speak 
directly to the Earth. The church has received the direct voice instrument. 
There is harmony on Earth, everyone gives and receives love, it is a paradise 
there. It is incredible, life on Mother Earth is so sacred. Every soul knows 
that it has lived in previous lives and sees back into those lives. No more 
mistakes can be made now, that is completely ruled out. It is wonderful 
what people on Earth possess and know. Life is amazing, it can no longer be 
compared with the terrible past, into which people can see back on Earth. 
Mankind feels worshipped and knows itself to protected and led by Christ. 
And God no longer needs to watch over all his children, the child of God 
watches over himself! 

A great deal has also changed in the universe. The Moon seems to sink 
away, its light weakens. People on Earth know what this means. Mother 
Earth returns to the invisible life, it will dissolve completely. Many other 
planets follow the same laws. Many animal species have already left the 
Earth, they have died out. But people know where the inner life of this spe-
cies live. Mankind is conscious, knows all these laws of God and can now 
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follow dying out. The wild animal from the jungle has disappeared and gone 
further. These species now experience the higher organisms. There is also 
almost no more life in the waters and on Earth one kind follows the other in 
the going higher up. Mankind lives as a vegetarian, the cattle on Earth have 
already dissolved long ago, people have stopped that development. 

In the universe great things are happening. The second cosmic grade of 
life is busy dissolving, stars and planets disappear from the universe, all that 
life of God had completed its own task. We also experience the same laws 
on this side. 

The harmony between life and death has been restored, the soul returns 
to the astral world, sinks back into it to the begin stage and is immediately 
attracted. Life after life can be attracted according to cosmic harmony, which 
did not used to be possible, then the soul waited thousands of years for a 
body. The demons of hell have been conquered, the lowest hell is empty! 
People only feel what this means when people follow the human history. On 
Earth evil can no longer be experienced. The human being can no longer ex-
ceed the cosmic laws, no longer allow that deep and terrible evil and is forced 
to begin with the higher life. The lowest hell is empty, the soul life from there 
returned to the Earth and has become conscious. Millions of centuries ago 
this hell was populated, now it has been dissolved because evil has been con-
quered. In this way one hell after another will change and dissolve, because 
the human being changes and evil was conquered in him. 

The earthly human being is now a cosmically conscious being. Life on the 
Other Side has been brought to Earth, the first two cosmic grades of life have 
been experienced. In the jungle people have already no longer lived there for 
a long time, now only coloured people and white people live on Earth. All 
those grades for the material organism and conscious dissolved completely 
and of course in the higher grades. Now two physical grades still live on 
Earth, the first five went higher and further. The phenomena indicate that 
Mother Earth is beginning to reach the end of this task. The development 
continues steadily, one grade is reached after another, mankind is faced with 
the third sphere, nothing stands in the way of this going higher. The indi-
vidual, the masses and mankind know where life on Earth goes. Life goes 
quickly, spiritual harmony is experienced in everything, because earthly and 
spiritual madness have been conquered. 

The hells have dissolved as far as the Land of Hatred. In that hell people 
now experience the being released from the unconscious grades and prepare 
themselves for the Land of Twilight. When the third sphere is reached by 
mankind, the Land of Hatred also dissolves. Both worlds go one way, where 
life is present, the atmosphere changes, soul and material experience the Di-
vine evolution. The life of God returns to the All! On Earth people under-
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stand all these phenomena, people have got to know the laws for that. Man-
kind can now accept these spiritual and material wonders, because the final 
grades are now experienced. The Other Side and Mother Earth have grown 
together, feel like two flowers of one colour. On this side the soul goes fur-
ther, soul after soul enter the mental areas in order to be born on the fourth 
cosmic grade. Mother Earth still carries its life, but other planets disappear 
from the universe and returned to the invisible life of God. Life on Earth 
and in the universe can be followed, grade after grade has become conscious. 
All the hells dissolved, there is not one soul on Earth, nor in the world of 
the unconscious, which must still awaken in the spirit, the pre-animal-like, 
animal-like, coarse-material and material grades of life have disappeared and 
passed over into the spiritual grades. That means that not one human being 
belongs anymore to the unconscious, all the life of God has become spirit-
ually conscious. The last soul entered this attunement. 

Century after century passes. The number of souls which return from the 
unconscious to the Earth decreases. On this side the first, the second and 
third sphere dissolve, mankind is standing before the Summerland! Sphere 
after sphere returns to the invisible life, because life goes continually higher. 
That dissolving of all these grades and laws is amazing. Millions of years 
pass, mankind has now reached the highest stage. Mother Moon has already 
disappeared from the universe and along with it numerous other planets. 
The Sun also starts to end its task, but not before the last human being has 
entered the other side. 

Mother Earth is preparing itself to enter the dying process, its end is ap-
proaching. The Sun has already dissolved, but the light of its last rays has 
still not reached the Earth. That can be seen from this side. The last life of 
Mother Earth prepares itself to pass on. Mother Earth will then be left by all 
her children. It has now fulfilled its task for God, it will now return to him 
and be part of the invisible life. 

The heavens flow empty, billions of souls are to be found on Earth in order 
to collect the last people. This hour is sacred, human history is over. The 
treasures of the Earth remain there, the soul as an astral personality must 
leave everything behind. The life of God enters the other side naked, but all 
the possessions of the Earth no longer have any meaning. How much was 
suffered on Earth? Millions of souls were slaughtered there, thousands of 
wars were fought there. 

The life of God has sacred respect for the last people, who now leave the 
Earth. The highest masters of the Other Side are on Earth and speak to 
them. The Other Side makes a final trip across the Earth, the cities have 
died out. People do not see any life anywhere, the waters have already al-
most dried up, the seas will follow, the houses will collapse and sink into the 
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nothing. Material will return to material, but the human soul and that of 
the highest animal species will continue. The end of mankind has come. Just 
another few minutes and the sunlight will have reached the Earth. Along 
with Mother Earth all the planets and stars will dissolve and then a new 
emptiness will originate. The emptiness of before creation. There is still light, 
but Mother Earth already removes its garment, the own protection, the at-
mosphere, dissolves. It can still breathe. 

A tremendous shock passes through the universe, through all the life of 
God. Now Mother Earth can die, because darkness falls. The last rays of the 
Sun have reached the Earth. Mother Earth has come to the end of its task 
after having worked for its children for millions of centuries. All life in the 
universe kneels down and says goodbye to it. 

The All-wisdom knows this event, God sees that Mother Earth will die 
and sends it all its sacredness. 

‘God, my God, I am returning to you.’ 
Mother Earth prays for all its children. 
‘My God, I thank you for everything, given to me and my children. I am 

ready to die. I know that my life has meant the good and that all my chil-
dren will be well-off with you! I bow my head deeply to you, my God! Oh, 
my God, I am coming to you! My Almighty Father, I know where you are 
taking me!’ 

People of the Earth, Eternal Life awaits you! 
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Explanation at soul level 

Only the soul level contains the explanation of the reality which the mas-
ters know as truth and have passed on via Jozef Rulof. 

Two explanation levels 

The earthly thinking and the soul level are two different explanation lev-
els which have been included in the books by Jozef Rulof. The earthly level 
shows the explanations in the words that the human being used in 1933-
1952, the time period during which the books were written by Jozef Rulof. 
The soul level uses other words and terms in order to describe the reality of 
the soul. 

For the sake of the reader, the books by Jozef Rulof contain the earthly 
word use in the first instance. The first book ‘A View into the Hereafter’ for 
instance was written according to the social thinking from 1933-1936, the 
years when this trilogy saw the light. Although the book explains the here-
after, the description itself is still predominantly earthly. The words that are 
used in the book are part of what the human being on earth knows and sees. 
For instance, flowers, birds, music and temples in the hereafter are described, 
words which fit with the human perception. 

The inhabitants of the hereafter who have reached a high degree of knowl-
edge and love, are called ‘masters’, just as that term in science and art indi-
cates a high degree of knowledge or skill. The masters of Jozef Rulof have 
reached their degree at the ‘University of Christ’, once more a reference to the 
earthly universities. Via the books by Jozef Rulof, the masters pass on their 
‘spiritual-scientific’ knowledge which, just like the earthly science, was built 
up by means of careful research. 

By first focusing on the social word use, the books are also in harmony 
with the development of Jozef Rulof himself. As he gains more insight into 
the soul, the explanation level of the books can be deepened. The masters be-
gin with the word use of Jozef and the reader from 1933, and then lay stone 
for stone in order to build up their spiritual university into a series of books. 

From mercy and gift to reincarnation 

The explanation level is closely related to the words which are chosen in 
order to describe something. For instance, in the first books, it is told that 
Jozef Rulof can perceive in the hereafter, thanks to the ‘mercy’ of his ‘gift’ 
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of clairvoyance. This word choice fits with a view from 1933 that considered 
clairvoyance as a mercy from God. 

However, when the masters pass on to the soul level and explain the work-
ing of the soul, the terms ‘mercy’ and ‘gift’ dissolve. The masters devoted 
themselves for hundreds of years to studying what people feel, and as a re-
sult they determined that the human inner life is built up by means of the 
processing of experiences from many subsequent lives on earth, by means 
of many reincarnations. He himself has mastered all the inner powers with 
which the human being is born, by working hard for this in his own past 
lives. The articles ‘aptitude and talent and gift’ and ‘child prodigy’ describe 
how the ‘gifts’ have been built up step by step, without the need for mercy. 

From death to evolution 

The 40 articles about our reincarnations describe how our soul builds up 
its inner feeling and personality by means of its experiences from thousands 
of lives. At the explanation level, the word ‘death’ disappears. At the end of 
an earthly life, the soul lets go of the body, and it passes on to the next life 
on earth or to the hereafter. The soul does not pass on and does not die, it 
evolves to a next grade of life. 

The word ‘death’ does not show the reality of the soul, but nor that of 
the body, because the material matter was never ‘living’ on its own. The life 
that the body brings to working is the soul. In that sense, soul and life are 
synonyms of each other. 

Material grades of life 

The masters not only followed their own past lives, but also the reincar-
nations of the very first souls which lived on earth. They saw that those first 
souls had not just formed their life of feeling and personality by means of 
the many experiences in the material body, but that they had built up that 
material body previously themselves. The masters were able to look back as 
far as the very first life of the first souls on earth, and then they saw that these 
souls formed and inspired the first single cells on earth. 

In order to be able to describe at soul level how those souls built up the 
human body from the first cell to the current human form, the masters de-
veloped a new word composition as a term: material grades of life. The article 
‘material grades of life’ describes this evolution. 
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The cosmology 

When the masters followed their own past lives further back in time, they 
determined that they had not only experienced physical lives on earth, but 
already even on other planets. Finally, they came to their very first life on 
the first planet in the universe. They felt that this was the beginning of their 
individual cosmic evolution. 

However, they also felt that they could go back even further, to a state 
when they were still a part of a greater whole, which they called the [All-Soul 
and All-Source. With its ‘basic powers’, the All-Soul created all the life in 
the cosmos. The masters saw that they possessed the same powers, because 
they had originated as an individual soul from the All-Soul. They called 
these basic powers ‘growing and condensing’, ‘giving birth and creation’ or 
‘motherhood and fatherhood’. 

With the aid of the first souls, the masters could follow the whole cosmic 
evolution of the soul, from the All-Soul to the end stage that they called ‘the 
All’. That whole evolution was subdivided into seven ‘cosmic grades of life’, 
whereby the earth is the end planet of the third cosmic grade of life. 

The masters called the soul level ‘the cosmology’. They saw that the basic 
powers as a result of which the human soul evolves are also active in the en-
tire cosmos. The article ‘cosmology’ goes into this in more depth. 

New terms in order to describe the soul level 

In order to describe what the masters had discovered about our cosmic 
soul, they had to use the human language. However, many words no longer 
indicated reality for them, such as the word ‘dead’. They found other words 
not very meaningful, such as ‘moon’ and ‘sun’, because they do not interpret 
the essence of the cosmic life form. The articles ‘moon’, ‘earth’ and ‘sun’ ex-
plain what words the masters use at soul level in order to describe what these 
spatial life forms mean for the cosmic evolution of our soul. 

The masters could make good use of some words again at soul level, such 
as ‘light’. As a result, they could describe how the first souls became ‘creators 
of light’, by radiating their All-Light, just like the sun does that materially. 

When existing words were not adequate, the masters used new compo-
sitions, such as material grades of life, cosmic grades of life, All-Soul and 
All-Harmony. They first had to build up the meaning of these new terms, 
with the aid of existing words. They could only use the new terms fully once 
the reader had been given the time to get to know the full meaning of them. 
And that was only possible once the whole understanding of the reality had 
expanded. During a contact evening, Jozef Rulof (André) explains that his 
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masters Alcar and Zelanus had to build up a completely new explanation 
level for the soul level of the cosmology: 

Master Alcar also says: ‘Later, for Cosmology, I must explain everything 
again and then you will know that too, André. 

Questions and Answers Part 4 (Q4.15438.15438)

After all, the earthly thinking was built up from the material matter with-
out knowing how the life inspires and has formed that matter. Now that the 
masters had perceived how all the matter was built up and was constantly 
inspired by the All-Soul, they had to write a new cosmology, in order to de-
scribe for instance the creation of the body of the soul. 

For building up the explanation at soul level, the masters devoted them-
selves to showing all the steps that lie between the social word use and the 
soul level. This is why they wrote 27 books with a total of more than 11,000 
pages. However, even then the masters say that they would actually have to 
be able to write thousands of parts of their cosmology, in order to interpret 
the reality of our soul. However, that was not possible within the lifetime of 
Jozef Rulof. The masters did announce that they would write those thou-
sands of books later, when they can pass on their spiritual-scientific knowl-
edge by means of a technical instrument. 

The Origin of the Universe 

With the title of the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’, people can assume 
that the masters had already started here with the cosmic thinking of the 
soul level. Yet this is not the case. This book was written as the fifth book and 
at that time the earthly explanation level was still dominant. 

Just like ‘A View into the Hereafter’, the ‘Origin of the Universe’ was still 
focused on the then word use and way of thinking of the reader. This be-
comes clear for instance by what Christ would have said, when he was hang-
ing on the cross at Golgotha. ‘The Origin of the Universe’ includes the words 
which Christ is said to have uttered according to the Biblical tradition: ‘My 
God, my God, why have You Forsaken Me?’ 

In later books, when the masters can pass on to the soul level, they explain 
that these words only fit within the social thinking. Anyone who sees Christ 
as an ordinary human being can imagine that Christ must have felt aban-
doned on the cross, because what human being would not have felt that at 
that time? 

At soul level, in later books the masters explain that Christ cannot have ut-
tered these words, because this does not interpret his cosmic consciousness. 
If there is one being in the universe who cannot feel abandoned by God, 
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then that is Christ, who had already surpassed the human feeling of feeling 
abandoned for billions of years. 

It was only when the masters had laid the foundations required for the 
soul level, that they could make it clear to the reader why they had previous-
ly used words and terms, the meaning of which was limited to the human 
thinking. Then the masters explain that they did not write the majority of 
the books at soul level, for the sake of the reader from that time: 

You received the books as you think. We experienced Golgotha, fol-
lowed Christ there according to the human thinking and feeling, not 
spiritually. 

Lectures Part 3 (L3.1349.1350)

This means that there are words and explanations in the books by Jozef 
Rulof which show the earthly thinking, and do not interpret the cosmic 
thinking of the masters. However, in the passages in question this cannot be 
seen immediately. It can only be determined afterwards, when the reader has 
absorbed the soul level and applied it to those passages, or when the masters 
later explain those passages from the soul level. A clear example of this is the 
use of the word ‘race’. 

Beyond the races 

In ‘The Origin of the Universe’, much is written about the so-called hu-
man races. In the year that this book was published, 1939, this term was in-
tegrated into the social thinking. Many scientists from that time also divided 
mankind into various races, whereby many a white scientist considered the 
whites as the highest species. 

In this book, the masters focused on the human word use from that time, 
they began with the human image of the reader from 1939. This is why the 
word race is often mentioned. The term race interprets the earthly thinking 
and not the truth of the masters. In that book, the masters also already intro-
duce the term which belongs to their own terminology: material grade of life. 
As a result, in this book two explanation levels are used interchangeably, the 
earthly thinking in races and the soul level of material grades of life. 

In later books, the masters explain that no races exist. At that time, the 
masters had already been able to explain the soul level of the material grades 
of life sufficiently, so that the reader could know what they mean by the 
material grades of life which every soul experiences in order to bring himself 
further in feeling. 

When, later in his lectures about the cosmology, master Zelanus comes to 
the explanation level of the All-Source, he can explain to Jozef Rulof (Jeus) 
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that the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’ contains descriptions which are 
not yet to be found at soul level: 

Because you hear it, the All-Source stands before us. And Master Alcar 
now goes straight to that core. That of ‘The Origin of the Universe’, Jeus, 
I now feel, they were only stories, that was still nothing. 

Lectures Part 3 (L3.944.946)

Yet the series of books ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’ still speaks of races. 
This illustrates how even in their later books the masters partly continue to 
make use of the earthly terms for the sake of the reader of that time. After 
all, building up the soul level requires the necessary time. 

The masters affiliated themselves in word use with the reader who was in 
search of an answer to life questions around 1939. As a result of the develop-
ment of the human thinking, that connection no longer exists with regard to 
a number of points. If the masters were to pass on their books in the present 
time, then they would no longer need to use any races for the sake of the 
reader. On the contrary, the use of this word in the present time will usually 
lead to an elimination of the reader, because science is also now conscious 
that no races exist and that the use of this word in this age is undesirable, 
since history has taught that this can lead to discrimination and racism (see 
statement_on_race.pdf). 

Far-reaching consequences 

Since the masters used one word as race, it could appear in the first in-
stance that the masters themselves believe in that word, that this word would 
mean reality for the masters. However, the masters could only describe their 
own reality after they had built up the soul level. 

In the 27 books by Jozef Rulof, there are hundreds of sentences with the 
word race which concern people. When we analyse these sentences at soul 
level, there are only a few sentences which express the truth of the masters, 
such as the sentences that have been included in the article ‘there are no 
races’. An example of this is: ‘There are no race species on Earth to be experi-
enced, only these seven grades of life for the human being. Black, brown and 
white have no meaning, it are these seven grades of life!’ 

This means that hundreds of sentences with race do not show what the 
masters themselves think, because they already knew that races still did not 
exist before this word was invented by the human being. When people read 
these hundreds of sentences, they will usually think that race is definitely 
meant. However, it was the intention of the masters to show the reader from 
that time that such passages deal with the human body. 
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When people would want to show the content of these sentences at soul 
level, they cannot just replace the word ‘race’ by ‘material grade of life’, be-
cause these two terms come from a totally different explanation level, in 
which the reality is structured completely differently. In fact, these two terms 
have nothing to do with each other, because races do not exist, and material 
grades of life are a basic part of the evolution of the soul on all planets on 
which the soul reincarnates. 

From human being to All-Soul 

Before the masters could make the new term ‘material grade of life’ com-
pletely clear, they first had to reform the image of the human being. The 
article ‘human being or soul’ explains that the word human being no longer 
occurs at all at soul level. For the masters there are no people living on earth, 
but souls which reincarnate in their cosmic evolution millions of times in 
order to expand their inner life. 

A great deal of what the human being has thought up about the human 
being is no longer valid at soul level. When the masters explain our body at 
soul level, then they use terms such as ‘the grade of condensation of the All-
Soul’. They call the ‘earth’ ‘the maternal body of the third cosmic grade of 
life.’ Our ‘personality’ then becomes the grade of consciousness which the 
soul has from itself, so to what extent our soul is conscious of its harmonic 
growing and condensing. 

At soul level it is crystal clear that Jozef Rulof and the masters were already 
against racism and discrimination before those words were invented, as the 
article ‘against racism and discrimination’ explains. Because there are no 
more people to be discriminated against, all aspects of the human being for 
which this could take place have no reality at soul level. 

From words to reality and truth 

At soul level, the masters can explain every aspect of life in one page. How-
ever, then that page will be full of new terms, such as material and cosmic 
grades of life. Then that page tells exactly what the place of the described is in 
the cosmic evolution of the soul. However, then it will no longer be possible 
for that page to be understood for the social thinking. 

All the terms which do not exist at soul level, such as for instance the 
mercies, gifts, races and deaths, have no meaning or reality for the masters, 
for Jozef Rulof or for our soul. However, they are used in the books by Jozef 
Rulof, but only for the construction of the explanations at soul level. 

The soul level is the actual knowledge that the masters wanted to pass on 
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to the world. Only that is ‘universal truth’ for the masters and Jozef Rulof 
himself. The masters wrote 27 books in order to build the path from the 
earthly thinking to the soul level. They leave it with peace of mind up to the 
reader about who wants to actually take that path, because they know that 
every soul finds the path to the own light. 
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There are no races 

In the books by Jozef Rulof (1898-1952) it was already explained that there 
are no human races, in contrast to the scientific and social thinking from 
that time. 

Science of that time 

When the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’ by Jozef Rulof was published 
in 1939 in the Netherlands, science used the term ‘race’ as a classification of 
mankind. People spoke about the ‘white race’, the ‘oriental race types’, the 
‘negroes’, the ‘Papuans’, the ‘Chinese race’, the ‘Japanese race’, etc. At that 
time, it was scientifically responsible and socially customary to think and 
speak like that. 

‘The Origin of the Universe’ brought a new explanation for the mutual 
differences which people saw. In that book the evolution of the soul on earth 
was described, and the physical grades which the soul went through in order 
to expand its inner life. 

For the sake of the reader from that time, in that book the term ‘races’ 
was also used. The classification into race types was the then view ‘as the 
academic saw that’, the writer on the other hand used the classification into 
seven physical grades: 

Seven physical grades were born, we also determine that on earth, and 
then we enter, as the academic sees that, the types of race on earth. 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 3 (C3.5641)

The seventh grade 

In the book series by Jozef Rulof, the switch of the social thinking in races 
to the explanation level with physical grades was built up gradually. If the 
writer had immediately claimed that no races existed, many readers would 
not have been able to make that step in thinking. For most readers from that 
time, the existence of races was a fact that was confirmed by science and by 
their own observation. 

In addition, the writer explained repeatedly that he first built up some-
thing new before he removed the old, so that the reader was not denied any-
thing without being given something else in its place. This is why the writer 
began with an extensive explanation of the physical grades. For this purpose, 
he mostly used the term ‘material grades of life’ because they were grades by 
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means of which the life of the soul formed itself into the material matter. The 
article ‘material grades of life’ extensively describes the construction of the 
human body on earth. It was only when the interested reader had been able 
to build up a clear image of this that the writer asked the reader to adapt his 
world image and to let go of the term race. 

In order to explain what material grades of life were, the writer first used 
the word races. Gradually, he explained that material grades of life did not 
coincide with races. First it was described that the so-called ‘whites’ occurred 
in the fifth, the sixth as well as the seventh material grade of life. In addition, 
the reader heard that various races could be placed within the same material 
grade of life. In this way, as well as the ‘whites’, oriental people, Chinese, 
Japanese and people with a dark or tinted skin colour were also situated in 
the seventh and highest material grade of life. 

For many readers in 1939 that was already a considerable step in thinking. 
Many ‘whites’ at that time considered themselves superior, and to hear that 
they had to share their alleged superiority was not evident. 

This is why, up until his last year of life on earth, Jozef Rulof emphasized 
that the seventh and highest material grade of life did not coincide with the 
so-called ‘white race’. 

The earth has created bodies, and one body is the highest of that, that is 
not the white race, but that is the seventh grade. 

Questions and Answers Part 4 (Q4.124)

There are no different races 

Next, the writer went a step further by cancelling the race difference with-
in a material grade of life. He stated that for instance within the seventh 
material grade of life no different races existed, but that the body of all these 
people had reached the seventh grade of development. The distinction of 
‘whites’, orientals, Chinese and people with a dark or tinted skin colour on 
the basis of their body is then no longer applicable. 

Then the writer could go another step further and explain that no different 
races at all exist. In order to expand the world image, this social thinking has 
to be let go of completely: 

There is only one race on earth and that is the human being. 
The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 1 (C1.7697)

The skin colour has no meaning either 

Many contemporaries of Jozef Rulof looked at the skin colour of their fel-
low human being and still connected particular values and meanings to that 
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skin colour. They thought in terms of ‘whites’ and ‘blacks’. For Jozef it was 
clear that the skin colour was not in any way a distinguishing factor between 
the material grades of life. Because there were ‘white’ bodies which belonged 
to the fifth, the sixth and the seventh material grade of life, and there were 
‘coloured’ bodies which belonged to the seventh grade. 

‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’ already claimed in 1944 both that no 
human races exist and that also the skin colour must make way for the dis-
tinction into seven material grades of life: 

There are no types of races to be experienced on Earth, only these seven 
grades of life for the human being! 
Black, brown and white have no meaning, it is these seven grades of life! 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 4 (C4.7107.7108)

Material grades of life for the soul 

For the writer himself the soul is central and not the temporary body of 
the soul. By means of a material body, the human soul gains experiences as a 
result of which it can evolve spiritually. Every soul experiences many bodies 
in all the material grades in order to grow inwardly and to heighten its feel-
ing. However, that inner evolution happens slowly, the soul needs thousands 
of bodies in order to reach a high grade of feeling. 

A soul with a body from the sixth material grade of life has not necessarily 
evolved spiritually higher than a soul with a body from the fifth material 
grade of life. The article ‘material grades of life’ gives a broader explanation 
for the difference between physical and spiritual evolution. 

The system of material grades of life is not about ‘people’, but about the 
physical evolution of the material form of the soul. A soul with a body from 
a particular material grade of life does not coincide with the term ‘human 
being’ as that is generally deployed. This difference is explained in the article 
‘human being or soul’. 

Soul level 

In the article ‘explanation at soul level’ a fundamental distinction is made 
between two explanation levels which were included in the books by Jozef 
Rulof: the earthly thinking and the soul level. The earthly thinking was used 
in the books for the sake of the reader from that time. This level of explana-
tion shows the thinking of that reader, and not the view of the writer. The 
vision of the writer is the soul level that is slowly built up and is only fully 
unfolded in the later books ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’. 

The term race belongs in the earthly explanation level, as the human be-
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ing from 1939 thought. The 27 books by Jozef Rulof were written in order 
to transcend this social thinking and to make the evolution of the soul the 
main focus. For the soul no races exist, but various bodies do exist as a result 
of which the soul can gain experiences. 

The soul level redefines most terms which the readers from then used, and 
adds a number of new terms in order to reach a new explanation level. In 
order to build up the full meaning of those new terms, use was first made of 
existing and known words. 

The fact that particular words were used in the books by Jozef Rulof does 
not mean that the writer gave any value or reality to those words. It only 
means that those words were used by the readers from that time when the 
books by Jozef Rulof were published. This is why those readers were told: 

Those are your words, those are your thoughts. We do not see them, we 
do not experience them in the creation. 

Lectures Part 2 (L2.6135.6136)

Explanation by the publisher 

Because the soul level is built up gradually in the books by Jozef Rulof, it 
is not immediately clear to every reader that the word race does not indicate 
any reality and must be counted as part of the reality of the earthly thinking 
of the reader from 1939. This problem is even greater when a quotation is 
taken from the context of this series of books. 

This is why the publisher of the books by Jozef Rulof decided, for most of 
the sentences from these books in which the word race occurs, to include a 
reference to this article ‘races do not exist’. 

Racism 

As a result of the horrific crimes by Adolf Hitler and others, mankind has 
become aware of the risk of the term ‘race’. During the second half of the 
twentieth century, science also reached the conclusion that this term must 
be abandoned, because there are no scientific grounds for it (see statement_
on_race.pdf). 

This has freed the way, in the present time, for reserving the use of the 
word race for matters concerning racism, or for animal species. Whereas the 
thinking in terms of human races at the time of Jozef Rulof was still part of 
the dominant world image, the consciousness of the present mankind has 
now transcended this. 

Jozef Rulof already knew that no races existed, and during his time he 
fought against the racism that was found ‘normal’ in the mid-20th century 
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and was even applied by the government of various countries. Read more 
about this in the article ‘against racism and discrimination’. 
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Human being or soul 

If we start to feel the cosmic depth of our soul, there are no longer any 
people living on earth, but eternal souls in a temporary body. 

Who invented the word ‘human being’? 

In the first books by Jozef Rulof the human image was expanded. The 
writers of these books, the ‘masters’, explain in them not only the body of the 
human being, but especially also his eternal core: the soul. Thanks to that 
soul, our life is not limited to this one earthly body. Before these reincarna-
tion, we experienced many past lives, and after this earthly life we continue 
our life in a next reincarnation or in the hereafter. 

Yet the wording is that the human being has a soul, still not the actual 
thinking of the masters at ‘soul level’. The article ‘explanation at soul level’ 
describes two different explanation levels, the earthly thinking on the one 
hand and the soul level on the other hand. The human image whereby the 
human being has a soul and a body belongs to the earthly thinking. Since 
the human being invented the word ‘human being’, he sees himself as a hu-
man being. That human being has a body, and some people also believe that 
we have a soul. However, this changes nothing in the earthly thinking about 
the fact that in the first instance we are all ‘human beings’. 

It was only after the masters had described the cosmic origin and destina-
tion of the soul in their later books that they could completely clarify how 
they themselves see the life on earth. When they look at this life at soul level, 
then they do not see any people walking on earth. They see the earthly bod-
ies that they perceive as a material form of the soul. At the time that the soul 
reincarnates that inspires the fertilized egg cell to growth. The whole earthly 
lifetime, the soul drives its body to working, and it has experiences by means 
of the life on earth. Then the soul lets go of this body, and it continues its ex-
periences in its next life. In order to describe this whole process at soul level, 
the word ‘human being’ is not necessary, because we are soul. 

The personality of the soul 

In the earthly thinking, the human being has not only a body, but also a 
personality. The formation of the human personality is especially attributed 
to the influence of earthly circumstances such as genes, upbringing, parents 
and society. 
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At soul level, the personality is built up by means of all the experiences 
that the soul has in its many lives. Each life, it experiences other earthly 
circumstances, as a result of which its inner self expands. Each reincarna-
tion, it builds further on its inner life, and it becomes more conscious of the 
consequences of its actions. 

The article ‘harmony’ explains that our soul is naturally harmonic, but is 
only conscious of that harmony as a result of many experiences. When the 
masters follow the cosmic evolution of the soul, they describe the moment 
that the soul reached disharmonic actions. They saw the first action taking 
place, which is called ‘manslaughter’ in human terms. 

The soul which then carried out that action was, as a personality, still not 
conscious of the consequences, namely that as a result of this another soul 
had to let go of the earthly body. The article ‘karma’ describes how the acting 
soul dealt with this incident. This action went against its innate harmony, 
and in following lives it was driven to dissolve again the disharmony caused, 
for instance by giving a new body to the soul whose body was destroyed. 

However, this correcting driving force by the soul did not immediately 
lead to a harmonic personality. The masters saw that the personality of this 
soul even proceeded with conscious disharmonic actions in later lives, which 
people started to call ‘murder’. Hereby, the personality then knew the earthly 
consequences of his deed for the victim. 

Later, people on earth began to speak about a ‘murderer’. However, at soul 
level, no murderer exists, because the cosmic soul is not pinned to that one 
disharmonic deed in that one life. Once the karma has dissolved and the 
soul of whom the body was destroyed has received a new body, all the souls 
involved can continue in their evolution, because the term ‘murderer’ has 
never existed for the soul. 

As a result of disharmonic actions, every soul ultimately learns how it 
should not be done. The masters have described our cosmic evolution, where-
by every soul builds up a conscious personality which remains in all actions 
in harmony with all the other life. Every reincarnation on earth is one life out 
of the billions of lives which it experiences on this cosmic journey. The article 
‘cosmic grades of life’ explains that this journey began on another planet, 
and will soon bring us back to a next planet after the earthly phase. The earth 
is the final point here of the third phase, but another four following universes 
await us with millions of lives in order to continue our evolution. 

The life space of our soul spans the entire cosmos. Identifying ourselves 
with this one body on earth or with our current character does not in any 
way give an accurate picture of the potential of our cosmic soul. Our per-
sonality only shows how far we have developed inwardly at this moment. 
However, that is only a snapshot. Tying someone to that moment is the same 
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thing as saying that a school child can never become a professor. A moment 
in time says nothing about the true nature and the essence of a life form, 
and certainly not about a soul life that will still develop further for billions 
of years. 

Not a single soul is an ‘eskimo’ 

Also calling groups of human beings by the name of a people belongs to 
the earthly thinking. The article ‘explanation at soul level’ explains that these 
names in the books by Jozef Rulof were only used in order to connect at word 
level with the human thinking of the readers from that time. For instance, 
in the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’ the masters wrote: ‘Yes, people call 
them eskimos.’ 

At that time, the masters followed the evolution of the soul on earth in 
that book. Every soul experienced different types of bodies, which are called 
‘material grades of life’ at soul level. In the earthly thinking a group of peo-
ple with a body from the fifth material grade of life is called ‘eskimos’ at a 
particular point. 

However, as soon as an earthly name is applied, an imaging occurs which 
no longer corresponds with the reality of the soul. After all, not a single soul 
is an eskimo. Nor in a life during which this soul experiences a body from 
the fifth cosmic material grade of life. The relation between the soul and a 
material grade of life is much more complex than the name of a nation could 
suggest. 

The article ‘material grades of life’ explains that in the past every soul expe-
rienced the material grades of life in various ‘rounds’. One soul experienced 
a body in order to gain the first experiences with that material grade of life, 
while another soul used the same type of body in order to bring itself back 
into harmony with the life. As a result, the development of the personality of 
these souls could differ considerably, because the soul which came back for 
harmony had experienced many more lives than the soul which was still only 
attuned to the material grade of life. 

In addition, this description is about the past when seven separate material 
grades still existed. As a result of long and large-scale mixings, thousands 
of physical grades then originated, if people in the present time still wish to 
continue to speak of various material grades of life. 

At soul level, no eskimos or other peoples exist. Because the soul has no 
nationality or does not belong to a particular people. The soul reincarnates 
in all parts of the earth and experiences millions of bodies in order to gain 
experience by means of this. During this evolution, one life in one body 
does not say anything about the true nature of the soul. When this soul is 
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followed for a hundred years according to human time calculations and the 
name eskimo is applied to this, this does not do any justice to the billions of 
eras which these hundred years are only a minimal part of. 

Our cosmic life 

At soul level the term human being disappears and is replaced by the soul. 
In their cosmology, the masters analyzed the essence of our soul. For this 
purpose, they research spiritually-scientifically where our soul comes from. 

Every soul appears to be a small part of the All-Soul. The article ‘All-Soul 
and All-Source’ describes the moment that the All-Soul began to give form 
to itself. In these first forms, it was already expressed what basic powers are 
individually active in the All-Soul and in all souls. The article ‘our basic pow-
ers’ describes those basic characteristics of all the life. When we call ourselves 
‘life’ instead of human being, we can see better how the characteristics of our 
soul are also active in all the other life forms. 

The life that we are creates a form for itself and by experiencing numerous 
grades of life, step by step, we become conscious of the basic characteristics 
which live in us. In every life we experience a moment in time of our soul, a 
grade of evolution. However, it is only in billions of lives that we will com-
plete our cosmic journey and our ‘All’ will be aware of our cosmic life. 
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University of Christ 

The spiritual masters of the ‘University of Christ’ drive mankind to a high-
er awakening and universal love. 

The explanation for ‘Love one another’ 

“When Christ closed His eyes at Golgotha, He still had very much to 
tell. Or do you think that this is not the case? Have you never wondered 
what Christ really wanted to give humanity? 

Jeus of Mother Crisje Part 3 (J3.10774.10776)

Christ summarised his message to mankind with: Love one another. Dur-
ing his time, people did not want to hear much more. People already cruci-
fied him for the few words that He was able to say. 

However, He knew that the explanation for his message would be given 
later, by the spiritual masters of the ‘University of Christ’. From the hereaf-
ter, they lead mankind to a higher awakening and bring spiritual wisdom to 
earth via Jozef Rulof and many others. 

Inspiration from the prehistoric age 

From prehistoric times, Christ already inspired the masters to drive the 
spiritual development of mankind upwards. At that time, the people on 
earth still experienced their animal-like grades of feeling. They butchered 
each other, only the law of the strongest counted. 

Christ understood that it was very difficult for the people on earth to get 
out of this pool of violence under their own power. The earthly life was too 
short to experience other feelings than hunger and fear of not having enough 
to eat. Without help, mankind would continue to suffer hopelessly as a result 
of physical diseases, mutual violence and inner unconsciousness. 

To put an end to this misery, Christ developed a gigantic plan. He under-
stood that the earthly suffering would only stop if the human being were 
to acquire the spiritual grade of feeling. People could only achieve that by 
loving the other life. Christ had experienced that giving love had brought 
him into the spheres of light and ultimately into the highest cosmic grade of 
life, the All. 
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Christ is the first soul 

Christ could already oversee all of this in the prehistoric age, because He 
had begun as a soul with his cosmic development many millions of years 
earlier than the people who then lived on earth. The article ‘our cosmic soul’ 
gives an overview of the articles which describe the cosmic evolution of the 
human soul. All souls in the universe experience a similar development, but 
they did not begin with their evolution at the same time. For instance, we 
began with our first life much later than the first souls in the universe. Those 
first souls already left the earthly cycle behind them a long time ago and 
they have already reached their All-Consciousness, as a result of which they 
received an overview of the whole cosmic path that every soul travels in the 
universe. 

Christ is one of those first souls. He is the first born who developed him-
self into individual life on the first planet. Along with him, the life germinat-
ed on all the planets on which the soul experienced material bodies. He was 
the first to enter the earth and then the hereafter in order to prepare himself 
on the higher cosmic grades of life. He was the first to acquire the masterly 
consciousness, as a result of which He could be a guide for other souls. 

The University of Christ 

When He oversaw the cosmos from the All, He saw that a great need 
for spiritual awakening only reigned on the earth. On the planets before 
the earth, the inhabitants were not capable of reaching a spiritual grade of 
feeling, and on the planets after the earth all the inhabitants had already 
developed universal love. 

He felt himself driven to come and bring his happy message personally to 
earth. However, in order to be heard by the human being on earth, prepara-
tions first had to be made. Otherwise, his reincarnation as Christ would not 
be able to achieve the desired effect. And also after his earthly reincarnation, 
spiritual leadership was necessary, in order to prevent the human being on 
earth from losing himself in violence. 

In order to dissolve the earthly suffering and to bring the human being 
on earth to happiness and spiritual consciousness, many steps are necessary 
which are guided by the ‘University of Christ’. Those steps are described in 
the following articles: 

Inspirations before Christ 

Moses and the prophets * Bible writers * God * The first priest-magician * 
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Ancient Egypt * Pyramid of Giza 

Christ 

Jesus Christ * Judas * Pilate * Caiaphas * Gethsemane and Golgotha * 
Apostles * Ecclesiastical stories 

Last World War 

Evolution of mankind * Hitler * Jewish people * NSB and national social-
ism * Genocide 

Universal love 

Grades of love * Twin souls] * Motherhood and fatherhood * Homosexu-
ality * Psychopathy * Insanity 

The Age of Christ 

The mediumship of Jozef Rulof * The Age of Christ * Illuminating future 
* Ultimate healing instrument * Direct voice instrument 
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Moses and the prophets 

Moses and the prophets reincarnated in order to bring the faith in the 
almighty God who reigned over the human being on earth and in the here-
after. 

From the prehistoric age 

The masters of the University of Christ were faced with a tremendous 
task when they began in the prehistoric age in order to bring mankind to a 
higher consciousness. At that time, the human being on earth experienced 
a pre-animal-like grade of feeling. He only knew eating, drinking, hunting, 
sleeping and reproduction. There was still no human thinking, there was 
only an instinctive feeling that was aimed at survival. 

As spiritual personalities, the masters were invisible to a prehistoric being. 
In feeling, they could connect themselves with him and give him other feel-
ings, but as soon as they stopped with that, those other feelings were also 
gone again. The prehistoric being could only hold on to feelings that had to 
do with his material reality and survival. 

Material development 

This is why the masters first concentrated on increasing the material pros-
perity, so that the human being on earth could start to think of something 
else than just food and survival. The masters let them rub stones together so 
a flame was produced and the control of fire was born. 

By means of inspiration from the masters, the human being on earth re-
alised agriculture, a barter trade and a society. People began to think, and 
many languages emerged. The word ‘death’ already received meaning, but 
was there also a life after death? 

Life after death 

The masters inspired the most sensitive people on earth and developed the 
first mediums. The masters made themselves known as people, who had left 
the earth forever and lived on in the life after death. But were they believed? 

The human being with an animal-like grade of feeling killed the sensitive 
fellow human being and robbed the masters of their mediums! The world 
was not ready to listen to this spiritual reality and harshly condemned the 
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speakers to silence. 

The Supreme Power 

In order to bring the spiritual knowledge of the University of Christ to 
earth, a different approach was therefore necessary. For this purpose, the 
masters in the spheres of light received help from the highest masters from 
the seventh cosmic grade of life. They communicated that the human being 
on earth would only curb his violence if he were to feel a stronger power 
above him. 

It was only for a supreme power that the human being would be able to 
gain respect, a power which dominated his own physical strength and life. 
On earth, the right of the strongest still applied mutually. Since people only 
knew strength and power of themselves and other people, that new supreme 
power would also have to receive a human appearance. And thus ‘the Lord’ 
was born! 

The masters from the spheres of light understood that they would have 
to pose as God, as a ruler with unlimited power. The earthly human being 
needed faith in God, in order to become responsive to the idea that he him-
self did not have control of all the power in order to decide the life and death 
of another. 

Land of Twilight 

But how could that God be brought to earth? For this purpose, people 
were necessary, who firmly started to believe in that God. And the people on 
earth did not known any omnipotent God, so the faith could not germinate 
amongst those people. 

This is why the masters connected themselves with someone in life after 
death who already understood more than when he still lived on earth. The 
masters went to the Land of Twilight, a spiritual world in the hereafter which 
borders on the spheres of light. As the article ‘Land of Twilight’ explains, 
there are already people living there too who are aware that they died on 
earth. 

The masters searched there for a man who passionately wanted to let the 
earthly human being know that there is life after death. They did not show 
themselves to this man, but one of them spoke like the Lord who started to 
help him to be able to carry out his mission on earth. The Lord would help 
him on earth to give the people there a faith, so that they would begin with 
their spiritual development. 
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Abraham and the prophets 

This man reincarnated on earth and was given the name Abraham there. 
On earth a circle was created around this man of people who believed him 
when he spoke about the Lord. Because the Lord had created everything and 
protected this circle. 

One person after another joined this circle around Abraham. Isaac and 
Jacob were born and several prophets in a row expanded the faith and the 
group. This group began to think more and more in the direction of the 
Lord, and they handed over their own will to the faith. 

God 

The masters saw that the group was growing, but these people needed a 
strong leadership, a man who would turn them into warriors, because other-
wise they would be massacred by the disbelievers. That man was still in the 
Land of Twilight, and wondered how he could shake the people on earth 
awake and if necessary could harshly open their eyes to the spiritual side of 
life. 

Like Abraham, he had a great longing to be born again. This is why he 
descended into a mother, precisely at the time that the conception took place. 
However, he had to experience that he was locked outside this cell by another 
soul. Thereafter, he begged the Supreme Power to give him a new body. 

That Supreme Power spoke to him and made himself known as God. It 
was a master from the seventh sphere who knew how the faith in God had 
to be strengthened on earth. He explained that the word of God comprised 
everything: life, the universe, love, light and darkness, everything that is vis-
ible and invisible. He called himself God but also spoke as a human being, 
and he would do that again on earth too. 

The master let this human being believe that God also had the power to 
give him a new life on earth. As a result of this, the man concentrated com-
pletely on his mission, his reincarnation. When he was completely absorbed 
in that feeling, the miracle happened, and he could connect himself as soul 
with a father and mother on earth in order to be born. 

Moses 

On earth, this life was called Moses, and he was born in the group who 
believed in the Lord. He remained clairvoyant and clairaudient, he heard 
God speaking. The masters increased his mediumship and through him real-
ized materialisations and dematerialisations. His followers considered those 
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as miracles which strengthened their faith. 
Thanks to Moses, the group grew in number and it was not destroyed by 

the disbelievers. The masters attuned themselves to the leaders of his attack-
ers in order to find out their plans, and communicated these to Moses so that 
he was always a step ahead of his attackers. Moses made his followers into 
warriors, and one battle after another had to be fought in order to survive 
and to be able to spread the faith in God. 

The masters gave this group of believers inventions, and inspired more 
prophets to be a support to Moses in his difficult battle. More and more 
people joined this core. The masters guided this group through the darkness 
to the light. This caused a battle and much blood loss, but the masters could 
not go another path, the human being himself did not allow it! 

Many people gave their lives for the sacred matter. Would they enter a 
heaven in the hereafter, did the reward for their battle await them there? 
Finally, Moses also passed over to life after death. 

Disillusionment 

Moses woke up in the Land of Twilight. He wondered why he was not in 
the light, and where God was who had always guided him. A master joined 
him and made himself known as Abraham. Moses was told that this master 
had spoken to him as God, in order to strengthen the faith in the only om-
nipotent God on earth. 

Moses had difficulty accepting that, because he had seen the burning bush 
and received the ten commandments from God. The master showed how 
these phenomena came about, and why. The ten commandments were at-
tuned to the inner life of Moses, so that he could receive them and pass them 
on. 

However, Moses did not apply those ten commandments himself, be-
cause his followers had still killed during the battle. They had blood on their 
hands, and therefore none of them could enter the spheres of light. Moses 
now understood why he still did not see any light, and he realised that it 
were his own longings which made him into a leader of the warriors. He 
wanted to bring the human being on earth to God himself, if necessary in 
a heavy-handed way, and his life unfolded according to his own feeling, no 
one had forced him into this. 

The masters made it clear to him that there was no other way to bring the 
human being on earth further. They had to tolerate the violence, because the 
human being wanted violence. The believers too, because they did not want 
to lose their earthly lives and fought for their lives. Yet gains were made as a 
result of this, because the group of believers and the faith in God had grown 
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considerably. 

The coming of the Messiah 

Moses asked whether he was allowed to see the heavens. The master took 
him to the first sphere of light and explained how the inhabitants feel there. 
As a result, Moses understood that these people could not have completed 
his task on earth. These people are not open to violence, they no longer take 
up a sword to slay an opponent. 

The masters let Moses look far ahead, so that it became clear that the 
battle on earth was still not over. The people who want to live together in 
peace must first be stronger and more numerous than those who still fight 
for increasing their power and material possession. It was only then that the 
peace-loving people could call a final halt to them. However, before it was to 
reach that stage, a great deal of blood would flow. 

Moses decided to continue his task. Henceforth, he also spoke as God to 
the following prophets. They now heard that great things would happen. 
They already spoke of a time that peace would reign on earth. The Messiah 
would come to the earth, it was said. Moses now understood that he and all 
the other prophets were preparing for the coming of Christ. 
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Bible writers 

The Bible was written by people who wanted to record a faith in God, but 
did not rise above their own time and consciousness. 

The prophets 

The article ‘Moses and the prophets’ outlines the time during which the 
prophets had to work. The inner life of mankind then can be described with 
the word ‘wild’. The only law that people respected was the law of the strong-
est. Murder was committed for power and possessions, out of hatred and 
passion. 

The prophets testified about the Lord, who was more powerful than all the 
earthly rulers. The powerful God protected those who listened to his word 
and obeyed his commandments. The others were damned and deformed by 
the Lord for their licentious lives. And the Lord saw everything, no one 
escaped his judgement. It was therefore extremely important to know what 
God had said exactly. 

The Bible writers 

This is why people started to write down the words of the prophets. The 
first stories passed on about the experiences of the prophets were put in writ-
ing. The Bible writers asked many people what they had heard, and in this 
way built up their stories. 

However, the Bible writers went further than these stories because they 
wanted to show their fellow humans how great the Lord was. For instance, 
they devised creation stories in order to show that the Omnipotent had taken 
care of everything. In this way, God created lights for the night and the day, 
as if He did not know his own creation. In reality, the Bible writers looked at 
the light for the night, the moon. They still lived in a time in which people 
did not know that the moon only reflected the light from the sun. At that 
time, people thought that the moon itself radiated light. 

They let God apply a distinction between light and darkness, because peo-
ple still did not know that the earth made night by rotating its axis. The 
Bible writers felt inspired to describe the greatness of God, but they did not 
rise above the earthly knowledge of their own time. They let God create 
everything in seven days, because they did not know that the universe was 
already millions of ages old and all of creation was formed by gradual devel-
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opment. According to their feeling, they interpreted ‘the word of God’, but 
the current science already discovered long ago that their words contained 
many untruths. 

They created Adam and Eve, because they did not know how all the life 
began as a cell in the water. Their God blew into a pile of clay, and look, the 
man stood in adult form in the world. The woman was apparently second 
rank, a male rib was needed for her. And later their Lord regretted His crea-
tion, because due to eating the forbidden fruits Adam and Eve were thrown 
out of paradise. That the human being himself has broken his harmony with 
life by murdering another human being, as the article ‘harmony’ explains, 
was not known to them. 

Land of Twilight 

Yet the Bible writers were born for their task, just like Moses and the 
prophets. They all reincarnated on earth from the ‘Land of Twilight’, a 
spiritual world in the hereafter in which the consciousness of the inhabitants 
begins to awaken. They had all experienced that dying was only a transition, 
and they wanted to bring that spiritual science to earth. 

During that mission, they were inspired by the masters of the University 
of Christ, but communicating the spiritual knowledge was limited by the 
world view at that time. The Bible writers were not clairvoyant or clairaudi-
ent, they could not see or hear their inspirers. The masters could only work 
from feeling to feeling. They had to adapt to the inner life of the writers. 
They could not communicate the true reality as the masters had got to know 
that, because this could not be felt or understood by the writers at that time. 

Fear was necessary for developing self-control 

The masters knew this limitation, and they knew what they could achieve 
within this. From the All where Christ lives, they had learned what they 
could do. The human being on earth had to receive a faith in the powerful 
God, so that they would make their own will subordinate to the will of the 
Lord. The only feeling within the earthly human being that could be used 
for this was fear. It was only out of fear of being punished that they would 
turn around their deeds according to the ten commandments of God. 

If they continued to rape and murder their fellow beings, they would be 
punished by the Lord. And the punishment was considerable: they would 
be damned for centuries. In the hereafter, they would feel inwardly tortured 
as a result of the fire of their own passion. If they had not learned to control 
themselves on earth, after their death they could not enter a light kingdom 
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of heaven of God. 
Only the fear of being punished extremely and suffering for centuries was 

powerful enough to develop self-control on earth. The masters wanted to 
reduce the suffering on earth, and only the image of a punitive omnipotent 
God could allow the human being on earth to take the necessary first step in 
order to control his own violence and to reduce the murdering. 

With the interpreting of these feelings, the masters communicated a 
spiritual reality which could be understood by the then human being on 
earth. After all, the masters had experienced themselves that they ended up 
in the Hereafter in a darkness as a result of the violence that they had caused 
other people during their lives on earth. In that darkness, in their feeling for 
many centuries they had to experience the harmful consequences of their 
dark actions on earth, before they had acquired a sphere of light for them-
selves. 

Adding to the writing is like gossiping 

However, it did not stop at this spiritual reality. The ‘burning in feeling’ 
was too rarefied for the earthly thinking, the Biblical writers wanted to make 
this clearer. Because on earth, people only knew burning by fire, and in this 
way fire also ended up in the hereafter. And centuries was a very long time 
for the human being who did not look further than one short earthly life, so 
that ultimately became ‘for centuries’ and ‘for eternity’. 

The stories also became taller the more they were communicated. One 
person added burning fire, the other made the duration longer, and as a 
result the story was given more earthly eloquence. In this way, the image of 
eternal burning in the hellfire emerged, to which every sinful unbeliever was 
damned mercilessly by the omnipotent God. 

The masters saw that the fear derailed and built unreal views of faith. They 
could not stop this process, just as little as all the other gossip on earth which 
can make a small human offence into a horrendous crime. Each time when 
the stories were communicated and copied, people exaggerated the reality. 
Finally, it produced a Bible full of untruths. 

As a result of the fear, more and more people on earth started to turn away 
from violence. The image of the punitive God worked, more people tamed 
their harshness and began to work on peace amongst each other. As a result, 
one day world peace would be within reach. 

Bible writers now 

The Bible writers wrote for the people from their time. That their stories 
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are now still believed by millions as ‘the truth’, testifies to the fear which has 
taken on grotesque forms over the centuries and the fact that many people 
have still not reached an independent opinion. 

When the Bible writers passed on to the hereafter after their last life on 
earth, they did not end up in their promised paradise. They still had to mas-
ter the spiritual reality of the first sphere of light, because they still lived in 
the untruths which they had written and exaggerated. 

Afterwards, they noticed that their development in the Hereafter was pre-
vented by what they had brought to earth. Because more and more people on 
earth started to believe in the untruths which had crept into the Bible, this 
tethered the Bible writers to the earth. They could work themselves up to the 
third and fourth sphere of light, but they could not evolve higher, as long 
as on earth or in the hereafter there were still people who believe and live in 
unreality as a result of the Bible. 

Direct voice instrument 

The article ‘God’ explains that the eternal damnation in a burning hell 
and the god of hatred from the Old Testament are part of the worst untruths 
in the Bible. The article ‘ecclesiastical stories’ also explains other fabrications. 
All the untruths from the Bible will only disappear from the face of the earth 
when the masters are accepted by all the people who now still cling to the 
Bible as the only truth. 

However, that will only happen when the word of the masters is no longer 
distorted. Most people on earth will only be able to accept the message of 
the masters when it is communicated by a technical apparatus, and not by 
a human medium. This is why the Bible writers will only be able to be freed 
from their perilous situation when the master can speak directly to the earth-
ly being by means of the direct voice instrument. As the article ‘direct voice 
instrument’ explains, this technical instrument will take away every doubt of 
distortion, as a result of which everyone on earth can convert the faith into 
the actual knowledge. 
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God 

The word ‘God’ was brought to earth in order to comprise all the life in 
the cosmos that Christ got to know in millions of worlds. 

Love instead of hatred 

The article ‘Moses and the prophets’ describes how the prophets got to 
know God as their powerful patron. When they obeyed God’s command-
ments, He protected them against the attacks by hostile tribes. However, 
those who sinned with random murdering, stealing and threatening, were 
punished by the Lord with eternal damnation after death. 

The article ‘Bible writers’ explains how the writers from the Bible made the 
punishment by God much greater. When for instance the prophet Elisha was 
jeered at and called ‘baldy’ by a group of children, God got two bears from 
the woods to maul twenty-two children. In the Bible, this description can be 
read in 2 Kings 2:23-25. 

Another example is where God as a mass murderer destroyed almost all 
the people on earth by means of the flood (Genesis 6:7), because He was 
disappointed in them and was sorry that He had made them. Only Noah 
and his people were saved, because they lived according to God’s command-
ments. The Bible writers did not know that the greatest part of the continents 
were not flooded, and that millions of people were not troubled by it. They 
did not know either that the floods were a result of the natural development 
of Mother Earth and that this had nothing to do with a punitive god. 

On the other hand, Christ talked about God as a Father of Love. He said: 
‘Anyone who takes up the sword will perish by the sword.’ This is not a gos-
pel of battles and hatred, but of love. He summarised his message with ‘Love 
one another.’ 

Christ wanted to abolish the god of revenge and damnation, because He 
knew that that god did not exist. He saw that the Bible writers had not in-
terpreted the word of God, but their own limited consciousness. However, 
the world did not accept this message of love, and people murdered Christ in 
order to be able to keep the old God of the Old Testament. 

Christ in the All 

Christ was the only person on earth who knew exactly what was true and 
not true of everything that was said about God. After all, before Christ came 
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to the earth in order to bring his message of love, He had got to know God 
as Life. 

The article the ‘University of Christ’ explains that Christ was already very 
old as a soul then, because He belonged to the first souls who reached awak-
ening in the universe. He had experienced all the planets, on which God’s 
life as human being, animal and plant had reached growth. He knew the 
whole cosmos and had evolved along with the first souls to the highest cos-
mic grade of life, the All. Having arrived there, they went in search of God: 

“And now we will see”, he who will soon be the Messiah says, “now we 
will see where that father, that mother lives. Where is that God? We are 
father, we are mother; we are giving birth and creating. It is I, it is you, 
millions of lives originated. But where is the voice? Where is the power? 
Where is the being who created us?” 
They go in search of God. They want to experience that source, that 
thinking and feeling, they want to experience that, they want to be one 
with that ... with God. Who is it? But they do not meet any being, only 
themselves. They do not see any father who is sitting at a table and lets 
his hammer resound and says: “Just come to me, do you have nothing to 
say to me?” He cannot be seen there. 

Lectures Part 2 (L2.2718.2727)

They reached oneness in feeling with the source from which they had orig-
inated, the All-Source: 

They fall down and now they reach – what they already experienced in 
the different, the lower grades of life – they reach the Divine oneness 
with the Divine All, with the All-Source. The All-Source as father and 
mother, as light, life, love, soul, spirit, laws of growth, laws of hardening, 
speaks: “All of this”, that enters them, you see, that is the oneness, the 
spiritual feeling and experiencing, “all of that which you experienced, I 
am that, I am you. You have my life, spatially deep, but I am not a shape. 
I have manifested myself by means of you. I am all of this. You represent 
me as material, as light, life, love ... fatherhood and motherhood, but 
love!” 
Well, there the Divine human being stands in his Divine All. He does 
not see God as a person. He does not see a table at which a God will 
speak justice. That justice lives in themselves, they are that, because they 
have conquered the injustice and the destruction. 

Lectures Part 2 (L2.2735.2744)

When Christ reached the All, the people on earth still lived in the prehis-
toric age. Christ wanted to make a start in order to bring those people to a 
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higher feeling and consciousness so that they would refrain from murdering 
and as a result the suffering on earth would be able to stop one day. However, 
because the earthly being still could not grasp much of spiritual realities, a 
beginning had to be made with one concept, one word: 

Then the Masters gathered with the Christ, with the highest Mentor, 
the highest Conscious Being in the Divine All and said: “How must we 
include all of this? How can we receive the human being by means of 
one word so that the human being gets respect for this Divine All, for 
the millions of worlds which we experienced and were able to conquer?” 

Lectures Part 2 (L2.5565.5566)

Then people on earth received that one word: 
Yes, in the seventh cosmic grade, that was Christ, and His people won-
dered: ‘What should we call all of this?’ And then the earth got a name, 
and it was called God. 

Questions and Answers Part 4 (Q4.493.494)

That word comprised all the life: 
Christ said for this purpose: “And now back to the earth in order to lay 
the first foundations. We have to lay the first foundations in order to be 
able to receive those masses, those wild, unconscious masses and to place 
them before all of this.” 
And then people experienced the word God. You can now say: the life. 

Lectures Part 2 (L2.5729.5732)

It was only in 1944 that the University of Christ could communicate to 
the earth via Jozef Rulof which spiritual realities lay within the word God: 

The All-Source ... 
God as Mother 
God as Father 
God as Soul 
God as Life 
God as Spirit 
God as a Personality 
God as Harmonic Laws 
God as Material Laws 
God as Spiritual Laws 
God as the Growing Universe 
God as Love 
The Divine Spark ... 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 1 (C1.23.35)
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Our divine spark 

From the moment that the Bible writers thought up that God created 
people, many people started to build on that human image. When Christ 
entered the All, the concept of ‘human being’ had not yet been thought up. 
He did not feel returned to God either, because as a soul He had never been 
away from God during his long evolution path. He had only become divinely 
conscious of the life that manifests itself through him. 

In ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’, the masters speak of our divine spark. 
Our soul is a spark, a part of God and the All-Source. The more love we feel 
and give to all the life of God, the more consciously we start to feel which 
aspects lie within our divine spark. 

In the All, every soul finally reaches the realisation that it experiences all 
the aspects of God itself. Then it has left the human thinking behind it long 
ago and it feels that it has always been just a part of God and the All-Source 
as All-Mother: 

What does the All-Mother experience now? What does God experience? 
Both the All-Mother and God experience themselves! So we have to 
completely disengage the human existence and the animal-like one. And 
that means that God did not create any people, or animals, or flower and 
plant life, but himself! 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 1 (C1.6654.6658)
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The first priest-magician 

The first priest-magician who arrived at the metaphysical research of life 
under inspiration of the University of Christ lived in China. 

Metaphysics budded in China 

The masters of the University of Christ not only spoke to Moses and the 
prophets, they also inspired the human being on earth to arrive at metaphys-
ical research of his own life. The first human being who could be reached for 
this purpose lived in China. There a priest began to wonder: ‘What is life? 
What is sleep? Is that not wasting time?’ 

The inner life of his hand 

He wonders whether he can also put a part of his body to sleep while he 
himself remains awake. He concentrates and succeeds in getting his hand to 
sleep by removing the feeling from it. He continues in this way until he is 
able to pierce his body without feeling any pain. 

As a result, the priest realises that it is he himself who provides his hand 
with life and feeling, and that he can also withdraw that feeling. This is so re-
markable for him that it awakens the longing in him to disengage his whole 
body. That would namely mean that he was something else than his body 
and that he would probably be more than that which dies. 

The priest is first engaged for weeks with his hand and follows the life that 
this body part brings into working. That life is a sort of inner hand which 
inspires the physical hand. When he withdraws his inner hand from his 
physical hand, he feels that that inner hand does not dissolve but goes some-
where else. He feels that he can place it in his shoulder for instance. When 
he lets his inner hand descend back into his physical hand, it relaxes because 
it gets the own life back. 

He manages to withdraw his inner hand even more strongly, until his 
physical hand even begins to die off. As a result, he realises that he must at 
least leave behind a bit of feeling in a material body part, so that it does not 
die permanently. 

Moving to where? 

Since the daylight impedes him in his concentration, the priest locks him-
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self in a dark room. After all, he wishes to research whether he can go further 
than his hand and can also make his arms and legs completely insensitive. 
He comes that far that he can pierce his arms and legs, without him feeling 
pain and without blood flowing. 

Then he wonders whether he can also dominate his inner organs such as 
his stomach and kidneys. He is surprised that he can think so well and that 
he keeps on getting new thoughts. For hours, he asks himself questions and 
he also gives himself answers. Sometimes, he suddenly knows a solution, as 
if another has given him those thoughts. 

When he takes the life out of his legs, he becomes extremely hungry. He 
concentrates on his stomach and feels that he has moved his inner legs to 
there. His stomach cannot process the double life force and as a result he feels 
that tremendous hunger. However, where must he leave his inner legs? He 
tries it in his head, but he becomes dizzy there and gets a splitting headache 
and a nose bleed. 

Outside the body 

In order to be able to think better, the priest takes a short walk in thought. 
Suddenly, he feels the solution: his inner legs must also go for a walk and be 
brought outside his body. He manages this and can even steer those inner 
legs outside the body using his will. He lets them walk and dance outside his 
material body. 

Until they are seized and pulled. He clearly feels that other hands are be-
ing put on his inner legs as if someone wants to take away his legs. He feels 
a tremendous pain and withdraws his inner legs into his body. What kind of 
remarkable phenomenon is he now getting to know? 

Only a human being can seize and pull something. Are there people in 
the universe outside his body? Would people in that world then know about 
his inner legs? He tries it again and his inner legs are now also seized and 
dragged away again. He has to fight to reclaim them and to tear them out of 
those other hands. 

Other people 

In order to research this phenomenon, he lets his inner legs dance outside 
his body again. When they are seized again, he quickly withdraws them, but 
this time he looks astrally at the being which leers at his legs. As a result, he 
sees not one, but dozens of people. Have they been there earlier than he and 
is he not the first one to research this universe? 

For weeks, he reflects on this phenomenon. If there are people, there must 
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also be a world within which those people live. His inner legs belong to that 
world, otherwise they could not be seized there. So his inner life belongs 
to another world than the material one! How can he further research that 
world? 

To the inner world 

He feels that he himself has to go to that world, his legs alone are not 
enough. He has to be able to look round and walk there. When he tries that 
then he comes across a problem, because the more he lets his inner life pass 
on to that world, the more sleepy he becomes in the material world. 

When his thinking capacity passes on to that other universe, he falls asleep 
on earth. He cannot resist that, he cannot think in both universes at the 
same time. He decides to leave behind enough life in his material body so 
that it does not die off, and to transfer the rest of his feeling to that other 
world. As a result, he can perceive in that other world. And look, not just 
his legs are now given form there. His torso also appears on his legs, also his 
head, and as an inner being he is now standing outside his material body 
which is lying sleeping. But then a tremendous shock goes through him. 

Possessed 

His earthly body starts to move without him steering it himself. He con-
centrates on his body and tries to get it under control again, but has to expe-
rience that another being has taken possession of it. An intense fight occurs, 
but that other being is stronger and now dominates his material body. While 
the priest spent time in the new world, that other person had descended into 
his material body and had made himself one with it. 

The priest loses the fight and is now trapped in the deeper grades of sleep 
into which he had descended. Those deeper grades can also be called the 
subconscious, distinguished from the day-consciousness by means of which 
people on earth are awake and experience the material life. He can no longer 
reach the lightest three grades of sleep and the day-consciousness in his ma-
terial body, because they are now occupied by the other person. The other 
person has the body firmly under control, he wants to use it for food and 
drink and sexuality. He eats for four people at the same time and lives it up 
in sexual pleasure. 

The priest is now imprisoned in his own body. By means of a few char-
acter traits, he has attunement to the dark personality which has possession 
of his body, and as a result he could become possessed. He now experiences 
everything that the other being does with his body. 
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Thinking himself free of it 

The priest now searches for a way to still be able to continue to think for 
himself, because his day-consciousness is filled with the thoughts of another. 
He experiences that by being disgusted by those thoughts he becomes freer 
from them and realises that he must start to think in a more rarefied way, 
outside the passion. After all, that other being does not feel his more rarefied 
thoughts. 

The priest-magician learns to build up a counterforce, a second self, from 
the subconscious. He learns to remain himself while experiencing the pas-
sionate behaviours of the other being. He follows that other being and per-
ceives everything, but waits for a favourable moment in order to escape. 

His body becomes thirsty, the other being must provide water. Gradually 
and cautiously, the other person goes down a slope on the way to drinking 
water. The priest pretends that he has fallen asleep, so that he is not felt. 
However, meanwhile, he feels that to the right of his body is the foaming 
water, which the other being is afraid of. 

This is the chance! The priest rushes to the day-consciousness, dominates 
this for only a few seconds, perceives what the surroundings are like and 
jumps. The water absorbs them, the terrible roar of the other person also 
sinks under water, and death follows. The auras rip apart, the fluid cord 
breaks and the priest is released. 

Inspiration 

The masters follow this soul, through this life they bring the occult laws to 
the earth, as a result of which finally the contact between the earth and the 
hereafter will be given form to. In that one life, huge advances were achieved, 
but they knew beforehand that the priest would succumb, because he still 
has to master the knowledge of these phenomena. 

He has to come that far under his own powers, so that this ultimately 
becomes his own possession. However, he is inspired by the masters with 
constant new thoughts, so that he comes further in his thinking. Step for 
step, the priest will thus conquer the astral worlds. A new life is necessary for 
this, that he can begin again twenty years after his leap into the water. 

Reincarnation 

The priest-magician is born again near the temple which was set up by 
his followers. When he is six years old, the experiences gained from his past 
life manifest themselves in his day-consciousness and he is capable again of 
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feeling and thinking from this past consciousness. 
He pierces himself, and shows other people that no blood flows. He lets 

himself be heard more and more, and soon the priests from his temple come 
to collect him. At fifteen years old, he is already an accomplished priest, 
because by dying his soul did not discard the consciousness. He then un-
derstands to where he has grown in his past life, and can now explain those 
phenomena to his fellow priests. 

When his body has matured, he can continue his study. He comes that far 
that he can call a bird in flight to himself and can allow it to obey his strong 
will completely. Then the priest locks himself up again in darkness, and con-
tinues where he had left off. 

Astral awakening 

He did not feel anything of the death, the death does not appear to be an 
obstruction for continuing his study. It appears as if he has only slept for a 
while. He now gets thoughts to do it differently. This time, he attunes him-
self to the centre of his body, to the solar plexus, instead of to every organ 
separately. 

The priest feels that this energy centre is feeding all the organs. From 
there, he now elevates the life of all his physical organs into him, as a result of 
which the body falls asleep. But he himself as personality remains conscious 
of his feeling and thinking, also in the deeper grades of sleep. However, now 
he does not leave his body, because he knows that danger threatens. 

From the depth of his sleep, he attunes himself to his vocal organs and 
succeeds in getting them to function. In this way, he can tell his pupils what 
he experiences, while he still remains in a deep sleep. In his new state, he 
concentrates on seeing, and he thus learns to see outside his material eyes. 
He has now reached the astral perceiving and sees the surroundings without 
opening his material eyes. 

As a result, he realises that it is he as a personality that sees, and not his 
material body. At this moment, he sees from the deep sleep, and when he is 
awake in day-consciousness on earth, then he uses his material eyes. When 
he uses his inner eyes, he sees his inner body as a rarefied form which has the 
same shape as his material form. He realises that he steers the material body 
with his inner body when that has to act in the daily life. 

The trance 

The priest-magician now builds on the trance. He learns to conquer the 
daylight, so that he no longer needs to remain in the darkness. Now he con-
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tinues his study amidst his pupils who sit around him. From time to time, he 
inspires his vocal organs and communicates his new insights to them. 

He attunes himself to the grades of sleep. It is as if someone takes his hand 
and brings him further, a soft caressing feeling enters his life. He now feels 
consciously that he is being helped. If the priest-magician had had to acquire 
everything on his own, hundreds of lives would have been needed for this 
study. By means of the help from a spiritual master, he can reach this depth 
in two lives. He keeps getting new thoughts from the master, so that he 
knows in what direction he can continue to work. 

He sinks deeper into sleep and feels that death is approaching. Going fur-
ther is not possible now, because the material body would die off. He can 
now feed his material body astrally, so that it no longer needs material food 
or breath. In order to prove that, he asks his pupils to bury him. They make 
a coffin, place his sleeping body in it, and bury the coffin under the ground. 

After four days, they excavate him again, and see from his facial colour 
that the body has not yet died. Gradually, he brings his consciousness out 
of the deep sleep and he returns to the day-consciousness. He has some fruit 
juice, to then continue his study. 

Out-of-body experience 

The priest has now conquered sleep and the material body, and concen-
trates on the astral world. He wants to know what that inner body is that 
he has got to know, and in what universe this lives. He learns to split his 
power of thought, so that he can depart from his body and at the same time 
continue to feed it. 

He can now move freely in the astral world, but that remains dark. His 
grade of feeling is still low, he has still not mastered any sphere of light. He 
still only thinks for himself, is still not helpful to another human being and 
still does not know any higher love. He is only studying for himself. 

The astral danger 

When he takes a walk in the astral darkness, he is suddenly faced with the 
astral danger. There in front of him he perceives astral people, hundreds of 
them come towards him. They surround him, attack him and squeeze his 
throat. He calls for help, but that cannot come, because he is attuned to this 
dark world as a result of his grade of feeling. 

On earth, his pupils experience his dying. They hear him calling for help, 
but cannot reach out a hand. Again, the priest-magician has lost his mate-
rial body. This time not as a result of possession, but because the feeding of 
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his body was throttled by the astral violence against which he has still not 
learned to protect himself. 

What should he have done? If he had returned to his material body as fast 
as lightning, then he would have dissolved in their hands. However, during 
the attack, he no longer thought for a second about his material body. As a 
result, they could strangle him astrally and that broke the fluid cord. As a 
result of these experiences, he learned that he will have to act differently be-
tween life and death in order to be able to keep the physical body. 

Ancient Egypt 

In next lives, he mastered a higher grade of feeling by serving and loving 
other people. Then he came back to the earth in order to continue his study, 
and became the greatest medium of ancient Egypt. In that life, he could fully 
complete this study. 

He was accepted there and loved as a deity, the only one at that time who 
could depart from the body and still keep his physical body. All the other 
priests succumbed, as he also had to accept in past lives. He brought the 
physical knowledge of ancient Egypt to the highest level, as the article ‘an-
cient Egypt’ explains. 
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Ancient Egypt 

In the blossoming period of the mystical temples in ancient Egypt, the 
University of Christ was able to communicate wonderful metaphysical wis-
dom. 

The metaphysical path as well as faith in God 

Ancient Egypt experienced a considerable blossoming period with mysti-
cal temples and the building of the ‘pyramid of Giza’. In the temples of Ra, 
Ré, Luxor and Isis, the priests researched the laws of life and death. During 
their spiritual out-of-body experiences, they thought that they received won-
derful knowledge from their gods. 

In reality, it were the masters of the University of Christ who gave form 
to the contact between the earth and the hereafter by inspiring these temple 
priests. As well as bringing a faith in God through Moses and the prophets, 
the masters built on the metaphysical path in ancient Egypt in order to give 
us an idea of our cosmic soul. 

The masters brought the faith as a support for the human being on earth 
in order to increase his grade of feeling. However, they knew in advance that 
the human being would make ecclesiastical stories out of it which would 
get bogged down in dogmas and as a result could no longer lead to higher 
knowledge. This is why they inspired many people who were reachable in 
order to begin with the direct spiritual awakening via the metaphysical path. 
In ancient Egypt, that path experienced a peak in history. 

Between life and death 

By means of the book ‘Between Life and Death’, Jozef Rulof received a 
description of the metaphysical life in the temples of ancient Egypt. In this 
book, a past life of Jozef as temple priest Dectar is described, who taught 
trainee priests almost four thousand years ago. 

He taught them how they could subject their thoughts to their strong 
will so as not to become a puppet of the thoughts from another person. 
Their thoughts were only allowed to interpret what they actually perceived 
by means of a direct connection of feeling with the life, because in the tem-
ples no own fantasies were tolerated. 
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Infallible healers 

Dectar was a great healer. In ancient Egypt, the priests cleaned a wound 
with herbs and they cured diseases by means of their concentration and giv-
ing their life aura. They imposed their will on diseases, just as they could 
impose their will on a bird in flight. They forced the sick body part to take 
part in the harmonic working of the whole part, or temporarily put it out of 
operation in order to heal. 

The temple study lasted at least thirty years, and then the priests were also 
healers. They even realised operations whereby they removed tumours under 
the skull within a short time, as if they possessed the skills and knowledge 
of the present time. 

Behind the goddess of stone 

The priests departed from their bodies, however they knew very little 
about the hereafter. They thought they obtained the wisdom from the god-
dess of the temple. However, behind that goddess lived the masters, who 
communicated the wisdom in this way that there was no death and that the 
soul reincarnated. 

For the Egyptians, even a piece of stone was already a deity. They wor-
shipped many gods and understood that everything was a part of God, but 
they remained attached to the material form because their grade of feeling 
was still attuned to the material. 

Amenhotep 

There were hundreds of priests, but only once in a hundred years a priest 
was born who had enough feeling in order to also be able to consciously 
communicate new wisdom to the temple during an out-of-body experience. 
That priest was called the ‘Great Winged One’, because he could move like 
a bird in the astral life. 

A priest could only reach that height if he had already acquired consid-
erable knowledge of the occult laws in past lives. For instance, the article 
‘the first priest-magician’ describes two past lives of the Great Winged One 
Amenhotep. When he reincarnated in ancient Egypt, he brought the highest 
wisdom for that time there and he could finish his metaphysical study. 

Blossoming period 

When a Great Winged One was born, the temple blossomed. The priest 
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departed from his body and was awaited in the hereafter by a master of the 
light. He explained to the priest about the world in which he had ended up. 
The priest then spoke during the out-of-body experience to the fellow priests 
present and communicated to them what he had received. On earth, that 
wisdom was noted and recorded in hieroglyphics. 

Sometimes, the masters not only provided wisdom, but they also realised 
physical phenomena such as the direct voice. Then the people present heard 
a voice outside the medium. The masters thus allowed the people present to 
hear how the astral life could materialise itself. 

The wisdom received was symbolised in hieroglyphics. As a result, the 
knowledge for the uninitiated was made incomprehensible and desecration 
was thus guarded against. Many priests were drawing or painting mediums 
and could be inspired for making hieroglyphics. 

Disciplinary measures against fantasy 

There were only a few great mediums living at that time, the rest could not 
achieve that height. However, every priest hoped to become a Great Winged 
One, because he was worshipped as a deity. The wish is the father to the 
thought, and as a result many priests went further than they perceived in 
reality. They fantasised that it was sheer delight. 

The high priests established disciplinary measures in order to restrain that 
imagination. When a priest was caught out with a fantasy, he was given a 
chastisement. In the case of serious violations, there was no longer any par-
don, and the priest had to prove his gifts by engaging in a fight with wild 
animals If he did not get the animal under control, it would appear that he 
did not possess sufficient gifts, which he would have to pay for with his life. 

The high priests followed all the trainee priests astrally, even when they 
were asleep, in order to establish whether the laws of the temple were being 
violated. The high priests could see what all the priests had felt and thought, 
and in this way many of them didn’t make the grade. The strict discipline 
contributed to building up the temple, by keeping the rampant fantasy at bay 
during the blossoming period. 

The decline of the temples 

However, many priests were not able to cope with the tensions of the tem-
ple life. They sought means to make their life easier and to avoid the astral 
discipline. They attracted the help that was required for this themselves. In 
the dark spheres of the hereafter, there were meanwhile enough priests living 
who had had to pay for their fantasies with their lives. 
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Especially during the periods that there was no Great Winged One in the 
temple, these dark forces seized their chance. The sessions of the high priests 
continued, even if it was just to hear when the next Great Winged One 
would be born. However, meanwhile many priests tested their chances, and 
they fantasised in an out-of-body state about the tremendous wisdom which 
would make them great. 

Since the priests were helped by their dark peers in the hereafter, they 
could realise wonderful phenomena. As a result, they even started to doubt 
the high priests. Under the disguise of a sacred oneness in order to attract 
the Great Winged One, priests experienced the physical oneness with chosen 
priestesses. The dark priests in the life after death were pleased to contribute 
to this, because they could live out their passion in this way. Many priests 
were possessed by them, and the darkness in the temple increased. 

Black magic 

When the high priests could no longer curb the darkness, the white magic 
became black. The masters of the light withdrew, because they did not want 
to support this darkness. At that moment, the priests not only also received 
‘help’ from the dark priests in the Hereafter, and they could now live it up 
fully in passion and violence. 

While the priests on earth used to use their concentration in order to heal 
the material body, they now employ their magical powers in order to destroy 
the material body of their opponents. They could kill at a distance by poison-
ing the life breathe of their victim or destroying vital organs. 

Finally, the priests also conquered the pharaoh, and the whole of Egypt 
was now in their power. A large army of dark astral priests helped to realise 
their materialisations and dematerialisations. Stones were thrown which ap-
peared from nothingness, tables and ultimately half temples were separated 
from their gravity and floated in the air. 

Priestesses were materially and astrally raped, no one was safe from the 
black magic. The whole of Egypt lapsed into darkness and their wonderful 
culture ended. One priest after another faced his decline, and in this way 
nothing more remained of the spiritual gifts. 

The halt of the grade of feeling 

Every age has its possibilities and limitations. When the masters commu-
nicated their wisdom to the temples of ancient Egypt, they knew this in ad-
vance. They made use of the possibilities of that age to give what the human 
being could deal with at that moment. 
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Through the Great Winged One, the temples received a wisdom which 
lay above the grade of feeling of most of the priests. The inner life of most 
of the priests and people from ancient Egypt was still attuned to the Land 
of Hatred and Lust and Violence. As a result of this, over time white would 
become black. 

Furthermore, the wisdom that the masters could communicate was limit-
ed by the consciousness of the Great Winged One, who in turn was part of 
the spirit of its time and the culture. There were still many gods who were 
worshipped, and the high priests were still not ready to serve all the life. 

The legacy of the temple lives 

In the blossoming period of the temples, a great many priests could build 
on concentration, inner power and astral wisdom. They not only served for 
that time, but they also took those powers with them to their next lives. 
When they had then increased their grade of feeling, they could use those 
powers to serve the spiritual awakening of mankind. 

This is why we see the great priests from ancient Egypt again in their 
next reincarnations, which manifest themselves as Rudolf Steiner, Madame 
Blavastsky, Galileo, Socrates, Plato, Ramakrishna, Mary Baker-Eddy, etc. 
During their last life on earth, they brought wisdom, sciences and art, whom 
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Rembrandt and master Alcar as Anthony van 
Dyck were also a part of. 

They served the University of Christ and contributed to driving mankind 
to a higher grade of feeling and consciousness. In the Age of Christ, they 
were followed by the last medium of the University, Jozef Rulof. 
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Pyramid of Giza 

The pyramid of Giza symbolises the material, spiritual and cosmic devel-
opment of the soul, mankind, Christ and the universe. 

Who designed and built the pyramid? 

The plan to build the pyramid of Giza was designed and carried out by 
the University of Christ. Various masters reincarnated on earth and became 
the mathematicians, astronomers and architects who supervised the building 
on earth. Other masters became the earthly priests who could receive the 
instructions for the building from the highest spheres of light. Everything 
was supervised on earth by the high priest, who was reincarnated from the 
seventh sphere of light for this purpose. 

The high priest was in direct contact with the pharaoh, because for the 
building a great deal of people were needed because no advanced machines 
or magical powers were used. Everything was realised by means of human 
efforts, with the simplest means for rolling and hoisting the stones, and put-
ting them in the correct position. The whole of Egypt helped, everyone had 
a task in this great event. 

It is the only time in the history of mankind that many masters from the 
highest spheres of light reincarnated on earth. They did that especially and 
solely in order to build the pyramid, a stone temple for all times, an invita-
tion to reach questioning. Because how was it possible to design and realise 
such a monumental building at that time without advanced means and with-
out the current science, whereby every awesomely heavy stone was positioned 
accurately down to a millimetre? And where did all that knowledge go which 
was needed for that, and especially, where did that knowledge already come 
from at that time? 

The far-reaching meaning 

The masters illustrated the cosmic evolution of the soul in stone. In the 
first place, the birth and the life of Christ were predicted. In addition, the 
development of mankind and the cosmos was illustrated, and all the grades 
which the life experiences in its cosmic development. 

Every stone has its own meaning. For instance, the corridors in the pyra-
mid refer to the inner life of the human being. The king’s chamber symbolis-
es the All where we as soul are on our way to. The sphinx is also connected to 
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the pyramid. It symbolises motherhood, from the animal-like to the higher 
inner life. She and the pyramid as condensed creation represent the basic 
powers of all the life. 

In the books by Jozef Rulof the significance of the pyramid is only briefly 
touched upon in the book ‘The Origin of the Universe’. At that moment, 
Jozef was not yet developed far enough as a medium to give an explanation 
at soul level. Later, this could have been possible but this did not happen 
because the time for this was too short. 

The interpretation of the meaning of the pyramid will only take place 
in the coming centuries. Souls will continually be born which will reveal 
the tip of the veil, just what is attuned to the thinking of mankind at that 
moment. For all the coming times, the building will stand there as a temple 
which testifies to the far-sightedness of the masters from the All, who inspire 
and support the human being on earth from the prehistoric age in order to 
dissolve the suffering and to realise eternal happiness by means of spiritual 
development and universal love. 
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Jesus Christ 

The University of Christ reveals the All-Consciousness of Christ about 
which nothing was written in the Bible. 

Christ in the All 

On earth, people know in particular the Biblical Christ who was described 
in the New Testament. The articles ‘Bible writers’ and ‘apostles’ explain that 
the Bible was written by people who were subject to their own spirit of the 
times. The article ‘ecclesiastical stories’ analyses the image of the weak Christ 
that emerged in this way. 

The article ‘University of Christ’ explains how Jozef Rulof and his masters 
got to know Christ very differently. The article ‘our cosmic soul’ gives an 
overview of the articles about the cosmic path of the ‘All-Source to the All, 
which Christ followed before he became the Messiah. 

A narrow path 

When Christ reincarnated on earth from the All, He knew what awaited 
him. Moses and the prophets had paved a narrow path for him by giving 
mankind the faith in one almighty God and by predicting the coming of the 
Messiah. He could build further on that, so that He did not just come from 
the nothingness for the world. 

However, He knew that He could pass on precious little of his All-Con-
sciousness, because mankind was still attuned to violence and power. He 
himself lived in the highest grade of love, but on earth the masses only ex-
perienced self-love. 

Mary and Joseph 

Mary and Joseph were an exception to this, they already felt universal love. 
That was not coincidental, they were reincarnated for their task. They rein-
carnated from the first sphere of light of the Hereafter in order to receive the 
All-Conscious in their harmonious togetherness. The articles ‘our hereafter’ 
and ‘our reincarnations’ give an overview of the articles which describe the 
worlds of the human soul. 

When Christ attuned himself to these two people, Joseph was inspired 
to give himself to Mary. Man and woman reached physical oneness, so that 
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the soul of Christ could connect itself with a sperm cell and an egg cell, 
like every reincarnation on earth begins. Christ knew that motherhood and 
fatherhood interpreted the basic powers of all life, and He followed this uni-
versal life possibility in this. 

During her pregnancy, Mary felt that she was carrying a very special child. 
The masters brought her into a state of clairaudience and clairvoyance in or-
der to be able to make it clear to her in words and images what path her child 
would take. These masters were called angels by mankind. 

Christ and Jesus 

Before Christ could speak as All-Conscious on earth, He first had to build 
up a new earthly personality which was adapted to the language and the 
customs of that time. That personality was called Jesus on earth. 

As a child, Jesus could play like every child, but sometimes He withdrew 
in order to meditate. Then Christ was engaged in letting his All-Conscious-
ness be born step by step in his earthly personality. That had to happen very 
gradually, according to the rate that the nervous system could absorb and 
process his All-Conscious inspiration. 

Sometimes, Mary found her child amongst the flowers and the birds, with 
whom He then felt connected in feeling. Mary felt this son more intensely 
than her other children, because by means of the connection of feeling, He 
communicated with her and all the life. First, He took nature as mentor, in 
order to sense the laws of nature and to also bring these feelings in this new 
earthly body to material thoughts. 

Then He focused his attention on the human being, and followed the 
life cycle from embryo to old age. He gauged all the grades of feeling of his 
fellow human beings, and understood to where their thinking had come. At 
the age of twelve, He entered the temple and He talked with the scribes. He 
astonished them with his knowledge, which was already completely attuned 
to God and his creation. He spoke from his feeling, which He had mastered 
in his millions of lives and that had become Omnipotent. He placed the 
earthly religious authority before soul and universe, but was not accepted. In 
this way, He indicated what was correct in the Bible, but also what had been 
written wrongly by the Bible writers. The scribes clung to their learning and 
renounced his All-Consciousness. The world had begun to turn against him. 

He left the scribes alone in their faith and further connected himself to life 
in the universe. In this way, He experienced the moon and the sun, the plan-
ets and stars, and penetrated their cosmic depth. In this way, He prepared 
himself seriously for his task, and did not go one step further in this than 
He could deal with at that moment. Day after day, He allowed his All-Con-
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sciousness to awaken in his earthly personality, in harmony with the growth 
and the strength of his material body. 

In thoughts, He followed the journey which his cosmic soul had travelled. 
He examined his lives on the first planet in the universe. He followed his soul 
which built up body after body in order to reach the human shape on Moth-
er Earth. When He examined the moment that He arrived as first soul in the 
hereafter, He saw himself wondering again where the sunlight had gone. He 
saw himself becoming ‘creator of light’ and continuing his cosmic evolution 
up to the seventh cosmic grade of life, the All. In this way, He reached the 
moment that He set up the University of Christ in order to lead mankind to 
universal love. Then he saw himself reincarnating with Mary and Joseph in 
order to show on earth what higher love actually means. 

A permanent grasp 

When his body was mature and He had absorbed every cell of that body 
in his feeling, He felt ready to speak out in public. Now no physical tissue 
could disturb and distract him again, He was lord and master over both his 
earthly body and his earthly personality. 

He attracted his apostles and gave his first lecture to the people. The truth 
that He felt was now interpreted, received a universal meaning word for 
word, not only for that time but also for the coming centuries. He wanted to 
give the human being of all times a permanent grasp in order to conquer the 
lower self and the disharmony within himself. 

His Joyful Message 

Christ knew that He could not say much before people would prevent him 
from speaking. Furthermore, He attuned himself to the intellectual capacity 
at that time. This is why He summarised his message with a few words: love 
one another, love everything that lives, love the other person as you love 
yourself. It concerns a higher love than the self-love that people usually expe-
rience in the world. The article ‘grades of love’ goes into this more deeply and 
explains what Christ could still not explain in his time. 

However, he did give indications of how that higher universal love could 
be understood, such as for instance ‘If you possess all the languages of the 
world and you do not have love, then you have nothing and you are nothing.’ 
It is not about knowledge or a prayer, but about an actual love which helps 
and gives. Universal love is more than a feeling that goes out to one human 
being. It has many aspects within it, such as warmth, benevolence, under-
standing, acceptance and servitude. 
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The first stone 

Loving is the opposite to judging someone or blaming them for some-
thing. When people wanted to stone a woman, Christ wrote in the sand: ‘He 
who is without sin may cast the first stone.’ 

When Peter came to Christ to complain that they had booed him, Christ 
asked him whether he had given a reason for this. Peter had to admit that he 
had first said that they should not interfere with him. Christ kept asking who 
was the first to start with deception, gossip or destruction. 

At that time, he could still not explain the fundamental principles of ‘cause 
and effect’. He could only say: ‘You reap what you sow.’ And when John and 
Peter asked him whether they did well, He asked whether or not they felt 
that they got back from the other what they radiated themselves. A heartfelt 
love opens hearts and allows the warmth to radiate back. 

When Christ stood before a person who had committed a crime, He said: 
‘You are not a criminal’ and He said about Mary Magdalene: ‘She is not a 
public woman. There are no sins.’ And He said to herself: ‘Leave it and you 
will heal.’ He could not express any more at that time, his audience was not 
yet ready for an explanation at soul level. They did not yet know anything 
about their cosmic soul. They could not yet imagine that no criminals or 
public women existed, because every soul is immensely greater than those 
few actions for which people judge someone. 

Furthermore, it is much more important to wonder where we as soul are 
on our way to and how we will come there. This is why Christ went against 
the concept of ‘sin’, because it ties the human being in feeling to his past. If 
we learn from our past what does not feel harmonious and then leave that, 
then we make progress. The article ‘ecclesiastical stories’ goes more deeply 
into what the concept of ‘sin’ has done to the human being over time. 

Christ addressed Mary Magdalene because she could change her life for 
the better with his help. He knew that people would reproach him for that 
later. However, that did not prevent him from making it clear to his audience 
in this way that they were not allowed to scorn a single fellow human being. 
Christ felt connected to all life, and then you can no longer say: it does not 
concern me, I wash my hands in innocence. No, Pilate, that is not universal 
love. 

Casting the first stone does not begin with our actions, but with our 
thoughts. Christ said: ‘But I tell you all that, he who even looks at a woman, 
to covet, to possess her, has already committed adultery.’ He warned the hu-
man being against the passion which stops universal love. 
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Reincarnation 

Casting the first stone goes back much further than the current life. Christ 
knew that his audience had reincarnated in order to dissolve their karma 
from their past lives. This is why He said: ‘You will end up by no means, not 
there, you will have to pay the last toll for your life.’ Every soul will ‘have 
to pay back its last toll’ for every disharmony which has been committed 
against another, before people can enter the spheres of light. 

Christ knew all his past lives, and said: ‘Before you were, I was already 
here.’ His audience would not have accepted that He also told that He had 
already lived on earth in the prehistoric age, and had already completed his 
earthly life cycle many millions of years ago. They could not form an under-
standing of cosmic grades of life. 

Gethsemane and Golgotha 

When the Messiah felt that his crucifixion was approaching, he went into 
a meditation. In this way, He prepared himself for the violence of the world 
that charged towards him. He knew that He would not be able to do much 
more in order to be an example to the human being of how people could 
absorb violence without losing the own harmony. 

When He had completed his meditation, He made his apostles aware of 
their possible commitment with the words: ‘Can you not watch with me 
even one hour?’ He accepted the kiss of Judas, and let himself be taken will-
ingly by the soldiers. He did not say anything to Pilate, because the authority 
of society then could not understand him anyway. 

When Caiaphas as the religious head of the people asked him whether He 
was the Messiah, He only said: ‘You say it.’ The far-reaching consequences of 
all these events is explained in the articles ‘Judas’, ‘Pilate’, ‘Caiaphas’, ‘Geth-
semane and Golgotha’ and ‘apostles’. 

When Christ hung on his cross and experienced his last moments in this 
body, He did not feel forsaken because He was one with God and the All-
Source every second. He said: ‘I am that life. You originated from God. I 
suffer for you.’ These words were not understood by the audience and were 
later distorted by the religious thinking that still thought in sins, as is ex-
plained in the article ‘ecclesiastical stories’. People did not understand that 
Christ meant that He felt the suffering of all people, because He experienced 
a cosmic connection with all life. He suffered from the lack of consciousness 
which mankind lived in, that He could not bring any higher at that time 
because people murdered him deliberately. 

Up to his last thoughts, Christ was engaged in driving the human being 
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on earth to the light. The last words that He spoke from feeling to feeling 
were directed at a needy pupil with whom He was connected, his beloved 
apostle Judas. Judas did not feel him at that moment, because this pupil had 
dissolved into despair and wanted to commit suicide. However, Judas would 
one day be able to look back at this moment and then experience that his 
Master knew that no betrayal had played a role in his feeling. 

The resurrection 

Christ died and people placed his body in a grave. When people opened 
that grave again a few days later, the body appeared to have disappeared. 
The masters later explained via Jozef Rulof how this was possible. The body 
became dematerialised and elevated to the spiritual body. When Christ later 
showed himself to the apostles with this spiritual body, it became clear to 
them that He had risen from the dead. 

The religious human being did not understand that this resurrection was 
not material. The article ‘ecclesiastical stories’ explains how people made a 
‘last judgement’ of it, with a physical resurrection which would make use of 
the bones which lie in the grave. 

However, the actual resurrection belongs to the soul, for whom the phys-
ical dying is only a transition to the following phase in its cosmic evolution. 
Our soul rises again millions of times after having experienced the end of the 
past life. By means of millions of resurrections, we evolve toward the Christ 
consciousness. 

Our own Christ 

The University of Christ explains that it is not so much about following 
Christ, but about allowing our own Christ to awaken. In every soul the 
Christ consciousness will awaken, when universal love starts to lead the ac-
tions. Thanks to many reincarnations, every soul will one day realise this 
spiritual awakening in the universe. 
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Judas 

Judas only found peace and happiness after he had buried the demanding 
in his inner life and no longer wanted to command anything from Christ. 

The demand of Judas 

According to the Bible, Judas betrayed Christ. The Bible writers presumed 
that by interpreting what happened. The other apostles could not look into 
the heart of Judas either, and they gave meaning to his deed from their own 
consciousness. 

However, the masters of the University of Christ can attune themselves to 
what went on in the feeling of Judas when he gave his conscious kiss to Jesus 
and thus showed the soldiers who they were looking for. At that moment, Ju-
das wanted to encourage the Messiah to show what He could. Judas expected 
that Christ would strike down the soldiers with his powers, so that the world 
would finally see his greatness. 

Judas had a boundless faith in the Messiah. He knew the Scripture like no 
other, and felt that Christ was the long-awaited Messiah whose coming had 
been predicted by Moses and the prophets. He considered Christ as the son 
of God and was convinced that the puny soldiers were not able to cope with 
the divine powers. 

Judas was demanding towards Christ and wanted to encourage him to 
proceed to act forcefully, so that mankind would get to know his divine ori-
gin. He interfered with the way in which Christ went his way, he wanted to 
give that way a different turn. 

And at that decisive moment, Judas felt a severe tension within himself. He 
was proud of Christ and loved him intensely. But if the Messiah had acted 
differently and things had taken a wrong course? That was not possible, be-
cause Christ would ultimately prove who He was! 

Christ remained himself 

Christ knew what Judas wanted, but He remained himself and did not 
strike down the soldiers, but let himself be taken away like a lamb. He did 
not use violence against violence, and did not dominate any other people. In 
this way, He gave Judas a life lesson. 

During the events which followed that, Christ also continued to act in the 
same way. The article ‘Gethsemane and Golgotha’ describes what spiritual 
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value Christ interpreted with his non-violence. He continued to love all the 
life and did not form one negative thought. 

Reincarnated 

Judas did not have a single calm hour again and committed suicide. Over 
time, he was born again on earth. During his new life, the longing lay within 
him to study and to know everything about religion. He made an in-depth 
study of both the Jewish and the Catholic religion. He made it as far as rabbi 
in the Jewish council and was one of the most learned among them. 

Finally, he came that far that he consciously felt that Christ was the Mes-
siah. Then he tried to convince his fellow rabbis that they no longer needed 
to look forward to the Messiah because He had already come to them in the 
person of Christ. However, they did not want to hear any of it and threw 
him out of the council. 

Judas then travelled to Jerusalem, which he already felt attracted to from 
childhood. When he entered this city, he felt reborn and was eager like a hap-
py child. Weeping, he kissed the earth, over which the Messiah once walked. 
Here, he reached deep reflection. 

He wandered round and suffered hunger and misery, but that did not af-
fect him. He wanted to do penance, although he did not know for what. An 
intense battle raged within him and he wanted to shout out that people had 
to accept the Messiah, but only managed to mutter. 

Where the cross of Christ once stood, he dug a deep hole with his bare 
hands and sat down in it. He felt his past life in his inner self like another 
personality arising, but he did not dare to allow that because then it domi-
nated his consciousness and was accompanied by a burning pain. This made 
him confused, as a result of which he could no longer think properly. 

He begged God to remove from him the terrible thing which plagued his 
inner self. Sometimes, he roamed the streets of Jerusalem, talking to himself 
and shaking his head. Suddenly, he had a flash from his past life, in which he 
saw himself walking through Jerusalem next to a figure, who was so heavenly 
and divine that it could only be the Messiah. In ecstasy, he sunk down and 
mumbled the name of the Messiah. 

When he was wakened by the interested passers-by, he fled back to Geth-
semane. There people found him dead, with his head on the earth, as if he 
still had wanted to hear the answer to his oppressive questions during his 
last moments. He had felt various times that he had been Judas, but he was 
unable to accept that, it was too incredible for him. 
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An inner fire 

During his next life, he also moved up to the Jewish council and he was 
cast out because of his belief that Christ was the Messiah. He left again for 
Jerusalem and immediately climbed Mount Calvary in order to meditate. 
However, he suddenly got a severe shock, because he descended unexpect-
edly into his past lives. The shock was so intense that he died from a stroke. 

In his next lives, the fire continued to burn within him. He was often ex-
iled by the Jewish council because of his dissenting opinion. Jerusalem had a 
magical power of attraction. People usually found him back in Gethsemane 
and on Golgotha. Up to his last life, one question burned on his lips: was I 
Judas? 

Also in the Hereafter 

When he awakens in the hereafter after his last life, shapes come towards 
him that he thinks he recognises. Peter, John, Andrew, James and other 
apostles welcome him in the first sphere of light. They show him his lives on 
earth, as a result of which he understands his questions and tensions which 
oppressed him then. 

Yet he is now still not free from that fire within him either. He returns as 
an astral personality from the hereafter to Golgotha. There, he continues to 
long that Christ will come to him and forgive him for his deed. However, 
Christ does not come and Judas sinks away into a feeling of despair. The 
thoughts of eternal damnation do not let go of him. He wonders if his deed 
was too great to ever be able to receive forgiveness. 

When he examines his past lives on earth and does not allow any longings 
to arise within him, he experiences peace and happiness. However, as soon 
as he allows himself to be driven by his compelling desire for forgiveness, the 
agitation rises and he feels that he is deteriorating again. He then demands 
again, and did life not make him understand that he has nothing to demand? 

Acceptance 

In order to come further, he smothers every thought that arises in his inner 
self and wants to force him to long for forgiveness. He feels that he will only 
be master over himself when there are no more demanding feelings within 
him. With this new state of mind, he follows again how the whole drama 
took place on Golgotha, including his own role in it. 

He now thinks about it calmly and understands how everything could 
have happened. In this way, warmth and happiness enter him. And when the 
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last feeling of demanding has died within him, a golden light breaks through 
on Golgotha. Judas looks up and sees the face of his Divine Master. 

Judas asks for forgiveness, but now in complete surrender, without still de-
manding. Christ irradiates him with his golden light and confirms that Judas 
can now leave everything behind him, because he has got to know himself. 
Inside, Judas is singing with happiness because he feels free from every lower 
thought. He now has attunement to the third sphere of light and is engaged 
in realising great things for mankind. 
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Pilate 

Pilate symbolises the personality which forsakes actually loving all life, out 
of doubt, complacency or fear. 

He washed his hands in innocence 

Christ was brought before Pilate who represented the highest social au-
thority in Jerusalem at that time. Pilate had to judge whether Christ could be 
handed over to the Jewish authority which wanted to try him for alleged sins. 

Pilate did not ascertain any crime for which Jesus had to stand trial. How-
ever, he washed his hands in innocence, because he did not want to interfere 
in this difficult matter. He withdrew himself from the actual judgement, in 
order not to endanger his social position. As a result, he forsook his possibil-
ity to call a halt to the lower in the human being, which wanted to destroy 
the higher love of Christ. 

His reincarnations 

The masters of the University of Christ have followed the following rein-
carnations of Pilate, in order to see what his actions in Jerusalem caused for 
the development of his inner life. They saw that in his following lives Pilate 
was very interested in the joyful message of Christ and started to devote 
himself to spreading this. 

Life after life, he served Christianity and he talked about Pilate and the 
event in Jerusalem, without knowing his role in this. For centuries, he was 
driven by the inner urge to work for Christ, without knowing where that 
drive came from. In this way, he was for instance, as a bishop during World 
War II, persecuted for his faith. His soul was driven to correct his actions 
from then, and from now on to do what he felt deeply that he should have 
done in Jerusalem. 

The doubt 

In his lectures, master Zelanus follows what feelings brought Pilate to his 
actions in Jerusalem. Pilate himself could not discover any guilt in Christ, 
but still he did not use his social authority to defend Christ against the lower 
violence that wanted to crucify him. He did not want to draw any dissatis-
faction from that lower violence towards himself, and washed his hands in 
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innocence in order to protect himself. 
Master Zelanus sees in the Pilate consciousness a deep abyss which can 

be called ‘doubt’. Doubting representing the truth when the accompanying 
behaviour can lead to negative consequences for the own material life. All 
who have done something for the spiritual awakening of mankind, have had 
to fight the battle with this doubt. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras and 
many others knew that those who did not understand them could destroy 
their earthly life. However, they did not allow themselves to be stopped by 
the doubt which smothers every inspiration and undermines higher thoughts. 

The apostle Peter also had to make this choice, when people asked him 
whether he was one of the pupils of Christ. He heard the cock crow when 
he had denied the truth three times in order to save his own skin. Later, he 
found the strength to testify for universal love and to experience a violent 
death for this at that time. 

Master Zelanus applies this to the daily actions in society. Each time peo-
ple wrongfully shift the responsibility for an action to another, the higher 
feeling plummets. If people allow themselves to be carried by society due to 
complacency, the own efficacy cannot grow. If we do not work for the whole, 
we cannot feel that we are connected to all life. 

Our All-Source 

When we let ourselves be led by doubt, society will not judge us for it. But 
what does the doubt do to ourselves? In the first instance, doubt can signal 
that we are faced with destructive feelings, thoughts or actions. As a result, 
we can become aware that we are faced with a choice. 

The dozens of articles about ‘our cosmic soul’ describe how our life is driv-
en by the All-Source in us. That drives us to reincarnating and to the expan-
sion of our personality. When we attune our actions to that inner inspiration, 
then we receive increasingly higher feelings and thoughts. 

The key to our spiritual growth is how we deal with the Pilate in ourselves. 
Every second we can expand our personality by attuning our actions to the 
feelings of truth, justice, harmony and universal love. Then our All-Source 
starts to flow more strongly, because those feelings interpret the core of our 
soul. Then we receive more power and vitality because we allow the basic 
powers of our soul to work in harmony with all life. Those basic powers of 
the All-Source created planets and suns, they are inexhaustible. 

However, those planets and suns would not have been realised if doubt 
had been in play. Doubt in the creation process gives degradation, darkness, 
destruction. Not deploying the higher powers in ourselves leads to standstill 
and decline. After Pilate came Caiaphas, and the lower feelings destroyed the 
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higher love on earth. 
Christ brought universal love. Acquiring that higher love demands force-

fully calling a halt to the self-love of the Pilate within ourselves. This is not 
possible by means of a one-off choice, but only by choosing millions of times 
for universal love which requires more commitment, but as a result of which 
new and higher powers are activated in our All-Source. And in this way we 
finally achieve the spiritual grade of feeling, in which no minuscule doubt 
still stops us from loving all life every moment. 
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Caiaphas 

Caiaphas murdered Christ and every danger for his own power and dog-
ma of faith, from Jerusalem until during World War II. 

The high priest who let Christ be crucified 

Pilate delivered Christ to Caiaphas and the other high priests who were 
at the head of the Jewish people. Caiaphas did not accept that Christ was 
the Messiah and had him nailed to the cross as quickly as possible. He was 
opposed to putting his powerful position at risk by a rabbi who supposedly 
performed miracles. 

Caiaphas said: ‘Kill him, He deforms the Lord.’ In order to safeguard his 
authority as high priest of the ancient religion, he had to ensure that Christ 
would not receive any more followers. Caiaphas defended his religion, his 
possessions, his prestige and his power over the believers. 

Reincarnations of Caiaphas 

The lust for power of Caiaphas did not end with his death. In his following 
lives, his inner self changed little. The masters of the University of Christ de-
scribed the reincarnations of Caiaphas in order to later explain his behaviour 
as Hitler. 

In his following lives, Caiaphas experienced the same phenomena as Judas 
and Pilate: the events in Jerusalem had a tremendous impact on his inner 
life. He did not understand the feelings of remorse, doubt and hatred which 
lived in him. He felt that he had something to do with Golgotha, but what? 

In his next life, Caiaphas became a priest again. He set off for Jerusalem, 
which exercised an irresistible power of attraction over him. When he roamed 
through the streets of Jerusalem, he felt like a starved wolf which hated all 
life. He was afraid of the images and thoughts which arose within his inner 
self and which concerned the events which had happened in this city. 

In his next lives, he searched for everything which the scribe tells about 
the events on Golgotha. Often, he went to Jerusalem and climbed Mount 
Calvary. He was continually searching and asking, but he still did not learn 
anything new in these lives, because his inner life continued to dominate. 
The centuries flew past, but he did not experience anything of the material 
and spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Remorse burned within his inner self, and he heard a voice calling louder 
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and louder: Christ was the Messiah! He cursed those words, but could not 
free himself from them. On a regular basis, he put an end to his earthly life 
violently, but that did not free him from his murderous feelings either. 

Spoken in earthly terms, during these lives he usually belonged to the 
Jewish people, with whom his inner life remained connected. Often, he was 
a rabbi or merchant. He received an aversion to haggling, money-lending, 
lying and cheating. Sometimes he raged fiercely against it, and then he had a 
remarkable experience. The more he hated the destruction of the life gauge, 
the less he felt his own inner pain and remorse. He examined these feelings, 
but did not finish thinking things through. 

The corrective soul 

Of course, he could not understand this phenomenon, because he as a 
personality did not know the working of his soul. He did not know that in 
essence his soul is harmonious and drives him to correct his behaviour as 
Caiaphas in Jerusalem. He had no understanding of the working of karma 
and ‘cause and effect’. 

At the moment that he temporarily withdrew himself from lies and de-
ception, he felt his remorse less intensely. This gave him a bit of peace at that 
moment, and as a result he raged more and more against haggling and cheat-
ing. However, he continued to hate all life, and his inner life also remained 
attuned to the ‘Land of Hatred and Lust and Violence’ in all his next lives. 
More and more, he began to hate the behaviour of other people which he 
used to show himself, and for which he subconsciously felt remorse. That 
behaviour connected him to the Jewish people to whom he counted himself 
as a personality. 

Hitler and his type 

The article ‘Hitler’ describes how the personality of Caiaphas lived it up in 
his reincarnation in the twentieth century. As Hitler, he not only continued 
the lust for power of Caiaphas in Jerusalem, but also his built-up hatred 
against the Jewish people. As Hitler, he did not give his soul a chance to 
correct the karma, but on the contrary created an immense amount of new 
karma. 

During World War II, he again combined his strengths with a few other 
personalities who were also attuned to destruction. In the twentieth centu-
ry, his son in Jerusalem who helped him to crucify Christ was his demonic 
propagandist: Dr Goebbels. And the man who raised his spear to Christ on 
the cross had also received a new name: Himmler. Like seeks like. 
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The Caiaphas as character trait 

The intellectual pride and the dogmatic faith made it become frighteningly 
dark on Golgotha. Then it were the Caiaphas and his people, later it became 
Hitler and his like. However, it are not just their dark thoughts which mur-
dered Christ and nail universal love to the cross. All the dark thoughts of all 
the people are responsible for this, because together they feed a dark sphere. 

In his lectures, master Zelanus analyses the Caiaphas as character trait. 
What do we still have as Caiaphas characteristics in ourselves? Caiaphas 
stands here for the old which does not wish to admit the new. This could be 
for instance a faith that has lapsed into rigid dogmas, and no longer receives 
any new inspiration in order to give us a higher awakening. Or that could be 
a position in society which is defended for the sake of the related money or 
prestige, as a result of which someone prevents a new invention or awaken-
ing. And it could take the form of wanting to be right when people feel that 
they are not right. 

We are faced with that Caiaphas in all kinds of forms through the whole 
of society. Master Zelanus emphasises the importance of not taking part in 
these actions, so that we do not feed the Caiaphas characteristics in our in-
ner self. We do not even need to provide a Caiaphas characteristic with dry 
bread. It is more help to put this behind bars and let it die a quiet death. If, 
instead of the Caiaphas consciousness, we drive ourselves to universal love, 
the Christ consciousness in us can awaken. 
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Gethsemane and Golgotha 

On Golgotha, Christ continued to love and unconditionally accept all the 
people, despite the violence of the world which wanted to destroy him. 

Gethsemane 

Christ meditated in Gethsemane, a garden at the foot of the Mount of 
Olives to the east of Jerusalem. He knew what awaited him and He wanted 
to prepare himself inwardly on Golgotha, the last phase of his earthly life. 
In Gethsemane, He prepared himself to represent his All-Consciousness at 
the moment that the violence of the world would charge at him. Amidst that 
destruction, He had to be able to do and say exactly what his message of love 
could give strength for mankind. 

He felt that He could achieve this by accepting in everything and receiv-
ing in love the people who came to him. That inner attitude that he had 
mastered during his cosmic evolution, by feeding and putting into practice 
more and more the giving love to all life. As a result, that attitude and that 
universal love could guide him in everything that he encountered. After all, 
he had become true in everything, when He spoke to the human being and 
offered help where possible. 

In Gethsemane, He also made his apostles aware of his role. After all, they 
still fell asleep, because their higher and serving feelings were not ready for 
holding a vigil with him during these crucial hours. Would they be resist-
ant to the lower feelings and behaviours which started to test their lives, or 
would they soon lose their own harmony by participating in the harshness 
of the world? 

Master Zelanus explains in his lectures what Gethsemane can mean for 
anyone who wishes to follow the path of Christ. Gethsemane is the prepara-
tion for the task which people wish to take on in life. For this purpose, it is 
necessary to create a silence in the inner self, a calm place in order to medi-
tate. A space in which all feelings and thoughts can be considered in relation 
to universal love. When all the lazy and destructive feelings and thoughts are 
banished from the inner self, they can no longer pounce on the human being 
when necessary. 

Golgotha 

Golgotha is the place where Christ was crucified. He let himself be nailed 
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to the cross willingly, after he had dragged that heavy cross up the moun-
tain. The apostles did not understand at that moment why their teacher did 
not offer any single resistance. Master Zelanus says that they suffocated in 
the inertia of Christ and that they then doubted whether He was indeed the 
Messiah, because He let himself be murdered like a criminal. 

In his lectures, master Zelanus analyses the reason why Christ accepted 
this crucifixion. Christ knew that his actions would be known throughout 
the whole world and would serve as an example for mankind. But what 
actions does it concern then, the non-violence that the apostles saw as sub-
missive? 

The All-Love 

Master Zelanus puts forward that it costs precisely a great deal of willpow-
er to let oneself be beaten in this way and to do nothing in return. Christ 
would have been able to free himself from that situation with one thought, 
He did not even need to use his hands for that. If He had just attuned his 
wonderful concentration, all his assailants would have been wiped from the 
surface of the earth. But what would He have achieved then? 

Master Zelanus explains that He would then have lost his All-Love. Christ 
had reached the All by loving every life, not by cursing it and wishing it gone. 
Universal love not only extends to the own loved ones but to all people, also 
the so-called opponents and enemies. Christ did not know any opponents, 
He only saw the life of the All-Soul that we called ‘people’. Christ also loved 
Pilate, Caiaphas and his executioners. He did not materialise one negative 
thought about them. 

Cosmic openness 

By means of this, He indicated what universal love entails. That is in the 
first instance an unconditional accepting of everything that another person 
does. This total acceptance is also a complete openness, keeping the connec-
tion with the other person open, being ready to take care of that other person 
in everything that he does, thinks and feels. 

Christ already built up that openness in the past during his own evolution 
as a cosmic soul. He had first acquired a connection of feeling as a result of 
which He could feel directly the inner world of all people. Then that connec-
tion of feeling with life had become even more spacious, and He felt the life 
of animal, nature and Mother Earth. And finally He had been able to open 
the cosmic connection of feeling with all the life in the universe. 

If He had just closed himself off for a moment from his executioners on 
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Golgotha, then He would have destroyed his cosmic openness. Christ re-
mained open to all people, and as a result He had to suffer during his cruci-
fixion, but not due to the crucifixion of his body. But because He felt what 
it brought his executioners. That hurt him, because He knew that as a result 
they placed themselves in a sphere of violence. 

Christ knew that sphere, the Land of Hatred and Lust and Violence in the 
hereafter, He knew what all these people attuned themselves to as a result of 
their actions. He knew that his executioners beat themselves and that they 
would later sink away in this violence. When they too begin with their jour-
ney to the spheres of light one day, they must take back all this violence and 
they will unbelievably regret that they ever violated the Messiah. It will take 
them many centuries to free themselves from that remorse. 

Remaining harmonious 

Christ knew that they could not beat him, because He could not be 
reached inwardly, He remained himself, He remained love. However, He 
could not explain to them how they burdened their own soul by means of a 
harsh word or a destructive thought. He could not teach these people that 
their soul is harmonious by nature and that they only came further in their 
cosmic evolution when they started to experience the harmony of their soul 
by letting their feelings and actions be guided by universal love. 

Christ knew that He could not reach these people by means of words, so 
He said nothing, and let himself be crucified. However, He also knew his 
astral pupils, the masters of the University of Christ, would one day be able 
to explain to the world why He had let himself be crucified. He also knew 
that another two thousand years would pass. At that time, his apostles still 
could not understand any explanation at soul level, they were still too limited 
by the then level of understanding of the world. 

The All-Light 

In the twentieth century, via Jozef Rulof the masters could pass on that the 
path of Christ is the path of all souls in the universe. Every soul will one day 
reach the complete acceptance and thus achieve universal love. Once every 
destructive thought has been crucified and all the inner violence has died, 
every soul will begin to feel the All-Love which was built into the core of all 
life and will only reach working and become radiant light by actually loving. 

Then Christ awakens in the inner life, because the own Golgotha is ac-
cepted and experienced in the depth. In this way, for every soul who leaves 
behind it all the dark feeling and thinking, the sentient connection with all 
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the life in the cosmos begins. Then the personality becomes soft, benevo-
lent, supporting, helpful, kind-hearted, open and universally loving. For that 
soul, it will never become dark again on earth or in the Hereafter, because 
the All-Light will lighten its further paths for ever. 
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Apostles 

The apostles were reincarnated for their task from the hereafter on earth, 
but their thinking was limited by their grade of feeling and the spirit of the 
times. 

Born for their task 

The apostles were not coincidental passers-by and contemporaries of Jesus 
Christ. They were ‘reincarnated for their task’. In the hereafter they had al-
ready prepared themselves for the apostleship, so that they would be able to 
carry the weight of that on earth. 

Before they reincarnated they lived in the Land of Twilight’, the spiritual 
world which borders on the first sphere of light. Just like Moses and the 
prophets, they were inspired to bring to the world the truth that there is life 
after death. Once on earth, they felt that spiritual reality because they had 
already experienced that themselves. 

Awakening 

The wives of the apostles were also prepared for their task. When their 
husbands left their families to follow Christ, they took sole responsibility for 
the care of the children. The apostles regularly sent a message to their wives, 
in which they described the universal love of their teacher. Since the women 
felt the importance of the message of Christ for mankind, the apostleship of 
their husbands did not bring any disharmony in their families. 

The inner life of the apostles was still not attuned to the spheres of light, 
therefore Christ still had to teach them that they could not experience any 
universal love with violence. When Peter used his sword, Christ said: ‘Peter, 
Peter, what I have worked for all the years, you beat to pieces in one blow.’ 

When the apostles arrived with Christ in Jerusalem, they began to feel 
that thunder clouds were coming. Peter was afraid that something would 
happen to their master. John explained to the others that they should not 
interfere in the path of the Messiah, but that they should prepare themselves 
for their role in the great event. 

They could only fulfil that role by means of their own powers of feeling 
and by what they understood of what their teacher said. They belonged to 
the few people on earth who already dared to think about this, because they 
were born for that task. However, they still did not know their cosmic soul, 
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Christ could only explain to them what could be understood at that time. 

Doubt and renouncement 

Christ addressed various grades of thinking and feeling, because his uni-
versal message was intended for all times. This is why He accepted all the 
apostles, each with their own character. As the article ‘Judas’ describes, 
that apostle still had demanding character traits. And Peter for instance re-
nounced Christ, despite the years that he had been able to walk next to the 
Messiah. He still did not have the inspiration then of the Christians who 
later went into the lion’s den for their faith. 

Christ had nevertheless warned Peter that he would renounce his teacher 
three times before the cock would crow. When people asked Peter whether 
he belonged with Christ, Peter claimed repeatedly that he had never known 
that man and had nothing to do with him. But not only Peter was overcome 
by doubt. 

All the apostles doubted when Christ hung on the cross. At that moment, 
they could not believe that He was the Messiah. They thought that He was 
just an ordinary rabbi, who had impersonated Christ and God, because when 
it came down to it, He let himself be crucified like a huge wretch without 
defending himself. 

Later, Peter understood that he could not renounce Christ because the 
Messiah was untouchable. Peter felt then that he had renounced the truth 
that Christ interpreted. He was afraid of being tortured and murdered if he 
stood up for the truth. The cock crowed only for that part in him that doubt-
ed and wanted to prevent the torture. The cock did not crow for his whole 
personality, because Peter also had strong character traits. 

After this renouncement, Peter flew in raging despair through Jerusalem. 
He felt wretched in body and soul and started to feel how he could have 
prevented that renouncement. Before, he should have banished all untrue 
thoughts and feelings from his personality. If he had become truth such as 
his great example, then the lie could no longer have got to him at that critical 
moment. 

Spiritual gifts 

There they were after the crucifixion, the apostles. For years, they had 
received wisdom from their teacher. But now their rabbi had been killed in 
a scandalous way and they stood alone. What had they themselves mastered 
of this wisdom? What had their own inner possession become, from which 
they now had to act? 
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They sat together and waited for inspiration, they did not have the strength 
to realise the announcement of the joyful message out of themselves. Christ 
knew their situation and came back from the hereafter in order to show him-
self to them, to their complete astonishment He walked with his spiritual 
body through a wall just like that. 

And also after He had returned to the All, He continued to help them, He 
sent the Holy Spirit. The apostles could still not understand that they were 
actually the masters of the University of Christ. They thought that it was 
Christ who helped them with miracles. 

The masters developed spiritual gifts in them, to the extent that the apos-
tles could deal with this. When the apostles were together and had to make 
decisions, they even heard physical voices. The masters let the direct voice 
be heard whereby they condensed their spiritual voice half-materially so that 
this could be heard by the material ears of the apostles. In the article ‘direct 
voice instrument’, this phenomenon is examined in more depth. 

As a result, the apostles no longer needed to doubt, they heard their 
spiritual guidance. As a result of this inspiring word, they could devote their 
lives to their master. From that moment, Peter continued to retain his own 
truth. Later, he let himself be slaughtered by his persecutors, and he was 
pleased that he had conquered his doubt. 

The apostles now communicated the message of Christ in word and deed. 
They hereby experienced clairvoyance and clairaudience. However, they still 
could not give any ‘explanation at soul level, because they themselves and 
mankind still could not think that deeply at that time. 

Back in the hereafter 

Also when the apostles arrived in the Hereafter, they still had no under-
standing of the reincarnations of our cosmic soul. Peter asked Christ whether 
He could give him a new body in order to be able to testify to the word of 
Christ this time immediately from the beginning without doubt and with 
more inspiration. The masters made it clear to him and the other apostles 
that this was pointless, because mankind could still not be reached for more 
wisdom. 

Christ showed them what He could have given the world, if it had been 
further developed and had allowed him to live. Then He would have spoken 
about God as Mother, about All-Soul and All-Source, moon, sun and cosmic 
grades of life. However, He knew that this would only be possible after two 
thousand years in the Age of Christ. 

Then the apostles understood that they still had not got to know much 
about the cosmic consciousness of Christ on earth. They began their own 
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spiritual study by following the past of their cosmic soul and mankind. The 
masters showed them age after age and it was only then that Peter said to 
John: ‘You see, John, when I lived on earth, I looked into the eyes of God, 
but did not understand him. Sun and Moon represent these laws. Come, we 
must continue and master the laws of God.’ 
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Ecclesiastical stories 

Eternal fire in hell, last judgement, sin, forgiveness, confession, virgin 
birth of a weak Christ, Adam and Eve, and others. 

Stories by churches and Bible writers 

How much the human being on earth can understand is usually deter-
mined by the spirit of the times in which he lives. The article ‘University 
of Christ’ explains that the masters kept adapting their inspirations to the 
recipient under guidance of Christ. This is why Moses and the prophets re-
ceived a forceful God who was able to protect the group of Moses against 
hostile tribes. 

The article Bible writers’ explains that the human writers of the Bible had 
distorted the delivered stories to what they could understand themselves. In 
addition, they added stories themselves in order to increase the omnipotence 
of God. 

In his life as Jesus, Christ could not pass on his cosmic wisdom, so he used 
a universal imagery. However, his apostles and the churches who explained 
his words and life, lacked the distinction between the divine truth and their 
own earthly thinking. 

The churches did a great deal of good by bringing God and Christ to many 
people on earth. However, by making ingrained dogmas out of the deliv-
ered stories, they tied many people to untruths. In the Age of Christ, those 
untruths can now be analysed by means of the books from the University 
of Christ. In this way, the ecclesiastical dogmas can be taken back to their 
origin: stories of ‘hearsay’. 

Eternally burning fire in hell 

The greatest dogma of all times is the doctrine that people can burn eter-
nally in hell. In the books that came to earth via Jozef Rulof, this doctrine is 
referred to with the terms ‘eternal damnation’ and ‘damnation’. 

The masters encouraged Moses and the prophets not to carry out any ac-
tions which brought them into disharmony with life. The human being of 
that time only stopped with those actions if he was to be punished severely 
by an all-seeing God. Only due to a penetrating fear, some people began 
to bring their passions under control. The masters had no other choice, the 
human being did not allow any other approach. 
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In the beginning, this approach worked, the followers of Moses started 
to critically examine and to curb their own deeds. In this way, the first start 
was made for a spiritual awakening. A small group of people started to live 
in peace with each other, as a result the murdering within this group was 
called to a halt. 

However, when this ‘warning from God’ was passed on, the exaggera-
tion began. With each communication, the punishment by God was made 
greater, in order to give the story more power and illustration. The human 
being added an eternal fire which tortures the sinner in a dreadful way but 
does not fully destroy him, so that the torture can go on continuously. The 
human being could not think of anything more, that was the worst thing 
imaginable. The fantasist storytellers did not feel that at the same time they 
had made God into a horrendous monster. 

When Christ began his life as Jesus, this greatest dogma had already been 
completely calcified and ground in. It had become that hard that He could 
no longer remove it with ten thousand words. He could only give a counter-
balance by introducing universal love. This is why He spoke frequently about 
his Father of Love, but his audience could still not draw the conclusion from 
that, that the God of damnation did not exist and had never existed. 

After his death too, there was not the slightest improvement in this. On 
the contrary, many an apostle and ecclesiastical official blew the flames of 
the eternally burning fire even higher. The churches found their means in 
this for keeping the believers in check and making them pay a great deal of 
money in order to avoid damnation. 

Millions of believers felt the heaviness increasing. If they showed a weak-
ness for a moment, it could already be too late: perhaps it had already been 
enough for the eternal hellfire! It denied the human being the courage to 
make the most of it, to begin again after a breakdown. 

Many believers started to devote all of themselves to escaping the hell-
fire and securing a place in heaven, whereby they went above their human 
powers. They read day and night in the Bible, constantly murmured their 
prayers, begged God uninterruptedly for forgiveness and neglected human 
feelings, which were part of their grade of feeling, decreased. It drove many 
people to religious mania, the worst form of mania because the personality 
can dissolve completely into nothingness, into an unreal dogma. This can 
overrun and oppress all the other character traits, so that people feel nothing 
anymore of life. 

And when these believers then arrived in the Hereafter, they had still not 
lost their dogma! There too, the dogma denied them the strength to reach 
inner progress. Furthermore, they closed themselves off from the masters of 
the light who wanted to make it clear to them that their faith consisted of ec-
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clesiastical nonsense. They did not even believe that they had died on earth, 
because their church and Bible had told them nothing about the actual life 
in this astral sphere. 

The suffering of all these people on earth and in the hereafter also affects 
the inhabitants of the spheres of light. As long as people walk round with the 
most dreadful god of all times who punishes sinners more severely than any 
person on earth could, even Christ and his own in the All are not happy. The 
more rarefied and more loving people become, the more people sense what 
oppresses the fellow human being. 

Last judgement 

Two days after the death of Jesus, upon the opening of his grave his body 
appeared to have disappeared. Later, He appeared to his apostles with his 
spiritual body. His resurrection was spiritual, but the earthly thinking has 
made a physical resurrection of it, with use of the body that lies in the grave. 
According to the dogma of the last judgement, on the day of judgement God 
will physically collect all the deceased from the graves and allocate them a 
place in heaven or hell. However, what must happen for instance to the pre-
historic beings and all the others of whom there is not a bone left? 

The articles ‘cause and effect’ and ‘karma’ explain that there is no external 
god who judges us, but there is an internal god, whom we also call ‘soul’. 
When our action is not in harmony with life, our soul will correct that action 
in this or in a next life. And if we pass on to the Hereafter, it is our own grade 
of feeling’ which brings us to a dark sphere or a sphere of light, according to 
the grade of love that we possess. 

A weak Christ 

The article ‘Jesus Christ’ sketches an image of the life and the message of 
Christ. That is very different to the ecclesiastical image that was formed on 
the basis of the Bible. The writers of the New Testament made Christ weak 
because they interpreted his words and actions according to their own earth-
ly thinking. Furthermore, they put words into Christ’s mouth which He has 
never spoken. 

How could Christ have asked in Gethsemane to let the cup pass from him, 
when He already knew before his birth how his reincarnation would end? 
The article ‘University of Christ’ describes the All-Consciousness with which 
Christ reincarnated. The Bible writers did not know an All, they project-
ed themselves in Gethsemane and wrote down what they themselves found 
normal. They made a weak person of the divine conscious according to their 
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own image and understanding. 
For instance, they wrote that Christ reportedly said on the cross that He 

felt forsaken. However, Christ had already left the feeling of abandonment 
behind for millions of years, He constantly felt his divine connection with 
all the life. In the sources of the article ‘Jesus Christ’, the words have been 
recorded which He did indeed pronounce during his crucifixion. He said: ‘I 
am that life. You originated from God. I am suffering for you.’ 

However, the human being did not understand that, and he turned this 
into Christ suffering instead of all people and at the same time taking away 
their sins. The Bible writers and churches thought in terms of sins, for which 
a fall of man, a last judgement and an eternal damnation were thought up. 
And people wanted rid of those sins, so Christ just had to take them over and 
wash them away. It’s very easy, then people do not need to make amends for 
them themselves. Possibly also making a confession and murmuring a few 
prayers, but then they thought that they were also rid of their sins for ever. 

And in this way the story originated: Christ died for our sins, He gave his 
life in order to free us and became the Lamb of God in order to satisfy God. 
However, the masters made it clear that Christ did not give his life, but that 
He was deliberately murdered. Christ would much rather have continued 
to live in order to already bring his university to earth then, but people de-
stroyed his body and thus denied him being able to speak. 

And furthermore people also wanted to make a mercy of this killing. That 
dead body of Christ also still had to put the crown on the head of his mur-
derers. They not only took away his blood and life force, now He also had to 
die for their sins and give them new life by forgiving them for all their sins. 
However, the word ‘forgiving’ is not in the wordbook for space, nor the word 
‘punishing’. 

Sin 

The most severe dogmas were based on the concept of ‘sin’. The masters 
are very clear about this: no sins exist, there is only temporary disharmony 
which ultimately leads to awakening! The explanation at soul level is after all 
very different to the earthly thinking in terms of sins. If we bring ourselves 
into disharmony with another person by means of an action, then as a result 
of this we are also in disharmony with our own soul, which is in essence 
harmony. At that moment, our soul is driving to undo that disharmony. 
The articles ‘harmony’, ‘karma’ and ‘cause and effect’ explain how our soul 
regains its harmony. 

That is not possible via a church, confession box, a sacrament, a prayer 
or a forgiveness. That is only possible when we actually give love where we 
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previously brought darkness. For this purpose, we must perform new acts, 
experience new lives, reincarnate again. That requires our full commitment, 
to the last gram of strength that we have. And then we reach a spiritual awak-
ening which ultimately becomes universal love for all life. 

Since sins do not exist, a great deal of stories immediately lapse. Eternal 
damnation no longer has any ground, because there are no sins for which 
someone can be punished. A last judgement has no more sins to judge. 
Christ did not die for our sins, the world brutally murdered him. Christ did 
not take away our sins either, because we will put right ourselves what we de-
formed. What can people start to confess, if sins do not exist? No Adam and 
Eve are needed any longer to allow the sin to exist, and the apple tree and the 
snake can keep their own naturalness. Priests are no longer needed in order 
to forgive our sins. Mary does not need to undergo any immaculate concep-
tion, because there are no stained sins which lead to motherhood and father-
hood. Priests and nuns may get married again, because they no longer need 
to avoid any carnal sins. The ecclesiastical stakes were not only horrendous 
but also absurd, because there was never one sinner who had to be punished 
by death. Galilei would not have been imprisoned in that church dungeon, 
because his findings differing from the Bible are not a sin. And the human 
being ... can then finally breathe freely and work on his spiritual awakening 
from now on without that mortal burden by loving all life, because there are 
no sins in himself or another to be seen either. He can now look at his fellow 
human being as a soul which is free of sins and is like a companion on the 
cosmic journey to the All. 

Adam and Eve 

The Bible writers wanted to show that God created the human being, and 
this is why they made up the childish story of Adam and Eve. They then im-
mediately also built in the origin of the sins by allowing a cunning snake to 
creep in. Since their God could still be angry, He could also kick his children 
out of his paradise. 

The churches used this naive story in order to keep their power over the 
believers, because they could only be freed from the original sin via the 
church which the whole of mankind is continually burdened with through 
Adam and Eve. 

In the article ‘cosmic grades of life’, the large evolution steps of our soul 
are described and the article ‘our first lives as a cell’ describes the actual first 
lives of the human soul on the first planet. When that had evolved to the first 
grade of feeling, the human being removed himself from his paradise-like 
harmony by living it up outside the togetherness with his twin soul. In this 
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way, people did not take on the burden of sins, so they do not need to be 
washed away either by a baptism or to be reconciled by a Messiah as Lamb 
of God. 

The holy virgin Mary 

In order to allow Christ to escape from the original sin, the church per-
formed stunts with various stories. It thought up dogmas such as the ‘im-
maculate conception’ and ‘the virgin birth’, whereby Jesus was reportedly 
conceived without the intervention of a man. Father Joseph was therefore 
not allowed to take part, the ‘Holy Spirit’ served and ‘overshadowed’ Mary. 
Furthermore, Mary was declared sacrosanct and the holy virgin was ‘ascend-
ed into heaven’. 

The basic powers of all life, motherhood and fatherhood, are put aside like 
that by the church for lies, which do not interpret a single spiritual reality. 
The masters indicate that it is time that this Catholic nonsense is blown away 
by the spiritual reality. 

Joseph and Mary had intercourse and Jesus experienced this conception 
and his birth in a completely natural way like all the life in the cosmos is 
given birth to and created by means of both motherhood and fatherhood. 
However, for the church this is immoral, too really human, and dangerous 
because without those dogmas probably even less people would feel tied by 
the ecclesiastical stories. 

Marrying God or Christ 

There are people who, as a result of the ecclesiastical stories, think that 
they can marry God or Christ. They consciously choose the celibate life and 
do not wish to become a mother and father for religious reasons. In fact, as 
a result of this, they put all their eggs in one basket regarding their further 
evolution, namely during one life. Because if they still need more lives on 
earth in order to dissolve their karma, then they remove themselves from 
that progress which can only be realised by means of motherhood. 

The article ‘free will’ explains that the human being can devote his per-
sonal free will in order to become a priest or a nun for instance. He can con-
tinue with this for lifetimes, and build up his feeling for this more and more 
strongly, until he ultimately reaches the highest for his thought-up holiness: 
papacy. But is that also in accordance with the will of his soul? 

After all, he is the furthest removed from the basic powers of his own soul: 
motherhood and fatherhood. The way back is long and difficult, because 
every thought which is in conflict with those basic powers brings the per-
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sonality further in the direction of the unnatural feeling and thinking of the 
celibate faith which is outside the reality of the cosmic evolution of our soul. 
After all, when someone must still give back a body to another soul in order 
to dissolve karma, motherhood will still have to be experienced. However, 
because people have removed themselves from this in thinking and feeling 
for lifetimes, it will also take many lifetimes before people are able again to 
feel and experience again the feeling of ‘motherhood and fatherhood’. 

Furthermore, as a result of all the celibate lives people have brought them-
selves into disharmony with the total motherhood and fatherhood of man-
kind. As a result of this, other mothers must give birth to more children, in 
order to allow the evolution of all souls on earth to continue. That built-up 
disharmony with global parenthood will also have to be brought back into 
harmony again before people can enter the spheres of light in the Hereafter. 

Faith 

The masters of the University of Christ began via Moses to bring a faith to 
earth. The human being needed that in order to begin with controlling his 
lusts, in order to stop killing other people. While the faith at that time gave 
the human being a grasp for going towards the more rarefied feelings of his 
own soul, the faith nowadays has become an impediment for a great many 
people. The question is then: how does their soul get them away from that 
faith again? Because real spiritual progress only takes place by experiencing a 
reality, not by believing in it. 

And precisely feeling openly and thinking independently were certainly 
not encouraged by a church which often used the faith of the human being 
in order to build up its own wealth and power. For centuries, it sold the 
heavens and burned millions of disbelievers at the stake in order to retain 
its power. Anyone who brought new thinking like Galilei was forced into 
silence by the Vatican, because his discovery went against the holy Bible. 

The untruths in the Bible and the ecclesiastical stories will only disappear 
completely when the masters can speak to mankind by means of the direct 
voice instrument. Then every believer will also hear the spiritual reality of 
our eternal soul. 
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Evolution of mankind 

The evolution of mankind is managed by the masters of the University of 
Christ via inspiration of people on earth. 

Grade of feeling of mankind 

The article ‘University of Christ’ explains that mankind has been helped 
since the prehistoric age by the masters under guidance of Christ. By this 
Christ aims at stopping the suffering of the human being on earth and bring-
ing an eternal happiness in its place. He knows that this happiness will only 
be permanent if mankind has reached a high grade of feeling. 

The article ‘grades of feeling’ explains that our life of feeling has a particu-
lar level. The masters got to know those levels in the hereafter. In this, they 
distinguish various astral worlds which they call ‘spheres’. A sphere reflects 
the life of feeling of its inhabitants. In the spheres of light, the inhabitants 
have universal love for all life, while in the dark spheres self-love reigns. 

As the grade of feeling of a human being indicates his level of love, the 
masters also speak about the grade of feeling of the whole of mankind. That 
is the average level of love that is experienced on earth by the human being. 

From the prehistoric age 

In the prehistoric age, that grade of feeling of mankind was still just at the 
first level. The prehistoric being was especially focused on his own survival, 
also if this was at the expense of other people. In the case of food shortage, 
they fought intensely with each other. 

The masters could not suddenly bring these people to universal love, as a 
result of which the fighting with each other would stop. They first inspired 
the human being to receiving more material prosperity, so that the fighting 
for food became less necessary. In order to advance the earthly existence, 
they taught the human being to control fire and to make tools. That ma-
terial progress ensured that people became more alert of the environment 
and everything to be found there in order to increase the own material pos-
session. Even if this was aimed at the own possession, this still already gave 
more material consciousness than the previous phase. 

As a result, after a long time a number of people on earth reached the 
second grade of feeling, which corresponds to the dark sphere which is de-
scribed in the article ‘Land of Hatred and Lust and Violence’. Here only the 
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law of the strongest applied, such as in the animal world. This second level 
is also called the animal-like grade of feeling. As a result of this ‘right’, the 
people with a weaker body were targeted and they had to suffer under the 
rule of the strongest. 

Divine protection 

When the human being became conscious that he was stronger within a 
group, larger and larger groups started to fight against each other. The tribal 
battle became more intense, the violence increased. The masters understood 
that the human being would only change his behaviour if he felt a power 
higher than himself and the enemies, which could call a halt to this violence. 
The articles ‘Moses and the prophets’, Bible writers’ and ‘God’ describe how 
the masters inspired people on earth to start to feel respect for that supreme 
power. 

The followers of Moses could only believe in that higher power, if he also 
actually showed his power, by for instance protecting their group against 
other tribes. The masters helped Moses to protect his group, so that it would 
not be wiped out by the tribal wars. 

The leadership by the masters consisted especially of warning Moses what 
the plans were of the rulers of the hostile tribes, so that he could anticipate 
that. Moses was also inspired to make his followers warriors, so that they 
could protect their group. 

In this way, this group was not destroyed by tribes with a lower grade of 
feeling. Otherwise, a dominance of people with a higher grade of feeling 
would never come to the world. The protection by the masters is aimed at 
allowing the number of people with a higher grade of feeling to grow until 
they are so numerous and powerful that they can ensure peace and progress 
in the world. 

Christ 

After the prophets had carved a narrow path for the Messiah, the mentor 
of the University of Christ reincarnated himself in order to give mankind 
a powerful impetus towards universal love. The articles ‘Jesus Christ’ and 
‘Gethsemane and Golgotha’ explain this. The Christians who put his joyful 
message into practice, raised their own grade of feeling in that way. 

The masters inspired all the people who were reincarnated for a task on 
earth. As a result, Socrates, Plato, Aristoteles, Buddha, Ramakrishna and 
many others could expand the thinking of mankind, each in their own time. 
The great artists also received their direct inspirations in order to bring a 
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higher feeling to earth. 
The University of Christ boosted science and ensured for instance that 

the seas could be sailed. The masters inspired millions of people to reach 
higher feelings. In this way, mankind could conquer its first grade of feeling, 
in which they still stayed at the moment when Christ brought his joyful 
message. 

Napoleon 

When Napoleon was born in 1769, mankind had evolved to the second 
grade of feeling. Napoleon was a product of a world, which was still largely 
attuned to hatred and destruction. Consumed by a lust for power, no means 
was too cruel for satisfying his lust. He unleashed a hell on earth and let the 
blood of hundreds of thousands flow. Restlessly swept forward by his rage for 
possessions and rule, he began one military action after another. 

And yet the masters could ensure that his actions did not just bring de-
struction. The masters gave him the thought to unit Europe. They could 
not make him a noble person in one blow, nor could they raise mankind to 
a higher grade of feeling in one year. Napoleon could not be stopped in his 
will to fight and to destroy, but by means of the thought that the masters 
gave him, that unavoidable battle still also brought the first steps on the way 
to more collaboration in Europe. 

For that collaboration, it was first necessary to get to know each other, 
because unknown makes unloved. The military operations of Napoleon 
and his occupation were an undesirable and forced contact, but nevertheless 
brought the contact, as a result of which the people got to know each other. 
As a result, the former enemy received a face, and ultimately turned out to be 
an ordinary fellow being with the same fears and longings. 

In addition, wars ensure that more and more people turn away from 
everything that has to do with war, as a result of the misery that they experi-
ence as a consequence of war. These people will no longer start a war them-
selves, because they know what misery will be heaped on another person 
as a result. The suffering shook them awake and made them conscious that 
hatred and destruction take the world to the abyss. 

The masters knew that Napoleon would not succeed in realising the unity 
of Europe. That unity can only be established enduringly if it has been based 
on tolerance and collaboration which give happiness and peace to all the 
parties involved. However, the intended collaboration had still come a step 
closer due to the greater contact. 

For Napoleon himself, his lust for power was disastrous. As a result, he 
attuned himself to the lowest dark sphere which exists in the Hereafter. He 
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now lies down there like an astral jellyfish, his spiritual body has become 
slimy. He is no longer conscious of life and he will not reach working any 
sooner than over a hundred thousand years in order to resume his evolution 
again. 

Inventions 

The masters drive the material development of mankind by inspiring in-
ventors. For instance, Edison could bring the electric light to earth because 
the masters elevated him into their consciousness. All inventions which serve 
for progress were brought to earth by the masters. 

They also knew that those inventions would be used for war purposes. 
That was of course not their intention, but the masters did foresee that this 
abuse would contribute to the insight that it must not be done like that. 

World War I 

In 1914, mankind still lived in the animal-like grade of feeling, attuned to 
the Land of Hatred, Passion and Violence. Due to the great misery during 
World War I, it turned its back on the animal-like grade of feeling and it 
went towards the third grade of feeling, the coarse-material level. 

In the years afterwards, mankind went further on this path and in this 
way reached the sphere which is called the Land of Twilight by the masters. 
Now it had received more control over its lower instincts. Before 1914, people 
plunged themselves into war without reflecting much. After 1918, it took 
much longer before the war was declared, because people still knew what 
this meant. 

Mankind is attuned to the Land of Twilight 

The article ‘Land of Twilight’ explains which feelings its inhabitants ex-
perience. The fear and the tension of the Land of Hatred then lies behind 
them. They no longer want to murder, but are now attuned to peace and 
quiet. They still want more material possessions, but no longer at the expense 
of other people. 

Since knowledge is aspired to, the Land of Twilight in the hereafter has 
in fact become a sort of university city, with study areas and world views. 
The feeling is still earthly material here, the majority is still not engaged in 
enriching itself spiritually. The Land of Twilight is a misty state, which still 
does not radiate any heat. On earth too, people still do not feel warmed by 
the masses, true happiness is still not experienced everywhere. 
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Some inhabitants of the Land of Twilight increase their grade of feeling by 
for instance helping where possible in the dark spheres. Doctors and nurses 
pass on to here quickly, because they were already attuned on earth to serv-
ing their fellow being. By serving people come higher, because people discard 
the lazy complacent feelings from the Land of Twilight. 

However, the majority wait and do not begin of their own accord to work 
and to devote themselves to the fellow being. Most people only feel self-love 
here and have still not begun with their spiritual awakening. Their earthly 
life of feeling is aimed at the material. 

On earth, the masses who are attuned to the Land of Twilight are only 
stimulated to fight against lower characteristics by means of a war and an 
occupation. Holding onto the material possessions is only thwarted by a war 
which destroys the properties on a large scale and with raging violence. 

And in 1939 in mankind there were still lower powers which would ensure 
this battle. The average of mankind was already attuned to the Land of Twi-
light, but some peoples were still not that highly evolved and still longed for 
acquiring more land and possessions by means of conquest and battles. They 
would plunge mankind into a new world war. 

World War II 

In 1939, many people in Germany, Italy and Japan were still attuned to 
the Land of Hatred, Passion and Violence. This group of people was still 
large enough to impose its will on the part of the population which had al-
ready reached the Land of Twilight. Together, the people who were attuned 
to the Land of Twilight and the Land of Hatred still had the upper hand 
within these peoples, and they could use the technical means in order to 
increase the weaponry and to deploy it for conquering. 

They wanted to dominate the whole world and subject it to their will. They 
represented the lower self of mankind. This lower self tortured the fellow 
being in concentration camps, showed no mercy and lied and cheated as that 
had not yet happened before. 

The Land of Hatred, Passion and Violence declared war and plunged the 
world into a ruthless destruction. This animal-like atmosphere wished to 
conquer the whole world and unleashed World War II. It became a battle 
between two grades of feeling in mankind, between the Land of Hatred and 
the Land of Twilight. It took millions of years before a war could be fought 
which would become the last world war of all times. It was only now that 
mankind as a mass had evolved to the attunement of the Land of Twilight, 
in which it no longer wanted such a war. During this battle, it will devote 
everything to finally conquer the lower self of itself, the animal-like grade of 
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feeling, so that after this war it would never get the chance again to begin a 
world war. 

The article ‘Hitler’ describes the course of this world battle. The article ‘the 
Age of Christ’ explains how this last world war drives mankind to go on the 
way to the light of the first sphere of light. The article ‘illuminating future’ 
describes what a beautiful future mankind obtained by finally conquering its 
lower characteristics during the last world war. 
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Hitler 

Hitler caused greater suffering than whomsoever in history, this is why he 
is the lowest being of all the souls in the universe. 

The books by Jozef Rulof go deep into the being of Adolf Hitler. They ex-
plain how he could come to power and how the masters of the light ensured 
that he lost World War II. 

Land of Hatred and Power 

Hitler was driven by hatred and lust for power. He hated what people had 
done to his people by means of the Treaty of Versailles, which imposed a 
heavy yoke on Germany at the end of World War I. He wished to shed that 
burden and give his land a large role again in world affairs. 

He considered it his task to lead the German people to that large role. 
He came to power by manipulating the feelings of his people, which cor-
responded to his own inner self. The masters determined that after World 
War I, twenty-five percent of the German people had the same attunement 
of feeling as Hitler. They call that the animal-like grade of feeling, because 
in this sphere the strongest imposes his will on the weaker one. They call the 
sphere in the hereafter which corresponds to that and is built up by means of 
these feelings the ‘Land of Hatred and Lust and Violence’. 

Together with this group of people, Hitler got control of the impressiona-
ble masses, who then represented forty percent of the German people. Hitler 
promised these masses their own car and house, a trip round the world, 
decoration and boundless fame if they elected him chancellor. With the view 
aimed at those fine promises, they let Hitler come to power and diligently 
put their hands up when he spoke about the great German empire. 

When he began about war, the other thirty-five percent of the German 
people understood that he was very dangerous. This group represented the 
higher feeling, the will to live in peace with everyone. However, their num-
ber was not high enough to stop the power of Hitler. 

Not a genius 

During the life of Hitler, there were people on earth who wondered wheth-
er he was a genius, because he achieved so much. Many from his own people 
accepted him as a deity, who got Germany to arise from the rubble of World 
War I. However, in the Netherlands too for example, there were people who 
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believed in his greatness, as is explained in the article ‘NSB and national 
socialism’. 

The masters in the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen from the Other 
Side’ say that Hitler is not a genius, if only because he could not predict his 
own downfall. Or you would have to speak of ‘geniuses in evil’, who take life 
on earth to the abyss. Those dictators sacrifice the blood of millions of people 
without thinking about the suffering of these people. 

They are human hyenas, who suck the life out of millions of people from 
pure lust for power. Like vampires, they drink the spilled blood in order to 
satisfy their own desires. And they reveal their true nature in hypocrisy. For 
instance, Hitler cherished children, in order to take away every criticism 
from the German people with his satanic ingenuity. 

The lowest being in the universe 

In the books by Jozef Rulof the opinion about Hitler is blatant: 
Adolf Hitler causes deeper suffering than one ruler before him has ever 
done. He is the only being for the universe, who does and can do the 
most evil. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.4972.4973)

This is why Adolf Hitler is the lowest being in the universe, Christ the High-
est! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.4975)

As a result of his actions, Hitler descended to the pre-animal-like grade of 
feeling. In this way, the masters indicate that he came lower than the animal 
which can kill from hunger. Hitler had millions of people tortured and de-
stroyed out of lust for power, which is much lower in feeling than whatever 
animal. This is why Jozef Rulof therefore called him a satan: 

Can you hear this, Adolf? I represent the spiritual grade of life for the 
human consciousness, you represent the pre-animal-like! And because of 
that you are now a satan. 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 2 (C2.3161.3163)

The article ‘genocide’ includes a long quotation, which describes how Hit-
ler could have sunk so low. When he began as dictator, he became con-
sumed by hatred and an ambition for power. This was his own attunement of 
feeling, the animal-like grade of feeling. However, by committing atrocities 
during his rule, he sunk deeper and deeper, until he dissolved completely in 
the evil that he himself had evoked. In this way, he sunk back to the pre-an-
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imal-like grade of feeling, the lowest and darkest grade to which a human 
being can descend. 

Caiaphas and the Jewish people 

In order to understand how the lust for power was built up in the inner 
life of Hitler, the masters followed his past lives. They saw that he had been 
Caiaphas, the high priest who had Christ crucified. Two thousand years ago, 
he was already leader of a people, then too he already did everything to retain 
his power. Since in his eyes Christ threatened that power, the Messiah had 
to be destroyed. 

He later built up his personal hatred towards the Jewish people, in the lives 
that he experienced between the life of Caiaphas and that of Hitler. This is 
described in the article ‘Caiaphas’. When he reincarnated as Hitler, the life as 
Caiaphas was his strongest drive to regain and expand his power. However, 
as a result of that power, his hatred towards the Jewish people was given free 
reign and the atrocious actions could assume a considerable volume. 

Those dreadful atrocities attracted the lowest demons from the dark 
spheres, who could influence the inner life of Hitler even more strongly in 
this way. Ultimately, he could no longer free himself from this, because the 
few normal or higher feelings that he had ever had dissolved in the dread-
ful pre-animal-like violence which he had applied to the Jewish people and 
many others. 

Already at the time of Christ, Caiaphas represented the destructive inner 
life that wished to prevent and destroy the universal love of Christ in order 
to retain the own power. During the last world war too, Caiaphas as Adolf 
Hitler represented the demonic, the destructive inner life that wanted to 
subject the world to its own power. 

Stopping Hitler 

By means of influence, the masters could strengthen particular feelings of 
Hitler, but they could not suddenly make him a reasonable person, nor in 
the case of Napoleon, as is explained in the article ‘evolution of mankind’. 
However, by strengthening certain feelings, the masters could ensure that he 
would lose World War II. 

When Hitler had crushed Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium 
and France, he could have immediately attacked and destroyed England. 
After all, he already had his V-2 bombs ready for two years before they were 
deployed. However, he hesitated in pushing through. The masters strength-
ened his feeling that the waiting would give him the certainty of the ultimate 
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victory. He did not know that this waiting time was taking him from the fry-
ing pan into the fire. As a result of this waiting period, England and America 
were able to arm themselves in order to build up a counterforce. 

In addition, the masters enhanced the feeling of Hitler that Russia was 
dangerous. The masters knew that the battle between both superpowers was 
necessary in order to exhaust the German army. They also knew that Russia 
was prepared for this, because they themselves had enhanced the feeling 
with the Russian leaders that they would have to arm themselves against a 
potential attack. 

The masters oversaw this process because they knew the grade of feeling 
of the peoples. They knew the prevalence of the animal-like grade of feeling 
in Germany and Russia which still wanted to subject the world to their own 
rule. If both rulers were to combine their forces, they could dominate the 
world for the long term. 

In order to avoid this happening, during the critical moments of the war-
fare the masters enhanced particular feelings with the leaders of all the par-
ties involved. Churchill, Chamberlain, Roosevelt, Hitler, Stalin and the oth-
er leaders were influenced by the masters for the most important decisions 
which would determine the outcome of this world war. 

The masters ensured that both Germany and Russian used up their 
strengths without getting hold of the world. In 1941, if these two countries 
had not started to fight against each other but, on the contrary, had divided 
the conquered world amongst the two of them, then at the height of their 
power they would still have thrown themselves at each other in order to find 
out who was the ultimate world ruler. One did not tolerate the other, with 
the result that they aimed at each other’s destruction in the long term. This 
battle had to be fought during World War II, so that afterwards a stable time 
of peace could dawn, without the danger of a world war which would plunge 
the whole world into misery. Without this conscious leadership by the mas-
ters, the suffering for mankind would have been much greater, and would 
have lasted immensely longer. 

After the last world war 

The articles ‘the Age of Christ’, ‘ultimate healing instrument’, ‘direct voice 
instrument’ and ‘illuminating future’ explain the time that dawned after 
World War II. This is a new age because no new world war will occur which 
can destroy the material and spiritual building of mankind. 

That building will only take place gradually, because as a result of the last 
world war mankind has only just acquired the consciousness of how it should 
not be done. The article ‘Evolution of mankind’ discusses the influence of 
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wars on realizing this consciousness. In the whole of mankind as a personali-
ty, the constructive powers now finally have the upper hand, but smaller wars 
are still fought, because not all people have yet acquired this consciousness. 
As soon as the majority of people are attuned to loving each other universally 
as Christ intended that, the smaller wars will also be part of the past. 

The greatest masses have now reached that consciousness, and Hitler also 
played his role in that. If he had not played that role, there would first still 
have been dozens of years of peace, but then the uprising of the German peo-
ple would have come anyway, because the majority there still had to acquire 
this consciousness. Once they had acquired this consciousness, the German 
people began to fulfil precisely a constructive role in world affairs. 

World War II brought a tremendous amount of suffering, but at the same 
time prevented immeasurably more suffering, because the consciousness of 
mankind increased as a result. For this purpose, the masters enhanced par-
ticular feelings of the world leaders. They knew that the suffering was neces-
sary for acquiring this consciousness, not only by mankind as a whole, but 
also for many individual souls. For many souls, the events meant evolution, 
even if at that moment they lost their bodies. 

As the article ‘explanation at soul level’ explains, the masters themselves 
view the events differently than most people on earth. The masters know that 
much blood was shed, but not one soul perished. What the souls involved 
learned from this, they can devote in their next reincarnation or in their fur-
ther life in the hereafter. At world level, the consciousness was increased so 
far as a result of the last world war that the masters can now bring technical 
instruments to earth, which will remove the physical suffering of all people. 
The ultimate healing instrument will banish all diseases and make all the 
bodies on earth healthy. The direct voice instrument will give mankind the 
definite certainty that the soul survives all misery and that all souls will 
ultimately pass on to the spheres of light. The technology underlying these 
instruments can only now be brought to earth, because it will no longer be 
used for purposes of war. 

The karma that Hitler brought upon himself 

The article ‘karma’ explains what the consequences of a murder are. When 
people destroy the body of a soul, the harmony of the own soul with all the 
life is disrupted. That harmony is only regained when people give a body 
back to a soul, so that that soul can continue the interrupted evolution. 

Hitler is responsible for destroying millions of bodies. He will therefore 
have to give a new body to millions of souls, before his soul is in harmony 
again with all the life. The article ‘Jewish people’ explains that as a result he 
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will have to reincarnate to the end of the earth, he will have to remain until 
the last! 

Before he can experience his first reincarnation, he will have to wait tens of 
thousands of years. That is how far he has removed himself from the natural 
birth by means of his pre-animal like actions on earth. His thoughts are 
murderous to an extreme degree, in that state he cannot inspire a fertilised 
egg cell, he will crush this tender tissue to death if he comes into contact 
with it. 

When he has finally achieved sufficient peace to be able to be born again, 
only then will his conscious suffering begin. As a result of his past, he will 
have the feeling that he has been put aside for something great, but in every 
life he will have to carry out the lowest task on earth which is still necessary 
at that time. He will rebel against this. 

The masters will make his past lives clear to him via the direct voice instru-
ment, and show him what awaits him. He will have to give birth as a mother 
millions of times. When he realises the extent of his future, he will keep on 
succumbing again. That giving birth is strange to him, because his dominant 
inner life is still in his way. Yet he will have to conquer his lower self and 
from now on serve life instead of destroying it. After all, he cannot escape the 
corrective working of his own soul and, just like all the others, he will have 
to reach universal love in order to be able to pass on to the spheres of light. 
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Jewish people 

The descriptions of the Jewish people in the books by Jozef Rulof are at the 
explanation level of the earthly thinking. 

Earthly thinking or soul level 

In the article ‘explanation at soul level’, two explanation levels are distin-
guished in the books by Jozef Rulof: the earthly thinking and the soul level. 

The passages that are aimed at the earthly thinking contained words which 
connected to concepts of the readers during the time that these books were 
written, from 1933 to 1952. For instance, passages about the Jewish people 
have been included, because the readers thought in those terms. 

On the basis of this earthly thinking, the writers of these books, the mas-
ters, built a path through 27 books in order to realise the wording of what 
they established for themselves as truth, and that is what they ultimately 
wanted to pass on to the world as a new vision. They only described their 
own truth in the soul level, which they usually referred to as ‘the cosmology’. 

At soul level, they no longer speak about the Jewish people or about other 
peoples, because at their own explanation level the concept ‘people’ does not 
exist, the soul namely does not belong to a particular people. Every human 
soul experiences millions of reincarnations, which is explained in 30 articles 
about our cosmic soul. As a result, every soul lives with all the groups of peo-
ple to whom we gave various names of peoples and countries. However, at no 
single moment does a soul belong to a people, not even in the life in which 
the human being considers himself as a member of a people. When we start 
to feel the being of our soul, we realise that the eternal life in us is much more 
expansive than what people understand by peoples. 

This means that everything that has been written in the books about Jews 
and other peoples does not represent the own truth of the writers, but is 
aimed at the thinking of the readers from that time. The reason is that the 
masters have focused first on the concrete questions which their readers were 
concerned with. 

The individual karma in World War II 

For instance, the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’ 
goes into the pressing question of many readers why precisely the Jewish 
people got so much suffering. This book was written during World War II, 
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amidst the atrocities which were committed by Hitler and his soldiers. 
In order to give a beginning of an answer to this question, the masters first 

pointed to the past of all the souls who suffered during the war as human 
being. The articles ‘karma’ and ‘cause and effect’ explain how the life circum-
stances which come on our path usually have to do with our own actions in 
our past lives. This does not apply to a particular people, but to individual 
souls who reincarnated at a particular moment. 

Karma cannot occur because people are ‘coincidently’ born to a so-called 
people. Karma is individual. The soul which returns to the earth for karma 
is driving in order to bring light for the sake of the own actions during a past 
life in which that soul itself caused a premature end to the life of another 
soul. People cannot ‘inherit’ karma from their parents or from the people 
whom the human being belongs to. 

When the books speak about the so-called karma of the Jewish people, 
that is not an explanation at soul level, since the masters themselves do not 
think in terms of peoples. In the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth’, they did 
not analyse these questions from the readers spiritually or spatially, so not at 
soul level. They only described a human history, in order to explain Hitler 
and World War II for the earthly thinking: 

Yes, sir, you read it, in ‘The Peoples of the Earth’ we also go into that. 
But, you will feel, from the last part, those last two pages ... Master 
Zelanus says: ‘I must write two hundred thousand pages about this 
book’, we could have written seven works about this, but that is not nec-
essary because it only concerned: To explain Adolf Hitler and that war, 
and that God does not wage war. ‘The Peoples of the Earth’ is a book, 
that has still not been analysed spiritually and spatially for the human 
being. That means, people have not yet analysed space by means of that 
book, and not yet analysed the human being, this is only just the history 
of mankind. 
(Gentleman in the hall): ‘ ... a general history.’ 
A little bit of history as laws of nature, divine laws. And now we get to 
see Christ. Now we get to see what happens behind the veils. But now 
we will begin. Now soon ... 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.5313.5323)

If the soul reincarnates for karma, then it is working to bring itself back 
into harmony with the life. This has nothing to do with the so-called group 
to which it would belong according to the human thinking. There are no 
Dutch souls, Jewish souls, Chinese souls, or American souls. At soul level, 
no people exist, because the following quotation states that ‘God does not 
know any people’: 
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You always just see that socially again, and that is for mankind, and that 
is for our people ... God does not know any mankind, God does not 
know any people, and God does not know any human being, God only 
knows His life, and you are life. 

Questions and Answers Part 6 (Q6.6208.6209)

All those names of peoples and countries were thought up by the human 
being. However, as a soul we are directly attuned to the All-Source: 

But did you really think that God in the Divine All knew Holland, and 
France, England, names which you created yourself? You gave a name 
yourself of Piet, Hendrik and Klaas, but you are a grade of life as a spark 
on the other side, directly attuned to the All-Source as God. 

Questions and Answers Part 6 (Q6.7945.7946)

When the masters speak at soul level from the ‘University of Christ’, all 
peoples dissolve: 

What we have to determine for the University of Christ, my brothers, is 
the following: 
On the Other Side the peoples of the earth dissolve! 

The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof Part 5 (C5.6531.6532)

Who crucified Christ? 

In the earthly thinking, particular peoples can be held responsible for the 
crucifixion of Jesus Christ, such as the Jewish people and the Romans. When 
the masters explain at soul level who murdered Christ, then they are not 
referring to a people, but to everyone who does not want the truth and the 
universal love of Christ: 

And then the Christian child would not need to be ashamed that the 
Messiah was nailed to the cross. Was it by the Jewish race? No, it is 
you, yourself. Those things are still crucified; you still destroy, professor, 
doctor, because you do not want the truth. And now it is not so bad for 
society, not so dangerous, but now enter the spiritual worlds, the inner 
life, your soul, your spirit, your universal personality. Which light shines 
from your eye? What is silence? Now speak, finally ... by means of the 
truth, by means of gratitude! 

Lectures Part 1 (L1.300.307)

During a contact evening, master Zelanus explains how the violent feeling 
in mankind has led to the crucifixion of Christ. Everyone who feeds the 
degrading and destructive feeling towards others and acts according to that 
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sows this energy. And when many people proceed with this, this grows into 
a mass feeling as a result of which other people will be destroyed sooner or 
later. 

Why did people murder the Christ? Why? The highest consciousness, 
the most loving personality which has lived on earth was Christ, and 
people killed Him. 
(Gentleman in the hall): ‘People probably did not understand Him.’ 
Not understand? 
(Gentleman in the hall): ‘They probably did not understand Him.’ 
No, they were wild. Mankind was very wild. Understand, that is a thou-
sand times higher. If you understand a human being, then you still do 
not murder the human being. You see, that is the lower consciousness. 
And that consciousness still has to get that grasp. Even if the Catholic 
Church makes everything out of that, even people say: the Christ elevat-
ed us by means of His death and gave His life. Yes, the Catholic Church 
would like that. You must earn that. If you just remember and under-
stand that. They murdered Him. But all of us, if we just do wrong, then 
we already sow evil. And sooner or later it is a mass feeling, and then 
people are stoned because of it. 

Questions and Answers Part 6 (Q6.10449.10466)

The personal hatred of Hitler 

World War II resulted in a tremendous misery for many people. Viewed 
spiritually, the war is the result of the destructive thoughts and actions which 
were built up by many souls in many lives. This is why not only the ones 
waging war, such as Hitler, are responsible for this eruption of violence. 

A great deal of destructive energy contracted around Hitler. In the fol-
lowing quotation, master Zelanus explains that as a result Hitler did not 
succumb, because much misery during the war had to do with all the souls 
who worked together on destruction and hatred during their past lives. That 
misery did not have to do with Hitler as a person. 

However, Hitler is definitely personally responsible for much misery dur-
ing World War II which was unleashed by him. After all, he caused much 
misery which cannot be attributed to the past lives of the souls involved. 
For instance, he is personally responsible for the torture and destruction of 
many people who, speaking in human terms, counted as the Jewish people, 
without this belonging to the cause and effect or the karma of the souls in-
volved. This is because during his own past lives he had formed a personal 
hatred against the Jewish people, and that hatred got the upper hand during 
his life as Hitler: 
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Adolf Hitler does not carry the misery alone, you also help him carry. Every 
soul does it, because this is the cause and effect of the masses. 
Even the unborn child is to blame for this war. Or do you still believe 
that the soul only lives on Earth once? Every soul has experienced mil-
lions of lives and in this way the newly born child will not be able to 
avoid his own suffering and his own sorrow either. 
This is how Adolf Hitler does not collapse. The misery of war originated 
from mankind itself. He cannot collapse as a result of it, because your 
suffering is nothing to do with you, no more than it has anything to do 
with another person. Only the suffering and that sorrow, which he cre-
ates outside of your karma, are for his account. What he imposes upon 
the Jews, for example. Every torture, which he commits out of hatred 
and passion; falls back on him and revenges itself upon him. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.4956.4966)

The articles ‘Caiaphas’ and ‘Hitler’ describe how during his past lives he 
reached this personal hatred. During World War II, that hatred started to 
dominate his personality, which degenerated into genocide. Every misery 
which he brought in this way to many people outside their own cause and 
effect, falls back on him in the sense that in his next lives he is faced with the 
task of converting that misery for the souls involved into happiness. In view 
of the tremendous misery that he brought, he will therefore be busy longer 
with this than every other soul on earth. This means that he will only leave 
this earth as the last soul, after no one else walks round on earth who is still 
burdened by this misery. 

One day the masters will be able to show him what awaits him. It is only 
then that he will be able to feel the severity of the karma created by him: 

Adolf sees millions of lives before him, millions of births and dying pro-
cesses of himself, because Mother Earth holds onto him, he must help to 
build and experience the laws of God. He almost collapses, overwhelmed 
by the severity of the karma created by him, he drags himself on, he 
starts to feel remorse. Good heavens, I must remain on Earth for mil-
lions of centuries? Other people will pass on, go further and higher, I will 
have to remain until the last! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.10534.10537)

The University of Christ 

Only the soul level contains the actual message of the masters, and the 
final knowledge that it wanted to pass on to the world. That knowledge is 
not about Jews, Dutch people or Chinese people, but about the message of 
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Christ. The masters established the ‘University of Christ’ on earth in order to 
give a spiritual-scientific explanation for the message from Christ. 

That explanation makes it clear why in the ‘love one another’ there can be 
no distinction according to people or nationality or religion, because those 
earthly names no not represent an actual feature of our soul. At soul level, 
universal love is not aimed at Dutch people or Jews, at people or nations, 
but at life. When we love that life and serve where we can, then we allow the 
Christ in us to grow and we become conscious of the cosmic power which 
we are in essence. 
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NSB and national socialism 

The NSB and national socialism are described in the books by Jozef Rulof 
as rotten, satanic, pre-animal-like, prehistoric and as poisonous as the plague. 

NSB 

The Nationalist Socialist Movement in the Netherlands (abbreviated as 
‘NSB’) was a Dutch political party which existed from 1931 to 1945. The 
NSB held the ideology of national socialism and, at the time of the German 
occupation of the Netherlands during World War II, acted as the collabora-
tion party which worked together with the occupier. 

In the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen from the Other Side’ by Jozef 
Rulof, this movement was discussed as part of the analysis of national social-
ism in the Netherlands during World War II. 

If you feel all of this, it must be clear to you, why the Dutch people did 
not even want to have to do with national socialism. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2895)

In the above-mentioned quotation, it concerns the seventy-five percent of 
the Dutch people which represents a higher grade of feeling: 

And the seventy-five percent of your people is disgusted by the ideals and 
the concepts of this movement. What they represent for your people is 
enslavement, brutal violence, deception, meanness, betrayal and thou-
sands more characteristics, which belong to the lower, pre-animal-like 
instinct. These thoughts must clash with the healthy, free, conscious, 
mentality of the Dutch people tuned to love. The people who serve this 
movement, represent the lower characteristics of your people, they there-
fore act badly in an animal-like way or agree to it by keeping silent at 
least. These people do not need God and Christ, they feel themselves 
‘Superhumans’ and experience darkness! Is it then any wonder that this 
low grade is discarded by the higher grade despite its many efforts? 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2897.2902)

The NSB idealists were contrasted with Moses and his people: 
Moses and his people were also idealists and prepared at all times to de-
vote their lives for the spiritual consciousness of mankind. The idealists 
of your time are coarse-material beings, who serve their own grade of life 
and love themselves for the greater part. Moses served mankind, your 
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idealists serve a people and are hereby open to hell and horror. Moses 
brought the faith in One God to Earth, your idealists destruction and 
demonic meanness! Moses was a fighter for God, a preacher of love, in 
contrast your idealists create discord and deride God and murder the 
better self in the human being. 
However, they cannot frame their satanic plans so covertly or the good 
core of the Dutch people sees through them and rejects them. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2989.2994)

In the aftermath of World War II, the death penalty was reintroduced 
in the Netherlands and carried out on NSB members. During a contact 
evening, Jozef Rulof is asked what he thought about that death penalty: 

A lady comes back to her question from last week and now asks: ‘May the 
death penalty be applied?’ 

Jozef says: ‘Of course, that is not allowed. What do the ‘Ten Command-
ments’ say? 

Questions and Answers Part 1 (Q1.3038.3040)

For Jozef, killing is always wrong, even if it is applied to the leader of the 
NSB Anton Mussert and the NSB member Max Blokzijl: 

It says in the bible: ‘Thy shalt not kill.’ So whatever else you find in the 
bible, is from the botchers of that bible, from the human being, who 
squandered the word of God and Christ. 

It therefore says: ‘Thy shalt not kill’, but why did they take the lives of, 
among other people, Mussert and that poor Max Blokzijl? That Blokzijl 
is not ‘poor’, I do not accuse that life, I found him and Mussert dopes, 
but to still take the lives of such unconscious beings? They should have 
sent those men to the coal mines! They could have made them work day 
and night if necessary, until they are fit to drop, but they should not have 
killed them. Do not kill any human being, or you will violate them; but 
give them the opportunity to make good their mistakes. Christ meant 
that and nothing else! 

Questions and Answers Part 1 (Q1.3043.3050)

In the magazine ‘Evolution’ that Jozef published, the following is said 
about the NSB members: 

Archives (AR.6726.6729)
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Archives (AR.6732)

Jozef calls the NSB members madmen: 
When you followed those madmen, I used my time in a different way. 

Questions and Answers Part 1 (Q1.3101)

He says about using their salute: 
Go away, convulsers, do not ruin my life any longer. 

Questions and Answers Part 1 (Q1.3099)

During a contact evening, he tells that in 1942 he encountered NSB mem-
bers in his village of birth ’s-Heerenberg: 

I came back to ‘s-Heerenberg, madam, in 1942, I came back to ‘s-Heer-
enberg in my land of birth, and then the members of the NSB (Dutch 
national socialist movement) were walking there: like that. I come to the 
elite, that is at Heining, that is a nice café - I never came there because 
they were too boasting for me - only dignitaries came there, the mayor 
came there, well, a child of the Grintweg was not allowed to come there, 
they chased him away. 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2673.2674)

In his village of birth, Jozef was called ‘Jeus’: 
But when I came there, I already had about twelve, fifteen books in my 
hands, and then they started to bow a bit and: ‘Gosh, there is something 
in that Jeus.’ And then I went in there, and the elite of Mussert was sit-
ting there. 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2675.2676)

Jozef denounces using the NSB salute: 
‘So’, I say, ‘what is the matter here in ‘s-Heerenberg? Blast, all the people 
are raising their hands, but what is that? Are they insane?’ I say: ‘And 
they have all bet on a white, on a lame horse, that horse will soon col-
lapse.’ 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2677.2680)

Jozef knew that he could end up in prison for this, because he went against 
the NSB and national socialism: 

And then my friend said, he was a big shot there, a son of the tall Van 
Bree, he says: ‘If it was not Jeus, I would not have been able to do an-
ything for him, I would have put him in prison.’ But it was Jeus. I say: 
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‘Willem’, when the war was over, I say: ‘Willem, you should have done 
that, then I would have pulled out all your hair.’ And when I came back 
after the war, he said: ‘Jeus, Jeus, what fools we were, weren’t we? We did 
not know it. Can you forgive us then?’ I say: ‘I was not mad at you, was 
I?’ Children. 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2681.2688)

The NSB behaviour hits you out of the harmony and the love of the first 
sphere of light: 

And that hits you from that first sphere, ladies and gentlemen. Because 
how can you, I told my people here who had read my books, how can 
you devote your life to a wild carry-on while Christ said: ‘He who takes 
the sword, will perish by the cross.’ And they had knowledge of the bible, 
you know. There were some there who had séances with the ‘masters’ on 
the other side and they said: ‘It was good like that.’ I say: ‘Stop that non-
sense, you have nothing.’ But they did not want to lose it. 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2690.2695)

The viewpoint in the books by Jozef Rulof about the NSB is clear: 
You should see now, Jeus, how many beautiful people perished because 
of that cursed, rotten, unconscious NSB (Dutch national socialist move-
ment). 

Lectures Part 3 (L3.1308)

National socialism 

National socialism comes from a robber and murderer: 
Germany invaded your country, crushed your army and revealed itself to 
be a robber and murderer. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2958)

The Dutchman sees the prehistoric consciousness of the national socialist 
propaganda: 

The Dutchman lets all the propaganda, however large-scale, pass over 
him, because he recognises the prehistoric conscious in it anyway. The 
national-socialist idealists want to make soldiers of your people. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2963.2964)

Why does your people no longer feel for their blaring marching music? 
Because it finds that this kettle rattling belongs in the jungle! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.2978.2979)
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After having occupied your country and robbed your goods, national 
socialism also wants to possess your soul. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3800)

Their stupid mentality does not realise that a true Christian would rather 
die than raise his arm to give their heathen salute. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3804)

The thoughts of Hitler are a plague: 
The rest is satanic, animal-like, those thoughts are a plague, which the 
world will be released from! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3263)

National socialism must be exterminated to the last thought: 
Germany will also be restrained and the demonic national socialism will 
be exterminated to the last thought. This cursed system will disappear 
from the Earth! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3260.3261)

See also the article ‘Hitler’. 
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Genocide 

What is written in the books by Jozef Rulof about the genocide of the Jews 
and other groups of people during World War II? 

The court case 

In 2003, in Belgium legal action was taken against the publisher of the 
books by Jozef Rulof. The prosecutors claimed that passages occur in these 
books which violate the Belgian Holocaust denial law. This is the ‘Act of 23 
March 1995 criminalising the denial, minimising, justifying or approving 
of the genocide which was committed during World War II by the German 
national socialist regime’. 

The court case lasted four years. On 3 April 2007, the court of Dender-
monde acquitted the publisher of all charges. In their ruling, the three judges 
wrote: 

‘The court has taken the trouble to go through the book “The Peoples 
of the Earth seen by the Other Side”. From this book it appears clear that 
the genocide is not denied, is not minimalised, is not justified and is not 
approved of. 

The court limits itself to quoting from a passage from the book ‘The Peo-
ples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’ presented to the correctional clerk. 
It concerns the publication 2001 (the first print appeared in 1946). The quot-
ed text can be found on pages 168 and 169: 

The children of (the House of) Israel amongst his people shiver at 
everything which they get to see and to hear. The Jews are declared ene-
mies of the German people and treated as such. Hitler also shows himself 
to be an enemy of the churches. They receive a slap in the face from him. 
What Hitler gathers around him, are people haters, brutes and sadists. 
They live out their passions at the expense of thousands. The emotional 
being flees from Germany and meanwhile Hitler and his people contin-
ue to bring death and horror amongst the Jews. They have become crazy, 
all of this is bestial, but it becomes even worse. The horrors pile up, the 
tortures become more and more horrific. Adolf Hitler has now already 
become the enemy of mankind. 
Now that Hitler has surrendered to his feelings, he completely dissolves 
in evil; the past in him reveals itself to the day conscious self, which 
must now make way completely for his bad personality. Evil has made 
itself master of this life, the devils of hell create an own world as a result 
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of him and his type and live it up in the sphere of the Earth. And Adolf 
Hitler can no longer stop the evil which he has evoked. Every one of his 
followers lives it up, they exceed each other in cruelty. Adolf Hitler is 
inspired by hells and heavens, he serves the plans of two worlds. Hitler 
thinks that it is Providence which helps him. He motivates all his deeds 
by putting Providence behind them. On its authority he places the sweep 
over the Jews and he keeps whipping away mercilessly. He sterilises the 
life of God in order to get a healthy people. Providence wants it! He sul-
lies marriage and makes a manure pit out of it. The child belongs to the 
state. Providence wants it! 
He lives with his people in the prehistoric age. He feels the new, the 
coming through evil and wrong, but what comes from his hands, is con-
taminated with animal-like poison. And yet does this man have a task 
to fulfil for the Other Side? And he is ordered to do this task by the Age 
of Christ? 
What lives in this human being? 
Why does he hate the Jews? 
Why does he attack the churches? 
Was he really sent by God or is he Satan himself? 
In Germany itself people see him as a God. God and Christ are pushed 
aside for this. 
The peoples of the Earth are powerless, because in his own country the 
Fuhrer can do what he sees fit. Millions of souls pray to God and beg 
him to take this demon away from the Earth. However, the peoples see 
the opposite happen, Hitler’s power grows by the hour. Will it soon not 
destroy all of mankind? People cling to the predictions of male and fe-
male clairvoyants, who are particularly frank with this and see Hitler 
dying all kinds of deaths. However, Adolf Hitler does not die and is not 
murdered either. 
Has God turned away from mankind? God appears to curse all his life, 
God must hate mankind. The terrible thing happens, Hitler begins the 
war and the suffering which he vents upon millions is unbearable. And 
he is still not satiated, the animal continues and where he puts his foot-
steps, blood flows, houses change into rubble and people are tortured. 
Yet he will lose himself in the violence unleashed by him and his people, 
you will experience it. He will start to doubt his Providence, speak non-
sense now and again and wage a terrible battle inside himself, since he no 
longer knows then, what he is doing correctly or wrongly. 
The writers of history will record all of this, I will not go into it further, 
I will follow the spiritual path further. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3912.3957)
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(The court): Jozef Rulof leaves the historiography up to other people. Ru-
lof then continues to ‘philosophise’ He claims that he must show that Adolf 
Hitler is the instrument on which this century plays and he specifies: 

You had certainly not thought that it is Golgotha, the ‘Kingdom of God’ 
and mankind, who need him as an instrument. 
It is exclusively and only as a result of his past that Adolf Hitler could 
become that instrument. I must now take you into that past, if you wish 
to understand everything. 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.3960.3962)

(The court): From this ‘philosophising’ by Rulof it appears nowhere that he 
denies, approves of, grossly minimises or attempts to justify the genocide, 
and nor does he have any intention of doing so. The court no longer quotes 
on the matter, but refers for this purpose to the contents of the book “Peoples 
of the Earth seen by the Other Side” (2001) as a whole.’ 

And furthermore, the judges write: 
‘The books attributed to Rulof must also be seen in the spirit of the times 

in which they were written.’ 

The philosophy of Jozef Rulof 

When Jozef Rulof later looks back on World War II, he repeatedly dis-
cusses the enormous suffering which took place then. For instance, during a 
contact evening in 1952, he points out that the people in the concentration 
camps suffered more than Christ on the cross: 

And then you start to understand Our Lord a bit sometime, why He was 
beaten more, because He could not reach mankind - He also knew that 
for that matter - then (by means of) that whole crucifixion. 
Because the human being in the concentration camps has suffered more 
than the Christ. 

Questions and Answers Part 3 (Q3.2661.2662)

In the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’, in the 
human terminology that was used at that time, it is described what the so-
called ‘task’ of Hitler was. This means what role he fulfilled during World 
War II. The book explains this role ‘seen by the Other Side’, so from the per-
spective of the inhabitants of the hereafter. This is why Hitler is also called 
an ‘instrument’. The inhabitants of the Other Side who are called the masters 
in this book, used Hitler as an instrument in order to ensure that he lost the 
war, because otherwise the misery for mankind would have lasted much 
longer and taken greater forms. 
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The article ‘Hitler’ describes how the masters influenced him in order to 
get him to lose. He thought he was being led by ‘Providence’ which he heard 
as an astral voice. He did not realise that as a result of this the masters let 
him take precisely those steps, as a result of which his large army could be 
conquered. 

However, the concentration camps never belonged to the ‘task’ of Hitler. 
The articles ‘Jewish people’ and ‘Hitler’ explain that Hitler had Jews tortured 
and gassed from a personal hatred which he had formed in his past lives. As 
described in the quotation that the judges quoted, Hitler dissolved in the 
pre-animal-like anger which he evoked during the war. As a result, he built 
up a new and immensely large karma, as a result of which he will have to 
work for many millions of years in order to reach harmony again with life. 

Explanation at soul level 

Many words in the books by Jozef Rulof must not only be seen in the spirit 
of the times in which they were written, but also in the light of the terminol-
ogy that was used then. This is why in the books it is written about ‘the task 
of Hitler’, ‘the evil’, ‘the devils of hell’, ‘Satan’, ‘Providence’, ‘the Other Side’, 
‘the Kingdom of God’, ‘the Jews’, ‘the German people’, etc. 

The article ‘explanation at soul level’ attributes this terminology to the 
‘earthly thinking’. In the books, these terms are used in order to connect at 
word level with the reader from that time. Gradually, the masters build up 
a higher explanation level, in which they describe the reality at their own 
perception level. The soul is the main focus in this. 

When the masters give an explanation at soul level, that sounds very dif-
ferent. Then they say for instance that no one died during World War II: 

My child, millions of people perished during the war; and not one of 
them died. Not one. 

Questions and Answers Part 6 (Q6.1661.1662)

The soul as our eternal core essence does not die, after the earthly life it 
passes onto the hereafter or reincarnates in a next earthly life. During a war 
too, no soul can perish or be murdered, because the life of the soul cannot be 
destroyed, only its body. 

If in the books by Jozef Rulof an explanation is given at soul level, for the 
human thinking it can seem as if the Holocaust and the suffering of the 
Jewish people was minimalised. However, the writers of these books, the 
masters, do not take part in human historiography at that moment, but in 
expressing the eternal reality at soul level which they got to know. 

At soul level, no ‘task of Hitler’ exists, because a soul can never have the 
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task to murder other people or to begin a war. As a personality, Hitler gave 
himself the task to shape the world according to his pre-animal-like inner 
life. He did not know that in this way he gave his soul a tremendously large 
karma, otherwise he would not have let the atrocious actions be carried out. 

The masters say that as a result of these tremendous atrocities, mankind 
realised the danger of too much power for one person. 

All of mankind has learned this life lesson: Never again may so much 
power be given to one soul on Earth! 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side (PE.5229)
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Grades of love 

We awaken the higher grades of love in our soul by actually helping other 
people and giving universal love to all life. 

Christ brought the gospel of love 

Christ knew all the grades of love, but He could not explain them in his 
life as Jesus because his audience was not yet ready for that. So He sum-
marized his joyful message as universal love. In the gospel it is somewhat 
expressed how great that love is meant, because it even comprises loving the 
enemy. 

In the twentieth century, the masters of the University of Christ could 
indeed describe all the grades of love in the books by Jozef Rulof, as a result 
of which they could explain what grade of love Christ meant exactly. After 
all, the grades of love coincide with the grades of feeling. The article ‘grades 
of feeling’ explains that on earth four subsequent grades of feeling are expe-
rienced. Universal love is then the fourth grade of feeling. 

Universal love 

Universal love is not limited to one person. It radiates to all people, regard-
less of their personality or their body. Helping the fellow human being is the 
main focus. This is why it is also called serving love, aimed at serving the 
evolution of the other person. 

This helping love is attuned to the first three spheres of light in the here-
after. From the fourth sphere of light, people speak of the spiritual or fifth 
grade of feeling. This is only achieved by the masters in the hereafter, because 
that grade is completely detached from the earthly material matter. 

As a result, the masters are also masterly in helping, they sense exactly 
what another person needs in order to develop himself further. They also 
oversee when it is better to not help another person, because that other per-
son has to precisely dedicate all of himself to moving forward. They can see 
in advance whether their help will have a permanent result, and then they 
devote themselves completely to that. 

Natural love 

Before universal love comes within reach, every soul goes through the first 
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three grades of feeling. The masters followed this process in the cosmic evo-
lution of the soul. They know the steps and obstacles on that path. The article 
‘our cosmic soul’ gives an overview of all the articles which outline this path 
of development. As a result, we get to know the roots of our love. 

When did the feeling ‘love’ occur? The masters went back to the prehis-
toric age and saw what kind of love prehistoric people knew. In their life, 
those people twice realized the action that people later started to call ‘sexual 
intercourse’. The drive to realize this action did not come from themselves, 
but from another soul who wanted to reincarnate at that moment. That drive 
of the reincarnating soul connected itself with these prehistoric people, then 
it proceeded to the physical being one. 

Outside this time, these prehistoric people had no feeling to connect phys-
ically with each other. They did indeed live as twin souls in harmony with 
each other and they had no longing to connect themselves with someone 
else. Life after life, they reincarnated around the same time so that they 
could experience their earthly lifetime together. 

In every life they had two children. In the article ‘motherhood and father-
hood’, it is explained that as a result of this they assured their own reincar-
nation, so that they could continually evolve further. By having children, a 
feeling also developed which would grow into maternal love much later. The 
children were nursed and if there was a threat the mother defended them 
with all her strength. If they could continue under their own strength, the 
mother no longer worried about them, and later she did not even know any-
more that they were her children. 

After all, the consciousness of these prehistoric people did not go further 
than their physical experiences. They knew hunger and thirst in particular 
and everything that was needed to get food and drink. Their grade of feeling 
is called pre-animal-like in the books, they had less consciousness than the 
current pet dogs and cats. 

Wanting to love 

The more lives they experienced, the more feeling they got of how they 
could obtain food and drink. This formed a beginning of a personality, an 
instinctive sensing where food is usually found. They also already knew the 
feeling of fear that no food can be found. 

The experiencing of the genitals also gave them physical feelings. These 
were positive feelings, because this harmonic event was an expression of the 
deepest basic powers of their soul. The article ‘our basic powers’ explains 
that the female and male powers interpret the essence of our soul, which is 
called ‘motherhood and fatherhood’, ‘giving birth and creation’ or ‘growing 
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and condensing’. As a result of the intercourse, the soul reached growing and 
condensing, and could evolve thanks to reincarnation. 

Life after life, those feelings became more conscious. The personality be-
gan to remember those feelings and to distinguish them from other feelings 
which were experienced as less pleasant. The human being got more con-
sciousness and wanted to experience those pleasant feelings more often than 
twice in a human life. The drive that he got from the reincarnating soul to 
reach giving birth and creating, was no longer sufficient. The human being 
now wanted to love, himself. 

Up until then, intercourse had served for reproduction. However, now the 
human being got to love the sexual actions and the phenomena, separate 
from the function of this. At that moment, lust was born, the will of the 
human being to experience sexual feelings. 

Then the human being left the natural love which is offered by nature and 
life. The will for intercourse now no longer came from a soul which wanted 
to be born, but from the human being on earth as a personality. The organs 
were used for pleasure and no longer just for reproduction. The human being 
reached desiring of his own feelings, he entered self-love. 

Disharmony 

Once the human being had learned to use the strength of his body to 
secure his food at the cost of other people, the battle amongst each other 
emerged. The personality grew and reached the animal-like grade of feeling. 
This second grade of feeling is characterized by the law of the strongest. 

The self-love was now also experienced according to the strength of the 
body. The strongest imposed his will on the weaker in order to experience the 
own feelings of pleasure. And in this way rape emerged. The human being 
wanted to experience more than just his own twin soul and also focused his 
sexual pleasure on other people. 

This lust brought the soul into disharmony. Other people were dominated 
and harmed. As a result, there was murdering and the earthly life came to 
an end too soon. The personality built up karma, which had to be corrected 
by the soul in following lives. As a result of this karma, the soul was beaten 
out of the harmonious togetherness with its twin soul. This harmony was 
further disturbed because the personality connected itself out of lust with 
many other souls. 

The land of lust 

The human being not only experienced his lust on earth, the personality 
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had also reached the animal-like grade of feeling in the hereafter. There, the 
lust took on even larger forms, because it was not curbed by a limited lifetime 
or a material body. By means of his lust, the human being created a dark 
sphere of lust and violence in the hereafter. 

In this ‘Land of Lust’, the people lived it up completely with each other. 
They also went to the earth, and experienced the lust of the earthly being 
there by connecting themselves in feeling with this being. They urged the 
earthly being to experience more lust, and in this way the influence and 
obsession for lust emerged. The article ‘creator of light’ describes the first 
obsession on earth and the article ‘insanity’ points out how this takes place 
in the present time. 

In the astral land of lust, the unnaturalness of lustful love is visible, be-
cause the spiritual body is formed according to the life of feeling. Anyone 
who looks lustfully at the other person can be recognised by his protruding 
eyes which fly through the universe. And it does not stop at looking, the 
body loses its natural form. That whole world is deformed, a natural life such 
a tree cannot grow there. 

A warm feeling 

And yet it was precisely in this land of lust that a higher grade of love 
was once born. When many inhabitants of this dark sphere returned to the 
earth in order to experience physical lust through the earthly being, the preys 
became scarcer. There was now fighting for a material being which made 
enjoyment possible for the astral personality. 

In order to not lose the earthly being, the astral personality began to pro-
tect him. Concern and thoughtfulness entered the astral being, and as a 
result he felt a warmth which is different to what the earthly body can give. 
This inner warmth made him light and happy. He reflected on this and fol-
lowed the new feelings in him. 

Because he wanted to feel the warmth in him more strongly, he increased 
his protection and his care for the earthly being. He began to serve! And 
gradually love for the human being entered him, which he guarded and pro-
tected. After many ages of enhancement, that feeling of love got to experi-
ence a higher grade, as a result of which the astral personality passed onto 
the third grade of feeling, which is also called ‘coarse-material’. In this way, 
the Land of Twilight emerged, a spiritual world in which the shadowy light 
reflects the awakening love of the inhabitants. 
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The radiating light of love 

The inhabitants of the Land of Twilight continued for centuries with serv-
ing the human being on earth, and in this way they built on the spheres of 
light. Every feeling of care, protection and serving love which they put in 
practice received a luminous radiance, as a result of which the spheres of light 
emerged. The soul now became creator of light. 

As a result of these phenomena, the astral being got to know the working 
of his soul. Every deed of himself as well as of the human being on earth ra-
diates the light of the grade of feeling which lies at its foundation. His action 
can be assessed on the basis of the light which radiates from it and that light 
is perceived in the hereafter. 

As a result, the astral being understood that the grade of love which was 
visible by means of this radiating light must already have been present in his 
soul in potential. Otherwise, it could not have been activated by the serving 
actions. Every soul has that light in him, and will radiate it as soon as the 
personality has reached the conscious serving. 

The masters also saw this phenomenon in the origin of the universe. The 
article ‘our basic powers’ describes how the All-Soul came to be luminous 
hazes when it reached the fourth grade in its growing. These basic powers 
work in the macrocosmos and the microcosmos, for material and spirit, they 
form both suns and spheres of light. 

The masters saw that by actually loving the other life, they kept on reveal-
ing the subsequent grade of feeling in themselves. The radiating light from 
their loving actions was absorbed by their soul, as a result of which the soul 
could give its created universe more light during its next giving birth. How-
ever, every action which was inferior for the achieved grade of feeling, did 
not give the soul any growing. The soul could then not add the conscious-
ness of that deed to its development, as a result of which a short standstill 
occurred for it, until that action was corrected to the level of the achieved 
grade of feeling. 

Superfluous lust 

The masters followed further what lust means for the soul. From a spiritual 
point of view, the soul cannot do anything with the experiences which are 
generated by lust. The unnatural light of the land of lust does not give the 
soul any increase in its grade of love. It cannot accept the consciousness of 
the lustful actions because this is not in harmony with motherhood and fa-
therhood which give it evolution. For the soul it is then a question of waiting 
until its personality has lived it up in lust and starts to be open to higher 
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feelings. However, the spiritual development of the soul can also reach a 
temporary stalemate as a result of the lust, because its personality becomes 
addicted to lust. 

On earth, the soul does not benefit from the lustful actions of its personal-
ity, because they do not give a new body in order to gain new experiences or 
to restore karma. In addition, the lust on earth can suppress the being open 
to having children. The human being then wants to experience intercourse, 
but without the consequences of the ‘burden of children’, because they en-
cumber the self-love. 

The growing love 

The universal love has completely conquered the physical experiencing. 
At the same time, that higher grade of love represents exactly the same laws 
of life as the body, namely growing and condensing. After all, the human 
organism reaches growth in the mother’s womb by means of the same basic 
principles. 

The personality can also spiritually master what the body already has in its 
material growth and working. Then the human being not only experiences 
the physical possibility of reaching oneness and as a result creating children, 
but he also starts to experience that working inwardly. Because every charac-
ter trait is essentially a growing of the giving birth and creating life of feeling. 
Every gram of feeling that we devote to serving our fellow being increases the 
growing feeling of our universal love. If we wish to experience love, we can 
do that by becoming love ourselves. The masters experienced that they mas-
tered a higher grade of love by giving and being love, not by receiving love. 
This is why Christ advised us to love one another. Like ourselves, he added, 
because he knew that most people already knew the required self-love, and 
by means of that comparison could imagine what universal love would look 
like. 

Christ knew his All-Source and knew that he had allowed that to radiate 
to divine light by loving all life. However, when we do not wish to under-
stand another person, then we beat that All-Source within us back into dark-
ness. We are only attuned to the first sphere of light if all our character traits 
interpret joy, amiability and openness. The masters experienced that, by ac-
cepting life in all aspects and absorbing it into themselves, they developed a 
connection of feeling with that life, so that they got to know and could serve 
that life. In this way, they reached the universal oneness with all life. 
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The seventh grade of love 

Although we can speak of a lower and higher grade of love, one grade is 
not less important than the other. All the rungs of the ladder are necessary 
for getting to the top. And it is only on top of the mountain that we enjoy 
the wonderful view. Only the highest grade of love shows the ultimate reality 
for which all the past grades serve. 

A past grade is therefore not an aim in itself. Even if the human being is 
happy when he feels the happiness and the warmth of the first spheres of 
light, the higher spheres of light and higher cosmic grades of life still wait to 
be revealed in the growing soul. 

However, the grades of love are not only the rungs of the step ladder, they 
all also remain a part of the final stage that would collapse if one rung were 
to dissolve. The masters also see this natural law again in our body. During 
the pregnancy in the first months of our physical growth, organ after organ 
is formed, then our mature body needs all the vital organs for a powerful 
working. If for instance our kidneys or lungs were to dissolve, the other or-
gans would not have the possibility of taking care of this. The whole consists 
of the grace of the interaction of all its parts. 

This also applies to the grades of feeling. We can only then experience 
universal love if we have built up all the past grades of feelings in ourselves to 
full power in order to fully bear the higher grade of feeling. We can compare 
this working with all the floors of a block of flats which keeps the highest 
floor up high. 

The masters reached the fifth grade of love, and by means of the books by 
Jozef Rulof offer us a look into their floor. They not only feel a universal love 
for all life, they also have a connection of feeling with the soul of a life form. 
As a result, they know what grade of evolution that life form embodies at 
that moment and how the soul came there. 

The University of Christ teaches us that there is also a sixth spatial grade 
of feeling, in which people experience a oneness of feeling with all life forms 
in the universe. And then comes the seventh cosmic or divine grade of feel-
ing. Christ reached that highest grade and feels a oneness with all life in 
the cosmos as far as its deepest All-Source core. And the good news that 
the University of Christ brings us is: all of us are not only on our way to 
that seventh grade of love, but it is an absolute certainty that we will all also 
achieve that, because the All-Source in us allows us to evolve as a result of 
giving birth and creating until we also luminously radiate all the love that is 
present in our soul. 
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Twin souls 

Our twin soul is the soul with which we are connected the most intimately 
in feeling of all the souls in the cosmos, from the origin of both our souls. 

Our soulmate 

Many people have a vague or pronounced feeling that somewhere there is 
someone who belongs to them as the true love. That soulmate is called the 
twin soul in the books by Jozef Rulof. In the book ‘The Cycle of the Soul’ for 
instance, the twin souls Lantos and Marianne are described. 

Already during their child’s play, they married each other for their feeling. 
Then their lives separated, because Marianne still had to make amends to 
another man as a result of her past lives. All his life, Lantos continued to long 
for his childhood sweetheart, and through his love he felt inspired to create 
the most beautiful art products as a visual artist. 

Then as a spiritual personality, for nine centuries, Lantos studied life on 
earth and in the hereafter, and later wrote numerous books about that as 
master Zelanus via Jozef Rulof. All that time, Marianne was waiting in the 
world of the unconscious for a new reincarnation. In her last life on earth, 
Lantos could help her as guardian angel in dissolving her cause and effect. 
After that life, the eternal togetherness in the spheres of light awaited them. 

Twin love 

In the book ‘Through the Grebbe Line to Eternal Life’, the father of Theo 
was protected his whole life by his twin soul Angelica as his spiritual guide. 
During his difficult marriage one earth, he felt that the self-love of his wife 
did not bring them any happiness. This lack made him open to a more rare-
fied love. After his earthly life, he experienced that twin love with Angelica 
in the Hereafter. He felt that they belonged to each other eternally, one in 
feeling and thinking. 

Theo later hears from his father that twin love is superior to earthly love. 
When the feeling is still aimed at physical love, twin love is not felt, even if 
twin souls meet each other on earth. The article ‘grades of love’ explains the 
various levels of love. 

His father explains that for twin love completely accepting the other per-
son is necessary. He is completely open to his twin soul, they can follow each 
other in their deepest inner self. He feels in his twin soul the life, her soul, 
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her space. The deeper he can connect himself with her in feeling, the more he 
gets to know the depth of her life and, as a result, of all life. In the spheres of 
light, twin souls descend so deep into each other that they feel the very first 
beginning of their togetherness. 

Working towards each other 

In the book ‘Between Life and Death’, the temple priest Venry sought his 
great love Lyra, and met her as a priestess in ancient Egypt. In that life, these 
twin souls could not be together, because they both lived in their cause and 
effect. They could indeed support each other spiritually, so that Venry could 
fulfil his extremely difficult task, as supreme priest of the temple, to bring 
love where immense darkness reigned. 

Their meeting was realised because the task for which Venry was reincar-
nated on earth demanded this. However, usually twin souls experience their 
cause and effect separately to each other, with other souls with which that 
was created in the past. Then too, people can look for their twin soul, but 
will not find it. 

Master Zelanus says that they generally do not even recognise the other 
one when they bump into each other. Because they can meet in each other in 
all kinds of ways, for instance as mother and child, brother and sister, doctor 
and patient, judge and convict, singing teacher and student, seller and cus-
tomer, beggar and passer-by, grave digger and corpse, minister and elector, 
employer and employee, criminal and victim, nurse and terminal patient, 
soldier and soldier, friend and enemy. 

Master Zelanus makes it even more concrete what this can mean for our 
daily life. Because when we steal from someone, that is perhaps our twin 
soul, without us knowing that. Feel hatred for the human being and you 
possibly hate your twin soul. Commit violence and you murder your twin 
soul. Refuse to have children, and your twin soul cannot be born. Love uni-
versally, and you live in love with your twin soul! 

In addition, master Zelanus advises making good use of the time on earth 
for dissolving the disharmony from the past, because precisely as a result of 
this twin souls work towards each other. Not as a result of the togetherness, 
but as a result of working separately from each other, the distance between 
the two become smaller step by step. Everything that we do has an influ-
ence on the connection with our twin soul, it accelerates or delays the mo-
ment that we will be together eternally in love and harmony. Master Zelanus 
therefore says: ‘Do not search, do not ask, your twin soul will come to you 
when you are ready.’ 
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The joint cosmic journey 

The article ‘our first lives as a cell’ explains the moment when twin souls 
originated on the first planet. They were born at the same second, and to-
gether they represented the two basic powers of life. In the article ‘our basic 
powers’, those powers are called motherhood and fatherhood. The female 
and male powers lead together to reincarnation, to evolution. 

From their first life, both twin souls set out together, from grade to grade, 
equal in feeling, one in working, the same age, less than ten seconds away 
from each other. Alternating, they experienced the maternal and paternal 
working in their reincarnations, and their togetherness ensured more feeling 
and a higher consciousness. The articles ‘evolution in the water’ and ‘evolu-
tion on the land’ outline the growth of their body and inner life. 

The article ‘our consciousness on Mars’ explains the awakening of the per-
sonality which learned to use the power of the body in order to ensure itself 
of food. In doing so, a body of a fellow soul was destroyed for the first time, 
as a result of which karma originated. At that moment, the twin souls re-
moved themselves from each other. Anyone who committed murder had to 
give a new body back to the soul in question. It was only then that the cosmic 
journey together with the own twin soul could be continued. 

However, on earth, lust and violence awakened in the personality. Still 
not conscious of the true nature of his soul, the human being proceeded to 
self-love and therefore forfeited the togetherness with the twin soul. Focused 
on lust and physical love, the human being mated with many others, and 
not only with the own twin soul. However, it were especially the murders 
committed that tore the twin souls apart, because as a result they built up a 
great deal of karma which would have to be removed first. 

Up to this very day, most people are reincarnated on earth in order to 
dissolve their karma. As a result, people are generally not together with their 
twin soul, because they are busy correcting the disharmony from the past. 
This takes place predominantly in the togetherness with the other souls 
which were involved in the disharmony from the past. 

When all the karma has been corrected, people can depart from the earth-
ly lives in order to continue to work on the spiritual development in the 
hereafter. If the twin soul is then still not that far and still has work to do on 
earth, during that time people can further develop spiritually to the fourth 
sphere of light, the spiritual grade of feeling. 

To further penetrate from there into the depth of the life, people need 
their twin soul, because they can only enter and bear this depth together. 
After people have come together again, in the fourth sphere of light or be-
fore, the eternal togetherness begins. From that moment, the connection of 
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feeling will never be broken again, because people no longer create any dis-
harmony. The personality has then become fully conscious of the harmony of 
the soul, and will interpret this harmony in all the further feeling, thinking 
and acting. Together, the twin souls serve all life from then on, and in this 
way acquire the higher spheres of light. 

Then they reincarnate as twin souls on the first planet of the fourth cosmic 
grade of life. Here, they will experience motherhood and fatherhood again in 
a material body. Then they vary each new life between the female and male 
body, and as twin souls they keep on having two children in order to as-
sure their reincarnation. Their twin soul takes care of everything, everything 
unfolds in harmony, and in each new life they grow in feeling and cosmic 
consciousness. 

Until together, hand in hand, they reach the seventh cosmic grade of life, 
the All. Then they have brought the All-Soul and All-Source within them-
selves to full power and consciousness, and in their cosmic love they carry all 
life in the universe. 
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Motherhood and fatherhood 

Motherhood and fatherhood interpret the basic powers of life, as a result of 
which every soul reaches reincarnation and cosmic evolution. 

The University of Christ has studied life in the cosmos for millions of 
years. The highest masters of this university penetrated the foundations of 
life. They discovered that there are two basic powers which allow all the life 
forms to grow and evolve. 

The article ‘our basic powers’ indicates what those powers are called in the 
books by Jozef Rulof. The first basic power is called ‘growing’, ‘giving birth’ 
or ‘motherhood’, and the second basic power is identified with the terms 
‘condensing’, ‘creation’ or ‘fatherhood’. 

By means of their collaboration, these two powers ensure the development 
of all life. By means of both motherhood and fatherhood, a new life can orig-
inate, grow and be born. By means of both growing and condensing, in the 
macrocosmos planets and suns originated and the growing universe reached 
its current form of condensed galaxies. 

The macrocosmos 

The masters were also able to gauge the state of the universe in the peri-
od before the basic powers reached working. The article ‘All-Soul and All-
Source’ explains that in the very beginning both powers were not yet sepa-
rated. The article ‘cosmic splitting’ describes the moment when the division 
was realised. 

After this division, they each formed a spatial body which fully expressed 
one of the two basic powers. The giving birth principle was given form to by 
the first planet in the universe, and the creating principle by the first sun. 
With the aid of the sun, within its body the first planet gave birth to the first 
micro cosmic life forms, which we can call ‘cells’. 

The microcosmos 

At that moment, the human soul began its first life as cell. The article ‘our 
first lives as a cell’ describes how the two basic powers ensured that those first 
cells reached a reproduction process. The cells connected themselves with 
each other in pairs, and together they produced two ‘child cells’ by means of 
growing and condensing. 

A while later, the souls of the parent cells let go of their little cell body, 
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and they passed onto the world of the unconscious. At the time that their 
children reached reproduction, the first cells connected themselves with this 
process of giving birth and they could reincarnate in a new cell body. The 
first cells could then experience their second life because they themselves had 
previously produced two children. 

Our evolution 

The masters were able to continue to follow the development of the first 
souls in the various cosmic grades of life. The articles ‘evolution in the water’, 
‘evolution on the land’, ‘our consciousness on Mars’ and ‘Earth’ describe how 
the human soul built up its body and life of feeling to the present stage on 
Mother Earth. 

In all the steps of this evolution, the soul was able to grow further thanks 
to motherhood and fatherhood. As a result, a new body continually became 
available in order to reincarnate and to continue the growth of body and 
inner life. 

The masters saw that the body was built up around the organs which en-
sure motherhood and fatherhood. In order to serve these central organs, the 
other body parts were expanded. In this way, a human body was realised that 
was perfectly capable of also proceeding with reproduction on the land. The 
female and male body was equipped for the specific tasks which form part 
of motherhood and fatherhood. In this way, the soul built on two different 
bodies which gave form to its two basic powers. 

In the animal kingdom too, a clear division came into females and males, 
and ensured their collaboration for the young. And Mother Nature was even 
more creative in her plant kingdom in order to produce a broader spectrum 
of life forms with the birth giving and creating powers which gave all their 
reproduction a slightly different nuance. 

Soul and personality 

By experiencing the female and male body, the human soul developed 
various feelings which began to form its personality. The maternal body gave 
it feelings of care for its children. In this way, it was given the first feelings 
of motherhood. 

In order to ensure food for themselves and the children, people discovered 
the power of the built-up prehistorically strong body. Since there was not 
always enough food available for everyone, people also started to use that 
power against other prehistoric people. In this way, the first fighting and the 
first manslaughter occurred. 
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The articles ‘harmony’ and ‘karma’ explain the consequences of this. Up 
to that moment, every soul had remained in harmony with itself and all oth-
er life. However, as a result of the first manslaughter, the prehistoric being 
brought himself into disharmony with another soul. As a result, that soul 
ended up too soon in the world of the unconscious. 

It missed the remaining lifetime of that destroyed body in order to grow 
inwardly. A new body was needed in order to catch up on that lifetime. 
However, that extra body was not provided within the normal reincarnation 
cycle. Up until then, two twin souls as mother and father had always had 
two children together in order to ensure their own reincarnation. However, 
now there was one soul too many in the world of the unconscious, as a result 
of the manslaughter, a soul was beaten from its normal reincarnation cycle. 
For that waiting soul an extra body was needed, in addition to the two chil-
dren for the own reincarnation. And then the masters saw that for the first 
time a family with three children originated. 

That third child was the waiting soul. As soon as it had caught up with 
the lost lifetime, it let go of that extra body, and returned to the world of the 
unconscious in order to resume its normal reincarnation cycle. 

All of this took place outside the consciousness of the personality of the 
parents, because this was controlled by the reincarnating soul. As a result 
of the driving force of that soul, an extra body came and the karma was 
dissolved. The other soul of which the personality caused the manslaughter, 
came into harmony again with life by as mother giving birth to an extra 
body for a waiting soul. 

Karma 

The manslaughter was an unconscious act, the personality was not con-
scious of the consequences of this. Those consequences originated because 
the act was diametrically opposed to the basic powers of the soul. The basic 
powers of motherhood and fatherhood give a body another soul, while the 
manslaughter on the other hand destroys the body of another soul. 

However, the personality still could not realize the disharmony of this act. 
It was not yet that conscious, it only lived in the first grade of consciousness 
and feeling. In this first grade of feeling, it was especially occupied with find-
ing food in order to survive. The article ‘grades of love’ explains the various 
levels of feeling and consciousness. 

The more conscious the personality became of its physical power, the more 
its violence towards other people increased. When it became conscious of the 
physical experiences during love-making, the violence became even greater. 
This was because the personality started to pursue these experiences, outside 
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of motherhood and fatherhood, and if necessary at the cost of others. In this 
way, the first rapes based on lust originated. 

As a result of these feelings and acts, the personality removed itself from 
the harmonic motherhood and fatherhood which was driven by its soul. The 
article ‘free will’ explains that the personality developed an own will, which 
was not synchronous with the will of the soul which was attuned to harmon-
ic evolution and reincarnation. The more the personality deviated from the 
path of the soul, the more time the soul needed in order to correct the karma 
formed. In current times, most souls on earth are occupied with dissolving 
karma, and there are billions of souls waiting in the world of the unconscious 
in order to be able to continue their evolution. 

Having children 

As a result, there are mothers who can have more than two children. In ad-
dition to the children who have to do with the dissolving of the own karma, 
people can cooperate in reducing the large number of souls who are waiting 
for a reincarnation in order to be able to evolve further. The article ‘karma’ 
explains that society in the future will help the parents much more with this. 
The article ‘illuminating future’ describes what consequences this has for the 
world population. 

There are also women who cannot have any children, even if they really 
want that. This can have many causes. There can be a material disharmony 
in the female or male body. It can also be caused by a disharmony in the life 
of feeling of the woman, which originated in past lives, because for receiv-
ing the new life a particular harmony is needed. In addition, there are also 
women who experience their last life on earth and are finished with their 
reincarnation cycle. They no longer need to have any children in order to be 
able to be born again in a next life. 

When the masters proceed with an explanation at soul level, then they no 
longer speak about ‘having’ children. Giving birth to a child is the possibility 
for the mother to later reincarnate again and to evolve as a result. And for the 
soul, the childhood is only the building up of the new life in order to evolve 
further. Every soul that we meet is primeval, there are no ‘new’ children. 

The driving force of the soul 

We cannot ‘attract’ a child either, because the reincarnating soul is the 
actual driving force itself in order to be born. That soul could be driving for 
a long time. Sometimes, a woman is already in contact as a girl with that 
soul which takes her to motherhood and to the future father. The feeling 
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for realizing sexual intercourse originates in this case from the driving soul. 
The soul brings itself to reincarnation, and man and woman are serving in 

this. As a result, mother and father also serve their own evolution, because 
they ensure that they too as soul can drive two people to enabling their new 
reincarnation. 

Because the soul is in control of its own reincarnation, as a result of its act-
ing in this a disturbance can also occur. If for instance a soul as personality 
became a nun due to the ecclesiastical thinking and continued with this for 
lifetimes, there would be less and less mothers on earth who could still give 
birth, because they themselves did not bring any children into the world 
during that time. It can then only come back to a mother who wants to serve 
outside her own karma. 

However, in addition, this ecclesiastical personality has removed itself 
from the being born, by withdrawing itself from motherhood in deed and 
feeling. The more she has suggested her basic powers as dead as a result of her 
praying and religious thinking, the less connection she still has to the natural 
process of giving birth and creating, and so also with her own reincarnation 
which must be realized by means of this giving birth and creating. 

Intercourse 

When a soul is driving in order to reincarnate, the will of that soul in a 
woman and a man becomes the love in order to experience the physical one-
ness. They get the feeling to connect themselves physically and their basic 
powers are employed in service of life. 

What they experience of this as a personality is determined by their grade 
of feeling. If that is materially attuned, then the physical feelings dominate. 
If the attention is given to the physical experiencing, the more rarefied grades 
of the driving force of life are still not perceivable. 

When people pass onto the more rarefied grades of feeling, the physical 
oneness is only experienced if the reincarnating soul drives for this purpose. 
Then outside of that the personality is no longer attuned to this event, be-
cause the physical love has passed on into universal love. 

Fertilisation 

From the time of fertilisation, the soul is connected to the fertilised egg 
cell. In order to not disturb that fragile cell, the soul brought itself into har-
mony with that cell. It then returned to the All-Source state, as it was at the 
time that it experienced its first life as cell on the first planet in the universe. 

All its experiences from past lives have sunk back to its subconscious in 
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the world of the unconscious. Between its past life and the new incarnation, 
it has not had any conscious experiences, because it only goes to the con-
scious hereafter as a soul when it is free from its earthly reincarnation cycle. 
However, as long as there are souls in the earthly life cycle with which it is 
connected by karma, it remains attuned to reincarnating in order to first 
dissolve that karma. 

Pregnancy 

After the fertilisation, the soul drives the fertilised egg cell to growing 
and division. As a result of a multitude of divisions, the embryo is built up. 
In nine months time, what took billions of years in the creation before the 
universe was finished, happens. During that short time, the mother is one 
with all the phases that the All-Source went through in order to give form to 
its life in the universe. 

In the growth of the embryo, all the steps are reflected which the soul took 
in the forming of its body on the various planets of the first three cosmic 
grades of life. For instance, the fish stage can be seen again, with the start of 
gills in order to breathe in the water, and a tailbone that was once necessary 
for moving in the water. 

The growth in the womb of the mother has seven eras, which reflect the 
seven transitions in every evolution process. Between the third and the 
fourth era, the consciousness for the child awakens, then movement can en-
ter this small body. As the little body begins to grow, the soul wakes its inner 
life again. 

Birth 

When the child is just born, it still lives in feeling in its past reincarnation 
that has become awake by means of the growth of the body. If the child 
could already talk, it would be able to tell about its past lives. However, for 
the soul the new earthly personality still has to be built up, and the daylight 
in these new eyes must first still be processed for this purpose. 

The light only enters the eyes after seven days and the soul can start to look 
into the new life. Then the past life sinks back again to the subconscious. The 
experiences of the past lives will be expressed in aptitude and talents, and 
will start to become part of a new personality which fits with this earthly life. 

Grades of love 

The human being experiences motherhood and fatherhood according to 
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the grade of feeling reached. The first grades of feeling were experienced in a 
natural consciousness, giving birth and creating took place in harmony with 
life. However, when the personality became conscious of its possibilities, it 
started to interfere in motherhood and fatherhood. In the phase of self-love, 
a number of people started to see having children as a burden. The human 
being started to tamper with motherhood and fatherhood, the new life was 
refused by means of abortion. And people also started to prevent having 
children. For billions of eras, the soul had reached evolution by means of 
motherhood and fatherhood, and now its personality thought it knew better 
and started to act itself without realising the consequences for its cosmic 
evolution. 

In the higher grades of feeling, the soul as personality comes into har-
mony again with its motherhood and fatherhood, and both parents will al-
ways apply themselves to increasing their love for their children. Then all the 
children are accepted in gratitude and love by mother and father, and they 
feel supported by the love of their parents. Then the father also expands his 
friendship towards the children, who see a good companion and example in 
him. The father now feels his role for serving mother and children, and both 
parents serve for the reincarnation, for the new life. 

In this way, the parents evolve towards universal motherhood and father-
hood. Mother and father not only look at what they can do for their own 
children, but they serve all the life that comes on their path. Then maternal 
love and paternal love can change into universal love. People feel themselves 
to be both mother and father in this, and they have mastered the feelings of 
both. 

Straight to the All 

The first primeval people who lived on earth are now in the highest cosmic 
grade of life: the All. The articles ‘origin of the astral world’, ‘creator of light’, 
‘fourth cosmic grade of life’ and ‘the All’ describe their path from the earth 
to the All. 

In prehistoric times, they did not know any ‘civilization’, they still did not 
have art, culture, prosperity, technology, religion, God or Christ. They were 
only engaged in surviving, and they carried out the only deed which serves a 
soul directly: becoming mother and father. 

Much later, the human being on earth built a personality around it which 
experiences the universe for his feeling and thinking. In that universe, he 
started to find a thousand and one earthly things important, because he was 
still not conscious that all this would remain behind on earth and had no 
added value for his cosmic evolution. When those earthly longings overran 
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motherhood and fatherhood, they even resulted in a delay on the way to the 
All. 

The first souls had it easier in this respect. We got to know one of these 
souls, He reincarnated much later as the Messiah. During his life as Jesus 
Christ, He could not convey anything of his cosmic consciousness. He sum-
marised his message as universal love, because a few people were already able 
to feel and understand some of it. He knew that focusing on universal love 
for the human personality could give a grasp for returning to its lost harmo-
ny with all life. 

If He had been able to speak fully in the knowledge that He would be 
understood, then He would have said: ‘You are father and mother.’ But then 
people would have laughed in his face. Because people still did not know 
that harmonically experiencing motherhood and fatherhood leads every soul 
straight to the All, as Christ experienced that himself. 
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Homosexuality 

What people call homosexuality occurs because, after a number of lives 
as a woman, the soul builds up a male body in a following reincarnation, or 
the other way round. 

The emotional value of words 

The books by Jozef Rulof were written between 1933 and 1952. Many 
words that were used at that time had a different meaning or emotional value 
than in the present time. For instance, then the psychologist still spoke of 
insanity, and the people who suffered from this were treated in the Nether-
lands in insane asylums. 

In these institutions, ‘homosexuals’ were sometimes also locked up. At 
that time, homosexuality was generally labelled as an illness, as a form of 
insanity or a wrong orientation of sexual desires. People then wondered how 
this so-called ‘illness’ could be cured. 

However, for Jozef Rulof, insanity and homosexuality were something 
very different than what people then categorised under those words. His 
vision of insanity is explained in the article ‘insanity’. 

For Jozef what people called homosexuality was not an illness but a natu-
ral occurrence that is experienced by every soul many times in its evolution. 
During a contact evening in 1952, he therefore denounced the branding and 
humiliating effect of the word ‘homosexual’ in the society of that time. 

A natural result of reincarnation 

According to Jozef, precisely because of the phenomenon of homosexual-
ity people could see the existence and working of reincarnation properly. In 
order to explain this, it is important to make a distinction between the hu-
man soul and its personality. The soul is the eternal core which reincarnates 
many times on earth in order to expand its life of feeling. The personality is 
also called the ‘self ’ and converts the feeling into thoughts and actions. The 
article ‘our reincarnations’ gives an overview of the articles which give more 
explanation about this. 

When a soul reincarnates after a number of female lives and builds up a 
male body in the new life, it will still feel feminine as a personality. After all, 
the life of feeling and the personality are not suddenly adapted to the new 
body. The life of feeling is the result of all the experiences from the past lives. 
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People begin in a new life at the point where they ended in the past life. 
As the new life progresses in the male body, the difference between the 

female life of feeling from the past life and the male body of the new life will 
become clearer. The personality still feels female but no longer has a female 
body that expresses its feeling. The male body finds it strange, it is not part 
of who it is. It does not know either how it can deal with the masculinity of 
that body, because it is new for its life of feeling. 

If it does not know that this difference occurred, it can start to doubt it-
self. It still feels like a woman, and sexually it feels attracted to men. For the 
outside world, it appears as if a man is searching for another man, as a result 
of which this behaviour is called homosexuality. For itself it feels natural, 
because its sexual preference is towards men. 

Temporary adjustments 

In the present time, it can employ surgical and hormonal treatments with 
the intention of having its new body adapted as well as possible to its female 
feeling. In earlier times, it could only just dress or disguise itself as a woman. 

However, the scope of all these treatments is limited to the present life, be-
cause according to Jozef Rulof and his masters, in the following life this soul 
builds up the male body again, and therefore keeps seeing this personality 
faced with the same change, until it follows the path of its soul. 

The path of the soul 

The soul is namely on the way to the other gender. It is not without reason 
that it has built up a male body. It only does that when it has ended its cycle 
of female lives and begins with a cycle of male lives. 

The soul needs the experiencing of both genders, in order to experience all 
the feelings which are possible with the two different bodies. In the female 
body, it can experience feelings that are specifically for that type of body, 
such as motherhood. For the male body, that is fatherhood. 

The article ‘our basic powers’ explains that ‘motherhood and fatherhood’ 
interpret the two basic powers which propel all life. The article ‘our cosmic 
soul’ gives an overview of the articles which put the path of the soul into cos-
mic perspective. Every soul experiences many lives on various planets in the 
universe in order to expand its life of feeling. In every grade of its evolution, 
it will build up female and male bodies, in order to experience and to feel 
everything that can be learned in that grade. 
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Explanation at soul level 

The article ‘explanation at soul level’ explains the large difference in the 
books by Jozef Rulof between the earthly thinking and the actual vision of 
the masters of the University of Christ. In order to connect to the word level 
of the reader between 1933 and 1952, a number of passages about homo-
sexuality in the books by Jozef Rulof reflect the earthly thinking that was 
customary at that time. 

The masters first had to describe the cosmic evolution of the soul, before 
they could explain how they themselves look at the phenomenon of homo-
sexuality. When they give an explanation at soul level which interprets their 
own vision, then the word ‘homosexuality’ is eliminated. At soul level, abso-
lutely no homosexuality exists, because the soul cannot be homosexual. The 
soul experiences motherhood and fatherhood in all its grades of evolution, 
and as a result it expands its life of feeling. 
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Psychopathy 

The role of past lives in the origin of mental disability which can occur in 
people with a multiple handicap. 

Terminology then 

In the first half of the past century, in the diagnostics of psychiatric dis-
orders, the division psychopathy and psychosis was used. All the illnesses 
with a psychiatric disfunctioning fell under the collective name psychopathy, 
apart from the disorder that people called psychosis. 

The category psychopathy was very wide. For instance, a woman was 
called psychopathic who, as a result of the sorrow at the death of her son 
during the war, had lost her normal thinking and talked to her son’s coat as 
if it was him. 

In addition, disorders with physical features were also counted, such as 
for instance Down’s syndrome which was called ‘mongolism’ at that time. 
During the contact evenings that were held from 1949 to 1952, when Jozef 
received questions about so-called ‘mongols’, he referred to the term psy-
chopathy without saying anything else about Down’s syndrome. A specific 
explanation about this syndrome has not been included either, anywhere else 
in his books. This points to the general use of the term psychopathy at that 
time. 

Psychopaths 

After Jozef ’s time, the psychiatric diagnostics largely abandoned the con-
cept of psychopathy and people started to make a distinction between var-
ious other diagnostic categories, such as personality disorders and mentally 
handicapped. As a result of greater attention to the social impact, people 
arrived at the concept of ‘antisocial personality disorder’. In the media and 
popular speech, people talk of psychopaths. 

As a result, nowadays the words ‘psychopaths’, ‘psychopathy’ and ‘psy-
chopathic’ are very emotionally charged. For instance, they are used for the 
description of a serial killer who insensitively abuses and murders his victims. 

However, in the books by Jozef Rulof these words usually refer to people 
with a multiple handicap, namely people who, as well as a physical handicap, 
also have a mental handicap. According to the score for an IQ test, people 
also make a distinction between a slight, moderate, severe and deep grade of 
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mental handicap. 

Causes of multiple handicap 

In the books by Jozef Rulof, the masters of the University of Christ ex-
plain the causes of the multiple handicap whereby severe congenital physical 
abnormalities are accompanied by a mental handicap. The physical disorders 
can occur during pregnancy as a result of various causes, for instance due to 
a fall by the mother. 

In addition, the masters determined that the congenital physical abnor-
malities can also occur as a result of the influence of the child itself. It is 
then not about the childlike consciousness but about the influence of the 
personality of the soul that reincarnates. The article ‘our reincarnations’ gives 
an overview of the articles which explain what the masters understand by the 
reincarnation of a soul and its personality. 

Briefly summarised, our soul experiences many subsequent lives on earth, 
whereby it keeps on inspiring a fertilised egg to further growth. However, 
that growth can already be accompanied in the mother’s womb by physical 
abnormalities as a result of a disorder in the driving force of the soul. That 
disorder then comes from the personality of the soul and is caused by its 
disharmonic behaviour in past lives. 

From disharmony to harmony 

The masters followed that behaviour in past lives in order to see how the 
personality reached that disharmony. They saw that the personality had act-
ed disharmoniously towards other people. It then concerned severe dishar-
monious actions. 

The masters researched what this triggered in the soul. As the article ‘har-
mony’ explains, the soul is harmonious by nature. When its personality acts 
disharmoniously because it still does not feel this inner harmony, this takes 
the soul further away from its harmony. The disharmonic action disturbs the 
inner peace of the soul, the consciousness of that destructive deed does not 
fit with its harmony. This brings a disorder in the life of feeling of the soul, 
because as a result it does not experience any love towards the other life. 

When the soul then wants to reincarnate, it is hindered by this disorder. 
When reincarnating, the soul connects itself to the merging of a sperm cell 
and an egg cell. This merging is essentially a harmonious loving act. The 
article ‘our first lives as a cell’ explains that the first merging and cell division 
is already an expression of the giving inspiration. The cells divide themselves 
in order to produce a child. 
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A soul with the previously mentioned disorder in the life of feeling will 
need a longer time in order to be able to reincarnate, in order to be able to 
attune itself to the harmonious event which we have called fertilisation. The 
article ‘world of the unconscious’ explains the state in which the soul can 
need many centuries in order to attune itself to a new incarnation. Other 
souls which have remained in harmony and do not have that disorder will 
precede it and be able to reincarnate sooner. It is only once the disharmoni-
ous disorder has sunk far enough away in the life of feeling that the soul will 
be able to reach the contact with an egg cell and a sperm cell again. 

Miscarriage 

The first time that a fertilised egg cell becomes available for the soul with 
the previously mentioned disorder, that soul will not succeed in driving that 
egg cell to growth. The disharmony in the life of feeling of the soul then puts 
too much pressure on the fragile cell, which is not resistant to that in this 
rarefied stage. This leads to an elimination of the embryo. 

The second time too, the embryo will not be able to reach development, 
because for this purpose the driving effect of the soul would have to hap-
pen without overpressure. However, by experiencing the fertilisation and the 
brief growth of the embryo, the soul will still already make progress. The 
natural growth of the cell has a harmonising influence on the life of feeling 
of the soul, which can come to rest more as a result. Every new attempt will 
give more harmonising, as a result of which the small body will keep on 
being able to grow longer before the pressure becomes too great and leads to 
a miscarriage. 

Distortion of the body 

After many attempts, the disharmonious pressure from the life of feeling 
of the soul is low enough so that the embryo is no longer broken off. How-
ever, the pressure which is still present will then lead to a distortion of the 
body. In this case, the tissues can already build themselves up and the little 
body can already develop completely, but the pressure still causes disorders 
in the formation of the tissues. 

The soul can then already reach the birth, but the distortion of the tis-
sues disturbs the build-up of the mental capacities. On earth, as well as the 
physical abnormalities, people will also determine a deep grade of mental 
disability. 

This multiple handicap cannot be cured, because the tissues are irrevoca-
bly deformed. As a result of the deformation, no normal consciousness can 
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be built up, in this body the soul cannot reach normal thinking. 

Recovery 

Yet it is of the highest importance for the soul to be able to live out this 
life. By experiencing the physical organs, the life of feeling of the soul reaches 
further peace and harmonising. The human body is then deformed, but it 
still has enough natural working within it to bring the soul to more natural-
ness in feeling. 

If the soul can live out this life, it can start the following incarnation with 
a calmer life of feeling. In this way, it builds on the recovery of its mental 
capacities. Every lifetime, it will come further in this. On earth people will 
then speak of a severe, moderate and after many lifetimes finally a slight 
grade of mental handicap. It is therefore very important that people with a 
multiple handicap can also be born. And that parents along with society as 
a whole can ensure that these fellow beings can experience their complete 
lifetime in the best conditions. 

Ultimately, the soul reaches an incarnation whereby the body no longer 
shows a single physical disorder, and its personality enjoys the normal social 
consciousness again. Then the soul can begin with recovering from the kar-
ma that was brought about as a result of the disharmonious actions. When 
that karma is over, the soul ends its earthly reincarnation cycle, and it passes 
on into the Hereafter. 

First sphere of light 

In the hereafter, the soul will experience how the spiritual body then looks 
which was formed by its life of feeling and personality. If its life of feeling 
still wants to destroy the other life, its spiritual body will be deformed, be-
cause these feelings deform the astral tissues such as they also deformed the 
physical tissues at that time during the growth process. 

However, in the hereafter too, the soul will be driving in order to reach a 
higher grade of feeling which corresponds to its harmony. As a result of that 
driving force, everyone reaches the first sphere of light, in which the spiritual 
body is harmoniously radiating because we as a personality have reached the 
universal love there. 

Then every form of psychopathy and mental disability belongs definitively 
to the past, because people now know how they remain in harmony with 
themselves and all others. In addition, it is then obvious that those earthly 
words do not give any ‘explanation at soul level’, because for the soul no psy-
chopathy or mental handicap exists. The soul only experiences an evolution, 
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it drives itself back to harmony and will ultimately master a higher grade of 
love, to then go towards the higher cosmic grades of life along with its twin 
soul. 
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Insanity 

‘Insanity’ is an old term from the earthly thinking for phenomena which 
can occur strongly during the transition of grades of feeling. 

Explanation at soul level 

The books by Jozef Rulof were written between 1933 and 1952. The article 
‘explanation at soul level’ explains that many terms in these books were used 
to connect at word level with the earthly and scientific thinking from that 
time in the Netherlands. This was also the case with the term ‘insanity’. 

Much of what then fell outside of the conventional and desirable manners, 
was called insane. Not only people with a mental handicap or a psychiatric 
disorder were given this label, but also for instance epilepsy patients, people 
with anti-social behaviour, troublemakers, addicts and people with demen-
tia. In order to protect society, these people were forcefully admitted to in-
sane asylums. 

The book ‘Mental Illnesses seen from the Other Side’ from 1939 contains 
a description of the visit by Jozef Rulof and his spiritual leader Alcar to an 
asylum. Alcar lets Jozef for instance gauge the life of feeling of a man whom 
people call homosexual. That man was locked up in the insane asylum be-
cause people also usually considered homosexuality an illness then. In ac-
cordance with the thinking of that time, in this book homosexuality is also 
called a grade of insanity. 

The article ‘homosexuality’ explains that this is not the vision of the writers 
of the books by Jozef Rulof, the masters. When they explain this phenom-
enon at soul level, they do not consider it as an illness but as a development 
phase of the soul. When the soul in a particular grade of feeling experienced 
everything with a female body, in the following life it will pass on to the male 
body in order to build up the male life of feeling. 

The book ‘Mental Illnesses seen from the Other Side’ was entirely written 
according to the earthly thinking. Even the title was chosen in order to con-
nect with the thinking of that time and to emphasise that it does not concern 
physical illnesses. However, at soul level the soul cannot be sick and no ‘men-
tal illnesses’ exist. At soul level, it usually concerns transition phenomena of 
a soul which is in evolution. This is often also the case with what people then 
called ‘insanity’. Because this can occur strongly when the soul passes on 
into a following grade of life. 
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Grades of feeling 

The article ‘grades of feeling’ explains that every soul can master four sub-
sequent grades of feeling during its earthly lives. Every reincarnation adds 
experiences to the life of feeling. In this way, the soul can increase its grade of 
feeling. The articles ‘our reincarnations’ and ‘our cosmic soul’ give an over-
view of the articles which outline the development path of the soul. 

When a soul has completely experienced a grade of feeling, a transition 
period occurs. A part of the personality still lives in the previous grade of 
feeling and another part already in the following. In this transition period, 
people do not have the full strength and driving force of one grade of feeling, 
as a result of which people are more susceptible to influence. 

The masters explain that this influence can come from people who live 
in the hereafter. The article ‘our hereafter’ gives an overview of the articles 
which describe the various spiritual worlds in the hereafter. From a global 
point of view, there are dark spheres and spheres of light, according to the 
level of inner light and love of the inhabitants. These inhabitants can also 
connect with the people on earth who belong to their own grade of feeling. 
Inhabitants of the dark spheres connect themselves with people on earth in 
order to be able to experience the feelings which have to do with a physical 
body, such as food, drink, warmth and sexuality. When this influence be-
comes dominant, phenomena can occur which people used to call ‘insanity’ 
or ‘possession’. 

Possession 

In the case of possession, the astral personality of the inhabitant from the 
dark spheres has a strong hold on the day-consciousness of the human being 
on earth. The astral personality can then determine the actions of the earthly 
being and do what it desires. It lives out its lusts and uses up the physical 
powers of the human being on earth to a considerable extent. 

The personality of the earthly being is then suppressed and partly lives in 
the subconscious. From there, it does indeed experience the behaviour. That 
behaviour is at the level of the grade of feeling which it has to cover as a soul. 
As a result, a battle occurs between both personalities, because the earthly 
being does not wish to fall back into that previous grade of feeling. This now 
results in actions detrimental to it, such as excessive alcohol consumption or 
sexual indulgences. 

On earth, people can therefore perceive for these people both the libertine 
actions of the astral personality and the battle between the two personalities. 
When the inhabitant of the dark spheres has the upper hand and gives free 
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rein to his lusts, he is a danger to society and the earthly being often ends up 
in the locked ward of a psychiatric hospital. 

When the astral personality has complete control of the day-conscious-
ness, the earthly being has usually lost the battle for that life. Yet as a result 
of this battle, the suffering of the earthly being becomes his driving force in 
order to prevent this suffering in his following reincarnation. He then no 
longer lets himself be influenced by the feelings which belong to the grade 
of feeling which he is discarding. As a result, the personality of the earthly 
being grows and it has more control over its actions. This is why the masters 
consider this battle as a development phase for the soul, and not as a dis-
ease which used to be identified with the terms ‘insanity’ or ‘possession’ and 
which people then started to call ‘psychosis’. 

Lien 

When the earthly being feels the influence of a dark astral personality, 
a severe battle usually occurs. Master Alcar gives the example of Lien, a 
woman who was urged by an astral personality towards excessive alcohol 
consumption. During her sleep, she was attacked by an inhabitant from the 
dark spheres. During this period of unconsciousness, it had connected to her 
in feeling, so that he could urge her to drink. When she woke up, she felt a 
choking thirst and began the fight against the astral influence. 

First she thought that she could quench that thirst by having a few drinks. 
However, those drinks lowered her day-consciousness, so that the astral per-
sonality got more control of her and drunk two full bottles of jenever. Her 
exhausted body and nervous system succumbed and she lay on the ground 
like she was dead. Jozef then explained to her that she still recovered again, 
because the astral personality also gave her body strength in order to be able 
to drink along with her. 

During a following attack, she took a different approach and she put a 
drink for herself on the table. She taunted the astral world which had to 
prove that she could still be reached. Less than ten minutes later, she had had 
three drinks without realizing it. The reason was that the astral personality 
had taken advantage of a brief moment of thoughtlessness by her. Jozef later 
asked her to remove all the jenever from the house, but she dismissed his 
advice. 

And then the final attack came. Lien fought to the extreme. She climbed 
the walls, threw herself on the floor and was writhing and squirming about. 
It caused such pain! It burned within her, a fire that wanted to be extin-
guished with jenever. She took cold baths and threw her belongings across 
the room, but she felt her powers decreasing. After hours of fighting against 
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the will of the astral personality, she gave up and put the glass to her lips. She 
still had the hope that in this way she could extinguish the fire within her. 
At that moment, master Alcar dominated her will for a moment and let the 
glass fly out of her hand. Lien got such a severe shock that she ran outside 
to recover. By walking in nature, she calmed down. And she felt remarkably 
light, as if a heavy burden had fallen away from her shoulders. 

Jozef then explained to her that she had won the battle. She needed that 
little smack in order to strengthen her will. Then she removed the jenever 
from her house and put her will to stop at one hundred percent. She now 
realised that it was all or nothing, and that her life would be lost if she 
continued to drink by means of the influence of another and continued to 
underestimate those powers. The astral personality tried it again, but could 
no longer reach her, she now had her behaviour and thoughts under control. 

Influence 

When the inhabitant of the dark spheres is more cunning, he will make 
sure that his prey does not end up locked up in a prison or psychiatric institu-
tion. Then he satisfies himself with a close connection of feeling as a result of 
which he experiences but does not suppress the feelings of the earthly being. 
He does indeed influence the earthly being, but will not go that far that this 
influence is experienced as ‘coming from outside’. 

In the books by Jozef Rulof, the term ‘conscious insanity’ is also used for 
this. This means that the earthly being still experiences his day-conscious-
ness and remains normally conscious for society. The astral influence is then 
hidden to society and to the earthly personality. The inhabitant of the dark 
spheres will then just slowly increase his influence, so that the earthly being 
thinks that he is completely himself. 

The masters indicate that all the feelings, thoughts and actions of the 
earthly being which have attunement to the dark spheres, can be picked up 
and enhanced by the inhabitants of these spheres. The only way to complete-
ly free oneself in the earthly life from dark astral influence is to attune the 
whole personality to the first sphere of light. The people who love universally 
and are attuned to serving their fellow being, are no longer of use to the in-
habitants of the dark spheres. 

Luminous future 

The masters of the University of Christ inspire all people to evolve towards 
the first sphere of light. Their inspiration is also an ‘influence’, but then 
aimed at serving the cosmic evolution which every soul works on itself. The 
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article ‘illuminating future’ describes the future in which all people on earth 
will have reached that universal grade of love, so that not a single inhabitant 
of the dark spheres still comes to the earth. 

Then those dark spheres will also be less populated, because no new people 
from the earth go there any longer. And finally, all those dark spheres will 
dissolve, because all the inhabitants will then also have reached the luminous 
grade of feeling themselves. Then every soul on earth and in the Hereafter 
will have conquered the inner darkness and transformed it into a loving con-
sciousness. 
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The mediumship of Jozef Rulof 

Jozef Rulof was developed by the University of Christ to a fourth grade 
medium for mankind, as preparation for the technical medium. 

Grades of mediumship 

Jozef Rulof was a medium, a means of contact between the hereafter and 
the earth. He was in contact with masters of the University of Christ. The 
article ‘University of Christ’ explains that these masters bring their spiritual 
wisdom to earth by means of inspiration and mediums. 

There are many people who call themselves a medium. In order to gain a 
vision of the nature and the level of their mediumship, master Zelanus wrote 
the book ‘Spiritual Gifts’. Here, he explains that there are grades of medium-
ship which correspond to the grades of feeling. The article ‘grades of feeling’ 
explains that these are consecutive levels of feeling and love which we can 
master by experiencing many lives. 

In each life, we gain experiences, as a result of which we develop feeling for 
something. The article ‘aptitude and talent and gift’ explains that we develop 
our own talents that are innate in our following lives. The more we work on 
a particular skill such as art painting for instance, the more feeling we have 
in the following life in order to expand this talent. It therefore requires many 
reincarnations in order to become a Rubens or Van Dyck. 

This also applies to mediumship. Many lifetimes of study are needed in 
order to master feeling that can be deployed for mediumship. People already 
knew that in the temples of ancient Egypt. There, people only took on pu-
pils who exhibited an exceptional talent in mastering the own body and the 
environment by means of concentration. The high priests knew that only 
naturally gifted people could reach the depth of mediumship as a result of 
which new wisdom could be passed on to the temple. 

However, the temple priests did not know that there was also another 
deciding factor, namely the grade of feeling. Mediums of whom the grade of 
feeling is attuned to the first three grades of feeling cannot pass on any wis-
dom from the spheres of light. The article ‘spheres of light’ explains that these 
are the spiritual worlds in the hereafter, in which the divine light reflects the 
universal love of the inhabitants. 

The article ‘dark spheres’ is about the spiritual worlds to which the first 
three grades of feeling are attuned. These spheres are given names such as the 
‘Land of Hatred, Lust and Violence’ and the ‘Land of Twilight’. The grades 
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of feeling are called pre-animal-like, animal-like and coarse-material. Gen-
erally speaking, it concerns self-love and wanting to experience the earthly 
material matter. 

Most people on earth possess one of the first three grades of feeling. When 
they open their feeling to the hereafter, they attract inhabitants from the 
dark spheres, because they themselves are still not free as a personality from 
material feelings. When these people actually reach a spiritual contact with 
the hereafter, they are influenced and in the worst case even possessed by the 
inhabitants of the dark spheres. The article ‘insanity’ explains that people do 
not need to be a medium for this, many people have lost their day-conscious-
ness in this way and are called psychotic nowadays. 

The masters of the light do not connect themselves with mediums who 
still have material feelings or self-love because they know that they will go 
down sooner or later. After all, when a medium is open to influence, the in-
habitants of the dark spheres can also manipulate this human being, because 
those dark characteristics of the medium cannot be protected by the masters. 
Being open is then literally life-threatening, as a result of which many medi-
ums permanently lost their day-consciousness and body.

 
Many people think that they possess spiritual gifts, but only experience 

the material clairvoyance and the telepathic sensing. Now and again they 
‘strike lucky’, but only when they gauge someone on earth who belongs to 
their own grade of feeling. In fact, they experience the same sensitivity as a 
dog which senses when its owner is coming home. When they think that 
they have contact with the hereafter, they give themselves an answer to the 
questions asked. 

People who want to come into contact with the hereafter, already close 
themselves off to the contact with the spheres of light by means of their will. 
The masters only connect themselves with mediums who do not seek contact 
of their own accord, but do want to serve mankind unconditionally and 
devote their own lives to this out of selfless love. 

This self wanting also limits the people who are called magicians, fakirs, 
yogis and initiates. They want to control something with their own personal-
ity and usually refuse help from masters. However, even if they open them-
selves to this, the masters never serve an earthly personality. 

No one on earth possesses spiritual gifts himself which are attuned to the 
spheres of light. The masters control those gifts and let the medium see, hear 
and feel what they find necessary that the medium receives. After all, only 
the masters can oversee and know with certainty what will help mankind to 
make progress. 

A medium who is attuned to the spheres of light as a result of his fourth 
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grade of feeling can serve for mankind. The masters can preserve that me-
dium from every material influence. After all, for passing on a spiritual 
message it is necessary that the own feeling and thinking of the medium 
is disengaged at that moment, so that the message is not influenced by his 
personality. In order to prevent the influence of personal knowledge on the 
message, the masters must also close off the subconscious of the fourth grade 
medium. They then only use the mediumistic feeling that the medium has 
built up during many lives in order to reach spiritual sensitivity, but they 
prevent the concrete personal experiences from past lives. 

Jozef Rulof lived in the fourth grade of feeling and as a result he could also 
master the wisdom passed on. For him the spiritual departing from the body 
could be developed, so that he could make journeys and gain experiences 
with the masters in the hereafter. By experiencing the spiritual gifts, he could 
expand his inner life and increase his grade of feeling. As a result, he could 
rise to the border of the fifth grade of feeling that is attuned to the fourth 
sphere of light, in which master Zelanus lives. And he could ultimately also 
receive the cosmology, which shows the explanations of the masters at soul 
level. The article ‘explanation at soul level’ explains that the masters were 
capable at that time of describing the reality as they had determined that 
for themselves. Up to that moment, they had had to limit themselves to the 
earthly thinking, because the medium first had to be developed in order to 
be able to receive the cosmology. 

Reincarnated from the spheres of light 

Jozef Rulof was not only attuned to the spheres of light, he was also re-
incarnated from there. Before his earthly life as Jozef Rulof, he had already 
made spatial journeys with his masters, as a result of which he was developed 
sufficiently in order to also bring this consciousness to earth. Only a medium 
who reincarnates from the spheres of light can bring the astral consciousness 
to the earth and ultimately receive the cosmology. 

Only a soul which is especially born for this can carry out this task on 
earth, because no more karmic restriction obstructs it. The articles ‘reincar-
nated for a task’ and ‘karma’ explain this. This also applies to many other 
souls which came back for the University of Christ, such as Moses and the 
prophets. 

However, the prophets were born from the Land of Twilight and were 
still open to violence. By inspiring the prophets, the masters carried out an 
earlier phase of the spiritual awakening of mankind, namely bringing a faith 
in God. The prophets could not have accomplished the task of Jozef, because 
they could not be elevated to the spheres of light. In this way, every time and 
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task needs the people with a grade of feeling suitable to this. 

Continuation of the first priest-magician 

The article ‘the first priest-magician’ describes how the masters inspired 
the first human being on earth to develop spiritual gifts. The masters then 
began to form the metaphysical path, on which people can work at building 
up mediumistic feeling during many lifetimes. Finally, as a result, a medium 
such as Jozef Rulof could come, who had enjoyed such training in his past 
lives. 

All those who follow the path of the first priest-magician must conquer the 
same obstacles. They have to get through the possession, in order to get to 
know and conquer the grades of sleep. In their lives as magician, they cannot 
reach any serving mediumship, because their feeling is then attuned to mas-
tering these powers and not to universal love. 

Continuation of ancient Egypt 

The article ‘ancient Egypt’ describes the highlight of the metaphysical de-
velopment line in the history of mankind. In the temples there, the masters 
were able to elevate the contact between the earth and the hereafter. The 
mediums of the fourth grade who worked in the temples brought a spiritual 
knowledge to earth which could not be given before then. Yet this knowl-
edge remained limited by the then world vision and the grade of feeling of 
mankind, which was still animal-like then. The grade of feeling in order to 
keep these spiritual gifts pure was still not present either with the majority of 
the priests. This is why in the course of time Egypt lapsed into black magic. 

This period is for instance important because priests were trained who 
could serve the University of Christ even better in later lifetimes. Jozef Rulof 
is one of them, who had already reached an occult height in ancient Egypt as 
priest Dectar. In the book ‘Between Life and Death’, the past lives of Jozef 
Rulof in ancient Egypt were described in detail, so that it becomes clear 
how he built up his tremendous feeling for mediumship there. The pupil of 
Dectar, Venry, was then already allowed to predict under the strength of the 
masters that Dectar would be able to continue his task for the University 
after thousands of years. 

However, in many regards, the mediumship of Jozef Rulof is much more 
difficult. In the twentieth century, he had to hold his own in a society which 
was not attuned to spiritual gifts. In ancient Egypt everything was tailored 
towards this, the priests could devote their whole lives to the metaphysical 
study in the peace of their temples. When they reached the highest, they 
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were worshipped by a whole culture. However, in the twentieth century in 
The Hague Jozef Rulof had to be on guard so that he did not fall under a 
tram when his mediumistic sensitivity pulled him away from the social con-
sciousness. 

In the twentieth century, the masters go much further than four thousand 
years ago in Egypt. The Egyptians needed their ceremonies and moon nights 
in order to bring about the contact with the hereafter. In the twentieth cen-
tury, Rulof could be reached every second by the masters, also in the middle 
of a walk or a social task. Ancient Egypt experienced the metaphysical laws 
between life and death, but in the twentieth century the masters could also 
explain these laws in detail through Jozef Rulof. 

Deception 

In the centuries after the blossoming period of ancient Egypt, many people 
tried to match the magical powers of the temple priests in order to be able to 
allow their power to count. However, because they were usually not prepared 
to devote many lifetimes to this, many people proceeded with deception. 

The current age has many thousands of charlatans who try to drive other 
people mad talking about their so-called spiritual gifts. These deceivers live 
in every city, as if many lifetimes are not needed in order to build up mediu-
mistic feeling. As a result, many people get a wrong image of mediumship, 
and they have also turned away from the wisdom which was passed on by 
the real mediums. 

This is an obvious consequence, because without the book ‘Spiritual Gifts’, 
it is very difficult to make a distinction between a deceiver and a real medi-
um. Since true wisdom is also buried under the mass deception, Jozef Rulof 
knew that the world would not accept his mediumship. For this purpose, 
the mass deception will have to be cleared with a strong hand by the coming 
technical medium, the direct voice instrument. 

Writing mediumship 

In his life as Jozef Rulof, all the mediumistic powers were aimed at devel-
oping and carrying out writing mediumship. The masters wanted to pass on 
their wisdom in book form, so that this knowledge became independent of 
the lifetime of the medium and people could also absorb this wisdom after 
his earthly life. 

At the same time, the masters also gave Jozef himself the possibility to 
master the cosmic consciousness by means of writing mediumship. For this 
purpose, it was necessary that he could depart from the body, so that he 
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could gain the required experiences. For developing departing from the 
body, first the so-called physical gifts were necessary, so that every nerve of 
his body could become free from the personality. For this purpose, he expe-
rienced materialisations and dematerialisations, apports and the direct voice. 

In addition, the healing mediumship was also developed, so that he could 
earn a living as a clairvoyant magnetizer. The painting mediumship also 
ensured that he could take control of the publication of the books by means 
of the sales of the paintings received mediumistically. Finally, speaking me-
diumship was also developed, and he could hold lectures through master 
Zelanus in a deep trance in front of an audience. 

Serving mankind 

Every mediumship can be assessed on the basis of the spiritual wisdom 
that is passed on. Through Jozef Rulof, the masters were able to pass on 
cosmic wisdom for the first time in human history. A fourth grade medium 
serves the evolution of mankind, all spiritual gifts then serve the spiritual 
awakening. 

For such a great task, a soul from the spheres of light is reincarnated and 
the masters calculate in advance what they can give to the earth through 
this medium. The connection of feeling between master and medium is al-
ready brought to full power in advance in the hereafter, so that nothing can 
come between that on earth. For that matter, the pure getting through of 
the spiritual message from the masters must be able to be guaranteed, if the 
masters want to be sure that mankind can evolve as a result of this. 

The last human medium of the University 

In a particular time, only one fourth grade medium is needed for the 
whole of mankind, because the masters can pass on their knowledge through 
this medium in an unfiltered way. With Jozef Rulof, the masters knew that 
mankind as a whole could still not sense the depth of the knowledge passed 
on, but they passed on this wisdom for all future times. 

Through Jozef Rulof, they brought the very last to earth: the description of 
the cosmic evolution of our soul through all times, from its origin to its des-
tination, from the All-Source to the All. Going higher on earth is no longer 
possible, this is the wisdom from the fourth sphere of light, the spiritual 
grade of feeling. This is the explanation at soul level, the description of the 
reality as the masters experience that in the fourth sphere itself, in so far as it 
can be expressed in earthly words. 

Jozef Rulof reincarnated in the twentieth century, because mankind was 
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then advanced enough that a fourth grade medium no longer ended up at 
the stake. Furthermore, the Age of Christ had started, during which the ex-
planation of the message of Christ would come to earth, as Christ had once 
promised that. For that matter, after the last world war, a time had dawned 
that the wisdom received could no longer be erased by a world war. Now the 
masters could start to build in a straight line on the technical instruments 
which will permanently change the thinking and lives of all people on earth, 
such as the ultimate healing instrument and the direct voice instrument. 
The articles ‘evolution of mankind’, ‘the Age of Christ’ and ‘ultimate healing 
instrument’ give a further explanation of this. 

Jozef Rulof was the last human medium of the University of Christ. Af-
ter him no more fourth grade medium will come, because there is no more 
higher knowledge to be passed on. His successor will not be another human 
medium, but a technical medium. After all, the masters know that the wis-
dom passed on via a human medium will not convince the world of life after 
death and the cosmic evolution of our soul. The deception of the charlatans 
is too widespread for that. This is why they will soon bring the direct voice 
instrument, the technical medium which will confirm the contact between 
the earth and the hereafter in a scientifically verifiable way. The article ‘di-
rect voice instrument’ explains how this technical instrument will be able 
to convince mankind permanently, as a result of which all people can begin 
with their spiritual awakening. Until that time, the cosmic knowledge in the 
books by Jozef Rulof is already there for the few people who sense the depth 
of this wisdom as the universal truth. 
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The Age of Christ 

The Age of Christ is the time period during which mankind goes to a 
higher consciousness by means of the driving force and the cosmic knowl-
edge of Christ. 

Meaning of the Age of Christ 

The Age of Christ is the time period during which the University of Christ 
is made known on earth. The articles ‘University of Christ’ and ‘Jesus Christ’ 
explain that Christ could not convey anything of his cosmic consciousness to 
mankind more than two thousand years ago. He was already murdered for 
the little that He was able to say. This is why He had to limit his message to 
the core: Love each other. 

It is only in the twentieth century that He was able to bring his cosmic 
knowledge to earth. Then his pupils, the masters of his University, passed 
on the cosmology via Jozef Rulof. There the complete cosmic evolution is 
followed which we experience as soul as a result of many reincarnations. 
The article ‘our cosmic soul’ gives an overview of the articles which explain 
this cosmic evolution. The article ‘explanation at soul level’ explains that 
the masters wrote the reality at soul level in the cosmology, that is how they 
experience and know this reality themselves. 

God and the metaphysical path 

The Age of Christ could only begin in the twentieth century because man-
kind had then reached the required level of consciousness and grade of feel-
ing. As a result, a medium like Jozef Rulof was no longer put on the church 
stake. The power of the church was no longer so great that it could stop this 
expansion of the spiritual-scientific] knowledge. 

In addition, enough foundations were laid then in order to understand the 
cosmology. Science had already corrected the Bible on important points, and 
the ecclesiastical stories had less influence on free thinking. 

Great thinkers such as Socrates, Plato, Aristoteles, Buddha, Ramakr-
ishna, Annie Besant, Madame Blavatsky, Mary Baker-Eddy, Rudolf Stein-
er, Schopenhauer, Immanuel Kant, Galilei, Paul, Isaiah, Daniel and many 
others each had already given their best powers in their own time for the 
construction of the University of Christ on earth. The masters had brought 
God via Moses and the prophets, and Christ had expanded the divine image 
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towards a Father of Love. The first priest-magician was inspired to research 
life and death, and via ancient Egypt and the initiates from the East, the 
masters were able to further develop that metaphysical line. As a result of all 
those developments, people in the twentieth century could understand much 
more than the apostles of Christ during their time. 

Evolution of mankind 

The article ‘evolution of mankind’ explains that the Age of Christ could 
only begin when the period of the world wars came to an end. While a few 
people can increase their grade of feeling by serving life and letting go of 
their lower characteristics, the masses learn especially through the misery of 
a war how it must not be done. 

As a result of World War II, the majority of the people on earth had come 
that far that they no longer wanted to start a war, so world peace would no 
longer be threatened by a world war. This meant that the books by Jozef Ru-
lof can remain on earth, and the cosmology was not brought in vain. 

The masters can now also permanently work towards higher technology 
which will no longer be used for war purposes. In the Age of Christ, they will 
bring inventions to earth which will increase the consciousness and the hap-
piness of all the people on earth, which is explained in the articles ‘ultimate 
healing instrument’ and ‘direct voice instrument’. 

Christ in ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof’ 

By means of the book series ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’, the masters 
placed the pillars for the University of Christ. The cosmic journeys that the 
masters made with Jozef were followed and guided by Christ, who wanted 
them to begin these journeys. This was the return of Christ, via the masters. 
Christ spoke to mankind again and passed on his knowledge via the masters. 

After Jozef and his masters had travelled all the cosmic grades of life, they 
arrived in the All where Christ lives. He gave them the assignment there to 
bring his All-Wisdom to earth, so that we get to know his and our cosmic 
soul. Christ showed them his lives and let them see that He had already lived 
on earth in the early prehistoric age. 

During his life as Jesus, Christ had already predicted that after him people 
would come who would explain more than He. In the Age of Christ, that 
time finally dawned, by means of Jozef Rulof as cosmic instrument of the 
University of Christ. This is the first time in human history that The Univer-
sity could bring its knowledge to earth so purely. In this way, Christ and the 
masters could now also bring the beginning of their learning, as guide for the 
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expansion of our consciousness and our love. 

Foundations for the near future 

Yet, Jozef Rulof knew that his cosmology would not convince the world. 
The masses are not yet ready for explanations at soul level. This wisdom is 
three centuries ahead of mankind. Why was the cosmology already brought 
to earth now? 

As a result of this, the masters laid foundations for their future. When they 
soon bring the direct voice instrument to earth, they can refer to the books 
by Jozef Rulof. Then the world will see that masters do not come from no-
where, but that their wisdom was already brought to earth previously, with 
a fixed purpose. It will therefore open many eyes for the far-reaching view 
with which the highest masters of the University of Christ drive mankind to 
a higher awakening since the prehistoric age. 

This is why we now live in the most awe-inspiring age which will ever 
be experienced on earth. By means of the cosmology, the masters have laid 
foundations for soon, but also for the future human being in ten million 
years. The spatial knowledge of our cosmic soul is a life guide for the human 
being of all future times. Going higher than this knowledge is not possible 
because the cosmology is attuned to the cosmic consciousness of the fourth 
sphere of light. 

However, what is now on earth is still just a small beginning. The five 
books of ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’ are just crumbs in comparison to 
the cosmic knowledge of the masters. But more was not necessary, as prepa-
ration for the near future. As soon as they can dictate the following thousand 
books of the cosmology via the direct voice instrument, the world will get 
to see the continuation of the task of Jozef Rulof and his masters. Then they 
will continue their mission for the University of Christ, without the limita-
tion of a human medium. The technical medium will be inexhaustible. 

Path to the first sphere of light 

The Age of Christ lasts more than a hundred years. It is the whole time 
period within which mankind increases its grade of feeling to the first sphere 
of light. The article ‘evolution of mankind’ indicates that as a result of World 
War II it had reached the level of feeling that corresponds to the Land of 
Twilight in the hereafter. The article ‘Land of Twilight’ gives a picture of 
this sphere, in which the dusky light represents the awakening inner life. The 
article ‘first sphere of light’ sketches a picture of what mankind is walking 
towards. 
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In the Land of Twilight, world peace remains intact, most people already 
want to live together in peace. However, they still do not know their cosmic 
soul, many people do not even know that there is reincarnation. The masses 
are still focused on the material life and on self-love. The article ‘grades of 
love’ explains that universal love is higher than self-love. In order to reach 
the universal love of the spheres of light, the focus on the material must be 
converted into interest in the spiritual life. 

In order to achieve that, the masters inspire many people to increase the 
spiritual social consciousness. The human being then becomes more con-
scious of society and how people in society respect the fellow being and help 
him if necessary. It is only in a loving society that everyone can be happy. 

The Age of Christ is also a time period of technical wonders. The masters 
ensure that life becomes more pleasant, so that people receive time to work 
on spiritual awakening. Science and technology go step for step in the direc-
tion of the technical wonders which will help mankind to make progress and 
will ensure the happiness of all people. 

For the inhabitants of the hereafter, the distinction between the Land of 
Twilight and the first sphere of light can be seen clearly. When they find 
themselves in the first sphere of light and start to think earthly materially 
there, then the sphere of light dissolves and a while later they find them-
selves back in the Land of Twilight or on the earth. The earthly thinking 
draws them back to the material state. Many people who experienced this for 
the first time thought that they were expelled from the paradise of the first 
sphere of light. Until they realized that they had caused that themselves, by 
no longer being in harmony with the first sphere of light-filled and spiritual 
thinking. 

Spiritual thinking is separate from the material matter. In the first sphere 
of light, people feel the life that drives everything forward. People love 
everything that lives and help where they can. It requires remaining far away 
from everything that has to do with lies and deception, not to mention ha-
tred and violence. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to weigh up every 
thought before we interpret that. If we interpret truth with every thought, we 
are in harmony with the spiritual reality in which we live. 

Especially on earth the battle can be experienced in order to free oneself 
from every self-love. It is now still an art to bring oneself further individu-
ally towards universal love and spiritual consciousness. When the whole of 
mankind has later reached the first sphere of light, it will no longer be an 
art, because society will then fully support everyone in this. That future is 
described in the article ‘illuminating future’. 
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Illuminating future 

In the future, society will ensure the happiness and well-being of everyone, 
in direct contact with the inhabitants of the hereafter. 

In the books by Jozef Rulof, prophecies are recorded so that the world 
will later be able to accept that the masters from the hereafter have already 
spoken to mankind in the middle of the twentieth century. 

The University of Christ 

The University of Christ drives mankind towards an illuminating future. 
The article ‘University of Christ’ explains that the masters of this University 
have already been guiding the development of mankind since the prehistoric 
age. They stimulate technical and scientific developments, and inspire all 
people who work for the spiritual awakening. They protect the people who 
focus on universal love, and ensure that the wars do not destroy all the pro-
gress. 

As a result, mankind could experience the last world war in the twentieth 
century. The world peace that will be established after this will no longer 
be disrupted by any world war. Now the permanent construction of both 
material and spiritual well-being can be started. Within a foreseeable time, 
technical instruments will come to earth, which will improve life for all peo-
ple. The article ‘ultimate healing instrument’ explains how all illnesses will 
disappear, and the article ‘direct voice instrument’ describes how the direct 
contact with the inhabitants of the hereafter will be realised. 

We now live in the most wonderful age ever, as the article ‘the Age of 
Christ’ explains. The grade of feeling of mankind evolves from the Land of 
Twilight to the first sphere of light. In the books by Jozef Rulof, the masters 
describe in detail what the future will be like, as the universal love from the 
first sphere of light will be given shape to on earth. The masters can look into 
that future, because they stand outside of the time that is connected to the 
earthly matter. 

Unity 

In Europe, the hatchet after World War II has been permanently buried. 
As a result, the construction can be begun. The book ‘The Peoples of the 
Earth seen by the Other Side’, written during World War II and published 
soon afterwards, gives various prophecies of this construction. For instance, 
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the future of Germany was described exactly as we already saw that unfold-
ing during the present time. 

The book already describes during World War II how Germany will first 
be divided into pieces for the purpose of the countries which were attacked 
ruthlessly by the German army. With regard to the reunification, it is said 
that it will take place after Germany has been monitored by them for a long 
time and has proven that it can be trusted sufficiently. Then it will ensure 
peace, calm, well-being and construction. 

In 1990, the prophecy already came true. The wall fell, and Germany 
could start to work on the reunification and construction. Since then, Ger-
many has been a motor for peace, well-being and construction in Europe and 
in the world. 

In 1951, the masters also pointed to the United Nations as an example 
how mankind is working towards collaboration and unity, as they predicted 
during the last world war. Only local conflicts will still be fought out, until 
the majority of the people in all parts of the world feel and are convinced that 
war and violence can never lead to peace and well-being. 

Technical wonders 

We live in the age of technology. The University of Christ stimulates the 
development of the technical means, so that we will become free of all earth-
ly cares as a result. In this way, all illnesses will be conquered in the future. 
And then we will no longer need to do all the work that machines can take 
over from us. Then the machines will no longer cost jobs, because those jobs 
will no longer be necessary, because material prosperity will then be divided 
and will be for the good of everyone on earth. And we can spend our time 
and energy on a loving care for our fellow being and all the life around us. 

Even now, technology already ensures a worldwide direct communication. 
As a result, we can gain more knowledge in one week than previously in two 
thousand years. We now already receive pictures from the whole world and 
technology will later also ensure that we receive pictures from the hereafter. 
Then no human being will need to doubt masters any longer, that master 
materialises himself and stands in our midst and starts to talk. 

Increase in the world population 

As a result of TV and global communication means, since recently the 
human being has become conscious that many people live on earth and that 
this number is increasing fast. People then speak of overpopulation, because 
people also sense that this large number of people represents a particular 
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disharmony. However, most people still do not know that the human being 
himself is responsible for that large number, because he himself began in past 
lives with that disharmony. 

Murder, suicide, unhappiness, illness, euthanasia, war and other causes 
ensure that the soul is slung too soon from its physical life. That lost lifetime 
must be caught up with in extra lives, because it is only by experiencing that 
lifetime in an earthly body that the soul gains awareness and feeling. As a 
result, the number of extra required bodies has increased considerably on a 
worldwide scale. On the other hand, as a result of celibacy and birth control, 
less bodies are available. There are now billions of souls that are waiting in 
the world of the unconscious for a reincarnation. That gives a pressure from 
that world, life asks for more births in order to reduce that pressure. It is 
only by an increase in the number of people on earth that that pressure will 
decrease and there will gradually be more harmony between life and death. 

The masters predict that a reduction in that pressure will become a top pri-
ority in the future. Then it will become a considerable challenge to provide 
all those people with food and drink and accommodation. For this purpose, 
all the means on earth will be drawn upon and especially, be fairly distribut-
ed. The ‘Age of the Mother’ is arriving, because only motherhood can bring 
harmony in the world of reincarnation. And society will start to help all 
mothers to a maximum by putting everything at the service for receiving the 
souls from the world of the unconscious. 

The caring society 

The University of Christ is working on a world within which all suffer-
ing has disappeared and everyone on earth enjoys happiness, prosperity and 
spiritual awareness. And that with an increasing world population in order to 
reduce the pressure in the world of reincarnation. How must society become 
organised so that these aims are within reach?` 

At the moment, the majority of the people are still attuned to having and 
increasing material possessions. This leads to an unfair division of prosperity. 
The masters therefore see a future in which the earthly goods will be divid-
ed fairly because society is in control of the division. This is why personal 
possessions will be terminated and all means will go to society. Like a large 
family, society will take care of the needs of all its children. Everyone will get 
what he or she needs in order to participate in this new society. 

First of all, society as a whole will ensure that every mother is supported 
in everything in order to give souls the chance to be reincarnated. The man 
will be given the main task of supporting this motherhood. Anyone who has 
the feeling to improve the technology to enable all of this will be given the 
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necessary means and space for this. In order to give all people happiness, so-
ciety will ensure that man and wife can get married to a like-minded person. 
The soul will now receive a new body more quickly and no one will go to the 
world of reincarnation too soon. 

Everyone will now become really equal, there will not be a single position 
that is considered higher than another. Most professions will no longer be 
necessary, because the machines will take over the work. There will be no 
more unemployed, everyone who wants to work can make himself subservi-
ent to society. Police officers will become superfluous, because everyone will 
have themselves under control. When life on earth receives the regard of 
the first sphere of light, then the prisons will disappear because everyone is 
working on increasing their grade of feeling. 

Many people will travel the world, because that will also be free. Money 
will disappear because it will no longer be necessary. Gold will have lost its 
material meaning. There will be no more exorbitant profits, trade will be 
regulated by society. 

The end of mankind on earth 

After reaching the first sphere of light on earth, mankind will walk further 
towards the higher spheres of light. The harmony in the world of reincarna-
tion will have been restored, the soul will be reincarnated immediately after 
a life. Life after life can be experienced according to the cosmic harmony 
and lifetime. 

The macrocosmos and the microcosmos will change. The moon will dis-
solve, its glimmer will weaken, it will pass over completely to the fourth cos-
mic grade of life. The animals in the water will disappear, their life will pass 
over to the land consciousness. The wild animals from the jungle will die out, 
the inner life of them will reincarnate in peaceful species. The exploitation of 
cattle will be stopped, mankind will live as vegetarians. 

The dark spheres will dissolve, their inhabitants will long since be no longer 
able to experience anything on earth, because the attunement of feeling of 
the earthly and astral mankind will not be connected to each other. When 
mankind on earth reaches the third sphere of light, the Land of Hatred, Lust 
and Violence will also dissolve. Afterwards, the Land of Twilight will dis-
solve, and the number of souls that are born on earth will decrease. Century 
after century will pass by, mankind will stand before the fourth sphere of 
light, the Summerland. Then the first, second and third sphere of light will 
also dissolve and mankind will have reached the highest stage. 

When the last souls live on earth, the sun will die out. Billions of souls 
will make their way to the earth in order to collect the last people there. The 
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phase of the human history on earth will be over, Mother Earth will now 
leave by means of her last children. The highest masters will now be on earth 
and will address the last people. The soul as astral personality will now leave 
behind all the human possessions, as a result of which thousands of wars 
were fought. Material will return to material, but the human soul and that 
of the highest animal species will continue. The end of mankind on earth 
will have arrived. 

The last sunlight will reach the earth. Along with Mother Earth, all the 
planets and stars will dissolve and a new void will originate, like the void 
from before creation. Mother Earth will remove itself of its protective atmos-
phere. Now darkness will fall and she will die. The earth and the sun will 
now have completed their cosmic task, the human soul will have ended its 
earthly lives and will prepare itself for the fourth cosmic grade of life. This 
will be our following universe, where we as soul will reincarnate after the 
seventh sphere of light in the hereafter in order to continue our illuminating 
future. 
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Ultimate healing instrument 

In the Age of Christ, an ultimate healing instrument will be brought to 
earth which will permanently dissolve all physical illnesses. 

Suffering and happiness 

The mission of the ‘University of Christ’ is to remove the suffering on 
earth and to bring mankind happiness, peace and spiritual awakening. Hap-
piness will only be complete when all the physical suffering is a thing of 
the past, and when all souls on earth can experience a healthy and strongly 
functioning body again. 

This is why the masters of this university, under the guidance of Christ, 
elaborated a plan in order to permanently remove all illnesses from the world. 
They have already been busy for centuries with the execution of this plan, 
and in the Age of Christ it will finally be realised. 

The origin of illnesses 

In order to dissolve the suffering, the masters have already been occupied 
for thousands of centuries with studying the illnesses of the human body. 
In order to understand the essence of an illness, they went in search of the 
origin, the moment in human evolution when the illness originated. 

The article ‘material grades of life’ elucidates the actual cause as a result of 
which illnesses could originate. These are not the so-called pathogens such 
as bacteria and viruses. The masters looked much deeper, and examined why 
these micro-organisms had been given the chance to conquer the defence 
system of the human body. 

The masters saw that the cause of this lay in the weakening of the primal 
power of the body. That weakening came about due to the mixing of the 
originally separated physical grades of life. That process already began a long 
time ago. And now that we are millions of mixtures further, every body on 
earth has weakened. 

Fed by life aura 

In order to be able to remedy that weakening, the masters first started to 
study how the working of the material body fits together. They saw that the 
body is constantly fed by the life aura of the soul. When that life aura has 
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been used up, the body stops functioning and the process that people call 
‘dying’ begins. 

As long as the life aura is not used up, the soul continues to feed the body 
and to remain connected with it in feeling. This ensures the phenomena 
which were discussed in the articles ‘dying as passing on’, ‘cremation or bur-
ial’, ‘embalming’, ‘organ donation and transplantation’ and’euthanasia and 
suicide’. 

The masters started to understand that the solution for the illnesses could 
lie in the life aura which feeds the body. After all, they had already seen that 
a sick person can heal by means of the loving aura of a fellow being, such as 
the own mother or an eminent magnetiser. However, that treatment cannot 
be applied on a world scale, because there is still not that much love present 
in the world. 

Inspiration and doctors 

This is why the masters set to work in different ways, everywhere where 
they could they started to inspire people to fight illnesses. They inspired the 
first medicine men, and brought knowledge of the use of herbs in order to 
support physical processes. 

The doctors were inspired to expand medical science. Technology was 
brought to earth in order to be able to make medical aids. And the human 
being who could be reached for this purpose gained feeling for natural treat-
ments, such as the priests in ancient Egypt. However, for all these different 
treatments that the masters brought to earth, they knew that they could not 
give a permanent solution. It was only an aid as good as possible for the suf-
fering mankind during those times. 

Extensive study 

Meanwhile, the masters went further with their extensive study of all the 
illnesses on earth. They took a part of the aura from a sick body and took 
that with them to the spheres of light in order to be able to study it there for 
a long period and extensively. They made sure that that aura did not dissolve, 
so that they could study the illness for a longer time than the manifestation 
of it during an earthly life. 

In the spheres, with the aid of the highest masters, an instrument was 
designed in order to study these auras. When an illness-aura was connected 
with that instrument, people could follow the origin and evolution of that 
illness. For this purpose, all the evolution phases of the human body and 
the soul were placed on a time scale, so that in the cosmic evolution it could 
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be considered how the illness had developed and could affect the body. The 
instrument could also condense all the development phases visually and as-
trally, so that every step could be examined in detail. 

That condensing took place by condensing the rarefied energy of the All-
Source, the protoplasm, up to that particular development phase. That pro-
cess was possible because the life in the cosmos had also travelled this path in 
order to reach that development phase. The instrument could merely carry 
this out more quickly, and in a technical way. 

X-ray and technology 

The following step was to bring this instrument to earth. This is why the 
masters inspired earthly scientists to develop technical means which paved 
the path to the instrument. For instance, first electricity had to be brought 
to earth, so that the instrument could make use of this. Later they brought 
the X-ray machine to earth, which will soon be part of the ultimate healing 
instrument. 

However, the masters could not go further than the grade of feeling of 
mankind on earth allowed. They always had to take account of the war dis-
position of the animal-like grade of feeling which would be able to use their 
technical means for warfare. Every step was calculated, and even the abuse 
was anticipated. For instance, they brought atomic energy to earth, as part 
of the technical development which was necessary for the ultimate healing 
instrument. The masters knew that the warmongering being would use this 
step for his warfare, but they foresaw that the miserable consequence of the 
first atomic bombs started to give mankind sufficient awareness that a fur-
ther use of them was a considerable risk to the whole world. 

Yet the masters had to wait until mankind would fight the last world war, 
and as a result would reach the realization that at world level a collaboration 
had to be developed in order to prevent such a dreadful suffering from then 
on. This is why it was only after World War II in the Age of Christ that the 
masters could begin to take definite steps on the path to the ultimate healing 
instrument on earth. Now it is a matter of a few centuries and the money 
necessary in order to develop all the requirements. When the money is no 
longer used for war purposes but for peace, collaboration, science and tech-
nology, it can go faster. 

Diathermy of protoplasm 

As with all great inventions, the further steps on the way to and the fi-
nal realisation of the ultimate healing instrument will be brought about by 
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means of both inspiration and reincarnation of the souls which are connect-
ed to the University of Christ. The masters work as fast as mankind allows 
that. 

On earth, the instrument will work a little like the diathermy, whereby 
electricity is conducted through the human body. However, the instrument 
will generate a much more rarefied electricity. When a human body is con-
nected with the healing instrument, an energy will be conducted through 
it which has attunement to the second sphere of light. The protoplasm of 
the All-Source will then be condensed in a technical way to an aura which 
is higher and more rarefied than the life aura of the human being on earth. 
As a result, the sick organs will be fed with a purifying power which takes 
the tissues back to the harmonic working as that tissue functioned in the 
prehistoric age. 

Such as Christ healed by giving his healing life aura to the sick person, the 
instrument will be able to cure all illnesses because the protoplasm of the All-
Source is inexhaustible. Already from childhood, the instrument will bring 
the body back to strength. For generations, all bodies will be purified in this 
way. Until they have their natural immunity and will never be sick again. 

This will be the supreme gift from Christ to mankind, in addition to the 
direct voice instrument which will ensure the spiritual awakening. In the 
Age of Christ, as a result mankind will be able to grow both physically and 
spiritually towards eternal happiness and universal love. 
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Direct voice instrument 

The direct voice instrument will enable direct spoken contact between the 
earth and the hereafter in a technical way. 

The last human medium 

The article ‘the mediumship of Jozef Rulof ’ describes the last medium 
of the University of Christ. However high-quality his mediumship was, for 
many people the question remains whether it can be proven that he actually 
had contact with the hereafter. 

Jozef knew that he could not convince the world of that reality. Too much 
deception had come to the world for this by people claiming to be mediums, 
but ultimately came a cropper and turned out to be fraudsters. In addition, 
there were also many people who thought they were in contact, but in fact 
only got their own projected thoughts reflected back. And finally there were 
also mediums with an actual contact who made the message received im-
pure by mixing that unconsciously and consciously with their own longings 
and thoughts. In order to distinguish all these situations, the book ‘Spiritual 
Gifts’ was written. 

Jozef gave his readers the advice to compare his books with other knowl-
edge on earth. The amount and in-depth knowledge in his books can be a 
reason to believe his mediumship, certainly for anyone who senses a part 
of that knowledge as true. However, for the world and science it will never 
be proof, because it cannot be ruled out scientifically that the medium pro-
duced at least a part of the message himself. 

The precursor 

Science and the world will only accept irrefutable proof of a technical 
instrument. In the book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’, 
such instruments are predicted. It concerns the direct voice instrument and 
its precursor. 

The precursor will be no bigger than a radio from 1941 and work on elec-
tricity. It will touch on letters which form words and sentences. The core of 
the instrument consists of a sensitive element that is capable of intercept-
ing thoughts from inhabitants of the hereafter. Those thoughts are much 
more rarefied than our thoughts on earth. When we think on earth, those 
thoughts receive a material charge by means of the physical formation pro-
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cess. Thoughts are formed by an inhabitant of the hereafter with his spiritual 
body are astrally rarefied and do not have that material condensing. 

The precursor of the direct voice instrument will provide proof for many 
people of life after death. However, not yet for the whole world, because sci-
ence will not be able to determine who or what drives the sensitive element. 
The message will be clear and come through undistorted, but the giver of 
that message is not perceivable for earthly eyes. 

The government will not make a judgement about this instrument, but 
allow it to be marketed. As a result, it will find its way to many interested 
people who receive spiritual messages through the instrument. They know 
they are connected with the hereafter, without the message being distorted 
by a human medium. 

The direct voice instrument 

Science and the world will only be convinced by the evidential value of 
the direct voice instrument. That will come much later to earth, because it is 
much more advanced technically. This instrument will namely condense the 
voice of the inhabitants of the hereafter until it is audible to us like a voice 
via the telephone. 

In the circles of mediums, the phenomenon of the direct voice is known. 
The rarefied voice of the inhabitants of the hereafter will be condensed by 
making use of the aura of the human medium. During various seances this 
was achieved, but then this was also mimicked by fraudsters, as a result of 
which it had no more evidential value for the world. The phenomenon was 
described in detail in the book ‘Spiritual Gifts’. 

The direct voice instrument will condense the required life aura in a tech-
nical way. The aura itself comes from life, it is the protoplasm from which 
the entire cosmos was formed. The articles ‘All-Soul and All-Source’, ‘our 
basic powers’ and ‘cosmic splitting’ describe how this protoplasm formed for 
instance the moon and the sun. The article ‘our first lives as a cell’ describes 
how the human soul made use of this protoplasm in order to form its first 
cell body. 

The direct voice instrument will not be marketed, it will become the pos-
session of the whole of mankind. As a technical instrument, it will convince 
all people, as well as those who could not believe the precursor. Now every 
other influence is ruled out, the people present recognise immediately the 
voices of their deceased loved ones. The voice has not changed in any way, it 
sounds exactly as it sounded on earth. 
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The ultimate moment 

Apart from an explanation about the instrument, the moment is also de-
scribed that it will be put into operation for the first time. Firstly, the de-
ceased father will speak of the inventor, so that his son can immediately 
recognise the voice. Then the astral master of the inventor will make it clear 
to him that the inventor together with his female twin soul has been reincar-
nated on earth for this invention from the spheres of light. 

The inventor therefore learns that they will soon begin with the material-
isation instrument, as a result of which mankind can also see the masters. 
For this purpose, only a few changes to the direct voice instrument have to 
be made. 

Then the highest master from the spheres of light will give the message 
that he will speak again within two weeks, but then for the world leaders, 
scientists and church representatives. He will then speak to the whole of 
mankind and all scientific faculties will be able to determine that the gap 
between life and death has been permanently bridged. 

Death has finally been conquered! 

As a result of the direct voice instrument, all questions will be answered 
and science will receive cosmic awakening. The masters will speak to man-
kind every day, because this instrument can never be exhausted. What man-
kind has doubted for thousands of centuries will then be a daily reality on 
earth. 

The masters will then clarify for mankind what Christ meant, and how the 
University of Christ supported the evolution of mankind from the prehis-
toric age. They explain how practising universal love takes every soul to the 
spheres of light. There will be speaking in all languages, as a result of which 
the veil of death will be lifted. They will describe the cosmic evolution of the 
soul, so that all people can begin with their spiritual awakening. 

Thousands of books 

Because the masters already knew that they would dictate the following 
thousands of books through the direct voice instrument, they did not bring 
even more books to earth via Jozef Rulof. This is why they limited themselves 
through this human medium to the construction that was necessary in order 
to realize ‘The Cosmology of Jozef Rulof ’. All the books before were only an 
introduction to the actual message of the masters, which is explained in the 
article ‘explanation at soul level’. 
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In 1952, Jozef Rulof returned to the spheres of light in order to prepare 
himself for the ultimate moment that he can speak to mankind directly via 
the direct voice instrument. Then he can give the technical proof that was 
not possible by means of his books. Then all the doubts will dissolve in one 
day, and he will begin with his following thousands of books about our life. 



 

The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side

The book ‘The Peoples of the Earth seen by the Other Side’ was written during 
World War II. It gave answers to questions which the readers of the books by 
Jozef Rulof asked themselves at that time, such as: ‘How can God allow so 
much misery to be poured upon mankind?’
The answers in this book were given at a social explanation level, in order 
to connect with the thinking of the readers of that time. This is why this 
cataclysm was written as a final battle between ‘the peoples of the earth’.
When the masters of the light describe the development of life at soul level in 
later books, the soul of the human being is the main focus. The soul experiences 
a cosmic evolution and is infinitely deeper and more spacious than that which 
people indicate with the name of a people.
At the back of this book, 33 articles from the ‘explanation for the books by 
Jozef Rulof ’ have been added, so that, in addition to the social explanation 
level in terms of peoples, the soul level can also 
be consulted within the same publication. As a 
result, it is emphasised that the masters of the 
‘University of Christ’ help every soul on earth on 
the way to universal love, and that the current 
‘Age of Christ’ wants to bring happiness to 
everyone without discrimination.

As publisher of the books by Jozef 
Rulof (1898-1952) we describe 
in this explanation the core of his 
vision. With regard to a number of 
passages in his 27 books, we refer 
to articles from this explanation. If 
you have any questions about the 
contents of his 27 books, we advise 
you to consult this explanation. 
On our website rulof.org you can 
read the 140 articles from this 
explanation online as separate web 
pages or download them as a free 
e-book.
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